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OVERSIGHT OF IRS AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
PROSECUTION OF SEVERAL TAX CASES

THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
COMMITrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley
presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley and Armstrong.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the opening state-

ment of Senator Armstrong follow:]
(Prem Release No. 86-0481

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE SETS HEARING ON OVERSIGHT OF INTERNAL REVENUE AND
DEPARTMENT OF JusTcE Acvmss IN THE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF SEVERAL
TAx CASES

Senator Packwood (R.-Ore.), chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today that the Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service
will hold hearings the mornings of June 19, 20, and 23, on possible improper activi-
ties by the Internal Revenue Service and the Justice Department in the prosecution
of several tax cases. The hearings will be chaired by Senator Charles E. Grassley
(R.-Iowa) and Senator William L. Armstrong (R.-Colo.).

Of particular interest to the subcommittee will be testimony relating to two
recent Federal District Court decisions, United States v. Kilpatrick (D. Colo. 1984),
and United States v. Omni International Corporation (D. Md. 1986), where the courts
dismissed the indictments because of IRS and/or Justice Department abuses com-
mitted either before the grand jury or the District Court in opposition to motions to
dismiss the indictments.

The subcommittee will also review the activities of the IRS and the Justice De-
partment in the investigation and prosecution of cases involving abusive tax shel-
ters and/or foreign investments.

Finally, the Sutcommittee will review the Justice Department's attempt to keep a
Federal District Court opinion, which was critical of the Department's handling of
the Kilpatrick case, from being published in the Federal Court reports.

(1)
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*IM J 19, 20, ad 23, 1986

Good morning and welcome to this, the first of several, hearings of the

Senate Finance Subooimmttee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service.

I would like to thank both Senator Dole, Chairman of this subomittee, for

allowing us to bold these oversight hearings and Senator Grassley for

graciously agreeing to chair the.. The purpose of these hearings is to

look into concerns that the Finance Committee has about reported misconduct

by the Government or employees of the Government in the collection of taxes

and in the Investigation and prosecution of individuals for tax evasion.

The first set of hearings.. .today, tomorrow and Monday...will focus on

three recent Federal District Court decisions which ruled that the Internal

Revenue Service and the Justice Department oomtted serious abuses in the

prosecution and investigation of tax oases. I am speaking of United Stgtee

Y. Kilpatrick Iand United States v. OMUI International Coryoration2 ,

and I cannot overemphasize the seriousness of the Federal District Courts'

conclusions and findings of fact.

Later, other oversight hearings will be scheduled to look into alleged

abusive actions by the IRS in the collection of taxes, with a focus on law

suits brought by taxpayers, 3eibert v. United States 3 and BRtherford v.

nhLt stats . The suboomittee will also be looking into alleged

problems of IRS tampering with mail in the investigation of tax oases, with

a focus on the United States v. Brown case, where an IRS agent was

convicted of lying to a grand Jury about how he came into possession of key
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pieces of the defendant's mail...whioh were apparently stolen for him by

the defendant's neighbor.

The hearings today, tomorrow, and Monday will foous on Federal

prosecution of the Kllnatriok and OMNI International cases. In both oases,

the indictments brought by the Government against the defendants were

dismissed by the Federal District Courts for misconduct by the Government

in the prosecution of the oases. Moreover, in the K112atriok oase, the

Federal District Court dismissed all tax related indictments prior to trial

for failure to state a crime.

U.S. V. W-2lvatRok

My interest and concern about this case and similar reported incidents

began several years ago. I first became aware of possible problems when

Bill Kilpatrick called me during the prosecution of his case and told me

what was happening to him. The matter was in litigation, and, as I told

him, there was little I could do at that point...noreover, I have to admit

that at the time I was rather skeptical that our Government could be doing

the sort of things* Mr. Kilpatrick was telling me. Shortly after his call,

however, Bill Kilpatriok's concerns were corroborated and set down in

detail by the Federal District Court itself. On August 25, 1983, Federal

District Court Judge Fred H. Winner wrote a comprehensive, hard-hitting

opinion, that was extremely critical of three Department of Justice

attorneys who litigated the case and IRS agents who presented the case to

the grand jury. At the time, Judge Winner sumarized his view of the case

(reported in a January 27, 198 Denver Post article) as, wan ill-starred

case which had its first questionable conduct during the opening two
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minutes of grand jury investigation and which had conduct suspect under the

Canons of Professional Responsibility lasting into post-trial hearings.*

Judge Winner, who has since retired from the Court and is now in private

praotioe, is here today at my invitation to explain his findings to the

Committee, so I will leave the details of his decision for his testimony.

The mere fact of this decision was enough to raise serious concern over

the conduct of the Oovernment in this case, but it was then seriously

aggravated when the Justice Department attempted to prevent publication of

Judge Winner's decision in the West Publishing Company's Federal Supplement

reports, a hard-bound compilation of federal court decisions. The Justice

Department petitioned the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals to block

publication of the decision, which the then head of the Justice

Department's tax division, Glenn L. Archer, Jr., defended in an interview

with the lew Yorks Times as necessary because the 'slanderous' judicial

opinion unfairly criticized three of his prosecutors.

This attempt understandably caused quite a stir, and the Justice

Department was strongly criticized in the media. A January 27, 1984,

Denver Post article labeled the move a "gag order* and pointed out that an

attorney opposing the Department's move had oommented that:

When the indictment came down in 1982 against Kilpatrick and other
defendants, the Department of Justioe issued a four page press release
without worrying about the reputations of the accused before they had
their day in court. Now, "suddenly, they are extremely worried about
the reputations of their attorneys...olaimng they have not had their
day in court.

The Wall Street Journal on January 25, 1984, editorialized with the

following remarks:

We sympathize with the Justice Department's wish to protect the
reputations of its lawyers against accusations involving truly
obnoxious prosecutorial practice. It is.awful to be dragged publicly
and unjustly through this kind of mud. In fact, this may be the time
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to remind these energetic prosecutors that public mudslinging before
all the facts are in is Just as awful for a private citizen whom the
department has Just visited with an indictment and a press release.

Judges should be very careful when leaning on prosecutors this way
with the full weight of judicial authority. Prosecutors should be just
as careful when leaning on the rest of us.

On my part, I publicly protested this move by the Department to oensor

the opinion and placed a statement in the Congressional Record on January

27, 1984, which I would like included in the hearing record today. There

are several articles and accounts of this issue following that statement

that will give my colleagues on the Committee a sense of the scope of the

issue and public outcry.

Despite the initial efforts of the Justice Department and the continued

efforts of the three prosecution attorneys to bar publication of the

decision, Judge Winner's decision was eventually published. The Justioe

Department subsequently has issued a public apology for attempting to keep

the decision from being published. A copy of the decision will be placed

in the hearing record by our first, and only, witness today, Judge Fred

Winner.

Now, on to the substance of this particular oase. To understand the

legal mechanics of this case, the following outlines the chronology of

events, as I understand them:

The IRS initiated an investigation of Bill Kilpatrick and other
business associates into the legality of his *capital formation
business.* A business described by Bill Kilpatriok, which put large
businesses together for the benefit of about 1700 small investor units
from all over the U.S. The IRS was Investigating the business to see
if it was creating illegal and abusive tax shelters to evade taxes.

In 1982, after two consecutive grand juries taking almost two years, a
27 count indictment was brought against 7 people (including Bill
Kilpatrick) and the Bank of Nova Scotia, for conspiracy, mail fraud,
and obstrucotion of justice in connection with his business.

Mr. Kilpatrick and his attorneys countered that his business was not
illegal, and that he had taken special precautions to get advance tax
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opinions from major law and accounting firms, prior to any investment
sale, to assure the program's compliance with the law.

On February 21, 1983, prior to trial. Federal District Court Judge John
Kaie dismissed all tax related indictment counts for failure to obarte
a crime (26 of the 27 counts brought by the Government against the
defendants). This left one, non-tax related charge of obstruction of
justice against Bill Kilpatrick. The Oovernment, appealed the Court's
decision to the United States Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals (appeal
still pending) and proceeded to prosecute Bill Kilpatriok on the one
remaining count before the Federal District Court.

The remaining obstruction of justice count was prosecuted by three
attorneys from the Washington, D.C., Tax Division of the Justice
Department. As Judge Winner observed in his decision, *The single
remaining count of the indictment had absolutely nothing to do with tax
law, and the trial could have been handled competently and with aplomb
by any assistant United States Attorney living in Denver, but the
administrative decision of the Department of Justice was to send three
lawyers fhom the Tax Division to try an obstruction of justice case, a
prosecution unrelated to their professed area of expertise.*

In the Spring of 1983, Bill Kilpatrick was oonvioted of the charge of
obstruction of justice.

On August 8, 1983, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals remanded part of
the case on appeal back to the FAderal District Court to look into
proseoutorial misconduct which might be sufficient to dismiss the
indictment.

On August 25, 19-V3, on post-trial motions after conviction of the one
count of obstruction of justice, Federal District Court Judge Fred
Winner granted BiJ1 Kilp&triok a retrial based on a litany of possible

overnment isoonduot in the Investigation and prosecution of the case.

The case was not retried, because the Federal District Court, on remand
from the Tenth Circuit, dismissed the conviction on September 2, 1984,
becausee of totality of circumstances, which Included numerous
violations of federal criminal rules pertaining to grand juries,
violations of statutory witness immunity sections, violations of the
Fifth and Sixth Amendments (of the Constitution), knowing presmtation
of misinformation to grand jury and the lstreatment of witnesses.

In suing up the abuses found to have ooourred In the case, Federal
District Court Judge Kane observed:

From the inception of the twenty-month grand jury
investigation when the prosecutors divined the office of fagent of
the grand juryR on the IRS agents through the time of the agent's
Improper 9sumaries' presented shortly before the indiotment was
returned, the conduct of the Department of Justice attorneys
substantially undermined the ability of the grand jury to exerois
indepondenoe. The numerous abuses and violations of rules and
constitutional principles must be considered particularly serious
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because of the admissions in these hearings, that, for the most
part, the activity was undertaken knowingly and purposefully.

... In sum, the substantial departures of prosecutors in this
case f-om established notions of fairness, from clearly
articulated rules of procedure and, indeed from the Department of
Justice's own manual anu operating directives constitute
systematic and pervasive overreaching.

... What is perhaps most alarming is that even the very last
of so many hearings, one of the prosecuting attorneys continued to
refer to the oballenge to his and his colleagues' conduct as
"silly" and *frivolous.*...The supervisory authority of the court
must be used in circumstances such as those presented in this case
to declare with unmistakable intention that such conduct is
neither *silly' nor *frivolous' and that it Hill not be tolerated.
(Dtphasis added).

The decision is now on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit. Oral argument was made to the Court late last
summer and a decision is expected in the near future.

At this point, I will not go into further detail about the particular

findings of the second District Court decision in this case. Federal

District Court Judge Winner, in addition to outlining the reasoning of his

decision, will outline the details of Judge Kane's decision, which

dismissed the remaining indictment and ccnviotion against Bill Kilpatrick.

Suffice it to say, however, that this case attracted a great deal of

attention and raised such serious concerns that even CBS's 60 Minutes did a

story on it last year. I ask that the transcript of that show be placed in

today's hearing record.

Because of the press and general public concern raised abodt the

Kilpatrick case, my office over the last two years has received numerous

and varied complaints about the IRS. Some of the reactions and complaints

were not unexpected...tax collectors from time immemorial have been very

unpopular folks. However several of the concerns raised are very

disturbing and are the focus of today's hearings and will be the focus of

later hearings by this suboommittee.
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Because of the Kilpatrick case, I also have been following other oases

that night be similar. Another such case that drew my attention was the

overnment's prosecution of the Omni International Corporation. I first

noticed the case because of an April 27, 1985 WashingLon Post article,

which reported that Oni's attorneys had filed a motion to dismiss the case

charging, among other things, that the assistant United States attorney and

tvo IRS agents had altered documents in the case and had not told the

defendants or the court about the changes. In looking into the case, I was

also told at the time that 5 years earlier a federal district court had

dismissed another criminal case because the same assistant U.S. attorney

had apparently withhold a key document from the defense. On May 28, 1985p

another Washington Post article reported on the progress of the case,

noting that:

At an evidentiary hearing last sumr before U.S. District Court
Judge Walter I. Black Jr., a documents expert and other witnesses
contradicted claims of IRS agents that several of the memos were
written in 1983, prior to Omni's notion to dismiss. In fact, according
to the testimony, the memos were prepared in the spring of 1984, most
of them after Omni's notion to dismiss was filed on April 27, 1984.

After a year's deliberation, the Federal District Court for Maryland

granted the defendants' notion and dismissed the indictment. Although I

intend to go into greater detail about this case later, I will give you a

brief summary now of how it evolved and the District Court's reaction.

On March 13, 1984j a grand jury returned a seven-count indictment

against Omni International Corporation and four individuals. The

defendants were charged with conspiracy to defraud the IRS, conspiracy to

commit. income tax evasion, and tax evasion for the years 1976-1980. The
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prosecution contended that the defendant(s)--a Rookville, Haryland, company

which buys, sells and leases aircraft world-wide--was evad.ig taxes by

falsely reporting income in the name of an untaxed, wholly owned Bermuda

subsidiary, Euro Airfinance Ltd., when in fact the income allegedly should

have been reported as belonging to the parent company, Omni. The

defendants countered that the IRS code provides that under certain

circumstances income earned by a ocntrol~ed foreign corporation is not

immediately taxable as U.S. income, but is taxed only when it is brought

into the country. Defendants also contended that all of the income earned

by Euro Air was reported on information returns filed with the IRS. The

Court, however, never got to the merits of the case. On April 27, 1984,

the Omni defendants filed a motion to dismiss the indictment, disqualify

government counsel and investigators, and suppress evidence based on

violations of the attorney-client privilege. A 28 day hearing was held on

this notion in the summer of 1984. Until recently, the Court had the

motion under advisement. On Hay 15, 1986, however, in a 64 page opl ,ton,

the Court meticulously reported violation after violation that occurred by

the prosecution in the government's defense against the defendants'

allegations. Based on these abuses, the Court dismissed the indictments.

The Court expressed 'grave concern' over four aspects of the case. The

first was over the creation and alteration of at least 10 documents by the

assistant U.S. Attorney and two IRS agents, which were given to the

defendants and the Court in preparation for the June hearing on the motion

to dismiss the indictment....without any explanation of the alteration.

The oeoond area of concern involved the 'repeated untrue and incorrect

testimony which occurred during the course of the prot. edings,9 which the

Court said, by its sheer magnitude, 'prejudiced the defendants and the
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Court." Third, the Court emphasized an aspect of the Government's

Investigation that it found particularly startling, which the following

passage from the opinion explains:

Perhaps the most flagrant, troubling aspect of the entire tax
Investigation occurred when the Government interviewed Sandra Poe
Vilkins, Bornstein's secretary. [Bornatein is an attorney for Owl and
also a codefendant.] The Government contends that there is no
impediment, legal, technical, ethical, or otherwise, to an unannounced,
unoounselled, surprise interview of a lawyer's secretary when the focus
of the interview will be on what the secretary knows about the
relationship between the lawyer and his client. Unlike lawyers, who
can protect the attorney-olient privilege, seoretaries have no legal
training and cannot be expected to make sophisticated Judgments
regarding the scope of the privilege. This Court is shocked and
offended by such a prgoedure and andeoms this investiatorY tactio.
especially in th factual situation Dresented here. [Emphasis added].

The fourth area of concern raised by the Court was what it labeled the

Government's pervasive *lack of oandor.0 The Court elaborated:

It Is clear beyond any doubt that misrepresentations were made to the
Court, from the beginning of the evidentiar7 hearing. ...and there was
virtually a wholesale failure of recall of critical events by the
relevant Government witnesses, and no such failure by the defendants'
witnesses. At the least this failure constitutes a lack of candor.
The primary (but not sole offender is the AUSA (assistant U.S.
Attorney).

The Court concluded with the finding that: 'The Government's conduct

was patently egregious mnd cannot be tolerated or condoned. Its manner of

proceeding shocks the Court's conscience. The Indictment must ba dismissed

as a prophylactic sanotion for the consistent course of entrenched and

flagrant misconduct .... ' It is of particular notet also that Federal

District Court Judge Black is a former United States Attorney and obviously

very familiar with proper procedures from his personal experience.

I ask that a copy of the Court's opinion be placed in the hearing

record.
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Federal District Court decisions like these cannot be taken lightly.

They raise serious concerns about the Government's prosecution of at least

these two oasse...and perhaps others. They raise questions about both how

and why the Government prosecutes them. 1Moreover, they raise questions as

to what the Justice Department and IRS does with regard to those persons

found by a rourt to have carried out such misconduct. It is my

understanding that to date no action by either the Justice Department or

the IRS has been taken against any of the parties In question in the

prosecution of either the Klleatriok or Omni oases...not even to the point

of placing the individuals on administrative leave until the matter Is

resolved.

No one on the Finance Committee, and I dare say the Congress, condones

tax evasion or abusive tax shelters. Moreover, it is my understanding of

the process and the laws available to the IRS, that the IRS has extensive

civil power to collect taxes from taxpayers not paying their fair share.

It is my' understanding of these two oases, however, that the IRS never

attempted to collect taxes allegedly evaded, through the civil processes

available to then before prosecuting the defendants in these two oases.

The fact that the Court, at least in the KilpatrJok case, dismissed the

tax related indictments prior to trial for failure to state an offense,

magnifies our concern. I am not defending the business dealings Bill

Kilpatrick and his business associates had established and were promoting.

In fact, I know next to nothing about it. The mere fact that the Court so

readily dismissed the indictments, however, raises serious concerns in my

mind as to the decision of the Government to prosecute in the first place.
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The purpose of today's hearings are to focus on several questions

raised by these two oases. The suboommittee and I an interested in

learning more about then and are very interested in the Government's view

of them, including how they are responding to them, and what safeguards, If

any, are being instituted to avoid similar happenings.

The Issues we are reviewing today turn on the preliminary stages of

prosecution of a criLinal case and primarily around the Investigation

process, including activities before the grand jury.

In recent years, the grand jury process has undergone serious oritioism

and major reforms. Because of its prominent role in the hearings today, I

thought that a historical perspootive of the process would be of Interest

to the suboomitte. The following passage from a case note in from the

Ohio State Law Journal, Volume 45, page 1077-1078, explains the origins of

the grand jury as an institution (footnotes have been omitted):

The grand jury was established in England in 1166 during the reign
of Henry 1I. The (original] purpose of the grand jury was to
consolidate the royal power by enabling the centralized government to
have additional control over the administration of justice throughout
the kingdom.... The grand jury was not Intended to protect citizens
from arbitrary prosecution; instead, the grand jury was intended to be
subservient to the King, to enforce his dealings with the state, and to
encourage otizens to provide the government with information
pertaining to orimes.

In 1681, King Charles I sought to oonviot the Earl of Shafteabury
and Stephen Colledge for treason. Both men were determined Protestant
opponents of the King's attempt to reestablish the Catholio Churoh in
England. The grand jury rebuffed the King's efforts to influence the
prooedings and eventually refused to issue an indictment. This
assertion of power by the grand jury has been hailed as the initial
anfestation of its *role as a shield for the innocent against

maliious and oppressive prosecution.' English settlers brought the
grand jury conoept to the Now World and established the grand jury as
an institution to (1) present malefaotors (orininals) for original
prosecution and (2) protot oitizens from arbitrary proseoution. The
framers of the United States Constitution later incorporated the right
to a grand jury in the fifth amendment (to the Constition) for
essentially the sme reasons *The Grand Jury Is both a sword and
shield of Justice-a sword because it Is the terror of originals, a
shield because it is the protection of the innocent against unjust
prosecution.

I ,
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The prosecutors role, whether before the grand jury or in the

subsequent prosecution of a oase, has been long established and is well

described in a passage from a Supreme Court doosion, Deraer v. United

Stat", 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935). Although the following quote applies to

the role of United States Attorneys, it is equally applicable to any

Federal prosecutor:

The United States Attorney is the representative not of an
ordinary party to a controversy, but a sovereignty whose obligation to
govern impartially Is as oompelling as its obligation to govern at all;
and whose Interest, therefore, in a criminal prosoution is not that it
shall win a case, but that justice shall be done. As suoh, he is in a
peculiar and very definite sense the servant of the law, the twofold
aim of whioh is that guilt shall not escape or innooenoe suffer. He
may prosecute with earnestness and visor--indeed he should do so. But
while he may strike hard blows, he is not at liberty to strike foul
ones. It is as mush his duty to refrain from improper methods
oaloulated to produce a wrongful oonviotion as It is to use every
legitimate means to bring about a just one.

The suooess of our modern tax system has depended upon the voluntary

oomplianoe of the ordinary Amerioan citizen with the Nation's tax laws.

This self-assessment, where the taxpayer tells the government how much he

owes, is essential. Aotions that might destroy the oonfidence of the

taxpayer in the fairness of the tax system and the way it is administered

must be avoided.

Today's tax laws are extremely oomplioated...we hope that we will

simplify some of that by the Senate's tax bill now under consideration in

Congress. Nevertheless, our tax laws will never be simple. They will

always be as oomplioated as the business that is carried on by the citizens

of this Country. The import of this is stated well in the following

forward to a 1960 Tax symposium: 6
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LA tax burdens have increased, tax administration has become
increasingly important. With low tax rates, ineptitude or
discriminatory treatment may not do too much harm, but with high rates
any serious inadequacies destroy tax payer morale and public acceptance
of even the most theoretically perfect tax program. ;dfted. as the
administrative tasks become larger and more difficult, exoellenoo in
DerforManoe beoomes even more imDortant. (Emphasis added).

It now gives me great pleasure to welcome to the subcommittee, retired

Federal District Court Fred H. Winner, currently in private practice in the

Denver, Colorado, law firm of Baker & Hostetler. Judge Wlinner

distinguished himself as a Federal District Court Judge for Colorado for

twelve years. Born in Colorado, Judge Winner went to law school at the

University of Colorado and was appointed to the Federal District Court

bench by President Nixon on December 18, 1970. We welcome you Judge

Winner, and I am very glad that you agreed to accept my invitation to

appear before this subcommittee on this matter.
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1. United States v. KilDatriok, 575 F. Supp. 325 (D. Colorado 1983) and
594 F. Supp. 1324 (D. Colorado 1984), pending appeal before the 10th
Circuit, oral argument was beard August 1985.
2. United Itates v. OW m International Corporation. Criminal No.
B-8 -00101 (D. Maryland, May 15, 1986).
3. Seibert v. United States. unpublished District Court Decision, 594 F.2d
423 (5th Ciroult 1979) and 599 F.2d 743 (5th Cir. 1979), cert. denied by
Supre Court.
4. Rtherford v. United States. 528 F. Supp. 167 (D. Texas 1981), reversed
702 F2d 580 (5th Cir. 1983).
5. United States v. Brown Cri.. No. 83-CR-72 (D. Northern N.Y.), also
discussed In both a February 6, 1985 and a January 28, 1986 newspaper
article in the Post Standard, Syracuse, N.Y.
6. 'Management's Stake in Tax Administrationg' Tax Institute Symposium on
September 1960. Forward by Dan Troop Smith, Harvard Oraduate School of
Business Administration (March 1961).
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Senator GRASSLY. I would like to call this Subcommittee on
Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service to order. Today, this
subcommittee begins a series of oversight hearings.

We will be examining the functioning of the Internal Revenue
Service and also the Justice Department in upholding their duty to
properly enforce the laws of the United States in connection with
the prosecution of alleged Tax Code violations. There is no question
that this is a difficult duty to carry out; and because of this difficul-
ty, transgressions can unfortunately take place and we feel have.

We are here today to review some of these possible transgres-
sions. We are conducting these oversight hearings in order to fulfill
a congressional responsibility, and that is specifically to be a consti-
tutional check and balance on the executive branch and its respec-
tive agencies. Now, it is not our intent to cast aspersions on any
particular person or institution, but hopefully to prevent any po-
tential future violations.

At this time, we will turn our attention specifically for this meet-
ing to the facts and circumstances surrounding the case of the
United States v. Kilpatrick and, to a lesser extent, the United
States v. Omni International Corp. In the Kilpatrick case, the de-
fendants were indicted on multiple counts of conspiracy, mail
fraud, tax fraud, and defendant William Kilpatrick was individual-
ly charged with obstruction of justice. Now, all of the counts were
dismissed for failure to state a crime with the exception of the ob-
struction of justice count against William Kilpatrick.

However, this count was also ultimately dismissed by District
Judge Kane, and that was due to what he termed the totality of
circumstances involving numerous violations of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, violations of the fifth and sixth amend-
ments, and the Government's knowing presentation of misinforma-
tion to the grand jury and the mistreatment of witnesses.

Two judges that have presided over this case at different levels
have indicated in their published opinions that some rather bizarre
activity took place in the prosecution of this case.

Our witnesses today-or I should say our one witness today-
Judge Fred Winner, who presided over the posttrial motions hear-
ings in the Kilpatrick case, is with us to provide an inside view and
an objective understanding of a case where justice seems to have
gone astray. Judge Winner will set the stage today for this unusual
drama, and he will do that by providing legal and judicial expertise
regarding the prosecution of taxpayers cases.

Tomorrow, defendants Kilpatrick as well as others involved in
his side of the case will present their testimony.

And then following, on Monday, June 28, the Justice Department
and the Internal Revenue Service will provide testimony on their
part of the prosecution.

Again, I would like to state that, for the purposes of these hear-
ings, it is not to criticize particular persons or institutions, but to
examine problems within the system as well as how that system is
or is not rectifying itself.

We are not examining and we are not questioning the guilt or
the innocence of the defendant taxpayers involved in these cases.
We are merely concerned with the proper enforcement of the law
and our goal is to make sure the system is on the right track and
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to prevent any potential future taxpayer abuses by the Govern-
ment.

I want to now turn to Senator Armstrong for his opening state-
ment before I introduce our witness.

Senator ARmSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am grateful to
you for doing so, and I appreciate your taking the time to partici-
pate in this, not only this morning but over the last several
months-more than a year-in which you have expressed interest
in this matter and have consulted with me and members of my
staff in preparing the groundwork for the series of hearings which
we begin here this morning.

I also want to thank Senator Dole who has been consulted about
this. He wears many hats here in the Senate; one of them is chair-
man of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Oversight of the In-
ternal Revenue Service. It is with his backing and approval that we
undertake this task.

The purpose of these hearings is to look into the concerns which
have repeatedly surfaced in the press during the last couple of
years, which have come to my attention in some other ways which

will mention, about reported misconduct by the Government or
employees of the Government in the collection of taxes and in the
investigation and prosecution of individuals on charges of tax eva-
sion.

The first set of hearings-that is, this morning, tomorrow, and
on Monday-will focus on three Federal district court decisions
which held that the Internal Revenue Service and the Justice De-
partment committed serious abuses in the prosecution and investi-
gation of tax cases. I refer to the cases of the United States v. Kil-
atrick and the United States v. Omni International Corp. I want to

lust start by saying that, in my opinion, it would be almost impossi-
ble to exaggerate the significance of what these courts have held.

The reason I say that is this: When this first began to surface as
a public issue and reported widely in the print press and also on
the television program "60 Minutes," I began to get telephone calls
from people all over the country, alleging one kind of prosecutorial
abuse or misconduct or another. And a lot of them, frankly, were
in the classification of the "income tax is unconstitutional,' and so
on, the kind of thing which, honestly, I could not treat very seri-
ously. And it was my decision, on the advice of counsel, that we
would focus not on what somebody whispered or on some allegation
that was slipped under the door at midnight, but on the actual
findings of the court -what was on the public record-which elimi-
nates the need for this subcommittee to try to go back and have
any fmdings of fact to determine whether or not there was any
misconduct.

That has already been determined. We ar going to air it simply
to get it on the record of this subcommittee; but we are not finding
fact here; that has already been done on a number of occasions by
properly constituted courts.

Later, other oversight hearings will be scheduled to look into al-
leged abusive actions by the IRS in collection of taxes and focus on
lawsuits brought by taxpayers, specifically Seibert v. United States
and Rutherford v. Unite States; and the subcommittee will also be
looking into alleged problems of IRS tampering with the mail in
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the investigation of tax cases, with the focus on the case of the
United States v. Brown in which an IRS agent was found to have
lied to a GraLd Jury about how he came into possession of key
pieces of the defendant's mail, which were evidently stolen for him
by the defendant's neighbor.

The hearings today, tomorrow, and Monday focus on Federal
prosecution in the Kilpatrick and Omni cases; and in each of these
cases, indictments brought by the Federal Government against the
defendant were dismissed by the Federal district courts for miscon-
duct by the Government in the rosecution of these cases. More-
over, in the Kilpatrick case, the Federal district court dismissed all
tax-related indictments prior to trial for failure to state a crime.

This brings me, Mr. Chairman, to how I got in on this; and it is
hard to imagine a less likely subject for this Senator from Colorado
to have been involved in because I am not an attorney. I don't
want to be an attorney. I don't want to play cops and robbers. I am
not particulary fond of oversight hearings, which I think often aremumbo-jumbo. But the way this came to my attention is when a
constituent, Mr. Bill Kilpatrick, called me up and he said: Look, I
am about to be indicted for something which isn't even a crime;
and besides, it is u~ust; it is all an attempt to embarrass me aP
perhaps to ruin my business.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I did not take that all very seriously be-
cause I assume that whenever anybody is about to be indicted, they
have a lot of excuses and a lot of reasons why I didn't do it or it
isn't a crime or the world isn't fair, the prosecutors are misbehav-
ing, or something or another.

Mr. Kilpatrick, however, was so insistent and began to argue so
persuasively that I began to wonder if maybe this wasn't one of
those rare cases where in fact there was an element of misconduct
or abuse or if something was going off the rails. I was impressed
when he submitted a legal brief by one of the most distinguished
law firms in Colorado which supported his contention that, in fact,
what he was charged with doing did not constitute a crime.

If I may just depart for a moment from my prepared remarks
which I will insert in the record, with the approval of the Chair, I
was distressed by the possibility that there might be people who
were actually convicted, even serving time in the penitentiary, for
the offenses mentioned in the indictments which Mr. Kiipatricksaid would be forthcoming and which in fact were subsequently
forthcoming, if they didn't really constitute a crime, which was the
nub of his argument.

Well, it did seem pretty farfetched- and yet, as I got more and
more deeply involved in it, I consulted with the U.S. attorney from
Colorado and with others and asked this question: What can I do
about this? And what is the proper role for a U.S. Senator to play
at this stage of an investigation of this type? And what I was told
is: There really isn't anything that you can do. There isn't any
proper course of action that you can take to intervene in this in
any official way.

And I said: Well, if that is the case, if that i3 the situation, what
happens if what Mr. Kilpatrick says turns out to be true? Suppose
this is a vendetta? Suppose there is prosecutorial abuse? Suppose,
in fact, this is all just an activity-an improper activity-by Gov-
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ernment employees and lawyers to get him, to discredit his busi-
ness, to put him out of business because of publicity which results.
I was told if that happens, then he can sue them afterwards.

Mr. Chairman, it turns out that that is not exactly true; and in
fact, when we get to the end of this process, it may be that we will
want to consider some legislation to give wronged persons greater
access to the courts for the purpose of recovering monetary dam-
ages or for other reasons.

But in any case, that is how I got into this. It turned out that, in
broad outline, if not in specific detail, the courts affirmed what Mr.
Kilpatrick was so insistently trying to tell me before he was indict-
ed, that is, that the offenses of which he was about to be accused
and about to be indicted did not constitute a crime.

Shortly after all this happened, in fact, the Federal district court
handed down its opinion-a hard-hitting and very interesting opin-
ion which I commend to our colleagues-that was extremely criti-
cal of three Justice Department attorneys who litigated the case
and the IRS agents who presented the case to the grand jury.

Now, let me just make one other observation, Mr. Chairman. I
want to echo what you have said. I am not here to miquire into the
guilt or innocence of Mr. Kilpatrick or anybody else, and I am not
here to endorse or condemn thie business practices which led to his
being prosecuted. That is for somebody else to be concerned about.
It is not my interest in this case; and in fact, Mr. Kilpatrick has
shown for one thing that he has the capacity to defend himself
very ably, albeit at great cost. I think he may want to say some-
thing about that when it comes his time to appear before the com-
mittee.

My interest is the prosecutorial abuses. Has there been miscon-
duct? it is pretty clear that there has been because it has shown up
repeatedly in the opinions of the courts. And what has been the re-
sponse of the Department of Justice and the IRS? What safeguards
have they undertaken to assure that such a pattern of conduct-
the prejudice of the rights of citizens and taxpayers-are not con-
tinued? At the time _he handed down his opinion, Judge Fred
Winer referred to the prosecution of the case as 'an ill-starred
case" which had its first questionable conduct during the opening 2
minutes of grand jury investigation and which had conduct suspect
under the canons of professional responsibility lasting into posttrial
hearings.

Judge Winner, who will be with us here this morning at my invi-
tation, will explain his findings; and so, I am not going to go into
the details of what I expect that he will share with the committee.
The fact of his opinion-his decision-was enough to raise a very
serious concern in my mind and in the minds of other thoughtful
observers of this case.

But what happened next seemed to me to be downright bizarre
because the Justice Department petitioned the Tenth Circuit Court
of Appeals to block publication of Judge Winner's decision on
grounds which the, then, head of the Justice Department's Tax Di-
vision, Glen L. Archer, Jr., defended in a New York Times inter-
view necessary because the "slanderous judicial opinion," un-
fairly criticized three of his prosecutors. You can imagine that this
stirred up quite a bit of controversy.
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And my response-which turned out in the long run, not to be
deposed of the issue-but my response was that, by gosh, this opin-
ion was going to be published somewhere because I had a copy of
it, and I inserted it into the Congressional Record. In due course,
the Justice Department's request that regular publication of it be
suppressed was turned down.

But the Wall Street Journal on the 25th of January 1984
summed up, I think, what a lot of us were feeling in these words:

We sympathize with the Justice Department's wish to protect the reputations of
its lawyers against accusations involving truly obnoxious prosecutorial practice. It is
awful to be dragged publicly and unjustly through this kind of mud. In fact, this
may be the time to remind these energetic prosecutors that the public mud-slinging
before all the facts are in is just as awful for a private citizen whom the Depart-
ment has just visited with an indictment and a press release. Judges should be very
careful when leaning on prosecutors this way with the full weight of judicial author-
ity. Prosecutors should be just as careful in leaning on the rest of us.

Well, the long and the short of it, Mr. Chairman, is that the
opinion was published and, of course, has been studied widely. One
of the places where this came to attention was a nationwide televi-
sion program, and it appeared there. That is when we began to
hear from other citizens and from other lawyers reporting similar
abuses. And that is when I began to wonder whether or not what
had come to our attention in the Kilpatrick case was an isolated
example or whether or not, in fact, part of a pattern of misconduct.
And that is the essence of what this hearing is all about.

Mr. Chairman, now just to get us in the right perspective and to
get us properly started, I would like to just outline the chronology
of the facts in the Kilpatrick case as I understand it.

The IRS initiated an investigation of Bill Kilpatrick and other
business associates into the legality of his capital formation busi-
ness, a business described by Kilpatrick which put large businesses
together for the benefit of about 1,700 small investor units through-
out the country. The IRS was investigating the business to see if it
was creating illegal and abusive tax shelters to evade taxes.

In 1982, after two cor3ecutive grand juries taking almost 2 years,
a 27-count indictment was brought against seven people, including
Mr. Kilpatrick and the Bank of Nova Scotia. Mr. Kilpatrick and
his attorneys countered that the business was not illegal and that
he had taken special precautions to get advanced tax opinions from
major law and accounting firms prior to any investment sales to
assure the program's compliance with the law.

On February 21, 1983, prior to trial, Federal District Judge John
Kane dismissed all tax-related indictment counts for failure to
charge a crime-precisely what Mr. Kilpatrick told me was likely
to happen before he was even indicted. This left one nontax related
charge of obstruction of justice against Mr. Kilpatrick.

The Government appealed the court's decision to the United
States Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals and proceeded to prosecute
Kilpatrick on the one remaining count before the Federal district
court. The obstruction of justice count was prosecuted by three at-
torneys from Washington, DC, the Tax Division of the Justice De-
partment.

As Judge Winner observed in his decision, I now quote:
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The single remaining count of the indictment had absolutely nothing to do with
tax law. The trial could have been competently handled and with aplomb by any
assistant U.S. attorney living in Denver, but the administrative decision of the De-
partment of Justice was to send three lawyers from the Tax Division to try an ob-
struction of justice case, a prosecution unrelated to their professed area of expertise.

In the spring of 1983, Mr. Kilpatrick was convicted of the charge
of obstruction of justice. On August 8, 1983, the Tenth Circuit
Court of Appeals remanded part of the case on appeal back to the
Federal district court to look into prosecutorial misconduct which
might be sufficient to dismiss the indictment. On August 25th of
that year, on poettrial motions after conviction of the one count of
obstruction of justice, Judge Winner granted Mr. Kilpatrick a re-
trial based upon a littany of possible Government misconduct in
the investigation and prosecution of the case.

The case was not retried because the district court, on remand
from the tenth circuit, dismissed the conviction on September 24,
1984-

Because of totality of circumstances which included numerous violations of Feder-
al criminal rules pertaining to grand juries, violations of statutory witnesses immu-
nity section, violations of the fifth and sixth amendments, knowing presentation
and misinformation to the grand jury, and mistreatment of witnesses.

In summing up the abuses found to have occurred in the case,
Judge Kane observed-I now again quote:

From the inception of the 20-month grand jury Investigation when the prosecutors
divined the office of agent of the grand jury on the IRS agents through the time of
the agents' improper summaries presented shortly before the indictment was re-
turned, the -,onduct of the Department of Justice attorneys substantially under-
mined the ability of the Grand Jury to exercise independence. Numerous abuses
and violations of rules and constitutional principles must be considered particularly
serious because of the admissions in these hearings that, for the most part, the ac-
tivity was undertaken knowing and purposefully. In sum,
and I am continuing to quote,

* * ' the substantial departures of prosecutors in this case from established no-
tions of fairness, from clearly articulated rules of procedure, and indeed from the
Department of Justice's own manual and operating directives, constitute systematic
and pervasive overreaching. What is perhaps most alarming is that even the very
last of so many hearp, one of the prosecuting attorneys continued to refer to the
challenge to his and his colleagues' conduct as 'silly" and "frivolous." The supervi-
sory authority of the court must be used in circumstances such as these presented
in his case to declare with unmistakable intention that such conduct is neither
"silly" or "frivolous" and that it will not be tolerated.

Mr. Chairman, I won't quote further from that opinion; but I do
want to observe that that is my view, too, and I am confident that
the view expressed by the court that such conduct is neither "frivo-
lous nor sil!y" .and "will not be tolerated" is, I am sure, the view of
members of this subcommittee and of the Senate.

I am not going to go into further detail about this particular case
because Jude Winner is here; and in addition to outing the rea-
sonin of his decision, I believe he is prepar d to discuss Judge
Kane s decison as well. But I do think it is important to under-
stand that what we are talking about is not Mr. Kilpatrick. It is
the question of the abuse of the grand jury process.

Now, Mr. Chairman, with apologies for taking a bit longer than I
would ordinarily wish to take in an opening statement, I now want
to turn briefly to the United States v. Omni case, another case I
have been following, as a result of the Kilpatrick-
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Senator GRAmSuzm. Let me interrupt just a minute.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Yes; of course.
Senator GRAsLszy. I have to explain to you and also to the wit-

ness and to the audience that I am going to be in and out during
this; and I am going to leave right now to make a quorum at the
Judiciary Committee, and then I also have my regulatory reform
bill up before Judiciary. So, I will absent myself and be in and out.
Would you introduce Judge Winner then?

Senator ARMSTRONG. I will, indeed, Mr. Chairman. And I think
all concerned will understand the problem. If there is anyone in
the room who is not aware of it, the Senate is in session, and it
may well be that this hearing will be punctuated by rollcall votes.
We were in session until after 1 this morning and about the same
the day before.

So, this may be a little disjointed, but Senator Grassley and I and
members of our staffs who have been working on this are deter-
mined that, even if we have to interrupt and one thing and an-
other, we are going to get all of this on the record and try to draw
some proper conclusions and to determine what legislative re-
sponse, if any, will be needed.

So, we will be right here, Senator, and doing business until you
return.

To pick up where I left off, the point that I want to bring into
perspective-the Omni case-is that Omni's attorney filed a motion
to dismiss the case, charging among other things that the assistant
U.S. attorney and two IRS agents had altered documents in the
case and had not told the defendants or the court about the
changes.

Looking into the case, I was told at the time that 5 years earlier
the Federal district court had dismissed another criminal case be-
cause the same assistant U.S. attorney had apparently withheld a
key document from the defense. On May 28, 1985, another Wash-
ington Post article appeared which reported the following, and I
quote:

At an evidentiary hearing last summer before U.S. District Court Judge Walter E.
Black, Jr. a documents expert and other witnesses contradicted claims of IRS agents
that several of the memos were written in 1988, prior to Omni's motion to dismiss.
In fact, according to the testimony, the memos were prepared in the spring of 1984,
most of them after Omni's motion to dismiss was filed on April 27, 1984. After a
year's deliberation, the Federal District Court for Maryland granted the defendant's
motion and dismissed the indictment.

Although we are going to be going into this case in greater detail
later, I want to just jive a brief summary of how it evolved and the
district court's reaction because it ties in very closely with the de-
velopments in the Kilpa trick case.

On March 13, 1984, a grand jury returned a seven-count indict-
ment against Omni International and four individuals. The defend-
ants were charged with conspiracy to defraud the IRS, conspiracy
to commit income tax evasion, and tax evasion for the years 1976
through 1980. The prosecution contended hat the defendants were
evading taxes by falsely reporting income ln the name of untaxed,
wholly owned Bermuda subsidiaries; and in fact, the income alleg-
edly should have been reported as belonging to the parent compa-
ny, Omni.
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The defendants countered that the IRS Code provides that, under
certain circumstances, income earned by a controlled foreign corpo-
ration is not immediately taxed as U.S. income but is taxed only
when it is brought into the country.

Now, I don't want to spend a lot of time on the merits of the case
because that is not the issue before this committee. The issue that
is before the committee arises from the following facts. On April
27, 1984 the Omni defendants filed a motion to dismiss the indict-
ment, disqualify Government counsel and investigators, and sup-
press evidence bas.d upon violations of the attorney-client privi-
lege. A 28-day hearing was held on this motion in the summer of
1984. Until recently the court had the motion under advisement;
but on May 15 of this year-a little over a month ago-in a 64-page
opinion, the court meticulously reported violation after violation
that occurred by the prosecution in the Government's defense
against the defendant's allegation; based upon these abuses, the
court dismissed the indictments.

And the court expressed grave concerns over four aspects of the
case. First, the creation and alteration of at least 10 documents by
the assistant U.S. attorney and two IRS agents which were given to
the defendants and the court and preparation for the June hearing
on the motion to dismiss the indictments. Of secondary concern is
what the court described as "repeated untrue and incorrect testi-
mony which occurred during the course of the proceedings," which
the court said, by its sheer magnitude, prejudiced the defendants
and the court.

Third, the court emphasized an aspect of the Governmont's in-
vestigation that it found particularly startling, which 1he following
passage in the opinion explains, and I now quote:

Perhaps the most flagrant troubling aspect of the entire tax investigation oc-
curred when the Government interviewed Sandra Poe Wilkins, Bornstein's secre-
tary. Bornstein is an attorney for Omni and also a codefendant. The Government
contends that there is no impediment-legal technical, ethical, or otherwise-to an
unannounced, uncounseled, surprise interview of a lawyer's secretary when the
focus of the interview will be on what the secretary knows about the relationship
between the lawyer and his client.

Unlike lawyers who can protect the attorney-client privilege, secretaries have no
legal training and cannot be expected to make sophiAicated Judgments regarding
the scope of the privilege.

One more sentence sums up the reaction of the court:
This court is shocked and offended by such a procedure and condemns this inves-

tigatory tactic, especially in the factual situation presented here.
A fourth area of concern mentioned by the court in its opinion is

what is labeled the "Government's pervasive lack of candor. It is
clear beyond any doubt," the court elaborated, "that misrepresen-
tations were made to the court from the beginning of the evidentia
ry hearing and there was virtually a wholesale failure of real of
critical events by relevant Government witnesses and no such fail-
ure by the defendant's witnesses. At the least, this failure consti-
tutes a lack of candor. The primary but not the sole offender is the
assistant U.S. attorney."

The court concluded by finding that "the Government's conduct
was patently egregious and cannot be tolerated or condoned. Its
manner of proceeding shocks the court's conscience."
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It is of particular note also that the Federal district judge, Mr.
Black, is a former U.S. attorney and obviously one who is very fa-
miliar with proper procedures from his personal experience. I will
place in the record a copy of this opinion so it will be available to
those who are following this proceeding.

Decisions such as the two I have discussed in the last few min-
utes cannot be taken lightly, in my opinion. They raise serious con-
cerns about the Government's prosecution of at least these two
cases. If it is only these two cases, then there is an element of in-
justice to the people directly involved; but what is really before this
committee, it seems to me, is first whether or not this is a pattern,
whether or not there is a tolerance of this kind of misconduct by
Government employees and attorneys, and to what extent if any
the rights of citizens and taxpayers are thereby prejudiced.

They raise questions as to how and why the Government ros-
ecutes, questions about what the Justice Department and IRS do
with regard to persons found by a court to have been guilty of such
misconduct, particularly in the Omni case since the attorney who
was so severely criticized by the court had been, 5 years earlier,
criticized for similar misconduct.

It is my understanding-we will get this, I guess, from the Jus-
tice Department on Monday-but it is my understanding that to
date no action either by the Justice Department or the IRS has
been taken against any of the parties who were involved in the
prosecution of either the Kilpatrick or Omni cases, not even--so far
as I am advised-to the point of placing anybody on administrative
leave until the matter is resolved.

I want to now come to a close, but I think there is one other
aspect of this that I want to make just for the record, and that is
the question of the grand jury. That is going to be, I think, the
focus of what Judge Winner will be talking about, at least at the
outset. That is a central issue, possibly the most important issue in
the Kilpatrick case.

And I want to just insert in the record at this point a brief dis-
cussion from volume 45 of the Ohio State Law Journal which dis-
cusses the ori0n of the grand jury, and its place in our judicial
systems. It will be well understood by the attorneys who are par-
ticipating in this hearing today, but for those who have not
thought extensively about this, let me just summarize in this way.

The grand jury began as a device by which King Henry II sought
to consolidate his power over the entire realm, literally, for the
purpose of enabling the central government to have additional con-
trol over the administration of justice throughout the kingdom. But
about 500 years later, during the reign of inmg Charles 1I, the cen-
tral government and the King sought to convict the Earl of Shaffs-
bury and Steven College of treason. The grand jury asserted its in-
dependence and refused to return the indictment. Details of this
are discussed in the material which I am going to put into the
record from the Ohio State Law Journal; but that principle-inde-pendence of the grand jury, the integrity of the process, the role of
the grand jury, not only in brngin to the bar of justice those per-
sons who are accused of a crime, but also to defend the rights of
persons who have business before the g and jury has been evolvio
ever since and is a central and, in my view, very significant pat
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our legal system, and a part which is seriously jeopardized by the
conduct of Government employees and prosecutors in the Kilpa-
trick case.

The prosecutor's role, whether before the grand jury or in subse-
quent prosecution of the case, has long been established and is well
described in a Supreme Court decision, Berger v. United States, and
J will quote briefly from it.

The United States Attorney is the representative not of an ordinary party to a
controversy, but a sovereignty whose obligation is to govern impartially, is as com-
pelling as its obligation to govern at all, and whose interest therefore in a criminal
prosecution is not that it shall win a case but that justice shall be done. As such, he
is in a peculiar and very defmite sense a servant of the law, the twofold aim of
which is that guilt shall not escape or innocence suffer. He may prosecute with ear-
nestness and vigor; indeed, he should do so, but while he may strike hard blow, he
is not at liberty to strike foul ones.

It is as much his duty to refrain from improper methods calculated to produce a
wrongful conviction as it is to use every legitimate means to bring about a just one.

And that, ladies and gentlemen, is exactly the issue which is
before us today and in the subsequent hearings in this case. It is
pretty clear-at least it is clear to me-that people whose duty was
to be fair and impartial and to prosecute vigorously did exactly
what the case I have just cited said they were not supposed to do;
and that is they have struck some foul blows and that they have
done so willfully and knowingly and repeatedly.

What I want to find out, and what I intend to find out before we
get done with this, is what the reaction is of those persons who are
responsible for management of the IRS and the Department of Jus-
tice.

It now gives me great pleasure to welcome to the committee
Judge Fred M. Winner, who has served with distinction on the U.S.
District Court for Colorado, who has recently retired from the
court, and who is engaged in private practice in the Denver, CO
law firm of Baker & Hostetler.

Judge, would you join us up at the table, while I explain for the
record that, born in Colorado, Judge Winner went to law school atthe University of Colorado, was appointed to the Federal district
court bench by President Nixon on December 18, 1970.

1 am very grateful to you, Judge, for coming to be with us today,
for accepting my invitation toapear. Andit would be my ho
that you would sinply share wth us 'our repective as one who
has been deeply and centrally involved in what has happened thus
far.

[A copy of the discussion of volume 25 of the Ohio State Law
Journal and Judge Black's written opinion follow:]
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0..ni Invest:.,ent Corporation).

;;arvin 3. Garbis anu G.ruis a Schwait, oZ Daitimore, i~aryland: for
defendant, il;ayna J. Ulil..,ar.

Cono RZ. W:iorato, 6ernarJ S. Bailor, and Ga.ilin & Dryadale, of
;aj;.i. ,trn, D.C.t for afan% nt, Eva, T. iarnutr.

Lren.an V. Sjllivan, Jr., Larry S. Simon, and I0illiav.s & Connolly,
of '..aa..in~ton, D.C.: for ce-endant, Tno;..as A. ;;estrick, Jr.

..a:,.s E. Merritt, Jonn *I. Siiegel, an" ;;orrison & Foerster, of

.:ashington, D.C.: for defendant, Joseph P. Bornstein.

ZlacK, District Judge.

On f1arch 13, 1984 a %janC. jury returned a seven-count Indict;.aent

againLt O.mni International Cororation, formerly known as O;.ini

Invest:.Aent Cororation, .Iayne 3. 11iler, Evan T. Earnett, Thomas

A. ::erick, Jr., and Jose,)h P. Bornstein. Tne five defendants

eac: were charge wit; conspiracy to deiraud the Internal Aevenue

Service, conspiracy to co;.mit inco:..e tax evasion, five counts
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oi inco;..e ta.: evasion Zor ttiu y &rs 1976-I.i,0, i;ic..:iv , .

tse majority owner of Or.ni anu its chie& executive o:-xicour, and

president oA Curo Air (a subsiuiary of O..:ni), that Ltrnett w a

vice president of Omni and Euro Air, an% that ;Westric:; was president
of Omni. Iao Government further alleLe3 that 2ornstein, a certified

public accountant, prepareu or supervised tite preparation of

ti.e Zederal iuco:;e tax returns for OMia.

ite defendants pro iptly filed numerous pretrial ;otions.

All aefencdants e::cept Borrnstoin (hereinafter collectively referral

to as tite O..,ni defendants) filed motions jointly. Bornstein

filed his own :.otlons and also joined in the majority of the

O:.,ni defendants' :otions. On At,4ril 27, 1984, tite Or,,ni defendants

.ileJ a :-otion to dis::.iss tne inuictnent, disq;uality governr ent

counsel an; investigators, and suppress evidence baseJ on violations

oZ ti;e attorney-client Lirivilege (hereinafter referred to as

t~ue ;.1ot1on to uisi.iss). Tae Government answered tl.is optiono n

on :iay 11, 19 4. So.iewhat conte;aoraneously, Bort,,tein fileJ

a relate" motionon to diis;.ias tsie indictment based, in part, on

iovernr-ontal conductu. Additional supplemental .e:oranda have

3oen rocoived in connection with these motions.

A .Aearing -- which would ulti;.ately require twenty-eijnt

days over an extended period -- coixienced on June 11, 1984 on

all t;,ea-;endin; n.otions. The im.iediate gocus of thie dearingj

aecai..e tite O..ni defendants' motion to dis.aiss. iornstein participate-

iir the hearing in connection with his own motionn. Following

2
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1 a,.,a! argu;.ient on June 11, proffers &y tie O;ni defenants at

t&aL tire in court anj in their pleadings, arid the terti;.,ony

of tw;o witnesses for the O;.ani defendants on June 12, the Court

held an evidentiary hearing on the Omni defendants' notion to

dismiss, with testimony before the Court as finder of fact occurring

over the course of twenty-eight days between June* 1984 and March,

1985. The record consists of hundreds of exhibits anu over 5#500

payes of testimony.

During the course of the heating the defendants repeatedly

asserted that the Government had deliberately met out to breach

tne attorney-client privilege, and later tried to conceal its

actions by nisrepresentation, obstruction of justice, and perjury.

According to the defendants, subsequent to tse Indictm.ent, an

Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) and two agents of the

internall Revenue Service attempted to thwart tne Court's inquiry

into their misconduct ay creating, altering, and suppressing

%.ocu:.ents, oy ;.,alinV -.isrepresentations to the Court and defense,

an oy repeatedly lyincj under oath. For this alleged deliberate,

ilacrant and repeated misconduct the defendants seek dismissal

of the Indictrment.

Alter the Court heard all testimony relevant to the proceedings

v:,iich tne litigants wisheo to present, proposed findings of tact

and conclusions of law were submitted by the OLni defendants

and tne Governm ent. Bornstein adopted almost all of the Omni

de~endants' su:D,.issions# as well as submitting his own. Tihe

Court heard oral arguirent on the motion to dismiss on June 25,

3
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1905, and the natter was taken under adviseent. Tnis opinion

constitutes the Court's findings of fact and conclusions of law.

I. Attornev-Client Privileoe

The basis of the O;ni defendants' motion, as originally

filed and undoubtedly as originally contemplated by the defendants,

was that the Government breached the attorney-client privilege

in presenting its case to the grand jury and, thereafter, in

preparing for the motions hearing and trial. The requested sanctions

for th6e alleged deliberate breaches are dis~iissal, disqualification,

or suppression. The Government has consistently disputed whether

an attorney was even involved in the case, given the fact that

the privilege related primarily to co:.iunications to defendant

bornstein and his dual role as a certified public accountant

as well as attorney whether any confidential con.aunications

were breaciieuj and whether any defendant other than Omrj ;s entitled

to cla n the driviloge in an case. The Government has always

.:4intainet tiiat tho th.rust of the notion relates solely to

attorney-client privileges which defendants have failed to prove.

In order to appreciate the arguments raised by counsel at

tiais juncture of the proceedings, the Court will briefly discuss

the underlying criminal tax case. Omni, a domostic corporation,

Ouys, sells and leases aircraft world-wide. Hilmer is the majority

owner atid Chairman of the Board. Ifestrick, a certified public

accountant, is Presiuent of the company, and Barnett, also a

certified public accountant, is financial Vice President. Bornatein,

4
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an attorney as well as a cortifie6 public accountant, was Oani'a

outside counsel and tax advisor. For the years in question,

1976-1980, inclusive, Bornstein signed the relevant Omni ta:t

returns.

The Governmaent investigated Ouni for a period of years prior

to the return of the Indictment, considering various alleged

criD.eL before focusing on taX issues. Enormous manpower and

resources were devoted to the effort the case consumed nore

tiian 2000 man-days and required the full-time attention of several

investigators. The primary Internal Revenue agents who were

involved in the investigation, especially in late 1983 and 1984,

will oo referred to throughout this opinion as the Special Agent

and the Revenue Agent. This Special Agent directed the entire

investigation as it drew to a close and prosecutorial decisions

were being made. Ta primary function of the Revenue Agent was

to assist the Sjecial Agent. Tho IRS, through iwany agents, conducted

interviews on three continents. The ot,,er principal Government

representative involved is the Assistant United States Attorney

(AUSM) who supervised the investigation and presented the case

to the grand jury. This individual will be referred to as the

AUSA throughout the opinion.

Tite investigation focused ultimately on Omni's wholly-owned

Ler:..uda subsidiary, Euro Airfinance, Ltd (hereinafter referred

to as Euro Air). The Government contends that income reported

on Euro Air's information returns was properly taxable to Omni

anu tat tax should have been paid in the year that the income

5.
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was earned. According to the Government, the defendants evaej

taxes by falsely reporting income in the nai.,e of Euro Air, wsier

the income in fact belonged to Omni, a domestic corporation.

Orati allegedly has not paid taxes on zllions of dollars of income

passed along improperly to Euro Air.

As the Government put its case together against Orani, the

attorney-client privilege issue surfaced. Omni claimed the privilege

based on its relationship with Bornstein. In particular, in

the Fall of 1983 the Governmient sought production of Bornstein's

invoices to Omni in order to trace expenses and tie Bornstein

to particular transactions. Omni asserted that those invoices

were not producible pursuant to subpoena because they were subject

to the privilege. The AUSA filed a notion to compel their

prouction. On Nove:.aer 8, 1983, Judge Joseph H. Young of this

District ruled that there was a privileged attorney-client

relationship between Bornstein and Oinni and that the invoices

need not be produced because statements or correspondence showing

the A of the legal services performed are covered by the

attorney-client drivilege," and the invoices would reveal the

"tyj.e og work performed by Bornstein for the client and the particular

legal matter which Bornstein worked on." (eLphasis in original)

This was tha. first -- and only -- ruling relative to the subject

of attorney-client privilege in these proceedings. It is significant

that Judge Young considered Borastein to be an attorney and found

that the invoices were privileged. The evidence before the Court

is overwhelming that Bornstein acted as Oni's attorney.

6
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At least from that point one Ornni vigorously asserted the

privilege. Yet the Government recognized that discussions between

Oani and its lawyers were significant with regard to the tax

tiseory of prosecution and undertook to obtain all the information

it could. The Governments particularly the Special Agent and

the Revenue Agent# attempted to circumvent the privilege. In

pursuing their goal, the agents interviewed numerous attorneys

who had represented Omni. Notes taken by the agents prior to

at least one interview reveal the agents' intent. The first

wage of notes taken Oefore an interview of fIillLau Green shows

tiat the agents planned to ask Green "what did' they (Onni) present

to him#" and "what did he say to theta about the law.0 1 To ascertain

whether Omni had obtained the advice of Green as to several aircraft

transactions involving Euro Air, the agents presented the attorney

witis several "hypothetical" fact pattern each based precisely

ujon an actual Euro Air aircraft transactilon. The agents too:

the actual acts of transactions under investigation, converted

the;. to hy otheticals, and asked Green whether or not he had

heard these hypotheticals previously. The agents asked the attorney

what tax advice he would give in response to the hypotneticals.

In audition to seekin privileged information fro,, O.ni

attorneys, the agents sought information from former Omni eployees.

The Government granted informal "pocket imunity" to Samuel Russell,

IThe sources of all quoted Material in this opinion are either
the exhibits or the hearing transcript unless otherwise indicated.
However specific citations have been omitted because of the
extraordinary volume of the record in this case.
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Ozani's for;,er assistant controller, and obtained iror iL,i;. letters

written by William, Green to Bornstein, summuarizing tax advice

regarding Euro Air. When Russell finally appeared before the

grand jury, the AUSA asked questions which related to tax advice

given by attorneys to Orini. The agents a1so granted informal

immunity to Seth lcCormick, a former Oani controller. Once again#

the agents attempted to discover privileged information.

The two most significant events which relate to the attorney-

client privilege, as it developed during the evidentiary hearing,

involved Bornstein, directly and indirectly. Beginning in July,

1983, Bornstein was represented by the Washington, D.C. law firm

of Steptoe & JGonsont specifically Gerald Petfer, James Bruton#

and Greg Gadarian. Several .eetings occurred between Bornstein's

attorneys and the P.USA, with the attorneys attez.pting to learn

.t.at allegations were being made against their client. The

investigation continueJ anJ the Governraent considered bringing

charges a~air.st Bornstein.

Pursuant to Department of Justice regulations# the Tax Division

must a)prove any criit;nal tax prosecution, with minor exceptions

not applicable ,ere. If requestedo the Tax Division vill provide

potential defendants an opportunity to have a conference with

ati attorney fro,, the Division. T1his attorney acts as a reviewer

of the factual and legal position of the IRS and recommends to

his superiors whether or not prosecution should be authorized.

Th|e purpose of the conference is to provide the potential defendant

aji opportunity to demonstrate why prosecution is unwarranted.

8
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On October 31, 1903, a conference on behalf of Lornstein

occurro; at the Department of Justice. At that time Bornstein's

attorneyA attempted to convince the revieiwing attorney at the

Tax Division, Ilark Friend, that the Government lacked a viable

theory of prosecution against their client. The AUSA attended

the meeting. The meeting was extremely unusual in its scope,

length, and candid discussion of the tax issues. Bornstein's

attorneys made a full factual and legal analysis during the confe-

rence, addressing each area that had been identified by the Government

as a matter for concern. Immediately after the meeting, Friend

told the AUSA that there was a question in his mind about the

basis for proceeding in the case. Friend particularly expressed

concern about the sufficiency of the evidence against Bornstein.

The AUSA thereafter contacted Bornstein's attorneys and

stated that the IVS agents who had worked on the investigation

for several years wished to hear the presentation that had seen

made at the justicee Department. The AUSA noted that, as a tAtter

of fairness and because the agents had spent three years developing

a case, the conference at Justice should be "replayed" for the

agents. The request struck the attorneys as unusual in their

collective careers, but they consented to a replay of the October

31st conference.

Such a meeting took place on Noveuber 18, 1983. Bornstein's

attorneys began Dy presenting the reasons why they believed the

Government's theory of the case against their client was legally

untenable. Early in the meeting the IRS agents began arguing

9
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witii the attorneys, questioning their interpretation of tie law.

Tile tone of tile meeting became argumentative and heated. For

the first time, the Special Agent raised issues concerning alleged

documents in Bornstein's safe deposit box that could oe used

to blackmail Hilmer. If such documents existed, they would

demonstrate Bornstein's knowledge of and participation in fraud

Doing committed by his clients. Defense counsel were upset that

a new allegation was being raised for the first time at such

a late date. Bornstein's attorneys impressed upon the Government

that it lacked any witness against Bornstein and thus a case

in which the Government had to prove criminal intent would inevitably

fail. Defense counsel responded to the allegation of the safe

deposit box by stating: *You don't have a witness that implicates

Lornstein, you don't have a witness." The meeting ended

acrimoniously.

On tlovemoer 22, 1983t only two weeks after Judge Young upheld

Or.;ni's privilege claim, with regard to the invoices, and two business

days after the meeting occurred with Bornstein's attorneys, the

Special Agent and Revenue Agent travelled to the residence of

Sandra Poe 11ilkins, a former secretary to Bornstein. Tle decision

to interview Wilkins was made in response to challenges by Bornstein's

attorneys that tie Government was operating on innuendo and did

not have a witness against Bornstein. The agents arrived unannounced,

presented a grand jury subpoena to Wilkins that had been prepared

on November 21, and offered 11ilkins, in lieu of appearing before

tlie grand jury, an opportunity to talk directly with the agents.

10
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;:ii*:ins consented and the agents then interrogated hor or at

least five hours. The agents specifically questioned her about

her knowledge of Bornstein's activities and what advice Sornstein

had given to Omni.

Subsequent to the interview the agents prepared a typewritten

memorandum which purported to relate the substance of the matters

discussed. According to the meworandurat which at that time was

not disseminated to anyone other than the AUSA and other IRS

Investigators, Bornstein clearly had knowledge of criminal activities

undertaken by the Omni defendants. According .to the memorandum,

Bornstein told filKins that In the event anything ever happened

to him, he had documents In a safe deposit box which would prevent

Omni from pinning anything on hi,.m Wilkins also made several

statements that appear to be privileged.

Following the interview the AUSA informed Bornatein's attorneys

taiat the interview hau created serious problems for their client.

1he AUSA arranged a meeting for the Special Agent and the Revenue

Agent to Inform the attorneys of the evidence that Wilkins had

provided to the agents during the interview. When the cibriefingm

actually took place on December 15, 1983f the agents pro-ided

few details. Bornsteints attorneys stated that there were no

incriminating documents in any safe deposit box. The Special

Agent said that it was frustrating to deal with the attorneys,

instead of directly with Bornstein. At the meeting, the agents

did not volunteer the information about the Wilkins Interview

as Bornstein's counsel had anticipated. The Special Agent stated
/

11/
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tAat .e dic not want to disclose tWe suistance oi tnle ;in, s

interview and !.on said worus to tae e fect: "i Lope I a aot

stepping on any toes here (turning to the AUSA), out it would

be really helpful to w e to see 'r. Bornstein respond to tese

questions." Bornstein's counsel avoided the issue and asked

further about the safe deposit oox. The Special Agent later

repeateJ his request to speak directly wita Borrstein. &'c.o AUSA

t;,en also state& that "I thought we would get a chance to talk

witu ;r. Bornstein at some point.'

To suL .aLize this sequence of events, the desire of tne

AUSA, Special Agent, and R evenue A.gent to kalk-.:itn Uornstein

intensified after tne Octooer 31st conference. Dornstein's attorneys

aJ ie:.onstrated a weakness in the case against t;,eir client.

T;he AUSA, Soecial Aoent, and Revenue hgent kne toat Frie.nd.nad

concerns ajout the case, particularly with ts lack of evidence

ajain3t Zornsta ti. Tiey lnew tnat inor.ation ,' naol;eu Q

tn.e case was goi", to go forwiarJ. VKeir w.tness youth je eiter

lilh;ins or Uiornstein aimselt.

On the advice of his attorneys, Bornstein consenteu to W a;;e

a progter a3 suggested at the Decermer 15 conference. On Dece;er

23, 1183, Bornstoin's attorneys filo.. an application witn t,.

Court for an ordor per..itting an of!-the-recori prof9er to t ae

Government. T e application sought pars.ission to disclose

attorney-client confiiences and other information necessary to

YefenJ ."iseif against tle proposed cri final in.ictmaont. Authority

for t.e proffer was found in a portion of the Code of Proiessional

12
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Responsibility, DR 4-l0l(C)(4), wtoich periaits an attorney to

disclose confidential communications made to him by a client

in the attorney's own self-defense: 8A lawyer may reveal . . . (c]on-

fidences or secrete necessary . e . to defend himself or his

employees or associates against an accusation of wrongful conduct.0

Thio provision affects the limitations otherwise imposed on the

attorney by the attorney-client privilege. The Omni defendants

vigorously challenged Bornstein's right to make a proffer and

requested the opportunity to intervene, to be heard vith respect

to the scope, if any, of the breach of the attorney-client privilege,

and to limit the use of any privileged disclosures which may

have been made.

On January 12, 1984, after hearing arguments from Owi,

Bornstein, and the Government, Judge Young issued an opinion

setting forth the procedures that he would require Bornstein

and t ae Government to follow for the proffer. Judge Young, again

tecoinizing that Bornstein was an attorney, allowed the proffer

to proceed but only under certain conditions "which will ensure

tiat ti-, rights of the attorney's former clients are not compromised,

or that, if they are compromised, the clients will be able to

seek appropriate remedies." Judge YounS ruled that

The government will be ordered to submit to the Court
for Lfa.Jj inspection by January 16, 1984, a list
of the questions and the general areas of inquiry it
wishes to pursue with the attorney. The attorney will
then have until January 23, 1984, to subMLt to the
Court, again for Inu1ariea inspection, 8is responses
to the questions propounded by the government. At
that point, the Court will issue a ruling on the
appropriate areas of inquiry, and the proffer of evidence
nay proceed, as long as the inquiry does not stray

13
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frora the bounds set by the Court. The proffer of tae
evidence presented by the attorney will be steiolrapihicaily
recorded and the record will oe sealed pending furtner
order of the Court. The prelitainary i inspection
will afford the Court the opportunity to determine
that the inquiry is relevant# and that the disclosure
uy the attorney does not exceed that allowed by Disciplinary
Rule 4-101(C)(4).

Judge Young subsequently ruled on February 7, 1984 that *the

purpose of the inquiry is for Fr. Bornsatein to attempt to convince

the government that he should not be indicted and that the questions

asked of tir. Bornstein, and his responses to those questions,

are to be used for no other purpose.'

The Onni defendants appealed Judge Young's ruling to the

United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. On February

8, 1984, argument before the appellate court concerned whether

Judge Young's order should be stayed pending formal appeal.

On arch 5, 1984 the Fourth Circuit denied the stay. That Court

approved the procedures enumerated by Judge Young, recognizing

ti.at cornstein was an attorney, out that the procedures protected

the confidentiality of the attorney-client privilege.

cornatein, in fact, made a proffer to the Government on

larch 9, 1984. After the proffer the Government determined that

Bornstein was not credible. Four days later the grand jury returned

an inuict,ent against Oiani, Hilmerp Westrick, Barnett, and Bornstein.

B. Con.lusa±ns
The above-described events constitute the sum and substance

of the major alleged breaches of the attorney-client privilege.

Noat of the alleged breaches -- such as the state;aents of the

two former controllers of Orani who allegedly revealed privileged

14
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infatuation -- were known to the Omni defendants even aerate

the hearings began. Under close examination it is clear that

the alleged breaches of the privilege do not rise to the level

at which this Court would consider dismissal of the Lndictuent

or disqualification of the AUSA or the IRS agents. It is doubtful

whether, in any event, dismissal of the Indictment would be appro-

priate for breaches of the attorney-client privilege, no matter

how flagrant the intrusion. MW Unfad Rtatan v. Harrison, 449

U.S. 361, r 450 U.8. 960 (1981)1 Unied Statgs v. atto,

763 F.2d 1040, 1046 (9th Cit. 1965).

In light of the limited showings made by the defendants

during the hear~nge this Court need not address at length the

law of attorney-client privilege. Zhe purpose of the privilege

is to encourage free consultation and the complete and unimpeded

flow of information between clients and their counsel, thereby
U0roa.;o(ii.gj broader public interests in the observance of law

and ad.-ainistration of justice.* Uinn CO. v. Unite Siames,

449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981)1 Pianar v. United Atates, 425 U.S. 391,

403 (1976). nonetheless , because the privilege mimpedes the

investigation of the truth, it 'must be strictly construed."

United State. v. (Under Seal1, 748 P.2d 871, 875 (4th Cit. 1984).

In tiac Pourtit Circuit, the privilege "is not 'favored' and is

to be 'strictly confined within the narrowest possible liaits."0

Tn ri Grand Jury Proepodinam IJnhn foal, 727 P.2d 1352, 1358

(4th Cit. 1984).
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With respect to every specific co-mmunication that is cli:.,ed

to be privileged# defendants bear the burden of proving eacn

of the following elements:

(1) the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought
to become a clients (2) the person to whom the communication
was made (a) is a member of the bar of a courts or
his subordinate and (b) in connection with this
communication is acting as a lawyer; (3) the communication
relates to a fact of which the attorney was nforried
(a) oy his client (b) without the presence of strangers
(c) for the purpose of securing primarily either (i)
an opinion on law or (ii) legal services or (IL) assistance
in some legal proceedings, and not (d) for the purpose
of committing a crime or tort; and (4) the privilege
has been (a) claimed and (b) not waived by the client.

United States V. United Rhoe laehinerX Corn.,.89 F. Supp. 357s

358-59 (D. lass. 1950)1 s United States v. Jones, 696 F.2d

1069, 1072 (4th Cir. 1982). A recent Fourth Circuit decision,

United States v. (under Seall, 748 F.2d 871, distinguishes between

puolic and private transactions in a manner that impacts on the

question of privilege: for public transactions, qich as filings

with tiie Securities and exchange Co-mission, none of thea underlying

discussions ace privileged, because the communications are

presumptively rjade with the expectation of public disclosure

however, for unconsumnated, private transaction.,# such as a potential

commercial deal that the client ultimately decides not to pursue,

all co;x-aunications relating thereto remain privileged. As stated

in cUndof sale communications that 'relate to contemplated

public actions . . . do not exhibit a reasonable expectation

of confidentiality" and are not privileged. Ia. at 877. The

complexities inherent in this distinction need not concern this

Court here.
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Defendants have failed to meet the burden imposed on tae.A.

The proffer by Bornatein concededly did include ratters which

reveal confidential communications that ordinarily would be suaJect

to the privilege. But Judge. Young and the Fourth Circuit explicitly

and specifically approved this procedure. And this procedure

appears contemplated by the Code of Professional Responsibility.

The Omni defendants do not contend that the Government strayed

afar from Judge Young's mandate. The Government has never had

access to the proffer. Moreover, the information obtained in

the proffer cannot, by the terms of the proffer, be used against

Omni at trial.

The other episode to which the parties have given much attention

concerns the Novewer 22, 1983 interview of Sandra Poe Wilkins.

Tite Court will later discuss the propriety of the interview. an

United Staten v- Valencia, 541 P.2d 618 (6t-h Cir. 1976). In the

context of the .tition, however# it is -Xear tnat 11llkins revealed

no confidential communications. Zn their Proposed FLndinva, the

Orini defendants identify only two items subject to the privilege.

The first is that Dornstein advised Omni to file an amended tax

return for an unspecified year# but that Ouni refused to do so.

The defendants show only the statement and do not show enough

surrounding information for the Court to conclude that the statenent

is even privileged. Similarly, the defendants fail to show that

Ifilkins' statement that "Ouni sought legal advice aoout the formation

of aircraft registry in Liberia' was privileged. Wilkins' own

testimony at the hearing indicates that she divulged nothing
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of any significance. The Governtaent certainly tried to breac:a

the privilege in its interview of Wilkinst out it failed.

The Omni defendants also place great weight on the numbor

of interviews undertaken by the IRS of various Omni attorneys.

The more fact of an interview of an attorney who rendered legal

advice Is not controlling. No authority has been cited to the

Court for the proposition that it is misconduct for a Government

agent to interview an attorney, and to ask questions which relate

to legal advice. In fact, in Un7td Rtaten v. Roasts, 751 F.2d

1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 1985), the Court found no misconduct in

an interview of an attorney conducted by an IRS agent. In BadgLu
the legal advice given by the attorney to the target of the

investigation was the subject of the agent's questions.

Additionally Omni must demonstrate *not only that an attorney-

client relationship existed, out also that the particular communi-

cations at issue are privileged and that the privilege was not

waive.0 United State v. Jones, 696 P.2d at 1072. Omni has

failed to do so.

Attorneys are cognizant of the limits of the privilege.

Attorneys are better informed than investigating agents on the

applicaole law and particular facts presented to them to make

judgment& about compliance with the attorney-client privilege.

Attorneys will not readily disclose confidential communications.

This Court is confident that attorneys possess the aoility to

defend vigorously their clients' interests, even when interviewed

by governLent agents. JU.. United States v. Rooar 751

1



F.26 10741 UniteI starts v, PasheeJ, 663 P.2d 643't 854 (9-.. Cir.

lxst), cert. denied nun non. Philllis v. United States# 454 U.S. 1157

(1982)j L"r- Wa, 623 F.2d 489, 495 (7th Cir.), crt. denied,

449 U.S. 994 (1980); United States v. 5Slfspn, 558 P.2d 591 66

(2d Cir. 1977). Therefore, when the agents asked a former Omni

attorney questions in the form of hypothetical, as opposed to

direct issues, the attorney was fully capable of protecting any

privileged information and would have declined to answer the

hypotketicals if an answer would have violated the privilege.

The agents may ha%e set out to breach the privilege, by asking

t;ie attorney about advice he gave his client, but it then becomes

incumbent on the attorney either to refuse to discuss the matter

in an interview or to testify before the grand jury, or to risk

a civil suit against hit.. for revealing confidential communications.

;ith respect to other Interviews, in some situations the

dotenuants have failed to identify what couxaunicatLons were even

taUe. Alternatively, the nature of the matters discussed clearly

falls within the arit of Lu au , and therefore is not

,riviloged.

In sum, the extent to which the attorney-client privilege

..0ay have been violated, if at all, does not compel the conclusion
that ti.e indictment should be dismissed, or that Government

prosecutors or investigators should be disqualified. Later In

titis ooiinion# hee.Infa section III, the Court will discuss vhetiier

eviCence should be suppressed.
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11. Prosecutoria .. sconuuct

The Omni defendants' motion* which began as a not atypical

pretrial motion to dismiss the indictment, changed as the hearing

progressedi it became a motion to dismiss based largely on government

misconduct comixitted before this Court during the hearing itself.

Government misconduct, possibly rising to the level of perjury

and obstruction of justice, became the real essence of the tiotion.

At the outset of the hearing, the defendants brought into question

the Government's conduct in the investigation, particularly focusing

on various documents. During the course of the extended hearings

that conduct became the focus of the hearing and the most troubling

matter to the Court.

There are three general categories of concern into which

all relevant issue fall, albeit with some overlaps documents

altered or created after the Omni defendants' notion was filed

and tto attorney-client privilege issue was raised, incorrect

testimony before the Courts along with the criminal allegations

of perjury and obstruction of justice, largely in connection

withs the documents referred to in the first category and* a

diLheartenini lack of candor in colloquies with and testimony

before the Court.

A*

The first area of grave concern to the Court involves the

creation and alteration of documents which were subsequently

turned over to the defendants in preparation for the hearing.

Particularly troublesome is the timing of-the preparation of
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tile uocu,.ents, ndu.ely after a&i issue was raiseu in iititia,

an. tte failure of Governijent personnel to state canui~ly 1-.,

haJ een done.

?T;e O;:ni defendants fileJ theic motion to dismiss on April

27, 1984. Tie motion, alonc with then-dending discovery requests,

airected tne Government's attention to possible violations of

tiie attorney-clLnt OrivLlego. The Governwent then erai;red

on a project oi generating iocuL.ents which woula teaponu to the

iLsues. In so doing, the Govern;.,ent ultiately produced ten

relevant %ocu:aents. The r;emoranda relate to interviews conducted

oy Goveru:aent agents with; th# gollouing individuals on the tollowir.g

oates

Derenu~ncn' I:" it 4: Interview of Willia4 Green
(a Lew Yor, attorney who ;et wLtn Bornstein at a public
conference in 1930 m; later ;et with Dornatoin and
certain O.ni officers) on Septeitbez 15, 1983.

Daetndantsl r.2iiit %I Interview of .1llliaa Green
on Aujust 24, 1963.

a~n-2nint' Z''~it~ &I Interview oi Joian Cxa,el1
(a Dertaua attorney and a director of Euro Air) on
July 25, 1983.

Daandenta' l EiLjit 7: Interview of Sandra Poe
"il kins. (Bornstein's iocaer secretary) on lovemuer
23, 1983.

:30endanta' r.hini t Interview of SanCGa. Poe
,;i~kine on tNove:oor 22. 1903.

Defendantal xhi.iot 9: Interview of ;artin Radler
(an accountant e. ?loyed in Bornetein'o accounting office)
on Se~,te..uer 7, 1983.

Qaggndantsa Exhkiit III Interview of martin Redler
on August 24, 1982.

Dmfentantn' Z,:htoit 12: Interview of Samuel fussell
formerr controller of Omni) on Peoruary 23, 1S83.
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Dafoncants' Eiihibit 211 Interviews oi Seti, jcCU.:.ick
(former controller of Ouni) on August 20o 1981, Novezjor
5# 1982, and August So 1983.

DfeLndants' Eghl:iA AS: Interviews of David Canuler
(former controller of Omani) on April 28, 1982 and Fobruary
29, 1984.

At least nine of these documents, and probably all ten,

were either created or altered by Government personnel after

the defendants filed their motion and before the hearings began

on June 11 1984. The Government filed its anever to the notion

on Hay 11, 1984. in that response the Government represented

that it had "provided all defendants vith all memoranda in its

possession reporting the substance of those interviews'. That

representation was incorrect. After the filing of this answer

the Governaent continued to generate and produce memoranda of

interviews.

Between the time uhen the Omni defendants filed their motion

and the Government filed its response, Government personnel altered

a typewritten memorandum of the November 22, 1983 interview of

Sandra Poe Ifilkins (Defendants' Exhibit 8). A preexisting version

of the interview aeuorandum, which eventually surfaced in various

individuals' files during the hearings, had been initially prepared

by the Special and Revenue Agents the week after Thanksgivin.

1983. The document was certainly finalized before December 15,

1983. The final version was delivered to thi AUSA in charge

of the case and Hark Friend, the reviewing attorney at the Tax

Division of the Department of Justice. The 1963 version of the

memorandum rAentLons that Bornstein wrote memos to Omni concerning
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tiae taxaoility of controlled foreign corporations. It then tcted:
OTije contents of those reL.os were not discussed due to the

attorney/client privilege.* The altered version of the memorandurt,

prepared between April 30, 1984 and Ilay 8, 1984, states: "tie

told Wilkins that we did not want to discuss the contents of

those memos due to the attorney/client privilege." The change

from passive to active voice in this sentence made the agents

appear sensitive to the very issues raised In the hearing.

A second document altered during this time frame was an

interview memorandum concerning one of the attorneys contacted

oy tile agents, William Green (Defendants' Exhibit S). Reference

has previously been made to this interview because, in the course

og that interview, the agents posed "hypothetical* aircraft trans-

actions. In the preexisting version of the memzorandum prepared

shortly after the interview on August 24, 1983, it is clear that

hypotheticals poseJ to Green were actually based on five specific

aircraft transactions that were the subject of the Government's

investigation and which are encompassed in the Indictment. The

memorandum suggests that Green was Ohesitantm to discuss details

of his conversations with Omni officials because of possible

violations of the attorney-client privilege, and that he "therefore"

provided general infoli.ation. The memorandum indicates that

the agents were Interested In obtaining the specific Information

provided to Green by his clients, and the specific advice he

would have provided in response.
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In the altered version the meorand=a states that during

tie "meeting" with Greene *he would notO discuss the details

of nhis conversation because of the possible violation og the

privilege. This modification attempted to put the conduct of

Government personnel in a better light and the question of breach

oi t;-o privilege during the interview in a different perspective.

here is no reference to any particular aircraft In the altered

version, which simply refers to 'hypothetical sales' described

in general terms. The altered version also adds the sentence

that Green 'never stated an opinion as to whether the hypotheticall

sales were taxable or non-taxable.' Ho corresponding statement

exists In either the preexisting version of the memorandum or

the handwritton notes of the Interview.

A third altered remoranduu is of an interview of Samuel

Russell on February 23, 1983 (Defendants' Exhibit 12). A preexisting,

nine page version of trat .oorandun was prepared in 1983. An

altered, seven page version was prepared after April 27, 1984.

The Governrment concedes that the changes are not Lerely graLmatical

corrections, iut do involve ratters of substance. First, the

last paragraph of page three of the preexisting version describes

a meeting oatweon Ouni personnel and Green. After a statement

that Green spent aoout one day in Ouni's office and discussed

the foreign taxation laws, the memorandum states that 'Russell

said that O.,ni's officers appeared to be concerned and shaken

by what they had heard.' in the altered version# the phrase
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Wa~jeareza to oe concerned and shaken by what they !au i:e ,"

is oeletei.

The pre-existinS version also states:

Ruscell said that during all the conferences with attorneys
and discussions concerning the foreign corporation
he askeo Dornstein how things had gotten so 'fouled
up'. Russell said that by this he meant the several
issues which he had noted during the course in New
Yorl; and they had discussed previously such as the
improper reporting of airplane sales on tie books and
records of Curo Airfinance.

This paragraph suggests more than one conference between Russell

and Bornstein about matters getting "fouled up." It also specifically

indicates that there were not only conversations during the confer-

ences at New York, but also previous discussions concerning reporting

of aircraft sales on tne Euro Ir books. The altered version

states, by contrast:

Russell said ti.at during the return flight from New
York follo :ing the accounting course, he asked Bornstein
how things had gotten so 'fouled up.' Russell saic
that by this he neant the several issues which he had
noted during the iNow York course and discussed aoove
such as the imyroper reo rting of airplane sales on
the bool:s and records ofEuro ALrfinance.

The interview e.orandun of Seth MicCormick (Defendants'

Exhiuit 21), was certainly prepared after the indictment. In

all likelihood the document was prepared after the attorney-client

*.rivLle;o issue was raised. kfter the motion was filed the hUSA

instructiC* the agents to insert the three dates borne on the

docu:iont. Ulithout dates the defendants would have reasonably

assumed that the :emorandum was based on one undated interview.

With the three dates# however, the defendants could reasonably
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,iave asauiaeu tnat tne compilation :aetorandu:. constituted all

of trie interviews of ;IcCorr..ick.

Although none oi Che above descrioed changes are

earth-shattering, they do involve matters of substance. Tile

appearance of sensitivity to attorney-client privilege questions

mattered greatly to the Government. Subtle shifts in tone# such

as the statement that 'mie told 11ilkins that we did not want to

discuss the contents of those emos due to the attorney/client

privilege* instead of "The contents of those memos were not discussed

due to the attorney/client privilege," could have been significant

to the Court. Zn any event, the Court condemns the practice

of altering and revising documents once the matter is in litigation

without disclosure that such an alteration had occurred. The

i.r ropriety was not corrected by providing the underlying notes

and preexis'ing memoranda under pressure during the course of

these proceedings it was wrong for Government personnel to so

act, and tiie Government's action was aggravated by its reticence

in stating what had been done.

Compounding the major error in producing altered documents

without an explanation of the alteration was the Government's

failure to admit its ristake, to candidly inform the Court and

defense counsel of the changes, anu to winimise the harm done.

if defense counsel in a criminal case received a subpoena and

vade Owinor= modifications to the documents sought, allegedly

to clarify errors in style and grammar. the Court is certain

that the process oy which such changes were made would be cause
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lor ..-ajor concern to tLe Governent, and would probably leai

to the threat of criminal prosecution. 1ihatever the intent mi~nt

have oeen in such a hypothetical situation sees quite beside

tLe points such conduct is wrong and strikes at the heart of

funda;aental value in our adversary system of justice.

Justice cannot function in a system in which one side feels

!ree to taake even winor modifications which only aid its position

slightly, without inior'ing the other side of its actions.' Trust

and confidence in the systeu would be lacking. 1linor modifications

today could become significant alterations tomorrow, based on

the judg;ment of the reviser. Prohibiting such action must be

ts~e rule whether the changes are made by defense counsel or government

counsel. This just be true even when, as here, the underlying

tocumants are finally produced. Our system cannot rely on lengthy

evidentiary hearings in which a collateral document search is

conducteJ anu the true manner of preparation is expose6. The

a,,ropriate docu:.ents zust oe turned over at the outLeC and in

unaitered form.

In addition to altertni preexisting documents during this

time frame, and pr ducing said documents to defense counsel vitaout

a representation that alterations had been .itade, Govern.eni personnel

&iUxte tyuewritten interview maemoranda during this period.

The typed mem;oranda were prepared fron handwritten notes taken

at the time of the interview, but the memoranda were ','ly prepared

after defense counsel raised the issue of attorney/client privilege.

The Special Agent initially prepared an interview memorandum
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j ~erzaininv to -artin fleler (Defenc-ant3' ::i.jia l.) on ..

1 , one woe.: after tne O:-ni Jee:.JiZaits iiiai ti.eir .a.,t&o, .3

uis. iis. ',e AUS. editor. the document before it was ra3.ucoj

to %u;eonso counsel on ::ay 8, 1904. The "a.;.oranu. was oaseo

on han-dwritten notes taken durintj an interview on Septer.oer 7,

15C3. It .ears only the date of the interview and not the jato

of praaration. Prow t,&e face o& ti.e uocuwent it would av.ear

t,,a the ,oe:,iorandum hat; been prejar"e in Septe:;oer, 1983p or

soon thereaiter. Creating this erroneous iapression and, worse

yat, not correcting the resultant misunderstanding, was wrong.

The 1.1S earlier hau conducted another interview of fuller

on Auvust 24, 1902. T;io Special Agent initially oictatei the

t ,e-rltten meworandu. (Defen~antu' C£hibit 11) once again on

.;ay 3, 1S34. Tae AU3A again reviewed and eite*d ti.e document

je~ore it wai ,)roduced; to t.ie defenAnts on ;iay 3, 1984. Ta;e

ty..%::i:ten version uears only t 4 .o date o tito interview an i

or.aril, one z.,',t aotuwe fron t.,is date tnat t.ie e oranuuu

haJ jean prepared conto:-moranedusly with the interview. Once

acain, t.ie Government failed to pro,erly ingorn defense counsel

tat taie docu;aent had been prepared months after the interview,

asver the attorney-client .rivilee issue had oeen raised. In

coa..action wit;, thiis document tae Government produceu uuring

t,e hearings a draft typewritten version which could not have

ueen initially prepared drior to ilay 3, 1984. Tie second. page

of t,,e Oraft ;.aesoranuu reflects that "to the best of Raleior's

:;no-.ledge, 1indsor is either working in Las Vegas or Atlantic
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City at a gai.oliny casino at the time of the interview. T,.

Spocial Agent change this sentence to read, in tio final version:

"to the best of Redler's 1 nowledge# 11indsor is currently working

in Las Vegas or Atlantic City at a gambling casino." This iiange

coa%44mvo been made either to clarify an awkward sentence, with

the word Ocurrently Inserted to refer to the August 24, 1982

date of the interview, or to suggest to the reader of the document

that the memorandum had been prepared contemporaneously witn

the interview. In light of the Special Agent's credibility and

uemeanor as a witness, which will be discussed in greater detail

oelow, the Court finds that this change also was made in an attempt

to obfuscate the date of preparation.

Dy letter to the AUSA dated ;lay 14, 1904 the defense specifically

sougat information concerning when various memoranda were prepared

and by whom, as well as the underlying handwritten notes. The

Oani 6etendantu i..entioned Wilkins, Russell, Green# and HcCormicl;

.y na..0. Following this notification the Govern-ent prepared

other typewritten memoranda. These memoranda were created after

defense counsel specifically inquired about when memoranda were

prepared and who prepared them. The Government failed to admit

tiat the documents were created at that very time, specifically

in response to issues raised by defendants. One interview nem.oranuu

(Defenoants' Exhioit 4), relating to a September 15, 1983 interview

of William Green, conta .is statements not found in the handwritten

notes of the Interview. This memorandum also contains self-serving,

editorial comments by the Special Agent which appear to show
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Govurn.ent sensitivity to tho very issues ueing raised by uo&h'enJo

counsel. The typewritten version states

ie told Green that it was our understanding that he
had provided information to Bornstein and Omni for
use in preparation of their income tax returns. It
was our interpretation of the law that tnis would not
constitute a violation of the attorney-client -rivilege,
although we made several attempts to describe hypothetical
situations, Green would not provide any information
as to his advice or what advice he would provide to
a client had they asked a question similar to the
hypotheticals that we described.

The Special and Revenue Agents interviewed Sandra Poe Wilkins,

the former secretary to Bornstein, on November 22 and 23, 1983.

The alteration of the preexisting version of the November 22,

1983 Interview memorandum (Defendants' Exhibit 6) has been previously

descrioeu. The agents also created a typewritten memorandum,

bearing no date of preparation, for the November 23, 1983 interview

(Defenjants' Exhibit 7). This document was prepared between

::ay 14#, 1984 an :;:ay 18, 1984.

;.ftor the return of the Zn6ictment the Special Agent created

a eja:aoranJuL pur.>orting to suvharize discussions with David Candler

(Defeniants' exhibit 35). The memorandum omitted Candler's disclosure

that co:A:.ission payments were discussed with an Omni attorney,

whica potentially would impact on the attornoy-client privilege.

'One last matter worthy of specific discussion oy the Court

involves a typewritten me;Aorandum of an interview of John Campbell

wiich had occurred on July 25# 1983 (Defendants' Exhibit 6).

This uemoranduia was in fact prepared no earlier than Hay 29#

1984, and it bears only the date of interview. On Hay 24, 1984

tho deZense issueJ subpoena* d calling for documents
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relevant to the notion to ais:.,iss. Toe suioen~e s~ec.icaily

called for, once again, interview *..oranda. On Juue 6, 1984,

the Govern;.ment iled a motion to quash tie subpoenae. Tue Govern..,ent

represented that all witness statements arguably relevant iad

been turned over to the defendants. On that sawte day the Govern:nent

sent to the defendants an interview memorandum for the Campoell

interview. Mis memorandum was prepared after the motion was

filed, tie Government had answered the motion, and the defendants

wade additional specific requests for memoranda by serving subpoena.

Once again, the Government failed to indicate that the document

was generated at the very time it was produced.

As was the case with the altered documents, the Court is

shocKed and dis:tayed by the Governuent's approach to document

production. It was an egregious error lor the Government to

create documents and turn them over to defense counsel as if

they nao been prepared conte:aporaneously with th~e interviews.

This i:,ropriety was particularly acute iecauce there existed

a pending motion to dismiss and request for evidentiary Waearing

whlicn would be based on the contents of the memoranda. Iihile

it way be appropriate in certain circumstances to create a typewritten

:..enorandus of an interview after an issue is raised in litigation,

it is inappropriate not to indicate that just that course of

actio as been followed.

To oummarize, the Govern ent created and altered at least

nine, and proocbly all ten, relevant documents which were toe

source of the deferdants' motion to dismiss after the attorney-client
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,Orivilege issue surfaced. Production was aaue without ac":noviedi;a,

that the documents had just been prepared, even though fro;) the

face of the documents one could erroneously conclude that the

documents were prepared contemporaneously. These errors were

exacerbated by erroneous testimony at the evidentiary hearing

given by the Special Agent# Revenue Agent, and AUSA, to which

the Court now turns.

The second major area of concern to the Court involves the

repeated untrue and incorrect testimony which occurred during

the course of the proceedings. The impact of such testimony

to this Court, sitting as fact-finuer for the evidentiary hearing,

cannot be underestimated. Based on the erroneous testimony given,

as uncovered during the hearing, the Court simply cannot put

its complete trust anJ confidence in certain Government witnesses.

Untrue testimony occurred in connection with the documents created

and altered alter the motion to dismiss was filed, discussed

aoove. Untrue testimony also occurred in connection with the

interview of Sandra Poe Wfilkins on november 22, 1983, and with

the use of the typewritten memorandum subsequently prepared.

Other examples of such testimony will be set forth as the Court

continues to make its findings of fact. The sueer magnitude

of the erroneous testimony prejudiced the defendants and the

Court.

The Special Agent who was in charge of the investigation

aejinning in the Fall of 1983 took the witness stand for the
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iirst tine on June 12, 1984. This agent continued iis teszi;.ony

wiken the hearings resumed in SepteiDer, 1984. The testimony

was wrong in numerous respects. 1lien the agent began to testily

in June, the Omni defendants iz1.ediately sought to date the

preparation of the ten documents. Llany of these documents were

dictated, prepared, or modifiedd by the agent within the month

prior to his testimony. lie repeatedly and vociferously, without

hesitation or doubt, indicated several of the documents ha4 been

prepared in 1983. This testimony was incorrect. The agent also

was unwilling to testify as to the dates of preparation of other

documents. The Court finds that the agent must have been able

to recall documents he nad prepared within several weeks of his

testimony, and this testimony therefore was inaccurate, and misleading

as well. As the evidence unfolded it oscame clear that at least

nine, if not all ten, of the documents in question had been prepared

no earlier than flay, 1984.

Although, tedious, it is necessary for the Court to recount

soije of the agent's untrue or misleading testimony with regard

to the interview memaoranda.

Defense counsel asked the Special Agent when Defendants'

Exhibit 4, the memorandum of interview of fllia, Green that

occurred on Septeraoer 15, 1983, was prepared. The agent responded:

"I can't say exactly. It wouldn't have been within a day or

two of the interview . . . I don't recall specifically when it

vas prepared. The questioning continued:

Ot ;:ell was it prepared since the first of the year
(1584J?
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A: I believe t&~at t.is one was . .. I Delieve
that this particular memoranduy;. was proJaoly pro.-Ared
sometime this year, Out I can't be certain of ta:ct.

Q: Was it prepared since the return of the indictment
in this case?

A: I believe it may have been, but again I can't say
with certainty . . ..

Qt Was there a reason why this memoranduu was prepared
after the return of the indictment?

At lo, nothing particularly comes to rdnd as to why
it would have been specifically after the indictment.

Tiis testimony was wrong and incorapleter the agent prepared the

memorandum in Hay, 1984.

Testimony was also incorrect with regard to the preparation

of thie memorandusa of interview of Green that had occurred on

August 24, 1983 (Defendants' £xhioit 5). When questioned about

the Jate of its preparation, the Special Agent responded "Tnis

me,3orandu:a, I believe, was actually prepared by (the Revenue

Agent] and I am not certain wien tids one was )repared.0 In

fact, tne Special Agent played a significant role in the eQiting

process along witii the Revenue Agent when the document was reyised

in Lay, 1!84.

Defense counsel asked thl Special Agent aoout the preparation

of the Campoell interview memorandum (Defendants' Exhibit 6)p

waich was later proven to have been generated by the agent on

May 29. 1984, only two weeks prior to his testirionyt

03 ;nen was this memorandum prepared?

A: Again, I can't say with certainty, Hr. Sitmon, as
to an exact date. In this particular interview, I
even had a probleri narrowing it down as to some time.
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ZZ -1-ouIi t aVe je n et ..- o.-Ji' it ¢.i : . I
:_..,it wloul-.'t ,.:re )-jn I ja;" or twoa -z .. 3

in:-rvie: (:.ic.i az.. jean conuczea. on Jj2" 25, I%.
:;: ;ra-j- - seve..:l :.onzlis a-&ter tgizt, . j i ~~
iz was 1:itnin say several .. ont.,s oZ t.,at intervieW:.

2,is testi:.%ony u-as repeated on several occasions.

Deianse counsel inquirer a-jout the reparation of tihe seconu

*:il;;ins interview :e.eoranuuu (CaZendants' E:nioit 7). The interview

occurred or. ,'Nove:.je" 23, 1983. The agent testiAlied wrongly a.out

;,..en ti.e interview ,e:oranju. was prepareds 01 think that tis

was (,regare,] just ,)rior to T1'an:,sgiving weekend and tiat ae.;oranuu;

was ;ictutes, I woulu say, t.e iollowing :onJay or Tuesday [.ove"Oer

28, or 2D, 19831." ;,is particular oocu.ent, in fact, was initially

.rec.ec oetw;een ;'ay 14 and a-ay 18, 1984. Si:-ilar testimony

was jiv-in ,Wit,A re.]ar% to tate ot..er ;ilkins interview iae.orandu1

(Ga&nnts' Z:x:-.iit 8), ertainin to tsae interview on I:ove;,.er

22, 1533. '.;,,on aseA w,,en t~ae ;.e.oranjur.i was uictate..0, tie Secial

;.: n.'. Z ;Zizi3_: ", .;e 'o;i.z.,tely' the sa...,a ti...4 a3 t,,4a ot,,er ;e:..,oranjuuj

[:..e ;;ov .J r 23r.. interview o- 'i1,;iasJ, I believe. T'.is %;oul1

..avu jaen within a cou,;e of Jays of tie 4ollouinc weel.. 'ne

..a..ioranu:. :as . . . I would say within a~proximately a week
oz" z..-,r ti..-.e tlhe .nemoranduua was L.rejpare..' DefenJantra' Ex,,iait

1.1 &- act, %:z.s revi3ed in ;*a7, 11 04 from a prexisting :.u:,oran;uw.

Si.:.iiar misstate;.ents tiara :.ade witi. raard to t,.e ie~ler

inturvie: .ie:.oranJas "(Exhioit 91 was prepared relatively soon

a,.tar tsi, interview itself, within a weed or tan uays [See;te;ber

14-17, 163." Furtaiersore, ahiait 11

A: would iavo been prepared .rooaaly at aproxiately
.-.e sa,e tiue as (9-;Faioit 91 was prepared.
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OQ So it was jreeared apjroxi;.-rey one yja: .ftor
t,,e date o t.ae interview (i.e., usuyUt, 1.143]?

A: I believe that is co:rect.

The agent, in fact, Jictated bota :.;eworanda on Nay 3, 1984.

Finally. the aent w:as asked by defense counsel aaout the

.reparation of the Russell interview oe;aorandum based on a Fe ruary

23, IS83 interview (Defendants' Exhibit 12). That memorandum

was, 1,, fact, prepared from a preexisting meuorandui in lay,

1:'84. :onetheless, the testi.,-ony was as follows:

Q, When did you prepare that memorandum?

A: I couldn't say with certainty.

Q: U;as that after the first of the year?

A: I don't oelieve so. I believe this ;iecorandum
was preare g rior to June of '83 and it is jated Feuruary
23, '83.

Q: Som.etim.e prior to June but ajroxia&ately June of

A: :o. I an saying between Fe.3ruary an. June of '83.

^;.d ayent further failed to inform tse Cou~t of a preexisting

The Governnent uinimizes tsii testimony. According to the

Govern;..ent, the argument ";de oy defendants is that the e..ioranda

":; " aaed off" as contevLoraneous. T4,e Govern:;,ent states

tsat tnis argu:aent cannot be true. The Governnent supports its

aL' u:..ent .y noting that two of the memoranda show on their face

toat thay are not conteiPoraneous and are, instead, coLipilations

( De&endanta' Exnioits 21 & 35). Although the Government

likucy did not intend to mislead defense counsel ant tue Court
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azoo t t ,e pre.aration, t..e si;.Ado fact is t,.at ,1 0 , . . -.. :.

t.ta "ocuz~ents were pre, arei. ;.oreovert wien t..c.* Qeier.allz riaj

tie issue, the Govern;ent was unable or uiillinv to prov,-e

tne answers. Even the Special Agent, in atte.ating to uto c.e

Jocu~aents, stated on at last one occasion that the likely uate

of jrearation related to tI.e oate tyeed on tne face of tne interview

..-o..;orandu:ms in dating ".:,,iait 12, the Russell aeworan6uu, tse

agent note tiiat he believed tie, date of prearation was ",rior

to June of 183 and it ix jgtid Peoruary 23,. 193." (euipass

suoilieJ) Taie Court therefore rejects the Governuent's position.

The reasonable assumption Irom the face of the document would

be thaat it had jeen prepared at roughly the time stated on it.

The Special Agent's untrue testimony was not liuited to

Qocu.ient oro.uction issues. He iave such testimony relating

to 6.i iiary. Tsio Otani defendants asked the agent wiiQti;er he

.;t a .aily A. or ;iaty of .is activities; t.se 6eienuants were

&-te..etin , to .iscover a .ja t.,e uocuaents actually wore create%.

Tae ayaent testified that his diaries contained only tiiu nu xer

of 'lours th1at at worked in a day anu did not indicate the substance

of ,Ms activities. When the Court ultimately ordered relevant

portions of tt:e 1963 anu 1984 diaries produceo, it oeca.,.e clear

t..at tis testimony vai untrue. Tae diaries, althou.,A o1etcny,

o&ten indicate that the agent Wreiared for certain critical meetings,

anu ne~urated certain interview ze~oranda at issue in these hearings

on particular uays.
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.'e otiier IS e.goyee w'ho testi~ieu at Ireat leng," u.rinj

the "earings, and did so falsely or wrongly on wany occasions,

was tit Revenue Agent involved in t;,e case. As was the case

with the Special Agent, this witness also iad difficulty eating

accurately when :.evoranda were prepared. The Revenue Agent's

false testimony extended oeyond dating the production of documents,

however. One fact issue which arose during tie hearings concerned

a line in the agent's handwritten notes of tne November 22, 1983

interview of Sandra Poe Wilkins. That line stated *lot discuss

contents, atty/client priv." This sentence, if taken to be true,

would dei.tonstrate government sensitivity to the privilege.

Dleense counsel askei the Revenue Agent as he testified

Zor the first time :hen this sentence was written. The agent

testie adamantly that his notes followed the course of the

interview exactly, and that he therefore wrote down the statement

as it was spoken. Tnis testimony was clear and unequivocal.

It re.-ained unsha;en unwer intense e.:amination by defense counsel.

In eact, this testimony was false, and the agent later returned

to two witness stand to recant it.

Disturbing, conflicting testimony was also presented. With

regard to Exhiait 5, one of the interview mem.oranda involving

;lilliana Green, different IRS agents took responsibility for the

iocur:ent's alteration from a preexisting memorandum. The Revenue

Agent testified forcefully, during two differbLt appearances,

that ie alone waJe the changes without any input or consultation

wita any other person. According to this version, the changes
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were zi in tne S,,ring ol 190'4# )afore tits ;Cfan~jo i~AotJiu;. z

dis: iss was tiled. A different agent testifieu iorceull, t.,,

Le alone made the cinanges. This aient testifLe that tre czianies

were aade prior to October 1# 1983. In fact, the revenue Aent

made thto changes with assistance from tite Special Agent between

'lay 8, 1984 and iay 18, 1984.

The AUSA whao directed tile entire investigation and presented

the case to the Vrand jury also gave incorrect testimony. For

instances defense counsel asked about the date of preparation

of tite November 22. 1983 Whilkins interview weuorandutA (Deaenuants'

ZhL.Lt 8). The AUSA stated on many occasions that it was prepared

soon after the interviews in fact, It was not prepared until

.;ay# 1984. \nocner exa:wple of untrue testimony given by t;,e

;.USA coacorned t;,e use t. ade oi the ;UIl.ins interviews in tile

decision to indict ,ornaten. T.is AUS% testified on reopeatej

occaniois t.1at 1i!.;Lns' potential testi..ny was put out oi ; inuo

was noc rosente4 to the grand jury, and was not eart of t.;e

decLsion-zaA.in process. However# evience in te record shows

tat t.e AUSA did consider tie substance of statements alleeJly

r'aJe vy 'ilkins against llornstein.

Paoriaps the most flagqent, trouolinj aspect of the entire

ca;: investigation occurred when tie Government Lnterviea, Sanura

Poe i1;Llkns, Bornstein's secretary. The Governent contends

euat t:aere Is no impedluent, le;alt technical# ethical, or ota~ruser

to an uiannounceif uncounsellod, surprise interview ot a lawyer's

secretary when the focus of tite Lnterview will oe on what the
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secretary ::no::s aaout tie relatior.shi) e!:eri tne lawyej r ::-j

his client. Unlike i&;:,yers, %i.;o can protect the attorrc-y-cliant

privile;e, secretaries have no legal training and cannot ja o.:. c~eJ

to iaahe sophisticateu judgments regarding ti.e scope oi t.he irivile~e.

Tbis Court is shocVed and offense by sucii a procedure and conja:.ins

this investigatory tactic, especially in the factual situation

presented here.

As naa already oeon oescriDed in great detail, O:AnL asserteu

ttie attorney-client privilege oe~ore Jude Young. On Novetiber

8, 1983, Judg Young held tnat invoices sent iy 3ornstein to

O.4 i were privileged. Altitouga fully cognizant oi this ruling,

the Special ASent and the Revenue Agent travelled two weeks later

to Uilkins' home for an interview. The AUSA knew sucii an interview

;as to occur. T&ae interview also followed oy only two ousiness

oays te conference with Bornstein's attorneys, who a o forcefully

jtateu tr.at tne case a-;ainst Lornstein was fatally flawa, jecaus4

z,,a Cover,:.,ent lac.;. a witneza. Tlie purose Of t;e :..aeting

witt, Ililins was clearly to finu such a witness. In light of

tLs purpose# the ,roper course of acticu would have aeon-to

suj,.oena Vilkins before the grand jury and alil)w Ow;ni an opportunity

to intervene.

TAe S.)ecial Agent testified that 1ilkins was only interviewed

Jecuse she was a *loose endu, "for no particular reason', anu

as dart of "uniinis,,ed business." This testimony was certainly

;.mi3leaiing and probaoly ialse, Even the 3gent's ciary reflects
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t.,.at &.e ceait Vtolvo 6-16J.0' On t;&o 4.ay j.ro~ca-inj t~io *

era,i ior it.

Subsequent to t,,o interview oi 'il.MAinu, t.,o aent; .reare .

a ;.;.orandu;, uaich L uroorted to auzxarize state ent3 z.3jo y

il:ins. As .,as already ;een Qetalled, ta. .evonue Aant a.%oa

at least one line to his notes at a later point In tiL;e, to wits

6i;ot %jicuss contents, atty/client priv.0 At t e eviaoenti&ry

.,orain4 1ii:;,ins testified that tia. content of te ueL.oran~uu

read iike a novel to .er and were largely ialse. Only at t )e

aearinv Giu it ouerqe tiat t',e agents had related certain facts

to ':il*ins %,.icA, accor.dng to tie agents, 11I Ains coniirued

anov according to 11il,-ins, she denied. !.i eitior event the ue:Joranuum

:a.es it a,iear as if Wil.ins ;.-ade certain atato;ents, walch

3sQ %,OJ note

,,e ;ost 6&..aq|a o.Ioode to Bornstein relateA ir. tile t:.ora.uu;a

con3imtou of sct..;nt2 to the a.lioct tiat 1:il,;ins ha. corro~oratmi

z..j alle%0tion ajout t.,e saf3 ..aosit box. AccorAi to tose

:.a-.-oranuu:a., ;:-ilkins stateu that Cornstein .iaj a sae Go)mOait

wOx wsic' helu United ;%viation Services docuuents. The docu: ants

i.urortedly demonstrated that bornstein had properly adviseu

Jis cliont and that tie clients i.norad tiae advice. Paragrajh

17 oi EA&6iit C btatus tiat if O..iri over triej to pin anytinj

on .;;.; [ornstein. r he had proof tnat+ he adviseu ttieu tie correct

:ay to uo i' and tey uidn't.0 e ilhLns onieJ these atatecents

at t.,o ,aoarin;. Sho tostifie that the only document known to

her in B;ornstein's safe do.>osit box was his will.
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~The vigini~icance of t~e me.~orarnuuw is tni it is ns nir.

and :ully accurate. At t.e time, L.oever, Dornaein'z counzil

did not know the true situation; tiey were unale to speaA witn

Uilkins anU they did not receive a copy oi the raemorandum.

Another issue that arose concerned who delivered a copy

of the earlier version of the Wilkins lovember 22, 1983 interview

ue:.;orandum to iark Friend, the Depart.ent of Justice Tax Division

attorney whJo reviewed the case. Friend testified that the document

was brought to him at .is office in Washington, D.C. Ky the Seecial

Agent, Revenue Agent, or AUSA, or some combination thereof.

ione of the three witnesses admitted to delivering the oocument

uurinq their extended testimony all three denied doing so.

Someone clearly gave the document to Friend, nowevet, and it

vould appear tlat at least one of the witnesses testified famuely

in that ro;ard. Iaon tho neworanJum was delivered, the person

w.o delivered it waie a comment to tie effect that tis s:

really goou stuff, it was really dynamite.' Fro:m tWis statoent,

t.e Court finds tQat it apears most likely that the Special

Aent deliverej the weworandus. But it is not necessary to

conclusively determine woo actually Jelivered the ite. The

crucial iact is that there was, once again, false teatiwony.

On tae .asis of tnis continuous stream oK incorrect, uislea~inge

an false testimony, the Omni defendants charge that the three

inaiviauals co;:itted perjury and oostructed justice. It is

neither the role nor the function of this fact-finder in the

conte;:t of a pretrial notions hearing to make findings of criminal
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con~iuct. Tirouciiiout tiae lenqtliy procee%;in- 3 t,.a Gov%:r,,..anz .das

focusaj its attention on ta-o college )reaci'es of the aczoruiea-

client privilege, and not on allegations of perjury an6 o.'str ction

of justice. The Governent has not Idefended" the Special Ageat

Revenue kgent, or AUSA against these charges tiese three persons

art not on trial for the alleged crimes in any case. Clearly

it would be irurudent for this Court to dcaw tie conclusions

requested by defendants.

It would also be unnecessary to do so. The motive involved

in ti,is caso is irrelevant to the Court's disposition of the

matter. The c.itical fact is tiat there was a considerale amount

of false, wrong testimony. At issue nere are not uerey a few,

isolated incidents that can be shrugged aside due to the passage

of ti -e and length oC the hearings. Tae Court can easily unuerstanu

innocent cisrecollection. Out the effect of tijis testimony and

tioe o.)vious p)reoudice wiiica resulted cannot oe so easily 6isuisseu.

it rill .o evaluateJ infra in section III of t&is opinion.

Having reached tnese conclusions, the Court does express

its.view that t. e AUSA did not commit perjury and did not obstruct

justice. TUe Court is left with a sufficient reasonable doubt

on tiese cria final questions* even without a defense beiny mounted

on behalf of tne AUSA. Tge Court is. shtisfi e that the AUSA

had beco.ie so iUersed in the prosecutorial role and so protective

of the Government's handwritten interview notes that it was impossiole

for the AUSA to give proier attention to the enormity of what

wab oeing done. Testimony given by the AUSA certainly was untrue
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anu wrony in certain places. However :,,e cria.inal intent re.uirej

jy law nas not been proven. Tie Court further notes tohat it

maies no innings at all with regard to the criminality of testimony

given and conduct undertaken by the Special A2ent and the Revenue

Agent.

C, Lack of Canor

Ue third area of the Court's concern ay be described as

lack of candor. It is clear beyond any doubt that wisrepresentations

were aje to the Court, front the beginning of the evidentiary

hearing. isrepresentations occurred in colloquies with the

Court and in testimony by witnesses. The Court recognizes that

events aoout which certain witnesses testified often occurred

several years prior to the hearing. Nonetheless there was virtually

a woiolesale failure of recall of critical events by the relevant

Govenrenit witnesses, and no such failure by the defendants'

witnesses. At the least this failure constitutes a lack of candor.

?he pri..ary (out not sole) offender is the AUSA.

At the outset of the hearing on June I, 1984, extensive

discussion concerned whether the agents' handwritten notes snould

aO produced to tao defendants. On June 11th, the AUSA argued

that tne Govern;went's m otion to quash the Omni defendants' supoenae

should be granted because all wemoranda had been pcoduced and

tere was no need to obtain the handwritten notes. The AUSA

uid profer the notes to the Court for c inspection.

however, tie AUSA did not inform the Court at that point that

all ;oeoranda had been prepared or altered within six weeks of
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t..e nearing. Ior was t,,e Court iniorbaeci rtiat there weiL ; ,

versions of so.;e altered reioranda in the files. :f tise Cojut

had been so inioroied, it undoubtedly would have orderea the it..zeoiate

production of the underlying documentation. Insteau, the Court

reviewed the handwritten notes iamera that evening. On June

12, 1964, the Omni defendants called two witnesses to deonstrate

the need for an evidentiary hearing. These witnesses addressed

the typewritten nemoranda pertaining to interviews to which tiley

had been either a party or a witness, and they basically testified

that the memoranda were false, misleading, and incomplete.

A crucial colloquy which evinces lack of candor began between

the Court and the AUSA after the witnesses testified and the

defendants renewed tiieir request for handwritten notes,

THE COURT, Clarity for ne, . . . if you will, first
of all, under what circunstances did the Government
give the typewritten statements to the Defendants?
Ias this in response to some Notion? %las it totally
voluntary? Did you take the position that you didn t
have to j roouce then but nevertheless were going to
voluntarily? What were tie circumstances under which
they were turned over?

The AUSA responded that the purpose of the hearings was to give

the defendants an opportunity to show that the privilege was

oteactiedi

AUSAt ie realize tiat they could not "ake a factual
showing . . . unless they had the'actual statements
that were made. Accordingly, we provided the memoranda
whict. we believed were -- which tnere couldn't be any
questions that night have mentioned attornoy/client
dealings so that they could then make a factual showing
to the Court. . . . But we provided the memoranua to
them to enable them to prepare themselves tot the hearings
yesterday and today.
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In tiiis statement the AUSA dic. not inAicate that . .. :,o.ai..

;ere given to thae deieridants &recisely in rez,;onse to c.se option n

to dis:.iss or that all the moei.eoranda had tnen been created or

altered. ?he Court then naively asked a second question w;iicil

addressed what became the critical issue concerning the preparation

o2 the documents:

TH;: COURT.1, ell, now is there significance in tne..selves
to the fact that they are type, if one of these would
have oeen handwritten, would you all have taken the
position that was not producible?

A candid answer woula 'have fully ajprised tie Court of the activities

tn.at had recently neen undertaken. The AUSA, however, gave a

totally nonresponsive answer to the inquiry:

AUSAt Your Honor, it is a matter of practice* within
tne Governr.ent, I assumee, taat tite notes are ta'en,
contem.)oraneout notes are taken by the agents as well
as iro:m tine to ti:ae by the attorneys in the case durin3j
the course of an interview. And, then meroranda are
preearea. 'hee merjoranaa, I Suess, are si;alar, it
you are doing with the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation, to tne FBI 302's, with res,,oct to t.ie DL;% they
would .e tat D'A 6's. Unuerlying all tiosa aocuoents
I ttink Your Honor is aware are tg..* iandwritten notes
of the agents from which the documents wore prepared
anu I believe the law in the Fourth Circuit is that
those notes do not have to be proouced, that tie memoranda
are what is --

TilE COURT: Uell, what I am asking you, what it under
certain circu:astances the goveLnment agent does not
reduce it to a typewritton report, then would the govern .ent
ta'.e tie positior because it was never typed up tde
handwritten one is not ,roduciole?

AUSA: No, Your Honor, %ie would provide the other side
with whatever was the official document reflecting
that particular interview. . .

In this colloquy the AUSA failed to inform the Court that tite

Government had, in fact, been producing typewritten -er.,oranda
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e::aczly because none 4au aeen Prero%. Tib EtU% 2I.;o

to indicate that chan;es in preexisting reports had beel :.ajo.

Later in oral argument on the issue of the production of

the notes, the Court directed its attention to the Canjelr 3eLorani..j

(Defendants' ExhiDit 35). Testimony earlier on June 12, 1984

had revealed tbat certain conversations between the agents and

Canler were omitteu from the mermorandum. TUs Court went so

far as to aaK

TUE COURTs ;ow I an at a loss to understand, unless
these papers were prepared solely on the issue of
attorney/client privilege, which I a& confident is
not te fact, how did the conversation get orittej?

The AUSA again failed to correct the obvious assumption made

oy ciio Court whica was certainly in error, as the AUSA knew

tits papers referred to had in fact ;eon prepared solely it response

to the attorney-client privilege motion.

The AUSA's failure to ie fully candid could have haj tragic

concequences. The Court was iaced with the issue of whet.ior

or not to permit an evidentiary hearing. It the Court had alincly

relief on tite AUSA's representations, no hearing would have aeen

hold.

Later in the sane day the Special Agent took tie witness

atand and began his testi:iony. The OL;ni defendants i.:ediatoly

focused on the dates of preparation of the typewritten ;enoranda,

itew oy iteza. Tee Special Agent testified either falsely or

incomplately, as descrioed earlier. Approximately forty-five

minutess into the questioning, the AUSA r.ade the following repre-

sentationt
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AUs: : Your Honor, as far as the Govern..ent is cuocerne.,
Vhen tiis dispute was raised as Aar as te attorney-cient
privilege was concerned and we felt obligated to proviua
information to the otner side so that Lay could oe
prepared for the hearings today, I did, in fact, au
tne agents to change their original notes into e:.oranda
so to the extent that it came from. me and I knew the
Notion had been filed, that is certainly true, and
it didn't reflect on the agents at all, it reflects
on mie as opposed to them tnat we knew the material
had to be turned over and we had to put it into typewritten
forw rather than handwritten notes.

4'R. S130I4 Tnat answers the Court's question earlier
if these were prepared in connectioo- with the Notion.
Possibly we could find out whicn of the memoranda were
in fact prepared on that oasis.

AUSA: That may not be true for all of then. I told
the agents to go through their notes and see wno that
applied to with respect to attorney-client and to tne
extent there weren't memoranda prepared tney were prepared
and produced to the other side.

TWis representation by the AUSA, alony with the excnange

with defense counsel, is significant to the Court in several

resacts. First, it shows that the AUSA was not fully candid

in tie earlier state.Aents to tie Court that ii no memoranJa e:isted

tae n:oes wouli aave been produced. Secondly, it showed tat

tie .USA was involved directly in the creation and alteration

of tWe 6ocusents. Thirdly, the representation along with the

qualification finally made by the AUSA left the issue uurky;

even wien tne AUSA finally addressed the Ahtter, there was not

a full response to the issues.

The Government has consistently relied on these representations

by the AUSA for the proposition that the record had then oeen

.. xde clear and the defendants then possessed all the knowledge

relevant to tLe legal issues. Under examination it is clear
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t.izt c 3,o ztate.. r.In in tlie:..selves aL. n.-t.er co... tor

Ti.e * tenants souy. to ;nov e-acti- u:te:; Uocu:-onts w'rc creareu

and altered and by w.ioa. At the ti-;,e t.iac these question;. were

originally posed# no one but tbe Government knew tie answers.

Ani, the Governzment throughout the hearings never Save tite answers.

The facts were ;aade available to the Court only through extensive

investigation on ijehalf of defendants and many days of hearing.

Without belaooring tie lack of candor exhibited oy several

Government witnesses during the hearin4j, the Court does wisih

to note that the AUSA was not candid during portions of testimony

iven frou tit* witness stanj. The AUSA testified that there

was never a possibility at the Department of Justice that, the

prosecution woula oe declined. Tiiis testL'A, ny was incorrect.

Frier testified that not only did such a possibility exist .out

ti-at ;* so informed the AUSA on Dece.r IS, 1983.

ho'jver significant tno lack of candor witA tiie Court .ay

azear in this one interchange, the iUSA was less t~ian candiu

in anotner, pernaps :ore signgicant way. One of the primary

issues in the nearino involved the process Dy wicit Bornstein

iade his proffer to the Governuent, which has been discussed

aoove. During these Aearings Dornstein's forLer counsel testified

creAioly a out the procedure. Bornstein because intereste- in

rakinj a proffer only after the Government reported. that Sandra

Poe Wilkins had (jivan statements which wore dauaginy to him.

In atterpting to convince the courts that a proffer ought

to proceed, the Govern:jent r.aintained tnat Bornstein sought the
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oLportunity to make a proffer ani th;at tre Govern..ea, in te

interests oZ treating all potential deien irats fairly, wi.ac.

to give Bornstein that opportunity. In its answer to the notion

to dismiss, the Government iLplied that Bornstein virtually begged

the Governrent for this option. The facts concerning the proffer

are much, ::ore co:.plex. For quite some time the Special Agent

wanted to bear what Bornstein ,oigt want to way. Prior to tne

meeting of Deceaber 15t 1983, the AUSA clearly had always wanted

to talK to wornstein, oecause ne was the return preparer. The

Governent was willing to .ake any efforts necessary because,

according to t.e AUSA, "fuel had to talk to him if we in any

way could.,

Tie desire to talk to Bornstein only intensifieQ after the

conference at the Department of Justice. Bornstein's counsel

raised issues that trouoled Frieno, the attorney at t;,e Justice

Degart..ent. Zornstein's counsel alio nammereu aon.e t.e point

on ,.ove.oer 18, 1 .63, that the Government lacked a uitnesa against

thoir client. Doth the AUSA and the Special Agent were frustrated

in ieaiing indirectly with Bornstein's attorneys instead of directly

witi; Bornstein nimaself. On Leceoemr ltath prior to the meeting

w'it. Dornstein's counsel, toe AUSA had a discussion wit. Prions.

According to Friend's notes of that conversation, the AUSA "is

trying to figure a way to get testimony from Cornstein, . . .

alreeling] that we must know what he will say.* At tie Dece.ber

15, 1983 .eeting, toe Special Agent on two occasions and the
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AUn at one point ooth suggested too viability o a ciroct oJ~ ioi,

between Bornstein and the Govecnrent.

Unlike tne AUSA wito refused or declinet to relate candiJl-o

tte Government's approach towards Bornsteinr the government investi-

gator assigned to the United States Attorney's Office stated

that "the key is Bornatein, if he flips and tells the truthi,

they're all dead, we plead this thing out, that kind of thing."

If Uornetein did "flipo, *it would De a cakewalk for the rest

of the case."

The Special Agent, Reveaue Agent, and especially tie AUSA

were less than candid in relating the proffer procedure and the

Government's actual motive for the proffer. Tnis Court does

not condemn the Government's r.otivel it does, however, take issue

with the manner in w.iich the rjal motive was oafuscated oefore

Jucge Young# the Fourth Circuit, and this Court. True canjor

would have at least revealed tite Government's mixed motivew,

as ciescri~Oa aoove. T4:e Court notes that none of toe t*.roe Govern. ent

representatives recalle- the mo.entous meeting of INovemoer 18,

1983# at which time 3ornstein's attorneys gave a replay of tie

Justice Department conference, at the specific re.ueat and for

tne enefit of the agents. The AUSA had virtually no recall

of this meeting, .eyonj 'being in tne roo;a.O The Sjsecial Agent

recalled noting about a "replay* or of a meeting witn ?effer

ir. toveiuer, 1983, even though his diaries reflect thit he spent

thirty hours in preparation gor the lovember 18th mael:Ing on

the three days prior to that meeting. Te flevenue Agent also
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haw no recollection of the mnetinj. Tais io particular&y zuriri~i.ij

becaube -the tone of tiae meeting was acrimonious ar.J Leatej, w:iti

voices raised and with sore of the participants pounding on tse

conference table.

None of the tiiree recalled the December 15, 1983 meeting,

the p urpose of which was to debrief Bornstein's attorneys on

the statements allegedly rade oy I ilkins. The Special Agont

could not recall the purpose of the meeting* nor of a meeting

at which time tie Wilkins menoranda was to be discussed. The

Sgiecial Agent also stated he had no recollection of saying that

e wanted to speak directly with BornsteLn. The Revenue Agent

purported to recall nothing of the meetings he, however, dWJ

at least recall a statement that the Spcial A;ent *would like

to question ir. Bornstein personally." The sui of tIhe AUSA's

testiLony was lack of recollection at all.

Ttie lapse of er.aory disappoints thie Court a:nd evluences

a lack, of candor by these ttiree witnesses. Conafirtation of t.evse

aeotin s and the events transpiring within was made oy Cornutein's

attorneys and the investigator in the Unitqd States Attorney's

Office.

Uaving set fortp at length the three principal areas of

concern to the Court teat occurred during the course ofztne ;earinqu,

na;.;ely the alteration and creation of docuuentsp false and incorrect

iestiijony, anQ a lack of candor in colloruies with and testimony

before the Court, the question becomes what sanction, if any.
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As

uiz;..iswal oi tihd in~ict..;ent, usalicioi: oovur.m-.enz .,roir-

cutoru anQ investigators, anQ supprostion oi eviaoncL. -.- r.C

sanction will now )e treated separately.

A. jjj

t, issue oft is lissal of tie irwictment is not an easy

one. Fau@cal courts nave a general supervisory pouor wits', reseact

to the a%..nistration of justice in federal juolcial proceeins,.

&"j Unites. States v. Hasti;g, 461 U.S. 499, 505 (19U3)1 United

Staten v. Pavnear 447 U.S. 727, 734 - 36, 735 n.O, rehl- uenieg,

440 U.S. 911 (1980)s 'c::aj v. United Stat.e, 318 U.S. 332, r

ueni,; 319 U.S. 784 (1943)1 g nrnkly Beale, PAonuidmerin_

Su-ervinorv Po-.sr in Cri:.ial Caben Constitutional anu Statutor,

I..its on t;,e a Lu.oritg oj' t e Peoeral Courts, 04 ColUu. L. ev. 1433

(194). The ust of taie suervisory power suport& t,,ree institutional
oalsi 4aterrinv il-legal conduct ay" overn.ient o.' icicls, rCotecti,;

MW .r*serviaig t..e i;ze,;rity of taie judicial aroveza, ¢rn ih,.le;.onir..j

a re..ieuy or violation of recojnizeo rights. au Unitej S1t.s

., 4051 U.S. at 5051 Uniten States v. Paynerl, 447 U.S. at

735 n.C; ;.ot*# The Eugreise of Su.erviaorv Povers to U)1R-linI

a Crz.in, Jury IC*ict.-,ent--A Basil for Curuinu Proaecutorial Uir conuct

45 O, io St. L. J. 1077# 1084 (1934). ilitijin limits, ioutiral

courts ;;ay for..ulate k)rocejural rules not specifically required

by te Conutitution or tsio Congress. United Staten v. [,astin#

461 U.S. at 505.
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Courts liave casmissea criminal prosecutions because oi %*r:-u3

government aouse in tre investigation leauing to tas indict..,ont.

in United StAte. V. M0 atri1k, 594 P. Su, io 1324, 1352-53 (. Col.

1984)i United StateR v. Lawson# 502 P. Supp. 158. 170 (D. E;d.

1S00)1 UniteA saea v. Dahltruw 493 F. Supp. 966, 974-75 (C.D.

Cal. 1980), aiaeal nisniasnd, 655 F.2d 971 (9th Cit. 1981), cert.

4ja"JjJ, 455 U.S. 928 (1982). Moreover, courts have discussed

indictuents because of serious government Lisconduct following

tne indictment. In United StAtes v. Pollock, 417 P. Supp. 1332,

134-49 (D. lass. 1978)r Unitad rates v. De!lare, 407 F.'Cupp. 107,

115 (C.D. Cal. 1975)1 aniced Rtat.a v. Ranka, 383 P. Supp. 389,

397 (D.S.D. 1974), ail&al dismissed nub non. United Statea v. 1ianst

513 F.2d 1329 (Sti- Cir. 1975).

1i the detfenants demonstrate actual prejudice# the indictuent

can Je dismissed under the supervisory power. SAg a United

vatan v. ;:cenz"., 678 F.2d 629, 631 (5th Cie.), Ih £ aie#

685 F.24 1386 (Stn Cir.), cart. denied, 459 U.S. 1038 (1982)1

Unlte, states v. eIo.hard, 676 P.2d 193, 200 (6th Cit. 1982).

Yet the defendants maintain that no shoving of harm to thesa is

ceuired to justify dismissal pursuant to the supervisory power.

?he Governuent argues by contrast that actual prejudice must

oe snowns because even where violations of constitutional rights

are at issue dismissal is inappropriate absent demonstraV • prejudice

to defendants.

Tne courts have not definitively resolved whetiier an indictment

can oe dis;jissed pursuant to the supert'.sory power absent prejudice
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to th~e deJenUant. The Supreme Court nas not siuarel; ,

t.ie issue. However, tsie Court inade clear in Qnite6 3rLes y,.

:;orfiso,, 445 U.S. 361, rghla denied, 450 U.S. 960 (19al), tiat

dis;.,issal of an in.:iictment is inappropriate under the sixth ar.end;ent

even if the violation is deliberate, absent demonstraoie prejudice

or a suostantial threat thereof. The recent pronounceraents of

tiie Court in ELy= and Hantina iraply a more limitedi use of tc.e

supervisory power, possibly including a requirement of actual

prejudice for dismissal. Se United States v. Lehr, 562 F. Supp. 366,

371 (e.D. Pa. 1983), aff'd without ouinion, 727 P.26 1100 (3d

Cir. 1S84). These decisions, however, leave intact tne well-settled

proposition that the supervisory power still exists for Otruly

extre:.ie cases.' Unitel States v. Brovard, 594 P.2d 345, 351

(2% Cir.), caft. deie 2 U.S. 941 (1979).

A review of circuit court decisions shows disarray on the

&'eruire:.;ent of prejudice, witn the full significance of the ayner

an. H rulings not yet evaluated. The Fourth Circuit has

yet to speak on the question. The decision by the ninth Circuit

in Unite* States v. Roosa, 751 F.2d 1074, 1077 - 79 (9th Cir. 1985),

is represei.tative of those circuits wtiich suggest that prejudice

=ust oe shown: United States v. Acosta, 526 F.2d 670, 674 (5th

Cir.), cert. denieJt 426 U.S. 920 (1976)l United States v. :.1cfrenzie,

678 F.2d 629; United States v. Crow Doo, 532 P.2d 1162, 1196

- 97 (8th Cir. 1976), cart, denied, 430 U.s. 929 (1977); United

States v. Brou'na 602 F.2d 1073, 1076 - 77 (2d Cir.), Sof.t denied,

444 U.8. 952 (1979). A contrary line oi authority exists. Te
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following courts iave concluded that an indictment can .u rts...

in the absence of prejudice, in extreme circumstances. a

United StateA v. Seribo, 604 F.2d 807, 817 (3d Cir. 1975);

United States v. McCord, 509 P.2d 334, 349 (D.C. Cir. 1974),

crt. denied, 421 U.S. 930 (1975). The Eleventh Circuit has

not yet determined whether prejudice is required. I Unitad

States v. Paglane 704 1.2d 1533v 1540 (11th Cir. 1983).

In resolving the obvious divergence among the authorities,

a few salient points emerge. The supervisory power may be Invoked

in a myriad of situations based on the peculiar circumstances

presented. It should be exercised sparingly and only on a showing

of demonstrated and longstanding prosocutorial lisconducte se

United States v. Adano, 742 P.2d 927, 942 (6th Cir. 1984)t ce~.a..

denied sUb org. Preenah v. Unite States, .-. U.S. .= 105 S.Ct. 971

(1985), just as reversals of convictions under the supeivisory

power ;ust be approached "with some caution." United States v.

Uari q., 461 U.S. at 506 - 07. s Unetad States v. Artuso,

618 F.2d 192, 1S6 - 97 (2d Cir.), cert- denied 449 U.S. 861#

449 U.S. 879 (1980); United States v. Pleldse 592 F.2d 638, 648

(2d CLr. 1978), C3. .enAe4, 442 U.S. 917 (1979). Sparing use,

of course, does not mean no use. Even "disfavored reedies',

Unita-i Sates v. Rogers, 751 P.2d at 1076 - 77, Must be user

in certain situations. Exercising the Inherent authority is

;.-oat aooropriate in particular fact situations that do not lend

the~colves to rules of general application. United Staten v_
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nafi 2son, 716 F.2d 1050, 1053 n.l (,ta Cir. 1963), Lc:t. .

Sno -issler v. UniteJ States, 466 U.S. 972 (1984).

A coruon thread underlying :.any decisions is that the :.ianituue

of toe misconduct affects the use of the supervisory power, tiether

or not actual prejudice is shown. f L United States v. Seuao,

604 F.2d at 818 (prosecutorial conduct extremely graphic and misleading

reference by prosecution to Cosa Lostra hatchet oen); UniteJ

States v. Hocan, 712 F.2d 757 (2d Cir. 1983) (iWisconduct flagrant);

United States v. Fischlcach & Hooue. Inc., 576 F. Supp. 1384,

1396 (W.D. Pa. 1983) (isolated incident of misconduct). in aster-

mining the proper remedy pursuant to the supervisory power, the

relief chosen should be directly related to the seriousness of

cite misconduct. United States v. Ban;-., 383 F. Supp. at 392.

Repeated instances of deliberate and flagrantI miscond t- 5ustify.-.

dismissal of the indictment. U IL ! United States v. Ho:an,

712 F.2d at 7611 United Statas v. HJilatric:, 594 F. Supp. at

1352 - 53; United States v. Lawson, 502 F. Sup,. at 172.

exhaustivee research reveals no case in which Government

personnel committed repeated misconduct in so many forms as has

occu, red here, at the preindictaent stage, the discovery stage,

anu ii hearings before this Oourt. In light of the Supre;me Court's

general state!aents concerning tae purpose for which the supervisory

power was created and that Court's sensitivity to the need to

invoke the doctrine to promote fairness and assure justice, the

supervisory power ,aust be utilized in this case. Court decisions

e phasize the unifying premise in all of the supervisory power
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case3 -- tiiat altsiougn the uoc:rine operates to vindicate a

deZendant's rights in an inuiviuual case, it i6 oesigneJ atw

invo.;ed primarily to preserve tie integrity of the Judicial syte;,.

United States v'. Lesli, 759 F.2d at 372. The Court has particularly

stressed the need to use the supervisory power to prevent tie

federal courts "from becoming accomplices to such misconduct."

United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. at 744 (flarshallt J.e dissenting).

Utilization of the supervisory power remains a harsh ultimate

sanction, but must o. used for "conduct that shocks the conscience.w

United state v. L-An;e, 433 V. Supp. 799, 806 (1i.D. Ill. 1977)

(quoting Rgonhin v. California, 342 U.S. 1651 172 (1952)).

Factually, the misconduct here is not isolated, but

lonistanding. Inueed untrue testimony ani a lack of candor Oerweateu

the truth aoout the creation and alteration of the documents

.urin; ail that time. Te misconduct here Is as extreme as any

iound in the reported decisions reviewed by this Court. Defenuants

and tie Court clearly suffered prejudice from the misconduct.

U:&aether or not there is preJudice, the supervisory power to nave

any significance must be applicable to cases of repeated# flagrant

lovernmentel misconduct. In light of all tne testimony adduced

at tite evidentiary nearing, it is clear that tiis case rises

to the high threshold imposed for invocation of the supervisory

iowar. The Court condemns the manner In wnich the Government

proceeaeo, and cannot now stand idly by# implicitly joining the

federal judiciary into such unbecoming conduct.
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As reviewed in detail auove, the Court is ueeyiy truui

ay tie m anner in which tie Government han~leo the sub:.ission

of documents to defense counsel and the Court, anQ in tie eviuentiary,

hearing before the Court. It simply is wrong for Govern;went

personnel to act as they have done here. This type of conduct

cannot and must not be condoned; in fact, it must oe strongly

condemned. The Court has not set forth the details of the

prosecutorial abuses lightly and without regard to the individuals

involved.

When oral argument on the motion Wa3 held on June 25, 19b5,

the Government did concede that it was wrong to prepare memoranda

as had aeen done. But the Government recommends almost a "harmless

error" approach as a sanction for this egregious error, contending

........&to-rh-remeuyshould follow because-.all .underILyAne, Q;nents

were finally produced to the defendants.

Tie Court roects this notion. Absolutely no justification

e::its for revising documents that are beins turned over to aii

adversary in litigation once the issue has been raised, particularly

without notice of revision to the opposition. The Government

offers no excuse, other than to maintain that the changes were

made for the sake of accuracy. However, the unrevised documents

were aparently sufiicient for review by the Department of Justice

as it decided whether or Aut to approve the prosecution. The

only yossiole conclusion that the Court can reach is that changes

were made to strengthen the Government's position at the hearing,

even though the effect of the alterations was minimal. Similatly,
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tr.ere is no justification for creating documenrts duri, t,,is

ti.e 1 e0io0, without indicating so, no matter what tne :otive.

The Government's argument overlooks one critical consequence

tsiat would have resulted if the Covernment's representations

and the documents had been accepted at face values there would

have been no hearing, and the truth would have never been known.

As tragic as are the events which ttanspired during the. evidentiary

hearing, it would have been even worse for the Court to have

denied the defendants a nearing. The fact that all the relevant

documents were finally produced only occurred because of the

O;.ni defendants' strenuous efforts.

It is neither reasonable nor proper to change, alter, correct,

modify, or create docuuaents once a matter is in litigation, especially

....asent-not-ieto-opposing-.ounelT. -bis ruleis-utapply equally .. - -

to tUie Government as it does to defendants. The rule applies

irrespective of alleged good faith.

The Court is equally troubled by tne consistent pattern

of false testimony and lack of candor exhibited by various Governi~ent

representatives who played prominent roles in this tax investigation.

The uetalls have already oeen recounted. This Court has considered

carefully the large voluue of disturoing testimony on a whole

range of issues.

The Court finally Is extremely disturbed by the Givernment's

cavalier attitude with regard to a surprise interview of an attorney's

secretary, when the purpose of the interview will be to discover

c..omunications between the attorney and his clients. If no legal
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LecGUont presently exists in reported cases tu proscrio suca

outrageous conduct, one needs to oe added at tnis. tie. T.is

investigatory tactic is patently hiproper. A grand jury appearance

would be a preferable approach; in any event, before such an

interview is conductedJ court approval should at least be obtained.

The case closest to this issue is United States v. Valencia,

541 F.2d 618 (6ti Cir. 1976). In YJUIlgo a lawyer's secretary

was also a paid government informant. The secretary had been

present when various narcotics transactions occurred; she had

also been instructed oy her emloyer to take notes during that

ti:.e for the purpose of defending one of tie clients on smuggling

charges. At trial, the secretary testified. After learning

tnat tne secretary had become a paid government informant during

. te investigation, the district juoge dismissed the iqdictmient

as to four of the defendantse including the attorney. The basis

for dismissal was the outrageous governmental intrusion into

t,,e attornoy-client privilege. On appeall this determination

woo affirmeut Ie agree with th, district court that it-was

i;,,proper for the government to have intruded into an attorney-client

relationship oy paying an attorney's secretary for information

aout his clients.* I. at 623. This was true even though the

attorney was directly involved in a criminal conspiracy with

his clients, because *tie law in its majesty . . . (cannot) be

equally slimy." dA, at 621 (quoting the District Judge).

The Court gin b the Governent's intrusion in the Ooni invosti-

gation equally intolerable. This is not a situation in which
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a secretary cooperates with tine Government in an invescigation

arnb informs the attorneys and clients involved to proceej accoruinily

at their own peril. &j United States v. Lna, 536 F. SuPp. 253

(C.D. Cal. 1982). Valia also stands for the proposition that

the secretary's testimony, when so obtained, cannot be admitted

at trial. It follows that the testimony of Wilkins would be

inadmissible at any trial involving Bornstein or his clients.

Thus, in exercising the supervisory power entrusted to it

to ensure the smooth and proper administration of justice, the

Court has determined that the indictment shoulo be dismissed.

Twenty-eight days of hearings produced example after example

of conduct unbecoming to the Govetnment. Innocent misrecollection

ay witnesses is a common occurrence and it excusable, but the

... c..ulative effect of the jvidence.preentd. hereAda - pAdd.&..

tLan innocent wisrecollection. Defendants should not be forced

to conduct lengthy hearings to learn tne basic essential facts

neaudo as a predicate to a pretrial wotion. Courts should not

oe forced to questionn whether government witnesses are testifying

truthfully and fully. The GovernLent's conduct was patently

egregious and cannot be tolerated or condoned. Its manner of

proceeding shocks the Court's conscience. The indictment rust.

oe diaLlissod as a proohylactic sanction for the consistent course

of entrenched and flagrant misconduct. unites states v. Bitdmen,

602 F.2u 547-, 559 (3d Cir. 1979), e. d.nied, 444 U.S. 1032,

445 U.S. 906 (1980).
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Hu.,ever, t.e Court %.oes not ae ligiatly ciae &act tiiz. r..

xr:.ial grand 3ury indicate; these fiv defencanzL on saioi

cri:,-.&1 ta; charges. This grand jury was co:.iletely untainte.

)y an- ignorant of the matters of significance to the Court.

Tne:cfore, the indictment will be dismissed without prejudice .

AlthougA oe-endants nave certain rights which nave been violated

aer., tiaey have no concomitant right to oar iorever investigation

into treir alleged criminal conduct. United States v. Lauson,

502 F. Supp. at 172. The Court recognizes that the passage of

time ;.ay ,iave caused the statute of limitations to run as to

certain tag years charged in t;'e Indictment. This fact does

not affect the decision to 6is;4iss the Indictment without prejudice.

, Dis:ualification

.......n.eOevo1 tat, the Government decides to seek another

indict..ent in this .;atter, an issue undoubtedly will arise auout

waet..er aiiy of zhe Govern;aent prosecutors or invastigators should

ae -is.ualificA. Based on the raisconciuct descrioed in %etail

tirou'-iout the opinion, this Court has determined tniat the Special

Agent, the Revenue ityent, and the AUSA involved in this litigation

,..ust not participate further in the prosecution of the case.

C. &IL)rasA±Q.0

T,,* last sanction requested in the O:.ni defendants' initial

v:,otion relates to the suppression of evidence. Had it not dismissed

the indict;aent, ta.e Court uighc iave concern over what evidence

ouqi;t to ae supiressed. In light of the Court's disposition,
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t,-o issues are greatly sitlAe%. anj viii noe to )a ade

only in tie event of reindictefent.

4,e Dornstein proifer need not be suppressed because its

use has already been limited by rulings of Judge Young and tise

Fourth Circuit. Statements made by Sandra Poe 6;;ikins need not

be suppressed here although the Court condenns the Investigatory

technique utilized to obtain the interview of Ifilkinso her testimony

during the hearings ceonstrated clearly that the Governuent

will be unable to use her as a trial witness. If Ifilkins should

oe proffered as a witness at a future trial, the full raulfications

of Uiteu Riatea v. Valencia, 541 V.2d 618 (6th Cit. 1976)t can

oe explored. All otaer Issues relating to ties suppression of

evidence askedd on violations of the attorney-client privilege

can aa raiseu during a future trial, if tthen ajorae

Tte Court will enter a forrmal order dismissing the indictuent

without gicejudice.

alter E. Black# Jr.
United States District Judge

Dates 'Nay jell1986
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IN :; U::zI' : STINTE7S D I ,,:,ICr, COU:: ,
-HZ;. ?i DI37il.IC' OF ,;;%..YLA;ND

U:IT-D S7i',4 ';S OF A:iZPICA

vo

O;1JI Ih'RI'TIO:1AL CRIiiINAL iO. 6-64-00101
CORPORATIO; (formerly kno:n as
Oz.ni Investr.iont Corporation), t
'AY;NE J. HIL;&CR,4'VA;N A", BAi%,%:ETT,
TiiO;iS A. .ESTRICK, J.,, and
JOSz:PH P. BORNlSTE.i

For the reasons set forth in the foregoing opinion, IT IS,

tCis I day of I'ay, 1986, OP.DERED as follows:

1. Tiiat the :lotion to Dismiss the Xndictv.-ent, Disqualify

Government Counsel Lad Investigatori, an6 Suppress Evidence Based

on Violations of the Attorney-Client Privilege (Defendants' Joint

Pretrial lotion ;un.uber 3) (Paper 20). filed on behalf of defenJants,.

Or..ni International Corioration, Wayne J. Hilmer, Evan T. Barnett,

anu T',o.as n. ;estrici-, Jr. -- '0eing treated as a optiono n to cismtisz;

in..icti.ent -- B, an6 the same heresy IS, GRAhTIED, and ti:e indictw.Lent

in tris case as to said defendants Ba, and the same heresy IS,

DIS;ISSED 1itiout prejudice .

2. That the Ilot-on oi Defendant Jobei;hi P. Bornstein to

D13;.i=iX te,,* Indict. ent on Grounds of Aouse oi the Grand Jury

Process and Governmental Ilisconduct, and seeking alternate relief

(Bornstoia option n Nu..ber 4) (Paper 45) -- being treated as a

notion to dis;.iss inuict:,tent -- BE, and the same hereby IS, GlA11TZD,

.and htie in;icment in +tis casv + as to said defendant B1, and

t.ie sa-e ihereoy IS, DISMISSED without prejudice.
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Criminal No. 9-84-OOO1

3. T;,at corie3 oi tj;e for joingj oiiniorn and t,.i, rar

are )eing trans:.iitted to counsel of record ior the parties to

t..is action.

11alter E. Black, Jr.
United States District Judge
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IN THE UNITED STATtS DISTRICT COUPT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF "ARYLA::D

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

V. CRIMINAL NO. B-84-00101

OMNI INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION (formerly known as
Omni Investment Corporation),
WAYNE J. HILMER,
EVAN T. BARNETT,
THO AS A. WESTRICK, JR., and
JOSEPH P. BORNSTEIN

ORDER

Since April 27, 1984s the defendants herein have filed
numerous motions which have not yet been scheduled for hearing,
pending the Court's ruling on the Motion to Dismiss the Indictmtent
Disqualify Government Counsel and Investigators, and Suppress
Evidence Based on Violations of the Attorney-Client Privilege
(Paper 20), filed on behalf of defendants, Omni International
Corporation, Wayne J. Hilmer, Evan T. Barnett and Thomas A. West-
rick, Jr., and the Motion of Defendant Joseph P. Bornstein to
Dismiss the Indictment on Grounds of Abuse of the Grand Jury
Process and Governmental Misconduct, and seeking alternate relief
(Paper 45). By previous Orders of Court (see Paper 28 and Order
entered immediately prior to this Order), -he periods of time
from April 13, 1984 to January 7, 1985 and from January 7, 1985
to June 25, 1985, have been determined to be excludable time
within the meaning of the Specdy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. 5 3161.
The time from June 25, 1985 to the date of this Order is also
excludable under 18 U.S.C. 5 3161(h) (1) (F) because of the pending
motions.

Accordingly, IT IS, this 15th day of May, 1986, ORDERED
that the period of time from June 25, 1985 to the date of this
Order shall be excludable time within the meaning of the Speedy
Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. S 3161(h)(1)(F).

L0) e
Walter E. Black, Jr.
United States District Judge
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I:N THE ':;ITED S-'":ES D1S."IC. C*-'.:
FOR THE DISTP.IC? OF /-VRY'A.N

I UNITED STATES OF AMERIC.

v. ) Cr-r.',-nal ;;c. 5-64-rG0",

' OMNI I'TERINATIONAL CORPORATION.
et a'.,

Defendants.

ORDER

This matter having come before the Court upon the

Motion of the O-ni defendants, Omni International Corpe.ration,

1a"ayne J. Hilmar, Evan T. Barnett, and Thomas A. t.estrick, Jr.

for a determination that the period of time from January 7,

1985 up unt-il June 25, 1985 shall be excludable time within

the .eaninc of the Speedy T-ial Act, 18 U.S.C. S 3161(h) (8) (A)
(see Paper 135); defendant Joseph P. Bornstein having concurred

- in his Statement fPaper 1
I-" IS, this 15h- day of Kay, 1986,

ORDERED, that the period of time from the original

trial date of January 7, 1985 up until June 25, 1985, the date

scheduled for oral argument on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss

the Indictment, Disqualify Government Counsel and Investigators,

and Suppress Evidence Based On Violations of the Attorney-Client

Privilege (Defendants' Joint Pretrial Motion Number 3), shall

be excludable time within the meaning of the Speedy Trial Act,

18 U.S.C. S 3161(h)(8)(A). The ends of justice outweigh the

interest of the public and the defendants in a speedy trial

66-527 0 - 87 - 4
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-2 -C

for the reasons that: the Motion to Dismiss in this -uti-

defenlant, multi-count conspiracy case is unusual and complex.

Establishing the evidentiary basis for the Motion has neces-

sitated almost thirty days of testimony and hearings, spanning

nine months and generating approximately 5500 pages of

transcript and several hundred exhibits; and a detailed

review of the evidence was necessary for the parties to

submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law

relevant to this threshold and potentially dispositive pretrial

Motion.

WALTER E. BLACK, JR.
United States District Judge
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRED M. WINNER, PARTNER, BAKER &
HOSTETLER, DENVER, CO

Judge WINNER. Thank you, Senator. I was not asked to and I
have not prepared any formal statement. I think I should explain
how I stumbled into the Kilpatrick case.

I had announced that I thought it was time for me to leave the
bench, and I was cleaning up matters. Judge Kane called and told
me that he had a very simple little case to try, that he had dis-
posed of 26 of the 27 counts, and would I mind handling a run-of-
the-mill obstruction of justice case. And I said: No, not at all. That
is all right, if you are sure it is simple.

Well, it didn't turn out that way. The case was prosecuted, as I
mentioned in my opinion, by attorneys not part of the U.S. attor-
ney's office in Colorado. I said in my opinion, and I wish to empha-
size as much as I can, that the U.S. Attorney's Office in the Dis-
trict of Colorado did absolutely nothing, as to which I have any
criticism whatsoever; but it is a practice of the Department of Jus-
tice-and I can understand it-that complex tax cases are to be
prosecuted by the Tax Division of the Department of Justice. And
indeed, that is why they handled this case.

But they threw in the one tag-end count, obstruction of justice,
and all of the tax counts had been dismissed by Judge Kane. The
case had its problems, but they were not overwhelming. I could live
with them. And the case went on for several days with a given
amount of bickering among the lawyers. The jury was obviously
troubled, as was evidenced by a question they submitted during
their deliberations.

The U.S. Supreme Court has cautioned about answering ques-
tions from the jury and not doing it without the defendant and
counsel for both sides being present. So, I asked that we have a
hearing in open court; we did have, and counsel for the Govern-
ment was there, the defendant was there, and defense counsel were
there. And to my amazement, we were able to agree upon an
answer with which they all could live.

That answer was given to the jury and I then received a tele-
phone call ordering me to tell the jury to quit deliberating because
one of the other Government lawyers didn't like the answer. So,
that is the way the case wound up.

As I say, the jury deliberated for a substantial period of time,
and they convicted Mr. Kilpatrick of the obstruction of justice case.
I had given a long look at a motion for a directed verdict, but I had
concluded that there was no way that a directed verdict could be
granted. There was one witness in the case who, if his testimony
was believed, Mr. Kilpatrick was guilty; that particular witness
was a two- or three- or four-time loser. I have forgotten which, but
he had quite a record; but in any event, the jury believed him.

In the course of the posttrial hearings, defense counsel convinced
me that I had made a mistake in one of the rulings on evidence
during the trial. I had ruled out testimony concerning compulsions
put on a witness because I thought they were not matters for the
jury to consider but, later, I looked up a substantial amount of law
on it and I found out that I was dead wrong, that that testimony
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should have been received because it went to the credibility of that
witness.

I felt that it was a close case, and I granted the motion for a new
trial. I at no time made any ruling on prosecutorial misconduct.
The only thing I actually did in the case was to grant a motion for
a new trial because of what I thought was error-well, it was com-
mitted by me, but I assure you it was invited by the prosecution.
They sure didn't want that testimony blocked.

But anyway, I very much wanted to get on with the posttrial mo-
tions. I had written the opinion. I wrote it in San Francisco, where
I was sitting looking out over the bay, dreaming about where I
used to fly a blimp over the bay. Every time I would see a blimp, I
would get homesick. I wrote the opinion. I came back, and we set
the hearing.

-It was obvious from the outset that Government counsel were es-
sential witnesses. I asked at the start of the hearing: Gentlemen,
under the Code of Professional Responsibility, do you think you
should continue with this case as counsel when you are going to
have to testify? And they told me that they had discussed the
matter with higher-ups, and there was nothing wrong with it.

We started the hearing, and all of a sudden, there was a 180-
degree turn. And they said: No; they had decided they could not
conduct the hearing, that they were going to have to testify; and
Mr. Charles Alexander came out to handle the case. I have had ex-
perience with Mr. Charles Alexander for many years. I deem him
to be one of the finest lawyers I have ever met in my life. I deem
him to be a real credit to the Department of the Justice and the
Tax Division and to the bar. He is a fine gentleman, and nothing I
say should-in any way be thought to be directed to Mr. Alexander.

I wanted very much to hear the testimony of the lawyers con-
cerning matters which allegedly took place before the grand jury.
For one reason or another, although they were in Denver, they did
not ever testify. I then wrote the opinion in which I granted the
new trial and in which I said there was going to have to be further
testimony but that I was leaving the bench and that I was going to
get even with Judge Kane. So, I assigned the case back to Judge
Kane for him to wind up I made absolutely no findings as to pros-
ecutorial misconduct. All I did was to say that there was a tremen-
dous amount of smoke and that the time had come for someone to
decide whether there was any fire.

Judge Kane commented on one thing in his opinion that troubled
me deeply. I had said in the first instance that I wanted to review
the grand jury transcripts, and there were two file drawers of tran-
scripts; and I can't say that I studied them-I scanned them but I
had ordered that all the grand jury transcripts be turned over to
me.

And I then ordered that, because of the showing which had been
made, all grand jury transcripts should be turned over to defense
counsel, subject to some very severe limitations and restrictions.
Judge Kanes opinion recites that, to his surprise, and certainly to
mine, all grand jury transcripts were not turned over to me, nor
were they turned over to defense counsel, and that the missing por-
tions of the transcripts, he found to be "unusual," or some such
word. I have never seen it; I don't know.
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Judge Kane spent literally weeks on this matter, and he wrote
that which I think is an extremely fine opinion; and he found suffi-
cient prosecutorial misconduct that he ordered the indictment be
dismissed. That matter is on appeal. Whether the tenth circuit will
agree or disagree, I know not.

Following the Supreme Court's opinion in the Mechanic case-if
I pronounce that correctly-I wouldn't bank a lot on the affirm-
ance of the opinion.

Be that as it may, it has been mentioned here this morning that
perhaps some things should be done. I discussed in my opinion,
Judge Kane discussed in his opinion, this question of pocket immu-
nity. I have seen press reports sneering at both of us for complain-
ing about pocket immunity and saying that which I am sure is
true, that it is used all the time and that we are just semi-insane
for being concerned about it.

Judge McWilliams on the tenth circuit in the Anderson case,
which Judge Kane decided, gave short shrift to Judge Kane's criti-
cisms of pocket immunity. I don't think really it is a matter for ju-
dicial decision. I think it is a matter for legislative decision.

The Congress of the United States, in sections 6001 and 6002,
have explained how immunity is to be given. It is my understand-
ing that when those sections were adopted, they were adopted so
that the legislative branch of the Government could have some in-
formation as to how many people were being given immunity and
what they were being given immunity from.,

There are very careful procedures spelled out. To put it in a nut-
shell, the judge's role in those procedures becomes ministerial. All
he can do is to approve the request, but the request is very, very
closely restricted. It must be made by the U.S. attorney, and it
must be approved by the Assistant Attorney Generai znr his desig-
nee, and it must be in writing. You nust have the perdun who is
getting immunity in the courtroom, and you must read him the
grant of immunity so he will know precisely what immunity he is
being given, and he is given immunity for everything except perju-
ry.

The problem with the pocket immunity is, and what pocket im-
munity means is, that any assistant U.S. attorney at his whim, if a
particular U.S. attorney permits it, can make a deal with defense
counsel to grant immunity to his client.

Now, in the Kilpatrick case, there was a gentleman who testified
that he had been granted immunity but that he testified-and I
don't know whether this is true or not because I never heard from
the other side-but he testified that he was told that if you testify
for the defendant Kilpatrick, all bets are off. That is a great way to
block off a defense witness.

That is one of the reasons why I have problems with pocket im-
munity I don't think it is much good but as I say, many, many
lawyers laugh at us for worrying about it. To me, the only way im-
munity can be granted and have it absolutely effective is the way
the statute says it should. If I have any suggestion at all of some-
thing which might be considered, it would be to put some sort of a
penalty on the grant of immunity in any way other than a method
provided by statute.
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I think that the grant of immunity is a matter to be determined
by the legislative branch. The Supreme Court has held that it
surely is not anything to be determined by the judic'ry. And I sug-
gest that there should be a careful amendment to the present im-
munity statutes to try to spell out when immunity is to be granted.
An inexperienced U.S. attorney in all good faith may well grant
immunity to the person who is wearing the blackest of the black
hats, and then he can convict the lessers.

It is something that I do not think should be permitted without a
full formal record being made as to who is granted immunity and
for what. I do want to say that, in my experience, this is certainly
not the norm. I think that the U.S. Department of Justice and the
U.S. Attorney's Office, with which I have had experience, do fine
work. I certainly do not think that there should be any blanket
criticism leveled at the Department of Justice or any of its divi-
sions. I think they do good work. I am a great respecter of most-
well, almost all-of the attorneys in the Department of Justice.

Once in a while, you have some problems, and we had some prob-
lems in this case. I was told, as you mentioned, that there would be
a full investigation made of it by the Office of Professional Respon-
sibility. I have heard via third-, fourth-, fifth-, or sixth-hand hear-
say that an investigation was conducted and that everyone was
cleared. I have never received any official communication from
anybody concerning the investigation. No one ever talked to me;
that I know of my own knowledge. I have asked the shorthand re-
porter who was present in the courtroom at all times and the
courtroom deputy who was present in the courtroom at all times,
and I have asked Mr. Miller, who is the U.S. attorney for the dis-
trict of Colorado, and I have asked defense counsel, and I also
asked the reporter for the Rocky Mountain News that covered
most of the case.

If anybody from the Department of Justice ever talked to any of
them about what went on during this trial, and I have found no
one who was ever talked to by anyone. I don't know what the in-
vestigation was or how they arrived at the conclusion they did. I
am not even sure they have arrived at a conclusion. As I say, that
is hearsay.

But nooy has ever talked to me. In my opinion, I said that the
matter was something which could be referred to our local commit-
tee on conduct, that 1 thought that it best that it be investigated
inhouse. I still think that.

The Department of Justice is a large organization. It is a fine or-
ganization. Any time you have that many employees, you are going
to have a few problems.

Senator, that is about all I have to say; and if I can answer any
questions, I would be happy to.

Senator ARMSTONG. Judge, I am fateful to you for what you
have said and for your coming here. AdI have a number of ques-
tions that I want to ask, but I would like to comment briefly on
two matters that you have mentioned before I ask you to go
through several quite specific issues that I would like to have your
observations on.

First, you pointed out that the U.S. attorney for Colorado and his
staff have not been the subject of criticism in the Kilpatrick case.
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And while I don't think I said that in my opening statement, I
want to agree that-

Judge WINNER. No; you did not, sir. I simply wanted to empha-
size it because I do not want those people to be subjected to unfair
criticism.

Senator ARMMONG. No; I agree. I meant that I had not made a
point of saying that they were not involved, but clearly, Mr. Miller
and his people were not the subject of any criticism that I was
aware of either.

Second, you made the observation that the Justice Department
and its divisions should not be subject to blanket criticism. And I
agree with that. In fact, the extent to which, if any, such criticism
attaches to the Department of Justice, is really in part the function
of this hearing, but criticizing people or passing judgment on some-
body's professional ethics or how well they are doing their job or
whether they are running the Department right is only secondarily
what we are trying to get at.

The questions which I am trying to agree to at this hearing are,
first: What legislative response, if any, is called for by the circum-
stances which have been brought out in the Kilpatrick case and the
Omni case and the others that we are going to look at? In other
words, we have seen some court decisions in which the courts have
been highly critical of some aspects of the handling of certain spe-
cific cases.

The question is, Is there anything that is needed in the way of a
legislative response? Do we need to change the law? And in fact, I
am going to ask specific questions.

Second, to what extent, if any, do we need to hold the Depart-
ment of Justice or IRS accountable for their management of the
Department and the enforcement of the present law? In the final
analysis, no matter what laws are on the books, if prosecutors and
the others are not scrupulous in their ethical standards, then you
get a situation of selective enforcement, of improper immunities,
use of the grand jury process, violation of the Constitution-which
is cited in your opinion-and while it isn't primarily the function
of this subcommittee or of any committee of Congress to pass judg-
ment on individuals, if there is a pattern of failure to manage prop-
erly or failure to insist on high standards, then I think we want to
know that, and we are going to see that some effort is made to rec-tify it.With that as a basis, judge, I would just like to go through sever-

al of the items mentioned in your decision in a very informal way
and just ask you to comment both from the standpoint of manage-
ment of the enforcement system and from the standpoint of legisla-
tion.

Now, first is this question about the grand jury. You made a
great point and properly so that the grand jury process has been
abused. One of the issues you raised was the question of swearing
in special IRS agents as agents of the grand jury. Now, if I under-
stood your pointcorrectly, it is that it is improper to do so. My
question i, what should, be done about it? Is this a common prac-
tice? Has it been something you have observed previously?

Judge WiNNER. No, sir. I have never observed it previously. In
posttrial briefs, I was told that it had been done other places. Some
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courts have found nothing wrong with it. Other courts have found
that it is improper.

The function of the grand jury as I understand the history of the
grand jury is that it was to be a neutral body stanM between the
citizens and the king. I believe that is a part of the Magna Carta. I
believe that is a part of our American system of justice. Every time
a grand jury is impaneled, it is recommended that the judge in-
paneling the grand jury read to them or give to them a copy of the
instructions to the grand jury prepared by the Judicial Center of
the United States. Those instructions emphasize that point, and
the point is that the grand jury is to be totally independent.

To me, it is a contradiction of terms to have an independent, qua-
sijudicial body employ, as one of its agents, agents of the prosecu-
tion. I just can't reconcile it in my thinking. That is why I am both-
ered by it.

Now, certainly, I have no objection to having the grand jury be
given the power to employ agents-investigative agents-but they
should be answerable to the grand jury and they should not be an-
swerable to the prosecutor if we are going to retain the concept of
an independent grand jury. That is my thinking on it.

Senator ARWMONG. Judge, according to the records, as I under-
stand it, a Mr. Jake Snyder administered an oath of secrecy to an
IRS special agent by the name of Bendrop. And the point is that he
didn't have the authority to administer such an oath.

Judge WINm . Well, sir, I am going to differ from you just-
Senator ARMSTRONG. I am here as your student.
Judge Wnou. I am just going to differ in a small particular.

Mr. Snyder did indeed administer an oath. He did not have the au-
thority to administer an oath, and the Government concedes that.
Prosecutors can't administer oaths. They can do lots of things, but
that is one thing that the legislative branch has not permitted
them to do.

Now, as to the secrecy matter, for countless years it was the
custom to tell everybody who appeared before the grand jury, and
it is still the custom in our State courts, that everything that goes
on before the grand jury is secret and you cannot disclose any-
thing. And if you do, you are in contempt. The Congress amended
that rule after a great deal of study and input from the American
Bar Association and many others. And it is now expressly spelled
out in the rule that no oath of secrecy can be administered to a
witness.

The grand jurors, the shorthand reporter, and counsel are sub-
ject to the secrecy requirement; but the rule expressly says no oath
of secrecy can be administered to a witness. Witnesses were put
under an obligation of secrecy in this grand Jury proceeding. Again,
in the Government's brief, they acknowledge that that was wrong,
but they said it was so-called "harmless etror," and perhaps it was;
but perhaps it wasn't because some of the witnesses who were
given the obligation of secrecy were lawyers who, if they lived up
to their obligation-and I never did ask them *hether they did or
didn't--could not even communicate to their owu' client what went
on. And that puts them in an impossible ethical bind; and that
bothered me.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. The point is that Mr. Snyder was an attor-
ney for--

Judge WINNER. He was an attorney with the Tax Division of the
Department of Justice, and he was the principal trial attorney
during the trial, and he was the principal attorney conducting the
grand jury investigation.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Would it be reasonable-and you under-
stand, Judge, that I am not an attorney-I am here in my role as a
legislator, and I want to stay completely clear of trying tojpractice
law. Is it fair for me to assume that somebody in the professional
poition that he was in would know that it was improper to admin-
ister such an oath?

I am not really asking whether he did or not. I am just saying: Is
that a reasonable professional position--

Judge WINNER. I am going to quibble with you a little bit.
Senator ARMSTRONG. All right.
Judge WIN. I am going to say it is reasonable to presume heshould know it.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you; that is what I want to know be-

cause what I am really. trying to elicit is the kind of questions that
I will want to put to the Just ice Department next week.

Judge WINNER. I do not wish to suggest that he did know it. I do
not wish to suggest that what he did was not done innocently.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand; but it is reasonable to assume
that he should have known?

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir. I think he should have.
Senator ARMSTRoNG. And it would be reasonable, I take it, in

your view to assume that the Justice Department, having been
through this experience in your court, would make some effoit to
make this known to people in similar circumstances in other
courts.

Judge WINNER. I would think it would be covered in a basic
training course in criminal procedure.

Senator ARMSTRONG. All right. Let me just make a note, and we
will ask them if there is such a basic training observation.

Judge, the Government characterized at one point as "silly and
frivolous" the concerns which-the matters which were criticized
by the court. And I believe that the court was concerned about the
flippant phraseology. I guess there-

Let me ask this m a neutral way. If I understood what happened,
there was a concern on your part that the Government simply
didn't take these issues seriously. Is that a fair characterization?

Judge WINNER. That is correct. They didn't take them seriously.
They openly said they were silly. To me, when there is reason to be
concerned about the violation of a man's fundamental rights which
may put him in prison, I cannot think that is silly.

senator ARMSTRONG. The next note I have deals with a matter
which you referred to a moment ago, and that is the question of
trying to impose secrecy obligations on witnesses who were in factalso providing legal counsel, I think you have already explained
that. If you impose such an obligation on a lawyer, you inhibit his
ability to represent his own clients.

Judge WINNER. I think you do worse than that. I think you put
him in a position that he is violating his ethical duties to hs own
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client. So, if he obeys the obligation imposed upon him, he may get
disbarred; but if he doesn't get disbarred, then he is violating the
obligation. He has really got a tough problem.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Now, I would like to talk about Mr. Richard
Birchhall. I understand he is an attorney and a former Tax Divi-
sion lawyer. He did testify before the grand jury in his capacity as
an attorney for one of the defendants.

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. While questioning him in a bar, prosecutor

Snyder allegedly violated Federal rules of criminal procedure-the
secrecy provisions-by telling Birchhall about matters before the
grand jury, telling Mr. Birchhall he was a potential target and
mentioning testimony about a personal relationship of Mr. Birch-
hall's, a comment which was bothersome to the witness because of
his marital problems.

Birchhall was later left in a room where grand jury transcripts
were stored, with transcripts and material lying on a table in plain
sight. Birchhall, I understand, scanned some of the material, and
he claims that "Mr. Snyder tried to persuade him to breech his
ethical duty of confidentiality," and he attributed to Mr. Snyder a
remark that "even if the defendant wasn't guilty, the Government
would break him with the cost of the defense."

If all of this is true, I take it there is no doubt that this would be
grossly improper conduct.

Judge Wrom. If that was true, it certainly would be grossly im-
propr. That was the substance of Mr. Birchhall's testimony. I
madeno finding that those thirgs happened. I never did hear any
testimony contradicting it. I am told that there was later testimony
contradicting it. I made no finding on it; I simply recite testimony
which was given.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand. The reason why that is of
particular interest to me, aside from just the fact that it does raise
the gross question of propriety, is that in the first telephone call
which I received-the first of many telephone calls which I re-
ceived-from Mr. Kilpatrick, his assertion to me was that the Gov-
ernment didn't really necessarily expect to win the case, but what
they were trying to do was to put him out of business, that the pub-
licity attendant to the indictment and subsequent prosecution
would be sufficient to raise enough doubts about his business deal-
ings that it would put him out of business.

And if I remember-and Mr. Kilpatrick when he has a chance to
speak tomorrow can contradict me or refresh my recollection or
whatever-but my recollection of that conversation is that they
simply didn't like the business he was in and intended to use pros-
ecution-the indictment-to simply ruin his reputation.

And that is the essence, if I understand it,of what Mr. Birchhall
was told, that they were going to break him just by the process,
whether or not they could findhim guilty or not.

Judge Wnmm. That was Mr. Brchha's testimony; yes, sir.
Senator ARMTRNG. I understand, and I understand you didn't

enter a finding on it; but I just wanted to be sure I have the correct
understanding of what the testimony was.

Judge Wm~m. Yes, sir, that is correct, sir.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. I would now like to turn to the questions
regarding the alleged harassment of the expert witness from the
University of Washington. I am not sure how he pronounces his
name. It is Prof. Rowland Hjorth.

Judge WINNER. I think it is Horth.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Horth?
Judge WINNER. I think that is a silent j; I believe.
Senator ARMSTRONG. The staff tells me that your recollection is

the same as ours-a silent j. Professor Hjorth is a tax law professor
at the University of Washington. He is an expert who was em-
ployed by defense counsel and was permitted to testify as an expert
before the grand jury.

Evidently, his views were significantly different than those of the
prosecutor, Mr. Snyder, who reportedly bragged on frequent occa-
sions that he had never taken a course in taxation and knew
almost nothing about it. During a recess, it was brought to my at-
tention that Professor Hjorth was apparently brow-beaten and ridi-
culed by the prosecutor; and in response to this issue, the Govern-
ment's brief did not deny that the occurrence took place and called
it poor judgment. Mr. Snyder apparently told Mr. Hjorth that his
testimony disgraced him and implied that the Tax Division of the
Department of Justice would complain to the University of Wash-
ington Law School.

Now, I am assuming that you entered no finding on that issue.
Judge WINNER. No, sir; I did not.
Senator ARMSTRONG. But the question I would like to ask you is

this: Were this to be true, there is no doubt that this would be a
gross violation of the rights of the expert witness?

Judge WINNER. Right, sir. The expert witness has a great many
rights, as does witness, but even more importantly, rights of the de-
fendant. If a defendant can't present expert testimony without
having the expert threatened with getting his job, we don't have a
defense system in America today; but whether it happened, I don't
know. I do know it is all hearsay-by hearsay, I mean it is all the
professor's testimony except for one thing-the transcript reflects
that the prosecutor frequently stated that he had never taken a
course in tax law.

Now, that is from his own lips.
Senator ARMSTRONG. As far as I know, we do not have Professor

Hjorth scheduled to testify. We may do that at some point, but he
was quoted in a newspaper article that came to my attention as
saying that he would never willingly testify before a grand jury
again. And he said this as a person who had been summoned re-
peatedly on prior occasions as an expert witness.

Judge WINNER. He testified that he would never testy as an
expert witness again. Now, that testimony he gave. He said he had
had it, so far as being an expert witness was concerned-never
again.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I don't think there is any point in pursuing
the matter of the conversation between Peter Parrish, a former
IRS agent, and the prosecutor, Mr. Blondon; but let me just note
for the record that we were discussing earlier the question of vio-
lating secrecy of the grand jury process.
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The same question is raised by the question of IRS agents writ-
ing letters on the U.S. attorney's letterhead. Special agents of the
rand jury were authorized by prosecutors to write letters on the
etterhead of the U.S. attorney although without the knowledge of

the U.S. attorney. These letters further breached the Federal rules
of criminal procedures on secrecy and disclosed the identity of per-
sons and transactions under grand jury scrutiny.

Judge, I would now like to turn to this question of pocket immu-
nity.I was very much interested in your observations about that
earlier. You said first that you thought there ought to be some
kind of penalty for a prosecutor who improperly uses his preroga-
tive of granting pocket immunity. What do you have in mind-
what kind of a penalty? And is there no penalty at the present
time?

Judge WINNE. I know of no penalty at all. I think that it is
something that can be done and is done very frequently, and it is
done with the approval of some courts. I think it is a legislative
decision as to whether the Congress of the United States is entitled
to have a record of every.rant of immunity; and there ought to be,
in my judgment, a prohibition against a grant of immunity, save
and except in accordance with established procedures spelled out
by statute.

I used the word "penalty," and I don't know what the penalty
should be; but it ought to be more than a slap on the wrist.

Senator ARMSTRONG. When you say a penalty, do you mean a
penalty against the prosecutor who uses it improperly?

JudgeWmNzR. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Not something that would necessarily void

the immunity?
Judge Wm~m. Oh, no, no. Just a penalty against the prosecutor

who uses it, just to try to make them obey the law that Congress
has created.

Senator AR MTONG. And at the present time-forgve me for
not knowing this fact-but at the present time, does Congress re-
ceive a report of these grants of immunity?.

Judge WINNER. The Congress does receive a report of formal
grants of immunity, that is of all immunities granted pursuant to
statute. They have absolutely no knowledge concerning the so-
called pocket immunity. The requirement for that report was estab-
lished 10 or 15 years ago, something like that, because of criticisms
which surfaced at that time concerning the lack of knowledge onthe part ofabody who was getting immunity.

I do't reato whom the report is made, but there is a report
made; and it is available.

Senator ARMSMRONG. Of formal immunity?
Judge Wnmm. Yes, sir; by the Department of Justice.
Senator ARmTmRONO. In the case of Mr. Kilpatrick, you men-

tioned that the prosecutor, Mr. Snyder, evidently told Richard Bell
that-and I think this is a quote-"if Richard testified for Mr. Kil-
patrick, all bets are off."

Judge Wnmm. Yes.
Senator ARMSTRONG. He had been offered immunity.
Judge Wumm. That testimony was very fuzzy. He testified that

the statement was made that if he testified for Mr. Kilpatrick, all
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bets are off. His brother, who was a lawyer and was representing
him, made a statement for the record that he understood that to
mean that, if he committed perjury, all bets are off. The lawyer-
brother understood it that way. The witness-brother understood
that if he testified at all, all bets were off. And the witness thought
that if he testified, he had no immunity; at least that was his testi-
mony. That is another reason that pocket immunity, in my judg-
ment, is a mistake because it always will get fuzzy as to what is
agreed to.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Your point is that, if immunity is granted,
it should be on the record?

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. It shouldn't be that casual?
Judge WINNER. Absolutely. Under the statute, you have to read a

written order granting the immunity and spelling out what the im-
munity is and its extent. It was always my practice, and I believe it
is the practice of most judges, to supply the recipient of the immu-
nity with a copy of the written order. Then, there is no uncertainty
about all bets being off.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I am going to guess, Judge, that that will be
a matter of legislative inquiry.

Judge WINNER. I would think so.
Senator ARMSTRONG. There may be some aspects of this that

frankly are just beyond the reach of legislation; but that sounds
like an area that we could productively get into.

One of my notes here is an allegation of extraordinarily discour-
teous treatment of an attorney by the name of James Triese, him-
self a former U.S. attorney for Colorado. I don't know that we can
do anything about that. I am assuming if what I have here in my
notes is correct and he was rudely handled, that may be too bad,
but that is not something we can get at. This question of the immu-
nity, we undoubtedly can.

Judge WINNER. That is a personality matter.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Exactly. Judge, do you have a recollection

of the issue that came up about the defendant Decland O'Donnell
appearing before the grand jury without counsel?

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. What is the issue there? I don't quite un-

derstand that.
Judge WINNER. The issue there is what lawyers frequently refer

to as the Messiah problem. Messiah was the name of the person in
a case before the U.S. Supreme Court, which restricts the power
and the right of the prosecution to communicate with indicted de-
fendants who are represented by counsel. There is a difference of
opinion among people as to whether that rule does or does not,
should or should not apply to unmidicted defendants. Of course, the
law enforcement agencies think it should not; and of course, all de-
fense lawyers think it should. And there is a difference in the opin-
ions. Mr. O'Donnell was taken before the grand jury at a time tiat
it was undisputed that he was represented by counsel, and there is
a question there as to whether that was or was not a violation of
Messiah.

I made no ruling on it. I simply said that the problem was there
and that he might be jeopardizing in some future case a conviction
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because of it; but I did not express an opinion as to what the result
would be.

Senator ARMSTRONG. With respect to jeopardizing some future
conviction, that reminds me of your reference to the Mechanics
case. Maybe we ought to explore that a little because I thought the
point of the Mechanics case was that, after a conviction, you can't
go back and get at the abuses of a grand jury. In other words, you
can't overturn a conviction.

Judge WINNR. That is correct, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Because of grand jury abuse.
Judge WINNER. It is my understanding that it is the holding of

the majority of the Supreme Court that, because a trial jury found
guilt, then there is no problem about probable cause, and therefore,
there is nothing wrong with the grand jury indictment. Well, I am
a geat admirer of Justice Sandra Day O'Conner and I wholeheart-
edlJr agree with her dissent mi that case.enator ARmSTONG. I see. But what it emphasizes, though, is
that unless there would be some change in the outcome of the Me.
chanics case, that it makes it doubly important that the grand jury
procedure be sanctified.

Judge WINNER. Oh, absolutely, sir; absolutely.
Senator ARMRONG. I have, and I will ask the Justice Depart-

ment at the right time about the question of transcripts. As Iun-
derstand it, there is an issue that the grand jury transcripts were
in the custody of the IRS, and they should have remained with the
attorney.

Judge WINNn. I don't believe there is an issue on that. I think it
is admitted.

Senator ARMSTONG. They have admitted that they have done it,
but there is no legislative issue in the sense that it is clearly im-
proper at the present time. They just shouldn't have done it.

Judge WiNNR. It is clearly improper at the present time. The
only possible legislative issue is: Should any penalty be imposed for
violating the present rules?

Senator ARMSTRONG. Then I suppose there is an oversight ques-
tion as there is in all of this of what steps has the Justice Depart-
ment taken to avoid this being a habitual practice, obviously. In a
large and complex legal system, mistakes will occur; and if this is
the only tine it happened, fine, but if it happens all the time-a
regular and frequent thing-then it would be a source of concern
from a management standpoint.

Judge WINNER. This is the only time I have ever known of it to
ha ppen.

Senator ARMSrRoNG. Tempers by prosecutors: one of the things
which comes to my attention is that one or more of the prosecutors
shouted at you from counsel's table.

Judge WINNER. Oh, no. He wasn't at counsel's table. He was
back in the spectator section'

Senator ARMSTRONG. He was back in the spectator section?
Judge WINNzR. Oh, yes.
Senator ARMSTRONG. But it was a prosecutor?
Judge WINNER. Yes; in a way. It was a very unusual situation.

He was a prosecutor when the jury was out of the courtroom, but
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he was a spectator when the jury was in the courtroom. This trial
had its odd aspects.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That is very clear. The whole thing is just
far beyond my experience, and what I am trying to do is just find
out what I need to know in order to relay to the Department of
Justice. You made the point that you didn't want to have a blanket
criticism of the Department, and I agree with that; but I can report
to you just in passing that, at least to some extent, there has been
an attitude on the part of the Department of Justice to simply
close ranks behind their people. And that is a natural bureaucratic
response, but it is not necessarily an admirable one.

In reviewing the notes from Judge Kane's decision, which you
are familiar with, the same issues really arise: special grand jury
agent, improper, summarization of evidence. I think we have not
talked about that. Is there a question that I should try to raise
about that?

Judge WINNER. Senator, my study of the grand jury transcripts
was not as detailed as Judge Kane's, and I did not catch that.
Judge Kane explains it in his opinion, and I have no personal
recollection of it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand. We will put both your opin-
ion and that of Judge Kane in the record, along also with the Omni
decision.

[The opinions of Judge Kane and Judge Winner and the Omni
decision follow:]
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VoL 130 WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1984

THE PUBLICATION OF JUDOK
WINNER' OPINION

* Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. President,
the events surrounding the publica-
tion of a court opinion issued by a
Federal district Judge In Denver. Colo
has boon the subjet of a number of
recent news accounts and editorials.
Briefly, the Justice Do inment
sought and received a temporary to-
straining order blocking publication of
an opinion rendered by Federal Dis-
trict Court Judge Winner. The fact
that the Justice Department would
seek. and another Federal court would
grant such an order In remarkable.
But. the temporary restraintng order
has bett revoked ad the opinloB.

will be publied in the n4r future.
However. In all this flap over the at-

tempt to block publicatio. we should
not lose sight of the larger Issues
raised by Judge Winner. In essence, he
Is blowing the whistle on questionable
conduct of government prosecutors.
After reading Judge Winner's decision.
my first reaction was to call for hear.
Ings to shed additional tight on the
Issues raied in his opinion, I under.
stand that both the Federal district
court and the 10th Circuit Court of
AppeoJ3 have different aspects of this
case under review. With that tn mind.
the proper course may be to wait for
the .findings from these hearings
before we begin our examination of
this matter and determine what action
Congress should take to insure protec-
tion aganst government misconduct.

In the menti. I comment to my
colleagues the following articles an
other accounts of this important Isur

(Prom the Denver Poet. Jnt. 1114)
Jmnc DvrAasrur Ttass To OA* Junes

Car Wilia.m X. Ita)
The VA Department of Justice. In a avs

angrily derided as 'blatant, federal art-
gmane- and "unshlrted censorship." ,is t-
tempting to stop publication of an opinion
by a Denver federal court judge in which he
accuses three fede prosecutors of micon-
duct

The Justice Deprtment's request for a
temporary restraIning order quietly was p
proved by the loh U-S Circuit Court of Ap-
Peals earlier this month. The order baen
West Publishing Co. of Slt Paul. Miun.'
frone pInting a decision by US. District
Judge Fed Winner In the Federal Supple.
mont, a hard-bound compilation of federal-
court decins.

A dedson by the appellate court on
whether to make the order permanent could
ome as earl as this WeeOL

94 Lh e decree could be anti-climactic be-
causme, whatever the outce", the battle Pit-
tin lawys and dvii l~bertarlans againstt .J101c Department and appellate court
already will have been goIng strong.

At Iue ars three importat eonsttution-
al points. my opponents of the reteraintg
order prior restraint of the publ;shsr. ten-
morship of & federal Ade, and the separa-
Uon of branches of the govenmenL

"Weyrs talking about a Flrst Amendment
right of a Judge in publish his opinion and
the Deportment ol Jue fng to s

o tha right, which we belive in b a b-
m olute," mild Richard Rufner. one of the at-
torneys In the case.

"Then you ha" a separatido-ot-powera
problem with the execute branch t yig o
ride had over the Judicial branch and r-
vent It frem crryf out the udicial
branch's rights andrepnbltes

"It' astounding." he a"id
"When the Indicmet cen down In ee.

the Department of Jste Issued a four.
page 8pres release without worrying about
twh reputaioc a o the accused before they
bad uer day In court, Now, suddenly, t y
are extremely Worried about the reputations
of their attotnys ... climing they hae"
not had their day In court

"What's good for the noce Is good for the
sander.' he said.

tGla m L Arcer Jr, the head of the Ju -
tice Department's tax division,. said In an in-
terview with The New Tork Times that the
prior restraint on publicaton was ntemeoary
because the "SlaNous" Ju1041 opii
unfairly ctc4' ed tree of his prosecutors.

lawyers Involved In the cas od other
.al experts said tey know of no preits.

Instance In which a Private Publisher h&d
been bared on pain of contempt of court,
frompublishing a judicial opinion.)

If the restraining order Is upheld, legal of.
flals told The Denver Poet, It could havesa
chilling effect on the Independence of
American judges e

"This Is a ma order, pure an d siple. Its
blatant federal arrogance," sapped lawyer
Donald Z. Van Koushnet of Naples, Pla,,
who was involved with th defense of th
con5 in its early Stste

"What we're saying hee i 'the Judge has
disrtion but (Winuss opinion) is an
abuse of that discretion," countered Justice
Department spokesman John Wilson,

"Since when does the executive branch
dc idl what Is or isnt proper for the judl-
cial branch," questioned a Denver lawyer
who sked n oi be Identified.

IEt's the sme kind of abuse of power that
resulted In the Pentagon Paper case, mild
Edwin Kahn. a Denver lawyer whose firm
frequently does work for the American Civil
Lbertles Union. "xcept here. Instead of
Utrig in upprees information critial ol
the goverL.nts conduct of a war, thy W
parenty ae tryigN to suppress a juds
written opinion cltc o governments
ocutortal misconduct In the courtroms.-

is it isga
"fes, In the sense It Involves an unlawful

attempt by th'e government in suppress In-
forMaIon," Ehan, said

Kahn said he and David Miller. director of
the Colorado ACLU chapter. will review the
case fie Monday and snake a recommnenda-
tion to the ACLU about 'what, I atn)thins.
It ought to do."

The problem tom back to 19NI when the
Department of Justice, concludng a 21.
month nves"lgalo by its tax diversion and
the Internal Revenue Service. Indkted
gevm persons and the Dak of Nova Scoua.
on a manyi a a7 counts each o conspiracy.
mal fraud. obstruction of Justice sLd"' 

Eventually, all but one Of the counts. an
obsvtuln-of-justlcs charge against Wit-
H1am A. Kilpstr'Tt of Zlttieton, were dis-
mimed. In a Ual in UJL District Court In
Denver last sring Kilpatrick was convicted
of obstructlon of Justice.

But defense siorney.. gegirng miscr-
duct by MRS agents and Ot"prosecutors
from the Departmet of Justice In Washing-
tIon, asked for dismissal of the indictment or
a new trial.

Sx dasn of bearings on the defense
motion wae held la summer and, on Avit
35, Winner granted Kilpatick a new trial In
a lengthy, sActhlng oPi ion on which the
kial Imbroglo Is centered.

Wnmer described Klptrick's trial as an
Ill-etarred e which had Its first question-
able conduct during the opening two main-
ute of grand jury investigation and which
had conduct suspect under the Canons of
Professional Responsibility lasting ino

tlal bearing.
The bulk of his wrath wa sied at thrce

Justice Department prosecutors: Stephen
"Jske" Snyder. Jared Schrf and Thomas
londin. who directed the government's

case fromt the grand Jury through the cti
nW trial.

Among the examples of allrged raison-
duct were

7U upc of two IRS agents as sworn
"agents of the grand Jury." dubbed by
Winner as 'R8 special agent/grand Jury
sgenta/prosecutor's helpers"

Abuse by prosecutors of ruln governing
grants of immunity for prosecution wit,
caem

The release by prosecutors of a aubpoe-
ceed winess, although court rules specify
that the witness can be rlesed only by a
judge.

At the direction of two prosecutors letters
were written on the letterhead ofl the US.
attorney for Colorado without the US. at-
torney's permission.

Disclosure by pmecutore of secret grand
jury testmmony to unauthortsed persons

Intimidation by prosecutors of defense
witnesses In front of the grand Jury

Winner said the ovenmment descrlbed
many of the acust ions of misconduct by
defense attorney. s "sill1y, bert they areni
either silly or frivolous And if the ovelords
of the tea division think this whole mess is
Jut a Ploy, I recommend that they take a
second look."
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In addUon to being printed for the local
news medle Winner's opinion was sent off
routinely to West Publishin, a p rvate frm.
for inclusion In the next volume of the Ped-
eral Supplement. Mch vohume of the Peder.
Wl Supplement. a thick book of decisions
rendered by fede Judges around the coud'
try, Is purchased by thousands of law fleus
and legal 1iraries around the country.

Intallyr, all of the submadtte decisions ae
printed In so'caled "advance sheets." un.
bound paperback volumes that are widely
circulated. several weeks after the "advance
sheet" are published, they are reprinted in
hardback volume

On Sept. 4. almost two weeks afr Win-
nrs decision was Issued and after It rm
sent to West Publishing for inclusion In the
Federal supplement. the Justice Depart-
mat asked in a motion tat Winne+s opi
le either be withdrawn or amended by de-
leting all names of prosecutors and informs-
tion Idenfying them. Winner reWtd that
reuest the next day.

That rejection was the subject of another
government appeal. fIled about 10 das
later. But the government's supporting doc.
uments weren't filed with the court until
NOV. "t.

Meanwhile. Winners decision already had
been public hed in te "advance heet'" for
volume 570 of the Federal Supplement and
cuculaied throughout the country.

On Dec. 27. t,.z government said It was
told by Charles Nelson. edltor.in-chlef of
West Publishing. that the deadline was Dec.

0 for the hardback edition of volume 570
containing Winner's decis.-)n. In addiUon.
Justice officials said the) were told the o nly
say to stop hardback publication of an

opinion from the 'advarie sheet' wu by
order from the district court or aPPeal
court.

Two days later. on Dec '4. the Justice De-
partment fileJ arm emergency moon witl
the 10th U.9 Circuit Court of Appeals,
Aking for an order lorblddtng West Pub'
llshnin from including Winner's opirdon in
the hardbound version of volume 670 of the
Pederl Supplement.

Winner's allegations of prosecutorial mis-
conduct 'are defarnitory rd potentially
harmful to the prosecutors named In the
opLlon," Asistant Attorney Oneral
Archer wrote in the emergency motion.
Wtnnr's discussion and Identilflcatlon of
the prosecutors "was unnecessary" i ruling
on the defendant's moton for a new trial,
Archer said.

For fling with the 10th Circuit Court in
Denver. Justice officials electronically
trnsmitted Archer's motion from Washifg-
too to the US attorney's offke in Denver.
which relayed It to the appellate court. But
copies of the motion for the defense attor-
neys, inst,A were mailed and didn't reach
their offices until Dec. 30. which left de-
fence attorneys Utile time to develop re-
sponses to the motion.

On Ja 3. Judges William Holloway Jr. of
Oklahoma City, Okia. and Stephanie Bey-

our of Tulsa. Okl.. both appellate Judges.
and Sendor UA District Judge Luther So-
haion of Oklahoma City, who had been Ap-
pointed to sit temporarily on the appellate
bench, granted Archer's request. Their tem-
porary restraining order forbade West Pub-
lushbn from Including Winres opinion in
the hardbound volume until further evi-
duxc5 could be studied by the appellate
Jufte.

Pew involved In the cae would conment
on it.

Judge Holloway and U.S. Oitrict Judge
John Kane Jr.. who must hear the re-trial
of tiliatrick, refused comment because the
cae was pending before them.

Winner. who reUred from the bench las
September, declIned comment pending final
resolution of the case.

West Pub ihing Mitor-W44-Clef Nelson
and Mnagui Etor James Caron refused
to return telephone cell

"I'm utterly shocked that, as responsible a
publigor u West Publishing Co.. which
publishes the nteo al reporter system used
by the entire American legal profession ad
judiciay, would not stand up and be count,
ed on to chaln this sa order." sad do-
fene attorney Van Koughnet.

Contacted t his MInneaolis office.
Vant Oppe"M. an attorney for West
PubU& , said the compa1y "alwys lot-
lowa court ordsdo."

The Supreen Court ba ruled an several
occAo, including Its IM1 Pentago0n
papers 6ecdsin re ectng the Nixon admin-
iseaion's effort to bar newapers from
publishing a classified Defense Department
study of the Vetam War. tha i y "prior
restraint" n publication "comes t this
court beeit a heavy presumption Wa3not
Its constitutional ra"ty."

WvMWN's oft1oNw/aCssM
"'""I don't think that an MRS special

agent can Et In the combined capacity of
IMa "ment, 'agent for the grand Jury.' and
recipient of grand Jury informtM ... for
the sole purpose of helping out the prosecu-
toe. This Is a confuai not of SpPlM and or-
ages- it is conitiri appes orange ad

" "" the Sovernment Is Playing with fire
in arguing that good motive eMcUses king
one's own law."

"Mi. (Stephen) Snyders Sod intentl.o
don't excuse his arrog t on of a power tha
he didn't have. And. even If the Illeg 'oath'
6oan't amount to serioua error, It started
the cas downhill on a course of repeated
e se on the pert of the prosecuton-"

,I don't know how It can be argued that
this language permits dislIosiA to MRS
agents to wok a& 'gents for the grand Jury'
unless it arued that the grand Jury Is
simply an arM of te prosecutors office.
and tf that be the Lrgument, almost $00
years of history Is going to have to be for.
go en- The document King John sined at
Runnymede contains no such concept, nor
does our ConsUtuton.

-It seems pretty clear to me that the 1R8
Ments to whom disclosure wa made were

hired tur of the prosecutor end the IRS-
not of the grnd Jury."

"No 'oatx'of secrecy was administered.
but an O lap of secrecy was imposed by
lnstructioe from government counsel to
witnese This foolishnem ns or may not
have been Intentlolal, but Ignorace of the
law is not a defense available to a Prosecu-
toe ... This misconduct is established by
the record, and it will prove difficult for the
government to deny. - ."

Inumladtrs witesses by telling them
that thelr testtmoM disgrs them and tm-
plying that the Tax Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice will take after the wItnm

. because an expert testifled to his expert
options does no credit to Out govermtmm.

"Usuall when a cae goes to the Jury,
there are no more dIfficultes to be enoun-
tered. but that's not so in this Wtarnd
ease which had Its first questonal con-
duct during the opening two minutes of
grand Jury investigation and which hM ten-
duct suspect under the Canons of Profec-
alonal Responsibility Lasting nte pesria

up Of Jos's Orvitox A cazsm-
QtMwnow RaisM OVe PoMscsATIoN BLocM

Ily Mark Thoma)
A precedet-setUng order blocking the

publiction of an Opinion by a former
Denver federal judge has prbp ca
tons of unwAorised censorship ad raised
questkn about Firs Arasdmeni pt'
14410,

The order, which th American CivU iUb.
rtls Union begn studying PrIday for pos-
alble eoastituUoiel itatIons k attructing
national atlanUt and Is under fire for
being "en atmp to mmlze a federal

issued egiher this month by a thre-udge
panel at the Denlrer-beased 10th UAL* CIrcuit
Coi of Appeals, the o~e stopped an
opinion by former UAL District Judge Fred

K. Winner from being pubUsed In the fed-
sel Supplkment

At isue is Winner's Au& 2& 1M., opinkn
ordering a new trial for Willim Kapstrik
of Utlteton. who was convicted in federal
court tn Denver la cuminer of obstruction
of Justice charges in connection with an a]-
ftged tu-shelter fraud.
Winner found that KIlpelck should cet a

new trial becooe of a -preliminary factual
showing of serious mionduct" on the put
of three U.S. Department of Justice Tax Di-
vion attorneys during grand Jury proceed-

The prosecutors were sccmed of intiml-
dating witnesses before the granrd jury. fall-
ing to keep secret rand Jury testimony in a
secure place. " offering unauthorised
"Pocket Immnity" to wiusse

"Winner's highly criil" opinion stopped
short of finding them guity of prosetorlal
misconduct of diatsing the Indtictmenl
Winner eft tat decision to U Dim rict
Judge John L Kane. Jr.. who took over the
case after Winm'rs retirement in October.

After Winner rejected a government
motion requestng that the opinion be with.
dtawn-or that the names of the prosecu-
tor be deleted-the government asked the
10th Circuit court to block Weal Publishing
C0. of 8L PauL Min. from prInUng it In a
permanent volume of the Flederal Supple.
ment.

The government claimed that Winner had
failed to keep the opinion free of 'imperti-
nent dereatory and scandalous matters"
and Iha his comments on the allegations of
misconduct were potentially harmful to the
three prosecutors.

On Jan. 4, just aew days before the opin.
ion was to be printed, the 10th Circuit or.
dered West Publishhl to postpone ita publi-
cation. The panel of 10th Circult Judges
William J. Holloway Jr. Stephanie K. Sey.
motr a U.S. District Judge Luther L, Bo.
hanot of Oklahoma City ruled that further
hearings on the misconduct alleations
should be completed before the opinion was
published.

The 10th Circuit also has directed ator.
ney. for 9lpatrick and other defendants In
the cse to show Cse why the order should
not be made permanent. A ruling on the
permanent prohibition is pending.

Edwin 8. Kahn. a volunteer attorney with
the ACLU In Denver, sod the order "calls
Into question some very Important Prt
Amendment principal"

Kahn sAd the order apparently violates
not oWy Winner'e F Amendment rights.
but also the right of the public to know
what was decided by the trial court.

"Judg s my lot of nasty things bout
People In their opinion, I's their job to
evaluate how cases am presented. They
have to cell them how they see them. If he
saw It wrong 1e'll be reves That doem't
mea Vou shouldnt be able to resd sbout
his finding." Kahn MIJ

h ACU Will ha" to review the case
fled before deciding whether to Intervene.
but Kahn mi "If the factors are as report-
ed, It certainly appears to be bhly Irreg-
Wr It's not the function-of the appeals

court to tell a publisher whet he can and
cannot pint."
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John Wilson. a Juatice Department-
spokesman In Washingto. aid the oven-
mint does not ee the 10th COrcuit's order
as having anything to do with Prat Amend
went isue.

We're saying he abused his discretion by
Including the name Of the attorneys who
we my are victims of silewaions that ore
not cort. , What we wanted to do as pee-
vent the disclosure of their name. ThAt's

sll"there was to it. We aren't at-mptgtl to
muscle anyone." Wilon a.

Wilson said that it Winaer seied to
delete the attorney names--Steven 1
"Jake" Snyder. TUma Bodin nd Jared
Scharf-the government would not oppose
the publication of the opinlo.

Winner, rrently working as an adviser
to a law firm. declined to comment about
the 10th Circuit's order. But In response to
Wlson's statements about deleting the
names. he A. "If they want to talk about
It they can call me."

William C. Waler, Kllpatrick's attorney,
said he believes the order selts "a daserous
precedent,"
0 "Its important to relise tha we he" a
common-law system which relies on ore"-
'ot opinions In deciding Questions of law.
The government's conduct In a case Is a 6e-
veloping area of the law. and courts have
the right to see how other courts have dealt
with It." Waller &id

Motions filed by Waller and ttornel s for
other defendant still Involved In the case
sad the government's attempt to block pub.
likatlo, is a classic example of an effort to
obtain prior restraint.

Il rom the Wall Street Journat. Jan 25,
1H4N

Rocsr Ieou rAM Low
All right, ill's no Pentagon Papers came.

The Justice Department's Tax Ivision re-
cently got a federal appeals court to post-
pone publication of an opinion by a Colors-
do district court judge. The Incident Is full
of sie ard ambiguities. It Is not the kind
of trumpeting outrage that should summon
forth the civil liberties so lere to battle
under the flag of high morality. But the
case does pose a danger to fre speechnd
gives us a lemon In where simlla dangers
are liable to &rise in the future.

In 1I2 the Tax Division got a grnd Jury
to Indict a bank and various Individuals for
tax frsUd In connection with an allegedly U1-
leesl shelter. The Justice Department
isud a pres release, as is Its practice, a-
nouncing the Indictment nd narming
names. This pest summer, the district court
Judge ordered a new trial for the by-then
last remaining defendant and called for
hetrings on whether the whole indictment
should be thrown out.

The judge said prelindnary evidence indi-
cated thai Justice Department players had
ralrosded the grand Jury. They allegedly
had fsely told witnesses that testimony
had to be kept secret. had threatened an at-
torney with prosecution to nake him
breach lawyer-client confident lity, and
had browbeaten an expert witnew. The
Judge. ton, named names. this time the
names of the. allegedly guilty department
attorneys. He had his Opinion noted nd
disseminated In preliminary form.

The Tax Divilo thought the judge's s-
custlons. prese6ted without giving the law-
yers any chance to respond were slander.
ous The department got the appeals court
to prevent the opinion from booming part
of the permanent volume of record until the
court had finished further considerstionof
the whole matter. A 6eparmment of ficial
says this was not prior censorship because
the opinion is available In eeslmisarfoem.

This distinction between the prelmiry
printing of the opinion and the fnal print-
tag doe s kA the "M of prior censorsh"
a Utle murky-but not much. What Is im-
poetant gout the freedom to print is not
jut the ability to put your view before
people for a given day or a given week. It is
aso-and even more haportant-the chance
to form the r d to which people will
refer years from now. Close societies do
not lt osor nemwspapm they esmor the
history boob mes well, and for good reao.
Prior censorship Is as obnoxious In the
tter tae as In the former.
We sysma hes With the Juice Depar-
sent's wish to protect the reputation of itI

lawyers ainst accusatom n volving t aiy
obn p eosecut e ora POcto. It is awful
to be deaggd publcy an unjty through
this kind of mud. In fact, this may be the
Ume to remind these energetc prosecutors
that public mudslinging before all the facts
are In Is Just u awful for a private cluten
whom the depatm t baa just visited with
an Indictment and a press release.

Judges shoud be very careful when lean-
l on prosecutors th way with the full
weight of judicl authority. Prosecutors
ahould be Just as cveful whbn Iening on
the rest of usj
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"U.S. vs. KILPATRICK"

MIKE WALLACE: Tax shelters--they may not be cut out, but they're sure to be cut
back If the Administration succeeds in getting a new tax code. Tax shelters are also
what this story is all about, the U.S. versus Kilpatrick. Last year, Americans
sheltered $20-billion of income, twice what they did two years ago, and maybe
that's why the Justice Department and the IRS were so zealous in going after
William Kilpatrick, a Denver promoter, who sold what he and his attorneys thought
were perfectly legal tax shelters, like others in which people avoid income taxes by
putting money in an IRA or tax-free municipal bonds, or by becoming a partner in
oil or gas drilling. Kilpatrick says that three Justice Department tax attorneys were
so intent on trying to put him in Jail that they repeatedly abused their power.

WILLIAM KILPATRICK: I was guilty, make no mistake about it. I was guilty of
everything they charged me with. I was also guilty of breathing, I was guilty of
being alive, I was guilty of showing up in court--none of which is a crime, and
neither is the things with which they charged me. But they destroyed my
reputation, or tried to. They destroyed my business, and stated, "We may not be
able to put Kilpatrick in Jail, but we can break him, and we Intend to."

WALLACE: Kilpatrick's tax shelters were in coal and methanol research. These are
some of the plants he financed with investors' money. The investors In turn got big
tax write-of fs for the start-up money they had put in.

Attorney Jim McKennea is one of the Congress's leading investigators into tax
collection abuses allegedly committed by the IRS against U.S. citizens.

JIM McKENNEA: Kilpatrick was selling tax shelters. He wasn't selling Bermuda
sea grass. He was selling coal investments. When they were looking for alternative
fuels, he was selling hydrogen, things which Congress had in fact enacted to direct
investment in that direction. The IRS has a different set of values. They don't like
that policy, so they ignore it. Kilpatrick's caught in the switches because the IRS
has decided they're going to shut down on tax shelters of any kind. These were the
most clean-cut legitimate kind.

WALLACE: Kilpatrick says he did everything he could to make sure his tax shelter
was legal.

KILPATRICK: What on earth is going on? I spent a million eight hundred thousand
dollars In legal fees before we ever put a project on the streets. Is this legal? Is
this what the government wants? Are we in compliance with it? But It comes back,
and you say, well, what happened to my attorneys? What did I spend all that money
for? I could put an illegal program together on Saturday afternoon all by myself.

WALLACE: Among those who okayed Kilpatrick's shelters were several prominent
tax attorneys, including Bob Grossman, a for mer Justice Department Tax Division
prosecutor.

Did the government know that this Kilpattick tax shelter scheme was legal, in your
estimation?
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BOB GROSSMAN: I don't think they cared if it was legal or illegal. They were out,
It appears to me, to get the promoter.

WALLACE: You paint a picture of, In this case, the Department of Justice and an
IRS bent on making an example of a tax shelter promoter, Just to scitre other people
from getting involved In tax shelters. Is that it?

GROSSMAN: That's the message. It couldn't be any clearer than that.

WALLACE: Robert Miller. the U.S. Attorney in Colorado, says that's not why the
government went after Kilpatrick. He co-signed the Indictment against Kilpatrick
and his associates.

ROBERT MILLER: Well, I was satisfied that there was enough to charge him with.
Whether or not it can finally be said that indeed It was abusive, Is a question that
remains to be decided by a Jury.

WALLACE: You're not against tax shelters?

MILLER: No, I'm not against tax shelters that are according to the law.

WALLACE: And according to the law means--?

MILLER: That they're- that they're not-- they're not defrauding the United
States government or anybody else in the process of setting them up.

WALLACE: And how do you defraud?

MILLER: Well, there are many different ways to do it. I've had some where--
where- Involving gold mines where (neither) the gold nor the mine was there.

WALLACE: Well, that's out and out fraud. I mean, that's--

MILLER: Yes. That's what I'm talking about.

WALLACE: Which is not the case in this one.

MILLER: No, It was not-- that is not the type here.

WALLACE: Kilpatrick's case was the flagship case in the government crackdown on
tax shelters. Three Justice Department prosecutors handled it-Stephen Jake
Snyder, Thomas Blondin and Jared Scharf. When the case finally went to trial, both
sides said they expected It to last up to eight months. Instead. Federal Judge John
Kane dismissed 26 of the 27 counts against Kilpatrick and the others in Just half a
day, ruling that Kilpatrick had committed no crime as charged. But it was the
publicity generated by the Indictment that had caused Kilpatrick to lose his business
and file for bankruptcy.

That sent Kilpatrick to see his senator, Republican William Armstrong of Colorado,
who looked into the case and concluded that thr prosecutors had the grand Jury
stacked against Kllpatridk.
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SENATOR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG: The grand jury, instead of being an Impartial
investigating body designed to-- to determine the truth of the questions that had
been at that point raised against Mr. Kilpatrick or someone else, was turned into a--
a different kind of creature. Really, instead of being impartial, it was subverted
into trying to find something to-- to bring against him.

WALLACE: A creature of the prosecutor?

SENATOR ARMSTRONG: Exactly.

WALLACE: Richard Birchall, a former Justice Department tax attorney,
represented one of Kilpatrick's partners. Birchali says that Prosecutor Snyder tried
to ply him with drinks to get him to reveal privileged information.

RICHARD BIRCHALL: They attempted to get me drunk in the Landmark Inn. I was
to appear before the grand jury the next day. Rather than meeting at the Federal
Building, which I thought was the proper place to meet, it was held In a bar.

WALLACE: Did he not accuse you of some sexual shenanigans?

BIRCHALL: Snyder was interested in sexual affairs that might have some bearing
on the individuals involved so that they might agree to testify for him and....

WALLACE: When the drinks and the pressure didn't work, Birchal claims that
Snyder even threatened him with prosecution.

Mr. Birchall, you've said, and I quote you, "It was one of the worst investigations
I've ever read about, heard about or seen, from beginning to end."
BIRCHALL: If I heard it once, I heard It a dozen times, that the purpose of this
case was to put-- put certain people out of bu.gness, put them out of business.

WALLACE: Who told you this?

BIRCHALL: Mr. Snyder, on several occasions, told me that.

WALLACE: Another story--that of tax law professor Ron Hjorth of the University
of Washington Law School, who testified before the grand jury that t, e Kilpatrick
shelter was legal. Hjorth says that, after his testimony, he was bullied and
threatened by Department of Justice attorney Jake Snyder.

PROFESSOR RON HJORTH: I don't know that anyone in my life has ever in-ulted
my integrity before. l- I was-- this is certainly the first time that anyone has done
it to my face. It was a government authority that did it.

WALLACE: And it was Federal Judge Fred Winner who began to unravel what the
government did to Kilpatrick--for it was Winner. 71 years old, who granted
Kilpatrick a new trial after Kilpatrick had been found guilty of the remaining minor
count in the indictment. Winner's reason? He wrote that the three Justice
Department prosecutors, Snyder, Blondin and Scharf, were guilty of "repeated
excesses" in the course of their Inveitigation, Including "browbeating" and
"ridiculing" one witness and threatening another.
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At the center of the dispute is a controversy about Just what went on Inside the
grand Jury room here in the Federal Courthouse in Denver. Kilpatrick and his
attorneys allege that the Department of Justice prosecutors broke the rules--legal
rules--and ignored ethical considerations In their zeal to get indictments against
William Kilpatrick and his associates. the men who put together this massive tax
shelter.

What's In It for Jake Snyder to go after Kilpatrick so hard?

McKENNEA: A scalp; it's a career chevron. They move up in the hierarchy.
Instead of being hired by a 20-man firm when they leave the Department of Justice.
they get hired by a 50-man firm. It's self-interest. It's what motivates the world.

WALLACE: And Senator Armstrong goes even further.

SENATOR ARMSTRONG: There Is a-- a ven* strong appearance that they were Just
out to get Bill Kilpatrick, that somebody didn't approve of his business practices and
ttled to- to put him out of business, whether or not there was a vtolat*,n of the law.

WALLACE: These are the people who are supposed to be the guardau.' of the taw.

SENATOR ARMSTRONG: Indeed.

WALLACE: This Is the P.eagan Administration's Justice Department. It seems so
out of character. I mean, they profess one thing and act another. No?

SENATOR ARMSTRONG: Well. I think that, yes, I think you're right. This Is-- It
raises all kinds of terrible questions.

WALLACE: Through almost three years of grand Jury investigation, Kilpatrick and
his associates had all their business records subpoenaed and even had the IRS snoop
through their office garbage. Yet another abuse: according to Judge Winner the
Justice Department coerced witnesses against Kilpatrick to.testfy in exchange for
a promise of Immunity, a practice known as pocket Immunity.

Sheila Learner was Kilpatrick's secretary. The prosecutors asked her for testimny
against her boss. When she told them Kilpatrick had done nothing wrong, the
prosecutors withdrew the offer of Immunityand indicted Miss -Learner.

KILPATRICK: The mere fact that you have to give someone immunity implies that
maybe they've done something wrong and that maybe they are going to be-- have
their character assassinated, have their integrity impugned, they're going to go to
Jail. They gave immunity to, what, 22 people; said, okay, we're going to let you off
If you Just help us get this crook. They had already seen what they jould do to me.
They could destroy my business, they can destroy my life, they can destroy my
business connections, my business associations, get me thrown out of the:banks in
the United States. Doesn't take a card-carrying genius for the man standing here
Just hearing the words, "Okay, we'll give you Immunity, f you'll just help us and teU
us what we want to hear."

WALLACE: Federal Judge John Kane, who' threw out 26 of the 27 counts in the case
against Kilpatrick. has strong opinions about pocket immunity.

Informal immunity," you write, "apparently is in widespread use by the Justice
Department." which you call "a damnable practice".
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JUDGE JOHN KANE: And that's my opinion, that It's a damnable practice. Two
people involved in robbing a bank, and one of them receives no prosecution, no time,
and the other one is prosecuted.

WALLACE: When Fred Winner, the othez- judge In this case, wrote his opinion that
there was misconduct by the U.S. government, the Justice Department tried to
suppress what he had written. But their strategy backfired, and the story ended up
on page one all over the country, and the Justice Department reversed Itself and
apologized for trying to suppress it.

But after the Justice Department apologized for trying to suppress the opinion, the
three Justice Department attorneys, Blondin, Scharf and Snyder, about whom Judge
Fred Winner had written, went to an outside counsel to try to keep the judge's
opinion from being published. When we asked the three of them to appear on
camera, they declined, saying the Justice Department wouldn't let them. But
recently one of the three attorneys, Jared Scharf, resigned from Justice and agreed
to speak to us on camera. Then, however, he sent us a list of conditions under which
he would appear, among 'them that he would have editing control over his own
interview atid that CBS would put up $25,000 in collateral to assure Scharf that his
demands would be met. This time we declined.

In September of this year, after thrce years of trauma for Kilpatrick, the case
finally wound to its conclusion.

Federal Judge John Kane dismissed all charges against all defendants and said the
prosecutors had engaged in reckless and systematic distortion of evidence in
convincing the grand jury to hand down the indictments.

At a recent news conference, U.S. Attorney General William French Smith was
asked about Judge Kane's decision.

WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH: We do not think that the-- based upon our investigation
and inquiry so far, that the-- that the language contained in that opinion Is Justified
by the facts, but that is something that we are re- reviewing at the present time
and we'll have something to say about later.

WALLACE: Nonetheless, Judge Kane continues to call the case a travesty and
continues to say that the grand jury was nothing more than a rubber stamp.

JUDGE KANE: The purpose of a grand jury, from the time of the battle of
Runnymeade, from the time of Magna Carta, has been to protect private citizens
from- from governmental action and governmental Interference.

WALLACE: And that government interference has taken its toll. Though Kilpatrick
has won his battle against the government, he has filed for bankruptcy and closed
down his business. But Kilpatrick was lucky, for he had the money to sustain a long
legal battle.

How much do you think you've spent altogether on your defense?

KILPATRICK: About $3750,000.

WALLACE: Really? Hurnph!
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KILPATRICK: And that's the Interesting part. You know, there's a lot of people In
Jail In the United States today because they flat ran out of money. I want the next
bureaucrat that thinks about doing something like that I want him to think long and
hard, "Oh, my God! What if I run Into a son of a bitch like Kilpatrick that's not
going to lay down and roll over and do it, and what if maybe he happens to have
some backing to be able to stand up long enough to keep It from happening?"

WALLACE: Senator William Armstrong of Colorado has announced that he will hold
Senate hearings next month to determine the extent of the Justice Department
improprieties. Meanwhile, the Justice Department says It plans to appeal Judge
Kane's decision to a higher court.

(Announcements)

A FEW MINUTES WITH ANDY ROONEY

DIANE SAWYER: Tonight is a big one for Andy Rooney.'one he'd really like to win.

ANDY ROONEY: The Super Bowl game is next Sunday. and this year it's being
broadcast by ABC, opposite 60 MINUTES. So, It's sort of nice of me to mention it
at all. But because a lot of Americans who aren't real fans watch the game, I
thought It might be a good Idea for me to explain some of the phrases you'll be
hearing from the game announcers. When you hear one of them say. "This is a
passing situation." he means it's third down. When he says, "This Is a kicking
situation," it's fourth down. "He was really hammered." "Hammered" is this year's
word. It mean that someone was blocked or tackled. "Shaken up." When they say
someone was shaken up, it means the man lying on the field probably has a broken
leg or a dislocated shoulder. When a player Is hammered, he's often shaken up.
"That's a smart move by the coach." Here, the announcer is either a former player
or a former coach, and he wants you to know he understands the game better than
you do. "He lost his concentration." The receiver dropped the ball. "He's an
underrated player." This doesn't really mean anything; the announcer's Just filling
time. "He has great hands" means he can catch the football. I..

"Thi game Is far from over." This means that the game really Is over. It's in the
fourth quarter, there's still nine minutes to play, but the score Is 37-to-3 and the
trouble Is they have 14 commercials they want to show you; so, they don't want you
to leave. "What a year this young man has had." This doesn't mean much, either.
Don't forget, they're going to be on for six hours next Sunday, and they have to keep
talking. "That's a ball that never should have been thrown." They say that when
there's an Interception. "I'll bet he'd like to have that one back" Is another way of
saying the ball was Intercepted. "The clock continues to run" means, of course, that
the clock Is running. And "Flags are down all over the field." The officials have
seen one of the players violating the rules. So, there you have It. I hope this little
explanation makes it more enjoyable for you to watch San Francisco beat Miami
next Sunday, but don't go away. The clock continues to run and this show is far
from over.
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LETTERS

DIANE SAWYER: Most of the mail we got this week was about the University of
Texas student who was accused of child abuse and then cleared by a grand Jury. One
viewer wrote: ". Our society has suddenly come full circle, from total disbelief
of a young child's accusations to blind acceptance.... "

But there were also letters like the one we got from a doctor who runs a sexual
abuse treatment team. "... We are appalled that 60 MINUTES--an otherwise
progressive program--has returned to the dark ages... We would be glad to
educate you concerning the ramifications of a molested child not being
believed.... "

About our story on Andreas Papandreou, the prime minister of Greece, a viewer
wrote: ".. . it doesn't matter if he occasionally tweaks our pride. He's doing what
he feels is In the best interest of Greece. .... "

But there was also this: "... Clearly, Mr. Papandreou's abrasive political style is
not born of patriotic concern... but of political consumption. The idea of pushing
the U.S. around inflates the Greek ego like few other things can.... "

I'm Diane Sawyer. We'll be back next week with another edition of 60 MINUTES.

(Announcements)

(Excerpt from "The Other Tinsel Town" ,egment. during production credits)

(Announcements)

(Excerpt from "The Other Tinsel Town")

ANNOUNCER: Ciskel, where black South African workers are forced to live and
children go hungry.

WOMAN: In many instances children vomit bubbles in the school because they have
nothing in their tummies.

ANNOUNCER: Ciskei, created by South Africa, ruled by intimidation and military
force. The story, tomorrow on the CBS EVENING NEWS WITH DAN RATHER.

ANNOUNCER: This is CBS.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Judge Kane makes the point that IRS
agents appear before the grand jury without supervision, and he
raises the question of confidentiality, which we have talked about;
extensive access to materials generated by the grand jury was al-
lowed, again a matter we have been discussing; the grand jury in-
vestigation was improperly used to get information from subse-
quent intended civil tax enforcement; the prosecutors of the case
were reported to be 'ude, arrogant, and obnoxious; the prosecutors
and IRS agents frequently released information about the grand
jury investigation and targets in violation of Federal rules of crimi-
nal procedure; the prosecutors required grand jury witnesses to
keep appearances before the grand jury a secret, the violation we
talked about earlier which would i-eriously compromise the role of
an attorney.

He mentioned the point of pocket immunity. The prosecutors ap-
parently ignored entirely the Federal immunity statute. In his
opinion, at least according to my notes, the Government acquired
grand jury testimony from 23 witnesses by means of informal
grants of immunity through letters of assurances that the wit-
nesses would not be prosecuted. These grants were also known as
pocket immunity. No witness, apparently not one of this group of
witnesses at least, was ever granted statutory immunity nor was
any attempt ever made to get it for them. It was all on the basis of
informal proceedings. Also, it is noted the prosecutors gave confus-
ing signals to the grand jury about the effect of the pocket immuni-
ty. The prosecutors gave witnesses with pocket immunity conflict-
ing instructions as to their rights against self-incrimination when
appearing before the grand jury.

I don't want to put words in your mouth, but just for the record
of this proceeding, I note that you seem to be nodding your head in
agreement.

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir. I agree with everything you have said,
sir.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That is what happened?
Judge WINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Fourteen. The prosecutors used pocket im-

munity to pressure witnesses to testify favorably for the Govern-
ment?

Judge WINNER. Absolutely.
Senator ARMSTaRONG. Fifteen. The prosecutors called witnesses

before the grand jury who had not been issued pocket immunity to
invoke their fifth amendment privilege to prejudice the grand jury.
Seven witnesses were called to invoke their privilege against in-
crimination. The court concluded, and this is Judge Kane, and I
quote:

The purpose was to prejudice the grand jury against the targets and the tax shel-
ter transactions under investigation and not to lay a statutory predicate for immu-
nizing the witnesses, which the prosecution never did.

I am not particularly asking you to comment on that since it
wasn't in your opinion; but obviously, that is a matter that I would
want to take up with the Department.

Judge WINER. Yes, sir.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. And I am assuming that somebody from the
Department of Justice is here this morning, and the fact that I am
laying out the things that I am going to be asking the Assistant
Attorney General next week just emphasizes that we are not trying
to surprise anybody. We are not trying to sandbag anybody. We
just want to know what is going on and what steps have been
taken to assure that this is not a widespread practice.

Judge Kane says the prosecutor threatened and intimidated
grand jury witnesses during a recess of the grand jury but in front
of some of the grand jurors themselves.

Judge, what else should we be thinking about this morning? You
have been generous with your time, and I have about elicited from
you what I had hoped to get, which is an overview of the case we
are going to hear tomorrow. I don't know if you have had a chance
to look at the schedule, but tomorrow the committee is going to
have a number of witnesses. We have deliberately asked only you
to testify today, but tomorrow we are going to hear from Mr. Kilpa-,
trick, Mr. Grossman, Mr. Waller; and then a panel of authorities
on the grand jury process because that is so much central to this.
But before we conclude this morning's hearing, is there anything
more that we ought to bring out?

Judge WINNER. I really can't think of mything, Senator. I am
sure that it is impossible to legislate a perfect world. The Depart-
ment of Justice in my opinion is doing a good job, but it has its
problems on occasion. I know that a substantial segment of the bar
advocates permitting counsel to be present in the grand jury room
with a witness. That has been tried in many States. It seems to be
working.

That is something I am sure you will hear more from, from mem-
bers of the bar.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Judge, we have tried to go out of our way
this morning, and as we have developed material that provides the
background for this, not to fly off the handle.

I am not interested at all in being unduly critical of the Justice
Department or anybody else; but I must admit that the number of
instances that have come to my attention that appear to be fla-
grant abuses of prosecutors' offices are a great concern to me.

As I pointed out at the beginning, we have deliberately just
thrown out for the purposes of this hearing everything that isn't
documented in some court proceedings. In other words, anything
that was just whispered to me, and I have had some juicy stuff
whispered to me, and phone calls from colleagues of mine in the
Congress and former colleagues involving themselves and others-
all of that we have just thrown out. We have said we are going to
look only at what has been documented in the conclusions of courts
of competent jurisdictions, and that record is a pretty unpleasant
sight to behold.

You are familiar, of course, with the Kilpatrick case that we fo-
cused on, but there is the issue of Government agents encouraging
theft from the mail, a casa of altering documents, and in that epi-
sode involving an attorney who had previously been involved in a
similar episode a few years earlier. The question is, What are we
doing about it? What is the Justice Department doing about it?
And are the rights of citizens adequately protected?
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And I am not at all sanguine about your observation this morn-
ing about the investigations by the OPR. Now, you were careful not
to say saything of your own first-hand knowledge, but you said
that it had kind of come to your attention that OPR had looked
into this and decided that there was no misconduct, but they never
asked you about it.

Judge WmNE. No, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And as far as you could tell, ,hey didn't ask

reporters about it and they didn't ask anybody else about it, and
maybe it never happened. Maybe they haven't concluded anything,
but you can bet I am going to ask them about that on Monday.

Oh, there is one other matter that I ought to raise. One of the
things that was a source of great surprise and concern to me was,
after your opinion was published, the Justice Department attempt-
ed to keep-after you had issued your opinion, the Justice Depart-
ment had tried to keep your opinion from being published. Is that
something that has happened to you a lot of times over the years?

Judge WiNmR. No, sir. That has never happened to me, and I
believe it has never happened to anyone else.

Senator ARMSTrONG. And it was subsequently published. The
Justice Department asked the tenth circuit to suppress it?

Judge WINNmR. Well, it is in a kind of limbo now. It was in an
advance sheet, but it was not in the bound volume. Then the tenth
circuit lifted the stay order, and it finally crept into a bound
volume. However, I am not sure whether--I haven't paid any at-
tention to it--so I am not sure whether the matter is bing pursued
by the named lawyers or whether it is being pursued by the Justice
Department, too.

But they are still trying to suppress the opinion which has al-
ready been published. And the tenth circuit hadn't decided it yet.

Senator ARMmONG. You mean that even as of today, they are
attempting t6 do that?

Judge WrnwE. Well, that case is still pending. I don't know how
they are going to work it out. I don't know what they can do about
it, but they have not dismissed that case, and it has been orallyaced.
ar§nator ARMSmRONG. How many other times are you aware of

that the Justice Department has sought to do this?
Judge WnwER. I think this has got to be the one and only time.
Senator ARMSrRONG. You never heard it before?
Judge Wim. No, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I must admit that it took me by surprise.

May I say that my colleague, Senator Grassley, has asked that if
he were to submit some questions to you in writing if you wouldrespo°dnd?

J WINE. Sure. I would be happy to, sir.
Senator ARMSRONG. It seems that so often we try to be in two

places at once, but he has some questions he would like to pursue
with you.

Judge WNmm. Sure.
Senator ARMSrRONG. I would like to ask about one other matter.

We have been talking about the Office of Professional Responsibil-
ity. Is that right, or is it the Office of Professional Review?
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Judge WINNER. I think it is the Office of Professional Responsi-
bility, but I am not absolutely sure. I have never had any experi-
ence with them.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That is the Justice Department's in-
house--

Judge WINNER. That is my understanding.
Senator ARMSTRONG. What is the responsibility, if any, or the au-

thority, if any, of State bar associations with respect to Federal
prosecutors? In other words, if they see something going on, do
they have a--

Judge WINNER. I would say none.
Senator ARMSTRONG. In other words, if an attorney from Wash-

ington, a Federal prosecutor comes out to Colorado, and if he really
gets caught with his hand in the cookie jar, it is not--

Judge WINNER. I don't think so. I have never really looked into
it, but I would doubt it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. So, the OPR is the proper--
Judge WINNER. But of course, I believe that every Federal court

has its own committee that imposes discipline. In Colorado we have
a committee. We call our committee the committee on conduct, and
I believe that committee would clearly have jurisdiction over a Fed-
eral prosecutor; but as I mentioned, I elected not to refer to them
because I had been informed that it was going to be handled within
the Justice Department, and I thought that was more appropriate,
and I still do.

Senator ARMSTRONG. My last line of inquiry, Judge, is related to
the Omni decision. Have you read that decision?

Judge WINNER. I read it this morning, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I don't want to ask you something that you

don't want to get into since that is not a case you were directly in-
volved in. Do you have any observations about that? Or is that
something that you would like to leave for others to look at?

Judge WINNER. I thought it was a very well written opinion.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I share your opinion that it is a well writ-

ten opinion. The essence of it is to explain that lawyers for the
Government altered some documents, and they got caught doing it
and said that they had altered them in order to enhance their ac-
curacy. I don't know if that is like revenue enhancement, which is
a term we have heard around here for some time.

But I am sort of like Will Rogers in that respect; I only know
what I read in the newspapers, and that is how that case came to
my attention. One day I read it in the newspaper, and I couldn't
believe that they would say that the reason that they had altered
these documents was to enhance their authenticity.

But I think that what I recall-or one of the issues that I
recall-is there was a question as to when a certain note was made
and whether or not the prosecutor's notes were contemporaneous
notes, which would have more standing than something that they
cooked up long after the fact.

Come to find out that the watermark on the paper indicated that
the paper had been manufactured a year or so after the date that
was shown on the paper for these notes having been made. So, we
are going to get into that as well.
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Judge, I thank you for taking your time and trouble to come
here and do this. I don't know what is going to come of it; but
either we are going to clear the air or we are going to have some
legislation or we are going to do something to try to set this right.

Judge WINNER. Senator, I have only one thing that I mentioned
to a member of your staff. It might be of help for you to have avail-
able a copy of the docket sheet out of the clerk's office in the Kil-
patrick case. I have brought that with me and I will be happy to
leave it with the committee. If you get into any discussions of
dates, that is the official record of when what happened. And I do
have that if the committee would like to have it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We are very grateful for that. That was
most useful.

Judge WINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And then, of course, the opinions we have

been talking about: your opinion, Judge Kane's opinion, the Omni
opinion, and the other matters we have discussed will also be in-
cluded in the record.

Judge WINNER. I will say that the docket sheet will convince you
tI-at the clerks can't spell. [Laughter.]

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Judge.
Judge WINNER. Thank you, sir.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was recessed, to be recon-

vened on Friday, June 20, 1986, at 10 a.m.]
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OVERSIGHT OF IRS AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
PROSECUTION OF SEVERAL TAX CASES

FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1986

US. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room

SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley
presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley and Armstrong.
rhe opening statement of Senator Grassley follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT BY CHARLES E. GRASsIZY

I would like to welcome our distinguished witnesses today to the second day of
hearings on the subject of prosecutorial abuse in criminal taxpayer cases, before the
Finance Subcommittee on Oversiht of the Internal Revenue Service.

Yesterday, we received excellent testimony from Judge Fred Winner who gave us
an objective overview of the subject matter and set the stage for the following days
of hearings.

Today, we will receive testimony from the defendants and the defendant's bar
point of view on prosecutorial abuse in taxpayer cases. I would request that each
witness give us a brief oral summary of his written testimony before questions.

I look forward to today's testimony as our examination of this issue continues.
-Senator GRASSmY. I am-Senator Chuck-Grassley, -from Iowa. I

am a member of the Subcommittee on Oversight, and I am sitting
in for the chairman today, Senator Bob Dole, who, because of other
obligations as floor leader and because of the tax bill on the floor of
the Senate, is unable to preside over these very important hear-

"yswould like to take this opportunity to welcome our distin-
guished witnesses as well as anybody in the audience interested in
this subject.

Today is the second day of hearings on the subject of prosecuto-
rial abuse in criminal taxpayer cases. As I said, this is before the
Finance Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice.

Yesterday we received some very excellent testimony from Judge
Fred Winner, who gave us a very objective overview of this subject
matter, and he also set a stage for the following days of hearings-
this hearing, and then one hearing next week.

Today we will receive testimony from the defendants and the de-
fendants' bar point of view on prosecutorial abuse in taxpayers'
cases. I would request that each witness would give a brief oral
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summary of his vnitten testimony before questions are asked. We
would also state, as a matter of procedure not only for this subcom-
mittee but most subcommittees in the Congress, that the entire
written statements of witnesses would be printed in the record. The
record will remain open for about 2 to 3 weeks, giving an opportu-
nity for the correction of any part of the testimony as well as the
fact that not everybody on the subcommittee can be here, and for
that reason we would ask witnesses to expect questions in writing-
like, for instance, yesterday I submitted questions in writing since 
was detained elsewhere, because I had a bill up before the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

So at this point, then, I would call on my colleague and a person
very responsible for these hearings being held, and also a person
who has committed a great deal of time both for himself and his
staff to the issues before this subcommittee, Senator Armstrong of
the State of Colorado.

Senator ARMTrONG. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I
have been looking forward for some time to this opportunity to
hear in an official way and on the record from Mr. Kilpatrick.

I mentioned to the committee yesterday the number of contact I
have had with Mr. Kilpatrick, and this morning may I say to him
that I am redeeming a promise I made a couple of years ago when
I told you that I was unable to intervene in the legal process, but
that if events turned out as you said they would-that is, if it
turned out that the courts found you had been indicted for a crime
that did not exist, and so on-that I would try to do what I could to
set it rightafter the fact. I.

So, that is the business of this subcommittee-not par$ .cularly in
support of Mr. Kilpatrick, because, as I posted out yesterday, he
has amply shown that he can defend himself, but in the hope that
we can learn something from the experience he has had and make
a determination of whether or not other taxpayers are put in the
same situation, and if so, what legislative or administrative re-
forms, if any, may be needed.

So, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy, and I am looking
forward to the testimony this morning.

Senator Gamsu . Senator Armstrong, besides announcmg Mr.
Kilpatrick, Mr. Grossman, and Mr. Waller as members of the first
panel, and that Mr. Kilpatrick is president and owner of United Fi-
nancial Operations of Littleton, CO, and that Mr. Grossman is a
senior partner of Grossman & FIk here in Washington, DC, and
that Mr. Waller is an attorney with Waller, Mark & Allen, Denver,
CO, I have no further introductions. Do you have a further intro-
duction of any of the witnesses?

Senator ARmSTRONG. No; I'm ready to go.
Senator GRASs . All three of you that I have announced as

members of the panel, would each of you come together, simulta-
neously, to the witness table? Then I would ask for Mr. Kilpatrick's
statement. Then, from there, Mr. Grossman, and then Mr. Waller.
We would have each of your testimony, in that order, before we
ask questions. So, if you would Just be seated, please, and then im-
mediately proceed; except maybe to pull the microphone in front of
you, so tht you speak into it.Would you proceed, Mr. K2lptrck.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. KILPATRICK, PRESIDENT AND
OWNER, UNITED FINANCIAL OPERATIONS, INC., LITTLETON, CO
Mr. KILPATRICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members and

staff of the Oversight Subcommittee. I particularly thank you, Bill,
for the support you have given me through the years, both mental
and physical courage, and I particularly thank you for something
you pointed out this morning. It is gratifying to know that the
Members of our Senate and our Representatives are in fact true to
their word. When the opportunity does present itself, they do step
forward.

I don't think, perhaps, I am the most important thing here. I
think what is important here is that the subject before this com-
mittee is very critical to our survival as a free nation, in my opin-
ion.

At first blush, that may appear to be an overstatement; but then,
when you look at what has happened to me in the past 9 years, I
think it perhaps is an understatement.

The culmination of this 9 year horror story occurred in Septem-
ber 1982, when I was indicted for a crime that does not exist. What
I was doing was not a crime; it was tantamount to being accused of
being alive, of breathing, of being an American citizen, but couched
in such ugly verbiage by the Department of Justice and the IRS
that it was made to sound like a crime. And by that charge, I was
held hostage for 140 years of my life-a potential incarceration of
140 years-for a crime that was never committed, because the act
is not a crime.

It could almost be funny. I suppose ma be 10 years ago I would
have laughed at such bureaucratic bumbling; but 9 years, $6 mil-
lion, witnessing the destruction of my company and the tears of my
family later, I have somehow lost some portion, perhaps, of my
sense of humor.

Now I want to know why. Now I want to know how this sort of
thing happens. I want to know what is being done to assure that
such atrocities do not occur to other Americans.

Others less fortunate than I have been convicted of the very
crime that I have been accused of, of not commiting a crime.
Others, in fear of the awesome power of Government, have actually
copped pleas, and in plea bargaining have confessed to the guilt of
a crime that does not exist. And 'some have even served time in
prison.

I appear before you today in a coat and tie rather than in a
prison uniform for one reason: I was blessed. The Lord blessed me
with a wife and children, a family that loved me, who believed in
me, who would stand by me. I was blessed with business associates
of sufficiently long standing who had no reason to distrust me, and
they too stood by me. I was blessed with a body that didn't suc-
cumb to heart disease, cardiac arrest, ulcers, or stroke. Most of all,
I was blessed with $6 million-the amount of money that it takes
to stand up to the awesome power of Government.

I would suggest to any American that, if you are short any of
those blessings, you get real worried right now about what is going
on in the name of tax collection in thUnted States today.
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That is not the way America is supposed to work; but that is ex-
actly how it works when the IRS and the Department of Justice
Tax Division come calling. And that begs the question, "How?"
How could this happen to citizens in this supposed bastion of free-
dom, in this land of adherence to the Magna Carta, the Constitu-
tion, and the Bill of Rights?

I can tell you, because I lived it. I was in the capital-formation
business, the tax shelter business. My investors developed coal in
response to the energy crisis. We did millions of dollars in research
and development for liquefaction and gasification of coal.

At this point I would like to get something straight: There is
nothing wrong with tax shelters. They are not created by evil men
in smoke-filled rooms, with green eye shades, shiftily sneaking
around; they are created right here in the hallowed Halls of Con-
gress for very good reasons. Be they rightly or wrongly conceived,
they are created right here, and we in the tax shelter business do
absolutely nothing that Congress does not with their creations to
induce us to do.

In 1977 I presumed that when the Congress passed such a tax
bill and the President signed it into law, that the bill said what it
meant and meant what it said. I presumed that if the combined
wisdom of 535 Members of Congress and one President decreed
that the energy crisis was of sufficient magnitude that it was worth
giving particular tax advantages, therefore, that the investors that
invested in these things and put money into it would receive the
tax benefits that they were promised. As I said, I presumed Con-
gress said what it meant and meant what it said, and I was de-
frauded.

Together with 1,700 of my investors and thousands of other
American citizens, I was defrauded-not by a misguided individual
but by the planned, predetermined efforts of the Internal Revenue
Service. The plan was conceived at the top, directed by middle
management, and implemented by the field workers. To promise a
future benefit, a tax deduction, in return for a present act-our in-
vestment-with no intention of delivering that future deduction is
a fraud, and we were defrauded.

If David Stockman never comes up with another true statement
in the future of the world, David Stockman was right when he said,
"If employees of government were held to the same standards that
we hold the citizens, we would probably all be in jail."

But of course, that is not how it works. The way it works is, the
IRS commits the crime and, if the citizen victim objects, it puts
him in jail. That's right: Through the IRS, we the victims are
framed for the very crime the IRScommits.

I was the defraudee. I was the party defrauded. It was me that
was indicted. But that is not the worst part; the worst part is, I am
not even unique.

The prosecutors. actually bragged that I was their flagship and
that, when they got me the rest would fall. Who were the rest?
Supposedly, the other il,000 that they have listed, which are now
either indicted, in prison, or under investigation, that were also in
the tax shelter business.

Both the Feeral judges in my case, Judges Kane and Winner,
have stated that is actually a pattern. I say it is worse than a
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pattern, I say it is beyond being just a pattern; it is pandemic. It
runs all through the IRS and through the Department of Justice.
In fact, the Department of Justice actually pleads it in their plead-
ings, that it does it all the time.

Te only thing that is unique about my case is that we had
enough time and enough ability to stay in line and to stand there.
We had the $6 million necessary to bring out documents that most
victims never see, to bring out testimony that most victims would
never hear.

This all bean with an amazing document entitled "Request for a
Grand Jury,' from one of the top men in the IRS to one of the top
men at the De artment of Justice, Tax Division, both of them at-
torneys, both ofthem admitted to the bar, and both of them devoid
of the excuse that they didn't know it was in violation of the law,
because ignorance of the law is not an excuse available to an attor-

Re document was entitled, "Request for Grand Jury." The first

10 pages of that amazing document explained in detail, inter-
spersed with a lot of legalese, how it is that they have spent sever-
al years trying to find something wrong with the tax shelters that
we had created. At the end of that time, when they could find
nothing wrong with it, they came to the last 4 pages, entitled,
"How To Use the Criminal Grand Jury," in order to collect the
civil taxes. You can't use the criminal procedure, or you are not
supposed to, for civil taxes. But they did.

For the next few years, the lesser men in the field who were en-
gaged with more mundane things, little things like placing agents
in the jury, IRS agents in the jury, tricking defense witnesses into
not coming by thinking their testimony was no longer needed, issu-
ing arrest warrants for other witnesses who were planning to come
to testify for me, leaving it to the U.S. Customs for their arrest if
they attempted to enter, threatening other witnesses that attempt-
ed to enter with loss of job and. incarceration if their testimony was
displeasing, violating first amendment rights by gaggin judges and
the press, bragging that "I may not be able to cnvict Kilpatrick,
but I can break him, and I intend to, because this .case is going to
make my whole career." Isn't that a wonderful thing for an em-
ployee of Government to say? And just plain making up testimony.
If the facts don't fit, just make it up; tell the jury anything you
want them to hear, and let's get this boy convicted.

Shredding documents favorable to my defense in the Embassy in
San Jose, Costa Rica. Finally putting me in jail for 22 hours with
what I believe and I think the records show was in fact perjured
testimony. I believe.they got that perjured testimony by reducing
the charge of a convicted felon for a $500,000 theft to a misdemean-
or-does anybody here know how you commit a half-million dollar
misdemeanor? By completely dropping the charges for 7 years of
illegal flight to avoid incarceration, by reducing a 12-year sentence
to--count them, folks-3 hours in Atlanta prison, in at 2 and out at
5. No probation, no parole, no requirements for reprting no re-
quirements for repatriation or return of the half-million dollars of
ill-gotten gains, despite the fact that he is a wealthy man, and for-
giveness of the income tax thereon, all for the purpose of getting
the testimony that was characterized later by Judge Winner as
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"lying by the clock." The man couldn't remember his lines that he
had been trained in and contradicted himself 11 times while on the
witness stand before Judge Winner.

That is only 9 of the 102 crimes of the list that I am presenting
to the panel today, of the 102 crimes committed by the IRS and the
Department of Justice. They are not even the worst nine crimes; I
haven't even mentioned IRS agents and Department of Justice at-
torneys bully' their way into a grade school and interrogating 7-
and 9-year-old children. I haven't mentioned that one.

I haven't mentioned Department of Justice attorneys and IRS
agents who were under sequestration orders not to talk to one an-
other concerning their testimony, holding a meeting the night
before they were to testify, and, when caught, saying, "Well, we
were not talking about our testimony; we were just talking about
the facts of the case," which begs the question, "What were they
planning to testify to?" The nonfacts? Which is precisely what they
promptly did.

They came in and stood up, looked us straight in the face, and
lied. I know they lied, because I was a witness to the event that
they were testifying to, as were dozens of other people, as was the
clerk of the court, as was the recorder of the court who testified to
the event totally differently from what the colluded testimony of
the DOJ and IRS agents came out to be, and then had the gall to
say, "Well, our testimony more closely matched up than the other
people's testimony did; therefore, you shouldn't believe the other
people's testimony." Of course the uncolluded testimony didn't ex-
actly match. They didn't have a chance to collude. They could prob-
ably have gotten their stories just exactly right if we had violated
the law, like DOJ and IRS agents did.

All these things we found out about in the transcripts of 23 ses-
sions of the grand jury, that they attempted to withhold from us.
They got caught. Two separate judges with three separate orders
had ordered them to turn over all the grand jury documents. They
tried to withhold 78., They got caught and finally turned over 23,
and most of what we know here was contained in that 23 they tried
to hide. Fifty of them we still don't have. Nobody knows what is inthe 50 that are left, because they are lost. The Department of Jus-
tice agents charged with that responsibility lost the documents,
they claim. Of course, 'that is a lie, too. We Low that is a lie, be-
cause 2 years later,. when they decided to appeal the decision of
Judge Kane, they found a couple of statements in a couple of those-
documents that were favorable to them, and quoted from them by
lne number and page number. That would require a memory the
like of which is not known to man today, or the presumption that
they are still withholding those 50 documents, in direct violation of
three separate court orders from two separate judges in obstruc-,
tion of justice. And you have to question what is in tose 50 that
they can't put out.

Let's think about something else. At least that 50 and the 23 ses-
sions were transcribed under the presumption that the secrecy of
the grand jury would protect them and nobody-would ever know
about it. N ow 102 crimes later they did at least allow them to be
recorded. That begs the question, what on Earth must have hap-
pened during the dozens of days in which the court reporter'was
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instructed not to record what was going on? They now plead, "Oh,
well, gosh, we were just reading to the grand jury." Well, maybe
they were; but we will never know, will we? We will never know,
because there is nor record of it.

The recorder was still there; she was still on the payroll. The
cost to the Government was exactly the same as if she had been
recording, but she was ordered to turn it off. And we are left now
with just the word of two perjurers. And I can say they are perjur-
ers, because on the last day of the grand jury they went before the
jury when they found out that the jury was not going to indict the
Bank of Nova Scotia, or the president of that bank. They went
before the jury and lied to them, provably lied to them, on the
record where there is a record of it.

So, we are now supposed to take the word of these two perjurers
that, "Gosh, nothing went on," which makes it curioser and cur-
ioser as to what it is that must have happened during that 50
pages or rather 50 sessions that they lost, and God knows how
many sessions in which there is just no recording at all.

And this is all routine. That is the part that is upsetting. It is
standard operating procedure. Don't take my word for it; take the
IRS' word for it, take the Department of Justice's word for it. They
have stated on the record, "We do it all the time; we do it in every
circuit; we do it to all Americans." And if you don't want to take
their word for it, they then call in senior officials, deputy attorney
generals of the United States who take the stand and confirm that
they do it all the time, that they too swore to it that "they do it all
the time." And ultimately, the Attorney General of the United
States went on "60 Minutes" and on camera stated that he didn't
think that what they were charged with doing in this case was suf-
ficient to have caused the dismissal of the indictment against me,
which presumes that he must know they do it all the time and that
he, too, must approve of them doing it, all the time.

If that is not enough, look at the appeal of the Department of
Justice in United States v. Kilpatrick. Not once-not once in the 70
pag s--did they deny committing any one of the 102 what I callcrimes." Not once. They just say, "We do it all the time." They
seem to go further there: They seem to say, "Oh, we are the De-
partment of Justice. We dispense justice; we are not subject to it.

e do it all the time. We do it in all circuits. We do it to all Ameri-
cans, and that proves that it is OK."

Well, I don't'think it is OK. I don't think 235 million Americans
think it is OK, and I don't think this Senate and this Congress
think it is OK.

However, the IRS doesn't see anything wrong with it; therefore,
they don't make any attempt at all to change the procedures, nor
does the Department of Justice. I suppose the reverse would be
true. If this Senate and this Congress don't force it to be stopped, I
think the presumption must be that it, too, must approve of it; that
it, too, must approve of prosecutors sitting in the jury, of tricking
defense witnesses into not appearing, arresting them if they try,
and threatening their jobs if they sneak through the barricades-
that it, too, approves of the press and Federal judges being gagged
if they say naughty things about Federal employees; that it, too,
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approves of the Government attorneys deciding to make their ca-
reers by putting innocent citizens in jail.

In fact, perhaps all Americans will recognize that apparently
Congress would approve at that point in time of all 102 crimes.

In the next few days the Senate is going to hear their excuses,
the same excuses they put in their appeals. I contend there are no
excuses, and I would ask, as you listen to their attempting to ex-
plain and to excuse these acts, that you imagine being seated next
to one of the framers of the Constitution, and listening to these
perversions of the rights that they secured for us by defying God
and king in 1776. And I would ask you to ask youself, "Would this
excuse have sold in Philadelphia in the summer of 1793?"

After you have digested it all, I am sure you will act. I suggest
that your shock at the level to which our freedoms in this Nation
have degenerated in the interest of collecting taxes will cause you
to act with strong action. I suggest it will require corrective actions
of Congress, and that Congress supervise those corrective actions. I
suggest it will require, at a minimum, the appointment of a special
prosecutor empowered to reduce in rank, dismiss from Government
service, request appropriate action from associations, the bar asso-
ciation, and in instances of flagrant acts, criminal prosecution.

I suggest that any less remedy would be instantly followed, upon
the completion of these hearings, with business as usual at the iDe-
partment of Justice and at the IRS.

I further suggest that while stopping these acts now is a merito-
rious event, the prevention of their recrrence is even more impor-
tant. I think that will require a new law, one that permits the citi-
zens of the United States equal access to the courts against the em-
ployees of Government that the Government has a ainst the citi-
zens, a law permitting us to sue an IRS agent or a Department of
Justice agent if they break the law or violate the Constitution; be-
cause only then are we going to have real protection against viola-
tions.

The frequency qf an oversight committee or a special prosecutor
is not sufficiently frequent that it really instills any fear into
would-be overzealous prosecutors or overly ambitious individuals
that want to break those laws. And why not?

I am living proof that this Congress has seen fit for a citizen that
so much as makes a mistake on his income tax, a civil mistake, to
allow the IRS to collect the mistake, plus interest on the mistake
plus a 100-percent penalty on the interest and the principal; and
then, the IRS has added to that approximately 140 years potential
incarceration, if you make a mistake, and perhaps in some in-
stances where you don't even make one. Why should public serv-
ants be held to any less standard-they should be held to higher
standards I might add-than that to which the citizens are held?

When die citizens have that sort ,of recourse that will get their
attention. At that point in time the IRS agents and the Depart-
ment of Justice aments will realize that they, too, can be sent to
jafl; they, too, can lose their jobs; they, too, can be broken financial-
ly by illegal and unconscionable acts.

In 'summary, I think it is time for a change. Think 102 criminal,
oppressive acts-later, it becomes a little bit difficult to still adhere
to the theory that the "king and the king's men can do no wrong,"
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and therefore you cannot sue the king. One hundred and two acts
later, it must be obvious that the king's men are doing wrong, and
that the king's men will continue to do massive and grievous
wrongs until this committee, this Senate, and this Congress say,
"No more." I think it is time to return corrective actions and meas-
ures to the hands of the citizens of the United States. I think it is
time to guarantee that our public servants know that they, too, are
subject to the laws of this land. I think it is time that we obey the
intent of the Constitution.

That is what I think, and that is what I think all Americans
think. In the next few weeks we are going to find out what this
Congress thinks.

Thank you.
[Mr. Kilpatrick's written prepared statement follows:]
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1
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. KILPATRICK, TO SENATE

FINANCE OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION

Ladies and Gentlemen, I thank you for the opportunity to
speak on a subject I believe to be critical to our survival as a
free nation. At first blush that may appear to you to be an
extreme statement. To the contrary in consideration of my
experience with our tax system over the past 9 years I believe it
to be an understatement.

The culmination of this nine year horror occurred in
September, 1982 when I was indicted at the request of the IRS by
a grand jury whose powers had been unconstitutionally usurped by
the Tax Division, Department of Justice. I was indicted for a
crime THAT DOES NOT EXIST. I did what I was accused of doing but
its not a crime, it was tantamount to being accused of breathing,
of being alive, of being a citizen but couched in such ugly terms
by the IRS and DOJ. That it was made to appear to be a criminal.
By that charge I was held hostage to a possible sentence of 140
years, for a crime that was never committed. All in the interest
of collecting taxes that were not owed.

It's almost funny and perhaps 10 years ago before my life
was laid waste in this process I would have laughed at such
bureaucratic bungling, but 9 years, $6 million in legal fees,
witnessing the destruction of my company and the tears of my
family later I suppose I've lost a certain amount of my humor.

Now I want to know how.

Now I want to know why.

Now I want to know what is being done to correct such an
atrocity in this nation because my experience is not an isolated
event, to the contrary it is quite common. Others in this land
have been convicted or in terror of the awesome power of the
government have confessed quilt in plea bargaining to this non-
crime. Some have served tine in prison.

I appear before you in coat and tie rather than prison garb,
for one reason. I was blessed

The Lord blessed me with a wife and children that loved me,
believed in me, and stood by me.

I was blessed with a body that survived the stress of the
ordeal without succumbing to stroke, ulcers or cardiac arrest.

Probably, most important, I was blessed with the $6 million
necessary to pay the legal fees to defend myself until the truth
could come out.
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2
I would suggest to any American that if you are short any of

those blessings that you become very concerned about what is
going on in the U.S. today in the name of Tax Collection.

That begs the question How? How could this happen to
citizens of this bastion of freedom, in this land of adherence to
Magna Carta, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

I can tell you, because I lived it. In 1977 I was in the
capital formation/tax shelter business.

And at this point let's get something straight, tax shelters
are not created by evil men, with green eye shades, in smoke
filled back rooms - they are created with the best of intentions,
rightly or wrongly concieved, right here in the hallowed halls of
Congress. The only thing we people in the legitimate shelter
business do is exactly what you pass laws to encourage us to do.

In 1977 1 presumed that when the Congress passed a bill and
the President signed it into law that the law said what it meant,
and meant what it said.

I presumed that if the combined wisdom of 535 members of
Congress and one President decreed that the energy crisis was of
sufficient magnitude to warrant the granting of tax benefits to
individuals investing in alternative energy, coal or research and
development of coal for its conversion into a gaseous or liquid
fuel that such investors in such endeavors would receive such
promised tax benefits. As I said I presumed Congress meant what
it said and said what it meant.

I was defrauded. Together with 1700 of my investors and
thousands of other Americans I was defrauded by this government.
Not by a misdirected individual, but by the planned systematic
effort of the IRS. The plan was conceived at the top, directed
by middle management and implemented by the field forces of the
IRS. To promise a future benefit in return for a current act
with no intention of delivering the future benefit is fraud and
we were defrauded.

If Dave Stockmen is never right about another thing in his
life he was right on point when the said, "If employees of
government were held to the same standards as we hold the
citizens, we would all be in jail."

But of course that is not how it works. The way it works is
the government commits the crime and if the citizen victim
objects, the government puts the victim in jail. That's right,
through the IRS, we the victims are framed for the very crime the
IRS commits.

And both of the Federal Judges in my case, Kane and Winner,
have determined it to be a "pattern". I say it's worse, I say
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its beyond just a pattern it is "pandemic", in the IRS and DOJ
and the record in my case proves it.

That is the truly unique thing about my case is we were able
to obtain documents that most victims never see. Those documents
clearly demonstrate that it is a pattern, they reveal the 102
acts, the crimes that must be committed, the constitutional
rights that must be violated and the rules of law that must be
trampled in order to convict the victim of the government's
crime.

It started with an amazing 16 page document from the head of
the IRS Criminal Investigation Division (CID) to an Assistant

Attorney General of the United States, entitled "Request for
Grand Jury". The first 10 1/2 pages of this document explains
how the IRS has been unable to find any way to deny my investors
their legal deductions, and concludes with the admission,
"...therefore, it must be obvious that it would be extremely
difficult to make a case by civil or administrative methods". I
might add the "civil method" is the only legal method available
to collect "civil tax".

The last 5 1/2 pages are entitled, -How to use the Grand
Jury". Those pages explain how the IRS wants the DOJ to
illegally and unconstitutionally use the criminal grand jury to
help it collect the civil tax dollars that the first ten pages
had just demonstrated that the citizens didn't owe. If that is
hard to believe read it for yourself. After you cut through the
legaleze that is exactly what it says. The sender really wAnted
the receiver to perform an illegal act for an illegal purpose and
illegally send me to jail in order to scare my investors into
paying the taxes they did not owe.

Pot the next few years after these two senior IRS and DOJ
officials jointly agreed to break the law and violate the
constitution, their middle management and field workers were busy
with more mundane duties, little things like;

1. Putting IRS agents in the Grand Jury as special agents,

2. Tricking defense witnesses into thinking their testimony
was not needed, not wanted, and no longer requested (Quintella),

3. Issuing arrest .warrants to U.S. Customs for other
defense witnesses against whom no charges existed in order to
make certain they didn't enter the US to testify (C.S., Gill,
Alberga),

4. Threatening defense witnesses with loss of job and
personal indictment if their testimony was displeasing (Bell,
Hjorth, Birchal, 23 pocket immunity letters),
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5. Violating the 1st Amendment by getting gag orders on

federal judges to prevent publication of opinions unfavorable to
the IRS (Winner),

6. Bragging "we may not be able to convict Kilpatrick, but
we can break him and we intend to because this case will make my
entire career (Birchal),

7. Making up testimony when the facts don't fit what they
want to hear,

8. Shredding documents potentially favorable to me in the
American Embassy in Costa Rica,

9. Putting me in jail for 22 hours with testimony they knew
was perjured, because I believe they created the *perjury
themselves. I believe, and the record seems to prove, they
exchanged it for reducing a convicted felon's $500,000 theft to a
misdemeanor, dropping felony charges for 7 years of illegal
flight to avoid incarceration, reducing a 12 year sentence to 3
hours in Atlanta prison, requiring no parole, no probation, no
repatriation of the $1/2 million in stolen money and apparent
forgiveness of the income tax thereon. And then standing before
the judge and swearing that there had been no deal made to
procure the perjourous testimony. I must add Judge Winner
characterized that same testimony as "lying by the clock". The
man contradicted his own testimony 11 times in less than a hour -
he couldn't remember his lines. And that is only 9 of the 102
such acts, in fact its not even the worst 9. I haven't even
mentioned IRS agents and DOJ attorneys bullying their way into a
grade school to interrogate 7 and 9 year old children, or 3
Assistant US Attorneys and two IRS agents that were under a
sequestration order conducting a meeting to collude on their
testimony and when they were caught, protested they weren't
discussing their testimony, that they were only discussing the
"facts of the case". That of course begs a new question, "To
what were they planning to testify, the NON FACTS", which is of
course precisely what they then proceeded to do. In that
instance they just lied. I know that because I was witness to
the event as were dozens of other to include the court recorder
and the clerk who testified to the event. My time before you is
limited you'll have to read the remaining 91 for yourselves.

But as you do so I would like you to remember something the
perpetrators thought these 102 events would be protected in the
Secret Grand Jury Transcripts that are normally not available to
the victim.

We still don't know it all, because we still don't have the
transcripts of over 50 sessions of the grand jury because the
government claims they're lost. Most of what we know was
discovered in 23 transcripts the perpetrators "attempted" to
"lose" or "withhold" but had to produce them when caught. One
must but wonder what must be contained in the 50 plus that are
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still supposedly lost. Of course we know that is a lie too.
Their not lost, two years after the supposed "loss" the DOJ
discovered something favorable to it and cited in its appeal of
this case from two of the supposedly lost documents by page
number and line number. That requires either the greatest memory
known to man or the presumption that the lost documents are not
lost at all but rather are still being withheld in flagrant
contempt of 3 separate court orders from 2 separate judges in
obvious obstruction of Justice.

If most of what we know was in the 23 sessions they turned
over, what must be in the 50 they are still hiding? Another
question, what must have occurred during the dozens of days in
which the court recorder was instructed not to keep a record? As
bad as these 102 acts are, and as much worse as we can presume
the hidden 50 must be, at least they were recorded. What must
have occurred when the same IRS agents/grand jury agents/ and the
prosecutors little helpers testified and ordered that no record
be kept? The recorder remained in the room, she was on the
payroll, the cost was the same to the government, but no record
was kept. That event becomes curiouser and curiouser when we
realize that these were the same agents that lied to the jury on
the record to get the Bank & its President indicted after th*
Jury disclosed it was not inclined to do so.

And this is routine - it's standard operating proceedure.
Don't take my word fQr it, take the IRS' and DOJ's word for it.
They state on the record, "we do it all the time, we do it in
every circuit" and then called in senior officials, Deputy
Attorney Generals, to confirm that they do it all the time.
Ultimately Attorney General William French Smith stated on 60
Minutes that he concurs with the correctness of their procedures
which must mean that he too knows they do it all the time.

If that's not enough look at their appeal in my case. Not
once in the entire appeal do they even attempt to deny committing
any one of the 102 acts, they just make excuses, they simply
plead it's OK, we did it and it's OK. In fact the appeal, which
had to be approved at the highest levels, seems to plead further,
it seems to plead, "We are Tax Division, Department of Justice -
we dispense justice, we're not subject to it. We do it all the
time, and we get away with it all the time, that proves it's
okay, to dol"

Well, I don't think it's okay and I don't believe 235
million Americans think it's okay. I trust 535 Inembers of
Congress don't think its okay either but I suppose we are going
to find out.

I have presented you with the list of the 102 crimes. The
DOJ and the IRS see nothing wrong with the acts so neither makes
any attempt to stop such acts. I suppose the reverse must also
be true, if the Senate Oversight Committee coesn't take measures
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to stop such acts we must presume it's because it sees nothing
wrong with them either, and we will then know:

1. The Senate approves of prosecutors in the grand jury,

2. You approve of tricking defense witnesses into not
appearing, arresting them of they try, and threatening their jobs
and freedom if they don't say what the prosecutor wants to hear,

3. That you approve of the press and federal judges being
gagged if they say naughty things about government employees,

4. That you approve of government attorneys deciding to
"make their career" by putting innocent citizens in prison and if
they can't put him there to use all the awesome power of the
government to break the citizen as punishment.

In fact all Americans will know you approve of all the 102
events described in the list. Later during these hearings you
are going to hear excuses, excuses for these acts of the DOJ and
IRS. I've heard them all.

I suggest there are no excuses. The listed 0e a
occurred with the results described therein. After hearing, 1
the excuses, cites of case histories, rules of law, and loopholes
which the IRS & DOJ will present, ask yourself what difference
does it make? There is no excuse sufficient to negate the Ist,
4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Amendments? If the law is violated, in
order ot inforce the law, there is no lw.

When you have digested it all, I believe you will act. I
believe you will require corrections. If so you, I, and the
world knows that no bureaucracy ever has, isn't now, and never
will police itself, therefore any correction must come from you.

I suggest the minimum correction will require the
appointment of an independent council to prosecute these admitted
crimes. I suggest he be empowered to reduce in rank, dismiss
from government service, or file criminal charges as he may deem
appropriate. I suggest that any less is no remedy at all and
will result in less than a week after the closing of this
hearing, business will be "as usual" at the DOJ & IRS.

I further suggest that the only way to prevent it from
reoccurring is to pass a new law, one that permits the citizens
of this nation equal access to the courts against the government
and its employees as the government now has against its citizens.
A law permitting citizens to sue individual government agents if
they violate the law and Constitution.

Only when every IRS and DOJ employee knows they too are
subject to the laws of this land, that they too can be disbarred
for illegal acts, that they too can be held liable for their
acts, and in fact that they too can be incarcerated for their
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crimes will there be any real deterrent to the commission of
these illegal acts. And why not?

If we citizens commit so much as a "civil" mistake on our
civil taxes this congress has passed laws permitting the
collection of the amount of our error, plus interest, plus a 100%
penalty. Why should public servants, who should be held to
higher standards, be held to any less.

When the citizens have recourse they will no longer need
special investigators or prosecutors or Senate Oversight
Committees. We'll handle the matter ourselves.

Ladies and gentlemen I think it's time for a change. I
think admitted 102 crimes later that it has become more than a
little difficult to swallow the "King can do no wrong theory".

I think it's time to place corrective measures in the hands
of the citizens. I think it's time to assure our bureaucratic
employees adhere to the law. I think it's time to obey our
Constitution.

That's what I think. That's what I believe all Americans
think.

I suppose in the next few weeks we are going to find out
what this committee thinks.
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Listing of Violations

Statement of Fact: After three years of investigations using the

legal (civil and administrative) procedures available, the IRS was

unable to find anything wrong with the investment programs of my

company. It could not, therefore, claim the deductions taken by my

investors were anything but correct. You would think the

investigators would simply declare it legal, deductible, and go

look for some crooks. Wrong, they decided to break the law by

violating my and several hundred other people's constitutional

rights. They requested a grand jury to illegally accomplish the

task, which could not legally be done. V

The act was planned, and the agents knew it was illegal. So

did each of their superiors who endorsed the plan, as did the top

executives in the Tax Division, Department of Justice, who approved

it and agreed to cooperate. Ignorance of the law was not a defense

available to these lawyers, and each showed just that.

The amazing sixteen page document, which initiated this

procedure, is included herein as the 'Request for Grand Jury." The

first ten and one-half pages list all the ways the IRS tried, to

that date, to find something wrong. It describes what we did,

admits our procedures were correct, and finally concludes it was

impossible for the IRS to make a case using civil or administrative

means. Which were the only legal procedures available to them.

The last five and one-half pages are entitled "Use of the

Grand Jury." It details exactly the illegal acts the IRS desired

the grand jury to perform and how the benefits of these illegal
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goals.

Immediately following the "Request" is the signed agreement

from the obviously misnamed Department of Justice, whereby it

entered into an illegal conspiracy to accomplish unconstitutional

goals. It is illegal and unconstitutional to use a criminal

procedure to accomplish a civil purpose. The collection of taxes

is civil. The purpose of a grand jury is criminal.

1. The IRS illegally requested an illegal criminal grand jury

to illegally help collect civil taxes. (Proven in "Request for

Grand Jury"). Violation.

2. The Department of Justice agreed to illegally perform the

illegal services. (Proven in "Request for Grand Jury').

Violation.

Comment: The IRS, thus, began its illegal and unconstitutional

efforts to acquire forbidden information, with the cooperation of

the Department of Justice, Tax Division. The fact that none of toe

information developed by the grand jury proved valuable in making

their case was irrelevant. It was the act, itself, that was

important. It was their totally casual attitude toward

disobedience to or ignoring of the law and their arrogation of an

authority they were forbidden to possess.

That is frightening. This act cannot be justified nor

forgiven, even if it had accomplished the conviction of a criminal

that would otherwise have escaped. The law exists to prevent an

oppressive government from abusing its citizens. The IRS did just

that.
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Statement of Fact: All grand jury records are secret. The law

requires they must be maintained in a separately locked room within

the local U.S. Attorney's office. Access is forbidden even to

other employees of the U.S. Attorney's office not engaged in the

case. It is specifically forbidden to the IRS or Ony other third

party. The party being investigated is not, yet, even charged with

a crime, much less convicted of one. His reputation can be

destroyed by just the publicity that he is being investigated, as

in my instance. This is the purpose of the secrecy laws of grand

juries. To the contrary:

3. Records were stored across the street from the U.S.

Attorney's office. (Admitted). Violation - Rules for Grand Jury

Procedures as stated in the U.S. Attorney's Manual and Rule 6(E),

Federal Rules Criminal Procedure(FRCP).

4. Records were in an office rented by the IRS. (Proven by

GSA records). They identified the intended illegal beneficiary of

the procedure. Violation - FRCP 6(E).

5. The office was equipped with IRS telephones, paid for by

the IRS. (Proven by GSA records). This further proved the

identity of the illegal beneficiary. Violation - FRCP 6(E).

6. The office was staffed solely by IRS personnel.

(Admitted) Violation - FRCP 6(E), the secrecy requirement of qrand

juries.

7. Special locks were put on the doors, and the only keys

were maintained by IRS personnel. The U.S. Attorney did not even

have access without IRS permission. (GSA records, admitted).

Violation -FRCk, 6(E). Identified the real user of the now

illegally collected illegal information.
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8. The door was routinely left unlocked and open, witnesses

and other parties regularly walked in and availed themselves of the

"secret by law" documents and invaded my privacy. (Testimony and

court records). Violation - FRCP 6(E), as well as my Fourth

Amendment rights to privacy in my affairs.

9. IRS civil personnel were used to perform audits on the

bank accounts for civil purposes. The civil purpose was proven by

their failure to ever present the audits to the criminal grand

jury. Plus, the bank audits were valueless in relation to the

charges against me. The IRS was forbidden such access with or

without a grand jury. (Admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(E) and Fourth

Amendment.

10. Seventy-eight IRS agents were documented as having been

permitted full or partial access to the documents. (Admitted).

Violation FRCP 6(E) and Fourth Amendment*

11. The IRS maintained the administration of all records at

all times. (Admitted). Violation 6(E).

Statement of Fact: It was decided to computerize the records.

12. IRS personnel performed the entire computer programming

procedure, thus gaining additional access. (Admitted). Violation

6(E and Fourth Amendment.

13. The local IRS shared the documentations with Parsonnel

from the Dallas and Ogden IRS offices and thus, further spread the

illegally gained information. (Admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(E)

and Fourth Amendment.

14. On completion, the program was placed on IRS computers.

(Admitted). Violation - PRCP 6(8) and Fourth Amendment.
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15. Only the IRS had computer code access, not the U.S.

Attorney. (Admitted). Violation FRCP 6(E) and Fourth Amendment.

16. Every IRS agent in the U.S. had total and perpetual access

to our secret records, which were forbidden to them. An

inescapable conclusion, why else did they put it on the computer?

(Admitted). Violation FRCP 6(E) and Fourth Amendment.

Comment: In total, this was a violation of my Fourth Amendment

rights against unreasonable search or seizure of my papers and

effects. Since the entire investigation was for illegal purposes,

none of the subpoenas to acquire my documents attained the status

of warranted. The continued disclosure also violated my Fourth

Amendment right to privacy in my affairs.

Statement of Fact: A grand jury is supposed to be for the

protection of the citizens against an oppressive government abusing

its powers. Once empanelled, its authority is almost limitless.

Regardless of the purpose of its calling, it can totally change the

direction of its efforts and commence an investigation of the

sheriff, the prosecutor, and even tl.e judge that empanelled it. It

can, in fact, indict them all instead of their target. It can even

throw in indictments of the President, the Congress, and the

Supreme Court for good measure, if it so desires. Its powers are

vast and unsurpassed in our system, for good reason. It is for the

citizens' protection, and it is the citizens' greatest barrier

against any violation of their rights. The potential of such a

run-away grand jury turning on the government is the subject of

much concern in prosecutorial circles.

In this case, the IRS usurped those awesome powers and used

the grand jury, not as an unbiased jury to protect the citizen, but
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as a porsecutor's tool to perform its investigation. The IRS,

together with the Department of Justice Tax Division, took the

powers designed to protect the citizens and turned them against a

citizen.

17. Two minutes after the judge completed the swearing in of

the jury and departed from the room, the prosecutors added two IRS

agents to the jury in the name of "Agents of the Grand Jury."

(Grand jury records, admitted). They actually braqged about doing

it, in every case, in every circuit, and to all Americans. It was

a routine procedure. Violation - Fifth Amendment right to be

indicted by an impartial grand jury of ny peers.

18. The jury was informed that, since the IRS agents were the

jury's agents, the jury could totally depend on them to be

unbiased. They would help the jury reach a fair decision.

(Records of the grand jury and admitted). Violation Fifth

Amendment, Sixth Amendment, and perjury.

19. The agents were sworn in by the Assistant U.S. Attorney,

who had no authority to administer an oath. The Assistant U.S.

Attorney certainly had no authority to administer an oath for

illegal purposes. (Admitted, proven by grand jury transcript).

Violation - FRCP.

Comment: Grand juries do not have agents. They certainly do not

have prosecutors as agents; and especially, they do not have as

agents the very IRS agents that initiated the illegal request for

the grand jury to attempt to accomplish illegally, that which they

admitted could not be done legally in their "Request for Grand

Jury."
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Statement of Fact: Grand juries have severe limitations on who may

appear before them. They are (1) attorney for the government, (2)

the sworn witness (one at a time, two witnesses may not appear

together), (3) the recorder or stenographer, and (4) an

interpreter, if necessary. No other party may ever enter the room,

nor may any of the parties enter acting in any capacity other than

in the above capacities.

20. The IRS agents routinely sat in on grand jury

deliberations. (Records of grand jury). Violation - FRCP.

21. The IRS agents routinely testified TOGETHER before the

grand jury. (Records of grand jury and admitted). Violation FRCP

6(d).

22. The IRS agents, at times, testified alone and together

without being sworn in. (Records of grand jury and admitted).

Violation - FRCP 6(d).

23. The IRS agents testified to having evidence which they

obviously did not have, by virtue of the fact that the witness who

supposedly conveyed the testimony did not exist. (Records of

grand jury and admitted). Violation - Perjury.

24. The IRS agents testified to having evidence (testimony)

from two witnesses that did exist, but that never, in their

testimony, even alluded to the subject of the agents' testimony.

Nor did the agents ask them any questions about it. (Records of

grand jury). Violation - Perjury.

Statement of Fact: In order to acquire testimony from a reluctant

witness, prosecutors in a grand jury may grant immunity to a

witness in order to obtain that which might otherwise be
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unavailable. There is an exact statutory procedure that must be

used, called Statutory Immunity.

A. The prosecutor (i.e.,Assistant U.S. Attorney) in charge

first must make the determination that its necessary to give

immunity in order to obtain the testimony.

B. Certification must be made that the witness has refused,

or is likely to refuse, to testify because of his privilege against

self incrimination.

C. Prosecutors must then acquire the approval of the local

U.S. Attorney for the district and his concurrence of the

necessity.

D. The prosecutor and the U.S. Attorney must obtain further

approval of not less an authority than the Attorney General of the

U.S., a Deputy Attorney General, or an Assistant Attorney General.

E. A U.S. District Court judge must then perform the

ministerial act of signing the order and memorializing the exact

terms, limits, and purpose of the immunity.

F. A record must be kept for Congress, in order to determine

if the extraordinary act accomplishes the effect desired and if the

forced waiving of the Fifth Amendment right achieves sufficient

beneficial effects to warrant the patently abusive procedure.

The purposes of this procedure are manyfold, not the least of

which are (1) Congressional supervision, (2) Court supervision of

the terms of the immunity and its correct fulfillment, (3) Court

determination of the exact acts that are forgiven, (4) Court

ascertainment of the validity of the prosecutors' reasons and the

truthfulness of the testimony. (There is a strong potential that a

party, subject to prosecution for a serious felony, might be
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willing to lie in order to acquire immunity), (5) Assurance that

the prosecutor cannot badger a witness into perjurious testimony by

threats of withdrawal of immunity, if the testimony is not

sufficiently incriminating to the target, and (6) Certainty that

prosecutors do not gain long term control over a witness by future

threats of withdrawal of any unmemorialized immunity.

25. The prosecutors unilaterally issued letters of immunity by

only their signatures. (Letters signed by the prosecutors).

Violation - 18 USC #6002 and 6003.

26. No determination was ever made that any witness would

have been any less willing to testify without the immunity.

(Admitted). Violation - 18 USC 6002 and 6003.

27. U.S. Attorney was never even asked for approval and, in

fact, was not aware immunity was being given. He certainly had not

given his required approval. (U.S. Attorney testimony) Violation -

18 USC 6002 and 6003.

28. Letters were issued on stolen U.S. Attorney stationary,

that the U.S. Attorney was unaware the agents possessed. (U.S.

Attorney testimony). Violation - Theft and fraudulent use of

government documents and 18 USC 6002 and 6003.

29. Letters were signed by the prosecutors on the U.S.

Attorney's stationary, thus implying an approval and authority they

did not possess. (The letters). Violation - Fraud and forged

authority .

30. Neither the Attorney General nor his assistant were ever

notified of the letters, nor did they give any approval.

(Testimony of representative). Violation - 18 USC 6002 and 6003.
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ever existed. (Statement from the bench by the only judge

authorized to grant it). Violation - 18 uSC 6002 and 6003.

32. No records were maintained therefore, Congress lost its

ability to supervise. (Admitted in testimony). Violation - 18 USC

6002 and 6003.

33. Threats of withdrawal of the immunity were made to

witnesses when the testimony turned out to be favorable to the

target's and not the prosecutor's case. (Records of the grand jury

and the court hearings). Violation - Obstruction of justice by

threats, badgering and intimidation.

34. the witnesses first offered immunity were indicted if

their testimony was not "good enough" or if they refused to make up

testimony to the agents' and prosecutors' liking. (Court records).

Violation - Obstruction of justice.

35. Witnesses not given immunity were called before the jury

and forced to take the Fifth Amendment, prejudicing the jury

against them and the targets. (Admitted by prosecutors). Violation

- Rules for Grand Jury Procedures.

Comment: Every single procedure intended to ascertain the correct

use of Statutory Immunity was avoided, and the exact ab ses the

procedures were designed to prohibit were then committed by the

numbers by the prosecutors. One such witness, who succumbed to the

threats, was described by the judge as "lying by the clock.' He

couldn't remember his story line, and he contradicted himself on

eleven subjects in less than forty-five minutes. Others were

equally and obviously false, but not as starkly demonstrable.
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Statement of Fact: During the trial and subsequent hearings many

of the abuses were admitted by the guilty parties after evidence

made denial impossible. Judge Winner then ordered the entire

transcripts of the two grand juries turned over to him in order

that he might see what other strange events may have occurred in

this most strange of grand juries.

On his retirement at mid-hearing, he issued a second order

that the same entire transcript be turned over to the defendant's

attorneys for their determination of other violations that miqht be

more apparent to them than to him.

On taking the bench for the continuation of the hearings,

Judge Kane issued a third order, that the entire transcript also be

turned over to him.

36. Seventy-eight sessions of the grand jury, numbering in

the hundreds of pages, were withheld froh all three parties in

direct violation of all three court orders. (Court records,

admitted). Violation - Contempt of court and obstruction of

justice.

37. When caught, fifty-five of the sessions were finally

turned over, proving they had been withheld. (Court records,

admitted). Violations - Contempt of court and obstruction of

justice.

38. The fifty-five sessions were not sequential, but random;

and they were the very documents which contained the majority, if

not all, of the proof of the many violations. (Transcripts).

Twenty-three of the sessions are still withheld, in violation of

the court orders, with the excuse that they were. lost. Losing them

is a per se violation. (Noted in judge's decision).
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The law required that the transcripts be maintained in the

U.S. Attorney's office under lock and key. Had they been kept

there, they would not be lost and the other disturbing questions

raised by the losing would not exist. (Court records and

admitted). Violations - Either additional acts of contempt,

obstruction, perjury, violations of the rules of procedures for

grand juries, or all of the above.

Comment: Considering the number of violations contained in the

fifty-five found sessions, one must but wonder what was in the

twenty-three that required their being lost.

39. The records disclosed, on numerous occasions the

clerk/recorder was ordered to cease recording and not to start

again until commanded to do so. All proceedings must be recorded.

(Grand jury transcripts). Violation - Rules for Grand Jury

Procedures and the Fifth Amendment.

Comment: Having co'-idered the content of the fifty-five found and

wondered about the content of the twenty-three lost which were at

least recorded, these questions arose. What on earth occurred

during the hours, and at times days, that the agents/prosecutors

feared to even have recorded? If they permitted the dozens of

violations to be recorded that were recorded, what were they doinq

that was so much worse that they feared even gand jury secrecy

might not protect them?

Statement of Fact: Abuse, badgering, and threatening of witnesses

was not limited to those with pocket immunity.

A. Roland Hjorth, Professor, University of Washington Law

School and recognized academic expert on tax law, was called as an

expert witness. He testified that the deductions were not only
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legal, but that they were precisely the intent of Congress and

deductible.

40. At the noon recess, the prosecutor informed Professor

Hjorth that he was a disgrace to his profession and implied he

could be fired by the University if his testimony did not improve.

(Testimony of Hjorth and a disinterested third party attorney

witness). Violation - Obstruction of justice.

41. Furthermore, the prosecutor said, "I will see you in

court," and he implied a personal indictment if Professor Hjorth

did not change his testimony. (Testimony, same as 40). Violation -

Obstruction of justice.

B. Richard Birchall, an ex-Assistant U.S. Attorney, who

possessed Sixth Amendment protected attorney/client privileged

information that the court had held, was not to be turned over to

the government.

42. He was taken to a bar by the prosecutors, who attempted to

get him drunk and obtain the documentation while he was

intoxicated. (Testimony of Birchall, event (not purpose)

admitted). Violation - Sixth Amendment attorney/client privilege.

43. When intoxication failed, the prosecutors threatened to

indict Birchall as a co-conspirator if he didn't yield the

documents. (Testimony of Bircha'l, denied by the prosecutors, but

they admitted to considering Birchall as a target and may have

mentioned it to Birchall). Violation - Sixth Amendment

attorney/client privilege and obstruction of justice by threatening

a witness.

44. When both failed, the prosecutor claimed that he had

testimony from a female witness sd to an affair with Birchall.
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secret grand jury information. (Birchall's testimony, prosecutor

denies threat, but admitted discussion of the female witness).

Violation - Rule 6E, disclosure of grand jury evidence.

45. That, if Birchall did not yield the document the

prosecutor desired, the sex story would be given to Birchall's

wife's attorney in his then current divorce proceedings.

(Birchall's testimony, prosecutor denied). Violation - Obstruction

of justice.

46. The documents desired by the prosecutor were stored for

safekeeping with the government during Sixth Amendment hearings.

Thereafter, the government had the information. The source was

unknown, but the presumption was...? (Birchall's testimony,

prosecutor admitted taking for safekeeping, but denied having

acquired the information, he admitted havinq, in that manner).

Violation - Theft, contempt, obstruction of justice and the

lawyers' code of ethics.

47. At the time of Birchall's concern over the sex story, he

was permitted free access to the grand jury's document room, an

illegal disclosure of secret grand jury evidence. (Birchall's

testimony, prosecutor first said Birchall lied then said Birchall

shouldn't have taken advantage. The fact is the security of the

documents were the prosecutor's responsibility). Violation - Rule

6E and Fifth Amendment.

48. To obtain documents, the prosecutor accused Birchall of

making extortion threats to another attorney in a further effort to

obtain documents. (Admitted by prosecutors). Violation -

Obstruction of Justice.
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C. Wilson Ouintella, retired Admiral, Brazilian Navy, and an

attorney, was a witness critical to the defendant's defense. Mr.

Quintella is now a paraplegic and had, at the time, a serious

stomach ailment. He was in the U.S. for medical treatment during

periods of time, when the prosecutors hoped to convert him to their

side.

49. Quintella was arrested as a material witness to be held

in jail until trial. (Court Records). Violation - Tampering with a

witness known to be favorable to the defendant.

Comment: Quintella was ordered released, but to return to testify,

by a Federal Judge. Quintella delayed stomach surgery for four

months to assure his availability at the trial to testify for me.

50. Three days before the trial, the agents notified

Quintella, throuqh the American Embassy in Rio de Janiero, that the

subpoena was cancelled and his testimony was not needed. The

subpoena was not the agent's to cancel, it was the court's. The

witness was not the agent's, he was the defendant's. The witness

submitted to surgery and was not available for testimony at the

trial. (The letter was a court exhibit, agent admitted sending

it). Violation - Witness tampering, contempt of court by dismissing

a court order.

D. C.S.Gill and Michael Alberta were attorneys- in Grand

Caymen and were witnesses critical for me, against whom-no chitvL

existed.

51. Arrest warrants were issued for both through U.S. Customs

by the agents/prosecutors, in case these men attempted to enter the

U.S. in order to testify for me. (Warrants were in evidence,
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admitted by issuers). Violation - Witness tampering, obstruction of

justice.

E. Richard Bell, a respected accountant in the U.S. and Costa

Rica and a citizen of the U.S., was given immuri.ty in exchange for

testimony about financial transactions.

52. When testimony was "not good enough" and it became obvious

it was more beneficial to the defendant than to the government, he

was threatened with, "All bees are off if you ever testify for

Kilpatrick." This was apparently in reference to his pocket

immunity. The threat was made in the presence of his attorney.

(Testimony of Bell and his attorney. Statement admitted but the

presumed intent denied). Violation - Obstruction of justice,

blackmail.

Comment: These were acts committed against, or in the

presence of, lawyers, presumably trained'in their rights,

knowledgeable of the law. If the arrogance of the government

attorneys/agents extended to the belief that they could do this

with qualified officers of the court, imagine their acts on the

untrained and unknowledgeable average citizen. The effect on these

individuals was unremarkable, they reported the incidents almost

immediately. It was, and is not, surprising that even more serious

acts on individuals less equipped, trained and educated in the law

were not revealed until later, when some protection of the court

was availed them. Others known acts remained unreported out of

residual fear.

Statement of Fact: No one may be availed of any evidence obtained

by the grand jury, or given the identity of the target, unless he

is admitted to the 6(e) list. That list must be submitted to a

66-527 0 - 87 - 6
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judge before the information's disclosure. Once admitted to the

6(e) list, a person may not disclose information to Aa other

party. The only parties supposed to be admitted are those

necessary to the prosecutor to perform his duties before the grand

jury, and for no other purpose. Only the prosecutor may appoint

them, and this authority may not be delegated. It is required by

law that the identity of the target of a grand jury remain secret

to others than those on the 6(e) list, until after indictment, if

any, in order to avoid tainting the target with implied guilt

associated with the investigation and to avoid tainting his

reputation or witness testimony, that may be slanted if the target

is known.

53. The agents identified the targets in dozens of letters to

dozens of witnesses over four continents. (Letters in evidence and

admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(E).

54. Letters were written on stolen U.S. Attorney stationary to

render greater credibility. (Letters in evidence). Violation -

Theft, unauthorized use of federal documents, FRCP 6(E).

55. Letters were signed by agents who were not authorized to

sign such documents, even if the stationary had not been stolen

from the U.S. Attorney. (Letters in evidence, showing the

signature, testimony of U.S. Attorney's representative). Violations

- Unauthorized usurpation of a federal authority, impersonation of

an officer of the court.

56. Dozens of IRS agents traveled all over the U.S.,

interviewed hundreds of investors, and disclosed to each the

identity of the targets. (Admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(M).
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57. Many of the IRS agents were not on the 6(e) list and

should not have known, themselves, much less disclosed such

imformation to others. (Records of the court). Violation - FRCP

6(EJ.

58. The 6(e) list was prepared by the agents, not the

prosecutors, and decisions were made as to who would be required to

help the attorneys. (Court records proved and admitted).

Violation - FRCP 6(D).

Comment: The prosecutors did not know many of the people and were

unaware as to why they were on the list. It was obviously for the

illegal purpose of collecting taxes.

59. The 6%e) list was habitually not submitted prior to

disclosure, but rather after. (Court records and admitted).

Violation - FRCP 6(E).

60. One 6(e) list was not submitted until three weeks AFTER

the grand jury adjourned. (Court records and admitted). Violation

-FRCP 6(e).

61. Many IRS employees were given grand jury information that

was never placed on the list before, during, or after the qrand

jury. (Court records and admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(e).

62. Records were illegally transferred to Lowery AFB, by the

agents, to parties not on the list. The agents testified that the

judge had given his permission, but the judge denied it. the

agents were unable to find the supposedly signed order. (Court

records, court testimony). Violation - FRCP 6(e).

63. The records were again transferred by the agents to other

IRS offices in Ogden and Dallas. The agents did not even allege to

have permission. (Admitted). Violation - FRCP 6(e).
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to the jury or prosecutors, were placed on the 6(e) list and given

grand jury information. (Grand jury records). Violation - 6(e) and

Rules of Jurisprudence governing criminal and civil procedures.

65. Grand jury information was even given to student clerks,

who were not on the 6(e) list. This was probably hot a damaging

act to the defendant, but indictive of attitude. (Admitted).

Violation - FRCP 6(e).

66. The agents illegally presented evidence in tandem knowing

not more than one could be in the room at once. (Admitted).

Violation - FRCP 6(e).

67. The agents of and the IRS, itself, admitted the purpose of

the grand jury was for civil purposes and that it was so used.

(Testimony and documented in court) Violation - Civil/criminal

rules of procedure.

68. The questionnaire used by the agents for potential

witnesses contained dozens of questions with absolutely no

relevance to any grand jury procedures, but it was of great

importance to the illegal civil purpose of collecting taxes.

(Questionnaire in evidence of court records). Violation -

Civil/criminal rules of procedure.

69. Civil employees of the IRS were used to perform audits of

investors which were of no benefit to the grand jury, nor were they

ever presented to the grand jury. (Admitted). Violation -

Civil/criminal rules of procedures.

70. Hundreds of letters had been sent to the investors by the

Civil Division of the IRS notifying them that their returns were

either to be audited or their deductions were already denied. This
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was based on a report soon to be issued containing facts 

as

presented in the Federal Grand Jury. The letters proved not only

the illegal intent, but the accomplishment of illegal goals.

(Letters in evidence in the court records). Violation -

Civil/criminal rules of procedure.

Comment: The facts of the report were correct. Exactly what was

purported to have been done was done by the defendants. What was

not contained in the terrifying report was that all of the IRS

theories of the illegality of the acts were thrown out by the

court. The acts were declared legal on February 23, 1983.

Statement of Fact: No indicted party may be interrogated by a

prosecutor without the party's attorney's permission and/or

presence. Numerous court cases have held that the same privilege

is extended to employees of an indicted corporation. A wife may

never be forced to testify, and children's testimony is normally

inadmissible.

The Bank of Nova Scotia was indicted as a co-conspirator. The

bank was represented by an attorney who advised the prosecutor tha-t-

an employee the prosecutor wished to interrogate had been

transferred from Puerto Rico to Canada. He further advised that

the employee would be made available upon request and that the

attorney intended to be present.

The prosecutor discovered that the employee's wife and

daughter , ages ten and eight, were still in Puerto Rico (the

school term was incomplete); and he decided that the employee must

be hiding out. He journeyed to Puerto Rico with an IRS civil

agent, with no notice to the attorney.
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71. The prosecutors decided to interroqate the 

employee

without the attorney's presence. (Premeditation admitted).

Violation - ,onspiracy to committ a violation of the Sixth

Amendment.

72. He and the agent surreptitiously followed the wife for

five days through the streets of Puerto Rico. (Admitted).

Violation - Fourth, Fifth, Sixth Amendments and the rules of the

Bar Association.

73. He and the agent interrogated the employee's ex-secretary

without the attorney's knowledge. (Admitted). Violation - Sixth

Amendment.

74. He and agent interrogated the employee's replacement

without the attorney's knowledge. (Admitted). Violation - Sixth

Amendment.

75. He and the agent interrogated the bank's chief executive

officer without the attorney present. (Admitted). Violation - Sixth

Amendment.

76. He and the agent interrogated miscellaneous other

employees withuut the attorney present. (Admitted). Violation -

Sixth Amendment.

77. He and the agent attempted to interrogate the employee's

children at school without the mother or attorney present. They

did, in fact, interrogate their teachers and principal.

(Admitted). Violation - Sixth Amendment and the laws of common

decency.

78. He and the agent shadowed the childred after school, until

they met up with their mother. (Admitted). Violation - Fourth,

Fifth, and Sixth Amendments.
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79. He and the agent shadowed the three to their home.

(Admitted). Violation - Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments.

80. He and the agent then interrogated the wife and children

before friends and neighbors, without the attorney, as to the

husband's whereabouts. (Admittedi. Violation - Fourth, Fifth, and

Sixth Amendments.

81. When informed that the employee was, indeed, in Canada, he

and the agent attempted to induce the wife to influence her husband

to submit to secret interrogation without the attorney. (Admitted).

Violation - Conspiracy to violate Sixth Amendment.

82. When confronted with the violation, the prosecutor

admitted his awareness of the infractions. He stated tha no case

had ever been dismissed for such violations, that the only penalty

normally imposed by the courts was the suppression of the evidence

so gained, and that he hoped to avoid even that. But if he did,

and he happened to get some good information, he would use it to

try to develop the same information from another source and use it

that way. (Admitted). Violation - Sixth Amendment.

Comment: The arrogation of an authority he did not possess and the

intentional violation of citizens' constitutional rights were

symptomatic of the entire investigation. His abysmal assuredness

that he could get away with it was even more frightening. (Mental

attitude admitted). Violation - N anda, Messiah, Fourth, Fifth,

and Sixth Amendments.

Statement of Fact: Early on in the hearings regarding IRS and

prosecutorial misconduct, Judge Winner ordered government employees

that were potential witnesses or targets sequestered. That meant

they were not permitted any information as to testimony, nor were
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one another. The purpose was to ascertain that their testimony was

pristine, spontaneous, truthful, and not colluded.

83. Within an hour after the order, one such witness, an

attorney who knew better, ordered the entire past transcript.

(Admitted). Violation - Contempt of court.

Statement of Fact: The DOJ relieved all possible witnesses,

immediately, of court duties in the case for the balance of the

proceedings and it replaced them with Charles Alexander, a Senior

Trial Attorney, Tax Division, DOJ.

84. On Sunday eveAng, before the testimony of the sequestered

witnesses on Monday through Wednesday, Mr. Alexander conducted a

three hour meeting with all of the sequestered witnesses, in direct

violation of the order. The only conceivable purpose was colluding

in the precise testimony the judge had ordered sequestered.

(Meeting admitted, purpose denied). Violation - Contempt, possibly

collusion to perjury.

85. When caught, the excuse offered was that they weren't

discussing their testimony, they were discussing the facts of the

case. That, of course, begged the judge's question, 'To what are

they proposing to testify, the non-facts?w (Record of court

testimony). Violation - Obstruction of justice.

86. After the meeting, the perpetrator of a temper tantrum,

resulting in the mouthing of obscenities at the judge and a coat

throwing incident in the courtroom in response to a ruling against

him, denied its occurrence in the face of contrary testimony of

five reputable disinterested witnesses. (Testimony). Violation -
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Obstruction of justice by colluding to perjury and possibly

perjury.

87. The five restrainers of the tantrum all testified exactly

the same way, "I don't remember." (Testimony). No violation -

Memory not provable.

Comment: Each of the disinterested witnesses had variations as to

the details, but they were fairly consistent in their description

of the overall incident. That was normal and a recognized reality

of truthful testimony. Different witnesses, possessing no collusion

of their testimony, routinely described scenes differently. The DOJ

possessed the gall to suggest that, since their testimony so

perfectly coincided and was more consistent, it should be given

more weight and credibility than testimony with variations! It

should be noted, also, that the meeting was not readily admitted.

Rather, it was disclosed accidentally by'one of the sequestered

witnesses while on the stand, who had not thought of the incident

until the meeting on Sunday night. It came out as the result of

the following and obvious question. "What meeting was that, Ms.

Serbough?" That was the only variation in their testimony, the

others failed to mention the meeting.

Statement of Fact: The DOJ has an announced procedure that the

target of a grand jury may request a review, prior to an

indictment. The supposed purposes are: fl) A target is allowed to

present his proposed defense, (2) If the defense has merit, the

case or proposed indictment may be dropped if the higher echelon

unbiased judge is convinced that no crime has been committed or

that the evidence is insufficient to permit a conviction., (3) the

procedure reduces costs for the DOJ for senseless prosecution, (4)
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The defendant saves the expense of a trial, (5) Needless

embarassment is eliminated, and (6) The defendant's reputation that

otherwise could be destroyed by an indictment for a non-existent or

unprovable crime, can be salvaged. The reviewer supposedly

occupies a quasi-judicial, unbiased position and passes judgment on

whether the case should be prosecuted. In such hearings, the

defense lawyer is led to believe he can be fully candid about his

theory of defense and his plans, with no concern that his words

will be thrown back at him or that he has forewarned the other side

of his tactics.

88. Robert Grossman, an attorney for the defendant, requested

and received such a review and was given one Jared Scharf, a man

represented to be, but who was not, a reviewer. Rather, he was a

trial counsel for the department. (Admitted). Violation -

Deception, deceit, and fraud.

89. Mr. Scharf, it later developed, was not only a trial

counsel, he was the ranking investigator in this very case which he

was now reviewing. (Admitted). Violation - Fraud.

90. Mr. Scharf was not only the investigator, he, was also the

lead prosecutor in charge in this case. (Admitted) Violation -

Fraud.

Comment: It was tantamount to the judge first hearing the case,

leaving the bench, taking sides and becoming the prosecutor. The

statement of the prosecutor was that they did it all the time.

Thus, the defendant's counsel was tricked into disclosing his

entire defense tactics to his opponent, months in advance of the

trial. This permitted the prosecutor to arrange his case in

anticipation of the defense.
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Statement: Miscellaneous Violations

91. An agent shredded documents in his possession that were

potentially favorable to the defendant. (Admitted). Violation -

Shredding 3500 documents.

92. The prosecutor mouthed obscenities at the judge's back,

threw his coat on the floor and kicked it around the courtroom

after a judicial decision to which he objected. Five agents and

the Assistant U.S. Attorneys were required to restrain him.

(Testimony of a courtroom witness, the editor of Aspen newspapers,

an uninvolved attorney witness, an uninvolved law professor

witness, and the judge's own court reporter.

93. None of the five agents nor the Assistant U.S. Attorneys

could remember the incident when called to testify. (Court

records). Violation - Obvious perjury, but memories not

verifiable.

94. A prosecutor, Mr. Scharf the reviewer/prosecutor, who was

involved but not admitted to the case, yelled at the judge from the

spectator section behind the bar as the judge left the courtroom.

He demanded an explanation of the decision and then entered into an

argument with the judge over his wisdom and/or bias.

Comment: The Judge showed the greatest restraint (as per numerous

knowledgeable parties) known, by not responding to this obvious

attempt to obtain a mistrial in the, by then, obviously lost case

by the government. (Court transcript). Violation - Contempt of

court.

95. The prosecutors habitually crossed the forbidden line from

being prosecutors and became investigators. (Admitted). No
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Violation - They simply lost their otherwise absolute immunity from

civil suit in the pursuance of their duty.

96. The prosecutors filed a brief stating that the defendant's

objections to all their misconduct were silly and frivolous. They

actually believed they had the right to so behave.(Brief is

record). Violation - Contempt of court, law, and defendant's

rights.

97. Despite hundreds of grand jury seccecy violations by the

prosecutor, he acted to the contrary when beneficial to him. He

imposed secrecy on the only two witnesses t, ) Jury on which

secrecy could not be imposed, the defense attorneys. I was truly

deprived of an attorney/client consultation, to which I was

absolutely entitled. (The grand jury transcript). Violation - Sixth

Amendment.

98. The prosecutors stated that, even if the defendant wasn't

guilty, the government would break him with the cost of the defense

and that the prosecutor intended to do so. (Court records).

Violation - Fourth Amendment, the confiscation of my property and

assets without due process.

99. The prosecutors discovered a proposed merger of my

corporation with another international company, that would save my

company from the planned destruction. They subpoenaed my

comptroller to learn the details in order "to shoot the deal in the

ass." (Court testimony). Violation - Fourth Amendment.

100. The prosecutors in the grand jury allowed a witness to

hear the testimony of other witnesses, a violation of secrecy and

very prejudicing of supposedly independent testimony. (Testimony of

numerous witnesses). Violation - 6(B).
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101. A former U.S. Attorney, whose testimony was favorable to

me was called a liar by the agents concerning a fact about which it

was impossible for the agent to have any knowledge of its truth or

untruth. (Testimony of former U.S. Attorney). Violation - Badgering

of a witness.

102. A witness, hesitant to testify without council, was told

his attorney had given his permission when the prosecutor knew that

he had not. (Admitted). Violation - Fifth and Sixth Amendments.

103. That same witness, an attorney, was thus induced to

violate his own client's attorney/client privilege, at the same

time he was tricked into relinquishing his own. (Admitted).

Violation - Sixth Amendment.

104. When grand jury agents summarized evidence for the jury

while seeking the indictment, the summaries contained numerous

inaccuracies which led to misconceptions by the jury. Those lies

led to the indictments, which the true evidence did not support.

(Grand jury transcript and judges order). Violation - Perjury and

Fifth Amendment.

105. The agents and prosecutors both had been informed that

the business transactions, to which they objected, were not

illegal but they requested the indictments, presumeably, to

accomplish their stated goal. "We may not convict, but we will

destroy." (Court records). Violation - Fourth Amendment and

wrongful prosecution.

106. Another IRS agent, not an attorney nor in any other

manner qualified to be, was represented as the expert in the field

to summarize the prosecutor's legal theory to the jury. It was a

theory totally alien to the law, but impressive to the layman jury
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members, who were dependent on the agent of the grand jury and the

expert on whose knowledge they had been told they could rely.

(Grand jury transcripts). Violation - Perjury, wrongful

prosecution, Fourth Amendment.

107. The agents and prosecutors accepted and prosecuted the

indictment which they knew was so tainted. (Court records).

Violation - Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments.

108. The agents and their 6(e) list assistants threatened

potential witnesses if they did not Voluntarily render the desired

information. (Court testimony, admitted). Violation - Obstruction

of justice.

109.'-The prosecutors habitually asked employees of my company,

favorable to me, who was paying their attorneys. This left the

jury with the impression I was financing their testimony. The

question was not asked of those helpful to the prosecutors, whose

attorneys I was also paying. They were all employees, and all

companies routinely pay employees legal fees for acts performed in

the course of their duties. (Grand Jury transcript). Violation -

Fifth Amendment.

110. When Judg) Winner attempted to publish his memorandum

opinion concerning these violations, the Department of Justice, Tax

Division attempted to gag his order by forbidding its publication

(appeal to 10th Circuit). Violation - First Amendment, guarantee of

freedom of the press, against prior restraint. It also violated

the principal of the separation of powers, attempting to impose

control over the Judicial Branch by an Executive Branch agency.

SUMMARY/CLARIFICATION OF VIOLATIONS
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Author's Statement:

ilany of the rule violations and illegal and unconstitutional

acts listed above, if they stood alone as isolated and

unintentional, would perhaps, possibly, be minimally acceptable.

In total and in planned concert, they were horrendous to have

occurred in a supposedly free nation ruled by law and the

Constitution. Others, in and of themselves, occurring in only an

isolated situation, would be grounds for great indignation and

wrath by a concerned citizen.

1) Taken in total, 2) with admission by the attorneys of the

IRS and the Tax Division of the Department of Justice that they did

it all the time, 3) with their obvious surprise that anyone would

object, 4) with their displayed anger and frustration when the

judges ruled for those objections, and 5) with the appeal of the

decision despite their admission of the commission of the acts,

lead but to one inescapable conclusion. We, as Americans, are in

deep trouble.

I, in no way, apologize for having earned and possessed the

wealth, the six million dollars in legal fees, necessary to bring

out this abortion of justice but, I am concerned. I am a free

exonerated citizen today for one reason. I had the six million

dollars. Thousands of Americans, equally innocent, are being

steamrollered by these same tactics into payment of unowed taxes

and/or prison. Their only true "crime" is to have not been equally

blessed with the finances to defend themselves.

That was not, and is not, the intent of our founding fathers.

The very purpose of the revolution, the Declaration of

Independence, and our Constitution was to ascertain that: 1) Never
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Never again would the elite, be they disguised as kings, royalty,

or bureaucrats, acquire power over the people, 3) This was to

remain a nation of, by and for the People, and 4) We would never

again be a society held together for the BENEFIT of the governing.

I fear that Just thit' event, if it hac not already happened,

is happening. The above is proof it has happened in the element of

taxation. If you are not secure in your rights to your property

and person, you have no security of any rights. Ask any oppressed

people.

Number of Violations

In some instances in this listing of violations, an act was

repeated as a different number. This was done to clarify its

implication to either the proceeding or succeeding act.

It should be made clear, the total violations numbered only

one hundred and two, not the one hundred and nine as shown. Lord

knows, one hundred and two are sufficient and there was no need for

exaggeration.

Having so spoken, I should explain further, however, that most

of the one hundred and two were committed time and again, some well

over a hundred times. A few were committed in the thousands of

times during the course of this seven year nightmare.

1. Violations #3 - #8 and #11 were recommitted daily for over

eighteen months.

2. Violation #10 was committed a proven sevnty-eight times

with unkrown quantities of others.

3. Violation #16 was potentially committed 88,0000 times,

since there was no way to prevent all 88,000 employees of the IRS
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from availing themselves of the information; and there was no reason to store it14"

there other than for them to avail themselves.

4. Violations #25 - #32 wee ocmmtitted at least a proven Twnty-eight times,

with known but , o ted others.
5. Violation #36 was committed seventy-eight times.

6. Violation #38 was committed twenty- three times.

7. Violation #53 ws omitted twety-eight 28 times.

8. Violation #56. The exact numter ws unknown but the ciuatments were

known to be in the hundreds.

7re ere only one hundred and two types of crimes, but there were thousands

of incidences of the camisslon of those crimes.

Do not be deceived by the belief that this was an isolated case, oc xted

by ne or two misdirected individuals .tAide the aproval of the IFS. The

acts wrre oooplshed in the full Light and knowledge of, and in ocplicity with,

dozens, if not huzdrdds, of inS and Department of Justice employees.
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date, which caused the ALJ to consider
only Vernon Ross' period of disability
rather titan his entitlement to benefits.
This would have'been proper under Section
402(dX8XDXii)(Il), if Patrick had been
adopted after Vernon Ross was entitled to
benefits.

[41 Since 'atrick's adoption occurred
while Vernon Ross' benefits were under
suspension, 1 also must construe Section
402(dX8)'s use of the term "before." lie-
cause a suspension of benefits is a matter
beyond a benefit claimant's control, there is
little danger that a claimant will "manufac-
ture" a suspension in order to qualify a
child adopted during the suspension to re-
ceive child's benefits. I conclude, there-
fore, that for purposes of Section 402(d)(8),
an adoption that occurs during a suspen-
sion of benefits falls within the meaning of
"before" as used in the first phrase follow-
ing Section 402(dX8XB).

For all these reasons, Patrick's adoption
occurred before Vernon Ross became enti-
tled to benefits. Since the AU's error wats
legal, and not factual in nature, I reverse
his decision and award child's insurance
benefits to Patrick J. Ross.

Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that the defendant Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services' deci-
sion with regard to the claim of Patrick J.
Ross for child's insurance benefits is here-
by reversed, and the defendant Secretary is
ordered to pay such benefits to Patrick J.
Ross.

* This opinion which was originally published at
570 F.Supp. 505 was withdrawn from lt bound
volume on older of ihe United Slates Court o(f
Appeals for ihe Tenth Circuit that further publi-

UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff,
V.

William A. KILPATRICK, et
al., Defendants.4

No. 82-Cit--222.

United Sttes District Court,
1). Colorado.

Aug. 25, 1983.

Following jury verdict of guilty of ob-
struction of justice, defendant moved for
dismissal or new trial with pending dismiss-
al motions resting on accusations of Inter-
nal Revenue Service and prosecutorial mis-
conduct during grand jury proceedings and
during tri~l. The District Court, Winner,
J., held that: (1) there was a more than
adequate showing that grounds may have
existed for motion to dismiss indictment
and accordingly entire grand jury tran-
script dealing with indictment would be
made available for study by defense coun-
sel, and (2) one defendant was entitled to
new trial.

Ordered accordingly.

1. Criminal Law 4=627.6(6)
There was a more than adequate show-

ing that grounds may have existed for mo-
tion to dismiss indictment because of Inter-
nal Revenue Service and prosecutorial mis-
conduct during grand jury proceedings; ac-
cordingly, entire grand jury transcript deal-
ing with indictment would be made availa-
ble for study by defense counsel. Fed.
Rules Cr.Proc. Rules 6, 6(eX3KC), 18 U.S.
C.A.

2. Witnesses 4=8
lawyers cannot substitute themselves

for the court to release a witness from
subpoena.

cation be temporarily delayed. The order so
providing has now bIcen vacated by the Court of
Appeals.
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3. Criminal Law 40=919(I)
Defendant was entitled to new trial

because of alleged improprieties including
government counsel's releasing a witness
from subpoena.

William Waller and Richard K. Rulker,
Wagner and-Waller, Englewood, Colo., for
defendant Kilpatrick.

James. L Treece, Treece, Zbar, Webb &
Kenne, Littleton, Colo., for defendant De-
clan O'Donnell.

James Nesland, Ireland, Stapleton &
Pryor, Denver, Colo., for defendant Bank
of Nova Scotia.

H. Alan Dill, Dill & Dill, P.C., Denver,
Colo., for defendant Sheila Lerner.

Linda Surbaugh and Robert Miller for
U.S. Atty's. Office, 1). Colo., Denver, Colo.,
and Charles J. Alexander, Dept. of Justice,
Tax Div., Washington, D.C., for U.S.

WINNER, District Judge.
This case vas started with a multiple

count, multiple defendant indictment re-
turned after an investigation spanning the
lives of two grand juries. Judge Kane
dismissed all except one count, which left a
one defendant charge of obstruction of jus-
tice case to try. It was prosecuted by
three attorneys employed by Ue Tax Divi-
sion of the Department of Justice in Wash-
ington. The single remaining count of the
indictment had absolutely nothing to do
with tax law, and the trial could have been
handled competently and with aplomb by
any assistant United States Attorney living
in Denver, but the administrative decision
of the Department of Justice was to send
three lawyers from the Tax Division to try
an obstruction of justice case, a prosecution
unrelated to their professed area of exper-
tise.

I mention this fact for one very impor-
tant reason. Following a jury verdict of
guilty, defendant moved for dismissal or a
new trial, and the pending dismissal mo-
tions rest on accusations of IRS and prose-
cutorial misconduct during the grand jury

proceedings and during trial. There is ab-
solutely no suggestion of any improper
conduct on the part of the United States
Attorney for the District of Colorado or on
the part of any of his assistants. Defense
counsel carefully point out that neither
they nor their client complain about any-
thing other than acts of the IRS and De-
partment of Justice Tax Division lawyers
who ran the grand jury and tried the case.
Based upon my review of the record and
participation in the trial, I share their view
that the Colorado United States Attorney's
Office is absolutely blameless in this case
so fraught with problems. Also, it should
be emphasized that no one is critical of
government counsel now handling the post
trial motions.

To fully cover all of the headaches of this
case would require a volume, and I don't
plan to write that book for reasons which
will appear presently. Instead, I .shall
highlight some of the things which oc-
curred during the investigation and during
the trial of the case. But, there are so
many things to cover that this opinion
won't be shorL Many of the accusations
are disputed by the accused government
counsel and agents, but they are forced to
admit a few instances of "mistake", and
their denials of facts run contrary to testi-
mony of a large number of witnesses. To
accept the testimony of government wit-
nesses at full value would require that I
effectively decide that quite a few reputa-
ble lawyers and citizens of this community
and other communities are guilty of perju-
ry, and I make no such determination. The
record made to date is incomplete. A full
evidentiary hearing was scheduled, but, as
will be explained later, present government
counsel was not able to prepare for the
first hearing, and the testimony of essen-
tial government witnesses was put over for
three weeks. It was ordered that a sum-
mary of the testimony of government wit-
nesses be furnished in advance of a hearing
scheduled some three weeks later. The
summary was furnished, but the govern-
ment witnesses weren't called although I
and defense counsel wanted them called.
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Therefore, at this point, all 1 have to rely
on is the summary of proposed testimony,
but the witnesses have not been sworn nor
have they been cross examined.

With that, then, I set the stage for some
of the bizarre happenings in this case, and
I do so by mentioning a frequently quoted
case, In 1935, in Berger v. United States,
295 U.S. 78, 55 S.CL. 629, 79 L,.Ed. 1314,
Justice Sutherland, speaking for a unani-
mous court, criticized the misconduct of the
prosecutor in that case. The prosecutor
had injected his personal belief concerning
the facts of the case (so did a prosecutor
here) and he had unfairly cross-examined
witnesses. That which the court said con-
cerning reliance by a jury on a prosecutor's
integrity is even more applicable to the
reliance of a grand jury on a prosecutor.
As to a prosecutor's duties, the Court said:

"'he United States Attorney is the repre-
sentative not of an ordinary person to a
controversy, but of a sovereignty whose
obligation to govern impartially is as
compelling as its obligation to govern at
all; and whose interest, therefore, in a
criminal prosecution is not that it shall
win a case, but that justice shall be done.
Aa such, he is in a peculiar and very
definite sense the servant of the law, the
twofold aim of which is that guilt shall
not escape or innocence suffer. He may
prosecute with earnestness and vigor--
indeed, he should do so. But while he
may strike hard blows, he is not at liber-
ty to strike foul ones. It is as much his
duty to refrain from improper methods
,alculated to produce a wrongful convic-
tion as it is to use every legitimate
means to bring about a just one.
"It is fair to say that the average jury,
in a greater or less degree, has confi-
dence that these obligations, which so
plainly rest upon the prosecuting at-
torney, will be faithfully observed..."
Perhaps the thing which disappoints me

the, most is the forgetfulness of the grand
jury itself in going along with having two
IRS agents in charge of the IRS investiga-
tion sworn as "agents of the grand jury".
Yet, I can understand, as Justice Suther

v. KIll'ATICK 327
FAupp. 323 (1983)
land said in Berger v. United States, that
grand jurors rely on Justice Department
lawyers for their legal advice. They
should do this, but because I empanelled
the first of these two grand juries, I know
what those jurors were told, and I strongly
suspect that the second grand jury was
told about the same thing. I orally, and on
the record, stressed that a grand jury has a
duty to protect the innocent and I emplin-
sized that a grand jury is an independent
body, separate and apart from investigative
agencies and that grand juries are not.an
arm of the prosecution but instead, th
have a duty to examine the governmen.
case carefully. I didn't tell them that they
couldn't appoint IRS agents as their own
"agents", because it never occurred to me
that there could be such a blurring of the
"investigative agency", "prosecuting attor-
ney" and "grand juror" functions. How-
ever, I did supply each grand juror with a
copy of the recommended instructions to
grand jurors authored under the auspices
of the Judicial Center, and I urged each
grand juror to read the instnictions fre-
quently to be sure that they adequately
performed their duties. (I now urge that
Justice Department prosecutors read
them). Those instructions say in important
part,

"You will recall from my earlier remarks
that the grand jury developed in Enghtimd
as an entity independent from the king to
protect a subject from an unwarranted
prosecution. The king could not charge
a subject with a serious crime without
first submitting evidence and witnesses
to a grand jury, which then decided
whether to return an indictment against
the accused person.
Just as the English grand jury was inde-
pendent of the kieu! the federal granml
jury under the Unite. States (Oislitution
is independent of "he United States
torney, the prosecutorial agent o
executive branch of the federal go
ment. The grand jury is not an arm or
the Federal Bureau of Investigation; it is
not an arm of the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice; just as it is not an arm of the
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United States Attorney's Office. There
has been some criticism of the institution
of the grand jury for allegedly acting as
a mere rubber stamp approving prosecu-
tions that are brought before it by
government representatives. Similarly,
you would perform a disservice if you did
not indict where the evidence warranted
an Indictment.
As a practical matter, you must work
closely with the government attorneys.
The United States Attorney and his as-
sistants will provide you with Important
service in helping you to find your way
when confronted with complex legal mat-
tors. It Is entirely proper that you
should receive this assistance.
However, you must remember that you
are not the prosecutor's agent. Your
role Is related to but clearly distinct from
that of the government attorneys who
will assist you, and It is Important that
you keep the distinction between the
roles clearly In mind. Although you
must work closely with the.government,
you must not yield your powers nor fore-
go your independence of spirit.
These comments are meant to be caution-
ary in nature. The government attor-
neys are sincere men and women, and
you will develop ordinary human feelings
as you work with them during your term
of service. If past experience is any
Indication of what to expect In the fu-
ture, then you can expect candor, hones-
ty, and good faith efforts In every matter
presented by the government. However,
It-is because you may tend to expect such
high quality from the government's
agents that there is a potentially grave
risk to your independence of thought and
action, which may cause you to lapse into
reliance when you should be dubious or
questioning.
You should also remember that the

'-government attorneys are advocates of
:he government's interests. They are
prosecutors; you are noL While they
will usually balance fairly the govern-
ment's Interest against the interest of a
citizen's personal liberty, It is your re-

sponsibility to ensure that the proper bal-
ance is achieved in every case brought to
your attention. You must exercise your
own judgment, and if the facts suggest a
different balance than that advocated by
the government attorneys, then you
must achieve the appropriate balance
even In the face of their opposition or
criticism."

In the fece of these Instructions, the
grand jury wasn't two minutes Into its in-
vestigation when one of the Justice Depart-
ment lawyers personally administered an
"oath" to an IRS Special Agent, and that
"oath" was:

"Mr. Mendrop, do you swear to carry out
the duties as directed by the Foreman
and Members of the Grand Jury, keep all
proceedings of matters and documents
which are received pursuant to your
work with this grand Jury secretive?"
(sic)..

In its brief the government says:
'The government concedes that Mr. Sny-
der had no authority to administer oaths
to agents. HXv. ever. Mr. Snyder will
testify, and the record will reflect, that
the agents were first given an oath by
the foreman. It was only after they had
been sworn in by the foreman that Mr.
Snyder gave the agents what purported
to be an additional oath directing the
agents to maintain secrecy."
(As has been noted, this testimony hasn't

-been presented yet, and on the sworn
record made to date, it is not clear who
gave an oath to testify truthfully.]

The government then "quotes" from the
transcript which shows that those were the
facts. That's not what the transcript
which was supplied to me shows, and I am
concerned about the validity of someone's
transcript. It Is true that other "oathi,"
administered by Mr. Snyder do appear to
have followed an oath administered by
someone to testify truthfully, but If any
such oath was administered to Mr. Men-
drop at the first session, It doesn't show up
In my copy of the transcript.
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Six months later, the Special Agents of
the IRS were each sworn as an "agent" of
the second grand jury, and if there could be
any doubt as to the mingling of the investi-
gative agency/prosecutorial/grand jury
functions, the hash which results from the
following proceedings eliminates that
doubt. After a statement by government
counsel that he wanted the agent sworn as
an "agent of the grand jury", this job de-
scription was furnished by Mr. Snyder:

"...when he interviews people and he
looks at this stuff, he is not looking at It
so much as a special agent of the crimi-
nal investigation division of the Interoal
Revenue Service, and he is looking at (it)
as your agent and he is amendable to
you and he is amendable to Rule 6. Do
you recall Rule 6, the Grand Jury secre-
cy?
"What it is, is very, very plain, and it
states in what capacity he is operating
in this investigation so there is no ques-
tion about it.
(The agent was then sworn as a witness
by someone, and the transcript contin-
ues)
"MR. SNYDER: Do you have the oath to
make him a-they don't have the oath.
Raise your right hand. Do you solemnly
swear that the information and evidence
which you receive pursuant to the Grand
Jury you will keep secret to yourself
except as provided by the foreman of
the Grand Jury or federal judge? ... In
the course of your duties as a special
agent and also as an agent of a previ-
ous grand jury have you conducted an
investigation into the affairs of one Wil-
liam A. Kilpatrick?"
I don't know how it could be any clearer

than in Mr. Snyder's eyes, the agent's in-
vestigation was a combined IRS and Grand
Jury investigation conducted by a single
"agent", and, of course, under Rule 6 he
wtm the prosecuting attorney's litte helper.
That isn't what the stock instructions' to
grand jurors say should be done, and, al-
though the government argues that other
grand juries have had agents, it fails to
come up with a case approving the practice

and it fails to mention any &ae discussing
the blurring of functions. The government
relies on United States v. Cosby, (1979) 6
Cir., 601 F.2d 754. There, the court itself
challenged the practice of appointing an
"agent of the grand jury", but it "as-
sumed" that the practice was proper be-
cause it reversed the case on other
grounds. The opinion cites several cases
where "the use of third parties to assist
grand juries has been considered and ap.
proved," but it is to be noted that those
cases were decided before the amendment
of Rule G(e) which makes no mention of
grand jury "agents" and which says that
disclosure may be made to government
lawyers for use in the performance of duty,
and to other governmental personnel "as
are deemed necessary by an attorney for
the government to assist an attorney for
the government, in the performance of
such attorney's duty to enforce federal
criminal law." The rule doesn't permit
the grand jury to have an "agent", and it
categorically says that Rule 6(e) permits
disclosure to non-lawyers for the single
purpose of assisting the "attorney for the
government". The rule doesn't mix up the
separate functions of prosecutor and grand
jury, and with Rule 6(o) clarified, those
functions cannot be blended.

My thoughts on this score are in full
accord with those of the Advisory Commit-
tee, because Its note to the 1972 amen4-
ment to Rule 6(e) says:

"Federal crimes are 'investigated' by the
J'BI, the IRS, or by Treasury agents,
and not by government prosecutors or
the citizens who sit on grand (uriew"

are, the "Grnd Jury Agents" Investi-
gated and they testified, all m..e while being
special agents of the IRS, and, as will be
detailed later, a government prosecutor
"investigated" on the streets of Puerto,
Rico.

The government concedes the obvious.
A lawyer employed by the Tax Division of
the Department of Justice can't administer
oaths, but, sworn or unaworn, I don't think
that an IRS special agent can act In the
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combined capacity of IRS Agent, "Agent
for the Grand Jury" and recipient of grand
jury information supplied under Rule 6(e)
for the sole purpose of helping out the
prosecutor. This is a confusion not of ap-
ples and oranges. It is confusing apples,
oranges and bananas.

Admitting impropriety in the conduct of
counsel, the government's brief argues
that the error wasn't serious and that It
resulted from good motives of Mr. Snyder.
The error may or may not he serious, and I
express no opinion as to the gravity of the
error. However, the government Is play-
ing with fire in arguing that go(id motive
excuses making one's own law. I dis-
cussed my thinking of this argument at
quite some length in United .Stoles v. fest,
(1979) 476 F.Supp. 34, where I ruled that a
belief that blocking some railroad tracks
would save the world front nuclear devasta.
tion didn't excuse the offense, and the Tax
Division has surely heard tax protesters
say that their motives in refusing to obey
the tax laws are pure as the driven snow.
Mr. Snyder's good intentions don't excuse
his arrogation of a Iiwer he didn't have.
And, even If the illegal "onth" doesn't
amount to serious error, it started the case
downhill on a course of repeated excesses
on the part of the prosecution. Good inten-
tlons or Ignorance of the law don't make
those errors go away. The creation of the
"office" of grand jury agent is harder to
excuse when the impartial juror,' "agent"
is a chief investigator of the IRS case
against the defendants and Is receiving
grand jury information under Rule 6(e)
only to help out the attorney for the
government charged with the supervision
of presentation of the government's case to
the grand jury.

What has been said thus far, and much
of that which Is to follow, bear in no way
on the trial Itself, and, therefore, those
things can't enter into a decision of wheth-
er a new trial should be granted. That
which took place during the grand jury
proceedings and most of that which took
place outside the presence of the jury
couldn't poison the jury verdict, and these

alleged transgressions are argued in sup-
port of the motion to dismiss because of
prosecutorial misconduct and in support of
claimed lack of professionalism of govern-
ment counsel. Therefore, insofar as possi-
ble, I shall try to discuss the arguments
bearing on the new trial motion in a sepa-
rate part of this memorandum.

In a brief filed by trial counsel (not
signed by present counsel for the govern-
ment and not adopted by Colorado's United
States Attorney whose typewritten signa-
ture does appear) the many accusations
were described as "silly", but they aren't
either silly or frivolous. Indeed, the brief
filed by trial counsel was couched in lan-
guage far different from that which the
court is accustomed to reading. When
asked, Mr. Scharf said that higher authori-
ty in the Justice Department Tax Division
had approved the brief and Its phraseology,
and that higher authority thought the
whole thing was a ploy of defense counsel.
If that be so, the lawyer In the upper
echelon of the Tax Division have adopted a
stle of brief writing markedly different
from that Justice Department lawyers have
filed with this court in the past, and I have
had my fair share of experience In dealing
with Tax Division lawyers for whose ability
and ethics I have the highest regard. And,
if the overlords of the Tax Division think
this whole mess is just a ploy, I recommend
that they take a second look.

Since I started this with the grand jury
proceedings, I think that I should continue
with them and with matters which occurred
during the trial which don't impact on the
few to lal motion but which are aimed at the
dismitsl motion and lack of professional-
ism. I think that the place to start Is with
Rule 6(o), F.R.Cr.P. itself, because that is
the nle which governs grand juries and it
is the rule which was violated here. I
quote from Rule GO) and I italicize the
phrases in that section which are of impor-
tance to this case:

"(o) Recording and Disclosure of Pro-
ceedings.
"(1) All proceedings, except when the
grand jury Is deliberating, shall be re-
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corded stenographically or by an elec-
tronic recording device. An unintention-
al failure of any recording to reproduce
all or any portion of a proceeding shall
not affect the validity of the prosecution.
The recording or reporter's notes' or
any transcript prcared therefrom
shall remain in the custody or control
of the attorney for the government un-
less otherwise ordered by the court in a
particular case.
"(2) A grand Juror, an interpreter, a ste-
nographer, an operator of a recording
device, a typist who transcribes recorded
testimony, an attorney for the govern-
ment, or any person to whom disclo-
sure is made under paragraph (3XAXii)
of this subdivision shall not disclose
matters occurring before the grand
jury except as otherwise provided by
these rules. No obligation of secrecy
may be imposed on any person except
in accordance with this rule. A known
violation of Rule 6 may be punished as a
contempt.
"(3XA) Disclosure otherwise prohibited
by this rule of matters occurring before
the grand jury other than its delibera-
tions and the vote of any grand juror,
may be made to-

"(i) an attorney for the government
for use In the performance of such
attorney's duty; and
"(ii) such government personnel as are
deemed necessary to assist an attor-
ney for the government in the per-
formance of such attorney's duty to
enforce criminal law.
(I don't know how it can be argued
that this language permits disclosure
to IRS agents -to work as "agents for
the grand jury" unless it is argued
that the grand jury is simply an arm of
the prosecutor's office, and if that be
the argument, almost 800 years of his-
tory is going to have to be forgotten.
The document King John signed at
Runnymede contains no such concept,
nor does our Constitution.)
"(i) such government personnel as are
deemed necessary by an attorney for
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the government to assist an attorney
for the government in the perform.
ance of such attorney's duty to en.
force federal criminal law.
(It seems pretty clear to me that the
IRS agents to whom disclosure was
made were hired guns of the prosecu.
tor and the IRS-not of the grand
jury.)

"(13) ... An attorney for the government
shall promptly provide the district court,
before which was empanelled the grand
jury whose material has been so dis.
closed, with the names of the persons '""
whom such disclosure has been ma
(The language of the rule is this clumsy)
"(C) Disclosure otherwise prohibited by
this rule of matters. occurring before the
grand jury may also be made..

"(ii) when permitted by a court at the
request of the defendant, upon a show-
ing that grounds may exist for a mo-
tion to dismiss the indictment because
of matters occurring before the grand
jury.
If the courtorders disclosure of mat-
ters occurting before the grand jury.
the disclosure shall be made In such
manner, at such time, and under such
conditions A the court may direct."

I first mention something not raised by
defense counsel, but defense counsel had
no way of knowing anything about it. I
found out about it from a scanning of the
full file drawer of grandlury transcript. A
while back, it was the practice to make
grand jury witnesses take an oath of secre-
cy, and this is still the rule in some state
court systems. Because of public outcry.
the rule was changed, and, as has been
seen, this Is now verboten because of the
language of the rule saying, "No obligatio
of secrecy may be Imposed on any persoit
except in accordance with thiA rule." -"-"

language has been uniformly interpt"

prohibit any instruction to a, witneL
his testimony Is secret. In re Langswagrr
(1975) D.C.Ill. 392 F.Supp. 783; In ri,
Grand Jury Witness Subpoenas (1974

UNITED STATES v. KILPATRICK
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D.C.Fla. 370 F.Supp. 1282; In re Alvarez
(1972) D.C.Cal. 351 F.Supp. 1089; In re
Minkoff (1972) D.C.R.I. 349 F.Supp. 154;
In re Investigation before April 1975
Grand Jury (1976) D.C.Cir. 531 F.2d 600;
In re Vescovo Special Grand Jury (1979)
473 F.Supp. 1336, and many other cases.
In spite of this express command of Rule
6(e), secrecy obligations were imposed on
several witnesses, and, to make the viola-
tion more disturbing, secrecy obligations
were Imposed on lawyers called to furnish
information concerning their clients. That

-knkes the violation gravely beyond the
le, because of the impossible position the

,wyer-witneis Is placed in, but that's what
the grand jury transcript discloses. No
"oath" of secrecy was administered, but an
obligation of secrecy was Imposed by in-
structions from government counsel to wit-
nesses. This foolishness may or may not
have been Intentional, but Ignorance of the
law s not a defense available to a prosecu.

something which will be explained later.
Most importantly, of course, the testimony
of government counsel is essential, and it is
still missing although all three of the law-
yers were in Denver during the last hear-
ing.

Because that additional hearing is re-
quired, I shorten discussion of most of Ue
claims of prosecutorial misconduct, but I
shall comment briefly on them. Frequent-
ly I will phrase the charges as if the facts
had been established, but I emphasize that
I am not saying that the facts have been
proven. I am just adopting the practice of
the government In phrasing an indictment
in language saying that thus and so are the
facts. I am only phrasing the defendant's
charges against the government in the
same way the government phrases Its
charges against a defendant, and the fact
that the charges are made is not evidence
that they are true, nor do I find that they
are.

tor. "ao miscnduct w 55atubmi U y 53 Richard Birchall Is a lawyer formerlyrecord, and It will prove difficult for U e with the Tax Division who practices in New
government to deny, just as the govern- Jersey and who did some work for defend-
ment had to admit the attempted adminis- ant and his company. le was subpoenaed
tration of an "oath" by Mr. Snyder. The to testify before the grand jury, and he
government surprisingly defends the prov. showed up in Denver pursuant to the sub-
en mishmash-of function of the IRS Special poena. He says that he met Mr. Snyder
Agent/Grand Jury Agents/Assistants to and the agents In a bar and they downed a
Use Attorney for the Government appointed few drinks paid for by Mr. Snyder. During
under Rule 6(e), but maybe it thinks that this session Mr. Snyder supposedly disre
admitting that this was error would con- garden the secrecy rules and, saying done
fess the motion to-dismiss. so, he told Mr. Birchall he was a potential

I come now to other accusations made by targeL He added that there was testimony
defendant and pretty much denied by the about a personal relationship of Mr. Ditm-
prosecutors and IRS agents. I make no hall's, a comment which was bothersome to
finding as to whether most of the charges the witness because of marital problems of
are proven or unproven, but I do find that Mt. Birchall. These communications are of
as to all assertions rpade by defendant a nature (if they were made) designed to
thpre is cause for concern that the prosecu- bring about hurried cooperation from a wit-
toes conduct before the nd Jury may neM and epecislly from a witness who Is
require d smmsafrtheIondcntment. - a former Tax bivisin lawyer practicing
accusations are made sincerely; there is tax law In the private sector. While In

,--kie evidence to support all of them, and Denver, Mr. Dirchall was left in a room. is quite a bit of. evidence to support. with some grand jury transcripts and mate-
.e. However, before factual findings vial lying on a table in 'plain sight. Mr.

can be made, a further hearing permitting Birchall scanned some of the material try-
piarticipation by all parties Interested in the ing to locate that which dealt wilh the
grand jury proceedings Is necessary-- matters discussed by Mr. Snyder. Perhaps

/
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lie shouldn't have done this, but this is a
matter of morals while grand jury secrecy
is a matter covered by Rule 6, and Mr.
Snyder wai under it, but Mr. Birchall
wasn't. Moreover, Mr. Birchall testified
that he thought that he was being threat-
ened by Mr. Snyder, and lie was reacting to
the threats. I pass no moral judgment on
what happened because that's not the ques-
tion to be decided in this case.

This doesn't end the accusations made
through Mr. Birchall's testimony. lie said
that Mr. Snyder tried to persuade hint to
breach his ethical duty of confidentiality
and he attributed to Mr. Snyder a remark
that even If the defendant wasn't guilty,
the government would "break him" with
the cost of the defense. These accusations
go to the heart of our system of justice,
and it was no ploy on the part of defense
counsel to bring the accusations out for
public scrutiny.

Professor Roland Hjorth teaches tax law
at the University of Washington lAw
School, and he is a recognized expert who
was employed by defense counsel on the
recommendation of the professor of tax
law at the University of Michigan. At the
request of defendant, Professor Hjortb
was permitted to testify as an expert be-
fore the grand jury. His views of tax law
differed markedly from those of Mr. Sny-
der, who bragged on frequent occasions
that he had never taken a course In taxa-
tion and knew almost nothing about It.
Nevertheless, Professor Hjorth was brow-
beaten and ridiculed by Mr. Snyder, and
some of the conversation so out of place
for an ethical prosecutor took place during
a recess In the hearing of some grand
jurors. The government's post trial brief
says as to this breach of ethics and stan-
dards of common courtesy:

"It was poor judgment on the part of Mr.
Snyder to carry on r conversation with
Professor Hjorh while two grand jurors
were present. However, the record fict
is that there was no disclosure of Grand
Jury material during the conversation."
I'm not so sure about that. The record

shows that the argument and ridicule was
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as to that which Professor Hjorth had testi-
fied to, and that persons other than grand
jurors could hear the argument. However,
even if the government is correct in this
statement, the fact is that the argument
begs the real question. Professor Hjorth
also testified that as a result of Mr. Sny.
dear's conduct, he would never again appear
as an exlprt witness. Intimidating wit-
nesses by telling them that their testimony
disgraces them and implying that the Tax
Division of the Iepjartmnent of Justice will
take after the witness and will complain to
the University of Washington Law School
because an expert testified to his expert
opinions does no credit to our government.
I think that the government's argument in
its Ist trial brief is unconvlncing, and,
seemingly, the professor's testimony Isn't
seriously contested. I hope that we
haven't gotten to the point that disagree-
ment with the legal concepts of the IRS
provides grounds for attacks by that bu-
reaucracy because sometimes the IRS is
wrong. U.S. v. Sells Engineering (1983)
- U.S. - , 103 S.Ct. 3133, 77 LEd.2d
743 and U.S. v. Lfaggo4 - U.S. - , 103
S.C. 3164, 77 LEd.2d 786.

Peter Parrish is a former IRS agent who
is now employed as an accountant and who
worked for defendant. He said that when
he responded to a subpoena, he wa Inter.
viewed by Mr. Blondin and matters which
took place before the grand jury were dis.
cussed. He also said that the discussions
could be heard by outsiders. I don't ap-
prove this casual approach to witness Inter-
views, but I think that the incident is piay-
une. It doesn't deserve discWtion.

To further muddle the status of the Sl-
cial Agent/Grand Jury Agent/Assistant to
the Prosecutor matter, letters were written
on the letterhead of the United States At-
torney for the District of Colorado, and
they were signed by the IRS agents with
an explanatory line under their signature
saying that they were "Special Agents".
The letters were authorized by Justice De-
partment attorneys, but they were not au-
thorized by the United States Attorney in
Colorado. Apart from the fact that IlS
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agents who claim to be "agents of the
grand jury" shouldn't be using the U.S.
Attorney's letterhead, the identity of the
persons and the transactions which were
under grand jury scrutiny shouldn't be dis-
closed to anyone by letter or otherwise, but
these startling letters did precisely that, I
can't fault the IRS agents for this because
the government's brief says as to these
singular letters:

"Mr. Blondin and Mr. Snyder on these
occasions asked the agents to send out
correspondence and to sign the letters
for them, after having the contents of
the letter read to them over the phone.
On no occasion, did the agents who were
acting under the direction and control of
Mr. Snyder, Mr. Blondin and the United
States Attorney's Office sign any such
letters without advance authority from
the government'. attonteys."

The United States Attorney for the District
of Colorado has disavowed the letters writ-
ten on his letterhead, and he has, seen to it
that this won't happen again.

Thus, the disclosures were made with
knowledge of Tax Division lawyers and the
IRS agent signatures on US.'Attorney sta-
tionery were approved by them. The
government has cited no authority for this
novel procedure by which the nature of
that which was going on before the grand
jury and the identity-of a target was certi-
fied to in writing on the letterhead of the
U.S. Attorney who was not running the
investigation. Once more, I attribute no
fault to the U.S.'Attorney.

In recent years, the use of "pocket im-
munity" has become prevalent. The
phrase, for the benefit of the uninitiated,
refers to a practice of Ignoring the Con-
gressional mandate as to how immunity
can be granted and instead of doing what'
Congress command, informally substitut-
ing a "deal" struck between a prosecutor
and a witness. The enforceability of the
side agreement in the federal court is an
open question, but"t have never heard it
even argued that federal pocket Immunity
applies to a state court prosecution. How-
ever, when it is coyly suggested that a

lawyer's client is a target of a grand jury
Inquiry and that the client can escape the
range of fire by incriminating himself
along with someone else, the carrot prof-
fered by the prosecutor is hard to resist.
Not unimportant, of course, is the fact that
the pocket immunity need not be included
in statistical reports showing the number
of immunities granted in federal prosecu-
tions. (These statistics have been of inter-
est to Congress in the past, and I believe
that they still are.)

The deal is a good one for both sides, but
it skirts the law. It can be granted on a
local level by lawyers not authorized to
approve the grant of formal Immunity, and
no report of its use is 'required. Formal
immunity would have required the approval
of the United States Attorney and a desig.
nated Assistant Attorney General. But
pocket immunity can be granted at the
whim of any lawyer running a grand jury,
and there is no public record of the side
deal. Here, the United States Attorney
didn't authorize nor did he approve the
immunities. In fact, he didn't know any.
thing about them, although statutory im-
munity requires his okay.

The history of immunity statutes, coloni-
al, state and federal, is set out In footnotes
to Kastigdr v. United State. (1972) 406
U.S. 441, 92 S.CL 1653, S2 LbId.M?4 212, and
the present Immunity statute ena~tt& in
1970 is theredisc ed, as Is Cog
sional intent in its enactment. The intent
as to the formality of grants of immunity in
quite plain. 18 U.S.C. § 6002 effectively
recognizes privilege against self-incrimina-
tion up to the point "thepeysOn presiding
over the proceeding communicates to the
witness an order issued under this prt," to
testify. The preliminaries to obtaining
such an order are spelled out in 18 U.S.C.
1 6003, and they are:

1. There must be a request for the or-
der made by "the -United State. attor-
ime for such distraicL"
2. The request by the United States At-
torney for, the immunity grant must
then be approved by "the Attorney Gen-
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eral, the Deputy Attorney General, or
any assistant Attorney General."
3. There must be a certification that the
testimony may be necessary for the pub-
lic interest and that the witness has re-
fused or is likely to refuse to testify
because of his privilege against self-in-
crimination.
At that point, a district judge performs

the ministerial act of signing the immunity
order. In re Corrugated Container Anti-
trust Litigation (2nd Cir.1981) 644 F.2d 70,
In re Daley, (7th-Cir.1977), 549 F.2d 469.
The order typically tracks § 6002 and says
that "no testimony or other information
compelled under the order ... may be used
against the witness in any criminal case,
except a prosecution for perjury, giving a
false statement, or otherwise failing to
comply with the order." This was the stat-
ute which was analyzed in Kastigar v.
United States (1972), 406 U.S. 441, 92 S.Ct.
1653, $2 LEd.2d 212, in which the old case
of Counselman v. Hitchcock (1982) 142
U.S. 547, 12 S.CL 195, 85 LEd. 1110, was
explained and distinguished. In Kastigar
it was held that the statute did not grant
transactional immunity and that the grant
was limited to use. "The statute, like the
Fifth Amendment, grants neither pardon
nor amnesty. Both the statute, like the
Fifth Amendment allow the government to
prosecute using evidence from legitimate
independent sources." When the statute Is
followed, there is a formal, understandable
record of the Immunity granted and Its'
extent, but, with pocket immunity, no one
Is sure what the deal is, and there is no
adequate record--statistical or otherwise.
An underlying purpose of the statute is to
reduce to written record the identities of
persons granted Immunity to permit neces-
sary comparison at a later time of their
relative guilt, as compared with persons
not let off the hook. With the informal
pocket immunity, only a few of the-grants
come to light, and clear Congressional pur-
pose behind the law is defeated. The stat-
ute cannot be read to mean anything other
than a limitation on Immunity, grants to
requests made by a "United States Attor-
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ney", approved by "the Attorney General,
the Deputy Attorney General, or any as-
sistant Attorney General". Congress did
not delegate to Tax Division Assistants any
right to formally or to informally deal out
immunity to the objects of their bounty,
but here persons identified as targets of
the grand jury were later bargained out of
the case by Messrs. Snyder and Blondin.
Whether there was any approval of the
gifts of pocket immunity, and If so, by
whom, I know not, but I do know that
there was not compliance with 18 U.S
§§ 6002-6003, and I do know that the I
ed States Attorney did qot authorize'.
pocket immunities granted by Tax Division
lawyers.

This is especially troublesome in this
-case in light of the record made concerning
the witness Richard Bell who was allegedly
targeted by the grand jury (or at least by
Mr. Snyder and Mr. Blondin). Mr. Bell was
represented by his brother, Malcolm, an
attorney practicing in New York City, and
a witness I found to be straightforward,
fair, convincing, and most generous to Mr.
Snyder. Malcolm Bell succumbed to the
carrot of pocket immunity for his brother,
but, later he was told by Mr. Snyder that if

* Richard "testified for Mr. Kilpatrick, all
bets are off." Maybe this meant that if
Mr. Bell perjured himself he would be pros-
ecuted for perjury, but if the immunity
statute 'had been followed, the nagging
question of the meaning of "all bets are
off" wouldn't confront us. Under the stat-
ute, all bets weren't off if Richard Bell
testified for Mr. Kilpatrick, although he
could have been prosecuted for perjury if
he testified falsely, but Incriminating testi-
mony given by him couldn't be used in a
prosecution of the charges with which he
wa3 threatened. If the statute had been
followed, the government couldn't welch on
the bet of not using any Incriminatir "
mony and I doubt that it can welch
bet when the immunity grant is In -
form. All too often, pocket Immunities are
carelessly granted, and sometimes they
grant transactional immunity which Con-
gress has not authorized. It Is not surpris-

UNITED STATES v. KILPATRICK
Cue ma 17S F.up. 321 11%3)
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ing that there was uncertainty and misun-
derstanding in this instance. Grand jurors
can't be expected to know the requirements
of law concerning lawful immunity grants,
and If the prosecutor ignores the statute,
the grand jury should be told that witness-
es are testifying under a side deal made
with the witness by the prosecutor. The
nature and Informality of the Immunity
grant might bear on a grand juror's evalua-
tion of the credibility of a witness, especial-
ly if the grand juror knew of the short cut

.u1g by the prosecution.
-nes Treece Is a former United States
rney for the District of Colorado. He

was representing one of the targets of the
grand jury Investigation, and. he was
served with a subpoena duces tecum to
produce records before the grand Jur. He
told the IRS Special Agent/Grand Jury
Agent/Assiesnt to the prosecutor who
served him that he had no such records in
his possession, to which the agent, speak-
ing In which capacity I know not, respond-
ed, "You're a liar." I guess that at this
point this "man of many occupations" de-
cided to act as a grand juror and pass on
credibility. That this was said is denied,
but I cannot disregard the testimony. I
have no knowledge that any such comment
was communicated to the grand jury, but
Mr. Treece was required to testify after
being called a liar by the "grand jury
agent", and although I doubt that Mr.
Treece was intimidated, other witnesses
would have been.

We have not one but two problems under
Afamia v. United StateA 377 U.S. 201, 84
S.Ct. 1199, 12 LEd.2d 246. With full
knowledge that he was represented by
counsel, Declan O'Donnell appeared before
the grand jury against the advice of his
counsel, and that advice was known to the
prosecutors. The government argues that
O nnell was a lawyer and that he ap.IX 0 "i voluntarily. I don't think that this

answer to Maauiah, although I con-
that the case deals with an Indicted

defendant and O'Donnell was not then in-
dicted. The government excuses Its con-
duct saying It Is permitted under Rdwarde

v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 417, 478, 101 S.Ct.
1880, 1881, 68 L.Ed.2d 378. I don't think
that Edwards v. Arizona is apposite. That
case has to do with Miranda rights, and,
although the government asks that I read
footnote 9 of the opinion, I think that foot-
note 8 has more to do with the Massiah
problem. I do not rule that there was or
was not a vio!ation of Afasiah in the case
of Mr. O'Donnell's testimony before the
grand jury because such a ruling is not
necessary to this memorandum, but defend-
ant's argument isn't frivolous.

Robert O. Morvillo is a prominent lawyer
practicing In New York City, and his testi-
mony was taken by telephone. He repre-
sented the Bank of Nova Scotia, and he
testified concerning the activities of Mr.
Scharf In going to Puerto Rico to play cop
In a further and ttal blurring of the dis-
Unction between prosecutor and invesUga-.
tor. In Its brief, the government sees no
Impropriety in this conduct, but I remind of
the Advisory Committee's comment that
"Federal crimes are 'investigated' by the
FBI, the IRS or by Treasury Agents and
not by government prosecutor or the citi-
zens who sit on grand juries." (They sure-
ly aren't Investigated by "reviewers",
something next to be discussed) In any
event, I have no doubt that when a prose-
cutor turns cop, he loses his Imbler v.
Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409, 96 S.CL 984, 47
LEd.2d 128 prosecutorial Immunity.

While In Puerto Rico, Mr. Scharf con-
ducted a surveillance of some little girls
and tailed them to their home. This let him
question their mother as to the where-
abouts of his prey who happened to be, her
husband, and who is a Bank of Nova Scotia
employee. Of course, Mr. Scherf must
have known that the wife couldn't have
been compelled to testify to her husband's
whereabouts, even under the lessened priv-
ilege adopted In 7rammet v. United
Stat, 446 U.S. 40, 100 S.Ct. 906, 68
LEd.2d 180. As an Investigative technique
tailing the little girls and quizzing the wife
may have been brilliant police work. but I
am quizzical as to the propriety of a lawyer
questioning someone he knows he couldn't

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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question in court because of an absolute
privilege which, according to Trammel, can
be waived only witlh full knowledge of the
incompetence to testify. It seems to me
that whatever may be the obligations of an
IRS agent, a prosecutor owes a duty not to
question a wife about her husband's where-
abouts unless Berger v. United States, 295
U.S. 78, 56 S.Ct. 629, 79 LEd. 1314 has
been overruled, and it hasn't been. Totally
apart from the propriety of Mr. Scharf's
actions in Puerto Rico under Trammel, the
witnesses were employees of the Bank of
Nova Scotia, well known to Mr. Scharf to
be represented by Mr. Morvillo. He says
that Interviews conducted by Mr. Scharf
violate Maniah; the government says they
don't, and I express no judgment as to who
Is right or wrong, but, undeniably, there is
a problem, and I think that the problem
was well known to Mr. Scharf when lie
visited Puerto Rico.

Next we come to still another confusion
ii who occupied what job. It seems that
within the administrative procedures of the
Department of Justice sometimes confer-
ences can be arranged with "reviewers"
who are higher ups in the Tax Division.
Many lawyers are of the impression that
the "reviewers" occupy a sort of quasi-judi-
cial capacity to pass judgment on whether
a case should be prosecuted, and that they
are pretty much like the Appellate Staff on
the civil side of the Tax Division. Experi-
enced tax lawyers think that a "reviewer"
Is sqmeone with whom compromise can be
discussed. Moreover, from time immemori-
al, lawyers have dealt with one another In
trying to settle cases In the belief that they
can be straightforward without having
their words thrown back at them at time of
trial. The I. hasn't always shared this
view, and problems with the 11 played no
small part in the enlargement of the cover-
age of the common law rule by the enact-
ment of Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of
Evidence. That rule now provides, "Evi-
dence of conduct or statements made In
compromise negotLaUns is likewise not ad-
missable."

v. KIII'ArlllCK 337
pp. 313 (1915)

During the troubled history of this case,
some lawyers were and some were not
afforded the luxury of a conference with a
"reviewer". Experienced tax lawyers
think that a conference with a Reviewer
offers a last ditch opportunity to avoid a
criminal prosecution through negotiation,
and memoranda are submitted to the Re-
viewer to analyze defense counsel's legal
position. Conferences are then set up, at.
tended by IRS agents, trial attorneys for
the government, and defense counsel to
present arguments pro and con for more or
less Impartial consideration by the Review-
er. Counsel for some targets were and
some were not favored with a conference
with a Reviewer, but those who were so
favored met with one Jared Scharf acting
as the Reviewer. Something which was
not disclosed to defense counsel was that
lie was a behind the.scenes prosecutor, and,
not only was he a behind the scenes prose-
cutor, he was actually an investigator In
the case.

Rule 6(e) says that the grand jury tran-
script shall "remain in custody or control of
the attorney for the government". The
transcript of this grand jury was In the
custody and control of the IRS. After the
indictments were handed down, the tran.
script was stored away from the United
States Courthouse in a room obtained frokn
the General Services Administration by the
Internal Revenue Service. It was a room
assigned to the IRS, and, if the United
States Attorney wanted in, he would have
had to get a key from the IRS Special
Agents. One cannot help fretting about
this violation of the express language of
the rule, and United States v. Sells Engi-
neering, Inc., U.S, - , 103S.Ct. 313,
77 LEd.2d 743, coupled with United State,
v. Baggo, -- U.S. , 103 S.Ct 3164, 77
LEd.2d 185, decided a few weeks ago,
don't lessen the concern as to why the IRS
retained custody of the transcripts which
the rule unambiguously says should be'un.
der the control of the United States Attor-
ney and only the United States Attorney.

There is testimony that Mr. Snyder
threw his Jacket on the floor and mouthed
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obscenities at me as I left the bench. I
didn't see anything like that, and the con-
duct is denied. I don't know whether he
did or didn't do any such thing.

When I recessed court one day, the play-
ers were in their usual positions. Mr. Sny-
der, Mr. Blondin, Ms. Surbaugh, and an
IRS agent were seated at plaintiff's table.
Mr. Scharf was in his bleacher seat, a cou-
ple of rows back in the spectator's section
where he always sat while the jury was in
the courtroom. It was only when the jury
left the courtroom that he sat at the coun-
sel table and became an active trial partici-
pant. Because of suspicions I had based
on testimony in the case (suspicions en-
hanced by post trial testimony) I was con-
corned about possible violations of Mani-
ah, and I cautioned one and all that I didn't
want the rule violated. I started to leave
the bench, and Mr. Scharf yelled at me (he
says that he spoke in a loud voice, but the
dictionary I have suggests that the differ-
ence between a loud voice and a yell is
quibble). Mr.*Scharf's discourtesy amused
me more than it offended me, but, accord-
ing to that which has been said In the post
trial hearings, members of the public were
distressed that a government lawyer would
shout at the judge from the spectator's
section of the courtroom. I thought that
my court reporter's comment as we left the
courtroom was discerning. She said that if
her five year old son did something like
that he would be sent to bed without his
supper.

Rule 6(e) was amended to change the
procedure for disclose of grand jury in-
formation to "opch government personnel
as are deemed necessary by an attorney for
the government to aist an attorney for
the government in the performance of such
attorney's duty to enforce the criminal
law." No court permission for the disclo-
sure is required, and the rule Is complied
with If the attorney for the government
"promptly provides) the district court ...
with the names of the persons to whom
such disclosure is made." As I read it, any
"attorney for the government" can prompt-
ly provide the information, and any "attor-

ney for the government" can make the
decision to disclose. I have no fault to find
with the paper trail left in this matter
insofar as the disclosure requirements are
concerned. I am troubled about testimony
suggesting that authority to make the dis-
closure decisions was delegated to the IRS
Special Agent/Grand Jury Agents/Pros-
ecutor's helpers. Under common law rules
of agency, this authority couldn't be dele-
gated to a subagent, and, especially it
couldn't be delegated to an IRS agent
whose fellow workers were aiming at the
defendants from a different angle. My
worry on this score is not lessened by an
IRS letter in evidence saying that making a
civil tax case under the administrative proc-
ess would be difficult. United States v.
Sells Engineering and United States v.
Baggot, both supra, which settle the ques-
tion of using a grand jury to collect taxes.

At the post trial hearing, Donald D'Ami-
co, a witness called by the government,
testified as -to his appearance before the
grand jury. He said that In the presence of
the grand jury, Mr. Snyder threw his arm
around his shoulder and whispered, "Don't
let them cut you up." Then Mr. Snyder
introduced him to the grand jury with a
glowing recitation of Mr. D'Amico's war
record and said, 'We have a genuine war
hero." After that, Mr. Snyder read off a
list of names and asked if the witness
would take the Fifth Amendment If inquiry
was made concerning those persons. Upon
receiving an affirmative answer, the wit-
nes was excused from further testimony,
and it was not until the post trial hearing
that Mr. D'Amlco received oral pocket im-
munity. From what was said at the hear-
ing I glean that counsel for Mr. D'Amlco
had discussed the grand jury testimony
before the witness was called, and why he
was called just to claim his privilege re-
mains umxplaned.

Bernard Ballor writ called as a witness
by the government He is a lawyer of long
experience with tO Tax Division of the
Department of Jmtice, and I was Im-
pressed with his Imowledge and with his
candor. He said that if case is being
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prosecuted by a United States Attorney, it
is not unheard of to have a Reviewer as-
signed to assist in a trial if the United
States Attorney so requests, but that when
a case is being prosecuted by Tax Division
Lawyers, it would be most unusual to have
a Reviewer act as a trial attorney. He also
summarized the security given grand jury
material in a major case he handled, and
that security was far greater than the se-
curity in this case. He made the statement
that abuse of the grand jury process should
bring about a dismissal of the indictment.

[I I think that I have talked enough
about the grand jury to explain why I think
there has been more than an "adequate
showing that grounds may exist for a mo-
tion to dismiss the indictment because of
matters occurring before the grand jury."
There is such a motion, and, accordingly, I
act under the provisions of Rule 6(eX3XC)
which says that disclosure of grand jury
matters may be made "when permitted by
the court at the request of the defendant,
upon a showing that grounds may exist for
a motion to dismiss the indictment because
of matters occurring before the grand
jury." The Advisory Committee note to
Rule 6 requires a "preliminary factual
showing of serious misconduct" and I am
convinced that the requirement has been
met. I guess that technically, the requisite
"request" to examine the entire grand jury
transcript hasn't been made, but in light of
this memorandum, I am sure that it will be.
I have scanned the transcript, but I haven't
had time to study it, and, even if I had the
time, nuances recognizable by counsel
wouldn't be apparent to me. Because of
the showing made as to the claims of proe-
cutorial conduct, and without finally ruling
that there was or was not any such miscon-
duct, I order that the entire grand jury
transcript dealing with this indictment be
made available for study by defense coun-
sel. Defense counsel say that a grand
juror who is also a lawyer, if permitted,
would testify that Mr. Snyder oppressed
witnesses before the grand jury and that
he was overbearing and discourteous. I
leave to another judge to decide whether
this evidence should be received.

339

The rule says, "If the court orders disclo-
sure of matters occurring before the grand
jury, the disclosure shall be made in such
manner, at such time, and under such con-
ditions as the court may direct." The con-
ditions follow: Disclosure shall be made to
counsel and only to counsel. Paralegals
shall not be used as substitute lawyers, and
only members of the bar shall examine the
transcript., They shall hold secret matters
they learn, and they shall discuss them
with no one other than co-counsel, and,
insofar as necessary to the preparation of
their arguments, with their clients. "
ists given direct or indirect informal
concerning the content of the transcrip.
shall receipt for a copy of a written order
commanding that they hold secret any in-
formation learned by them as to what took
place before the grand jury, and those re-
ceipted orders sball-be filed-with the cierk.
During the time a transcript is being used
to prepare arguments in this case, counsel
shall be personally responsible for its se-
crecy, and when not in actual use, the
transcript shall be placed in locked storage
to which only counsel have access. When
need for the transcripts no longer exist, all
copies of it shall be returned to the United
States Attorney to remain in his custody
and control. All briefs disclosing grand
jury testimony shall be sealed.

I make this ruling because I think that
disclosure of the transcript is necessary in
the Interest of justice, and I make it be-
cause of recent action by the United States
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. I
also have in mind that which I anticipate
the future holds in store for me. I noted
earlier that Judge Kane has dismissed all
except one count of the indictment, and the
government has appealed his ruling. Be-
cause the prosecutorial misconduct, if prov-
en, may result In a dismissal of the entire
indictment, the Court of Appeals has or-
dered a partial remand to permit full "
opment of the facts by all defendant
remand is of such recent date that .

defendants cannot be adequately prepared,
and they should be permitted to participate
in the matter to whatever extent they de-
sire. They may be satisfied with the rec-

UNITED STATES v. KILPATRICK
Cio a 575 F.8upp. 325 (1983)
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ord made, or they may want to expand on
it. Even defendant Kilpatrick's lawyers
may want to expand the record after read-
ing the full transcript. I cannot, and 1 do
not rule on the motion to dismiss. I earlier
asked for suggestions as to remedy, and
the government has said that such sugges-
ti6ns are premature. I think that is cor-
rect. Dismissal is a possibility under a
theory of a totality of the circumstances,
and It is because proof of repeated miscon-
duct is necessary to order dismissal that I
have discussed the many accusations. See,"VS. v. Gold, (1979) D.C.111. 470 F.Supp.

36. But dismissal Is a last resort seldom
ssed. U.& v. Narciso (1976) D.C.Mich. 446

F.Supp. 262. Contempt is a possibility, and
it is the remedy usually suggested. See,
U.S. v. Hoffa (6th Cir.1965) 349 F.2d 20,
U.S. v. Dunham Concrete Products (5th
Cir.1978) 476 F.2d 1241, U.S. v. District
Court (4th Cir.1966) 238 F.2d 713. Discipli-
nary proceedings are a possibility, and the
government has advised that "all of the
allegations under consideration have been
referred to the Office of Professional Re-
sponsibility" of the Department of Justice.
Our local committee on conduct would also
have jurisdiction of some of the matters.

Because further hearings are essential to
a ruling on the motions to dismiss, and,
perhaps, because Rule 605 of the Rules of
Evidence, but more importantly because I
plan to quit the judging business before the
hearings can be completed, I make no rul-
Ing on and I intimate no belief as to what
should be done with the dismissal motions.
This decision will have to be made by Judge
Kane, as will all other decisions concerning
remedy.

No defendant other than defendant Kil-
patrick is interested in the motion for new
trial, and I am the only judge who should
rule on it because I was there and watched

E aaement the trial's conduct. But lit-
.scussion is necessary to this ruling. I

.e talked about the testimony of Richard
Bell and his brother. I heard that testimo-
ny outside the presence of the jury, and .1
wouldn't let the jury hear it. I think that

was an error, and I don't think that I
should put the parties to the expense of
having the Court of Appeals tell me it was
error. The witness was a key to the prose-
cution's case, and testimony as to the al-
leged pressures was important to an evalu-
ation of his credibility. The pocket immuni-
ty and the circumstances of its grant bear
on credibility. I initially thought that the
testimony went only to prosecutorial mis-
conduct which is for the court to determine,
and I overlooked the credibility aspect of
the implied threat coupled with the pocket
immunity grant just as I overlooked the
right of the jury to know that immunity
wasn't granted the way Congress says It
shall be. The jury should have heard the
testimony and it might have changed some
juror's mind. As a trial lawyer I didn't like
the phrase "harmless error", and as a trial
judge I don't use it when the error has any
substance at all. This error has substance.

[2, 3i One Wilson Quintela was subpoe-
naed by the government, and he was ar-
rested as a material witness. The prosecu-
tors exercised a power possessed only by
the court, and they released the man from
subpoena. He promptly returned to his
home In Brazil. Lawyers can't substitute
themselves for the court to release a wit-
ness from subpoena. U.& v. Sanchez (2nd
Cir.1972) 459 F.2d 100. At the time of
trial, the government admitted that their
conduct was in error, and every effort was
made to get the witness to come back from
Brazil when defense counsel said that he
was relying on the availability of the wit-
ness. After the trial started, the govern-
ment said that the witness would return,
but defense counsel said at that point he
had developed his trial strategy on the ba-
sis of the release of the witness from the
subpoena. He may have correctly thought
that an interruption of the trial to permit
travel from Brazil would be detrimental.
That the government was guilty of no evil
intent I am sure, but that the defendant
suffered no harm I am not sure. Standing
alone, this Is one mistake I might reluctant-
ly say was "harmless error", but coupled
with other things, I can't so rule.

66-527 0 - 87 - 7
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If there is any one thing that Tenth
Circuit has been vehement about it Is ex-
pressions of personal opinions by counsel
as to whose testimony they believe. That
rule was violated here, and I suggest that a
review of the grand jury transcript may
show frequent violations of the rule during
grand jury proceedings. My thinking on
this score goes immediately to the appear-
ance of Professor lljorth before the grand
jury. I jumped in during final argument to
try to lessen the error of the comment, but
I doubt that I cured it.

It is argued that in the presence of the
jury one of the agents stared at and
laughed at the defendant. The prosecution
says that this didn't happen, and that if it
did, I would have seen it. I didn't see it,
but that doesn't mean that It didn't happen,
because no judge sees everything which
goes on In a courtroom. This is especially
so because I was concentrating my atten-
tion on Mr. Scharf's glowering as he sat in
the second row of the spectator's section,
and I doubt that defense counsel could see
him. I mention this only because it is one
more tiny aspect of the atmosphere of the
trial. It was an atmosphere of unfairness
and overreaching Illustrated in small de-
gree by ex part telephone calls to my law
clerk made by government counsel Inquir-
ing through the back door to learn my
thinking as to some legal situations in the
case. (Colloquy about this appears in the
record, and, consistent with their denials of
what so many others say, government
counsel deny my law clerk's statements as
to the conversation.) The case is the only
trial I have ever conducted in which the
courtroom deputy complained about dis-
courtesy on the part of counsel, and I sup-
pose that it goes without saying that it was
not defense counsel who were discourte-
ous. (An apology by government lawyers
was extended later.)

Other arguments are advanced support-
Ing the new trial motion, but I don't think
that I need extend this opinion by discuss-
Ing them. I have taken them Into account
in my thinking. Usually, when a case goes
to the jury, there are no more difficulties to

be encountered, hut that's not so In this
ill-starred case which had its first question-
able conduct during the opening two min-
utes of grand jury investigation and which
had conduct suspect under the Canons of
Professional .Responsibility lasting into
post trial hearings. While the jury was
deliberating a note was received. I notified
counsel on both sides, and a hearing was
held in open court with the defendant
present, defense counsel present. Ms. Sur-
bough of Colorado's United States Attor-
ney's Office, and Mr. Blondin were there
on behalf of the government. (Messrs.
Scharf and Snyder didn't show up, al-
though when the jury retired all counsel
had been told to stand by for jury ques-
tions or a verdict). We discussed the an-
swer which should be given to the jury, and
we all agreed on it. The answer was writ-
ten, and a copy was given to both sides.

I was more than a little surprised wheh a
telephone call from Mr. Scharf was re-
ceived a few minutes later. He had decid.
ed that he wasn't satisfied with that which
those who saw fit to come to the hearing
all agreed to. He demanded a further
hearing, and I told him we would have one
right away. -He then made the most ridicu-
lous.demand I have ever heard in the al-
most 60 years since I graduated from law
school. Mr. Scharf directed that I instruct
the jury to "cease its deliberations" until
he could have his hearing. This direction
was made on the telephone and it was
obviously not made in the presence of de-
fendant or defense counsel. To accede to
this absurd demand would have created
irretrievable error under Rule 48 and under
Rogera v. United State 422 U.S. 35, 96
8.C. 2091, 46 LEd.2d 1. That error I
avoided because I told Mr. Scharf I
wouldn't even consider obeying his com-
mand to Instruct the jury to quit deliberst.
$ng. We did have the hearing and It didn't
take long. Exactly what wa said at that
time is part of the record In the case.

After the jury verdict, timely motions
were filed, and it was apparent from a
reading of them that Mr. Scharf, Mr. Blon-
din and Mr. Snyder were going to have to
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testify about matters raised in the motions.
Their recognition of the factual dispute is
clearly shown in the flippant brief filed in
opposition to the motions. At the outset of
the hearing I inquired concerning the ethi-
cal bind in which the prosecutors found
themselves, and I asked if other counsel
should not be handling the hearing. I ad-
mit to surprise when I was told that top
lawyers in the Tax Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice saw nothing wrong with
the continued participation in the case of
lawyers whose testimony was quite obvi-
ously going to be required. We started the
hearing with participation by two of the
lawyers who were essential witnesses.
(One was said to be in trial somewhere
else.) The hearing went for a little while,
when, suddenly, there was a 180 degree
change of direction, and government coun-
sel announced that they wanted to with-
draw. They were permitted to do so, and
the hearing recessed. Mr. Alexander took
over, and he has performed ably and ethi-
cally. However, he was handicapped by
lack of time to prepare, and the hearing
which I had hoped to complete weeks agio
had to be continued for later testimony.
We are still waiting for that testimony.

This brings us down to date. I have
already explained that I cannot and I do
not rule on the motion to dismiss, but I do
grant the motion for a new trial. I deny
the motion for judgment of acquittal, but I
do so without intent that this is the "law of
the case", and leave it to another judge to
take a fresh look at the motion if the case
is tried again.

ORDER
Rule 6 of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure provides that matters occurring
before a grand jury shall be secret, subject
to a few exceptions. One exception is that
there may be disclosure when directed by a
court in connection with a judicial proceed-
ing. I have directed that there'be some
disclosure of grand jury matters, and un-
doubtedly, typists will have to learn what is
contained in grand jury transcripts in the

performance of their secretarial work for
lawyers who read the transcripts. Accord-
ingly, such disclosures as may be necessary
to the accomplishment of secretarial duties
is authorized, but any typist who so learns
of any such grand jury matters is ordered
to keep secret such information. Rule 6
itself provides that violation of the secrecy
requirements of the rule may be deemed
contempt of court, and violation of this
order may be deemed contempt of court.

In re KOREAN AIR LINES DISASTER
OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1983.

No. 565.

Judicial Panel on Multidistrict
Litigation.

Nov. 16, 1983.

The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Liti-
gation ordered 42 actions arising out of
Korean airline disaster of September 1,
1983 centralized in the District of Columbia
for coordinate or consolidated pretrial pro-
ceedings.

Order accordingly.

Federal Courts 4=164
Inasmuch as several government agen-

cies located in or near District of Columbia
would likely be principal targets of dis-
covery, and inasmuch as Korean airline dis-
aster of September 1, 1983 and resultant
litigation implicated sensitive areas of na-
tional policy, international relations and
military intelligence, the District of Colum-
bia was the proper district for centraliza-
tion of discovery in 42 actions pending in
eight districts, which actions shared numer-
ous fact questions. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1407.
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IN RE KOREAN AIR LINES
Ceor 5DE A. iP

Before ANDREW A. CAFFREY, Chair-
man, ROBERT H. SCHNACKE, FRED
DAUGHERTY, SAM C. POINTER, JR., S.
HUGH DILLIN, MILTON POLLACK,'
and LOUIS H. POLLAK, Judges of the
Panel.

TRANSFER ORDER

PER CURIAM.
This litigation consists of 42 actions

pending in eight districts as follows:

Southern District of New York 15
District of the District of Columbia a
Northern District of California 7
Eastern District of New York 6
Eastern District of M khigan 8
Northern Distrit of llinois I
District of Massachusetts I
District of New Jersey I

Presently before the Panel are.one motion
and two cross-motions, pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1407, to centralize actions in this
litigation in a single district for coordinated
or consolidated pretrial proceedings. De-
fendant Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd. (KAL)
has moved to centralize actions in the Dis-
trict of the District of Columbia. Defend-
ant The Boeing Company (Boeing) has sub-
mitted a cross-motion seeking to centralize
actions in the Western Distr~ct of Wash-
ington. Plaintiffs in eleven actions have
submitted a cross-motion seeking to cen-
tralize actions In either the Southern Dis-
trict of New York or the Eastern District
of New York.' In addition to movant KAL,
plaintiffs in twelve actions and defendant
the United States favor transfer to the
District of the District of Columbia. In
addition to croa-movant plaintiffs, plain-
tiffs in two actions favor transfer to either
the-Southern District of New York or the
Eastern District of New York; defendant
Utto Industries, Inc. and plaintiffs in sev-
en actions favor transfer to the Southern
District of New York. Plaintiff in one
California action favors transfer to the
* Judge Milton Pollack took no parn In the deci-

sion of this matter.

.I. The Panel has been advised of the pendency of
several recently filed related actions. These ac.

DISASTER OF SEP't. 1, 1983 343
Sun. 342 0IM)

Northern District of California. No re-
sponding party hos opposed centralization.

On the basis of the papers filed and the
hearing held, the Panel finds that these 42
actions involve common questions of fact
and that centralization under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1407 in the District of the District of
Columbia will best serve the convenience of
the parties and witnesses and promote the
just and efficient conduct of the litigation.
The actions share numerous factual ques-
tions concerning the circumstances of the
air disaster involving KAL Flight 007 on
September 1, 1983. Centralization und"
Section 1407 is thus necessary in order
eliminate duplicative discovery, prevent i.
consistent pretrial rulings, and conserve
the resources of the parties, their counsel,
and the judiciary.

None of the five forums suggested by
the parties as potential transferee districts
could be characterized as the nexus of this
litigation involving an overseas air di.'aater.
On balance, however, we are persuaded
that the District of the District of Columbia
is the appropriate transferee forum. Sev-
eral governmental agencies located in or
near the District of Columbia will likely be
principal targets Of discovery in these ac-
tions. Moreover, this air disaster and the
resultant litigation implicate sensitive areas
of national policy, international relations
and military intelligence. These considera-
tions, we find, favor selection of the Dis-
trict of the District of Columbia as the
transferee court. See In re Air Crash
Disaster near Saigon, South Vietnam, on
April 4, 1975, 404 F.Supp. 478, 480 (Jud.
Pan.Mult.Lit.1976).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that,
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. , 1407, the actions
listed on the following Schedule A and
pending in districts other than the District+
of the District of Columbia be, and the
same hereby are, transferred to the Dis-
trict of the District of Columbia and -

adons will be treated as potential tag-ak
lions. Su Rules 9 and 10, LPJ.P.M.L.
F.R.D. 273, 278-S0 (1981).
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ts. In the former situation, the Court ht Thus. it
entitled to treat the pany's inaction as a construct,
-Aaier of objection and to grant it without conflict w
consklering the motion on its merits. prosmh.. b

achieve t
As a rule regulating motion practice. LA- where the

cal Rule l9c does not purport to alter the tory Judg
Court's obligations 'ith respect to a motion
for .umomary judgment or any other motion
.made under these rules: its operation is
not affected by the character of the under-
lying motion.

Plaintiff cites Hamilton r. K'utone ,
Township Corpootion. SO F.2d 684 (9th
Cir.19T6) ipr curtam ) in support of his rN ITED
position. In Hamilton. the District Court
granted summary judgment to the moving
party on the pounds that the opposing iWIlli
party failed to comply sith certain local OD.
rules. The Nioth Circuit. without apecfi- Lemetr.
cally discussing the deme consent prod. CM S
sion, interpreted the local rules as follows: fend"si

As we read Local Rule 3. that rule does
not require estry of a summary Jud. '
ment on behalf of the moving party In
absence of opposition. affidavits or state.
ments of genuine isaus'aof fact by the
opponent. where the movant's papers on
their face are clearly insufficient to sup- Defer
port a motion for summary Judgment wder. mall

is possible to find that a strct
n of Local Rule 19(c) does not

Ith Rule 56. However, this Ap
* unnecessary effectively to
e purpose of Local Rule 19(c).
initiating motion i one for so! ."

rment under Rule 6 .

STATES of Amerk. Plaintif.-
Y. *.

A. KILPATRICK. Declam I.
el. John Pettingill, Shelts C..
Mkhae L Albir CS. Gill.

mItk, Beak of Nwa Scota. D_.

Cri.. No. 63-.-1 Staes Dibict Court,• ;v
D. Colorado,

Ite tts District
r if)

Sept. U. IOU

danta were charged with c"4*ipk
fraud A tax fraud, and 00S

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

1321

APPENDIX A--,ntinued where. as here. those papers themseha
d Ivemeil" to hae %.sive.l any nbjktion suggest the existence of a genuine Jgute

the motion If a party fails to comply of material fact.
--%th Local Rule lMo. the effect is the Id. at 646. Hamilton is of limited useful.
.,ame a. if he had a'firmat;wely consented nets as persuasive authority for at eat
,n tranine of the motion. Local Rule 19(ci three reasons. First, the Ninth Citr'ut's
zies parties clear and unambigtous notice decision was based on an Interpretation of
-of their obligation. and of the conse- the local rules that is at variance with t
lurnces of noncnmpliance The Rule gives Court's interpretation of Local Rule 19(c) in
air warning that failure to object within Picei. supra. Rrousaard. avpro. and

•en day. communicates waiver of al objec- Gngme. suipro. Thus. the Court failed to
. .)n to the Court. just v written objection reach the issue presented here. Second,
Sthin ten days communicates Intent to the deemed consent provision of the ioc

:,ntest a motion. rule. was only one of at least two grounds
Failure to file notice of objection to a for the decision. and the Court of Appeas

-"oti)n. uhich triggers the deemed waiver did not discuss them Separately. Third, the
,;ndvr Local Rule 19(c). is distinguishable brief pwr euriam opinion in Hamilton did
.1rm the situation in which a pert" gies not undertake to analyze the purposes and
notice of its opposition. as required by Lo Policies of the loca deemed consent proti

Rule 19oci. but fails to present any .s" m the purposes and policies of
rations . affidavits. memoranda or other. Rle .54. The Ninth Circuit did not exam.

trialss in support of its position. In the ir the dtnctWion between lack of contest,
.. ter itutio, te CurtIs equredbyon the one hand. and deemed waiver or,.Rtter situation. the moutIn onqthe mer-w deemed consent on the other.Rule .W to examine the motion an the mr. emd€nu nleohr
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defendant with obstruction of justice. The
United State, Diinct Court for the Dis-
trict of Colorado dismissed all except one
count. and the Government appealed. The
Court of Appeab. after briefing but before
oral argument. parttally remanded cue for
determinaton of whether prosecutorial
misconduct and irerubrities in grand jury
poe constittiid additional Irounds for
dismissLal. B&fe and immediately after
the partial remand the District Court. .515
F.Supp :*25. Fred M. Winner. Senior Dis-
trict Judge. ordered that the Government
provide defendant with copis of tran.
aIpts of all grand jury proceedings. On
remand. the DLtrlct Court. Kant. J.. held
that indictment had to be dismissed be
cause of totality of circumstances. which
Included numerous violations of federal
criminal rule pertaining to grand jur s.
violations of statutory witness Immunity
actions. violationw of the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments. knowing presentation of ml-
slaformation to the grand jury aid m
treatment of witres.

Indictment dismiss"

I. Grand Jury 23
Proe tor's desripion to grand Jury

of role of "grand jury a&nt" in connection
with office of -agent of the grand jury"
created for Internal Revenue Ser-ie ape-
dal agent misled grand jry. which wis
consistently reminded of agents' uniquely
mated and described role and urged to
rly on special agents as th* "agents." as
to appropriate role of IRS agents in Investi-
gation in violation of criminal ruk resting
to grand Jurks. eesl sinc agents diM
ot view tdeir role aW coct teir "s-

tigation as agents of independent nbae
grand Jury. Fe.Ruie Cr.Prs.LRk 4, IS
USC.A.
. Grand Jury 411

Responsibility and declis-.nhling a*-
toity that crimia rul re at to grand
Jies vts in governen attays Was
re luihed to and mesl by Intera
Revenue S rhirblu maook policy of
deemining whether And to whom dOOl
sure of onfilential gmad joy material
Would be made and rhetber molicatloseof

dislopure 'souli L ;-v i

Proc.Rut tkri. i VS %: A

1325

Frd.Rule' Cr.

3. Grand Jur. Omit
Discosure of '.snd ;';r; information .j

onl. one of forbdder. .uri4ves anI it :
equally imprVer to mar.puiste grand jur.
investigptln to oba: wv':'rncv for e.'.-
tual evil use by the l,. ..rm! Revenue Ser.
vike. Fed.Ru!es Cr.PO,:.Rupe e ,e:..
L.S.C.A.

L Grind Jun wll
Governments puh aic:zir of name ..f

lndividuas aW enttiOe "13t %tere being ir.
vesiUated av well as nature ,f irand ju'.
inquiry, breacd rAnd ;ury rule's imP,*.-
tion upon gvernment attorneys of oblh:.,.
tion to eore Igrand jury information from
impr4-er disclosure. Fedtules Cr.Prcc
Rule te. '. V.SC.A.

. Grand Jsry coil
Go mernmnts imposition of unauth.-

rted seceC. obligations upom two witness.
e. in order to prevent suspect from deter.
mining nature and *xten of any commuri.
cation that might have been revealed and
to fore lo challenge to testimony based
upon applicable prliiege. violatedd a irrand
jury rule. Fed-Rule Cr Pro,.Fule keti2s.
IS U...A.

G Gtned Jukr ,, pir
General insuscla. months prior.

tit grand juron hot draw infe n, from
indval' Wn ato of privieg against
uWeitlun cannot correct practice of
calliNg witnesses only to have them invoke
Oher Fifth Amewmt priV before the
pud jury. SC..C CO mesd. &
1. Cenud Jury 01

Most Important function of grand jury
Is to stand between ornmnt agents and
upmet as ubised evautor of the atv

60ML

. Or d Jm ,,
n"letment and IstrmAeWoN 34-1.2i1
Events which occurred in grand jury

room hil special agen assigned by In-
terrA Revenue Se rvi to asist prosecu-
tors er prese n "agents" of the grand
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jury and not under oath as witnesses under
examination violated grand jury rule pro4i-
son conerninx who may be present before
grand jury and required dismissal of indict.
ment charging conspiracy, mail fraud. tax
fraud and obstruction of justice. Fed.
Rules Cr.Proc.Rule Od, 18 U.SC.A.
1. Indictment and Information -,14Jll

When grand jury provision concerning
secrecy is violated recklessly and systemat-
ically, dismisal of indictment Is appropri-
ate. when knowint violatiom of rule preju-
dice and embarrass targets whoe Identi-
ties the government reveals, contempt rem-
edy is not always wholly adequate and
un&r those circumstances it is not neces-
sary for defendant to show that he ha
been prejudiced by violations. Fed.Rules

"roc.Rule 6(e), 16 U.S.C.A.
.1dictment and |lfor"mtlou 40144..
lit)

Violation of grand Jury secrecy re,
quirements and direction to witness not
to disclose fact or substance of their grand
jury testimony based on prosecutors' relin-
quishment to Internal Reeue Sen-e of
their responsibility to determine persons to
whom disclosure would be made., and IRS's
failure to provide mandated prompt notfi-
cation of disclosure and improper manipula-
tion of secret material to obtain Informa-
tion and data for use during civil litigation
required dismissal of Indictment charging
conspiracy, mail fraud. tax fraud and ob
struction of Justice. Fed.Rules Cr.Proe.
Rule 6(e). (9X, ), 18 U.&C.A.
11. Witnemes 3 63441

Practice of bestowing Informal or
pocket immunity through letters of assur.
ance rather than following congresslonally
authorized procedure for conferring grants
of Immunity is legal; when grmtg ha-
munity, Deparbaik of Justice muat em-
ply with statutory requirement. IS U..
C.A.H 600 , 00.
IL indictment and IformaUo. 490911(4)

Witnesses ,34(I)
Prosecutors' repeated use of lettors of

assurance or so eald "pocet Immunity"
for grand jury wknesses. violated appla
witness Immunity states ad tainted

grand Jury indictment with Its illegality.
18 U.S.C.A. If 6002, 6003.
13. Indictment and Information *,144..

IMl)
Calling of sen witnesses before

grand jr to take advantage of Impermis.
sib)* inferences that rose from their invo-
cation of privilege against self-incrimina.
don did not requ dismissal of ndkitment
per so but was a fotr to be considered in
determining whether grand Jury had been
overreached or usped. U.&C.A. Comt.
Amend. &
14. Grand Jury *304121

Improper efforts to prejudice defend-
ants by impermissible Inferences from se.
en wtnesss assertions of their privilege
against self4ncrimination was compounded
by questioning before grand jury concern-

j44j payment of witnesses' legal fees, since
no legitimate purpose for such questioning

.,eits. USC.A. ConstAmend. L
IL Grand Jury *w36

M1__ - inton of testimony be-
for grand Jury ad unidentified us, of
questi" be hearsay Information with ro-
grul to vital ims intrudes upon indepen-
det role .f rm jury particul where
minspsentations could not be expected
to he reaf spperen to grand jury and
r*te to material issues in prosecution
It CrImlad Law O*p421

Guartees. of Sixth Amendment apply
to corporate defendsnts with same forte s
to idi al defendants. UAC.A. Coast.
Amend. 6

1?. I Icltment ad Infermatn *,144-
lit)

Dismibl of ilnditment was inapl~ro-
piato emedy for Manh violation as
rault of ierogtion of bank employees
Is absence of eosasel wrem back's counsel
performe sW anW adequtely throughout
litiai o m pidic was demonstrat-
A, bat Messah violaton entered into
quative aessments of prosecutors' M
grand Jury's conduct In determining wheth-
or iditment should be dismissed b" 0e
total t of th circumstances.
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MB Indictment nd Informatlon ll4.-

Totality of circumstances concerning
grind jury investigation. from inceptaun of
-0-month grand jury investigation when
prosecutors di'ined office of "agent of the
grand jury" on Internal Revenue -er*e
parents through time agents' improper
-summaries were preented shortly be-
fore indictment was returned. ujuq%-d in-
dicting grand jury anl required dismissal
of indictment charging c-onspiraiy. mai and
tax fraud, and obstruction of Justice. I
U.S.C.A. It 2. 3,!. 1341: Fed.Rule. Cr.
Proc.Rule 6. 1$ '.S.C.A.

Charles Alexander. Trial Atty.. U.S.
Dept. of Justice. Tax Div.. Washington.
D.C.. and Robert N. Miller. L.S. Atty.. Lin-
da S. Surbaugh. AL U.S. Atty.. Denver.
Colo.. for L.S.A.

William C. Waller. Richard K. Rufner.
Wagner & Waler. P.C.. Englewood. Colo..
for Kilpaick.

James L Treece. Lttleton. Colo.. for
O'Donnel.

Daid L Hiller. Duboskey & Hiler. D
ver. Colo.. for John Pettingill.

Thomaa French. Dill. Dill & McAllister.
Denver. Colo. for Lernr.

Donald £. Vu. Koughat.w ap . Fla..
for Alberp & Gill.

C.M. Smith. No Apperamne.
James E. Neland. Ireland. Stapleton &

Pryor, Denver. Cole.. and Robert J. An llo.
Obermaler. Morillo & Abraumo'iu. New
York City. for Bank of Nova Scods.

FINDINGS OF FACT. CONCXSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER

KANE. Distriet Judge.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
After a twety mouth inestigdon con-

ducted before two success' grend juries
the instant peocesding was commecd on
September 80.1962 by the Mi- of a Mes
t-cern count bludictmVi charging ere,
1ndiVidal aM Thes Bank or Ne't, seeds
with conspbay, mg fraud and tax tmd
and aso chring Willm A. Kilpatrie k

1327

with os-ruc.1 ons . of jus::ce .C..t 271. The
bank "A55 char;*d in :t: cou:. with con.
spirac- :o dtfra'd 'I.- U.S . * :371 I(.,un
i W an.linr Aber.g a .nr :l fraud It
U.S.C. I 1341 and I it #Cour.: 13 thr,ugh
211.

On Februar.: 21. 19.43. 1 .|Asmi~s4 the
fIrst :wnys~ coun:.' of th ;ndictrren-
for fa-!-': to charge a . :.-e a- Ia imlre,-
erly p.Jed. Addit'r.-y':, u;,)n se5.ardtr
motor. boy the bank f dis..isued thr
charges !. whitc -he bark wa, .sn d up on
the M:'md t-a the !r..¢:'r.,n: failr,! to,
allegr : '.At the tank .r a . .:f :s rpreee.t.
ath'#e '-44 the "eiuLI:,e l.:.w.,!e and ;n.
tent to commit :he cre-.s charged. The

emrr.-..t a;eaekod e ,Vis.ssab.
On August 1.94. af'r briefing but

before orWl arrjmnt. the Tenth Circuit
entered an order pana::" remr.anding the
eae :, me so that a: .Jeferlants Could
parti;a in heareigs to determine wheth.
er prewutria: misconduct and irregulan.
ties In t. gmrA jury prces constituted
odditloral grounds for dismissal.

before and :n'mefda:e!y after the partial
remnr by the Tenth C!rcait. the Honrs.
bit Fro-1 M. Wnnor. Sohor United States
Distrk-. Judge. prided over post-trial mo.

oe hearieg. follow'sil a r-jilty verdict.
spins: Mr. K"pstrick on Count 27. On
August 25. .S3. at about t.e time of his
retreent front the benth. Judge Winner
Issued a merorundum decision which.
a n other thin. summarized the status
of the learings which were being rea-
algnWe to me. Furthe. Jofge Winnor or-
Aimed e on nm* tProilde tMend-
am 14d* "PW of wascipts of ell pr-d i * eaeM bte te gra nd
j as Mer som bizarre episodes of pro-
esdua nerey. Judge Winrs opinion
was fkaly published. Sre Led Stares
i. Kilpef rA. 575 F.Supp. 323 H983). The
insnt Fbuip of Fact. Conclusions of
Law sad Order must be read in conjunction

th Judge Winer's opinion.
The @uemmnet attorneys failed to peo-

*6 do! euso wihcoeteM transc4
i1M a "de. They apparently over.
boked. and did not trancribe. dozens of
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in'eetliniot before the grind jury. The
ktter proceecings-which converted into
hunired.4 of pases of transcrilit and. more
sign cantly. disclosed clear violations of
Rule t--werv not produced until the de.
fen.s detected the lack of compliance with
Judl¢v Winner's order. I' 4h
. - , V .

__wer me4ms.M The govern-
ment a,'.srts that it had turned Over such
tra.n-.cript a.4 coukl be had is soon as they
tsrre received from the court reporter.

Suh. in my view. does not excuse the
f.ilure, to produce complete and accurate
tran-cripts. If the assertion minimizes the
*'ference of dissimulation. it exacerbates

,nler ones of confuse and iniffer
k.

FACTS ESTABLISHED BY
THE RECORD I I

A. Grand Jury A s
( I Despite detailed instructions from

the impaneling court that the grand jury
should maintain its independence and Mot
develop into a "pr osecutor's aget," shortly
after both grand juries Involved In the i-
vestigation leading to the Instant Indt-
ment were sworn, the prosecutors created
the of ice of "agent of the grand Jur'" for
Messrs. Mendrop and Raybin, Spec

I. The facs relied upon In tIs oplnloo ae takes
from voluminous transcripts of hetenest before
tt'o grand Jurk-s. lud Winner. an me aW a
trial before a jury. To aid the resder. the fl-
iowing citation form is ued: reference o the
trial to the jury presided over by Iud* Winner
are cited as "T. Tr.'; referees so healsp on
the motion for a new trial or aquial sod the
motion to dismiss before Jds Wl ner an ci-
ed a, W. Tr."; and rel, s Io heerlm on
the motions underlying thi order an ciW te
"K. Tr." Citation of the grand jury aIP
are captioned "0.1. Tr." and recie the relevant
witness or decant. the da and tShe in of
the transcription. Defense ad prosectM0 ex
nhibis submitted on this mater are deelgutated
rec'.ively "DX" and "PX."

L The goItrnment seeks to blve the ro.
sor of any misconduct by pointing to Instance$
where the prosecuors themsrlvs informed the
grand jury of its independent and unbased mis.

Agents assigned by the IRS to sassit the
pIosectitors-1 Sev@Ml amothl later a IRS
agent a"Ig" to the d"l di on ad who
th prosecutors reled upon as an expert
was also swrn i as o "amt of the
grand jury." OJ. Tr. Schneider, May %
12 1:84 p.,.. at pp. 4. Th pusec
tors dMnd the offe of "grand Jury
gent" by pers ly edminltriag oaths

before the grind Jofto Ra)*n, Mndu'
and Schneider.' The goveirmen PAncedes
that the prosecutor Pessefd ao authority
to administer such oaths. ndd the pros-
ecutor who administe the oaths nm'
concedes he rested te oalh and wast"1 hootin from tee WF wb be &d s,.
K.Tr. Ml.

ImeU gover m INe that this ma
should be ile technIal mslabeb ;
ofogreat bPrt I Is, bowevW ,0

t wAa iser.
rireLt thme presecor's descriptiatn tote,

gran Ju of the role of a -grand JurT
agent clearly msled th gra Jw a W,
the appopiqUt role of the IRS agents I,
the proesedg S Whe oPMO , 50

fS at As cnee ded by the prose
cutw . ther is imp r basis for his d
scriptio to the grndW Jury of the role of'
grand jury aget.' K.T. 501. 03

SeOnd. the rand Jury wan eoWaneah
rmnded of the spati' uniquly crested
aild deecribed rkOl adfuged 1o rely 1111e111

ska. Ji ##.. 0.. Tr. Ismrb of oecr'
my 6. 1961. "3 am a r . If:Ocse
1961 A2M ams.. a p. Septmbe adahNO
hoIwea not cwutv of eacti"'s ta
othertmswhichonlseass 1t q
tes sad WWup qa dhe -ra*1 WmuS'

& Apat Rsybn issans ow before Mr." .!le
I4v him his oat se an mome of WW =V dwI

alst o ices is by dthelmS-w Jury. K.?r 257. 4

&. Snyder dW idat ti the.
-W )W7 Wpatts was prctce i Ai5&
orgia and the Southern Disrict of 1 1 1s.

Hie did not. howevl testy as 00 wit P W.
Jury asian1 did in these other districts or
er toe praIctiweloyed elsewhere w"sVtl
lar so thweeand here M~r. 414i15
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the IRS sPeal agents as tlh,:r "agenu."
Thus. on many occasions who, Raybfri and
Mendrop appa re ai %Itn, n@ t -.-. n-
ment attorney reiterated shik they wwre

Ippearing "a*r*.gn:s Of the gir.d jury."
See e.. GJ. Tr. .b.ndrop. AugIsJ~t 1. tv41.
9-25 a.m.. at p. 2. A-igijt 3. 19:'. 4:01 p.m..
at p. !. September 2P. 1M. 9:32 a.m.. at p.
2; GJ. Tr. Raybin. July A. 1.. 9.11 a.m.,
at p. 5. March 3. !.142. 1:19 p.m.. at p. 2.

ther. the g 'ernment attorneys assm.-d
special Importane to identifyi4nge *IRts
agents witk the rmnl jury. When con.
ducting isterijewt in connetc...t with the
investigation. RAAwin and Nitnr..p we,
directed 4- the VVtutor t) inform wit.
passes that they wtre asei.. -. a

Jury) ivsiption in the Jvti.&: IVistric ofColorado." X.Tr. 4: w" a, GJ. Tr.

Mendrop. August 3. I. 4)0.4.. at p. ±;
GJ. Tr. Raybin. Ju.y 4. 1111. .i am.. at
p. S. Sepember 2F. 1OU 2U ;.n.. at p. V

Third. ontrar." to the role of the IRS
ets dcriNd to the grand jury by the

prectors. Wnrop ad Rayin did nso?
view their role ad conduct t'..r h i p-ga-
doe as agetwu of an Indepeident. uvniasd
grind Jury. Rather. they %i%-ed their re
a agents of the, D*pansa of Ju.dor. net

the grand J'. Wh.en asked If his kwnedon
as an aget of the grand jw was to assist
the grad Jury. Raybi Mssf.4w

A: 31y duties wre des od assisthe
Department of Jutiek a vestige.

K.Tr. 222
Mandrop simlir strpreted his vole a

Agemt of the grand Jury to be "priawrl"
to aist the pmaeutM

L On some occ~uom Mr. Su'dcrre.ed d le
Itmb n ind Iend rup a i. ages. GJ. Tr.
aeamu of hed sear. y 8, 191. 8J9 A.

Spp 9. 1. 1& 21. A3 July . 191. I2 pAm..
&I P,. Avg" 9. Mi9. Mj pJm.. a p. 3
SeWA0mber. 19111.& 7am U11. II Sepmber
9. 19111. I*= a.. a p. 2: Ocbr 5. 11111.
I05&.m P. 12; Mo. I WI I .I* .. p P.
S. Such re reces did sos. he ew. cblu sh
ambiguous role of Owe -ai Jmy agents. As
no*Ad atth Iaem w, fte useed 0 as
sewts of te plnd Jl o T -e - -ima *%a
sh fe role isAw. 1 from 1i10:01,1
wkeats m&d by *g pm ciO5 ie e
wan N". smndr. far examl"11. oid "h he

1329

•. .. .Ir elldret". "r.''r ' j :.

Iby asillstirn Eq tbi# nat:e? *jrlr.%:~
grand jun" ineti,:.r."
A: Well. primord,. I . .:.,'. ,
*tlornrp;.#br the io,er," ," a-d it..
rectly I'm Sure tha I .ull: .ve I-e-.
a.ptiting the guar... r :,r...., 'F.e
work that f was d -hr.; Nr :'e .ve't:gs
tion that they wery. t:ha: "i.ry ' , .injl-r
constidrra:,.
Q,. Wel!. %n (wt. yev. .rv.'.: ;r-a er.tr.:

to the grand jury tl'.a: :,.4 r :stir
th"n. did you not. :
A: I'm not sure .w y .. :j tjs. trno:

j that:.ot re.m e...r aren't .- rt
Uydter also rep rt--i . nl zrane..
jur. that yo were ..e:r g-r.: s 's t.s:
orret. e i.

A: I believe thwe wor.s w r.e ud.. yt

hK.Tr. 40140. leniphw~s s-ie:,d1.
Ironlcally. the goverrn'er.t at:orf.€yt w'
created the grNd jury agents and dwr.L-
4, their role are owsft.o, twrn-,e;Vee as to

tahetlwr the "agents' res should be cn-
aee aligrd with tha: of inde,*ndn*
gind Juroes or the .roew .'jt. K.Tr.
U344&- 112')

Vowsh. the e'ernmtrt attor.ey. utsei
the "grsn jury arens to do more than
ass the attorney in -',e investigatir.n.
They used them to suinnar.ue e'ioence in
front of the grand ury. On the fst day
that the second gra.d .iry. conver.ed. after
his pud vedture as a prad jr.-
apeL Raybi. suamArued the investiga-
io so far conducted. enxnialed tax shel-

would.~~~~~ &mem grs tn1Ak them so be
qwwn - &-was of he Gra-d Jir. anal.r (the
docmental a d Al Ire go 'i" Obey
mean* GJ. Ir. Rem ks of Pros o. Ju 9.
191. S aA.. s p. 21: o Ae. GJ. Tr. Re.

Po or. 1ub 5. 1991. 12:0 p.m.. se
1p. 5. The agents worked. In form for tOe gand
Jury bui. Is wkerane th.v awked for the

6, Mundrop an aW l cl& a u O that di aer
iptuvdiac themuschee to uianuees as awens ot
dhe gramd wy. Tr 2.. 04647. 3 7.

7. &V A e a nd s5ompa s w"t.
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terse to the jury. and opinlCq that the circu-
lar financing utilized in the tax shelters
unler investigation was illegal. S
GJ.Tr. Raybin. September 29. 1982. 2.32
p.m.; Mendrop, September 29. 1982. 9:,2
am.: Raybin. September 30. 19P2. 10:40

timony to the second grand jury. In what
capacity they were appearing is even les
evident since they were not made "grand
jury agents" and the record of their, ap.
pearance does not support a finding that
they were witnesses. ,

a.m. Similar Kinds of subumnuve testimo-
ny were iiven by Raybin on September 9, The transcripts of the agents simulta.
19$1 and March 3. 1982. See GJ. Tr. Ray. nes s nppeaces establish that they were
bin. September 9. 19*2. 10:&2 a.m.: March not present u witnesses. They appear not
3. 11$2. 1:19 pum. On Zepember 29 and :10, to have been swomr they app togeth-
I.92. when the government attorney, and er they sere not examined awd they
apparently the "arents of the grand jury," we mostly unaccompanied by govern.
were seeking the indictment. Raybin and mnet attorneys. The testimony of th
Mendrop purported to Pummarize the e - proseeUtors and gents that the agents
dence for the grd jur" to support the V wre swore even If evlened by a tran.
count indictment presented by the govern- script, would not authorie their simutta.
nent attorneys. On September 30, 19"2 neous ppearances under Rule 6(d). The
Schneider appeared As "the expert" in the recolection of the prosecutors and agents
fierd of tax shelters to summarize the legal that the oath was administered Is chal-
•heory,. 0J. Tr. Schneider. September 30. lent by the ranscr dmp

1. 9-44 a&m. These summaries con- slowing the oath was ,r Admin*tered on
A numerous inaccuracies And were

leading In several respects. Although " a single ocaeeion whee te agents p-
the government attone)s were qviek to posed together.
inform the grand jury of their role as 6d0V' The reeotd reveals that the agents' many
cate . the grand juror were never h appeersnm before the meCon grand jury,'
formed that their "agents" wee "primai- whether swor or uMworn, were lrgel'y
presentingng the interests of the Ds. vonpervsed. The agents were frequently
partfmet of Justice attorneys. unattmired by governmet attoM ad,

Finally, the prosecutors' creation O In some Instanes. may have eonvened the
of grand jury agents resulted in many o gaNd jury seion without government
erpbum and Re 6 violations. Most no- counsel In order to read testimony. K.Tr.
tabl" the a % m many Joint Appear- 48-8?; W-0. P1-ft 7-IL . I
aices before the ramnd jury. without the
presence of government counsel a read
transcripts to the jurors. LTr. 4834?:
636-V. i 1-!; 707-t.

RaybW and Xendrop appeared before the
second grand Jiry to give testimony m
guarding the investigations e time they
appeared aioe, were sworn, and were ex.
mined by the government ater ys.
When they appeared to read tstiamy
from the first grand Jury to the swood
grand Jury, they appeared tethe. were
apparently not sworn and wire not exam-
ined by government atltrny because the
latter were usually Aea It s ot cdear
in what capet they were sppearing to
read testinhyy. The conusion was exacer-
bated by two other IRS agents-Burke and
Shea-4, Appearing together to read te-

hm other Instaees the trnripts do not
inaks car e preike when the agents en-

UM or left th gran jury room. Itap
pemrs that they may he" been parent
while the prosecutors engage in colloquy
with grand o . (J. Tr. Remarks of
Proemtor, eiruyary 3, 1962 1.7 p.m. at
p. 19; Remarks of Presecator, February 4,
19, 8:0 p.m. at pp. 2- Remarks of
Prosecutor, April 6, 9 M am. at p. S.

oth psecutors acowledge that the
agent "we mo under examination"
when they read to the grand jury. K.Tr.
488 (emphasis supplied) see eiso K.Tr. 10.
The conclusion that they were not under
examination I Inescapable because no at.,
tormy was present to conduct an examins-
tion. Further. the grand jurors were uder

I
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InsUuctions not to question the agents dur.
Ing such appearances. K.Tr. 481-0l.

Sm1p W Dieckeure. Improper Le
&Wd Seerm~r Vkhd

III Durln the tour of the rand jury
Investipton. the governmentt rer esents-
ties systematIally disregre the strk-
tarm of Rule 1e). The rec demon-
strates that the reponpillrity and decision
making authority that Rule fle) vests In
government at neas was relinqukhWd to
and exercised by the Internal R4m-eue Ser-
vice. Member of that agency derto a
pol y of determiniglr Oiether and to whom
disclosure of confidential material would be
made and whether notifleation of such dis-
closure would be made pursuant to the
Federal Rue. Moreover. the evidence
suggests that infornmtion wam dbciose to
other IRS agents for use in di cases.
Grand jury secrcy was reatedly
ed by those with a duty to remain seet
and sa.crey obligsio were - upo
others of whom the bw dos at requi
confidentiality.

()Dekre
The disclosure sotice fled pursuMt.

Rule 6(eXSXB indicate that numerous inso-
viduals at all levels of the nl n Reve
Serve, many of whom were ISi e from
the chil division of that ageny, were pe
mitted access to grand J u material. DX
Q we K.Tr. 26. *-k 40. 4A W6. The
hearing have demonstdothat numros
other IRS pe r e (d of whao were "lvi
personnel, were ien scem to grnd Jur
Material. that these People wet M Woe-
tflied on a diclosur MIe thma dy
retina unknown evm ww.

That the dcislom to - dn indvIdua
should be pivy to the grad jury meria
was frequently maob by the M&S rathe
than by the prosecutor wua admtte by
the agets. LTr. 241. Tat It we the
norm is conrmed by sevr addition
fat. DisdoM Was mad Oman, sd
often before obtaining awney aproal
as act the practrs1nca ldgd Tie-

5. The w med iim IN d o cwIs6dchon msde by IU qahm ess dan. Is

13:31

lat, Depurtment of Just:i. %.,4. K.Tr
-54 X.1. v':,xe o.f juc.; ;at.. -rv 'A,

not made "prr.pvly" ts rh;:,-: :y Rut
M*1. The der:.n ao :. " a: ..-
kwcW*l on t)-c Miscos..N :*A" &rssv.ar
left up to the IRS agirn. Tiv :e ty .,"
the ists themselves. " ww,'., a the ,C:.
sione to make diseloure to -, '.stj P'r.
sonnet. is lackirg. The g.pvwrnrr.t %tor-
neyo admitted "'a thoy er*- ;rat.ak t..
Identify a sut-otantisi i'.umtwrfe* tl&..e
namWa on tine disclostre K .Tr,
4"P. Farthrr. titess iwxcvf Aewa fro
querntly Mold t-Y- atto-neye s c~tl 'a
tionship to Ow in~vsct.:-;.-i $re K.Tr
Il-C: DX Q. The IRS s, . 'atrr :ike.
wise unabl to Identify frwan -, he prr
sew on the lin or why they wt, list-,
K.Tr. 14-21L30. 3,4-.*. 30. 4:;-";I.*. ,l

S& 1. IsvP.
Perh s the best W eatron of *he inmu-

eiace with -idh rand jury ,ticlosuref
were mde and M recoe apan In th-
dreummances surondinl: "ke po -ndat-

.umnt asati. The agents were directed by
the gernent attorneys to pick their

ln and Pre Iie a catch.-all disel"oure
@otic* Mting any ia-'.did:s whom they
cuM recall my have ad ets to secret

rand jury materlas b who were rm
Mate as required. Thus. on October 20.
IS2. approximately thr weece a!ter the
nditwnt %-a rtturn.d. a fP-a rotice of

disclosure ading sixteer. ~r of IR:%
employees waet Ne.VK~. 37P

The @Mtj' pot hoc at:er'pt to deter-
mn to whom disclosure ?.ad Et. made in
rer tosupplement the di.av notices

was amtenbI.y succ"#.ul. numerous s
pe h sess to grand ury mateil
wire forgotten ad never included on the
otc Thedi-scover of these forgotten
peoclured. only because, durin the
hesarings. govrnumn represetatives testi-
fed at kengh concering two computer
programs cmpied fm grand jury deo-
meats oseib for purpose of listing
b the grand jury's hM gdon. Sre, e.g..
KTr. ,-41. -1, 10"41. The perform.

OseMMhult ,th de pi w "ni$n amwroy.
I. 145-I&
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asv of th, x function was riddled with Rule
Ie) violatkino.

Altaugh the proecutorm teslied that a
court order was obtained permitting the
transfer of the derleath'e grand jury Info-
matim for that purpose tn Lowry Air
Fore Rae the government was unable to
produce such an order at the hearings.
K.,Tr. 494-; 517: 76: We. The proectu-
tors acknouledge that no order wars ob-
tained permitting transfer of similar ifor-
mation to Dallx &Ad Utah, a failure cawed
by their unawarenes e*en at the hearing
that the II,, agents had taken it upon
themseh-e to arrang for the computer
work to be done at those locations ad
because the proWeutor left the "deai"
of the computer work to tlw IRS. K.Tr.
6-. 494-M. s. 807.

Many IRS employees with sem to iw
rormtin uwed in comiing the computer
program were eventually bted on tew
cloure notes. Sre K.Tr. 34. 40. A 61.
72.7 6, 7 Just a many. hom w .r pr-
enthy never found their way onto the lists.
Altboumg the commuter programs we no-
ated by computer "ro " i Dun OW
Ogden 1K.Tr. 74-74 the Dcle. No.
ties list few. If any. of the computer per
sosnel from Vtab or Tea. The ladiflWer
ence of the government attorneys Is fur
there m led by the fact tha a student
clek usating the prosecutors ane sot NI-
ed a s hing had emu to grad jury
material a hmgh It was reved at these
hearings tht s didL K.Tr. IW417.

Whatever instructions there were. f any,
concerning disclosure and me of Ue grand
jur r. matra was aprenty pased on by
the staff of the Internal Revenue &ervi
Itself and not by the Depamnt of Jus**
attorneys. title or so instructiomc e-
Ing the strictures of Rule We) is hi elude in
the training of many of thse INS mploy.
"m who had ms to te informtio.
K.Tr. 156.

Purther, whoa the IRS agents acting as
-agents of the gra jur undertook the

CsWS a the -row Jrwy thm ao urodw js,'
idommWm o Is S asuft is Nmp does m
abaw a iroper Aw mes ,i , merea*

task of explaining the secrecy provisions to
other employees of the IRS. it Is clear that
the information was of little practical me.
For example, one such agent testified that,
although he informed the supervisor of the
computer program that he should di cose
inform tion only to one whose name was
ited on the disclosure notices, only a few
of the names on those lists were revealed
to the supervisor. K.Tr. 155.

0 Improper use
The fee rein Iven the IRS by the De.

partment of Justice attorneys In this inves-
tigation and in the use and disclosure of
grand jory material presents a serious ps-
sIiiy that the extraordinary power of
the gnmd Jury were manipulated in order
to obtain evidence useful in later civi 6t
gatios. The record reveals that such a
danger was real and that substantial inves-
tigat v* activities disclosure were mde
for prpoes othe tha "to aist in sttor-
my for the golemuneut In tht performance
of this duty to force federal crimia
kw." SOr Rule GM). Fed.R.Crim.P.

131 IR Instituonl intent to take ad-
wqtage of the grand jury investigation in
dvl audit was conrumed by Richard G6
Nam. a dI IRS agent signed to the ex-
amintion division in Denver. who freely
acknowledged tho the IRS hoped to take
advanae of ti facts developed by the

inal investigation after Conclusio of
the roMO Proceedings. W.Tr. 836-X
1e goermen in resisting this daim.
M aserte that no improper disclosure to
IRS d agent has occurred. K.Tr. 16-
51, 413-14, 416-17. 64-44. Diklosure In

l ow of the forbidden purpom. It I
equall haproper to Wmipulate the gran
jury nestigato to obtain evidence for
eve ts civi me by the IRS. United
aSew 9. 5.0. NEaerim. /ft., 443 UI&
418, 106 SCL 8138, 77 LEd.2d 743 (1
As Is distmaed below, the record confirm s
th6a the grand Jury's extraordinary powers
snd esore wer. in part, initiated and
dm ed for Jut uch a purpose.y

ns s to m~ the srlowness of he ms.
awnuct. GJ. Tr. Rtemaks of hos~. Juy
& Mnl. 3 a Ip I2-1; IN bmbe 4,

*II, 12 8ao. at P, G-
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The government's investigation of de-
fendants originated at the IRS in 17.
From Aulruit. 1979 to July. 19 . the IRS
conducted a Joint civil and criminal inveri-
gatisf. In July. IWO6. the IRS reffered iti
ipmstgation to tho Tax Dk~ion uf th
Departnent of Justice with the recomrmen
dlatno that a grnnd Jury Invtslgation be
conduced because iu admlnltruti-e pro.
ceas tae potentially Invffecte. DX %.:

The agents" testimony that they aban.
doned all ei11 intervot when the rrand jun
commenceJ rendim me of Joel Caler
Harris story about Bre' Rabbt a,,kine the
fox not to throw him in the briar patch. At
leut oe witness believed that the xvvern-
ment was anxous to build clii cases
through the me of Pad jury information.
W.Tr. U84. Several facts confrm tha:
the IRS agents did not abandon rntirely
IRS c6'1 interest in recouping taxes.

For extmple. arents of the IRS inter-
view numerous 'lax shelter investors.
The interviewe were threatened that if
they did not speak vunuwa Irrnd jury
subpoena mit be obtianed Thea the-
wer informed that the interview was be.
Ing conducted in lie of a graA jury sp.
pearance. K.Tr. 191. It coassectiom with
the Investor Interrie the IRS apt
Assisted in the Creation of "Ivesmor Qu-
tionaires." These questionook insract.
ed interieavr to ask num o questions
conceding the tax hlteM SeVrl o( the
questions Involved investor motis, a sub.
Jeer of no conceble rolam to a erhnl.
nal Investigation of the tagt but hhly
relevant in a civ4 ad* of -the Investor.
DX W; GJ. Tr. Rs)iL, JauaryI1tila
pp 4-.7. That this aterirk r
had no criminal invostigatlo purpose Is
demomtrated by the faet that no i-estor.
let al any imstors Inviewd op
pese beor the ged Juoy. one of the
Interviews, nor the r of tk Iter-
views, was presented to the vmsd Jury. I.
Tr. 149, The goosonene offreW so eloa-
ntion at the horin ot why sad for vhat
purpose such iWrvlm w on oedutd.

Vb'i IRS effllereks u Wi th grand
Jr inrmation. Were bougim into the
Investigation to prepare auditf the tax
sheer Investors. The audits, lke he

1333

tlie w,. wt r- rtt ,r-'v,+ :eri to the
grrai jur. ar . r-'u-nn r i.Iatt., n.
for their vrvpam:on wer* "4"rrd j; the
hearings. K. Tr. I,'.

IRS ach.iy ir.ce the ". f t.! in-
ditmert 'e,.firms its intend : "o utili:v the
gmd Jury ineutiiation an-! in(,rrnatin
for civil !irati'r rpna Sc-' re-urn
of the -r.4itme;.t tlf IR; *-v sue,! ivil
Audit letcry tn t-e n',-. :nten':.'Aed.
notifyvinir !hem -.Lm their r.- er, be-
la exae,,.;.i Te letter' ewA in I-ra"
'Is) mro~er. %All he !#sue4 r -.-- near ftr
contLsir.t a ~i';."on c.'e." with .,s
s pe..' d i. 1.. reO.d : ,;rr.d J.ir.

Indnctme. of Se;:e.troer .', :P ±. rr the
L'nkt*4 Swie N&:rfrt Co.. 'r the Pis.
tried of ¢ora&..'" D( L .- ,h&. !up-
plitlf, wf ovin K. Tr. I?.,*. 3414-44 .

Finay. evera tateme.J ttributel tW
the proeator ty wit".Pe Juring the
course of to.e lnvett!irtion Nr.fim that the
snd Jury proceedings. a at in pan.

wee conducted fer othr *%an lelitimate
feel crminal purpose. Richard Bir'-
haN a former st:orey .. h the Depart.
nm of Justice. ,.teifed th~at "(tjhtre was
a Vege s"c to the manner 'n ahrh (the
pi'owntol coni,'ctid the ivestilrat6m,"
W.Tr. 0. Mr. Dirc al aiso reported that
on one caeskon :he pro,-.eor indicated
that eV if he were "unPU.'Xr ful on the
merits. .e defense would 1w excesfively
espmheie to the defendant. W. Tr. 13i.

A sixar imroper'modve wu testired
to by DonA Morrion a wiuwss who made
umeorow grand Jury appearance. With

Regard to a proposed busuess activity of
soIne ef the dutendznw. Morrion testired
tt a Prosecutor bwited they Were ong
to -asoot In [the) ass (e) coal deal" W.
Ty. I? Ths osamts were vigorously
d, leb.V the peoseroe Iam in no
iisiton to molve the obvious conflict In
the tsmoyby asssing the crokbility
of witnessmsppeaig before Judge Win.'
us wfth those appearing before me. Thus,
I do not fin s a fct that the statements
were actually made. I deser'be them here
because they iustrate the infusion of hoe-
tft pod itriol which prmetes this ow
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tire cwit-a condilltn which I attribute to
the frequently rude. consistently arrogant.
thd occa knlly obnoxious conduct of
oom r of the government attorneys as-
.ignd to the proecotlo of tis case.*

Ws Stcem.w-* l'oktkwn
I11 Several Instnces, demontrate bhi.

tfnt diorvgard for the time-honored tradi
tion of grun jury secrecy. As discussed
lt-low. such violatkits were utilized by the
government. nt only to gain what was
certainly perce lvd u an advantage In co-
nection with the intended prosecution but
wert also apparernly part of an improper
attempt to embarmas the taret and hinder
the ongoing operation of their business
during the course o the Irrand Jury invest-
gation.

Throughout the course of the sran jury
investlgation the government widely pul-
-,ized the nanies of the individual ls ad
.ies that were beilg investiMed as welu
the n iture of the grand jury's ipq .
The dissemnation of Inormationese-
ing the proceedings before the gmrnd ry
was undertaken wtkoM the ml --p v el sl
normally affred ach disc re b

ovelmiment attorneys. Such dielosms
were particularly egregious insofar as te
recipients of the InfornmaIn were kown
customers and bualnes associates of the
targets,

With the knowkge of iDwpartnent of
Justice attorneys. 1siumeSns0t were
sent out identifying thI tasge,'the r*ld
entities and the nature of-the mdinal h-
vestigation. The letters were s" to "ndi-
viduals beyond the subpoeaa'ejos of the
grand jury and with when it v under-
stood the tge had onglmi4pualiMess and
professional relatlorhlips. -1he lett4m,
which were written on the lehed of the
United States Attorney. but simW 6y sup-
posed agents of the rnd jury, ware ot
only misleading In term of te pail in
which they were sent, but lso early
posed a danger of adersely affecting the
acknowledged business ua flknal re-
tO. For cxampIcs, noe sections of this opntlon

eni ed "Facs FMalished by the Record." F.

latibnhips. K. Tr. 121-25. W-98. &-
'DX V-i through V-I$: DX Y.

Th text of the letters read in part as
follow,:

The United Stfoe Department of
JustIce Is condueting . Grond Jury In.

tlIGatwoR of the buiu e actiritie of
Wilsit A. Kilpatrick. Declan I
OZW tL Jon PeIttingill and Sheiil
(. Lerwer for the years 1977 through
tiO. 7e Grand Jury is attempting to
determine whether these indivlduala,
t 'es Vnted Financial Operations,
Ine. P& J coal Cempany. Inc., Maribor.
ouc hlvesunents. Ltd.. International
ruei Dbvelopment Cop., Ltd., and Inter.
natonal Block Construction Company,
Ld.. have committed violations of Titl
18 &W Tite 96 of the United States

Te Grand Jluy has obtained infor-
wtion wkrti indicatele tAt you hart
W adidor rurrenrly do hare a 6l-
mw relationekip utA one or more of
the indlriduefa and/or entities litd
ebor. It has been determined that you
tetimony will be helpful in resolving

• question which still face the Grand
'-u1ry. Subsequently, the United States

Department of Jusidce cordially cities
you to appear and testify before the Fed-

Gal Grand Jury in Denver, Colorado
,(UWSA.) at your convenierce. Trnspor-
tal, lodgin and meals will be a -
ranged for and paid by the United StA
Deetwenc of Ju i .

We look forward to your response,
Sincerely yours.
STEPHEN. L SNYDER
Trial Attorney
Crminl Sec on
Ta Dvislon
By. PAUL E. RAYBIN
§ Ilal Arent

(cimphais supplied
The impropriety of publicly IdentifingC

t la in atee letters was readily app.'
sat to Judge Winner.

ld 0.
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rThe identity of tU persons and the
transactions which were under 'Mrand
jury scrutiny shouldn't be dislsed to
anyone by letter or otherwise. but these
startling letters did pb dst

575 FSupp. at 8.
The prejudicial disclosure of the target

and the nature of the grand jury's hwesati.
nation. however. was not Ninked to thee
"startling letters." During the course of
the investilgaton. the "Agents of the grand
Jury." and other employees . the IR&
ostensibly in connection wt te ongoing
criminal Investlgation. interviewed numer.
ous investors in the tax dhee. Those
Investors. too. were informed of the nature
of the grand jury's Inquiry and teo names
of those being investlgte& X. V. 93-Ht.

Rule 6(eI impoe upon government at.
torneys the obhgatloe to seure grand jury
Information 1rm Imroper disclosure.
That obligaton was beached sreratl
times. The discloure of secret grand jury
material was not linted to IdentIflaton of
the targets of the h stigaton. Grand
jury Information was also shae wih
Richard Direhall a wtnem and oentime
potential target." Details of the irestia-
tion were revealed to Birehail during a
meeting In which one of the prosecutors
attempted to persuade Mo to assist In the
government's investiptm by suggesting
that the grand jury had nsied eidn
warranting his considered aa target
W.Tr. 44- NS- ; PV p at US-
3.

Moreover, Bieall. who apparently was
led to believe that he ndght fw criminal
exposure, was left unattendd Ia room
housing grand Nry material. ge dmltted.
ly udted the opportunity s rtmo e
through the grand Jury documeta. 657
F.Supp. at 8V1 to further disrerd of
the secrecy provisions of Role e) another
wnmes, Bernard Bal0r eted that the
room In which the grand jury materisl was
houaed was geealy left ops. W. Tr.
1190841. Judge Winer oommusd that
he found Mr. s testimony to be
I. Bath pvemet rnst7m yder sa d er

Mendrop dispute 9kchas osinommy. KTr.

13:35

kn~ow a?. e and cun:.i ringg ,e ht.,r.
int. S'A F -S.Pp- at :3:--:;

W m,-s-v y :' ;i,e :,at, -t in the imlr.-
prie-: f R'rar-i Bivs.',A. ru. rr '!r:
thre.'jit. en-'d .ur" te.:inony and doc-i.
inr.s wlh.en l.e waa left aln in tht gra..
Jury #%oraje room. it does not exeu.e th.
Mtrer-..t arto'ne in.prowitty or. av'a..

Ing .n of that op6rturity. Before Itnk-.
ing ? :.n a;or.e ir the -rA jury ttor,
rooin;,thy atewed Birrai. of makir.l e".-
eral x ,r*...:. t'rat :o a', . a tar-
get of h* itves':iption K.Tr. 3 i. :l'
422-23'. 4"23-24- Birelhaii , l~. t:ok a-.

an ae ,. th.e ,,,ortunsy -mpropry pr-
vli-d+, tc. .i :o ar h through th. grur
Jury rword azd 6dcumenu.

,4, I,-p,,er I.Opo inon of Sevwr-cy
Obligasronji

11 For what the reorM reveals wL,
elew;y an impretr strategic purt-0,e. se-
er.' obiptons in clear violation of Ruit
Owl2 F id.R.Cnm.P.. were Imposed upon
twa #ra jwury wineses. On January 5.
11*. David H. Hoff, and David R. Major
appeared bfore the grand jury. When

Hoff aptared separately before the grand
o" ho was advied:

Q; Yu We aso aware that the proceed-
log of d.o Grand Jur" are s.cret and
the: it covered by Rule 4 of the Federai
Ru:s of Crm.tlal Procedure. that is. any
quwiono I put to you today. questions
that te Gra.d Jury may have. any dis-
euuion we have in this room at your
ap4earazc. that your appearance should
be kpt secret by you: do you under-
Saw "q.~
A. Y. sir. I do.

OJ.Tm. Hoff. January & 109. 9- a.m.. at
pi 4. A similar directie was given to
David R. Mar'. GJ.Tr. Major. January 5.
19K 11:13 am., at p. &

These* confessed riolatios of Rule 6fe
t e naelther innocent nor inadvertent.
RAther. the record reveals the improper
obligado to k the information and fact

.4233-W4. 1114.
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of their alqarances secret was Imposed
(or a sitestric purpose.

Both witnepe occupied positions as at.
toreys who had formet. represented De-

unable to offer any legitimate reason for
his Lransgressions. K.Tr. 697-99.

C Ue of Poket immunity
fendants Kilpatriek and O'!onnel in pmi- During hus investigation. Depatment of
outs SEC proceeding involving the same Justice toreys laoa entirely the fed.
tax Aeltrs under inestigation before the eM hiuanlty statute (18 U.&C. i 6001,
grand juy. e GJ.Tr. Remarks of Proe. d1 ael) which poem the onmessionsl.
cutor. January" & 19 . "0 am.. at p. 8. ly suthoebd peoedure for conferring
The Wovernment attorney explained to thw Vants of manity und. Instead, secured
gr'n.l jun" the purpxwe of caAlti uhm as temony by engagin extensively In what
follows: I have reviouy desci as the "damna-

The primary focus of oar inm tlm ble practice" of bestewirt "informal immu-
involving the financing Is the factsal wep, ity" tho Mg 'letters of assurance."
Mentations made concerning 3 e1hrb (firle S fee r Andersw. 577 F.Supp.
oulth Investments Limited. IF[.C: 'we l t l 0. Csa, Jl The testimony of
want to know what the hwy.m't weie'told 2 witnesses h this investigation was w
by the rincipa l, and what laformation eored *~ mas of such "immunity" con-
they relied to the parties. feeM.dby $nyder-and Blondin. K.Tr. 518.

G J.Tr. Remarks of Prosecutor. Janry & Nt a witness was gimen statutory imem-
'q2. 9 a.m., atp. It. Thus, th goverm .

t attory imposed the ,.o ed. 14M profigate Issuane of such "letters
ey obligations Oponl hese two VdtiAWas of assurace had Its inceptio shortly sf-

.a to prevent defendats from deteminkeng, tee te instipona mmenced. In a te-
the nature and extn 6f w sech comma. phmne ae tee one of the prosecutors
nation that might have been reelded and 4W d d B So'r, sq., who, with his
to foreclose a challenge to such testimy -d Bm, repesented many of the witnesses
bIed upon an applImb . wolier repe1ved such letters. K.Tr. 47$

Such a conchumion sbutt by te ailor explained Oist his cl ents would not
fact that the sanegwvrnment attore y tei vwuar before t grand jury.
examined four other Wtnesse that Nne Io reapose. the poseutor suggested that
day, several witness two days itter on b In of statutory immunity he would be
January 7. l96. and approximaey fifteen wllg to bsue letters of assurance. Mr.
witnesses on other occuo. i4N/e f *ke D or eptd the offer ad at that point
those witnesses were gven th same d'a poedure for issuing the s-called infor-
reclive. The prosecutors we fully Cgnl- mal "immt" * iauguae. L'r
zant that Rule 6(e) pi the IMpostJon 476-77 .'
of secrecy obligation at gfMd *uy wit
new"e.19

I need, durig these hearings. -the De
apartment of Justice atrrwy involved se.
knowledged that at the time he Ihpopee the
improper oblIgatons he was aware of th
United States Attorneya"Maml pevisions
prohibiting the Impostkon of an obliptio
of secrecy upon a witness. Yet atthouh
provide with ampl oppoetuulty, he was

12L $~a wenowlOa
tM As discussJ Omer, see Av tet .som pan.

kW now 21. 1 now bdlkw I ws uduly dim-

After rehin his agreemet with Ball'
or, the Posco app tly Consulted
with seo D asig0 nt ddef Edward Vefines,
of thO Ta Dison. Accordmg to the pro-

• OU04, VOdime.ndkiated that the prose
tor had the utherltt.to i such letters
Of assmme prov d he added by the
hsructonm of V Department of Jutics
memorandum and the Unitad States Attor-
neys Kamm e povd furt that the

d Is Airme Te pacte Is unW me*
dum"Iel I blo o e Is ciadY 1119gL

1336
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recipient was not a target of the h'vestiga
tion. K.Tr. 6&146-1;SM & 6

Theresr. the prosecutor undertook,
without seeking specific approval from any
superior, what was characterized as a -fib-
eral' policy o.disibuwtng this type of
informal imm nity to witnesses. At no
point was an effort made to obtain statuto-
ry immunity for any witness, no was the
United! States Attorney's Office for the
District of Colorado informed of the is.
suance of such letters though written on
United States Attorney's stationery. K.Tr.
476-rt. 720. 731-,2; 575 !.Supp. 335-
Remarks of Prosecutor. February 2. 1962
at 1.07 p.m. at p. -8: DX U-1-U-6.

No witness who testified pursuant to this
form of Informal "Immunity" bestowed by
the prosecutors indicated that he ow she
would have been es cooperative or unwil-
Ing to testify hed he or she been granted
statutory immunity. Rather, the govern-
ment attomeys readi concede that they
chose the method they did simply for the
sake of expeden y--to by-ps the reiew
procedure established by Conrress In the
statutory scheme. K.Tr. 476, 721-22; 724-
28. Among the vehicles for review avoided
by the unauthorized method chosen here
was the staUstical compilation that Con-
gress Indicated as among Its purposes for
establishing the statutory procedure. In-
deed, the govetnmnt acknowledge! that
unlike grants of statutory immunity on
which central records maintained, there
is no realistic way for the Department 6(

Justice to determine the number of letters
of assurance exeuted. K.Tr. 72; 836.
Despite what the prosecutor explials were
his specific ihstrueti info'aM Immunity
was bestowed upm individuals ence con-
sidered targets of the inkestlstion I..
John Jewell and Richard BeftII Moreover,

14. The gVemnmeh's bref.L GoversineuM's Re.
sponge to die Bank of Nove scots Propmed
Flndinp of Padt sad Cosidudons df Law. flie
April 9. 19"4. a1 p. I9 riawws

On February 2, 1912 Mr. Snyder advised the
grand Jury of his nsoolalions with-Mr. Sailor
attorney for many of the witnesses. and
apin explained to theprs.nd ry the differ.
e ics between statuory Immunity and lneurs
of aurance. 1/2/82 (107 p.m.) OJ. Collo.
quy 5-14.

13:37

one of'the proseutorA .admt-!r hav.
conferrv-.i immunityy upon an :n'ia:dja '
it wag at.r earnedd had fair-eI '.; \"-'.
returns several -eart K.Tr .:--
aev neo GJ.Tr. Kitrick. May 5. 19;-.'
a.m.. at p. 3-4: Stephenson. April! A .
3I P.m.. a: p. 3-4. V-5 F-'SPP. V V7

In their deiberate eforul to avod -r.t
reviw .,ees wd the cerainty tha: ,.,-..
gS's id tr 4.d in the grann uf %.e.,.
Immunity. the prosecutorp inject svr.,. .
ambigui:y in the critical arva of ,itn-.
c 'vdiiy. Several facto demonstra:e .
serlousess of the ambir'.ity crejae-i
this iiaq'toi"e procedure.
P Desple x!leed explanatons of !e::,rf ..f

assunrnee.' t..egrand juyrt whose :.'A..:
was i this Investigation to assess witr.e.
credibilty were presented with conr.ting

•dwerptloh, of the effee of these !et:ers
pon lth w'nesses and. consequently up~r.

t vWue to plave upon their testimony
On some ocrcaions, the witnesses were ad.

ed bifow the grand jury that the letters
gare themr 'immunity" and that they had
s Fifth Amendment privilege. See. e.g..
GJ.Tr. Stati'. Apil 6. 1I. 4::r p.m.. a:
p. 4c, zephtnon. April . 191. 3:01 F.m..
atpV 4:. K'trck. May 5. 1941. 10: 3 am. at
p. 4: 3 ller. June 2. i9$!. 9:21 a.m.. at pp.
$-4. On otder occasions. wknesss we,.
ad'ised oW.at although they were testif:..r.
after receiving a letter of assurance. :hey
reta"itn e i Fifth Amendment pri!ege
and cold refuse to testify. See. eg..
GdJTr. Jwell February 4. 1962. 1:19 p.m..
at pp. 2-3: 'ddell. February 4. 19S2. 10-..50
a.M.. at p. 8: Folsom. April 6. 19I2. 11:12
Lm.. at p. 4: we afwm GJ.Tr. Remarks of
Prosecutor. February 2. 190, 1O' p.m. at
pp. '.

Tlr triAcrupt for GJ. Tr. February 2 t962. 1 I7
p.m. presnU the wVImo, of Gordon MacMa.
us. The sustane of the oeslmon consts

emirelyof an inquiry as ioshethev Mr. MacMa.
ms's attorney sm beIng paid for b. Realty Inc.
and Oeher .W. MalcMenus would Imoi. his
rtheapim seff lnriminiton. Contrary% to
the sermern's aeenkm. the transcrip re
flees the prosecutes attempts to prejudce the
pand juw. &v sow tvt accovnpn~ing note
Is.
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.M,)rtewr. tht' fmeoecutors' aroltnee of

statutory Immunity in this Investivation
left very witne in the posture o .estifV-
Ing with the lmloresiwt and fear that un-
ess the witness' testimony plesed the

government, the gOw*nnwnt might wih-
draw ikt wurancs. That such's fear was
rmx ri-l than Imagined a% apparent to
Jwude Winner in his review of the events
surrouiding the grand Jury vperance of
Richanl Bell. a witness who testifed 'wtth a
"Letter ,of Asuran."

Mr. RId! was rrpnmented by his brother.
Mak'uim. an attorney practicing In N"w
York City. and a witness I found to be
straight-romard. fair. convincing. anl
most eneroUs to Mr. Snyder. Malcolm
Bell iuumlvbed to th carrot of pocket
immunity for his brother, but. later he

wAs told by Mr. Snyder that If Richard
'tetred for Mr. Kilpetrick. all betsw
,ft.' Maybe this meant that If Mr.B I
erjured hmlf he would be pteacuted'

,for perjury. ut if the immunity statute
had been follow . the nagging qustion'
of the meaning of 'all bets a off
wouldn't confront us.

4?5 F.SuPP. at 35.
The meaning of the admokio of the

prosecutor was a "nagging question" to
Makom Bell, who as an experienced'attor.
ney ultimately determined that the prose
tor must have meant that the deal was not
witdrawn but that Richard Son was sub-
Jet to perjury. Hon s1gnIcantly, how.
ever. Richard Bell. as would most lay wit.
negges." believed it mea the "Letter"
would be withdrawn. T.tr. 440-.

D. Witness In'ocen of Pdn§Wo
Ap'airnt SLf.Iaer*nhuetkn

The prosecutors persued their Course of
distriluting letters of deurnm "quite lb
emily" until. in the wOrds f one of thum, it
was decided "n good things com to m
end." GJ.Tr. Remarks of Proeeor. Feb
rusy 2 , 1M 1 p.m. st p. At that
point they replaced the unauthoried prom
dure with the equally abusive and dubious
practice of calling witmss who had not
been isued letter ad havit them invoke

I., S s. "tsna 14.

their Fifth Amendment privilege before the
grand jury regarding the targets and the
trnsactions under investiption: knowing
in advance that they would do so. K.Tr.
15. ..
In al see witnese were caled to

Invoke their privilege in February ad
March. lft. ht the purpose wa to
prejudice the rnmd jury against the tar.
gets and the tax-sheter transwtions under
investi*tkn and not to lay a statutory
prediate for knmunhing the witnesses
(which the prosecutor never did) cannot be
denied. First the pow tar who called
the witneises .d&nktted that he did not do
Po to obtain io authorized
tat of Imnueky. K.Tr. 51& Second,

the wio questions posed to the witness.
s evidence the Intention to utilize the wit
o ,ms smerton to prejudice the grand jr

6, a Pist the tgets:
* Now. Mr. Drum. If I would ask you
ay qustims con ig any relation-
skip you mAy or mAy not have had with
Wiln A. Kgpatrik. John Peddingif
(sic) Sela Lerber or Declan J. O'Doo-
n or U",ed Fincial Operations.

WoU you sert your right s& st self-
incrimiation on those questims? ,.
A: Ye r. "'

GJ.Tr. Drzin, March 2, 1 N, 1" LnV, at
p. 4. Third. the prosecutor did not Rmit his
q o nmely to have the witness i
voke his Fift Amendment privile but
ratr questioned sever) of the witne
to ect that Kllptrlck's company, United
inMancialOperatom was payb their at-
torneys' fees. heaving the grand jory With
*As kapOres that their Ofus to tetify
was being noancd by th targets." S"
&96. Wi.. YAmnhc rebrua 4, ImS
UlSS pin., at pp. 6-?.

UN ha h prosecutor's conduct n19
thb rgard (~t occr before the sec-
ond of the two grand jies mpan*ed In
conneton with this nvetigaton) wa
known to him to be mproe mad prjd
da is 'eViled by his statements to the
at grand jury sevr months e I5
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Immediately all the witnesses I ha,|
subpoenaed today decided that they
would not want to come in hvre ar..I
testify and they said they wou'. ast.r:
their Fifth Amendment rights.

I could force them in here under taitr
Fifth Amendment rights, but urder :i.e
Department of Justice guidvneits I
ehomld not do thn erpt in ,rrpip9.-
a/ cirumucncrs should I bring a per.
sos in here and hare them ,a r, !Ati
F1ftk Amendment rights brrowr t!
serse no purpose and it only rers , o
prejudice, and it ran prejudice a 14.

GJ.Tr. Remarks of Prosecutor. Februar:
2. 1981. 9:40 a.m. at pp. 2-3 ferpha.s5
supplied). Indeed. the prosecutor did to
the second grand jury precisely what he
told the first grand jury he could rot ard
should not do. The only difference ;s that.
when he did It anyway. he did not tell the
grand jurors that he was doing it to them.
General Instructions. months prior, that
Jurors not draw Inferences from an indicl-
ual's Invocation of the privilege against ;et
incrimination cannot correct such torrup
tions of the grand jury process. GJ.Tr.
Remarks of Prosecutor. July S. 19H. t0:.50
a.m., at p. 6: January . 196. 9:09 am.. at
pp. 22-23.

E. Government Summaries of
the Evidence

Although the investigation of the instant
cse covered almost two yeses. the tran-
scripts reveal that the case spins; The
Bank of Nova Scotia was. for the most
pert, presented ona single day. September
29, 1982, the day before the indictment was
returned. It was done. moreover. almost
exclushely by having Mendrop summarize
the "evidence" against the bank. The
government seeks to explain these summ-
rie, a nothing more than legitimate use of
hearsay testimony by the gfand Jury. Se
United States v. Rogem 6U F.2d ", 397
(191).

During the course of the September 29.
1982 proceedings, the grand 'jurors ex-
Pressed concern that The Bank of Nova
Scotia was being singled out for prosecu-
tion while other banks that allegedly per.

'. KILPATRI(K 13:19
kppl. 1334 01040II

."itted similarr I-anking i: i. .e .,
k ingz ra.-d *.& defendlantil 1 f.. , .

.he pro.utir jwuire.eld that ",- k... .
Nova 5 ,,:a -xa. Lk more alqr.: ratr ":.:''
beause. unlike the other in.:'-:c' t r..
evolved. it wai a large ir'rna:,-.'
known bank doing business in hie UV,.'tA,
statep' an'd its proeculinn COO! i~ %.- C'-t
,, to deter othtr . &-e GJ.Tr. ve.:r.,p.
Sptetm er 25. '142 9.32 a m. 4~t 1. -2

The pro.ecutor erronously su;-.-eti -n t
:he "eviitnce" indicted', that T -. Br 4,.V'ws Scnta rvl-ryvvntativtK w-rr ae:.a

with th, operat-,n of Kilputrik'., It.'ug:::.4
Asa that the IRS wao to be ,lefraui by

virtue -. the bar.king activity. &t GJ.Tr.
Remarkp of Prosecutor. Sept:-ntr 2M.
:9;2..:52 am. at pp. 5. 13.

N o evidence of the kind suggeste ,2 :he
; rosmecutr had been presented to the ;-And
,ury. The dkc'jssion of the. poinu -as
.eard for the first time during the testnio-

ny of Mendrop. Instead of bernr pretmed
a q w te s who was to present hearsy

investipthe informto concerning the
B nk's role. Mendeop was Introduced to the
grand juror as one who was to "summa-
rie" and "just walk through. one more
time. and refresh your memory." GJ.Tr.
Remarks of Preseutor, September N.
19.. .-:2 a.m. at p. 5, Mendmi. :en
proceede4 to "summarize the evider.ce re.
eatingg to each of the indhijvuas, invoed'"
and the evidence pertaining to The Bank
of .Nova Scotia." $r' GJ.Tr. Mendrop.
September 29. 19$2. 932 a.m.. at pp. 41). 52.
O4. 66. 72. On the rital issue of the bank's
knowledge and intent, however, it is clear
that Mendops testimony was both mis-
leading and Inaccurate. In particular. Men-
drop purported to "summarize" in conne.-
don with the bank's role the testimony
presented by dee witness: Messrs. Wa.
ten. Roo and Charles. An examinaton of
the grand jury testimony, however. reveals
that it was not a summary of the evidence
bore the grand jury. One of the witness-
es whose testimony was "summarized"
nerer appeared before either grand Jury.
The other two witnesses whose testimony
was "summarized" did not give testimony
even remotely resembling that supposed!)
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".ummar by Mlendrp. The glnd ample of Improper mischaractertj o
jury wxA never Informed of these michar- the evidence am detailed below.
acterintions or of any alternate basis for 7
.iendrop's summ . (1) Xr. Waters

The inaccurate "summaries" of the e4rl A irtng that he was disc ing a "few -
dence before the grand jury conerning the of the pieces of evience" and "the summa.
role of The Bank of -ova Scotia waspuic- ry of the evidec pertning to The Bank
ularly aibushe for several rmeo: of Nora Scot*a" Undrop purported to

1i 1e nwialeading "summaries were summainz whet the prosecutor charater.
i .-vnted by an individual upon whom the lard as the evidencee" provid by Watert

grand jurors had bm urged to rely as about a trip suppodly made by defendant
their "agent." Mone Smih the bak's Cayman Wand

(Up The investigation spanned 20 mnlths bran c menagerj to Killptk'ris offices bo
ond two, ucmeeie grand juries. Much of D . (Smith was ita us It Is upon hb
the testimony of the 27 witness who ap. i.ikdeks th t ank has been claimed
peared before the first Jury was read to the 'arTeWb*d N iJ OJ.Tr. Mer*op Sep-
.E,)nd grand Jury In an Improper and sao- temU er S1, 19K6 9:2 a.m., at pp. 16 6K,
Iwrused manner. W.-72; ser *a GJ.Tr. Remarks of Prowe.

(ii The grand juror had not preWous cut. SqptbQ 1W I1 , 2 9W ., St P. 4
fnced on The Bank of Nova Scotia as It. AENding to Meirop and the proe-

.et since the bank wu not mentioned as. q r. tils dimed trb* Monte Smith wi
rget until the month the indictment wad *sa n k'lins dit - tate that "

. turned:
ure. Smth vws M-Ai with Kilpatricks tax
" re eTh ding of testimoy from the,' 4Ww 9'SI Appemrn* unbeknow.n I

first grand Jury (which lauded the t te rand jame, Wae never testhfied
my of Roo and Charles) occurred er) in ilM ddr Of tec rad Jurie1. The

presentation of the case to the second wand Jris * rtver Informed of the
irandjury. lhersndjurors"aw prs. --.-- "*ore . t" Meadro' testi y
ecutors frequently comm po t h apparel wa an Interview of We- -
monotony and diffkuhy of listening to the tM or tatmoVt of Waters at a contempt .
readings and. indeedL th grand Jurors en- beat imav'Ing6* rlcL.
pressed confusion as to which transcripts * 'eherr the monrce, it i ce that Mew
had been read. See. eP., GJ.T . Remarks dr's'- supo "summary" of Waters'
of Prosecutor, Novembf r 4.1961, MI.12 e. titm is a c inacurato redtation of 14
at p. .5: Remarks of Proecator. February "iets" n sera sigfamt respects. At'
2. 198, 1.07 pm. at p. 20; and the time Mendnp wee supposedly $mmA

(v) The Improper summaris lae to Wg the "fatis" of Moete Smit's trip to.4
vital issue cocerming the BwkA' knowl. ease, the go"vumeet ottorniy tote"
edge and intet Unbeknown the rand tmed erious doubts about Its ecar ..
jurors. the government ataera Icontem. becaae Waters' d tip* of the b&Md
pormneously entaned soru Aoults as a Ihe root iMr. Ktpetr s offices did n.
to the curacy of certain ritii "faft" rmsm ls Noe smit,. 1  e testmony of .s
contained In the sunimarts. 4e Wawa &wing the 1,6 obsto n trial of

In sum the m c to re - Mr. Kpdk m o s the W macurecw of
ably could not have bees eqc to bo Medrp's testimWon. Dit that tl
picked up by the gviond )winm end. %#n Waterl eiied that when p~ing VP SO"~
doubtedly. forma a subAftia1 beat for ca lci t d f Kia Uptrek for Pay et.
the indictment aganm t bea Th e. " he was f . by Kptrickt
16. The.eawu dila 0 tadhoutsi @ou e ader Ohe pWnwnenm'. vwrO. '

th9 rOf Wae'S deMIon did nO ad.I doulbt led mAW o . bdor the 14Iedl
Vull dw Mendop ks"fied. He L 10Tr . .?-4L
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one of the people presmt was Mr. Smith
who was the manager of the Bank brar.c.
on which the checks were drawn. Mr. Wi.
ten' deserition of that individual during
trial does not resemble Nonte Smith.
T.Tr. 311-12. in fact, at these hearing .
commenting on Mr. Water's somewhat ur-
usual description of Monte Smith, one of
the proseutors admitted that at the ti=,
"Ithere was a real question as to whe'I'.tr
or not it was the same person." K.Tr.
742-43. Despite the facts that Waters was
not called as a witness beore either gran,:
jury. that the grand jurors wen never
formed that transcripts of taped Interviews
of Waters existed and that a "real quts-
ion" existd a to the accuracy of Waters'

identification. Mendrop was permitted to
represent to the contrary that there was
"considerable confirmation that Mr. Sm:,'.,
did actually come out here and visit %;th
Mr. Kilpatrick." GJ.Tr. Mendrop. Septerr..
bar 29, 1982. 9:32 Lm.. at pp. 66-8.

(2)r. R
Raul Ros, a "chauffeur" for Mr. Ki;pa.

trick. testified before the first grand jury.
He did not appear before the grand jur%
that returned the Indktment: his testimony
was read to the second grand jury. GJ.Tr.
Mendrop. September 9, 1981. :44 &A.. at
p. 3. A year after Mendrop read his testu.
money to the grand jurors, XMndrop pur.
ported to summarize It. According to Men-
drop, Ros' evidence confirm the testimony
of Waters with regard to Monte Smith's
appearance in Denver. GJ.Tr. Mendiop.
September 29, 1982 9.2 i.m., at p. 4A
Merdrop Indicated that Roe commented
that during Smith's claimed visit to Denver.
he and Kilpatrick discussed funding for the
tax' shelters. No such testimmy a be
found in Raul Roe' gran jury traaclrpt.
Mendrop gave absolutely no esplaatIon of
on alternative source, but rather erroseus-
ly led the grand jurors to belive that he
was simply relaying Informstion contained
in the Roe testimony before the priur rand
jury.

(8) Mr. mawks
Mendrop's "summary" also micharac-

terle" the testmony of Barr Charles.

'. KILPATRICK 1341
up. S~ll .19*4t

Lke Ra; Ros. Charles teptif!ed before :..
frst gran-i Jur- rnt the Atcf-r.'l wrnd *ur:
Aj .e d:d wi:h &;. Ros' tvs:imony..Me'.-
-im,.p attributed -tes imony- to Charles mat
"?e bank "uifilled virtually all of Mr. Kilpa.
.rc 's reuesut and that it "appeared" to

Char.es .at the bank officers knew what
•A-v being done. GJ.Tr. Mendroll. Septum.

9r . :H.2. .:32 a.m.. at p. M$. The
-su"mmary- given by Mendrw4p is at cuod.
•& th ChareW' testimony. G.J.Tr. Charle,.
J're 2. IP41. .6:) a.m, Again. Mendrop

:4 not :.tntif" ary alternate source for
.e mrr.t.'ts attiruted to Charles.
In his testimony before the frit grand

:;r. Charges indicsted that he was not
;resent 4dairg most of the tranlactions in
•ht . aeamk. (hrlet. who traveled 'to the
Ca:.man Isands with Kilpatriek. Pettinvil
.a. O'N 'wll. was the leat Involved in
-. Inpou and obsrved kt than Oliver
H.'nphfli who himself testified that he had
witnessed little of the banking activity.
5.e GJ.Tr, HempJil. May S. 1961. 9:2h
a... at p. it. Thus. Mendr 's suggetion
to .he grand jurors. of the evidence " to be
& neand from Charles "testimony'" is con.
r.-.i,ted by the actual testimony of

Charles and others.

0JD Cmnme'ru by the Pfrsecutor

In addlhion to presenting .\endrop's tum.
ary. of the 'important evidence" against
. bank on the day before the indictment.

-he pros t ors also argued in favor of an
•"dictment of the ank. Once again. the
evidence against the bank on the essential
issue of knowledge of the claimed object of
t.e conspiracy was seriously miseharacter-
ited by. the proctor. who asserted:

(A)s my agenu will tell you there Is
evidence that the Bank knew it was the
I.S:-Aty "ere in fact told Met it w
Me IRS tae k-wre defrauding.

GJ.Tr. Remrks of Proseutor. September
2. 19 t 8:52 am. at p. 13 (emphasis iup.
p'.id). No such evidet.ce was ever present.
ed. Indeed. even the misleading summary
of Mendrop provides no basis for such a
statement.
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F. Interngation in .4bsene of Counsel defendant because it was authorized in Up.
1n February. 19-3. rlurinit the period be- joax Co. r. United States. 449 U.S. 8a,

tueen indictment an,| dismi..al bf the 101 S.Ct. 7. 66 LEd.2d 584 11981) and
Cars against The Bank o .'ova .otia. because. unlike Massiah he was not or

01n of the prosecutors departed frop the aged in acts of "subterfuge."' W.Tr.
tradmtlonal role of a government trial attor- 643, 6 94, 7O-10, K.Tr. 1114-15. T.

ney in order to travel to Puerto Rko an When he arrived In Puerto Rico the pros:
rncate In invtstilutlive activity. The proS. ecutor and another investigator, Vitor Tor.
rcuu-r unertnok his journey with the 1w- rm Perez. an IRS special agent, appeared
otriwn of interviewing bank employees without prior arrangement at the branch
crcerninj the wheresbouA and rneoas offices of The Bank of Nova Scoua and
f,)r fner of another bank employee. proceeded to Interrogate several of Its rep.
.AH'alm Hayneo. who the prosecutor un- resentath-es. Among others, they quea.
.ierktood was the twcond in command at the td Mlcolm Haynes' former secretary
b3r. i' Cayman IsLand branch during the and his replaimment, the branch's control.
;en.u covered by the Indictment. No at- o. ISO also interrogated other high'
ternit had been made to talk to this pot. rnking reprsntatives of the bank-In-i
tis: witness, before indictment. The prov etn Douogls Rector. the Puerto Ric6
c",tor's purpose was to interiw hlm eon. ar manager of The Bank of Nova Scotia'
verning matters underlying the nd. chief execute officer of the Bank's

-- W.Tr. 92-49: 094: T09-1. Pv t Rico subidiry. W.Tr. 60-42,'

Though the prosecutors w fully aware , oh-..
. the bank. an indicted defendant was

.presented by counAel. he 41d not feel,, Aft leadng the bank, accompanied by

coristrained by the Soprem (ourt s g." BMW Agent Tomres Peres, he searched

Itte In Moaniak r. Vited Stt V1u U.& 'ott.t school attended by Haynes two

:*.1. $4 S.Ct. 119.. 12 LEd.2d 246ti4) to small. daughters. ages eight and ten, In

inform counsel of his intention to Intor- Ard-V to determine the whereabouts 1t
view high ranking bank employees." In -the"i 'aets. At the end of the school

stead. he undertook this Investpdre ner. 'day. the prosecutor 1who had already lidt-.

c ,t with the -hope" of emtoally inter. Sd Inforitlon from the school' principal
viewing .Malolm flames "in the abee and thi gils' teachers) followed the dh&-.

-)f Mr. .Monilo." '" firm in the belief that dtei on foot "by about A hundred Yards..
'f he committed 6 conttutnal violation of. His purpose was to have the girls lad him
the type identified In Maeak. the 0a to their moom, W.Tr. 64,.245; 09-108.

likely snction was the suppression of vi- The prosecutor's vk to Puerto Rico,
dence In the government's caeln.chlef. In however. did not end his endeavor to Inter-,
the proseutor's words. "no Indictmont has rogate high ranking repsentatives of the'
ever been dismissed because of (a Mesiah defendant bank without notice to or leave"
lolatlonJ" K.Tr. 1114. 1121 W.Tr. 64 ofdefegsseeoue Shortlyafterhilsnter-*

693-94. 010901 . regatia. of Mrs. lsYnesa, he wrote a letter I

The prosecutor also testified that he be. to her requ, etg that she use her efforts
lived It was perm.sible to Interdew high to he her hmba d speak with the.
ranking emp e sof an Idktd corporate go"rnment Like hs pevious efforts this

1?. The errmem arustm se iM eln he WAnd mPL / aS Nwt , Sh VY '>
IHavwe do"s rm V gle rWs Man . sui oladtons 1010 does r o Ham "Wa s w OO
kaei~r i,, aw oo& *a pixlmmaf s who lber iwo -'a sits aqymw Island brasa d
Wa infa', -km as to Ont hash's cadc ow. 'I Book of NWs Scotia so ab thnt of d
rinq the *ve chagd In Ow iadidmnW evem in qWs L At quoft S. M

SC05-', !Fopo.d Fi".S of Fac W Mm C 15 Mr. M o is .

dons of Law, flled April 9. 1"4. at p. 37' The sel.
goeernOme WW" V i asdh became Haynes
%as no InhkdusU named as a delendeot in 19. Se xe e il 23. 314

• , %.
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approach was made wthbut informing de-
fense counsel. Indeed. the prosecutor as-
serted that he "would have interviewed Mr.
Haynes in the absence of Mr. Morvillo
hopefully." W.Tr. 709-10.

G. Mistreatment of 1l4itesses
Professor Roland Hjorth. a tax law pro-'

fessor who Judge Winner observed "is a
recognized expert who ws employed by
defense counsel" was permitted .t testify
before the grand jury that returnd the
Indictment. His treatment by the prosecu-
tor on the occasion of his appearance con-
traits markedly with the reatment the
prosecution afforded its ovn expert. Roger
Schneider. who was pasted off as an
"agent of the grand jury.

As Judge Winner observed:
(Professor Hjorth's] views of tax law
differed markedly from those of (the
prosecutor], who bragged on frequent
occasions that he had never taken a
course in taxation and knew almost noth-
ing about it. Nevertheless. Professor
Hjorth was browbeaten and ridiculed by
[the prosecutor]. and some of the conver-
sation so out of place for an ethical pros.
ecutor took place during a recess In the
hearing of some grand jurors.

575 F.Supp. at 333.
Indeed, the prosecutor's heated argu-

ment with Professor HMor. was also over-
heard by witnesses scheduled to appear
before the grand jury. W.Tr. 334. More.
over, the conduct was so shocking that
Richard Slivka. a local! attorney formerly
employed by the Department of Justice and
Colorado United States Attorney's Office.
who was representing witnesses scheduled
to appear and who himself observed the
conduct, wrote a letter to Chief Judge Flne-
$Over shortly thereafter reporting the Inci-
dent. W.Tr. 317-2?; 350-44. Professor
Horth testified that the prosecutor's con-
duc was so abusive that "he would never
again appear as a expert witness I a
similar proceeding.

Judge Winner concadud of the prosecu-
twos conduct that:

Intimidating witnesses by telling them
that their testimony disgraces them and

I' v. KILPATRICK 1343
1.t24 115(4

Implyinglr that the Tax Da:.n of the
Depantmnrof Justice uil :a. after thr
witness and will complain :o ".'.e Univer.
sky of Washngton Law Sc.*.), because
an expert testified to his exrt: opinions
does no credit to our roer..nent...
seeminglyy. the professor's testimony
Is't seriously contested. I h'4, that we
haven't gotten to the point the: .ionarev.-
ment with the legal conc*ptj. ..f the IRS,
provides grounds for attacKo i y that hu.
rucracy because sometimes "he IRS A
wrong. L'S.'r. Sells Enpigi eifrg, 463
U.S. 416. 103 S.Ct. 3133. 7" LL.2d 743

• and L'S r. Baffot. 463 l.S. 476, 103
.Ct. 3164. I? LEd.2d T.,5.

575 F.Smpp. at 33t we alo K.Tr. .502-4.).

CONCLLIONS OF LAW
The government's position in this case is

reminiscent of the common law defense of
confession and avoidance In which. for the
most part, the tuth of the averments of
fast ar admitted, but argument is made
which ten to deprive the facts of their
ordnay legal effect or obviates them.
Thus. it is said:

Just a there has never been a perfect
lawyer. a perfect judge. or perfect trial.
so has there never been a perfect Investi.
ption. Contrary to what one might ex.
pect. In view of the defense aiegatons.
the transcripts of the grand tur" proceed.
Ings do not reveal any condutm, whatsoev.
or by the prosecutors seekir.g to over-
reach or override the independence of the
md Jury.

Government Memorandum. Government
Response to The Bank of Nova Scotia's
propoed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law, filed April 9, 194. at pp. 3-4. The
government's response to the defendants'
several proposed findings of facts is mainly
a recitation of the number of instances in
which it. prosecutors did not violate the
iw.

As I view the present state of the law as
it applies to this case. there are four an&[t.
icl modalities which must be considered.
In the first. specific violations of specific
rules require dismissal. I view this forn
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of analyiti% s uewntall" quantitative.
There either isa a aviation oar there in't and
the onclusion is ineluctable depending on
the factual premise which is established.
The second modality, requires an evalua-
tion of the totality of circumstances extant
#,, kat a qualkative a.sessment my be
made. Finally. cases distinguish the third
rn.'ablity. the authority and dut% of district
,murts to supervise the conduct of prosecu.
tion and grand juries. from the fourth
m ablity. the duty to enforce the aAates
of the Constitution.

In articulating the conclusions of law I
have reached in this esme. I shall consider
all four modalities in the order in wbic I
have just expressed them. I sa be&
with Rule 6. Fed.R.Crim.P.

A. Viktios of Ruk
I As noted by JudgWinner. Rule 6.

.:R.Crim.P. does not aumthrt Vmd j*-
"-4*s to have agents. The creation of thut

role and its misleading description to the
grand jury is an improper intruuo into the
exelsive and independent prmnc of the
grand jury by go emmt attorneys id
invetigators. The most important fune-
tion of the grand Jury Is to stand between
the government agents ad the suspect "
an unbiased evaluator of the evidem.
Un ilrd States r. DioIaio. 410 U.S. 1. 16-
17. 9 S.Ct. 761. 7n-"S. 86 LFd.M 67
11973). "The purpose of the grand Jury
requires that it remain free. within comt-
tutional and statutory limits. to rate
*independently of either prosecution altot.

ey or judge." tiltedd Soakn r. $elk u-
Uixe.MmA Inc. 403 U.S 418, 106 ,Ct.
303, 8141. T7LUd 748 (196).

181 Rule dk Fed.R.Crlm.P.,
those who may be present in grand jury
proceedings by the following eapll law
guage:

(d) Who May Be Present. Attorneys for
the government. the witness under exam
btatlon. Interpreter when needed and,
for the purpose of taking the evidene, a
stenographer or operator of a recording
device may be prmt while the grand
Jury is In session, but no person other

than the Juror may be present while the
grand jury Is deiberating or voting. .,

After his usual thorough analysis of the
relevant cae lw and with chameteritk
pungency. Judge Matach, of our Cout,'
statw in United Stain P. Pigetieiua.

A miew of al of these, cas reinfore.
en the concluaon that the only effective
action for a violation of Rule (d) is
d&emissal without any further iiquky.
into the effe of that Violation. .

5" F.Sup. ,61. 2" (D.Colo.1"64 *

I corilude that events which occurred l'
IthE grand Ju" room While i4i,.edt
-aents of the grand jury were pent
and not sdr oath as wteses umder
eainnsdn riolited Rule 6(d) and the-
fe*i requre dismissal of the inditmnt.
~%JusV match carefully notes I Pie.

f 'rol ia brief intrusions on the proeed
img during whkh no testymy Is takes

P mi quaton asked nor statements mae
about the aem by grand Jurors such as
the delveIng of a note to the prosecutor
b% his secretary or the repair of a swic
by 'mamtean man ane not Inclue
within the per w rule. In this case.
there Is no doubt that matters of Cm
sdmera substance occurred while Ral

di was be* violated. A

A V'abdton of Rule ONe
[$I Courts he held that lolstoa of

the strictures of Rule O(e). Fed.R.Crin P.
typiely require the sanction of contempt
rather thm dimissl Uited State.It
NO^. s4, F. sk4 (" Cr. I n HoW;
ever, where Rub W() i violated reckesy,
and systematlsl, disauiss Is apa
Me. Unite Stles a Gold 470 F.uPP.'
18K6 I3646 (N.D.1LA AP). Where know'
hbe violation of Rosle 6(e) prejud i 5

maga taWS whose identities the
gvernmet revesle, the goyverneIself
haa mgn th t the Conten.pt Moody I
"not uln, e ... wholly adequate." Unit
States Attorney' Manual # 9-210 (m
pl is supplIed

1344
•I"
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III Rule $(rJ---,prope r Di'pcios'urt
nold Ore

110) Rule O4eM3s provides :e .
pert:

(3) Exceptions.
(A) Di, osurr otheriui pr'.itited

by this rule of matters occrri.f -ef.:.rt
the prand jur. othei than h.s de le.
tionts and the vote of any grarA u "
may be made to--

(iI an attorney for the igovernrren: f.)r
use in the performance of suLch attor.
ney's duty: a.

(i ush gorern ment perotna! as cr
deemed necemsry by an attornq. Pbr
the porernment to assist an a!:ormr;i
fir Ike gorernment in the pet'brvnma
of such attorney duty to tbreeder.
at criminal lat.

IBi Any person to whom matters an
disclosed under subparagraph iAk, of
this paragraph shall not utilize that
grand jury material for any purpose ot-
er than assisting the attorney for the
government in the performed of such
attorney's duty to enforce federal crimi-
nal law. An attorney for the gpirtn.
meat shall promptly provide the ds-
triet court. before which w= imponeird.
the gra nd ju ry whose ma trial has been
so disclosed, with the names of the per.
*ono to rhom stch diselosu re ho been
made.

(emphasis supplied).
The prosecutors In this cue pem *",

several violations of this rule. They rein-
quished to the IRS their tsposity to
determine the persons to whom dbeWue
would be made. The IRS agents then
failed to provide the "prompt" nodftdon
of such disclosure mandated t. the nle.
Moreover, the IRS representative. In &
rect conuarentlon of recent Supreme Cor
dictates. Improperly manipulated the secret
material and their novel roles as "agents of
the grand jury" to obtain informadou and
data for use during civil ljitdon that they
know would follow on the heels of the
criminal se. Sre United Sfte r. Sells
En gneering. Ite. supra. United States r.

1345

Haggot. 463 U.S. 476. 103 $.Ct. 3.113
I-Ed.2d 1..' 1* 31

Rule 'ew3I provide, :'- ',.,
be made to "such goverr.-r." : itr'..
are deered necessary by ir. .'r ",
the government .. . prc.-:'Ad l.+e he . -
nay for the government ... ,rmp::. -
ide(s) the district court vth n..-A :

such disclosure. The int,: rtc)rI r-.:
not only that IRS repre -n .:t r.
took It upon thenhelve o etcrr.
whom disclosure should te1 rade. t.t, .,
.hat in some cases the "t-r-.ey. f.
governnr.ent" were not r:. f v; ,i:.
.c!oture until after It had .-.. e.,. f:
were notified at all. Mo.e-,ver. no:;..e.
the distrIct court were no: .':ed pro.-.;'!y
b-at were prepared Is soere ..stancea izt-
tamntially after sch disclosure. even &f-:,

the invenlgstlon had eoccljded at. tht
indictment was fie

With regard to the delegaton of thr Ruwe
644t31 reponsillles in .Jis vettljr.n
by Deparvtm of Jutice atznrr&ys. Jjdov
Winner noted:

I am rwl about tet.-ony suege:.
Ing that authority to make :,e dieC:osure
decisions was degat to :he IRS ,;,-
cial Agent/Grad Jury Agent& Prime-
tar's helpers. Under com.n law r;.4s
of agency. th& authority iv2jdn't be
gated to a subagent. a.W espec aiy
couldn't be delegated :o an IRS aer.:
whose fellow workers were aiming a: :.e
defendant& from a diff,.e, ang:e.. %I.-
worry on a core is rot :eu#ened b:y an
IRS letter in evidence tayig that mak.
Iag a chil tax ease un&r :e adminitra-
dte process would be diffeult. Unied
States r. Sells Engineering and United
Statn r. Bagot. both supra whkh ret.
tie the question of using a grand jury. to
"olm taxes.

V75 F.Supp. at 3 (1983i.
The broad delegation to the IRS of coo-

aW over the course of the papd jury -
vsadgation Is amply supported by the
recrd. The extensive disclosure of grand
jury material to IRS civil employees. the
hapbasrd and poet hoc method of identify.
ing those to whom disclosure was made

I.
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aml the omission fnm the disclosure no-
tie of numerots IRS employees privy to
grand jury information clearly contravene
the rule. It is fanciful to suggest that
these IRS sad chil employees will eras
from their minds that material obtained as
par of the grand jury's investigation.

In Vnitr d States r. Sell. E ierrdh.
tr.. fipnw. the Supreme Court recognized

that it is difficult or Imposble to demon
strmte the extent of improper disclosure
and use of grand Jury material made duer.
ing the course of an investigation. Id. 111
S.t. at 314. In the instant c se a sinif-
cant portion of the direction of the itve.tio
gation was unrelated to the federal crli
nal goals. As the Supreme Coort o
served:

(Biecause the Government takes an ac
tive part hi the activities of the grand
jury. dIcloure to government Attor"y
for civil use pows a Wsgificant three 0'
the integrity of the grand jury Itsef. If
prosecutor. in a given cue knew tho
their colleagues would be free to um the
materials generated by the grand Jury
for a civil c se. they might be tempted to
manipulate the grand jury's powerful In-
vestigative tools to root out addiioml
evidence useful in the cvi suk....

Id.
In Sells the Supreme t.,.rt analyed the

grand jury process and the provisions of
Rule 6(e) in deciding whether civl division
lawyers in the Department of Justice
should have automatic aess- to grand jury
materials to mist them in ci litigation.
The court denied such acess for three rm
sons: (1) civil disclosure threatens to'bub-
vert the limiatiom otherwise Imposed on
the government's powers in dvi sad ad-
ministrtive discovery and Investlgtn
(2) civil disclosure may tempt prosecutor.
to manipulate the grand Jury invetigation
to obtain evidence useful in cii igations
and (8) civil disclosure incrases the num
ber of persons privy to grand Jury matters
thereby Increasing the risk of Inadvertent
orIllegal disclosure to others. Mat 314.
48. The IRS's participation in the grand
jury Investigation In this cae achieved
each of them illicit purposes.

As noted by Judge Winner. the genesis
of the grand Jury's inquiry was a belief by
the IRS that it could not effectively Inves&i.
gate the facts underlying the subject tat
shelters pursuant to its congressionally gir-
cu"mucred administrative enforcement
power. Thus, the extraordinary power
of the grand jury were souht md

(21 Rule feXJ)-&rery VIolafiOla
Rule Oe1L Yed.R.Crim.P. provides:

M General Rule Of Serey.-A
Grand Juror, an Intrpreter, a otenogra-

her. an operator of a recording device, a
t who uacribs recorded testmo.

my. .a attorney for the govemmet or
any pes to whom disclosure is made
vadi*'puagrapb I8XAXi) of this subdIv.
e shall not disclose matters ocuring

before the grand jury, eept as other.
wise provided for in these rule. No
Oblgatim of secrecy may be imposed 0s
any peta. except In accordance with
this rule. A knowing violation of Rule 6
my be punished a a contempt of cout.
Rule (eQl) Is a codification of the tadi-

tml requimet that matters occrrin
befor the grand jury should be treated U
confidential. Courts hae consistently r89
oned that t traditional requirement
exist to no ui degree in order to P*"1ee
the name and reputation of the taret
during the pendency of the period the ale.
nations ar bein investigated. &Ne #.

United States r. .Malaleta. 588 F.2d 746
?a (h Cr.1t 8), cert. dexi. 444 U
No6. 100 S.At. 91, 62 LEd.2d 86 (ltr9)
Thus, courts have held that Rule 6e) pro-
hibit the government from publicly Iden&
fykn the targets of a grand jus inqiu.Y.
So*Im re Bar 04 1P El3 61. 6 . 1
(D.C.ClrMNA Howalor's n Direts? 4e
latemai Reexve 406 F.Supp. 106,I IS.

(L.D.P&l.I4 .'

During the oum of this kmvetlg5"
the government repeatedly and Ysten"
emaly disclosed the identity of the UiV"
indvdukas nd etit e that the
ment acknowledged had a " bes re

onship" with the targets and to in stos
identified as customer. of the 6ta4*

1346
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These numerous disclosures adversely af-
fected the business activities of the targe-o
at a time when the grand jury was charged
with investigating whether any crimes may
have been comroitted. The abuse of power
is evident.

The violations of Rule 6e2) do not end
with the improper violations of the secrecy
requirements. In order to pin a tactkal
advantage. prosecutors selected two wit.
nesses and directed them not to disclose
the fact or substance of their testimony.
As Judge Winner held, this was done in
direct contravention of Rule 61e121:

(The imposition upon witnesses of sere.
cy obligations) is now verboten bet'ause
of the language of the rule saying. 'o
obligation of secrecy may be Imposed on
any person except in accordance with
this rule.' This language has been uni-
formly interpreted to prohibit any in-
struction to a witness that his testimony
ljecret. In re Laotwgsper. t197.'I D.C.

Ill. 392 F.Supp. 78.1: It re Gratd Jury
Witners Subpoenas (1974) D.C.Fla. 370
F.Supp. 1282: I re Alrarwe (12i D.C.
Cal. 351 F.Supp. 1089: in re .linko.
(19721 D.C.R.I. .149 F.Supp. 154: lr rr
ImrtiUgatioc before April 197$ Grand
Jury 11976) D.C.Cir. 531 F.? 00. In re
Vescoro Special Grand Jury (1991 4.73
F.Supp. 1.5. and many other cases. In
spite of this express command of Rule
6(e), secrecy obligations were imposed on
several witnesses, and, to make the viola.
tion more disturbing, secrecy obligations
were imposed on lawyers called to fpr.
nish information concerning their clients.
That makes the violation gravely beyond
the pate, because of thq impossible pos-
tion the lawyer.witnesa is placed in. but
that's what the grand jury trnscript dis-
close.s. No 'oath' of secrtey was admin-
istered, but an obligatton of secrecy was
imposed by Inructions from giv.er-
meut counsel to witnesses. This foolish.

3. The United Stes Attorneyt Mamual provides
at 9-11.342:

Rule 6e) speclllcaVy probillta any oblip.
tion of mcecy from being Imposed 'upon any
person e cp In accordance withis rule:
Wimnes', therefort. cannot be put under an'
obligtion Wf secrecy. App&do. of Eises.

S %. KILPATRICK 1.347

ness may or -. a% not have ten intr':
si. u* inr.:,ance of the la%% i
de.-..e ava:.a-:e to a psroiecutnr P
nelle,-p ¢, ,r tocablished ky the-, ',r

apfd it rill' prore do.'ri/1 for 'qh
go,'e",mrH' .'o deny. just as the Vr,*..-rM
ment .sd to admit the attempted :,ri.t.
istra,)n of an *oath' by Mr. Snyder T".-
govrn.ment 'upri.inglv defend, ",
pr-ver, miahhr.si -if fun,:tiemn of tt'.- ! P.

eca Alre-t Grand Jury Agen, t.
sisu'.i to tke Attorney fr the G,.
mer. ap.*d under Rule Mel ,

ayve 't thir.ke that admitting tha. "r-;
was t."rr w.,'ld confes. the moti.,r
di .

57 FS';;p. at .331. :12 i19631: :e ".
'ti~t $:ater . Radertky. 5.31 F.t2, -

•W9,:" Cir.,...'¢r!. drtsi¢r. 42 Lit. ;,-%I
97 S.C- 4:4. 30 LEd.2d -'I illl-,M: App'r,.

lion .¥'Eimebr . 05,54 F.2d 1107. ll1:A' n.
,.th C :.:9.fI I re Ru.xo, .M F.R.D. ..
570, iCD.CaP. *.-, It Re Dielostun' *' r
ideer. .4 Ir.$'pp..3S. Ati..'a: ;,

Arli'igo Gitlat Co. r Pittlsburgk P',7
GCaAu Cl.. 21 F R.D. 30. 52 .N II.'.

U JJ1e W'i.er sugge'ts, the onr:. :-
sue t x. coul not be determined by :..
recor Wfore h:i: was whether the secrvc.
obligt-ons were imposed intentiora.y.
The prosecutor's testimony during -ht
hearinro before me. however, lea~rf n.)
doub: :hat the improper obligation Aa. ;rr..
posed deiberatuir. with full knowledge of
the ,irn.es's relationship to the tar-.t
and in violation of the commands of the
United Saters Attorneys' Manual."M Mor.-
over. no :egiti.ate explanation for the ac-
tivity was ever presented.

The numerous 'iolations of Rule 6teo by
the Desanment of Justice attorneys ignore
the rig ts of unindiAted subject of an in-
Vestigad!on and the secrecy. m d Independ-
ence of the gmrad jury itself. As I sball
discuss later, a court's supervisory power

be .04 F.2d 1107. 1l1) n. % !Sih Cir.1"11.
ThiL '.owerc. should not pr ent ,he gand
jury ("man (Fm requesting a %ilnes not to
make unnecesmar' disclosures 'hcn those div.
closure or the attendant publicity might hn.
der an Imesitation.
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to dismiss an indictment is appropriately
utilized to ensure that governmental impro-
priety of a similar nature is not repeated in
future investigations or prosecution.
United States r. Oren. 580 P.2d 365. 367
(9th Cir.1978Y, United Stals r. Houghton,
564 F,2d 1219. 124 (tat Cir., eerf. denied.
434 U.S. 851, 96 S.Ct. 164. 54 LEd.2d 120
119Th). Dismipsal is particularly appropri-
ate' in order to hold all government prosw.
cutors eating within this district to the
same high standard of conduct that the
United States Attorney demands of his own
assistants. United States a Jacob. 547
F.2d 772. 7R (d Cir.196) fOrganized
Crime Strike Force attorney operating in
the Eastern District of New York) United
States r. Gold. 470 F.Supp. 1336 (N.D.IH.
1979) (EnvironmentAl Protection Agency
Staff attorney appointed as Special Attor.

In the Department of Jutik) are also
ted States r. EWepa, 471 rd 1132..{
I (2d Cir. 1972).

As previously Indicated, however, I hold,
that where violations of Rule 6e) are lnte.
tional or reckless and systm. the sne
tion of contempt is Insufficient and dismiss-
al of the indictment Is warranted Under
such circumstances. It is not necessary for
the defendant to show that he has been
prejudiced by the violations. in the instant
case. however, such showing of prejuae
has been convincingly md.

C ViolatioM of Witne" IMmuaiy
Statutes

Earlier In this opinion." I indicated that I
believe I was unduly diffident In describing
so.called pocket immunity or "Letters of
Assurance" as a "damnable prectie." I
believe I was wrong because I did not then
have the benefit of the Suprema Court's
opinion In United Statn a Do. - U.S.
- . 104 S.CL 1237, 1 LEd d 652 (1964

In Anderson a United S s t supr, I
wrote:

The government, in this case, made
extensive use of Infornal or 'pocket' hn-
munity. Tis Is putative immunity
granted to a witness by letter or oral
presentation of the prosecutor rather

2t. St. s#pe. "tc 13.

than ordered by a judge after stiefc'
tion of the procedure, of 1S US.C.
H 6002 and 6003. Such immunity poseo
serious problems since it circumvents the
statute and leaves an inadequate recor
of tle scope of the immunity granted.
Se. United Stats . Qa ,
Dra.r. 613 r2d 38 (3rd Cir90). The
procedures established by Congress in is
U.S.C. " M2 an 6003 charly indicate
an intent to formalize, standardie and
limit the use of immunity. The statute
requires approval of a senior Justice D.'
prtinent offil as well a" application to

*and order of a United States District
*Court Judge before immunity i eon-'

ferr d. The procedure leaves no doubt
as to th.s ecomplumnt of the grant
the pwtlarid need of te winm
and the mp of the kowunwsation. ft
o Iev" for Congress and the pubi a

6 14Ompet mod definite record of the fre
queey. eff1ay nd reason for the us
of iamuity. Informl immunity, app-r
eatly in widepread use by the Justice
Depaitma, aftcoPmplse non Of those
gos.It Is a dn&ib eprvtiet. No.
not i ed given to senior Jutice
Depument official or to a jdP. Th
or reo If any, isa letter by the US.4Atbonoy or a transcript of an Oral Mee
ettim If It wasoe on the rer.

SuW% InforMaily ehaM ulted In mo&
slon over witnesses rights in t PsA
Qsortnrualn, Dreg, &uprm, 613 F.2d ,
and lends Itself to excessive ue of u@W
choked discretion. While the immunity
grant is always a matter Of prOsecutodsl 4M
discret~on, the proedures of II 600 and
OM subject it to the light of pubic,

cngresina aMd judiia scrutiny MWd
insure that It is not invoked or revoked
arbtrrmy or espricously. P

In Unied States a Do, Justice POwel.
wrote.

As we stated in Plit'b,,r, Co. a CW**
459 U.S. 248, 74 LEd2d 430. 103 SCt1 ..
on (13), in p nr the use numunty.
statute, 'Congress gave certain offlcisi
in the Department of Justice 0-10W
authoft to grant Immunitis.' (A. SI

, 9
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263. 14 LEd.2d 430. 103 S.Ct. 608 [at
612). 'Congress foresaw the courts as
playing only a minor role in the immunize.
ing process: ... ' Id.. at 23. n. It. 74
LEd.2d 430. 103 S.Ct. 608 (at 613J. The
decision to seek use immunity netessri-
ly Involves a balancing of the Govern-
ment's Interest in obtaining information
against the risk that immunity will frus-
trate the Government's attempts to pros-
ocute the subjwc of the investigation.
Sre United States r. Mmdtan. 425
U.S. 564, 5615. 48 LEd.2d 212, 96 S.Ct.
1168 (1763 f196I) (plurality opinion).
Congress expressly left this decision ex-
clusively to the Justice Department. If.
on remand, the approprIate official con-
cludes that it Is' 4 irble to compel re-
spondent to produce hIs business records,
the statutory procedure for requesting
use immunity will be available.,

- U.S. at - . 104 MC. at 1244-4S. 79
Ld.2d at 62-43.

III) It thus can be seen most clearly
that Congress has vested exclusive authori-
ty to grant immunities in a fiw specified
officials In the Department of Justice.
Further. Congress his clearly and unequi-
vocably set forth the parameters within
which that discretion must be exercised.
Ordinary statutory construction employing
the principle of etprenio usnin eel earla.
sto alteritua and buttressed by the quoted
language of Justice Powell leads to only
one conclusion: Pocket Immunity Is Illegal:
when granting immunity, the Department
of Justice must comply with the require-
ments of IS U.S.C. H 6002 and 6003.

(it) I hold that the repeated use of
letters of assurance or so called "pocket
Immunity" in the instant case violated the
applicable statutti and tainted the gran
Jury indictment with its illegality.

D. Vkhtions of the FIfth Amendment
(131 Courts have consistently held that

It is improper to call a witnm solely for

2L The con entional renIdy for illlgl use of-
'pocket Imnunty" would. in sam Instances,
take the form of s pow /*cm pat of smautory
ImmuIty or the equitable enforcement of the
packet agrtoment. for the benefit of frand jury

%. KILPATRICK 1349
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purposes of having that wn. v assert
their righu under the Fifth A.-.rndrrrt
when the prosecutor is aar .4 the %ott-
nesses inteton to do so. S.. An pit
United State&. 3'3 .. 179. *.-,4.-3 .. :
11.51. !114. W0 LXE4.2d :rstz,.", Uts',d

States r. Rit. .4 F.2d .510. ;2l 15th tr.
19771: Uniited Stairs r. .1Inluo,,v. 262 F.21
63.5..-37-3 i2d Cir.1959). The fatts here
demonstra:e4' thit the lrseco "..-r .,,p-ed to
take advantage of int, ermissi,.e :nierene,.
that arise from invncatinn of le privi:ez-
See United Sfna r* . Ilo,,'a. "62 F ,
5 . cd Cir:195qi. The pmr-c :,'r. p. ,
"served no other purp)ge than -.-;.lcu'a:e.t
prejudice." Una'd ,%ihlrtX " snonn'mq..
0e F.2d t77. 0&1 ih Cir.l9 !A,.

ill More-ver. the improper effort, to
prejudice the defendants by ... rni.,:K.
inferences flowing from the ,eve, witnvs,.
es assertions of their prir:-ze againt
self-incrimination was compour.dre by the
questioning conc ering the payment of the
witness legal fees. No leg-.timate pur-
pose for such questioning exisu. Indeed.
similar questioning before a grand Jury has
been held to be improper. 'ni'ed Stares '

Gold 410 F.Supp. I3M. 152 'N.D.llI.19'i.
Dimisal of an indictmvr.t is not re-

quleed per at by the deliberae sont rpir.g
of a proctor to have witr,se_ in'oke
their Fifth Amendment privilege. Such
conduct is. however, a factor to be con-
sidered in the totality of cle-irintane. in
determining whether a grand -r% has ben
overreached or usurped.

£ Presen nation of Misinformnauon
1151 The mLscharacterization of the tes.

timony before the grand jury and the un-
Ikentified use of questionable hearsay in.
formation with regard to %it issues in-
trudes upon the independent role of the
grand Jury. See Lited States r. Saman.
go, 607 F2d 877 (Rth Cir.1979i. The court

witnesses ,1o relied on 6' proscutor's proe-
SThese concerns are not beore me here.

&IH. the use of pockeL immuniq %as so pcs-
she In ibis cos that it re%1 les supIn the general
conduct of the PMosCuor and tht grand jury.
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in smamgo emphasized that such behav-
ior. even ifr unintentional, causes "im4woper
influence and usurpation of the grand
jurys. role." Uxited States r. Soximngo,
60; P.2d at 88t Such a danger b partcu
larly present where, a here, the misrepre.
sentations could not be expected to be resd-
fly apparent to the second grand jury and
related to material isues In the proseu
tion. See id at 83: United State. P.
/.Awn. 02 F.Supp. 156 ED.11d.1600 In-
dktment dismissed where prosecutor' ex-
amination of witn crested a fas i
pression and misled grand jurors as to na-
ture of the evidencek United State. r.
Gall 394 F.Supp. 310 (D.Conn.1975) (in.
dictment dismissed where grand jurors mis-
led as to hearsay nature of ttmony md
misstatements).

- . Violate of the Sixth Arjodnm a
•161 It i beyond cavil that. upon Inlc.

Ant. a defendant becomes an reusedd
--- with a right to counsel guaranteed by the,

Sixth AmendmenL See Breer 9 Wt.
liamA 430 U.S 387. 91 SCL IS, 51
LEd.2d 424 (11M, Maekhn . United
States. 377 U.S. 201, 64 M(t. 1199. 12
LEd.2d 246 (1964). The guratees of te
2&. The proeecuos PM hoe rationalblaata 81.

tempting to defmoatrae the proprey of his
conduct do the opposite. So OCC Cm coWm
pan)tl 1 note ItL t, 'h C /t Ia led St.,

0 U1 138. 101 W. 617. U LEd M4
(1981) e"s sia hs that emoorasee of
the kind inteergpmd here sb de sbit
of the anorn e-diem relatloap and must be
cnsiered. In essne.m the coorpotao for Pur,
powe of communcstons. Ilded, wile the
Supreme Cowl in tl0au moed the Iul sad of
procuring Interiew noes of the corp ts
attors couna for the govermeAN mI
them qeiim - abs ,lvs,
events, the faces of tbat dec is e Mo Indlea.
tion that qamtietm wouM be paper I Cwn
ductW behind counras beck. Rahd. de apts
Ion M&COsedtha s wo. IN@ itL* A k~ Xu Wt Wa "Ea, aiWx~ poc~u u~mndo poc e
LqAiv was nat a crimsl eaan she corpra
ion had not bas lkmA Thus. lm ad
a ks of cowie. waon iapplCahe I.-
e and r elvance of 4 are we

wippowte a to rahea qusml s as te tom .ty of its .ismx~e
The pOeseMOa also MWle UPon bwi

hudsutvd. bar. v. Ms'eftk 372 FJd 39 (Mb
Cir.1I M) a nsippo for ha psiem. Thai Case
we4o111a W h clvi Ilu on asd the questionof

Sixth Amendment apply to corporate de.
fendants with the same force u to indivld.
ual defendants. niled State R Rsd4&
Lit. of Philadelphia. Inc.. 612 F.2d 7.0,
743 (3d Clr.9'/9); we also GsadboucA P.
Adamm, 529 F.Supp. 545. 547 (D.Co*.198M,
In order to give meaning to these guaran,
tees. the Supreme Court has held that once
a defendant become an accused, it is ha-
proper for a government office to ques-
teo that defendant out of the psee of
counseL Drerr V. William& SuPM" Map.
ufak R dstited Stat., eupra

1171 In the Intant case. the Depart.
meat of Justice engaged in precisely t
typ of intenoation proscied by the So-
preme Court.s Without notifying counms
for the Indicted bmk the prosecutor Ion
with a federal agent, Impermissibly interro-
gated weral high level bank employees Is
hopes of obtakingIncriminating Informs.
Vvi. to s"Meal repect the Instant Ow-
duct b eM more egregio than that
which oeurd in Brewer and Mauiak
The prosecutos actions here were Preme
Noted s&d promplted by the expectatift
tMt the worst that would beom of hk
oom "tlatl voltions would be liiNd
SOPPrei"s of evidence." ,:

am mrej clien prhilqe & th a orp eat.kf
The cut did nat concern posIndictment acdt-
my by poewors. )4

The proseatms cnd pow Am rs-milm
On Owa Messih did not rewtict his gnsere-

soe became he &d am employ uMetfer ii
quim Utle darmios The SumCow i
so bae ha holig In Meskit upon th e"
oahsefnge. Rather. th a op sim was I-en a accued's hth5 io counsel Tha n isbW
dn X1116 d Supreme Cowl specifically
mOd ha sh fact thet she irim lle nmaw
10Man s -1e elic e rpiel in she Most
ash case, and oeherwle her. Is cowhotrll
lrreevsl Mw. i, 430 U. @I 4M

K4 tiaik the situa tio In M b wwwen uu
the lsserosalia *f the ban&s eptatI W
wm d embys 1111= psely ag."
but primarily by -an aum y ise e

uloatios o at o e*Ws ahica oldiptke&
Din lpliat y Ru~le 7-104 at the COde Of Profea

samal RapoadMflyprN i I. relvea 1011,1

(A) Durin Owe cowu of his reprwi
ofac atsCU M bww r ove4
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The defendants have not. however. dtm.
onstrated any prejudice from the intermra.
tions of bank employees in the absence of
counsel. The ban's counsel has Ier.
formed ably and adequately throughout the
litigation. Under such circumstances. :he
Supreme Court has specifically rejected the
remedy of dismissal based upon a progecu-
tot's violation of a defendant's Sixth
Amendment rights. "[Aibsent demor.stra.
ble prejudice or substantial threat thereof.
dismissal of the Indictment is plainly na.
propriste. even though the violation may
have been deliberate." United SM.r* r.
Mornson., 449 U.S. 361. 365, 101 S.Ct. 6. .
668. 66 LEd.2d 64 (19$11 See also 'nit-
ed States r. Drake. 6,5 F.2d 1025. 102,
(10th Cir.1981); Vifed Stales r a i.
son. 743 F.2d 1450 at 1454 i1Oth Cir.19.4i.
As In Morrison. so it is here:

IDefendant) h s demonstrated no preju.
dice of any kind. either transitory or per.
manent, to the ability of (its] counsel to
provide adequate representation in these
eirminal proceeding. There Is no effect
of a constitutional dimension which reeds
to be purged to make certain that (de-
fendant) has been effectively represent-
ed....

449 U.S. at 366. 101 S.Ct. at 669. Accord-
ingly dismissal of the indictment is an inap
propriate remedy for the Mowiah 'iola.
uions in this case.'

(1) Communicate or cause another to cor
munkate on the sub)ec o( the represmaton
with a p rty he kno, to berrqwestnted by a
lawyer in that matter unless he has the prior
consent of the lawyer rereaentinq such other
pony or is ,a,,horn Ib" law to do wo

Se United eeta . Thomc 474 r.d I20. 111-
12 (loth Cir.). com Art" 412 U.S. 932. 9) SC .
278. 37 LE.2d 160t93). CY. Cemmo. I .
K. L Phenncmui.k 310 P.,d M 12d Cit.
1975).

2L The prowecor's Interrogton an vw'ell.
lance here is precisely the type of delbberste
governmental impropriety that should be di.
cr Seed. United Se v. Ow% M F2d
363. 367 (91h Cir.1973). citing Einsi ,; tnied
Stew. 364 US. 206. S.Ct. 1437. 4 LEA.d
1669 (1960); YMted *sea V. HoWeakOt 554
Fad 2219. 1224 (tu Cr.197?).cxs rot e.&43-
U.S 831. 9" S.CL 164. 54 LEd.2d 120. Insolar
a the proscutor by his own admission wis not

1351

The Sixth Amendmer.t at.utes "-rre. in
some instances. underakr, by :. ;,,etu
tors appearing before t"t. . jury,
Thus. while not directly .r.-' a
by the grand jury. such act:or.s ic. reflect
upon the general abues .f -he F.--. jury
process practied by the i.verr.-r.r..t The
.tahin violations must error in.vi ny gVe.
eral qualitative assessment nf te ; rnseu-
tot' and grand jum,"r coriuc-.

G, The Towliky of CGrcum.,sa.'. Te.;r

(181 As I stated in V'itrd S'c',e'
Anderson. 577 F.Supp. 202 2.0 2:

The Tenth Circuit C:.ur of A.eal.,
ha recently articulate the star..-ard to
be applied in cases where disr-.-sa: of an
indictment is sought because of ;r,)secu.
toral misconduct:

An indictment may be dismissed for
prnsecutorial miscondi.ct which is fla-
grant to the point t-t there is some
significant Infringeent ,on t ); grand
Jury's ability to 'exercise independent
judgment.
' vited Stotts r. Pino. 70,; F.2d .5. 530

(loth Cir.19-3. While the remedy of
dismissal Is extraordinary, it . -ray be
u to Insure proper standards of con-
duct by the prosution." 706 F.2d at
S80. District courts are siso empuwered
to dismiss inditments kecaute of inher-
*at supervisory• powers which protect the
deterred by the possibilit% o( oqher atailabli
remedies. dismia-I rema:e.s :he onJ. %abk pro-
ph.lacic tool. The Supreme Court has o to

Sat lengthS to explain that O pod ianh if.
orts of law enforcement offitals shoa.:d not be

overcome b Itechnicalitks bo ond he.r control.
Se VnimdSaie v. Ls.k - V3. -. 10- SC,.
34K.. 82 LJF.2d 67? (1914). 1h apposins
propoS tio reqtires that efecthe sanctons be
imposed to pceses deliberate constmnal %Io.
latItons by lma efoecmenw offlcWs. Conwitu.
tional protections are of little %Waue if %Iolation.
we prmhted ithu the Imposition of mean-
btfu sancilow. Sm Jkp . ON 347 U.S.
643. 6 . I SCi. 164. 201.6 L..Ed 2061
(1%1); E&%bu v. Meired Sstea 364 tS 20.f
3 1 0 So t. is3. 1444. 4 LEd2d WOe (2960).
Here. the.prose~tor's premeditated iterrop.
tion of bank etnployfs behind ihe bac of the
bank's counsel plainly violated te Sixth
Amendment prmections outined b. the Su
preKe Court in .saeh and PMw fr.

/
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integrity of the judicial system. 708 F.2d
at 531. Isolated errors and improprieties

-a not require dismissal of the indict.
ment. It is only when the government
engages in deliberate conduct which In-
terferes with the grand jury's indepen-
dent function'or damages the integrity of
the judicial process that the remedy of
dismiLssl becomes necesary. Because I
find that the government engaged In a
pattern of "induct calculated to infringe
the grand jury's ability to exercise inde.
pendent judgment the Indictments must
be dismissed.

The grand jur" is more than a symbol
of the limitations the constitution places
on the government's power. When the
government usurps the grand jury and
destroy* Its independence so that it looks
,nd acts like an arm of the prosecution.
w very esenct of a government of".imitil powers Is deetro'nd. SMe Ukiied

'States r. Dioniso, 410 U1 1, 17, ,
S.Ct. 764, 178, 35 LEd.2d 7 (11973% Sti.
rofe' V. United Stalte 361 U.S. 212, 80
S.C. 270. 4 LEd.2d 282 (190).
In United States r. Sams.o, the Ninth

Circuit said:
The Court's power to dismiss an n$t-

ment on the ground of prosecutorial mis-
conduct is frequently discussed but rame
ly invoked. Courts are rightly reluctant
to encroach on the constitutionalitybUsed
Independence of the prosecutor ad
grand ury.Isl The Court 'will not Inter-
fere with the Attotrey General's prose-
cutorial discretion unless it is abus d to
such an extent as to be arbirry and
capricious and violative of due process'
United States w. Welch. 872 F.2d 13M,
1360 (fth Cr.), cert, die 439 U. 842,
99 S.Ct. 13,68 LEd.2d 140 (1198).
Nevertheless:

On occuin, ad In widely-varying fa.
tual contexts. federal courts have dis.
m se Indictments because of the way In
which the prosecution sought and se-
cured the charges from the grand
jury.... These dismissals have been

26. In almost seven years on this bench this case
and Lied Sua . Anders^, so a the

bused either on constitutonal grounds or
on the court's inherent supervisory pow.
ell.... Whatever the basis of the dis-
missal, however the courts' gAl hu
been the same, 'to protect the integrity
of the judicial process.,-' - particularly
the functions of the grand Jury, from
unfair or improper prosecutorial conduct.
(citations and footnotes omitted.)

P7 F.2d at 881 quoting United Stats .
Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306.130 (ft Cir.) cr.
denied 434 U.S. 828. 98 S.Ct. 18 64
LEd.2d 83 (19Mh. '" 1

From the Inception of the twenty-month
grand jury investigation when the prosecu-
tors divined the ofrke of "agent of the
grand jury" on the IRS agentA through the
time of the agent's Improper "summaries"
presented shortly before the indictment
was returned, the conduct of the Depart.
pent of Justice attorneys substantally an-
&rined the ability of the grand jury to
exercise Independence. The numerous abe-
m and violations of rules and conetitutio
&I prniles must be coniidered patulakr
ly serious because of the admissions 1
thee hearings that, for the moat part, the
acthitr was undertaken knowingly ad
purposefully. . 0. '
• In addition to the abuses detae In this
memorandum opinion numerous other hi-
stances of misconduct are recounted by
Judge Winner In his August 25,6 Opli-
ion. In sum, the substantial departures o
prosecutors in this case from established
notion of fairne, from deay articulated
rules of law, from specific rules of poe
du ar indeed from th Department Of
Justice's own manual Nd operating I'
receives comsttute systemte and pev
slv overreaching. There IS no doubt that
the Indicting grn Jur w a suped an
that time-honored constitutional pkldPl55,w
were suflied. • IL .

Som of the violain, stands alone,
require dismissaL Others, while not ISan
larly requiring dismissal, when combined
with one another amount to travesty' .
What is Perhaps most alaming is that eVe'
oy two I eanc ost o sy cres In w Ihae ct anrsnal So dims a. idlm si.,

66-527 0 - 87 - 8
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MD. STATE TEACHERS ASS'N v. HL'U ES
Cuem 194 F.Sup. 1) 119641

in the very last of ao many hearing, one of
the prosecuting attorneys continued to re- Based
fer to the challenge to his and his col- DER as
leagues' conduct as "silly" and "frivolous." I. Th
K. Tr. 1187. The supervisory authority of of the ni
the court must be used in circumstances Fed.RCri
such as those presented In this case to I The
declare with unmistakable intention that of the n
such conduct is neither "silly" nor "frivo- Fed.R.Cri
lous" and that it will not be tolerated. S. The

The government attorneys, who replaced ly for Ui
the prowutors whose activities are at is- contraven
sue, reluctantly acknowledge ihat with re- 6003.
gard to af tlrat two of the procedures 4. The
employed in this investigation they were ty for viol
"technically Inaccurate" and "should obvi- the Unite
ously not be repeated In the future." See & The
Government Response to Defendants' ty for the
Opening Brief in Support nf Motions to tion of m
Dismiss the Indictment, filed November 14, 6. The
1963. at pp. II. 1& When all the 'techni- ly for viol
elly Inaccurate" procedures and abuse the Uni
which "should obviously not occur In the .
future" are accumulated, what emerges is of the tot
a picture of an IRS Investlgation out of Include n
control and a grand jury which was con. and te),
verted Into litde more than a rubber stamp. U.S.C. H

The Fifth Amendment guarantees that Fifth and
so person shall be held to answer for an States Co
Infamous crime "unless on a premtetl of misin
or ndictment ofa grand Jury." The So- "tet"
porete Court observd In United States Y.
Doweuio. 410 US. 1. 16-17. 9 &CL 764.
771-773.35 LEd.2d 67 1197) that -this
constitutional guuantet presupposes an in-
vestigatv body 'acting t*dpenent)- of
either prosecuting attorney or judge' Sti.
rome r. UniftedStats. 361 U.S. 212,2i, 20 MAR
&CL 70, 2M 4 LEd.td 265 whose mis.
lie Is to clear the innoamet, no lm than to
bring to ial those who may be gufty." Harry H
As a result of the conduct of the proscu-
tos and their entourap of sgent the
indmitit grand jury was not abe to under- Uni
take its essential mission. That sich Is a
significant an pr*udk depriatiou of
these defendat's constttional tights to
due proc of low and peon liberty
shoud require so fourth section of aw- CA
thoft. r sta e
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ORDER
on the foregoing I .ar.. , 1,-
rollows:
indktment is .ismi tsd 1'rai-t

umerous v'olations of R-. ',. i

m.P.
Indictment Is dismisse-i t.:a'e

umorous violations of Pje t -4r
m.P.
indictment is rot dumi.- ! .,i.

use of pocket imm~ir..' .n
tion of 18 .S .C. It t4.-,2 -:.,i

Indictment is r, dh'mirri ,,,a-
ations of the Fifth Amendr.r.t t.
d States Constitution.
indictment is not dismissed sie-
knowing and deliberate ;,rtsetta.
isinformation td the grarr jur .
indictment is o dismistei ;olt-

atlons of the Skxth Amendment to
d States Constitution.
Indictment is dismissed bteause
ilty of the circumstances whih

umerous iolations of Rule ,d,
Fed.R.Crim.P.. violations of Vi
6002 and 6003. violations of :lt
Sixth Amendments to the unitedd
ostitutiod. knowing preter.tation
wnmton to the grand jury and
mt of witnesses.

LAND STATE TEACHERS
SOCIATIO.N. I. C. et I.

JOHES. Governor of the State
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ted States Disuict Cour,
D. Mryland.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. GROSSMAN, JR., SENIOR PARTNER,

GROSSMAN & FLASK, P.C., WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GROSSMAN. Mr. Chairman, members and staff of the Over-

sight Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity of appearing
before you today.

I am Robert D. Grossman, Jr., a member of the bars of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and the States of Virginia, Maryland, and Flori-
da.

From 1971 to 1975 1 worked as an attorney with the Office of
Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service, Tax Court Litigation Divi-
sion, here in Washington. In 1976 I struck out to develop my own
law firm, now known as Grossman & Flask, P.C.

On February 24, 1982, I was called by an individual in Denver,
Co, by the name of Declan J. O'Donnell, an attorney for one Mr.
William A. Kilpatrick. Mr. O'Donnell was told that he was the
target of a criminal investigation, and that he could expect to be a
defendant in the largest tax shelter case ever brought to that time.

Mr. O'Donnell was panic stricken, and he asked to see me in my
office in Washington the very next day. I made time to see Mr.
O'Donnell, and we had a meeting.

At all of our meetings we have asked potential clients of ours to
disclose each and every fact that he knows, as well as those that
are alleged against him, so that we can have some idea of how to
best protect and advise our clients.

After a thorough meeting with Mr. O'Donnell for the better part
of a day, I came to the conclusion that, under any scenario ofthe
facts, Mr. O'Donnell and Mr. Kilpatrick had committed no crime.
What they did may have been right or wrong as a matter of civil
tax law; but, at the very worst, I concluded that a civil investiga-
tion would have been appropriate, and in no event would a crimi..
nal investigation have been appropriate under the facts., I did this giving the Government's contentions the benefit of
every doubt, and assuming arguendo, that what the Government
said was so was in fact so.

We decided to undertake the representation of Mr. O'Donnell,
who told me that if he were convicted he would lose his license to
practice law, could not make a living, who told me that he was a
recovering alcoholic and was under enormous emotional strain, and
who told me that there had been advanced notice of what was
going on with respect to his being a target all around Denver, and
that clients were shying away from him. I had great sympathy for
Mr. O'Donnell, being an attorney myself, and I sought to do what
was best, as I saw it, for him and for Mr. Kilpatrick.

I went to Denver, CO, in the course of representing Mr. O'Don-
nell, where I met one Steven "Jake" Snyder, who told me he was
the lead prosecutor, and that he was going to get a conviction
against my client Mr. O'Donnell.

Mr. Snyder often bragged to me that he had never so much as
had one course in Federal taxation, but that he was such a gifted
advocate that he could convince a jury to convict, irrespective of
the merits of this case.

The Honorable Senior Judge Fred Winner, who spoke to you yes-
terday, wrote an opinion on August 25, 1983, wherein he stated,
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"Mr. Snyder braqged on frequent occasion that he had never taken
a course in taxation and knew almost nothing about it."

However, he was assigned, in any event, from .Washington to
prosecute what was called "the flagship tax shelter case." It was
my opinion that Mr. Snyder was fli, arrogant, rude, ungentleman-
ly, and basically intransigent. I felt no matter what he saw, he
would go forward, and I repeatedly told him this.

In his opinion, Judge Kane states, about the conduct of the pros-
ecutors, that it was " frequently rude, consistently arrogant, and oc-
casionally obnoxious."

As an attorney and as a taxpayer, I am appalled that a repre-
sentative of the U.S. Government would have those words written
about him by a Federal judge.

I had the impression that Snyder wanted to make this case so
badly he would have done anything to win, irrespective of conse-
quence.

On May 12, 1982, I sent a 31-page memorandum of law to Mr.
Snyder explaining why no crime could have been committed as-
suming arguendo, all of the facts that Snyder stated existed as he
said they did. I sent copies to the Attorney General of the United
States, the Acting Assistant Attorney General of the Tax Division,
Department of Justice, and the Chief of the Criminal Section.

It took a great deal of time to research and write my memoran-
dum to Sn yder. I honestly felt I had done a technically proficient,
workmanlike job in analyzing the cases.

On May 28 1 had heard'nothing from the Department of Justice.
I therein requested by letter a conference with Mr. Snyder and his
supervisors regarding the substance of my letter.

My client, Mr. O'Donnell, I felt at that time was an attorney
whose reputation was being sullied and debased by the publicity
surrounding this case; but, on June 10 I received a letter from
Snyder, one paragraph long, which says he rejects in toto my anal-.
ysis of 81 pages and dIsagree with my Rtatement of facts.

I thereafter sent Mr. Snyder a letter on June 15, asking him to
tell me what facts I had left out or misstated and what principles
of law he felt were superior to those which I promulgated to him.
My letter was self-explanatory, but it raised the issue of the enor-
mous turmoil and pain and suffering an indictment would neces-
sarily cause to my client. I never heard anything back about that
letter.

My June 15 letter reminded Snyder of the enormous power in-
vested in him, and that with that power goes a certain degree of
responsibility which I thought was being blithely discharged and
ignored. I received no response at all to that letter.

On July 1, I went to a conference at the Department of Justice
with Mr. Snyder and his coworker Mr. Blondin and a summer
intern, who I asked be dismissed from that conference because she
was not a member of the bar. She was dimissd, and I asked to see
someone with a tax expertise.

I was shown and presented to one Jared Scharf, who was intro-
duced to me as a reviewer at the Department of Justice and a tax
expert. Mr. Snyder represented that Mr. Scharf was a graduate of
New York University's Masters Tax Program. I am also an alumni
of that program and respect it enormously.
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Thereafter, I completely disclosed my theory of the case to Mr.
Scharf, on the grounds that anything is worth not having your
client indicted, particularly when he is an attorney. I disclosed all
my strategy to Mr. Scharf, because I really believed he was a re-
viewer, because that is what prosecutors Snyder and Blondin had
told me.

When I returned to my office, I felt somewhat uneasy about my
meeting. My partner John Flask said to me, "Are you sure that
you had actually seen a reviewer at the Department of Justice?" I
went to our Prentice Hall looseleaf service, and I found that under
the name "reviewers" there was no name Jared Scharf. I felt that I
was sandbagged, that I was deceived and tricked into disclosing
technical portions of my defense to someone that I thought was an
objective reviewer, who was not anything more than a phantom.
And I was disgusted.

On July 14 I wrote a letter to the Chief of the Criminal Section
about my July 1 conference. I had thereafter a phone conversation
with one Richard Slivka, an attorney in Denver, who told me that
while some targets of the investigation were and others were not
accorded conferences, Mr. Scharf was no reviewer, and that I was
being deliberately deceived by my own Government.

Apparently, the prosecutors merely told me that Scharf was a re-
viewer to induce me to believe my case was being objectively re-
viewed, when in fact it was not.

I asked in my letter that if Scharf were really a reviewer, that
Slivka get an apology, because he was being deliberately deceived.
And if Scharf were not a reviewer, that I was being deliberately
deceived, and that all the prosecutors should be removed from this
case. I did this in July, prior to the time an indictment was re-
turned.

On August 13, 1982, 1 received a letter from the Chief of the
Criminal Section which expressed high regard for both the integri-
ty and candor of Scharf, Blondin, and Snyder, and that he had sat-
isfied himself, the Chief did, that my concerns were unfounded.

At my meeting, I went so far as to offer Declan O'Donnell's testi-
mony before the grand jury and to produce a tax law expert who
would be Unbiased, to tell the jury o the position of the defendant
O'Donnell.

Later on, I received a letter from Mr. Scharf and Mr. Snyder
which said, "We will not agree to the stipulations contained in
your letter," and I sent a letter which said, "I do not agree to nor
will I present Mr. O'Donnell nor a tax law expert before the grandjury.Nonetheless, I received a phone call, on July 19, 1982, that the

prosecutors had taken my defendant, Declan J. O'Donnell, before
the grand jury without counsel, to give testimony before that
grand jury, and that he had brought with him an expert i tax
law, one Roland J. Hjorth from the University of Washinqton in
Seattle, who was recommended to us by a University of Michigan
law professor, and that that expert had been bullied and badgered
and treated with sleight of hand and a harsh fist by Mr. Scharf and
Mr. Snyder.

Mr. O'Donnell was uader enormous emotional pressure. He was
about to lose his reputation, which is all he had to sell, and on the
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last day of September 1982, there was issued by the grand jury in
Denver a 67-page, 22-count indictment accusing my client of con-
spiracy, tax evasion, preparation, and a number of tax and conspir-
acy crimes.

On December 24, 1982, I submitted a memorandum of law to
Judge Kane, which was nothing more than a restatement of my
May brief to Mr. Snyder.

On February.28, we had a hearing in Denver, CO, and who did I
find was my principal opponent? The reviewer, Mr. Scharf, whom I
had told all my arguments to. Nonetheless, in less than 1 day,
Judge Kane decided that the 67-page, 22-count indictment was in-
sufficient to express a crime, even though all of the allegations
taken as the Government saw them wereldeemed to be true; that is
to say that Mr. O'Donnell was indicted of a fabulously large crimi-
nal tax fraud, although under no theory of the law could he have
committed such a crime, according to Judge Kane.

I was opposed by the very man who was represented to me by
the Department of Justice to be a reviewer, and he knew my argu-
ments like you might read some football coach's playbook.

My client has not recovered his legal fees or any restitution for
the damage to his good name. The day the indictment was re-
turned in September, there were articles in every major local paper
and many national publications setting forth the evil crimes my
client had allegedly committed.

Upon dismissal of the 67-page 22-count indictment against my
client, the Department of Justice did not provide a retraction or an
apology, but rather sent to the newspapers a press release that the
judges in Colorado had'made mistakes which the Department of
Justice was going to appeal.

I remind you that this case was not just heard by one judge,
John Kane, but by two judges, one of whom was the senior district
court judge for the district of Colorado, both of whom were ap-
palled by the Department of Justice's activities.

I am now prosecuting a case in the U.S. Tax Court civilly, where
the Internal Revenue Service is stating that, Irrespective of the il-
legal acts of its special agents, they should not be attributed to the
Internal Revenue Service civilly, and that the collection of taxes
and deficiency procedures should go forward, and that all Kilpa-
trick limited partners Should not have their cases infected by the
poison of the acts of IRS', special agents, and that information that
was supposedl secretive Iii the grand jury can and should be used
mn making and supporting the civil cases.

I told the judge in the Tax Court, Special Judge Cantrell, that
Judge Kane and Judge Winner said' what they meant and meant
what they said in finding illegalities in the grand jury, and for that
reason the burden of going forward in the Tax Court' cases should
shift. Those cases now are under consideraQn by the U.S. Tax
Court.

It is my view, in light of the above; the Government has invested
too much authority in 'vindictive prosecutors who stand to benefit
personally by virtue of the conviction of their prey.In every case it
prosecutes, the Government wins. If the defendant is convicted, it
has won its case; but if the defendant is acquitted, justice has been
done, and the'prosecution wins as well. .. 
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It is as much the duty of the prosecutor to govern impartially as
it is to govern at all. The twofold aim of the prosecutor is that"guilt shall not escape nor innocence suffer." The prosecutor may
strike blows with earnest and vigor, but he must strike fair blows
not foul ones. "It is as much his duty to refrain from improper
methods calculated to produce wrongful convictions as it is to use
every legitimate means to bring about just ones."

In my view, the broken victims of Kilpatrick's ugly inquiry
should somehow be made whole and not forced to suffer the indig-
nities of public condemnation which are undeserved and the ex-
pense of continuing to fight an arrogant, all too powerful, insensi-
tive and callous government.

I would suggest the following:
First. In criminal cases where the prosecution is found by Feder-

al judges to have improperly conducted itself, the actual attorneys
fees expended in the defense of the defendant should be reimbursed
to him. The Internal Revenue Code section 7430 provides award of
attorney's fees in civil cases, but there is no counterpart for crimi-
nal cases.

Second. A defendant should be allowed to sue the Government
and its personnel to recover damages. He should have the opportu-
nity to prove and collect his damages from the sovereign and the
offending Government attorneys, agents, and supervisors. This, it
seems to me, would provide a disincentive for the Government to
overzealously prosecute and misconduct itself in the prosecution of
cases.

Third. Prosecutors such as Blondin, Snyder, Scharf, and their re-
spective reviewers, should be susceptible to dismissal from office in
Government service immediately upon the findings of impropri-
eties sufficient to dismiss indictments, and transcripts of proceed-
ings should be sent to their respective bar associations.

In this case, the Office of Professional Responsibility has alleged-
ly conducted an investigation and found nothing was done wrong.
The only trouble is, Mr. Kilpatrick was never contacted, I was
never contacted, Mr. O'Donnell was never contacted, and this in-
vestigation, it seems to me, performed a whitewash rather than a
thorough investigation.

Fourth. Finally, it seems to me that where you have these abuses
there should not be a promulgation of civil cases, and deficiencies
determined against people or their progeny. Wherein abuses have
been committed for prosecutorial misconduct, prosecutions ought
not go forward. The reason for this is to provide a disincentive for
all agents of the Internal Revenue Service from abusing and violat-
ing defendants' rights. If civil agents are able to use the fruits of
abusive prosecutors' nets, there is an incentive for the Government
to continue its abuse of the laws.

In my view, I do not believe the Department of Justice will pro-
vide meaningful sanctions to its own personnel. There is a great
tendency, in my experience in Washington, for one arm of Govern-
ment to protect another; therefore, referring this case to Justice's
Office of Professional Responsibility resulted in no action against
any one.

I think tbat, as a pragmatic matter, what I say to you today is
more clinical and perhaps not as passionate as the experience that
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I have seen and felt; but I can tell you that once or twice a year we
run into situations where clients without the resources of a Bill
Kilpatrick or a Declan O'Donnell come to us for assistance, and
where it is exceedingly difficult to handle those cases with the
same degree of aplomb that has been applied to the defense of Mr.
Kilpatrick and his cases.

I can only tell you that it is essential that when the Internal
Revenue Service comes to you and asks for bows and strings for its
weapons, that you be as equally understanding and compassionate
for those on the other side of the ledger, those who have been on
the barrel as opposed to the trigger end of the gun, those who need
as much protection from you as does the public fisc.

Senator GRASmu y. Thank you.
Mr. Waller.
[Mr. Grossman's prepared written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. GROSSMAN, JR. TO SENATE
FINANCE OVERSIGHT SUBCW4"ITTEE ON THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Honorable members and staff of the Oversight Subcommittee on the
Internal Revenue Service, my name is Robert 0. Grossman, Jr. I am an
attorney admitted to practice law in the District of Columbia, and the
States of Virginia, Maryland and Florida. I received my Juris Doctor
degree from the University of Florida in 1969 and my Masters degree (LLM.)
in taxation from New York University in 1970. In .971, I went to work for
the Internal Revenue Service, Chief Counsel's Office, Tax Court Litigation
Division, Trial Branch in Washington, D.C. I commenced my tenure at the
Internal Revenue Service in 1971 as a trial attorney and ended my career
with that same office as a senior trial attorney in 1975. I worked for the
Internal Revenue Service, Office of Chief Counsel for years 1971-1975,
inclusive.

During the time during which I worked for the Internal Revenue
Service, I was assigned to prosecute cases in the United States Tax Court
involving taxpayers of some renown or cases involving substantial amounts
of money. These cases involved taxpayers all around the country.

In 1975, I commenced my own practice of law with my partner, Jon T.
Flask. Our firm, Grossman & Flask, P.C., currently employs seven at-
to 'reys, all of whom specialize in various aspects of federal income tax
lao.: and its consequences to our business clients.

I personally have devoted a great deal of attention in my practice to
tax controversy work. I currently represent targets of criminal tax
investigations in a number of cities around the United States, and tax-
payers who have been accused of being abusive tax shelter promoters or of
owing substantial amounts of tax. I have represented criminal defendants
in tax matters through the investigative stage through sentencing, and
post-trial practice.

On February 24, 1982, I was retained by Declan J. O'Donnell, an
attorney for Mr. William Kilpatrick from Denver, Colorado, to represent Mr.
O'Donnell in a pending criminal investigation by special agents of the
Internal Revenue Service and attorneys for the Tax Division, Department of
Justice. The investigation involved Mr. O'Donnell, William Kilpatrick and
others, both individuals, and in one case a bank. Having been somewhat
familiar with the criminal process, I undertook to represent Mr. O'Donnell
by requiring him to provide me with all of the facts which he knew about
the transactions involved and the government's contentions related thereto.

After analyzing those facts, I quickly came to the conclusion that
irrespective of the truth (or falsity) of the government's allegations,
Mr. O'Donnell could not, as a legal matter have committed a crime. I
concluded the transactions themselves were structured properly as a tax
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matter and that the worst that could happen would be civil disallowance by
auditors resulting in a civil tax contest. In no event under the facts as
presented to me did there appear to be criminal wrongdoing.

In other words, even assuming arguendo, the facts as set forth by
the lead prosecutor, Steven "Jake" Snyder, no crime was, nor could have
been committed. It was with this background that I argued to Mr. Snyder,
both verbally and in writing, that this was an extremely inappropriate case
for him to pursue criminally because as a legal matter, it did not involve
a crime.

I first met Mr. Snyder in Denver, Colorado during hearings before the
Honorable Judge Sherman Finesilver regarding discovery. Later, I spoke and
met with Mr. Snyder in Washington, D.C. It was on those occasions that
Mr. Snyder "bragged" to me that he had never so much as had one course in
federal taxation, but that he was convinced a crime under theJnstant facts
had been committed and that he would be able to convince a jury that that
was the case. In my view, Mr. Snyder felt he was so gifted an advocate
that he could convince a trial jury of almost any proposition irrespective
of validity. It was just this bearing and manner which shocked, intimi-
dated, and offended almost all with whom he came in contact.

The Honorable Senior U.S. District Court Judge Fred Winner wrote an
opinion on August 25, 1983 wherein he stated "Mr. Snyder (who) bragged on
frequent occasion, that he had never taken a course in taxation and knew
almost nothing about it." -U.S. Kilpatrick, 575 F. Supp. 325 (D. Colo.
1983) hereinafter Kilpatrick 1. 1i quote from this opinion and U.S. v.
Kilpatrick, 594 F. Supp. 1324 (D. Colo. 1984) hereinafter KilpatrTck 2
Where relevant to corroborate my testimony.

It was inconceivable to me that the government would entrust its case
to so arrogant a prosecutor as Snyder. This is especially so where the
government was prosecuting what it called its largest tax case ever,
dubbing it its "flag ship tax shelter case."

It was my opinion that Mr. Snyder was flip, arrogant, rude, un-
gentlemanly, and basically intransigent about this case. I felt no matter
what he saw, he would go forward. I repeatedly told him this. However, I
shall leave to Judge Kane the responsibility of characterizing Mr. Snyder's
behavior. In his opinion, the judge states that the prosecutors were
"frequently rude, consistently arrogant and occasionally obnoxious."
Kilpatrick 2 at 1334. 1 believe this characterization is mild.

In my view, Mr. Snyder was continuously "unfair and overreaching",
Kilpatrick 1 at 341, and discourteous in his contacts with me. I was
amazed and quite concerned at the discretion Snyder had in taking this
case every which way, spending taxpayer dollars and refusing to come to
terms with the fact that Mr. Kilpatrick had comm itted no crime.
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I had the impression that Snyder wanted to "make" this case so badly
he would have done anything to win, irrespective of consequence. He viewed
this case as a gun fight. His refusal to intellectually and dispas-
sionately consider the substantive tax arguments fueled my belief that
whether Kilpatrick had (or had not) committed a crime was all but irrele-
vant to Mr. Snyder's determination to prosecute this case through to
conclusion. Snyder wanted Kilpatrick's scalp although he frequently and
graphically expressed a willingness to accept another part of Kilpatrick's
anatomy.

On May 12, 1982, I sent a thirty-one page Memorandum of Law to Mr.
Snyder explaining why no crime could have been committed assuming arguendo,
all of the facts as Snyder believed they existed. Copies of that memoran-
dum were sent to the Attorney General of the United States, the Acting
Assistant Attorney General, Tax Division, United States Department of
Justice, the Chief of the Criminal Section and Messrs. O'Donnell and
Kilpatrick.

It was this very memorandum that formed the basis for my memorandum
of law in support of defendant O'Donnell's Motion to Dismiss the Indictment
which ultimately was granted by the Honorable Judge John Kane in Denver on
February 28, 1983.

I took a great deal of time to research the law and write my Memoran-
dum to Snyder. I honestly felt I had done a technically proficient,
workman-like job in analyzing the cases. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a
copy of my May 12, 1982 transmittal letter along with my Memorandum of Law
as submitted to Mr. Snyder.

At no tire did I hear from the Office of the Attorney General, or the
Office of the Acting Assistant Attorney General in response to my Memoran-
dum.

On May 28, 1982, I had heard nothing from the Department of Justice
in response to my May 12, 1982 letter and at that time I wrote a letter to
the Tax Division, Criminal Section explaining that I had written them on
May 12, 1982, but had not heard their views with regard to my letter. I
therein requested a conference with Mr. Krysa, Chief, Criminal Section,
Mr. Murray, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Tax Division and the
Attorney General of the United States to discuss the legal and tax issues
presented in my May 12, 1982 letter. I wanted to do this prior to the
time that the prosecutors went to the grand jury for an indictment of my
client.

My client, Mr. O'Donnell,, is an attorney whose reputation was sullied
and debased by the publicity surrounding his indictment. In my May 28,
1982 letter, copy attached as Exhibit 2, I stated that I would only need to
meet with the supervisors of the Department of Justice for a short period
of time to convince them not to go forward and would be killing to answer
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any questions they might have. I stated in my letter that I honestly and
professionally felt it would be an enormous mistake for an indictment to
issue in this case. I heard nothing from the Department of Justice until
June 10, 1982 when Mr. Snyder wrote me a letter signed by Mr. Krysa, copy
attached as Exhibit 3, which was one paragraph in length advising me that
Mr. Snyder and Blondin, another prosecutor rejected my analysis men toto"
(sic).

It seems to me that where a defendant goes to the expense of drafting
a lengthy technical Memorandum of Law which ultimately is accepted by the
presiding judge in one afternoon, that the least the Department of Justice
could do in a criminal case would be to set forth their basis for their
conclusion that the Memorandum is incorrect.

Further, I think that the June 10, 1982 letter, Exhibit 3, generally
shows that Mr. Krysa, Chief Criminal Section was nothing more than a rubber
stamp for the feelings and overreaching of Mr. Snyder, who drafted that
letter as can be seen from an examination of the top left hand portion of
the exhibit.

Thereafter, I wrote a letter on June 15, 1982 to Mr. Snyder re-
questing that he set forth any of the facts which might have been omitted
from my Memorandum and specify what his basis was for disagreeing with my
conclusion. My letter was self-explanatory but raised the issue of the
enormous turmoil, pain and suffering which an indictment against my client
would necessarily cause. I did not believe that my Memorandum had been
seriously read. I further believe the flip statement of Mr. Snyder that
he rejected my interpretation "en toto" (sic) considered quite lightly the
gravity of the charge to thiedefendants and importance of my legal
analysis.

In my June 15, 1982 letter, I have reminded Mr. Snyder of the
enormous power invested in him and that with that power goes a certain
degree of responsibility which I thought was being blithely discharged and
ignored. I received no response at all to my June 15, 1982 letter.

Next a June 17, 1982 letter, addressed to the wrong street address,
but hand-delivered to me on July 1, 1982 was sent to me from Mr. Blondin
inviting me to a conference on that same day at 10:00 a.m. Messrs. Blondin
and Snyder offered me in a previous phone conversation the opportunity to
meet with them and possibly a "tax expert" reviewer who was quite capable
of understanding the technical arguments which I had set forth in my May
12, 1982 Memorandum. I felt at least their "reviewer" would give dis-
passionate consideration to my argument.

When I arrived at the Department of Justice on July 1, 1982 for my
meeting, I went to Mr. Blondin's office where I sat down with Messrs.
Blondin and Snyder and a summer intern who was working at the Department of
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Justice. I objected to the presence at our meeting of the summer intern on
the grounds that since she had not been admitted to the bar, and my
communications with the two government attorneys was to be of a settlement
nature, that my conversation would not enjoy privilege should she be
present. The prosecutors agreed with my concern and dismissed the summer
intern.

At all times during the July 1, 1982 conference, I felt there was
something wrong and that my legal analysis was not really being given
serious consideration. I believed that someone familiar with the law of
income taxation would attend the conference so that I could explain my
theory to someone more familiar with the complexities of the tax law than
admittedly were Messrs. Blondin and Snyder. There had been no serious
question that neither Snyder nor Blondin were tax lawyers.

Snyder never really seemed to focus on or care about the importance
of there being a tax crime. He ignored entirely the anquish and pain that
a target of an investigation necessarily endures, as well as the notoriety
he faces upon the Is.uing of an indictment and press releases by the
Department of Justice.

I genuinely felt Mr. Snyder was an extremely callous individual on
whom was lost the unfairness of the investigation. In my view, Snyder was
so caught up with visions of newspaper headlines announcing his victory in
the flagship tax shelter case that he became unconcerned with anything
else, including the rights and reputations of the defendants. I saw this as
more than regrettable, I saw it as alarming.

Finally, Mr. Snyder brought into the meetingone Jared Scharf who was
introduced to me as a reviewer. I had never heard of Mr. Scharf before,
but Mr. Snyder represented that Mr. Scharf was a graduate of New York
University's Masters Tax Program. I am also an alumni of that program and
respect it enormously. After Mr. Scharf was brought into the room, I
completely disclosed to him my strategy and theory in this case believing
that he was familiar with tax law and would appreciate my arguments. Mr.
Scharf made notes of my statements and said that he would consider my
arguments.

Upon my return to the office, I felt very uneasy about having made
all of my disclosures to Mr. Scharf. I must confess that I never fully
trusted Mr. Snyder's representations and I reviewed my Prentice Hall
looseleaf service for the status of Mr. Scharf. I was shocked to find that
in my looseleaf service Mr. Scharf was not listed as a reviewer. I felt
extremely foolish in having accepted MFTSnyder's word on this. I was
betrayed by representatives of my government.

On July 14, 1982, 1 wrote a letter to Mr. Krysa about my July 1, 1982
conference, copy attached as Exhibit 4. In my letter, I stated that
Messrs. Blondin and Snyder represented Mr. Scharf to be a reviewer with the
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criminal section. I transmitted a copy of page 39, 968 of the then current
Prentice-Hall list of reviewers of the criminal section. Mr. Scharf's name
did not appear there. Further, Mr. Blondin represented to Richard Slivka,
an attorney for another target in the case, that Mr. Scharf was indeed not
a reviewer. I stated in my July 14, 1982 letter at page 2 "apparently,
prosecutors merely told me that (Scharf was a reviewer) to induce me to
believe my case was being objectively reviewed, when in fact it was not."
I further stated that if Scharf were a reviewer, Mr. Slivka was being
deliberately deceived, and if Mr. Scharf were not a reviewer, then I was
being deliberately deceived. I also asked that the prosecutors be removed
from the case because their conduct in deliberately deceiving counsel
contravened the Code of Professional Responsibility DR 1-102(A)(4) as well
as the standards of conduct for their office. I requested prompt and
immediate action and served a copy of that letter on Snyder and Blondin, my
clients, and Mr. Slivka.

On August 13, 1982, 1 received a letter from Mr. Krysa written by a
R.A. Cimino informting me that Scharf was an acting reviewer and that Mr.
Krysa "wished to advise me that his office has a high regard for both the
integrity and candor of Scharf, Blondin and Snyder," and that he had
satisfied himself that my concerns were "unfounded." Attached hereto as
Exhibit 5 is a copy of the August 13, 1982 letter.

I think that the lack of true consideration as to the character of
the prosecutors and the weaseling by Mr. Krysa about Mr. Scharf's position
as an "acting" reviewer are appalling.

As mentioned, during the July 1, 1982 conference, I discussed the
prospect of presenting Mr. O'Donnell to the grand jury under certain
conditions, along with a tax expert to tell the grand jury why we were
right on the law. On July 2, 1982, I wrote a letter to Mr. Snyder re-
peating the conditions under which Mr. O'Donnell and an expert would agree
to appear before the grand Jury. On July 14, 1982, Mr. Snyder wrote me a
letter, copy attached as Exhibit 6, stating that he did not agree to the
conditions set forth in my July 2, 1982 letter for the appearance of Mr.
O'Donnell before the grand jury.

On July 16, 1982, I wrote Mr. Snyder a letter which stated in part
"because your impressions of our meeting so substantially differ from mine
and because what you have promised is not of equal value to that which we
have promised, I have advised Mr. O'Donnell not to appear before the Denver
grand jury, nor to produce any experts for if." Exhibit 7.

You can imagine my surprise when on the morning of July 19, 1982, 1
,received a phone call from Mr. O'Donnell stating that he was undergoing
examination before the grand jury. I was livid. Further, I understand
that professor Roland Hjorth who testified before the grand jury as a tax
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law expert was berated, browbeaten and ridiculed by Mr. Snyder because he
expressed a different point of view from that held by Snyder. Kilpatrick I
at 333.

I understand Professor Hjorth was selected by Mr. O'Donnell because
Hjorth was recommended by a professor at O'Donnell's law school, the
University of Michigan.

I had long suspected that Mr. O'Donnell, a recovering alcoholic was
undergoing enormous mental pressure and that his judgment was impaired and
compromised by the pressure of the pending indictment. I was absolutely
outraged when I found that after delivery of my letter to Mr. Snyder
refusing to present Mr. O'Donnell to the grand jury, that Mr. Snyder
nonetheless decided to secure the testimony of Mr. O'Donnell without my
presence and contrary to my advice. Attached hereto is a copy of the first
page of Mr. O'Donnell's grand jury testimony as Exhibit 8. See Kilpatrick
1, supra at 336.

I believe that the prosecutor's decision to present Mr. O'Donnell to
the grand jury under these circumstances violates Massiah v. United States,
377 U.S. 201 for two reasons which were set forth with specificity at
Kilpatrick 1, p. 336, by Judge Winner.

In October, 1982, notwithstanding all of the above, Mr. O'Donnell,
Mr. Kilpatrick and six other defendants were indicted on a 67 page 22 count
indictment. On December 24, 1982, I submitted a Memorandum of Law in
support of defendant O'Donnell's Motion to Dismiss the Indictment. This
Memorandum of Law was nothing more than a restatement of my May 12, 1982
Memorandum to Mr. Scharf, the Chief Criminal Section, the Acting Assistant
Attorney General Tax Division, and the Attorney General himself. On
February 28, 1983, I appeared in court to argue my Motion to Dismiss. I
was astounded to find that my opponent on the motion was none other than
the purported "reviewer", Jared Scharf, to whom I had confided all of my
theories of the defense of this case. Notwithstanding his enormous
advantage in knowing my strategies from our July 1, 1982 meeting when 1 was
told that he was a reviewer. I prevailed on my motion and Judge Kane
ruled that the 67 page, 22 count indictment was defective because it did
not state a crime, except for one count not applicable to 7 of the 8
defendants.

It took a further group of hearings before Judge Kane to convince him
that the indictment should further be dismissed on the grounds of prose-
cutorial misconduct. My client has not recovered his legal fees or any
restitution for the damage to his good name. The day the indictment was
returned, there were articles in every major local paper and in many
national publications setting forth the evil crimes my client had alleged
committed. Those press releases were sent out by the Department of
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Justice. Upon dismissal of the sixty-seven page, twenty-two count indict-
ment against my client, Justice did not provide a retraction, but rather
sent to the newspapers a press release that the Judges in Colorado had
made a mistake which Justice was going to appeal.

Currently, the Department of Justice has seen fit to appeal the
Kilpatrick cases to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals costing Mr.

onnell additional legal fees. Meanwhile, IRS has taken the civil tack
of stating in the U.S. Tax Court in Olson v. Commissioner et. al, Tax
Court Docket No. 15651-82 that the illegal acts of the IRS special agents
should not be attributed to IRS civilly and that deficiency notices sent to
KilpatrT"-k limited partners are not infected by the poison of the acts of
the special agents in the grand jury. In other words, IRS says for civil
tax purposes ignore the Kilpatrick cases and let's get on with collecting
tax.

Accordingly, I am prosecuting a motion to shift the burden of going
forward in the Tax Court from my clients, the petitioners in those cases,
to the government on the grounds that Judge Kane said what he meant and
meant what he said when he found illegalities and improprieties in the
grand jury. The government takes the position that the Judge could not have
said what he meant or meant what he said in his opinion. Kilpatrick 2.

It is my view in light of the above, the government has invested too
much authority in vindictive prosecutors who stand to benefit personally by
virtue of the conviction of their prey. I do not believe that the prosecu-
tors looked upon their mission as attempting to do justice.

In every case it prosecutes, the government wins. If the defendant
is convicted, it has won in its case. If the defendant is acquitted,
justice has been done and the prosecution wins in that case as well.

It is as much the duty of the prosecutor to govern impartially as it
is to govern at all. Berger v. U.S., 295 U.S. 78. "The two-fold aim of
(the prosecutor) is that-g-ut shall not escape nor innocence suffer.* The
prosecutor may prosecute with earnest and vigor, but while he may strike
hard blows, he may not strike foul ones. "It is as much his duty to
refrain from improper methods calculated to produce wrongful convictions as
it is to use every legitimate means to bring about a just one." Berger v.
U.S., Id..

Here something that is Involved in the seemingly infinite and complex
process of tax prosecutions has gone awry. There are compelling reasons to
change the system or provide safeguards and remedies for those entangled in
a tax prosecution's inescapable web. The broken victims of Kilpatrick's
ugly inquiry should somehow be made whole and not be forced to suffer the
indignities of public condemnation which are undeserving and the expense of
continuing to fight an arrogant, all too powerful, insensitive and callous
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government. How can one forget the Department of Justice continued to
express "high regard" for the integrity and candor of its prosecutors
(Exhibit 5) in the face of their despicable acts.

Suggested Legislation

In order to avoid further injustice, I would recommend the following
legislation be enacted immediately.

1. In criminal cases where the prosecution is found to have
improperly conducted itself, the actual attorney's fees expended in the
defense of the defendant should be reimbursed to him. Internal Revenue
Code §7430 provides the award of attorney's fees in civil cases but has no
criminal counterpart.

2. A defendant should be permitted to sue the government and its
personnel for and recover damages. He should have the opportunity to
prove and collect his damages from the sovereign and the offending govern-
ment attorneys, agents and supervisors. This will provide a disincentive
for the government to overzealously prosecute and misconduct itself in the
prosecution of a case;

3. Prosecutors such as Blondin, Snyder and Scharf and their
reviewers should be dismissed from government service immediately upon the
findings of improprieties sufficient to dismiss indictments and tran-
scripts of proceedings should be sent to their respective bar associations
for whatever actions they deem appropriate; and

4. Civil cases should be halted and no deficiencies determined or
asserted where there has been prosecutorial misconduct. The reason for
this is to provide a disincentive for all agents of the Internal Revenue
Service from abusing and violating a defendant's rights. If civil agents
are able to use the fruits of abusive prosecutors' nets, there is an
incentive for the government to continue its abuse of the laws.

Conclusion

In my view, I do not believe that the Department of Justice will
provide meaningful sanctions to its own personnel. There is a great
tendency for one arm of the government to try to protect another. There-
fore, referring Kilpatrick I to Justice's Office of Professional Responsi-
bility resulted In no action against anyone.

Further, in the civil cases the government has attempted to dis-
tinguish its prosecution there from its illegal conduct in the criminal
cases. There is one government and it should be made to account and be re-
sponsible for its actions in all cases.
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Finally, under RICO, 18 U.S.C. 1963, the government feels it is
entitled to take the fruits of alleged criminality from the defendant prior
to trial or appeal. The government takes the position that this entitles
it to take proceeds from a target or defendant so as to deprive him of the
necessary funds to defend himself. This appears to violate the 6th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

As a pragmatic matter, no defense attorney would want to defend a
defendant where the attorney could not be assured of payment. The law
should be made clear that defense attorneys will be able to be paid,
notwithstanding claims of RICO violations.

Having worked for the government for four years and having been in my
own practice for over eleven years, I can honestly say that the Kilpatrick
case is not the only one I have seen that has demonstrated government abuse
so graphically and poignantly. Almost once or twice a year I run into
cases where the arrogance and callousness of the government and its agents
is quite clear.

When the government puts accusations down on paper, they somehow
seem to take on an authenticity and credibility of their own. The idea
that no defendant is guilty until so proven beyond a reasonable doubt
should arguably have more currency than it does but that issue is not
before this committee. This subcommittee should recommend legislation that
embodies the four remedies set forth above to provide some retaliatory
weapon for taxpayers and incentives for government personnel to abide by
law. The government perpetually comes to you asking for additional
weapons for its arsenal to attack taxpayers. It appears to me that it is
now time for a balance to be struck, and for relief to be provided for
those who are the victims of government investigations gone haywire or "run
amok" Kilpatrick 1 and 2.

Dated:/
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May It. 1982

Mr. Steven 1. Snyder
V.S. Department of Justice
Tax Division
Crin, nal Section
10th and Pennsylvania Ave.. N.U.
T.oom 4(1
JWnoton, D.C. 20530 Re: Declan J. O'DonneU -

Dcar Mr. Snyder. 
Denver Grand Jury

As* promised In our Apri 24, 1g82 phone conversation, there is transr.,itted
herewith a tenorandum of Laws in connection w'th my above client. tk-clan J.
O'onrne.L Because of the importance and signitrtcace of your pendUX
investilatior, and that of the Denver Grand Jury as they relete to my client. and
at your invitation to do so, copies of this memorandum are being sent aionc wit).
copies of this transmittal letter to the Jionorable WLUiarA F. Smith. Attorney
General, John r. Murray. Actlu Assistant Attorney C,weda1, Tax Division and
Stanley 1. Lrys., Chief of the Criminal Section.

Should you have any questions, comments or if anythlV contained here:
as a factual representation is not entirely accurate, please don't hesitate tW
contact rc imniediztel..

Very trulY yours,

GROSSM;AN AND FLASK. P.C.

BY RUPRT V. GIVEU R 1F. L

P.DG:mth

cc"
w. Lncls. The lion. n. F. Smith.

Attorney General

John F. Murray,
Acting Ast. Attorney General.
Tax Dvisior.

Stanley F. Kr)sa,
Chief of the Criminal Section

D. J. O'Donnel)
Un.. A WI1rot-14.,.
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MEMORANDUM OF LAWS

FACTS

Declan J. O'Donnell (hereinafter O'Donnell) is currently denominated as a

target of the Grand Jury presently convened in Denver, Colorado. The prosecutor

in charge of the investigation. Steven L. Snyder (hereinafter Snyder or the

prosecutor), is an attorney with the Criminal Tax Division. Department of

Justice. Washington. D.C.

O'Donnell, a Notre Dame Arts and Sciences graduate and University of

Michigan Law School graduate, is an attorney admitted to practice in the States

of Michigan and Colorado. He commenced his legal career as an attorney

adviser to then Governor John A. Love of Colorado. Subsequent lo his service

to Governor Love, O'Donnell entered the private practice of law with the then

Denver. Colorado law firm of Costello, hofoed & O'Donnell, in which he was a

partner. That partnership eventually terminated, in part due to personal

problems encountered by O'Donnell -caused by his first marriage and alcohol

abuse.

After the termination of his law partnership. O'Donnell practiced as a sole

proprietorship and developed real estate. He remarried and was subsequently

divorced a second time. Unfortunately. O'Donnell continued to have serious

problems wilh alcohol throughout this period. In 1976 O'Donnell sought and

received help from Alcoholics Anonymous and married for a third time to his

present spouse, who has recently delivered their second child. O'Donnell has two

children from his first marriage.

In 1971 O'Donnell was employed by Mr. William Kilpatrick (hereinafter

Kilpatrick). another target of the current Denver Grand Jury. Since 197?,

O'Donnell has been deeply involved with both the structure and defense (more

specifically the prosecution in Tax Court) of "tax shelter investments". 1)

accordingly. O'Donnell has specialized in tax advantaged investments and their
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legal corequences for at least the past six years. Hi.r firm reprccfnts man.

unrelated clients in this area.

From 19?7 - 1950. inclusive, O'Donnell counseled Kilpatrick and United

Financial Operations (hereinafter UFO), as their attorney in the preparation of

certain private placement memorandums offering tax sheltered investment

opportunities to qualified potential purchasers. The O'Donnell law firm included

reputable attorneys with Master of Law Degrees in taxation during most of this

time.

Currently, the Denver Grand Jury is considering the issue of whether to

indict O'Donnell for his role as counsel to Kilpatrick and UFO or as a co-

venturer with Kilpatrick and UFO in the legal construction, preparation of

memorandums and sale of units in these investments. O'Donnell has never

heretofore been charged with any major crime or offense by any sovereign.

Snyder currently plans to seek indictments of the targets on internal

Revenue Code (hereinafter Code) 447201, 7206(1) and 7206(2) pr'ounds and on

account of alleged violations of IS USC 1371 and unspecified mall fraud

statutes.

It is the position of O'Donnell that such a case should not oe brought and

no indictment returned against him for the below stated reasons and because the

mere bringing of such an indictment against O'Donnell under these highly

unusual. complex and emotionally charged circumstances will have the lethal

effect of all but decimating O'Donnell's professional reputation in the com-

munity along with his ability to earn a living in his chosen profession (because

of the inherent stigma and sensationalism an Indictment necessarily carries with

it, particularly for a member of the bar and especially in the case of a tax

shelter expert) even though it is the position of the undersigned that O'Donnell

would be ultimately acquitted and his legal position and conduct fully vindicated

at trial, The emotional trauma and pressure attendant to this investigation on
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O'Donnell, an admitted alcoholic, his wife and his young family is already

substantial and quite regrettable.

While the enormous and unbridled power and resources of the government

are sufficient to break almost any man (and his family) when vented against him,

it would seem that civilized societies should require governments to aet

responsibly and compassionately in appropriate cases. It is submitted that when,

as here, the government's case is too weak to carry Its proof burden at trial,

prosecutorial discretion should be employed to put an end to the target's

torment prior to rendition of the indictment. The case for stopping the instant

Grand Jury investigation now is compelling because many of the government's

allegations even if proven would be insufficient as a matter of law as a basis

for a criminal prosecution. Accordingly, it is submitted that some time should

be taken by the prosecution to reflect upon the merits of this case as a tax case

apart from the constant and relentless steps now being taken to gather what is

considered by the undersigned to be irrelevant facts and "evidence".

On April 14, 1982, Snyder and the undersigned had two extended phone

discussions regarding this case. Snyder told the undersigned that while the

government would not disclose the contents of its prosecution memorandum,

because such memorandum contained discussions of privileged trial strategy and

related tactics, 2) the government would nevertheless disclose its theory of the

case to the undersigned.

Snyder stated over four times during the April 14, 1982 phone discussion

that his case rests exclusively on the premise that the financing format ("money

circles" or "check loops") used to "leverage" 3) the 1977 and 19? coal shelters

and the 1979 and 1980 methanol shelters lacked any economic substance

whatsoever and amounted to "shams" or frauds perpetrated by the targets on the

government. It is from this premise that all counts against O'Donnell arise. If

the financing or method involved in "leveraging" the shelters have any tax

substance or significance whatsoever, the government's case admittedly must
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fail. Snyder repeatedly stated during his April 14. 1982 phone discussions that

if the "money circle" or "check loop" is determined to be valid or at the very

least non-criminal he would willingly "walk away from the case" regardl,'ss of

the government's time and energies expended to this point. Snyder stated he

simply would neither bring nor conduct a criminal case against the targets

predicated on the grounds of Code 61465 4) (the "at risk" provision) or 269

(related party loss provision) or Subpart F (controlled foreign corporations). Code

1951 et _".). Because of Mr. Snyder's said representation, this memor:.ndum

will not address these issues which both parties agree are to be decided, if at

all. in the civil arena.

The targets take the prosecutor at his word that the case will be dropped

if a convincing case can be made justifying the financing mechanism.

Accordingly, this memorandum is written to address that issue.

While Snyder mentioned a case (presumably Bennett or Burnett) he felt was

on point during- he April 14. 1982 conversations, he later (April 15. 1982 at

approximately 5:30 p.m.) called to correct himself and state he relied on U.S.

v. Cardv. 612 F.2d 1139. 45 AFTR 2d 80-982, (9th. Cir. 1980) as his leiral basis

for the instant prosecution. It is essential therefore that the shelters' financing

formats be examined in detail and in light of Clard. *ura. If the tax shelter

models used by UFO and Kilpatrick are demonstrated to be valid, the

prosecution must cease immediately. Below the two basic tax shelter models

used during the years at issue are described and charted. Thereafter, their legal

sipificance and consequences are discussed.

COAL

The coal tax shelters were initially offered in 1977 (i.e.. Arapahoe -

Dakota. Inc.) and subsequently offered again in 1978 through a series of

programs. Generally, the programs involved an investor purchasing an eight year

coal sublese on coal in place from a company for which O'Donnell was thr
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attorney. investors paid certain yearly uniform advance minimum royalty

payments which are clearly deductible. Each investor borrowed 5) a part of his

unifrxm advance minimum royalty payments from P & 3 Coal Co. (hereinafter

P & 3). Repayment of the borrowed P & 3 funds was secured and the loan

collateralized by production payments on the coal in place. P & 3 also had the

right to buy the first few thousand tons of investor coal mined at a favorable

price. All of this information was fully, repeatedly and in detail set forth in

written documents which accompanied all sales materials. P & J was also the

contract miner for the investor pursuant to e, cost plus contract. There has

never been any allegation that the relationship between P & 3l and the Sublessor

was anything other than arms length.

O'DonneU took the position that under the above facts all royalty payments

(both advance minimum as well As production) by the investors to the Sublessor

(the firm selling the sublease, i.e.. Arapahoe - Dakota, et al.) were deductible

to the investor. As a matter of tax law, O'Don)el's position is technical

correct. The prosecutor does not join issue on the technical propriety of the

transaction (he feels at best the technical issues are civil matters) but simply

feels in suostance the transaction does not comport with its form.

It is undeniable (and Snyder does not in fact deny) that the Sublessor sold

and actually delivered to the Sublessees (Investors) a coal sublease for a term

of years on the relevant property. There is no doubt as well that tha advance

minimum royalties on the coal in place were in fact paid, nor that coal in place

purchased by the Investors does exist and underlie the property. After years of

investigation even Snyder reluctantly admits the existence of investor coal.

While the original subleases related to North Dakota property, the

subleases were later amended to include reserves as well located in the

Pocahontas seam in West Virginia. The investors benefited by these sublease

amendments by having rights to mine both the" lesser North Dakota reserves
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which were lignite as well as the richer West 'rginia bituminous reserves. ira

fact, a% the time of the sublease amendment the West Virginia reserves covered

coal in place then selling for over $90.00 per ton at the pit. West Virginia

investor subleases are in full force and effect today.

The coal financing format can be described as follows. P & J lent funds

to individual investors (1). See footnote S infra.

Simultaneously the investors purchased their subleases from the Sublessor

offeror by paying the Sublessor offeror certain deductible advance minimum

royalty ps.ments in tha form of cash, procured in part from the P & J loan and

in part from the investor's own pockets (2). The Sublessor offeror next granted

an interest bearing loan to P & J (3). The initial P & J loans were accomplished

throuh a Denver bank (Colfax) which honored the initial P A J checks to

investors. This amounted to a bank loan from the bank to P 6 J. As previously

stated, the loan by the Sublessor offerer to P & J was an interest bearing loan.

It uneoubltedly facilitated and made possible investor payments by assuring

Colfax that its agreement to honor P & J checks would not result in losses to

Colfax. Actually, each offering memorandum stated that credit arrangements

existed between Sublessor and P & J.

Schematically the above described coal transaction cash flow looks like

this.

CoIf ax bank
honored

checks$
,4// oaa (purchase)

$

3P) a ) Investor A - D. Inc. (SublesaorI(2 Offerer)

$ s(loan)
(3)
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METHANOL

The methanol programs were a bit more complex. There, Insinger,

Williams and Cie, a 204 year old Dutch credit institution with no ties to any of

the targets obtained a license from the Central Bank of the Netherlands to

factor $319,000,000 of accounts receivable from International Fuel Development

Corp. (lFDC). a Cayman corporation. Insinger also made substantial loans to

Marlboro secured by real estate. Simultaneously, Marlboro lent the funds to

various Investor Partnerships in return for promissory notes. which it pl'doged to

Insinger. Investor Partnerships purchased for cash (generated from the Marlboro

loan and from the constituent partners' own pockets) plus promissory notes

territorial rights to R&D contracts (payments of which are currently deductible

in the year paid under Code §174) to IFDC. Simultaneously, the Investor

Partnerships entered into construction contracts with a Cayman. West Indies

construcuon company, in 1979 International Block Construction Co. IUBCC) and

in 1980 Cayman Investment Mianagement Co. (CIMCO) to build plants to'produce

the methanol produced from the Allen Methanol Conversion Process (hereinafter

the Allen process) funded by investor research and development proceeds. As

part of the R&D contract, IFDC purchased from the Investor Partnerships an

option to buy the Allen plants and process for 200% of their cost to the Investor

Partnerships. The government contends it can prove that after the above

Cayrnan companies received their proceeds. funds were transferred back to

Marlboro and, in turn, to the Insinger firm, first in the form of -the above

described option proceeds from IFDC to the Investor Partnerships, next as loan

repayments by the various Investor Partnerships to Marlboro and finally, as

payments by Miarlboro to nsinger. Financing and cash flow of the methanol

transactions can be diagrammed as follows:
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Dan

(6)

CBK

license

Ins inger

loan payment

(1) $

. Marlboro $ Iv R&D

___--loan . - > Partnerships (3)Inestor

otiono urchaserepay Marlboro lan 4

(5) IBCC - CINCOcon s t".

There is no doubt that in the case of the coal, reserves are in the ground

and in the case of methanol, funds have been expended and a patentable process

developed under a version of the Allen method, territorial rights to which are

property of various Investor Partnerships.

ISSUE PRESENTED

Taking the prosecutor at tis word the only issue presented for resolution

is as follows.

1. Does the above described "money circle" or "check loop" amount to the

perpetration of a fraud or sham transaction under tax law and unoer the Clar.

supra doctrine?

CONCLUSION

1. N o.

DISCUSSION

THE CLARDY CASE

The p rosector states his primary theory in this case is predicated on the

successful prosecution theory in Clardy v. U.S., 612 F.2d 1139. 45 AFTR Id SO-

982 (9th. Cir. 1980) In Clady, L, a Santa Rosa. California "investment

advisor' counseled three of his clients In December, 1973 to "buy" property from

a fourth client of his just prior to year's en" The Court found the proposed

purchase was never serious nor in good faith but merely conceived and
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constructed by the defendant to build a paper facade with which to secure

prepaid interest deductions for the benefit of the defendant's clients. In one

cae the purported "buyer" signed an agreement to "purchase" the land upon

defendant's advice on December 2. 1971 for $5,856 per acre without discussing

or evaluating the purchase price or ever obtaining an appraisal. The first

Clardy, id., "purchaser" just accepted the defendant's word that the price was

fair. The "purchaser" did not have proceeds'wlth which to 'buy" the property

or any planned method of financing the purchase. The transaction was

accomplished through defendant's own hand when he drafted counterbalancing

checks payable from and to the order of his own escrow account and made a

series of book entries to "support" them. Neither the "buyer or seller" knew of

the deposit of the checks or any other details of the transaction. Id.. at AFTR

2d 80-985. The checks included "prepaid interest" 6) for the seller which he

simultaneously "lent" the borrower, presumably to enable the buyers to prepay

'interest to seller. Both the jury and appeals court found "nothing about the

transaction was taken seriously on either side". id., at 804984.

Not only did the reputed "buyer and seller" never part with, loan or receive

proceeds but approximately three months later the entire transaction was

"reversed" and the parties were, through the "magic" of a series of reverse book

entries, entirely restored to their pre-December 2, 1971 positions. Al] this

occurred while the land in question was really being offered for sale by a

legitimate real estate broker representing the seller at a price approximately

one fifth of the sham transaction price. On February 25, 1972, the land in

question was really committed for sale under a bona fide sales contract for

$1,750 per acre (compared with the sham $5,856 price). The sales contract was

signed by a bona ride third party buyer and the seller under the sham

transaction. Had defendant's transaction any substance the contract would have
%O~..
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had to have been signed by the buyer under defendant's transaction as he would

have bea the owner on February. 1972. On March 2, 1972 (prior to the April

15. 1972 filing date) defendant made the reverse book entries which restored the

parties to their pre-sham transaction status. Accordingly, deductions were taken

on returns filed after reverse entries collapsed defendant's paper trail. The land

was fNally deeded over to the third party buyer In May. 1972.

It can clearly be seen that the jury's verdict in Clardy, supra was

supportable. Where mere paper sets up and almost immediately thereafter

collapses a transaction (particularly where -all is accomplished before the due

date of the return) unsupported by any substance whatsoever, the book entries

on paper can easily have the effect of misleading the government's revenue

agents on audit. In fact, Mr. Clardy obviously intended this result to occur and

was convicted and his conviction sustained onraccount thereof. The lesson of

Cla. . id.. is that a transaction entirely devoid of economic substance, created

only by a paer trail is itself a fraud on the government. In Clar. , id.. the

paper trail purported to evidence the occurrence of a bona fide transaction for

deduction purposes and a revenue agent's consumption and reliance when in fact

no such transaction ever occurred. When deductions are taken on account of and

in connection with the generation of such a paper trail, a tax offense under Code

97206(2) has occurred. Sardy, id., stands for the proposition that perpetration

of a sham transaction, one entirely devoid of any economic substance whatsoever

and effected solely to deceive the government's auditors can result in a criminal

conviction.

In the instant case, the government is accusing the targets of committing

a .. _ Id., Code 67206(2) offense by creating a sham financed by a "money

circle'. The prosecutor claims all counts of his indictment will rely on the

shelter models as being sham transactions where the promoters sold sornuthing
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they did not in fact have, to wit, leverage. 7)

A. TO CONSTITUTE ILLEGAL AND CRIMINAL SHAM TRANSACTIONS

AND RELATED TAX DEDUCTIONS. TRANSACTIONS MUST BE

ENTIRELY DEVOID OF ECONOMIC SUBSTANCE. IF THERE IS ANY

ECONOMIC SUBSTANCE WHATSOEVER, IT IS NOT THE EXISTENCE

BUT RATHER THE SIZE OF THE RELATED TAX DEDUCTIONS

WHICH MUST BE EXAMINED. SUCH EXAMINATION (AS TO THE

SIZE BUT NOT THE EXISTENCE OF TAX DEDUCTIONS) IS STRICT-

LY A MATTER OF CML AND NOT CRIMINAL TAX INQUIRY. THE

INSTANT SHELTER MODELS ARE NOT DEVOID OF SUBSTANCE.

INVESTOR PURCHASED AND HAD DELIVERED TO THEM ITEMS OF

SUBSTANCE.

It is axiomatic that it is the legal right of a taxpayer to decrease the

amount of what otherwise would be his taxes, or altogether avoid them, by

means which the law permits. "One may so arrange his affairs that his taxes

shall be as low as possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which will

best pay the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to increase one's

taxes-' Gregory v. Helverin . 69 F.2d. 809, 810, 13 AFTR 836. at 807 12d Cir.

1934) aff'd 293 U.S. 465, 14 AFTR 1191 (1935).

As far back as 1873, the Supreme Court held that "i " d,&vice is carried

out by means of leg&) form. it is not subject to legal censure". UI.S. v. Ishart,

17 Wall 496. 2 AFTR 2304 at 2308 (1873). To illustrate this point, the Court

in Isham, kL, stated

The Stamp Act of 1862 Imposed a duty of two cents upon a bank-check,
when drawn for an amount not less than twenty dollars. A careful
individual, having the amount of twenty dollars to pay. pays the same by
handing to his creditor two checks of ten dollars each. He thus draws
checks in payment of his debt to the amount of twenty dollars. and yet
pays no stamp duty. This practice and this system he pursues habitually
and persistently. While his operations deprive the government of the duties
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it might reasonably expect to receive. it is not perceived that the practice
is open to the charge of fraud. He resorts to devices to avoid the payment
of duties, but they are not Illegal. (Emph..Spp. S AFTR at 2301)

Tbe law then, as enunciated by the Supreme Court, will not Ignore a

transaction and disregard it for tax purposes as a sham even where its sole and

admitted purpose Is tax avoidance, so long as there Is a modicum of substance,

i.e., the payment of twenty dollars. Accordingly. if there is even a shred or

scintilla of economic substance to the instant transactions, no prosecution can

properly obtain. Since the prosecutor candidly admits to there being investor

coal in the ground (in place) and an Allen Methonal Conversion Process, the

territorial rights to which are owned by the investors, the prosecution should

properly cease.

It is respectfully submitted that the real issue between the parties is a civil

one, involving the size and not the existence of the deductions created under the

targets' tax shelter models and that proper attack on the transactions, if any.

is through the Commissioner's office on the civil side. Bowen v. Commissioner,.

infra. It there exist deficiencies on account of the subject transactions (which

the targets vigorously deny) and if such disputed deficiencies were created by

the negligence, intentional disregard. or fraud of the targets. Code 06653(a) and

(b) provide an appropriate remedy with which to exact sufficient and suitable

penalties. However, the existence of coal and territorial rights to the Alen

process should serve to rule out criminal prosecution as a matter of law. Also.

the government would be far better off in this case in the civil arena, where It

is the taxpayers and not the government who must shoulder the proof burden on

these extremely complex facts. Civil litigation would also be far more

beneficial for the public flse because the government could recognize (decon-

taminate) the transaction and refuse to give investors theft loss deductions under

Code l6S(e). which (investor theft loss deductions) woud be the necessary

consequence of a successful (albeit contrary to and unsupported by law)
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government criminal prosecution.

Recently there has been an explosion of tax shelter litigation, the first

opinions (regarding which) are just now being handed down by the Courts. The

one element common to all these cases Is their adherence to the proposition laid

down long ago in Isham, id., that a transaction will be respected and not ignored

(shammed) so long as there exists some substance - however slim - supporting.

the relevant transaction.

The courts may not always allow the civil tax deduction or credit involved

in tax shelter cases but even in the most questionable of recent tax shelter cases

where tax avoidance Is undoubtedly the purpose of the basic transaction, such

transaction has not been ignored and the question of fraud. even civil fraud, has

not been raised because the transaction involved (there) as here has some

artuable independent economic purpose or significance, i.e., the transfer of coal

subleases and/or territorial rights to the Allen process. Examples follow.

In the most recent tax shelter case. Smith v. Commissioner, 78 TC No. 26

(3-5-82) the Tax Court (Judge Nims) ruled in a case of first impression that

losses sustained by an investor in a commodity (silver) tax shelter straddle

transaction were not deductible. in the Smith, id straddle the taxpayers pursued

a scheme of maintaining a balanced position in identical long and short silver

futures merely to stagger economically offsetting gains and losses in different

years. In Smith, id, the government took the primary litigating position that in

a commodities tax straddle the first year's loss "leg of the straddle had no

independent economic significance but rather should be integrated with second

year gain and .-ecognized if at all only in the subsequent or gain year. Rev. Rul.

77-185. 1977-1 CB. 48, Smith, supra. at 78-203. Whle the Tax Court ultimately

concluded the Smiths' losses were not deductible because those losses were not

incurred in a transaction entered into for profit as required by Code 0165(c)(2),
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the Court refused to consider the Smiths' silver butterfly commodities straddle

transaction a sham of no independent economic significance, even though as a

practical matter no profit could ever have been made by the Smiths from the

transaction. In summary, in Smith. supra, respondent was judicially denied

permission to apply the step transaction doctrine to sham a transaction which

the Tax Court found as an ultimate fact was incurred for one purpose - and one

purpose only, - tax avoidance. Smith, supra, at 78-205. If Smith, id, cannot

be shmrnmed, how can the instant tax shelter models?

The instant investors (who bought valuable coal in place through a sublease

and territorial rights to the Allen process through their R&D purchases) were

involved in transactions with far more economic significance (and had conferred

upon them benefits involving substantially more economic substance) than did

those investors like Smith who purchased offsetting silver butterfly commodity

futures contracts solely in hopes of achieving tax relief and nothing more.

whereas the silver butterflies did not exist apart from the anticipated tax

benefits, the coal and territorial rights to the Allen process do. The Smith,

suora straddle conferred ephemeral (as opposed to tangible) benefits on

investors. By contrast, in the instant case tangible benefits were conferred. In

the instant case a charge of sham cannot be sustained because it presents a far

more legitimate and less suspect case of commercial and economic reality than

did Smith, supra, which the Tax Court refused to ignore, in a civil context where

the taxpayers had the burden of proof. If the government could not successfully

defend a sham theory in Smith, Id, under such circumstances how can it here

prove sham beyond a reasonable doubt?

No opinion deals with the government's sham argument in tax shelter

litigation more thoroughly than does Judge pall's opinion in the now famous oi

-and gas (multiple deduction) shelter case of Brountas v. Commissioner, 73 T.C.

66-527 0 - 87 - 9
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491 (1979).

In Drountas, Id, promoters offered many investors large multlole tax

write-offs (through the Code 1263(c) and Tress. Reg. 0.612-4(a) intangible

drlling cost deduction) through an Intricate maze of lease purchases and turnkey

drilling agreements. In Brountas. d, in its brief the government stated "The

gravamen of respondent's position is that petitioner's program was a tax

gimmick and a fraud'. Brountas. Id. at p. 536. There respondent contended

'that the true or economic deal was limited to the cash portion of the price;

that the contingent 'note' portion was a matter of no economic import cynically

added on at (the promoter's) behest-* 0 0 contrary to sound economic practice.

and solely to swell the nominal price in order to generate a fictitious, large,

front-end shelter in excess of cash Investment* Id at 539. Basically. the

government in Brountas, id. alleged the precise sham, fraud and substance over

form arguments that the prosecutor is making in the instant case.

Judre Hall rejected these arguments out of hand in spite of what the .

government called an abusive tax shelter scheme evident in Brountas, Id. In

Braunoas. id. Judge Hall had before her the perfect case in which to disregard

the notes or leverage. The Brountas, id. notes were nonrecourse notes 8) given

for 60% of the turnkey cost (40% of the cost came from investor cash)

exclusively to "hype" or inflate basis and the intangible drilling cost deduction.

In fact, in Brountas. id. the Court found as fact a total of $52 million worth of

nonrecourse notes leveraging the transaction were issued and that the antic-

ipated total payments thereon, including Interest and before discounting for

present value was only approximately $9 million or less than one fifth the face

amount of the notes! Nevertheless. Judge Hall held that

"It is fair to say that the notes could only have had a market value when
issued, which was a small fraction of their face amount. However. It is
impossible for us to shrug off even $9 million as a sham of no commercial
importance." Id at 556.
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So it is in the instant case that the significant cash and notes paid for tie coal

in place and methanol process which exceed the amount paid in Brountas. id,

may not be disregarded (shrugged off) as a sham of no commercial Importance.

This being the case. the prosecution should, in all fairness cease its relentless

and ID founded attack on these targets. Brountas, id. was a case which also

involved the sinister "money circle" or "check loop". There, "operators borrowed

the note portion of the total contract price from a bank, 'loaned' this money to

CRC (the promoter) and, when the total contract price was received used 60%

of this to repay the bank". Id at 540. Judge Hal) entirely disregarded and

ignored the "loan" for tax purposes and yet still recognized the validity of the

underlying Investor nonrecourse notes as creating basis for the taxpayer. Judge

Hall found that In spite of the above.

the nonrecourse notes which the investors gave to the operators had
economic significance and were a bona fide and bargained for part of the
transactions. id at 540.

She found this even though the proceeds presumably lent in respect of the

nonrrecourse notes were money circle proceeds which returned immediately to

the source and which had to be disregarded entirely for tax purposes.

Accordingly, in Brountas, Id. the money circle financing formal was sufficient to

boost investor basis as a matter of technical tax law. Brountas, id, is the classic

tax shelter case where the nonrecourse notes (leverage) were suspect to say the

least. Judge Hall heard witness testimony that (a) some operators hoped not

only to cover their costs but earn a profit as wel from the cash portion of the

turnkey price and Cb) the nonrecourse notes were shams added to the contracts

solely for tax reasons. Even with this in mind Judge Hall concluded

To be sure CRC (the promoter) structured those arrangements to provide
tax shelter, and intended that the nonrecourse note would yield tax
benefits to the investors. Id at 545.

Nevertheless, Judge Hall held the note and related financing transaction had

some s-ibstance and could not be disregarded as a sham. In Brountas. Id, the
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court concluded

tqe believe that respondents determination of an addition to tax for fraud
(civil fraud in that case) because of the alleged sham nature of these
transactlon Is devoid of merit. * .. To be sure tax considerations played
a dominant roe In the structure which (the promoter) employed in Its

oP9-am. but tax planning Is not fraud. Frank Lyon v. U.S.. 435 US 561

If the government could not prove civil fraud in Brountas, id. by clear and

convincing evidence, how can It prove criminal fraud here beyond a reasonable

doubt?

In another recent tax shelter case, Dillingham v. U.S.. 48 AFTR 2d 81-

5815 (W.D. Okla. 1982) Oklahoma's Western District Court held that in the

classic leveraged oil and gas tax shelter partnership model, the nonrecourse note

used to "hypel or increase tax basis and consequently the intangible drilling cost

deduction, which note was payable only out of mineral production evidenced a

valid debt. The Court like the Tax Court above specifically and total)y

repudiated the government's claim of sham. The Court went even further and

held that even if the note was contingent and did not evidence true debt, It

nonetheless was good evidence of deductibility of a separate kind, a Code §636

production payment, Identical to the instant situation with Arapahoe - Dakota.

In Dillingham, id. the Court as an alternative theory would permit deductibillty

even on a note presumed as a toreshold matter to be too conti-gent and

speculative to evidence true debt. In other words, it would permit a highly

speculative and questionable note to increase tax basis and be a valid predicate

for leveraged deductions. The Dillingham, Id. lesson is that If there is mineral

in the ground (or if an Allen type process exists) the transaction may not be

treated nor the financing disregarded as a samr.

Recently the government attacked as. sham a purported sale of stock

between husband and wife. Bowen v. Commissioner, ?8 T.C. No. 6 (1982).

There. wife sold her stock to husband on the installment baui& The Installment

payments were to be made over a 40 year period with a 'balloon" payment due
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at the end of 40 years. Subsequently, the husband sold a portion of the shares

purchased from his wife. In computing gain on the second sale the husband

claimed an increased or stepped-up basis as a reslt of the Interspousal purchase.

The government determined deficiencies and a Code §663(a) negligence penalty

on account of the attempted and taxpayer designed basis step up.

In Bowen, Id, respondent vigorously argued for Judicial approval of the

deficiency predicated upon the facts that 1) the interspousal sale was very

suspect ab Initio, 2) there were no valid nontax reasons for Mr. and Mrs. Bowen

to enter into the transaction and 3) the terms and condition of the interspousal

sale i.e., the artificial sales price and 40 year payment term were admittedly not

arms' length nor reflective of true arm's length sales terms. In sum, respondent

contended the interspousal sale "lacks the substance of a sale and therefore

should not be treated as such". Bowen, Id, at paragraph 78.5 P-H T.C. 78-41.

The petitioners in Bowen, id. admittedly achieved deferral of train without

deferral of a basis boost. "Thus a subsequent resale produces proceeds without

producing gain". Id at 78-44.

The Bowen. id. cc irt held that even under the above circumstances the

interspousal sale was not and cannot fairly be considered, even for tax purposes.

as a sham. The court would have held no sham under these circumstances even

if the Interspousal sales price was not an arm's length price but was admittedly

less (or more) than fair market value. In this regard, the court held

A sale for less than fair market value is still a sale. It may be a bargain
sale. in which case the difference between fair market value may
constitute, among others, compensation, a gift, or a dividend, depending
on the circumstances, but It is nonetheless a sale to some extent. id at
78-44.

The court went on to hoad

Here, we are not convLnced that the Interspousal sale was for less than
fair market value, but even If we were, the result would not change.
(Emph. Suppj at 78-44.
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Since the cowt held "the Bowens' interspousal stock sale had sufficient

substance to warrant respect for its form", the court entered decision for

petitioners and redetermlned no deficiency and no negligence penalty. It is

submitted that In the Instant case, where investor coal is In place and territorial

rights to the Allen process belong to the investors, a sale to the investors is still

6 sale under the Bowen. Id. rationale and so long as there is 'a sae to some

extent" (Bowen, Id. at ?8-44) there is "sufficient substance to warrant respect

for its form'. Bowen, Id, at 78-45. If the government could not even make a

civil negligence cae In Bowen, id, where the taxpayer had the burden of proof,

how in the world can It make a criminal case here where it must carry the

burden under the elevated criminal proof standard?

In Goldstein v. Commissioner, 364 F.2d 734. 18 AFTR 2d 5328 (2d Cit.

196) !WK 44 T.C. 284 (1965), cert. den., 385 U.S. 1005 (196?) the Second

Circuit Court of Appeals refused to find a sham occurred where the taxpayer in

the year she won the Irish Sweepstakes "borrowed" money to pcrehase

government securities. The loans were fully collateralized by the government

securities and required Mrs. Goldstein to pay a rate of interest on the loans

exceeding the interest rate on the securities. In other words, Mrs. Goldstein

"locked In', manufactured or guaranteed herself hoped for deductible loss by

entering the transaction. The government argued and the Tax Court and the

Court of Appeals held the taxpayer "entered into the Jersey City Bank and Royal

State Bank transacUons without any realistic expectation of economic profit and

'solely' in order to secure a large interest deduction in 1958 whicb could be

deducted from her sweepstakes winnings in that year'. 18 APTR 2d p. 5332 and

5334.

Nevertheless, the Court of Appeals refused to call or even consider the

transaction a 'sham', even though it refused to grant the interest deductions as

(matter of civi tax law. The court rejected the government's sham argument
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out of hand at 2S AFTR 2d 5330 by stating that if the transaction is structured

or formatted correctly on paper and does not "return all the parties to the

position from which they had started" the transaction may Ie defective or

ineffective civilly to achieve Its ',ax avoidance purpose but It may not be viewed

as a sham. The court quite properly and observantly noted that a transaction

need not be a sham to be ineffective as a tax avoidance device thereby

differentiating between the sham transaction and the transaction which though

"pe.red" correctly does not confer the desired civil tax benefit.

The distinction reached in Goldstein. id. should not be lost on the

prosecution here. Where as here the paper Is correct as a technical tax matter

and the transaction does not "return all parties to the position from which they

started" as did Clardy. spr. no criminal case can fairly be said to exist. The

Court of Appeals In Goldstein, supr , stated quite clearly and precisely "we think

it was error for the Tax Court to conclude that (the Goldstein) transactions were

'shams' which created no genuine indebtedness. Were this the only ground on

which the decision reached below could be supported we would be compelled to

reverse". 18 AFTR 2d pp. 5330 and 5331.

It is quite evident that under all the above cases the subject instant

transactions cannot be Ignored as shams, even though reasonable men may differ

on the technical tax law implications of the transactions. It is therefore a

question of the amount and not the existence of tax deductions which arises

between the parties and resolution is exclusively a matter for consideration by

civil courts.

B. BOTH THE TAX LAW AND COMMERCIAL PRACTICE NOW

RECOGNIZE AND FOR QUITE SOME TIME HAVE RECOGNIZED

THE 'MONEY CIRCLE" OR "CHECK LOOP" AS A VALID. LEGIT-

IMATE AND CONVENTIONAL FINANCING METHOD. IN FACTOR

RECENT LEGISLATION NOT ONLY ENCOURAGES BUT GOES SO
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FAR AS TO MAKE TAX AUDIT PROOF SOME 'MONEY CIRCLES"

OR "CHECK LOOPS".

As previously stated, the prosecutor's theory of crim-ulity in this cae is

that the targets constructed and contrived an artIficIal "money circle" or "check

loop' which purported to. but did not In fact, confer'leverage on the investors

for purposes of letting them boost their bases and avail themselves of large 'up

front' deductions. The prosecutor has offered to "walk sway' from the ea If

the 'sinister money circle" can be decontaminated or shown to be substantive or

legal.

It is submitted that the money circle financing technique is legal, has

substance and is now and has been for quite some time a legitimate,

conventional and proper business as well as tax approved financing device or

technique.

First, the term 'money circle" should be defined. The prosecutor takes

the position that under Clardy. supra, a money circle is a device in'which a

payment from the source of funds goes to and through a conduit and is almost

simultaneously thereafter returned to the source. The prosecutor feels that in

the money circle, the conduit has no independent means with which to pay the

source (except for returning the source's funds to the source) so that the funds

in question are not comingled with the conduit's funds but can easily be traced

from the source to and through the conduit and back to the source. Further, the

prosecutor feels that where the payment amount by the source can be in any

arbitrary amount (only the blanks need to be filled In) the transaction or money

circle is both transparent and prohibited. For all purposes we wl use the

prosecutor's definition

The prosecutor views the instant transaction as a classic example of a

money circle. For purposes of this argument only, the targets will concede their

tFansaction involved such -money circle. That it did is then ..both true
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srgueo and irrelevant. Such a money circle financing device is common to

conventional, legitimate everyday business transactions, encouraged by the tax

laws and specifically approved by Congress!

The money circle which is in the prosecutor's own words (and Is therefore

admittedly) the linchpin to the prosecution's case, and forms the sine qua non

to the decision to seek indictment Is nothing more than one way to set up

payments in a transaction. It is a legitimate financing vehicle and as previously

discussed was judicially approved in Brountas. id.

In fact, the classical money circle is found in all purchase money

situations and particularly In purchase money installment sale leaseback

transactions. In such a case (purchase money installment sale leasebacks) a

"seller" who desires to extract equity (or reduce or ellminjtc debt) on property

he owns typically agrees to "sell" his property to a "purchaser" investor (nominal

owner) who seeks nothing but tax relief, in the typical case the "sale" takes

place on paper only - - the property always remains in the possession of the

"eler" and possession is never acquired by the investor "purchaser". Most times

the investor never even sees the property.

Simultaneous with the "sale" the investor leases the property back to the

setler' who then becomes a lessee for a monthly rental price which Is exactly

sufficient to permit the tax investor to amortize or reduce the debt created by

the original purchase with each rental payment as an installment payment on the

purchase money note. Tax "alchemy" (magic) is achieved. The tax investor who

in actuality only purchased the tax benefits of the property (and not the property

itself) without so much as having ever taken possession of the property (he is the

nominal title holder in most cases but he need not even acquire formal title in

some jurisdictions), has purchased a tax benefit and a tax benefit only. i.e.. a

tax deduction or tax credit associated with ownership of property, which in the

practical sense he never owns. The sellers never parts with use, possession or
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the benefits and burdens of ownership of the property (typically At the time of

the transaction he cannot use or has already dissipated all tax benefits

associated with ownership of the property and is then able to "get his equity out"

of the property or reduce or eliminate his debt thereon by entering the

transaction). AU this is done through use of the money circle or check loop.

The government admittedly receives reduced tax revenues on account of

this artificial transaction but may not criminally attack it because It is a widely

recognized and legitimate financing techn, ue even though it yields tax benefits

and was set up in the first place for only tax avoidance reasons. Schematically

the purchase money installment sale leaseback looks like this

Tent

Seller nominal
Lessee sale Investor

l* seback

payment on purchase
monei installment note
equa to rent

The above transaction bears a striking resemblance to the target's tax

shelter model. This is because It is Identical to the target's model as a fnancing

device. The targets did nothi exotic or innovative in structuring their

financing device. They simply used a conventional and legitimate technique

common to the most elementary sale leasebeck transactions. The classical

purchase money installment sale leaseback transaction is without question a

money circle or check loop. The investor does not pay a penny on the purchase

money installment note until and unless he is suppUed funds by the Oseller lessee"

under the guise of a rental payment. The ptf"'v- n ioney note is retired

exclusively through traceable rentals received fr,-, ,.& seller lessee. Accord-
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gily, any price ca* oe picked as the purchase price Iot ',he property so 1onC a.s

the rental) payments accommodate that price by enabling the investor to

amortize or pay down his purchase money installment loan with the "rental

proceeds'.

In some cases the government attacks the purchase price (and related tax

benefits associated with ownership) in these transactions as being artificially

high. Estate of Franklin v. Commissioner, 544 P.2d 1045, 38 AFTR 2d 76-6126

(9th Cir. 1976). In these cases it Is not the existence but rather the amount of

tax deductions and credits that become the point or contention. in some of these

cases such as Franklin. Id, the government prevails. In other cases even in the

same court at about the same time the taxpayer prevails. Hudspeth v.

Commissioner. 509 F.2d 1224. 35 AFTR 2d 75-674 (9th Cir. 1975).

However, In both Franklin, supra, as wel] as Hudspeth. supra, the money

circle or check loop format for financing the sale leaseback transaction has gone

unquestioned and remains unassailed. In both-these cases the court and both

parties have implicitly agreed to the inherent legality and regularity of the

money circle or check loop as a financing device wherein "lease payments were

lare] designed to approximate closely the principal and interest payments with

the consequence that [with minor exceptions) no cash would cross between

(purchaser) and (seller) until the balloon payment (10 years)." Franklin. supra.

at 38 AFTR 2d 76-6165. In Hudspeth, spra, the court conceded that "Beforv

they (the children) received the parents' check, no taxpayer had enough money

in his account to cover his personal check." at 35 AFTR 2d 75-677. In spite

of this. In Hdspeth. supra, the court held that children (whose parents made an

intra-family land transfer) received title by bona fide sale, not gift. Ac-

cordingly, these children were entitled to tax deductions for interest on the

purchase money installment loan made by their parents equal to the rental

income received from those same parents.
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Traditionaly, lawyers sell and leaseback buildings (respectively to and

from t ir children) to avoid taxes. Doctors effect family sale leasebacks of

their equipment, veterinarians of their animal cages. All of these transactions

havethree elements In common with the subject target's transactions:. 1) they

involve the money circle 2) they re tax motivated and 3) they are legal.

Carpations enter sale leasebacks on a much grander scale. Companies

comm Wy sell and leaseback airplanes, oil rip., office towers, In fact, you can

be wue that if it can fairly be classified as property (either real or personal) and

it cam be sold and leased back that someone somewhere has already done it.

In fact, the Supreme Court has approved the classic tax motivated sale

leasebeek model (and reversed the judgment of the Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals) in the now famous case of Frank Lvon Co. v. U.S., 435 U.S. 561, 41

AY 2d ?8-1142 (19S). In Lyo. Id, the Supreme Court approved a complex

money circle conduit almost identical with the instant money circle.

In Lyo, Id. solely In order to circumvent federal banking regulations a

state bank decided to purchase its new headquarters and principal banking

facility buiding as follows. The bank would "seU" the unconstructed building

piece by piece as it was constructed to Lyon. a company whose majority

shaeholder and board chairman coincidentally served on the bank's board of

directors. Lyon would simultaneously leaseback to the bank the new faci!"'y

(piece by piece) under a triple net lease with a 25 year primary term and options

by the bank to exted the lse for eight additional five year terms. ITh lease

period then could extend for a total of 65 years considering all the options. In

adtdiio, the bank had a repurchase option available to It to 'reacquire' full

ownership of the fully constructed building for a fifteen year period (years 11-

25) by simply repaying all principal and interest compounded at 6% advanced by

the fir st mortgage lede and Lyon Un essence the second mortgage lender).

Througout that 11 year period, Judp Stevens in his dissent stated 'the
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economic relationship among the parties parallels exactly the normal relationship

between an owner and two lenders, one secured by a first mortgage and the

other by a second mortgage. 9) 41 AFTR 2d at 78-115L.

The bank obtained a permanent financing commitment from New York

Life which Lyon "took over". The rent payable from the bank over the 25 year

primary lease term equalled the principal and interest payments that would fully

amortize the New York Life mortgage loan over the same period. At all times,

the bank owned the underlying ground and Lyon paid ground rent to the bank for

use of the land.

On audit of Lyon the government took the position that Lyon was not the

owner of the building because the sale - leaseback transaction was a clear sham

of no economic significance and amounted to nothing more than a disguised

financing transaction In which Lyon was a mere conduit for transmission of

proceeds (principal and interest) from the bank to the first mortgage lender. In

Lyon, Id. like Clardy. spray upon which the government relies in the instant case

a "money circle" was utilized as the primary financing device. In Lon, supra,

rents from the bank paid to Lyon, the admitted conduit, were repaid by Lyon to

the lender upon receipt by Lyon as mortgage payments. All payments were

equal In amounts The government recognized and predicated Its civil tax

disallowance on this facL

If no third party mortgage lender were involved in Lyon, supa, that case

would be the classical purchase money Installment sale - leaseback money circle,

i.e.. if the bank did not choose to use New York Life's mortgage money but

instead used its own money to construct the building the rentals It paid would

be immediately returned to it as installment payments by Lyon on the purchase

money note. Needless to say. in Lyon. supra, the Supreme Court approved the

transaction and all deductions taken In connection therewith as if Lyon (the

condudt) were the true owner of the property all the time. The court entirely
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rejected the negUve facs that rentals combined with the options were exactly

sufficient to amorUte the first mortgage loan and pay Lyon a 6% return on iU

Cash invested and that at no time could Lyon make more than 6% compounded

on Its capital. Lyon was in actuality no more than a nominal title holder.

conduit and second mortgage lender. How can the government in good faith

predicate a criminal case on use of the same money circle recenUy approved by

the Supreme Court In Lyon, Id?

As If that were not enough, the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

(ERTA) granted a tax audit proof means by which certain tax Investors could

obtain favorable sale-easeback treatment using as a financing format the very

money circle denominated In this case by the prosecutor as the foundation,

cornerstone and essence of his case! ERTA Act 6201 added to the Code.

1168(f(8). a "leveraged 10) lease' safeharbor. Provided its conditions are

satisfied, Code 1168(I)(8) insulates a transaction from audit and guarantees the

transacton wil be characterized as a leas for purposes of allowing the tax

moUvated investor (nominal lesso) to receive investment tax credit and ACRS

deduction. It eliminates Lyon, s , type litigation in certain cases. It is

important to note that Code t168(f(8) does not make the money circle legal in

purchase money installment sale and leaseback transactions, that has always

been legal! It does however provide a form which If used may not even be

questlon.e

In other words, it not only confirm the legalUty of the money circle but

It makes the money circle audit proof in leveraged leae situaUons. While Code

1168(fXS) is effective for property placed In service after December 31. 1980.

it demonstrates the contnuing intent of Cngress to encourage tax investors to

use the money circle to run property acqusition.

The legislative history of Code 16S(fS) is very clear; It states Inter alie
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If a transaction meets the above (safe harbor) requirements, the
transaction wi be treated as a lease and the parties of the translation
will be treated as lessor and lessee as stipulated in their agreement. The
following factors will therefore not be taken Into account in determining
whether a transaction is a lease:

(1) whether the lessor or lessee must take the tax benefits into aeeount
In order to make a profit from the transaction;

(2) the fact that the lessee is the nominal owner of the property for state
or local law purposes (e.g., has title to the property) and retains the
burdens, benefits, and incidents of ownership (such as payment of taxes
and maintenance charges with respect to the property);

(3) whether or not a person other than the lessee may be able to use the
property after the lease term;

(4) the feet that the property may (or must) be bought or sold at the end
of the lease term at a fixed or determinable price that is more or less
than its fair market value at that time;

(5) the fact that the lessee or related party has provided financing or has
guaranteed financing for the transaction (other than for the lessor's
minimum 10-percent investment); and

(6) the obligation of any person is subject to any contingency or offset
agreement.

House Bill on ERTA 1211 1981, CD , H.R. 4242.

Illustrating the above, let us hypothetically assume that a qualified

investor at year end desire tax shelter and tax shelter only. Our hypothetical

investor rinds (directly or through a promoter-broker) an owner of property. i.e..

equipment and arranges a paper tranaction sale of the property to the investor

in return for a purchase money instalment note. The seller never parts with

possession control or even legal title to the property. In fact, the seller always

maintains all benefits and burdens of ownership. As mentioned, the sale is made

on the Installment basis and is rinaned entirely by the seller. The purchase

price is artificially high. The nominal tax investor simultaneously wleasesa the

property back to the. seller for no profit but only at a monthly rental sufficient

to covet treaceable payments the nominal tax investor must make to the seller

on the purchase money installment note. The Investor cannot make any profit
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from the transaction apart from tax benefits. The investor has no cash other

than the rent he receives from and must pay to the seller. In fact. the seller

merely debits and credits his books showing counterbalancing rent payments and

note payments during each month. The seller can buy the property back at the

end of the lease for one dollar.

Given the above, the money circle not only achieves Its ax avoidance

goal but may not even be audited! Ford, General Motors. The City of

Philadelphia and other corporate and government] giants have recently used this

very money circle without the slightest problem. How does such use of the

money circle technically differ from the use made of that same financing

vehicle by the targets? It is submitted that It doe not. The targets do not

claim Code 1168(f(8) safeharbor and admit they can be civilly audited.

However, the notion that they should be prosecuted for using a classical and

perfectly legitimate financing technique approved by the Supreme Court, the

Tax Court and various district courts Is faulty.

The government should not seek indictment in a case where its mole and

admitted basis of criminality is nothing more than a common, approved and

legislatively encouraged financing device or technique.

CONCLUSION

The time has now and at long last 1) come for the government to

examine its theory of culpability under the cold light of commercial reality, long

standing business practice and technical tax law considerations. The government

may not like the complex structure used in the instant can nor the fact that

it has generated large front end civil tax deductions for many investors but

whatever the targets have done it is not criminal. The targets are not seeking

the tax citizenship award nor a good conduct citation from the Treasury

Department but neither their model nor their acts constitute a criminal offense

or badge-of fraud and the government should preserve its prosecutions and
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resources for cases factually resembling Clardy, E and not Lyo . suPra.

Thee Is a substantial difference between the two. The feat that here investors

purchased tangible items and there exists more than a reversible paper audit

trail compels the conclusion that the government should not seek indictment nor

cause the targets to suffer any more trauma, emotional distress and embar-

rassment than they have already borne. Notions of fairness and the prospect of

this ease being the subject of a pretrial judgment of acquittal on the above

grounds should convince the prosecutor to do as he has pledged when shown that

the money circle simply Is not criminal.

It took a great deal of time and money to develop this case. But that

in and of Itself does not justify its continuation. Analysis of the facts gathered

at so great a cost to both the government and the targets amply demonstrates

further activity would only be ill advised, Ill conceived and contrary to law.

There must come a time when reason and good sense prevail over the incredible

passions that have emerged heretofore.

It is submitted that time is now. InvecUves on both sides have shed more

heat than light on the real Issue and perhaps are responsible for an investigation

which it now appears has gotten out of hand. It s now time to reflect on the

real issues in this case, which upon such reflection simply w d clearly do not

warrant criminal prosecution.

For all these reasons it is submitted that the prosecution should cease and

the targets, broken victims of this ugly inquiry be given the opportunity to repair

what remains of their lives on a social, financial and emotional level. I

O'Donnell took the tax law as he found it and structured a transaon within

its confines or even arguably within those confises he may be called upon to

answer for what he did in a number of civil arenas but not before a criminal

Jury. The purpose of this proceeding should not be (as we suspect it may be)
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to stop other practiclonen from structuring legal tax avoidance devices. This

proceeding is far too serious for that kind of purpose and this proceeding should

not be used to chill legal expression, creativity or structures within the

boundaries of law that are unappealing to Treasury.

Respectfully submitted,

GROSSMAN AND FLASK, P.C.

RDG:mtb
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FOOTNOTES

1) As used herein throughout the term "tax shelter investments" or "tax
shelters" shall mean those Investment transactions and opportunities in which the
excess of investor non-cash deductions (i.e., depreciation, lease payments. R& D
deductions, etc.) over cash non-deductions (i.e., principal payments or loan
principal amortization) creates or yields a loss for tax purposes against which an
investor can match unrelated income, I.e., wage, dividend or interest Income.
Frequently. these investments involve "leverage" I.e.. loans Increasing basis to
permit deductible payments to be made and deductions taken in an amount In
excess of the cash actually Invested or contributed by the investor.

2) In Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Justice Dept., CA No. 80-2616 F.
SUPP IDCDC 1981) Judge Oberdorfer held suci prosecution memorLw ums
consttUta attorney work product, the disclosure of which would chill frank
p.-osecutional evaluations of tax cases and are accordingly exempt from F.O.I.A.
disclosure.

3) See footnote I above.

4) Any potential issue as to whether Code 1465 limits investor losses for tax
purposes in the instant case is mute becaF-seas the prosecutor readily admits all
investor nonrecourse notes were in fact reduced to cash and such cash was in
fact paid over to the various promoter corporations. The receipt of this cash
by the various promoter corporations is itself for some reason a source of
irritation to the prosecutor.

5) Internal Revenue Code (hereinafter Code) 5636 specifically states a
production payment carved out of mineral j nrty is treated as a mortgage
loan. Accordingly, P & J's purchase of investor coal production was
denominated as a loan in accordance with the above Code section.

6) Code 1461(g) requires .such prepay id Interest to be capitalized and ratably
de'dte-T over the period of the loan. This Code section was added by 1208(s)
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

7) See footnote 1 above.

8) Nonrecourse loans are loans for and under which the holder has no personal
recourse against the borrower. The lenders' sole payment remedy may be to
foreclose against the pledged property (realty) or receive payment from
production (oil and gas) but in no event may the lender attack and collect from
the borrowers' personal statement.

9) In a footnote to this quotation Justice Stevens cited Rosenber.& Weinstein,
Sale - 1easeback. An Analysis of These Transactions A ter the Lyon Decision.
45 Journal o-rTa-xaton 145. 149 (Sept. 1970) when the authors concluded "whwe
a fxed price as in Frank Lyoo Company. is designated merely to provide the
lemor with a predetermined fixed return, the substantive bargain Is more alidn
to the relationship between a debtor and creditor than between a lessor and
lesm."
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10) The term "Leverage' here is identical to the leverage used in the instant
transactions, 1.e., a loan made to tax investor for the excasive purpose of
boosting prices.

11) Two Grand Jurles have now heard this case.
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May 28, 1982

United States Department of Justice
Tax Division
Criminal Setuon
10th and Pennsylvania Avenue, I.W.
room 4611
1-.eLntron. D.C. 2O30
Attn Steven L Snyder

Re: Declan J. O'Donnell -

Denver Grand Jury

Dear Mr. Snyder

On May 11, 1982 1 wrote you a letter and attached a Memorandum of
laws regarding my above styled client, Declan J. O'DonnelL As I have not
heard from you at all regarding your views and those of the Department of
Justice on the merits of my Memorandum of Laws and because the nexi
scheduled meeting of the Denver Grand Jury Is the end of June, 1982, 1 would
respectfully request an opportuIwty to meet with you, Mlr. Krysma Mr. Murray and
the flonorabLe William ]French Smith, Attorney General of the United States In
hopes that we could discuss the legal and tax issues ralse in my lay 1?, 1982
submission as soon as possible and prior to the time that you go to the Grand
Jury for an indictment of my client, Declan J. O'Donnell.

Accodingly. I would be extremely grateful If you would be ind enough
to see It we could meet at your mutual convenience and in the near future so
that I may orally outline our position to you and attempt to persuade you that
it would be a grave mistake and enormously expensive and wasteful for you to
seek an indictment apinst my client in connection with this matte:.

1 can assr you that I have the utmost rest for the Department of
Justice and in an attempt to economic on your valuable time and that of your
suervisors ask that we meet for as short a period of time as possible in this
comnetim. IA addition, I would be available at any time throUghout that
discussion to answer whatever questions you or your supervisors who may not be
as famliar with this case as you are may have concening my submission to you
which may not have been answered in the submision. I genuinely feel that a

• criminal trial in this case would be an enormous mistake and one which could
be avoided along with the time, effort and enery which would necessarily have
to be expended by both sides If you will grant me a short meeting with you at
your convenience.
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unitedd States Department of Justice
May 21. 1982
Page Two

In this regard, I wil be available at any time and from time to time to
come to your office to meet with you for the purposes discussed above and I can
assure you that your granting me an hour or so would be extremely productive
and worthwhile for all parties.

I have been apprised by you that you have taken your case to your
supervsors and have received permission to prosecute this case to conclusion. I
v-ould only ask for a short meeting to attempt to persuade you and your

-. rvisors of the merits of our position so that we could be given some time,
.',elt not equal time, to attempt to persuade the Department of Justice of the
merits of the targets' arguments. I would hope that what I ask in this letter
is not cumbersome or burdensome but that you will grant me the time to make
my presentation to you in what I deem to be the most important single matter
to which I have ever devoted my attention In my years as an attorney both on
behalf of and opposing the United States government.

I understand that your instant Investigation constitutes one of the largest,
It not the largest, of its type in the history of the Department and I would think
for that reason those who administer the Department of Justice would be
interested to hear the targets' arguments which persuade me that as a legal
n. atter there is no criminal case which can conceivably be made in light of the
instant facts and law.

Please accept my appreciation on behalf of my client for your
consideration of this letter and hopefully for whatever meeting we might have
to discuss my Memorandum and thoughts regarding this ease. I can assure you
that it w1l ,be time well .pent. Because the consequences of a returned
indictment are so severe and devastating. It would seem only )ust to permit us
one last chance to convince you that there has been no wrongdoing by my client.
In the pas. I have been granted such pre-indictment conferences by the
Assistant United States Attorneys in matters of considerably less consequence.

Very truAy yours,
GROSSMAN AND FLASK, P.C.

ROETD. GROSSMAN., J.

RDG:mtb

cc: The Honorable Wliam French Smith,
Attorney General
John F. Murray,
Acting Assistant Attorney General,
Tax Division
Stanley IL Krysa,
Chlef of the Criminal Section

D. J. O'Donnell
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NilI U EqiCEIJ
GROUMhN & flJS[
i@2t I IL. N..

June 10, 1982

JUN 14 198Z

A(.!47SSndertkaw $Na~g~.DC2S mhhga~b .2

8020354

Robert D. Grossman, Jr., Esquire
Grossman and Flask, P.C.
Eighth Floor
1101 24th Street, N.W.
Kashington. D.C. 2000S

Re: Declan 3. O'Donnell
Denver; Colorado

Dear Mr. Grossman:

Reference is made to your letter dated May 12, 1982 and
the accompanying memoranda of law in which you request that
you be contacted of the memorandum's factual representations
were not "entirely accurate.' Please be advised that Mr.
Snyder and Mr. Blondin believe that the facts as represented
in the mearoanda are not accurate, indeed pumerous material
facts are omitted. Further, your attribution of certain
statements to Mr. Snyder is not accurate to Mr. Snyder's
recollection. Lastly. Mr. Snyder and Mr. Blondin reject
your analysis and your interpretation of the cases relied
upon, en toto.

Sincerely yours,

GLENN L. ARCHER, JR.
Assistant Attorney General

T Division

by:

Chief. CrznaSection
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July 14. 1982

United States
De artment of Justice

7Lu Division
Criminl Section
10th A Pennsyhanls Ave., N. Wi.
WaOg.in&on, D. C. 20530

Attn: Stanley F. Krysa.
Chief, Criminal
Section, Tax Division

Re: Declan a. O'DonneU. Denver. Colorado

Grand JurY

b ear Mr. Krvsz:

On July 1, 1982 1 attended a conferenceiat the Department of Justice with
prosecutors Thomas Blondin and Steven Siyder. On June 17, 1982 I was
purportedly sent a letter notice ofonfqrence. However, that letter was
improperly addressed and accordinly whei the letter was returned to Mr.
Blondin he called me and set up by phon* our July 1. 1982 conference. The

meetiN was scheduled for July 1, 1981 at' 10 A.5N. At that time, Mr. DMondin
and Mr. SYner asked If I had any objection to their bringing into the room to
confer with us a summer intern. I indicated that I had an objection to her (or
any other unrelated party) attending the conference because of the seriousness
of the charges, the confidential nature of what was going to be discussed and
the fact that no indictment has as yet been returned and the Rules of the Grand
Jury would prohibit disclosure. The prosecutors acceded to my wishes and the
summer Intern did not attend the conference.

ThrWter, there was brOWht into the room an attorney, Jaret Scharf, who
Mr. Blondin And Mr. Synder represented was a Reviewer with the Criminal
Section. The proseOutors stated that Mr. Scharf may or may not be the final
Reviewer for the Criminal Section in this matter. During our conference, I
basiafly addressed myself to Mr. Scharf, knowing I could not change the minds
of the prosecutors (who have committed so much time and expense to the cause
of prosecution in this matter), but I had hoped to convince ap impartial superior
of the Prosecutors to take an objective look at all the facts and eieumstances.
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Department of Jusitice
July 14, 1912
Page Two

We proceeded to have our conference for approximately two hours and
twenty eight minutes. The notice of conference (which was given to me on July
1. 1982 by Mr. B)ondin) stated that I am entlUed to only one such corerence
ad that I should prepare to present at that conference all arguments and
documentary material (in triplicate) which I wished the government to consider.
Mes m. Blondin and Synder stated to me that Mr. Scharf, who apparently has an
L1.1 in txatlon from New York University, was there In his capacity ts a
f.1'iewer for )our section because of the importance of the conference and
because we were to address both criminal as well as technal tat Issues.

Upon my return to the office and after a few days reflection, I began to
wonder whether Mr. Scharf was Indeed a Reviewer for your section as was
directly represented to me by the prosecutors. Transmitted herewith Is a copy
of page 39.95 of the current Prentice-Hall list of Reviewers for the Criminal
Section. Your name appears at the top of the list as Chief of the Criminal
Section and my former associate at the Office of Chief Counsel, Internal
Revenue Service. Joseph W. Salus's name appears at the bottom of the list as
a Reviewer. As you can see, the lst does not contain the name of Jaret Scharf.
in addition. Mr. Blondin represented to Richard'Slvka (attorney for another
target In this case) that Mr. Scharf was indeed not a Reviewer for your section.
Apparently, the prosecutors merely told me tht he wa to induce me to believe
my case was being objectively reviewed when in fact It was not.

Accordingly, I am writing to ask you directly whether Mr. Shad- is a
Reviewer as was represented to me by Meis. Blondin and Snyder with the
aeement of Mr. Scharf (n Mr. Slivka was being deceived) or whether 1 was
being deliberately deceived on July 1, 1982 by the two prosecutors and Mr.
Scharf.

If Mr. Sctiart Is a Reviewer, contrary to the attached PrenUce-Hll personnel
list and Mr. Blondin's representation to Mr. Slvka, I would appreciate knowing
that very much.

If. n the other hand. I was delbweately and gratuitously being deceived by
the prosecutors and Mr. Schaud as to Mr. Scharf Is status in your section. I woud
also greatly appreciate knowing that. In the latter case, I would respectfully
request that the prosecutors be removed from this case because their conduct
in deliberately deceiving counsel contravenes both the Coda of Professional
Responsiblty (DR 1-102(AX4)) as wel as the standard& of conduct for your
office.

In the event that 1-was thevictim of a delberate deception prpetrated by
members of your office on this most sober o occasions and in 0U performances
of the official duties, I wish-to express my revulsion as a member of the Bar.
a citizen of the United States and a taxpayer. I would hope and I trust that
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Deparlimh of Justice
July 14, 132
Pe Three

yor Is an office whose standards of conduct would not ondy conform to but
woul exceed those of the general community for ntegrity and candor. In the
event that I was the unwitting victim of the prosecutors' deliberate deception
designed to impair my advice to my client (at the conference we seriously
discussed the possibity of presenting my client to testify before the Grand Jury
without immunity based on the prosecutors' representations that such appearance
me. co.-inee them not to seek indictment against my client) or to embarass me,
I would ask that you personally review the matter and take the appropriate steps
which obviouly would be to remove any prosecutor who would ntentlonp.!.
deceive a fellow member of the bar In connection with an extremely serious ane
sensitive matter.

I wrote you on May 1,. 19B2 regarding this case and supplied you with a
memorandum of laws containing my entire reasoning and explanation of why my
client is not culpable of any deceit or fraud as the prosecutors have alleged. In
the event the conduct of the prosecutors has somehow dropped to the level of
the conduct alleged in their charges against my client, I would suggest that they
are not fit to continue in this matter.

I would very much appreciate a response to my question regarding the status
of Mr. Scharf and In the event that a fraud or deception has been perpetrated
on me, I request that you take prompt and Immediate action to attempt to
repair the damage that has bee. done to your office by that conduct. Such
conduct can only serve to undermine the integrity of your office. Also attached
is a eo of Mr. SnyderWs July 14, 1982 letter which continues to imply this case
is un6r review by superiors. The letter was signed for yo by Mr. Blondir.

Very truly yours,

GROSSMAN & FLASK. P.C.

ROBERT D. GROSSMAN, JL

(Enclosure 2)
cc: Steven Snyder

Thomas Bondin
Declan O'DonneUl
W1hlam Kilpatrick
Richard SLivka

RDG/cjt
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August 13, 1982 c"-bKA N& FI
WN 9 54, N.W.

AUGI 13 i82
SFK:RAt:imino:ehz - Vei, 4.n km
5-13-2879 WMU"H% mAd2
8020354

Robert D. Grossman, Jr., Esquire
Grossman and Flask, P.C.
Eighth Floor
1101 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Re: Grand Jury
Declan 3. O'Donnell
Denver Colorado

Dear Mr. Grossman:

This is in response to your letter dated July 14, 1982.
W-:-h regard to your question about Mr. Jared Scharf's position in
the Criminal Section, this is to advise you that Mr. Scharf is an
acting reviewer. He has assumed that position and its respons-

or. or about March 2. 1982, and has acted in that capa:-ty
cn prior occasions. As Chief of the Criminal Section, I was bot.
aware and approved of the selection of Mr. Scharf as a reviewer
:.n this case.

Messrs. Blondin and Snyder advise me that r. Scharf was
.ntroduced.to you as an acting reviewer and that you are mistaken
:n claiming they misled you as to his status. Moreover, the copy
of Prentice Hall that you refer to is no longer accurate due to
changes in personnel. With regard to your moments about these
two prosecutors trying to deceive you, I wish to advise you that
this office has a high regard for both their integ-ity and candor.
I have satisfied myself that your concerns are unfounded.

Since re y yours.

Chief, Crimtiol Section
Tax Division

cc: Office of Professional Responsibility
Mr. Slondin
Mr. Snyder
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Lfi 90) V (0 . 6 rLAstJuly 14, 1982 arna s, N.w.
llii ' " 1o9

FK: SLSnyder : kay 5 inu.a.c.oJe a, w
2879
54

t D. Grossman, Jr., Esquire
man and Flask, P.C.
h Floor
14th Street, N.W.
ngton. D.C. 20005

Re: Declan J. O'Donnell

Denver, Colorado

4r. Grossman:

Reference is made to your letter dated July 2. 1982,
rnxng'the appearance of Declan 3. O'Donnell before the
jury. First, I can not "give" Mr. O'Donnell an hour,
ire is not mine to give, it is the grand jury's. I
tpate they will extend to Mr. O'Donnell su.ficient time
te any point he desires. Secondly, 2 did not inform
iat ") would not interupt Mr. O'*onnell," rather I
eed you that it is not my policy to interrupt a target
presenting his views, providing the testimony is
mt to the issues. Further, as to your comment that I
be given a reasonable period of time within which to

•exaa-ne Mr. O'Donnell exclusively concerning matters
I in his direct testimony," the government intends to
-on Mr. O'Donnell concerning any and all issues relevant

case. Mr. O'Donnell can answer or not answer any
one as he chooses. Lastly, your observation that we
not seek to inAict Mr. O'Donnell if you produced a tax
to state that there is unsettled controversey over

.n issues is an absolute mischaracterization of what we
ted you. As you must certainly recall we informed you
;uch evidence could cause our-superiors to hestitate on
lusting the case, but you hardly received any guarantee
,-prooecution.

Sincerely yours,

STANLEY F. 3KRYSA
Chief, Criminal Section

Tax Division

by:

4iomas Alondel
Trial Attorney
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FEDER4R63JI3DJ 8
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

81-2

IN THE MATTER OF A

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION

) TESTIMONY OF

DECLAK 3. O'DONNELL

(NORNING SESSION)

C-192 United States Courthouse
1929 Stout Streez
Denver. Colorado 80294
Monday, July 19, 1982

The above-entitled matter came on for

hearing before the Federal Grand Jury at the hour of

!V:3S A..

APPEAR .NCES

For the Uznted States
Government

STEVEN L. SNYDER
Special Attorney
Department of Justice
Washington. D.C.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. WALLER, JR., ESQ., WALLER, MARK
& ALLEN, P.C., DENVER, CO, ACCOMPANIED BY DENNIS MARK
Mr. WALLER. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Armstrong, I appreciate the opportunity

to appear here today, and I thank the subcommittee for conducting
these hearings and looking into the situation that has been demon-
strated dramatically by the Kilpatrick case and the Omni Interna-
tional case; although, I think these cases are not necessarily isolat-
ed cases, and I think that what this subcommittee will eventually
find is that there are certain patterns, that there are certain prob-
lems here that a subcommittee should take into consideration, and
that there are specific actions that Congress can take in order to
rectify the problems that do exist and to prevent future examples
of these types of wrongdoings and abuse.

I have submitted a prepared statement, but for the purposes of
this testimony I would like to depart from that statement and sum-
marize for you what I believe are the most important things for the
committee to take into consideration and to make a few observa-
tions that I think might be the most important and not repetitive
of some of the other comments that have been made previously and
that will be made later during the course of these hearings

My name is William C. Waller, Jr., and I am a shareholder and
director of the law firm of Waller, Mark & Allen in Denver, CO. I
received my undergraduate degree from the U.S. Air Force Acade-
my in Colorado Springs, CO, and I received my law degree from
Cornell University in Ithaca, NY.

During the time that I was in the Air Force, I was a special
agent with the Office of Special Investigations, and during the
course of that period of time I conducted specialized criminal inves-
tigations and testified as a result of those investigations on behalf
of the Government.

From August 1981 until thepresent time I have represented Mr.
Kilpatrick and his company United Financial 0Perations during
the course of these proeeding I represented Mr. Kilpatrick
during the trial before Judge Winner and in the posttrial sessions
at the conclusion of which Judge Winner granted our motion for a
new trial. I also represented Mr. Kilpatrick during the course of
the proceedin in front of Judge Kane, which led to the original
dismissal of the first 26 counts of the indictment against him and
ultimately resulted in the dismissal of the entire indictment be-
cause of prosecutorial misconduct that occurred during the course
of this case.

I have with me today Dennis Mark, one of my partners, who has
argued the case which is currently pending in the Tenth Circuit
Court of Appeals, and durh.g the course of questions and answers I
would ask Mr. Mark to join me at the table so that he could
answer any questions that fall into the area of the case that he is
primarily responsible for.

With respect to several items that I think are important for this
subcommittee to understand, the grand jury process is an extreme-
ly important process in our criminal justice system. It has been a
part of the English common law system since the Magna Carta.
The whole concept of the grand jury is that an independent group
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of citizens will review evidence for or against any citizen before the
Government can bring criminal charges against that citizen.

If the grand jury is going to function as it must function accord-
ing to our constitutional system of government, which requires a
grand jury indictment in any felony case, the independence of that
grand jury must be maintained.

Now, the way we have attempted to assure that independence is
that we have established specific rules that govern the actions of
the Federal prosecutors before the grand jury, so that we can be
assured anytime there is an indictment brought down that the
grand juy, in its independent collective wisdom, has decided there

.robab e cause to believe that a felony crime has been commit-

The problem that we have is when the prosecutors, who do not
appreciate the role of the grand jury and who view it as an ineffi-
cient or inconvenient mechanism, undermine by their own actions
the independence of the grand jury.

Now, as a cr"minal defense lawyer I have often heard prosecutors
say that the grand jury process is really more of a rubber stamp. I
have oftentimes heard prosecutors say they can get a grand jury to
indict a ham sandwich if they want to. That attitude indicates that
the prosecutors do not adequately appreciate the role of the grand

An additional danger of undermining the independence of the
grand jury is the. fact that the grand because it is a group of
mndeendrn citizens, is almost a fo arm of Government, it is a
quasi-judicial arm of Government, and it has been given extremely
broad powers to help it carry out its job. It can subpoena witnesses
from all around the world, it can require the production of docu-
ments from all around the world, it can vetivate whatever it
wants to investigate, it can indict if it decides there is probable
cause for doing it.

Congress, at the same time has put some very tough limitations
on the powers of the FederaL agencies in carrying out their func-
tions. If the Federal agents or the prosecutors who are conducting
the grand jury desire, they can get around the Umitations that
have been put on the Federal agencies by Congress by using the
powers of the grand jury improperly to do things that they have
been prevented from doing in the normal course of their investiga-
tion. I think that is one of the Issues that is highlighted by this
particular case.

The next issue that I think is important is the entire concept of
the secrecy of the grand jury proceedings. In this case, as Mr. Kil-.
patrick and Mr. Gresman alluded to, secrecy of the proceeding
are extremely important, because oftentimes the grand jury or
theoretically the grand jury should undertake inv nations, and if
they decide there is no probable cause then it would have been tre-
mendously damaging to the reputation of innocent individuals if it
had been gene rculated or known that those individuals were
being investge .d by a grand jury.

SAt the same time, witnesses who are called before the grand jury
may be subject o intimidation or fear if it is generally known that
those witneses had in fact testified. In this case, without the
knowledge of the U.S. attorney in Colorado, letters were literally
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sent all over the country to customers of Mr. Kilpatrick and clients
of Mr. O'Donnell and others, which indicated specifically that these
individuals were being investigated by a Federal grand jury. You
can imagine the effect that such letters would have on the clients
and customers of a company, when they have gone to these individ-
uals for most important business.

The third point that I think needs to be emphasized during the
course of these proceedings is the general attitude of the Govern-
ment during the course of the criminal proceedings, the grand jury
proceedings, as well as the attitude of the Government since that
time.

Now, I don't have to rephrase or recharacterize or restate what
Judge Winner and Judge Kane have already said about their obser-
vations regarding the arrogance and the flip attitudes of the pros-
ecutors and the IRS agents involved in this case; but I would like
to point out a problem that concerns me most as an ex-Federal
criminal investigator myself. One is the hesitancy of the Federal
Government in this case to acknowledge the problems in the case.

You have two Federal district court judges who have never made
the.types of findings they made in this case-Judge Winner in his
entire career, and Judge Kane in his career-who obviously and
very strongly worded opinions, made specific findings of what they
felt were wrongdoing, and yet you still have a Department of Jus-
tice which is defensive, which has drawn the wagons around the
IRS and the Department of Justice, refusing even to acknowledge
that some of the problems that occurred in this case were very seri-
ous problems.

The Omni International case that we heard testimony about yes-
terday is a second example, where Judge Black, who is ex-U.S. at-
torney himself and a college professor, wrote an opinion where it
was clear that he was very upset and concerned about even having
been put in a position of having to write the opinion; and yet, from
my understanding and the newspaper articles I have read, we have
the same attitude from the IRS and the Department of Justice that
circle the wagons and protect our own.

I have been advised by the powers that be at the Department of
Justice that the Office of Professional Responsibility would be in-
vestigating this particular case. I have since been advised by the
same powers that the Office of Professional Responsibility did in
fact conduct an investigation and thoroughly cleared all of the
prosecutors involved in this particular case.

Now, I don't want to get involved in a situation of namecalling,
and I don't think guilt or innocence is a question here; but I have
the same question Judge Winner and Mr. Grossman have: If the
in fact conducted a thorough investigation, why wasn't I called?
Why wasn't Judge Winner called or Judge Kane called to testify?
How in the world could you conduct a thorough investiaton when

you didn't talk to the court reporters or the clerks who witnessed
and observed and ultimately testified to the wrongdoing that was
involved?

When I addressed those uestions to the Department of Justice
officials who I know and have access to, they tell me that the
Office of Professional Responsibility is a very top-secret-type orga-
nization, and they don't have access to those proceedings, they had
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not testified for those proceedings, and they don't know exactly
what the basis of the findings were.

In substance, I think we see an attitude that displays an absolute
unwillingness to recognize that there must be problems in these
particular cases. And what concerns me is, if that is the general
attitude, there is a strong likelihood that those type of problems
may be widespread or are likely to occur again.

Next, I think it is very important for this subcommittee, as the
oversight of the IRS, to take into consideration something that I
have observed for a long time as a criminal defense lawyer in these
types of tax cases: The IRS has a two-pronged function. One func-
tion is civil in nature; it is supposed to levy and collect taxes. The
Federal income tax laws are themselves very complex. It is human
nature that no one likes to pay taxes; no one wants to pay any
more taxes than necessary. And you have a very difficult job for
the IRS to perform, the assessment and collection of 4hose taxes.
We all recognize that, but we all recognize that unfortunately it is
a necessary function.

At the same time, the IRS has a criminal investigation division
that is responsible for criminal investigations. What concerns me is
that the Congress has put certain very strict limitations on the
civil functions or the civil side of the IRS to ensure that the citi-
zens of the country aren't routinely harassed or intimidated, be- "
cause we all recognize the power of the IRS and we all recognize
the intimidation of the IRS when you are talking about an individ-
ual citizen.

So, Congress, in recognizing that, has attempted to say, "You can
collect taxes, but here are certain limitations on how you can go
about doing it."

The IRS bureaucracy is no different than any other; it has limit-
ed resources to carry out a very big job. What concerns me is that
oftentimes the criminal side of the IRS function is subjugated to
the civil side of the IRS. The civil side desires to collect as many
taxes as it can. In cases like the Kilpatrick case, the "flagship
case," what concerns me is that when they come up with a pro-
gram like the Abusive Tax Shelter Program in order to collect
more taxes, they can focus on a particular tax shelter, and in spite
of evidence that you are dealing with very complex areas of the
law that could fid themselves worked out in civil courts, it is very
tempting to take a case like this and make it a criminal case, and
attempt to use that criminal casa to intimidate people who are
bona fide taxpayers and who are attempting to take advantage of
the tax laws in a bona fide manner.

The next question that I think this subcommittee needs to ad-
dress itself to, and part of the seriousness of it in both the Om'rnt
case and the Kilpatrick case, the cost of the investigation is almost
impossible to ima e.

Mr. Kilpatrickh indicated that the combined defense costs of
this case was something like $6 million. In the Omni case, which
took place in Baltimore, in reviewing that file I determined that
there are over six major law firms involved in that case. The pro-
ceedings took place over a 2-year period of time. Experts who trav-
eled all over the country in order to run down watermarks on
paper, in order to gather evidence to prove in court that the pros-

66-527 0 - 87 - 10
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ecutor and IRS agents had been lying, must have undoubtedly cost
millions of dollars. My question is: How many people can afford to
carry on that type of investigation of the investigators?

One practical aspect of this case from the trenches, so to speak,
is that it may occur to the committee, "Are we talking about two
isolated examples? Why don't we have more cases or more opinions
like the Omni opinion or the Kilpatrick opinion?"

As a criminal defense lawyer I will tell you that the law is very,
very difficult when a criminal defendant is attempting to gather
evidence to prove wrongdoing during the course of the grand jury
investigations or the investigations of the clients. There is a pre-
sumption that what the Government has done is correct, and you
usually cannot get access to any of these materials during a mean-
ingful stage in the proceedings in order to allow you to do that. It
is only upon an overwhelming showing that there is likely to have
been misconduct that allows you to get that information.

I think, and as I am going to summarize here and suggest some
specific things that this subcommittee could look at, that it would
be very possible to turn ever information to defendants under pro-
visions that would protect the secrecy of the grand jury proceed-
ings and at the same time allow defendants to get access to this
information at a meaningful time in the proceedings.

With that background in mind-and obviously we can go into
some more in questions-there are some specific proposals that I
think this subcommittee should seriously consider:

First, I believe that Congress should enact the proosed Grand
Jury Reform Act, which is currently pending in the Ho.u as H.R.
1407, and Senate bill 284. That bill includes several provisions, but
one of which I think you will get testimony on later includes the
right of witnesses before the grand jury to have counsel present
with them at the time of the pro wings. The current arrange-
ment is very bulky and time consuming and serves no useful pur-
pose, in my mind. Seventeen States have adopted reforms like this
and, as Judge Winner testified yesterday, Colorado being one of
them, apparently-there are no real problems imagied or otherwise
with this procedure.

Second, the Tax Division of the Department of Justice should be
given adequate resources to have qualified tax lawyers responsible
or reviewing and overseeing the criminal justice procedure in the

area of tax cases. It is ridiculous to talk about these complex tax
cases being prosecuted by attorneys who are themselves not very
aware of and knowledgeable of the tax laws.

Third, the administration's proposed legislation to overrule the
decision in Baggot and Sell, which are companion Supreme Court
decisions basically reemphasizing the fact that the criminal justice
system, the grand jury, is to be used only for criminal'purposes and
not to gather information in the civil settng should be voted
down. That legislation U apparently pending as Senate bill 1676.

Next, Congress should enact legislation or consider legilation to
overrule an overbroad interpretation, in my opinion, of the recent
Supreme Court decision in United States v. Mechanic. It is abso-

* lutely essential that, if there is wrongdoing discovered, that the dis-
trict courts be kept with the power to provide adequate remedies,
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to punish the Government for their wrongdoing, and to keep it
from happening again.

Next, Congress should enact legislation to modify the Jencks Act,
title 18, United States Code, section 3500. The Jencks Act currently
provides that witness statements and information about previous
statements taken from witnesses need only be given to defense
counsel at the conclusion of the witness' testimony. There is no
reason, and it is often the policy in many U.S. attorney offices
around the country, for that material to be withheld that long.
That material should be provided at the time regular discovery is
done in a criminal case, and I would encourage Congress to consid-
er modifying the Jencks Act for that purpose.

I think Congress should enact legislation overturning the judicial
precedents which make it so difficult for defense counsel to get
access to the investigative material and the grand jury material. I
think it would be very possible, upon a threshold showing a possi-
bility of wrongdoing, or even a likelihood of wrongdoing, that the
defense counsel should be given access to these grand jury tran-
scripts. If the Government objects to that-nd it could be subject
to secrecy orders which are often given to defense counsel-if the
Government objects, a motion could be made for the Government
that the court review that in camera for specific reasons, and the
court could review those in camera before making those available
to defense counsel.

Finally, I think that this oversight subcommittee-and this is a long-
term project, perhaps--should seriously examine this dual role of
the IRS in both civil and criminal settings. I think the temptation
is too great for the civil function or the civil purposes to slosh over
onto the criminal side. This subcommittee may want to consider re-
moving the criminal division from the IRS and putting it into
something like the Federal Bureau of Investigation. When the IRS
in their process of collecting taxes discovers evidence of wrongdo-in, a reference over to another agency, mi my mind, would not be
overcumbersome and would probably make it difficult for the
criminal agents and the civil agents to be working for the same
master and the criminal agents who, as a result, wind up having to
take into consideration what that master wants then on the civil
side.

Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to speak here, and I
think the panel is available for any specific questions. I would ask
Mr. Mark to join me.

[Mr. Waller's prepared written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM C. WALLER, JR.

CONCERNING ABUSES OF

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee,
I am deeply appreciative of this opportunity to appear before you
this morning to present my views regarding certain examples of
misconduct and impropriety exhibited by the Internal Revenue
Service and the United States Department of Justice.

My name is William C. Waller, Jr. and I am a shareholder and
director of the law firm of Waller, Mark & Allen, P.C. of Denver,
Colorado. I received my undergraduate degree from the United
States Air Force Academy in 1969 and served for five years as a
Special Agent with the Office of Special Investigations.
Following my tour of duty in the Air Force, I attended law school
at Cornell University, and then returned to the Denver area where
I have since practiced law as a trial attorney. My firm's
practice is limited to trials and includes substantial
representation of clients in criminal matters before the Federal
Court.

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your concern regarding the
misconduct and improprieties present in thi Kilpatrick case and
other cases and urge this Subcommittee to seriously consider
reforms in the improper use of the criminal justice system by the
Internal Revenue Service and the Tax Division of the Justice
Department.

From August of 1981 to the present I have represented Mr.
William A. Kilpatrick and his company, United Financial
Operations Inc., during the course of a grand jury investigation
and criminal proceedings following the indictment. During that
time, I have observed a criminal process that in my opinion was
out of control. In certain instances, this was due to inadequate
guidelines and rules to insure that the process of enforcement of
the tax laws is not misused or abused. In other instances the
process was out of control because of well meaning but
overzealous agents and attorneys. Finally, the process was out
of control because of untrained and insensitive individuals who
failed to recognize the limitations of their roles and who chose
to abuse their positions either for personal gain or due to
misguided views of their roles in society and the criminal
Justice system.

The investigation of William A. Kilpatrick and his
associates began in 1979. Evidence was presented to a grand jury
in Denver durinV 1981 and 1982, but the term of that grand jury
expired without an indictment being returned. Evidence was then
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presented to a second grand jury which returned an indictment in
August of 1983. The indictment contained twenty-seven (27)
counts. The first twenty-six (26) counts charged various tax
related offenses against Mr. Kilpatrick and the other
defendants. The final count charged Mr. Kilpatrick only with
obstruction of justice. In February of 1984, Judge John L. Kane,
Jr. dismissed the first twenty-six (26) counts for failure to
charge a crime and as improperly pleaded. In May of 1984, Mr.
Kilpatrick went to trial on the remaining obstruction of justice
count. A Jury returned a guilty verdict, but Judge Fred M.
Winner granted Mr. Kilpatrick's motion for a new trial, ruling
that Mr. Kilpatrick had not received a fair trial because of the
misconduct of the Government. In hearings related to the motion
for a new trial, as well as additional hearings held before Judge
Kane following Judge Winner', retirement, additional evidence
concerning misconduct by the Government was exposed. This
resulted in a second Order by Judge Kane dismissing the entire
indictment on grounds of misconduct. Both dismissals were
appealed by the Government, and the case is presently pending
before the U.S.f Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in
Denver.

If I believed that the Kilpatrick case was an isolated
example, I would be upset that It had happened, but I would not
believe that hearings such as this would be justified. However,
my experience has confirmed that this is not the case. There are
numerous instances where the system has broken down.

The criminal justice system is administered by people, and
people have frailties. Many of these frailties were also the
basis of the recent decision of Judge Black of Maryland in United
States v. Omni International Corp. (No. B-84-00101) (May 15,
1986), which was a criminal tax case in which the prosecuting
attorney and IRS agents actually created, altered and suppressed
numerous documents in an a~tapt to conceal their misconduct.
The Government personnel in Omni denied these activities and
their untruths were made known only because the defense was able
to prove that the paper ,ipon which the documents were printed had
not been delivered to the Government until after certain dates.

These cases are examples of why it is necessary for the
rules to be sufficiently strict and clear to prevent abuse of
the system. Nowhere is it more important than in the criminal
justice system for the legislature to insure that the process is
one of laws rather than one of men.

From time to time during the course of our history certain
themes or issues have gained political prominence. If the
criminal justice system is subject to undue influence or the
whims of individuals within the system, that system can be used
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to carry out or enforce the politically popular movement of the
moment. During the 1960s there was concern because the criminal
Justice system was misused in some cases to silence political
dissent. In the late 1970s and 1980s I believe we saw cases in
which the system war misused to carryout certain policies of the
Internal Revenue Service. The system should be as immune as
possible from these improper influences.

During the last twenty years the Justice Department has been
before this body constantly seeking reforms to make its job
easier and to make the administration of the criminal laws more
efficient. These may be proper concerns under the right
circumstances, but it is the duty of this body to maintain the
delicate balance between the need for government to maintain law
and order and the rights of the individual citizens. It is a
terrifying thing to be a target or defendant in a criminal
proceeding. The resources of the Government are seemingly
unlimited, and as in the Kilpatrick case, an individual may find
himself ruined financially an otherwise by having been forced to
endure the process.

It is not my desire to speak to those items which have been
discussed previously but rather to bring to you- attention
certain matters that have gor- unexamined or which I uelieve need
to be emphasized. It is also my desire to attempt to formulate
for this Subcommittee some of the conclusions I have drawn and to
set forth certain recommendations for action that this
Subcommittee should take to help insure that the types of abuses
which occurred in this case will not recur in the future.

Before I do this, I would like to point out certain aspects
of the K!ipatrick case that are most important to understanding
how and why the abuses present there are likely to recur under
existing conditions. First, federal income taxation is a very
complex area of the law. As a practicing attorney I do not
believe that there are any laws in this nation more complex and
misunderstood than the tax laws. I am not a tax practitioner,
but I have been present in courts and in meetings on numerous
occasions where highly qualified tax lawyers have come to
conclusions diametrically opposed to each other as to the meaning
of certain tax laws. I recognize that it is the desire of
Congress to simplify the tax laws, but I do not believe that ever
can or will be accomplished. Thus, unlike most criminal laws
which deal with fairly straightforward concepts that are easily
understood by all people, such as bribery, forgery, robbery,
murder and burglary, the tax laws deal with concepts that are so
subtle and so complex that it is literally possible for a
defendant to accidentally violate the criminal law.

I recognize that there will always be people who will
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attempt to avoid paying taxes. I recognize that these people
should and will be examined closely by the Government as to their
motives and methods. I also recognize that these controversies
will frequently be difficult and vigorous. This is as it should
be. Taxpayers ought to have the right to challenge the
Government, arA the Government must have the power to collect
taxes. However, arguments as to the meaning and impact of
various tax laws should generally be civil in nature and should
not become the subject of criminal prosecution. The criminal
justice system should not be used as a shortcut for collecting
taxes. The IRS already has very broad powers to do this in
administrative or civil contexts.

The second preliminary point is that when we are dealing
with the tax laws, we are talking about a very special
relationship between the Government and the individual citizen.
An income tax requires that the Government gather tremendous
amounts of information regarding such things as sources and
amounts of income and the basis of various deductions.
Therefore, the Government has the right to gather extensive
information about its citizens, and those citizens are required
to provide to the Government massive amounts of information
concerning their most private business affairs. This can be, and
often is, a very dangerous situation. We need only look back to
the Watergate era when the IRS was the source of information and
the means for action which was taken against those who had been
placed on a list of political enemies. I mention thi4 because
the enforcement of the criminal laws in this area creates the
greatest risk of harm and of violations of the constitutional
foundations of our Government.

Finally, in order to appreciate the nature of my
observations, one must fully understand the role of the grand
jury. The grand jury has been a basic part of our system of
criminal justice since the founding of this nation. It finds its
roots in the English common law system. It is intended to be a
check on the power of government to charge its citizens with
criminal conduct. It recognizes that if the Government could
indict anyone it lashed, at any time, the power could be too
easily abused to pmnish political enemies. It also appreciates
that being indicted is in and of itself a very traumatic
experience and a terrible drain on a person's reputation and
financial resources. Therefore, the Government is prohibited
from charging someone until it has shown to an independent grand
jury that there is probable cause to believe that the person has
committed a crime.

This process is an inconvenience to the Government and is
not intended to create an efficient criminal justice system.
Rather, it is intended to be a stumbling block for the
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Government, and there will always be a natural animosity between
law enforcement and the grand Jury process.

One practical problem with the grand jury process that has
always been present is that total responsibility for presenting
the case to the grand Jury, and insuring that the grand jury
remains a truly independent body, reside with the prosecuting
attorney. Theoretically, the prosecuting attorney knows of the
important role of the grand jury and is capable of
dispassionately presenting evidence to the grand Jury.

In practice, however, this is not the case, and most
prosecutors will freely admit that it is easy to manipulate the
grand Jury proceedings so as to obtain an indictment except in
the rarest of cases. In fact, it has been my experience that a
oung prosecutor who fails to get a grand Jury to return an
ndictment is often the subject of office jqkea. Zven if a grand

jury refuses to issue an indictment, it is easy for the U.S.
Attorney to present evidence to another grand jury in order to
see that an Indictment Is returned.

As will be discussed below, it appears to me that the
charade should be ended, and that the Congress should enact
certain much needed grand jury reforms to reinstate the
independence of the grand Jury. Unless the grand Jury is a truly
independent body, it cannot possibly serve its function of being
a check on the activities of the Government. As long as
prosecutors are assigned to various task forces that actually
conduct investigations or specialized divisions that do the
bidding of particular agencies, such as the Tax Division of the
Department of Justice which carries out the bidding of the IRS,
it is not reasonable to expect the prosecutors to be able to
l erform their duties as dispassionate advocates before the grandury.

Because of the unique and limited role of. the grand Jury in
our society there have been strict limitations placed on both the
use of the grand jury and dissemination of the information gained
by the grand Jury. Until now, the grand Jury has been strictly a
criminal procedure. It has broad investigative powers and
therefore allowing the Government to use it to gather information
for civil and administrative processes would be unfair and
contrary to its purpose. Thus the information gathered is to be
used only in criminal cases. The Supreme Court recently
reaffirmed these concepts In thie 1983 companion decisions of
United States v. Sells Engineering, Inc., 463 U.S. 418 (1983),
and United States v. Baagot, 463 U.S. 476 (1983).

The problem in tax cases is that the Internal Revenue
Service is charged with a double function. First, it mutt assess
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and collect taxes. In order to do this, it must gather
tremendous amounts of information. Because of its limited
resources it often creates programs such as the "abusive tax
shelter" program in order to maximize the efficiency of its
efforts. At the same time the agency is charged with undertaking
criminal tax investigations. The criminal agents work hand in
hand with the civil agents. Various policy consideratons which
are important to the civil side become improper policy
considerations on the criminal side.

It is very tempting for the IRS to utilize its limited
manpower by having the criminal agents call upon the much broader
powers of a grand jury in order to gather information for the
benefit of civil enforcement proceedings.

These problems are exacerbated by the practice of the
Government, in this case and others, of storing the grand jury
materials. in the custody and control of the IRS, rather than the
U.S. Attorney, in direct violation of Rule 6(e) of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure. This made it impossible for the
Court to insure that adequate safeguards were in effect to
maintain the secrecy of the grand jury .proceedings. The Court
was forced to rely on the statement of the IRS agents that
adequate safeguards had been in place. In view of the numerous
other examples of misconduct this was clearly inadequate.

In criminal tax cases the same executive agency has
responsibility for both civil and criminal functions and various
policies designed to maximize the efficient use of limited
resources become policies not only for the civil agents but also
for the criminal agents. When Congress passes a law limiting the
power of the civil agents, it does not impact the criminal
ivestigators. Therefore, it is very tempting for the IRS to
avoid Congressional mandates by transferring various
investigative responsibilities from the civil to the criminal
side, and there is always the temptation to cast what is actually
a civil disagreement regarding the meaning of the tax laws into a
criminal case.

With this background in mind, I will now turn to some
scific items which I observed during the course of the
ilatrick case. In some instances, I will not be able to
iscuss specific details because the case is still pending# but I

believe that my remarks will be sufficiently specific to be
useful without violating the Code of Professional
Responsibility.

Most importantly, it is unmistakably clear that it was the
expressed purpose of the IRS to utilize the federal grand jury to
gather information that would be used by the service to assess
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and collect taxes civilly. We know this for several reasons.
First, the civil investigation was abated or halted during the
course of the criminal investigation. The IRS routinely does
this, claiming that it is required to do so under the law. If
the civil and criminal functions were truly independent, this
would not be necessary. In fact, there would be every reason for
the civil side of the service to get on with its investigation in
order to collect past due taxes as quickly as possible. Second,
immediately after the indictment, the civil side sent out notices
of disallowance which parroted the language of the indictment and
stated that evidence to support the conclusions would be
forthcoming from the criminal case. It was anticipated by the
IRS that the case would ultimately go to trial and that Lhe
evidence would become part of the public record at that time.
That never happened here, but interestingly, much of the
information has nevertheless found its way into the possession of
the civil side of the IRS. Next, the service assigned civil
auditors to assist the grand jury during the course of its
investigation. They caused the grand jury to subpoena much
information that could only be of interest in a civil audit and
assessment. In addition, they interviewed numerous investors and
others for purposes which seemed to be totally unrelated to the
criminal charges. The indictment in fact failed to rely on any
of that information.

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
provides that all of the information before the grand jury is
secret and puts severe limits on the use of that information for
purposes other than criminal trials. Nonetheless, it was common
practice in this cage, as in numerous others, to send letters to
people all over the country who were customers of United
Financial Operations indicating that the principals and attorneys
of the company were under investigation by a federal grand jury
in Denver, Colorado. You can imagine the impact that this had on
the business of United Financial Operations. I have heard on
many occasions that Kr. Snyder bragged to several people that
even if he did not convict Mr. Kilpatrick, he would break him.
It is clear that these types of actions were either calculated to
do so or, even if not, went a long way toward accomplishing that
result. Neither the Government nor the IRS should be able to put
a company out of business merely by having a federal grand jury
contact the customers of the company in order to intimidate them
into failing or refusing to pay their obligations to the company
or to enter Into any other dealings with it.

Mr. Robert Grossman in his statement to this Subcommittee
has detailed his dealings with the Justice Department attorneys
assigned to handle this matter, and I will not go over those
points again. However, there is one point that Mr. Grossman
referred to which needs to be emphasized. It is absolutely
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essential that the Tax Division have trained lawyers who are
intimately familiar with the complexities of the tax laws.
Otherwise, the process is a mockery. In this case all charges,
except one non-tax charge against Mr. Kilpatrick only, were
dismissed prior to trial but long after the indictment and its
attendant publicity, which was actually promoted by the Justice
Department. I am convinced that if the Department had seriously
considered the nature of the law in this area, it would have
concluded, as did Mr. Grossman, that not only was the tax shelter
not criminal, it was in all likelihood perfectly valid under the
tax laws.

We are obviously dealing here with very complicated business
transactions that are structured in particular ways in order to
maximize the tax benefits from the transactions. Mr. Kilpatrick
and his company would not attempt to argue that the complex
structure was necessary solely for business reasons and would
agree that it wao structured in order to take advantage of the
tax laws. It must be understood that there is and should be
nothing wrong with that. Any disagreement as to tax consequences
under these circumstances was a battle that should have been
waged in civil proceeding in the Tax Court. Some of the
attorneys for the Government were totally surprised when Judge
Kane dismissed the indictment on technical tax grounds. Until
that time they failed t sufficiently understand the tax laws so
as to appreciate that dismissal was a possibility.

There were numerous examples of misleading grand Jury
testimony with regard to both the effect of the law and the facts
of the case. In a grand jury investigation involving a tax
matter, it is not uncommon (in fact it is the normal practice)
for the Government to call an IRS agent to have him testify that
the law means something and taaat a particular transaction
violates the law. The problem is that although the agent who is
called to testify may know more than the prosecuting attorney, he
is not a lawyer and does not always fully appreciate the
complexities of the tax laws. In short, his testimony may be
dead wrong.

The problem is obvious. The laws are practically
unintelligible except to the most sophisticated tax
practitioners. Most grand jurors have no more understanding of
them than the average man in the street. Transactions designed
to take advantage of the laws appear to L suspect in the first
place. The grand jury naturIlly puts great w.nht on the
testimony of the IRS agent, and the government lawyer has neither
the knowledge nor the motive to cross examine the agent regarding
his opinions.

This is exactly what happened in the Kilpatrick case. Two
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IRS agent., neither of whom were attorneys, were examined before
the grand jury by two Justice Department attorneys, neither of
whom knew much about the tax laws. They were asked in conclusory
fashion whether what Mr. Kilpatrick or his associates had
violated the tax laws, and they both testified affirmatively.
According to Judge Kane, however, that testimony was wrong.
However, the grand jury never had that knowledge.

When Mr. O'Donnell attempted to have a legitimate tax
expert, Professor Roland Hjorth of the University of Washington
School of Law, testify, Professor Hjorth was badgered by the
Justice Department attorney to such an extent that his testimony
was undoubtedly discounted by the grand Jury. If there had been
intellectual honesty before the grand jury, the indictment might
not have been issued. Unfortunately, although incidents like
this appear to be quite comon, they are only rarely uncovered.

To add insult to injury in this case, we discovered that the
Government had presented inaccurate testimony regarding the facts
of the case. The law allows the Government to present hearsay
testimony before a grand jury as well as evidence that may not be
admissible at trial because the grand jury does not sake the
ultimate determination of guilt or innocence. However, there is
a danger that when the Government relies on hearsay, the
testimony will not accurately present the real facts. This is
especially a problem when a Government agent is the source of the
hearsay testimony. In this case, the evidence concerning the
Bank of Nova Scotia was so erroneous that it is difficult to
understand how it could have been presented accidentally.
Moreover, this inaccurate hearsay turned out to be about the only
evidence presented to the grand jury which implicated the bank.

The remedies which should be available in the event of
abuses like the ones in this case raise difficult questions which
involve numerous competing policy considerations. Dismissal of
an indictment night allow a criminal to go unpunished, but at the
same time there must be adequate deterrence to keep the
government from breaking the rules. That is especially the case
in the context of the grand jury because grand jury secrecy
protects not only the witnesses who testify and the targets of
unwarranted investigation, but it often protects the Government
because its improprieties are not discovered. Only rarely, when
there is a very substantial preliminary showing of a likelihood
of grand jury abie, are the grand jury proceedings made
available to the defense. In the overwhelming majority of cases
the defense never gains access to the grand jury materials,
because the Court, frequently incorrectly, believes that the
Government probably acted as it was supposed to act. That is why
I believe that the Government agents in thio case testified
accurately when they said that their conduct here is the same as
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in many, many cases throughout the country. That is probably
true because the improprieties in those cases were never
discovered.

Even in the few cases where the necessary showing is made,
problems can develop, as noted by Judge Kane in this case,
because tLe Government controls the transcripts and materials and
does not always follow the Court's Orders of disclosure. Judge
Winner initially ordered that all transcripts of the grand jury
proceedings be turned over to him for his in camera review. He
then ordered that the transcripts be made available to defense
counsel. Defense counsel noticed that there were several gaps in
the testimony and asked the Government to verify that all
transcripts had in fact been turned over. The Government then
admitted that there were seventy-eight (78) instances where there
had been grand jury proceedings for which transcripts had not
been provided. Judge Kane on two separate occasions was required
to order that the Government comply with Judge Winner's initial
order. Although defense counsel has to this date never received
all of the transcripts, it is noteworthy that many of the
instances of the most serious misconduct were evidenced in the
transcripts which were initially held back.

Dismissal of the indictment in this case was without
prejudice. That means that the Government may properly present
the case to another grand jury which could return another
indictment. The Government has argued that such a remedy is too
extreme. I must respectfully disagree. If the Government
believes that it has a strong case, there is nothing to prevent
it from going to another grand jury. On the other hand, failure
to dismiss the indictment would leave the Defendant with no
remedy at all.

The Government has stated that any wrongdoing by its
attorneys could be investigated internally by the Justice
Department and appropriate discipline meted out against the
responsible individuals. After having been a criminal agent for
the Government myself, and having observed the actions of the
Government firsthand as a criminal defense lawyer, I strongly
agree with Mr. Grossman's statement that the Justice Department
will never adequately investigate and discipline its own. It is
much more likely that there will be coverups or whitewashes in
the event of wrongdoing. After extensive hearings in this case,
two different federal judges wrote opinions which contained very
strong criticism of specific attorneys and agents. Nevertheless,
the Justice Department has taken the position that neither it nor
any of its personnel did anything wrong.

The only effective remedy to prevent abuses like this from
occurring regularly is to dismiss the indictment. In extreme
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cases I believe the indictment should be dismissed with
prejudice. The K1lpatrick case may very well be one of those
extreme cases in view of the length of time that Mr. Kilpatrick
and his associates have been under investigation and the
tremendous resources they have been forced to expend in order to
fight the Government. Other cases may warrant dismissal without
prejudice.

In conclusion, there are eight specific actions that I
believe the Congress should take. Some of these involve specific
votes regarding bills which are currently pending. Other actions
concern the drafting of legislation to effect the proposed
changes.

First, the Congress should enact the proposed Grand Jury
Reform Act which is currently pending in the House as H.R,
1407. I will not attempt to go over all of the provisions of
that bill, but one major aspect of it is to approve the practice
of allowing witnesses before the grand jury to be accompanied by,
and to confer with, attorneys of their choice. This would not
only save time, it would prevent abuses such as the improper
testimony of Mr. O'Donnell and the badgering of Professor
Hjorth. It would also encourage some people to testify who would
not otherwise be willing to do so. Criticisms of this portion of
the bill by the Justice Department have not been borne out by the
practical experience in the seventeen (17) states, including
Colorado, which have adopted grand jury reform along these
lines.

Second, Congress should take the criminal investigative
function away from the Internal Revenue Service and place it with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This would insure that all
criminal investigations are conducted independently, free of any
improper considerations of civil enforcement. The FBX has the
expertise and ability to investigate these types of crimes. In
fact, personnel within the FBI are probably better trained to
investigate these types of crimes than is the IRS.

Third, the Congress should enact legislation which prohibits
the use of any information reflected on tax returns for any
purpose whatsoever except (1) the assessment and collection of
taxes and (2) the prosecution of the person filing the return
for including false or misleading information on the return. We
have all heard of instances where an organized crime member has
been convicted of a crime because of information reflected on his
or her tax returns. At first, we might all applaud such an
outcome, but upon closer consideration, we should all be
concerned. The purpose of a tax return is to provide information
to the Government so it can calculate taxes - not to provide
valuable criminal intelligence. A rule such as the one I am
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proposing would undoubtedly increase tax collections and avoid
several very serious constitutional questions.

Fourth* the Tax Division of 'he Department of Justice should
be given the resources to have qualified tax lawyers responsible
for the major decisions in the criminal process. It is
rediculous that the lawyers conducting the grand Jury had little
if any experience in the area of tax law. The complexity of the
laws make it impossible for the attorneys to understand whether a
crime has been committed unless they have a working knowledge of
the tax laws.

Fifth, H.R. 3340, which is the administration's proposed
legislation to overrule the decisions of the Supreme Court in
United States v. Sells Engineering, Inc., supra, and United
States v. Baggot, supra, should be defeated.

Sixth, the Congress should enact legislation which has been
proposed to overrule the recent decision of the Supreme Court in
United States v. Mechanik, 106 S.Ct. 938 (1986). This decision
U an abomination which effectively eliminates any remedy in
cases of abuse of the grand jury process.

Seventh, the Congress should enact legislation to modify the
Jencks Act, 18 U.S.C. 53500, to require the Government to provide
all Jencks material prior to trial as part of the discovery
process. There is no policy reason for delaying the exchange of
that material until trial. In fact, it is not uncommon for U.S.
attorneys to do so now. This would allow defense counsel a
greater opportunity to discover evidence of grand jury abuse at a
meaningful time in the criminal proceedings.

Finally, the Congress should enact legislation overturning
the Judicial precedent which holds that grand jury materials will
be made available to the Court for in camera inspection or to the
defense only upon a showing tfi-t there is a substantial
likelihood of abuse before the grand jury. This rule makes no
sense whatsoever because it creates an impossible Catch - 221
How can evidence of the abuse be discovered unless transcripts of
the grand jury proceedings are made available for inspection?
Instead, legislation should be enacted which makes the
transcripts available upon a showing that there may have been
misconduct before the grand Jury. If the government would like
to have the transcripts viewed in camera prior to having them
made available to the defense, the Government could be allowed to
make such a request upon a showing that there is a substantial
reason for doing so. In addition, the defense could be required
to maintain secrecy of the grand jury proceedings. This is often
done without Jeopardizing the process.
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In summary, the Ki!patrick case included numerous instances
of improper actions by the Government, but unfortunately it was
unique only because it included a very large number of those
instances and the misconduct was uncovered. Each specific
instance occurs over and over again in cases around the
country. I have tried to explain here that there are certain
institutional reasons which make these problems likely to occur,
and that important changes in the current law are necessary to
protect against future occurrences. There are serious problems
which exist in the administration of justice in the tax area.
These wrongs should never have occurred. Congress can and should
take specific action to prevent this in the future.

This concludes my prepared statement. I thank you for the
opportunity to present my views here today and I would be pleased
to answer any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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Senator GAmLEY. Thanks to all of you.
Mr. Kilpatrick, you have stated tht the pattern of taxpayer

abuse that you seem to have experienced is pandemic-those are
your words-in the IRS and the Justice Department. Do you or
your representatives have evidence of alleged widespread abuse
beyond your own case. that you can offer to the judgment of this
subcommittee?

Mr. KILPATwCK. I don't have the documents with me, but it is a
matter of record in the transcripts of the court hearings, when the
judge turned to one of the witnesses on the stand-excuse me, the
prosecutor asked the question, "What is your name, who do you
work for, what are your duties?"-he said, !'My duties for the last 2
years, I've been an agent in the grand jury." Judge Winner's head
almost snapped off his shoulders, and he said, "You have been a
what?" He said, "I've been an agent in the Grand Jury." He said,
."You can't be an agent in the Grand Jury." He said, 'Yes, I can."
the judge said, "No, you can't." They got into an argument. The
judge said, "Who told you you could be an agent in the grand
jur?" He said, "Mr. Snyder. He swore me in."

The judge turned to Mr. Snyder and said, "Who gave you the au-
thority to swear somebody in for any purpose, to issue an oath for
any purpose, much less the illegal purpose of putting an agent in
the grand jury?" He said, "We do it all the time." The judge said,
"What do you mean, you do it all the time?" He said, "We do it
everywhere."

"Where have you done it?"
"I have done it in Georgia, in Alabama." As I said in my state-

ment, we can take their word for it.
Then they brought in-I have forgotten his name; he is retired

and is now with a law firm in Dallas and had been a deputy attor-
ney general. They brought him in to verify, on the record, that "we
do it all the time. We always have agents in the grand jury." In
fact, in their pleadings they come back and they carry it further.
In their plead on the appeal of United States v. Kilpatrick,
they come back and say, "Gosh, here are the examples in which we
have gotten away with it. Here are other cases in which we have
done it, and here are other situations in which it works out." And
you can go through almost everything that they have done, all
what I refer to as "criminal acts."

For example, when they shredded evidence potentially favorably
to me, like in the Jencks Act material that Bill referred to a
moment ago, the way it comes out is, Mr. Rabun was on the wit-
ness stand, and he was asked, "Have you seen this document?"
And it just kind of fell out of his mouth before he could think of it.
He said, "Oh, yeah." He was asked, "Where?" He said, "The Em-
bassy in San Jose, Costa Rica." "What happened to it?" "I shred-
ded it." "You what?" "I shredded it, but it was an accident." How
do you accidently shred a document?

The question then came up "Has anyone told the defense that
you shredded that document?' "No, I told Mr. Snyder." Then they
got into an argument. Mr. Snyder said in court, "You did not.'
'Yes, I did." "You did not. "Yes, I did. It is in your briefcase. It

is not." "I'll show you."
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The judge says, "Go and get out this thing." Then Rabun goes
to the prosecutor's table and pulls it out of the assistant U.S. attor-
ney's briefcase. How on Earth can an investigation clear people for
aoing things like that, when it is to clearly on the record, it is their
own testimony?

You can go through the entire case. Lord, it fills a filing cabinet.
But I could pull out-in fact, I have a document here in which I
list the 102 crimes. I state where the evidence came from and the
source of that and what law it violates. So, it is fairly easy to trace
down.

The answer to your question is: Yes, sir; we do have proof.
Senator GRASsiy. Now, as ou just mentioned this sort of mis-

conduct, and you mentioned the Costa Rican situation, could you
elaborate on other apparent destruction of evidence? And I would
also like to have your attorneys comment on it, too, if they would,
because I think this is very important.

First of all, I would say that the things you have described here,
the perception with people at large, if they have been audited, is
that these sorts of things could happen; so you aren't painting a
picture here describing something that is not perceived by people
who have had something to do with the IRS beyond just the usual
filing of income tax.

We want this record to be very complete in our review of these
abuses, so in line of the question I just asked I would appreciate
further comment.

Mr. KiLPATRICK. I don't know that I have any further evidence of
shredding documents in other cases. I am not familiar with that indepth.Senator GRA53UfY. Well, let me go on to Mr. Grossman and

maybe Mr. Waller, to fill in if they can.
Mr. GRossMAN. We represent a number of people all around the

country, not just people like Mr. Kilpatrick but others who are in-
volved in the prosecutorial web. I am going to give you an example
of a case that is of record that is, I think, evidence of further kinds
of action by the Internal Revenue Service but in another district,
because it is a nationwide epidemic, in my view.

I represent an individual in Florida.
Senator AReSTRONG. What is the nationwide example that you

speak of?
Mr. GROSSMAN. I think a pattern of Internal Revenue Service

and Justice Department overreaching with the law, as I would call
that.

As an exanple-and I try to make this because it is a matter of
court record-I received a call from a client of mine in 1983 that
his offices were being ransacked by agents, special agents of the In-
ternal Revenue Service, with a warrant. And immediately they
took all of his books and records, and I asked to see a copy of the
warrant signed by a judge. I was told in that case by the Depart-
ment of Justice that the warrant had been sealed, and that I would
be deprived of being able to review the document for probable
cause which gave rise to the search in the first place.

So, I moved in court for a return of all my client's papers, be-
cause he could not operate his business without it, and the Justice
Department opposed that return. And Judge Paine in West Palm
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Beach ordered the return of the copies of the documents and for
Justice to remain in possession of the originals.

We are now at June 20, 1986. There has been no prosecution of
my client. There has been no grand jury convened, and there has
been absolutely nothing done to return the originals of my client's
papers. He and his records have been violated,, and there has been
no redress.-

I moved to appeal the judge's decision to only return copies, and
the eleventh circuit told me that the case had not been final; that
is, since there was no final judgment, the Justice Department was
authorized to keep the papers until there was a completion of the
criminal case and until the doctrine of finality had worked its way
through.

So, I have seen situations around the country where you have
the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice work-
ing hand in hand to do things that deprive the taxpayer of the ele-
mental right for confronting what has been said against him.

If you are a defense attorney and you want to challenge a search,
but you can't see the warrant on which the search was based,
which the Government took from a Federal judge, you can't defend
your client, and it is a catch-22. And in criminal cases where I have
been involved, where I have seen allegations of Government impro-
priety, the Government will not grant you access to its papers so
tlat you cannot prove, as a threshold matter, what it was you
sought to prove in the first place. Without access to Government
documents, you become absolutely ineffective to prove the point
which, if the documents were available, may well be proved; which
is to say that there was no probable cause or that there was impro-priety.

Kilpatrick is a rare case, and so is 0m, where there is enough
financial resources to hire experts and to prove things enough so
that the judge would say, "Turn the papers over." But that is not
true in most cases; it just takes too many resources to uncover the
evil.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, before we move on to other
matters, could we just pin down a couple of issues on this West

-- ALm-case?
You mentioned that is on the public record. Would you tell me

the name of the company or some way I can cite this for the Jus-
tice Department?

Mr. GRossMwN. Yes. Goidmar v. Greley.
Senator ARMrMONo. Goldmeyer?
Mi. GROSSMAN. Versus Gre/ey G-r-e-7e-y, which is the name of

the special agent involved in the case. It was a case before Judge
Paine, P-a-i-n-e, in West Palm Beach, and its appeal was taken to
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals.

Senator ARMPrEoNG. OK. And,in brief, the facts as you have
stated them are that-in what year were the records seized?

Mr. Gaoesm. In 1983.
Senator ARMSTONa. In 1988. And, when did you last move to

have the records returned?
Mr. GROSSMAN. In 1984, I believe, we moved to have the records

returned, and we appealed the case in 1985. We have heard noth-
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ing from the Federal Government whatsoever-no return of docu-
ments, and no prosecution.

Senator ARMSTRONG. No prosecution?
Mr. GROSSMAN. No, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. No indictment?
Mr. GROSSMAN. No, sir, no grand jury.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And no access to the documents or other

evidence that led to the search warrant in the first place?
Mr. GROSSMAN. It is still being under seal, and we had a meeting

in Miami with the District Counsel's Office of the Internal Revenue
Service this past year. They said, in essence, "Give us excuses."I said, "Wat did my client do wrong?" And at that meeting they
in essence told me, "Ask him; he knows best."

Senator ARMSTRONG. Ask-
Mr. GROSSMAwN. "Ask your client; he knows what he did wrong."
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASsLEY. Mr. Waller, I want you to continue on this

train of thought, but then be ready, Mr. Grossman, for some fur-
ther questions about this national pattern. And then, in light of
that, Mr. Kilpatrick, think in terms of what you said, that this plot
against you was conceived at the top. I want some explanation of
that.

But first of all, I want Mr. Waller's response to the previous
questions.

Mr. WALLER. Your Honor, like Mr. Grossman, we have had an
opportunity during the course of our representation of people in

these cases to appear in several Federal courts in different p laces
around the country-in Philadelphia, in Tennessee, in California,
in Idaho, and in Colorado, for example.

It seems to me that in many of these cases that a couple of pat-
terns are present, and I think the testimony in the Kilpatrick case
seemed to support that. I will try to be very brief, so we can move
on to other matters, too.

With regard to the storage of materials, almost all of the materi-
als in the Kilpatrick case were maintained under the custody of
the IRS. Now, under the rules set forth to me pertaining to grand
ju indep ndence, the Department of Justice attorne who is con-
ducting the grand jury is given complete responsibility to make
sure that that testimony and the materials are maintained sepa-
rate and are kept sacrosanct.

What happened in our case is that we eventually got testimony
out that showed not only did the IRS agents rent and lease the
space where the documents were kept and maintained those docu-
ments, and went back and forth between their offices with those
documents, but that the grand jury documents subpoenaed by the
grand jury were actually maintained in offices of the IRS, theoreti-
cally in Rle drawers and desk drawers that were marked to be kept
separately. And the testimony was that that is the normal pattern,
and I have found that pattern in most cases. In fact, it is ha to
determine who is actually conducting the grand jur; investigation.
Is it the IRS and the U.S. attorney comer in and more or less just
presents the case that the IRS wants primented? Or is it really the
U.S. attorney who is presenting the cae to the grand jury, and the
IRS agent is working for him?
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In our case, we had IRS agents that were actu-Aly dictating these
pocket-immunity letters that there was some taitimony about yes-
terday, on U.S. attorney letterheads, and sending them out over
their signature.

The use of grand jury agents which was highly criticized by
Judge Kane and Judge Winner and has been criticized by some
other courts, although not criticized by some courts, is an example
of widespread-it is not unusual at all for grand jury agents to be
appointed, those usually being IMS agents. And the use of pocket
immunity. Almost every "grand jury agent" I have ever seen has
always been an IRS agent who has been appointed as a grand jury
agent.

Pocket immunity? We talked about that yesterday. The use of
that is widespread, and there are all sorts of policy issues involved
in that.

Ironically, and one thing Judge Winner did not mention, the De-
partment of Justice issues pocket immunity, and as I believe Judge
winner indicated, there was testimony in our case that they be-
lieve they have the inherent power to issue immunity, and it does
not necessarily flow just from Congress. However the Department
of Justice has in its own manual set forth specific procedures for
iss pocket immunity. The problem in this case and in other
ca 1 have been involved in is that the U.S. attorneys routinely
ignore their own manual, and their own manual does provide some
pretty stiff guidelines to control the issuance of immunity.

Immunity can be a problem if you are representing a lead de-
fendant like we were in this case, and every witness who testifies
against you has a contract with the Government that they won't
prosecute him; because there is always that unspoken fear in the
back of the witness' mind that, since his agreement is with the
Government, the Government may be able to make that agree-
ment; whereas, if it is approved by a court and set forth by a court,
the witness knows that he need only worry about answering to a
court.

Senator ARMrRONG. Is that a valid concern? Should a witness be
concerned about that? Are there instances where they give them
pocket immunity and then doublecross them?

Mr. WAu.un. As a practical matter-I could answer that question
in kind of a long-winded fashion-I think it is a valid concern, ad
I think a lotof witnesses have it. I specifically h, ve never run
across a case where a prosecutor actually pulled tb,3 immunity out
from under the witness. However, I have had prosecutors who have
hesitated to provide the pocket immunity, if you will, in a written
form.

Senator ARMSrfONG. Well, just for the benefit of somebody who
never heard of pocket immunity until very recently, when we say"pocket immumty' in the way you are describing it, literally that
is nothing more than some prosecutor saying, "If you cooperate, we
are not going to brng anything against you.

Mr. V Ar.1. That is correct.
Senator ARMMONG. He doesn't write it down, in the case you

just described.
Mr. WAuZR. If he follows the procedures, it will be written

down.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand; but what you just said was
that in some cases they will refuse to provide letters.

Mr. WALLER. That is correct.
Senator ARMSTRONG. It doesn't go before the court-the court

doesn't sanction it.
Mr. WALLER. That is correct.
Senator ARMSTRONG. It is just, you know, two guys out by the

water cooler saying, "If you will help us out," or if you will do this
or that, or if you don't do this or that, or for some reason or an-
other we promise not to bring a case.

Mr. WALLER. Yes-literally out by the water cooler. That is
where it normally happens.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand; I just saw that on television a
couple of nights ago. [Laughter.]

That is about how much I know about it, too.
Mr. WALLER. Now, if you read the U.S. attorneys manual, there

is a specific procedure for even when they are issuing these letter
agreements, or pocket immunity, or whatever you want to call it,
for them to go through. And it would be written. It is basically just
a contract not to prosecute. In other words, they say, "If you agree
to do this, we will agree not to prosecute you." It is not actually a
formal grant of immunity that the prosecutor can request that the
court grant. As Judge Winner said, that is really more of an ad-
ministerial function; the court doesn't really make a determination
that immunity should be granted, or whatever. You just go through
the procedure.

The Omni case is another case just like ours. Two things oc-
curred. I am concerned when you get big cases like this that are
used to intimidate everybody else in the tax shelter business. It
often happens.

Mr. Grossman testified regarding his conversations with the re-
viewers prior to bringing down an indictment, and ultimately the
indictment was dismissed on the very grounds that Mr. Grossman
had brought up initially.

In the Omni case, if you read that opinion, you will see that in
fact that was handled by a local U.S. attorney office instead of the
Tax Division of the Justice Department. But they also presented
that case to a reviewer, and the reviewer initially, in that case,
said, "I think the government has a real problem here; I think we
are talking about a civil tax problem, and we are not talking about
a criminal tax problem."

Three days later was when the U.S. attorney and the IRS pre-
sented a document to that reviewer that changed the reviewer's
mind. They went forward wiih the indictment, anyway. It had an
impact on the reviewer's decision, and ultimately they discovered
that that document was in fact a manufactured document; they
manufactured a witness interview out of whole cloth and in fact
misstated what a witness had said.

So, you have a situation where apparently in the Omni case it
had a substantial investment of time by the IRS, and it was seen as
one of these "flagship cases," which would have a big deterrent
value if it came down as a criminal indictment.

You have a Justice Department lawyer reviewing the case and
saying, "I don't think we ve got a crime here," and you have the
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IRS going back and, in that case, actually manufacturing evidence
so they could go forward with an indictment. And that case ulti-
mately wound up being dismissed not on a failure-to-tate-a-crime
basis but for prosecutorial misconduct, including the manufactur-
ing of that witness statement.

Finally, I guess it is just nothing more-and there will be some
other defense counsel who will be testifying before you, and I am
sure some of the prosecutors have had experience in front of thegrand juries. I would be interested in seeing the statistics of the
number of grand.'juries that sit and then decline to return a true
bill or an indictment when asked to do so by the Government. My
suspicion is that oftentimes the Government 'is conducting these
things as a rubber stamp and that very rarely does a grand jury
either subpoena witnesses on its own or subpoena documents on its
own, or decline to return an indictment when requested to do so.
Perhaps the Department of Justice could provide some statistics or
information to this subcommittee on that very question. But I
think the proof may be in the pudding on that particular one.

Senator GA .ssum. Thank you, Mr. Waller.
Now, Mr. Kilpatrick, I already referred to a statement you made;

what do you mean "at the top?'"
Mr. KLATRJCK. The best example I can give you of that is the

request for the grand jury. That comes from the head of the Crimi-
nal Investigation Division of the entire Internal Revenue Service, if
Su went up the ladder and then crossed over, to the head of the

ax Division of the Department of Justice-that is pretty high-
that said, "Here is a man that we have had"-10 pages explain,6
Ing how they couldn't find any way to deny my investors their de-
ductions. And at the end of the 10 pages it says, "How to use thecriminal grand jury," how to illegay and unconstitutionally use
the criminal grand jury. "We can t make this case civilly; we are
going to have to do it criminally. Would you give us a grand jury?"
Isecause it must be borne in mind that we are talking about hun-
dreds of millions of dollars, and "Kilpatrick would be a wonderful
example to use on the other people who copy him. And we could go
out and get hundreds of millions of dollars. They stated what they
were going to do in that statement.

'For the next 2 or 8 years, they promptly went out and did all of
those things; the middle management people went out to do it.
When they completed. it, they did exactly what they said they were
going to do. Initially they said,' "We can use the information gath-
ered in the grand jury.' They then sent out 70-something nddle
management investigators to investigate our investors and ar
them questions, gathered information that was never presented to
the grand jury. It was kept only for the benefit of the civil people,
but under the umbrella of the--

Senator GRAssiz. I would like to have the names of thosepeople.
Mr. KuLATwCK. Yes, sir; the entire 6-E list. I will get them for

you when we get back.
Senator GnAwSLy. Mr. Grossman, maybe just a little more elabo-

ration on what you previously said about national patterns, or even
any substantiation of what Mr. Kilpatrick said in the sense that
you think that is the way things can really happen.
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Mr. GROSSMAN. My experience is, as a tax and criminal law at-
torney, one not ought to level charges unless he can stand behind
them with tremendous documentation. But I can tell you this: I get
a feeling when I walk into a room with prosecutors that I cannot
quantify; but I can tell you it scares me, because it raises the hair
on the back of my neck at the enormous power they have and
sometimes the unsympathetic way in which I think it is going to be
used.

Let us talk about immunity for a second. Now, I understand the
law to read that there is transactional immunity and use immuni-
ty, and that the only way I know to get immunity is to follow the
guidelines laid down by you, the Congress of the United States.

When I hear about pocket immunity, I get scared, because you
haven't provided for that; it is simply an administrative procedure
that is done outside of what I know to be the law. The reason
pocket immunity is granted is to avoid statistical evidence to you,
our lawmakers, as to what is being done in the nature of prosecu-
tions. Justice publishes statistics, IRS publishes statistics, and those
statistics are given to you and this committee.

You want to know how many times the Government makes its
case by giving immunity to potential defendants. But you don't
know. You don't know the whole story, because pocket immunity is
not a statistic given to you; it is unquantifiable. Whereas, immuni-
ty given through the courts is something you would lmve knowl-
ed of and be made aware of.

There is only one check on the awesome power of the Federal
Government, and that is you. As I speak to you today, behind me
there sit representatives of the Department of Justice, the Internal
Revenue Service, who are listening to every word that I say to you.
They are extremely concerned with what it is you will do.

I have talked about it with Mr. Kilpatrick and with Mr. Waller
hundreds of times. We have had meetings I don't know how many
times. This is one of the first times that we have been honored
with the presence of such an august group of people.

They are concerned about what you think. They are concerned
about what you do. So that, if they follow a pocket immunity pat-
tern where statistics can't be brought to you and you can't be made
aware of who gets an immunity in mig their prosecutions, it

aids them, I think, in trying to pull the wool over eyes, so to speak.
And that is not something we should have; we should have a gov-
ernment which is in the sun.

I get an impression, as I wrote in my testimony, that Snyder was
wanting Kilpatrick's scalp, although he frequently expressed a will-
ingness to accept another part of Kilpatrick's anatomy. So far as I
am concerned, it seems to me that one can't document every inch,
every instance of government abuse, but that there is an atmos-
phere, an arrogance of power which is expressed by those who have
it, and it is easy to tell it when you. are on the other side of that
transaction'.

Mr. KILPATRICK. I would like to make a comment on that pocket
immunity from a layman's point of view. I read somewhere that I
think there are 8,000 attorneys in the Department of Justice and
the IRS Criminal Tax Division.
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Looking at my own case, we know of 23 pocket immunities that
they gave out. We know of two instances in which they threatened
to. revoke the pocket immunity, or there was testimony that they
threatened to revoke the pocket immunity, "if you don't do what I
want you to do."

Unlike what it is you provided for, never in any of these in-
stances is anything written down.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Kilpatrick, I don't want to interrupt
your train of thought, but can you furnish us those two instances?

Mr. KLPATRCK. le two instances? Yes, the testimony of that.
Yes. It was Mr. Richard Bell, which Judge Winner alluded to yes-
terday, with his attorney. Sheila Warner, my secretary, was carried
in three times-you know, with the possibility of immunity. They
didn't like her testimony, so they didn't give her immunity. I might
add that there were other instances in which one of the attor-
neys-I have forgotten which one it was; I think it was Mr.
Snyder-was asked how many others he had, and he couldn't re-
member how many others he had offered his immunity to.

But what I am really concerned with is this: Maybe this would
never happen. In this particular case it has never been questioned
that I am involved with organized crime or I have hit men, or
things of this nature. But here is 8,000 people with the authority to
unilaterally say, "OK, I am going to give you my pocket immunity;
I am going to stick it right here." What would happen 2 or 8 or 4
or 5 years later when one of those 8,000 has a little problem,* and
he has got a hit man down here that he has given immunity to?
And he says, "Here I stand, boy- I give and I taketh away.l am
going to take it away if you don't help me." That would probably
never happen; but, my God, that is an awesome power to divest in
8,000 people that you have never seen and have no idea what their
morals are now or what they will be in the future, what crises they
may be facing where they would need to exercise that power.

If there is no other reason not to do that, not to allow that
pocket immunity to continue without a record and without the ad-
ministerial benediction of the judge to state exactly what they have
immunity for that cannot be withdrawn, that would in itself, I
think, from a luman's point of view, be a bountiful reason to
assure that it is discontinued and ceased right now.

I might also add that for 23 people who were given immunity in
my case, 21 of them came to me and said, "Bill, they are offeri
me immunity. What do you think I should do?" In all 21 casesI
said, "For God's sake, take it. Man, they are serious. They are look-
ing at 140 years of my life. Take the immunity and tell the truth.
You cannot hurt us with immunity. Good Lord, we have got hUn-.
dreds of attorneys who have looked at this and said that's exactlT
what Congress passed the law to encourage us to do. You can t
hurt -me by telling the truth, and that is all they can ask you to
do."

The only two witnesses that ever hurt me were the man that I
alluded to earlier and that Judge Winner alluded to yesterday,
with four convictions or something of this nature, that had a boun-
tiful reason to say whatever they wanted to hear and promptly did,
and a bank president who had confessed to a million-dollar bank
fraud for which he got 61 days in plea bargaining, 2 days after he
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testified for me. I think it is absolutely astounding what you can
get in the form of testimony from someone facing 12 years and you
offer him 3 hours, of for somebody facing God knows what and you
give him 61 days in the honor farm at Yuma, AZ. It is an awesome
power to put in the hands of 8,000 young attorneys most of whom
come here for training before they go out and practice.

Senator GRAssizy. I have some questions I am going to submit in
writing, and I have to excuse myself to go to the Immigration Sub-
committee. Senator Armstrong will continue the questioning and
the hearing.

Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I begin to ask my questions of this panel, I would just like

to take a moment to check a signal with the witnesses who are
scheduled to appear following this panel.

Here is our situation: It is now 20 minutes to noon, and I want to
be sure that we don't unnecessarily inconvenience Mr. Vaira and
Mr. Russell, who have come here m effect as expert witnesses to
talk about the grand jury process. I have a lot of questions. I have
a lengthy list of questions I would like of the four panelists now.
So, my question is this: What is your travel schedule? Can you con-
tinue this afternoon? And Mr. Russell and Mr. Vaira, what is your
travel schedule? My desire is just to accommodate everyone the
best we can, but I think this is too important to have it cut off at
12 or 12:30. We need to pin this down.

Mr. VaAn. I have no problem.
Senator ARMSRONG. I thank you.
Mr. Russell, are you here?
Mr. RussuL. Yes, sir; I have to go soon.
Senator ARMONG. I see. What about the panelists?
Mr. KILPATRiCK. I have no problem.
Mr. GROSSMAN. I have no problem at all.
Senator ARoMSONG. We, this is a somewhat disjointed way to

do it. My disposition would be to ask Mr. Russell to come forward,
and then we could take whatever time is necessary this afternoon.
It isn't my thought that it would take a very long time, but I do
have 15 or 20 questions that I would like to raise to explore issues
which you have raised in your testimony this morni

So, if that is agreeable, we will hear Mr. Russell. he panel can
be at ease. Then after we are done with Mr. Russell we will come
back this afternoon, probably at 2.

Mr. RusszLL. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Russell, would you come forward?
Mr. David Russeli is president of the National Association of

Criminal Defense Lawyers. He is a resident of Kansas City, MO,
and practitioner. .alt

Yes, Mr. Vaira, come up, too; although, I think we will just have
Mr. Russell speak this morning and get back to you this afternoon,
if that is all right.

Mr. VAmA. That is fine with me, sir. I was not going to read my
statement, but I understand you have a number of questions.

Senator ARKMONG. Well, I have a number of questions. What I
would like each of you to do, if we have an opportunity, is not only
to present any thoughts that you came to this hearing with this
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morning but also reflec ions about what has been said, either by
Judge Winner yesterday or byth persons who have already testi-
fled this morning, Mr. Kilpatrick, Mr. Grossman, and Mr. Waler.

So, proceeding slightly out of order, let me just suggest that we
take Mr. Russell and invite you to comment in any way. you would
like to, and then I will ask you to give us your impressions of this
matter.

Mr. Russi.. All right.

STATEMENT OF DAVID RUSSELL, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO.
CIATION OF CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS, KANSAS CITY, MO
Mr. RussmLL. Sir, I may be able to rearrange my plans. I appreci-

ate your letting me go ahead, though, and I will see what I can do
with the flights.

I am David Russell. I am the president of the National Associa-
tion of Criminal Defense Lawyers. The National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers is composed of both private practicing
lawyers and public defenders throughout the United State, in,
excess of 4,000 members.

We are extremely interested in a number of bills that are pend-
ing before Congress right now related to the grand jury and the
grand jury process, as well as the hearings that are here.

What I would like to do is not repeat what has happened this
morning or the statements that have been made this morning in
regard to specific cases, or the statements that were made yester-
day in regard to specific cases, but talk very generally about a con-
crn of the defense bar that is a concern throughout the United
States.

We are concerned not necessarily with reviewing what has ha-
pened in a particular case. Our concern is one of preventive medi-
cine.

It is not necessarily a concern for our individual clients; I am not
here asking this committee or any other committee to permit us to
have more rights for an individual defendant. What we are here to
talk about and what we are concerned about in this particular area
is the preservation and protection of an existing system, that is,
the grand 4'ury system.

We are in favor of the traditional grand jury system. We are in
favor of and accept the necessity for secrecy within the grand jury
system. We are m favor of having an independent investigative
body such as a grand jury which assists a Government agency or a
U7 attorney in a criminal investigation.

However, we are concerned that that be done in a roper
manner, in an arms-length manner, and in a way that the &nst-
tution of this country and the citizens of this country are properly
protected.

Thus, we recommend a preventive approach, which would, for ex-
ample, permit the defense lawyer or lawyers around this country
to review the grand jury proceedings after a client is indicted or
charged with a crime, to make sure that the process was proper
and that the U.S. attorney, or whoever it may be that presented
evidence to that grand jury, presented it in a proper manner. And
that is the main concern. My written statement makes various sUg-
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gestions regarding some of the bills that are pending before Con-
gress, and I would like to talk a little bit about those.

Before I do, let me tell you the typical scenario that a criminal
defense lawyer confronts when he is handling a case in the Federal
court system.

I have been practicing law in the Federal courts for about 18
years. I am here as president of an association of lawyers who prob-
ably, on average, have practiced in excess of 20 years. More than
half of our members practice regularly in Federal court. So, I come
here with a great deal of experience, a lot of war stories, but a lot
of practical knowledge about what happens in the average case.

Generally, when a defense lawyer appears with his client and
has reason to believe that there has been some impropriety in front
of a grand jury, or at least wants to be able to check out certain
stories that his client or witnesses have told him about the grandjury proceeding, he will raise that question initially with the court.
The judge is going to say, "The rules are," under the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, and, "the statutes are," under the statutes
that have been passed by this Congress, that I cannot get that in-
formation unless I can come in with a substantial amount of proba-
ble cause to convince the court, in advance, that there has been
some kind of violation of my client's right- or some kind of impro-
priety in front of the grand jury.

Immediately we are placed in a catch-22. We don't get to see the
materials to verify what has happened, we only have suspicion, and
yet we have a great burden that we have to meet in front of this
judge to try to prove to him that there has been some impropriety.
And I dare say that 95 percent of the time we are unable to over-
come the burden. But the questions arise: Why can't we see the
comments that the U.S. attorney made to the grand jury? What is
that really violating? Why can t we see the instructions that are
given to the grand jury by the U.S. attorney? What right are we
really violating? Who are we really hurting to see what the U.S.
attorney might have told the grand jury?

Most cases that are presented to a grand jury are presented by
summary evidence-that is, where an agent takes the stand and
summarizes the case against the defendant, or the target at that
time, and gives the grand jury a general overview of what evidence
they have. And usually we will have the U.S. attorney say, "Well,
we only had summary witnesses." Under the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure and under the statutes that exist, we are not
entitled to get that summary testimony. And yet I ask why. What
is it really hurting?

Senator ARMSMTONG. When you say "summary testimony," what
does that mean? That means that somebody comes in and says,
"We have a witness who saw so-and-so commit such-and-such an
act"?

Mr. RussELL. Hearsay evidence is permissible. For instance, an
IRS agent will take the stand'and say, "We have the following in-
vestigation about this particular target. We have examined his fi-
nancial situation, and here is a summary of the financial situation.
We have interviewed other witnesses, and here is a summary of
what those witnesses have told us."
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Senator ARMSTRONG. I see. In other words, a witness before the
grand jury in that setting might summarize in a minute or two
what might take an hour or two of actual testimony to present?

Mr. Russm. Yes. And that is permissible.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand. But your point is that you

would like to have access by defense counsel to the proceedings of
the grand jury?

Mr. RusselL. To those summaries.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And you are saying that you want that

kind of access if, as, and when the indictment is returned?
Mr. Russau . Yes, at the postindictment stage. I agree with the

secrecy of the grand jury and the necessity of not hurting people's
reputations. If that summary is made and the grand jury chooses
not to indict, then it ought to remain secret, and it ought to be
closed, and that is all that is necessary.

However, if, because of that summary, an indictment is obtained
against my client, then postindictment I think the defense lawyer
should have the right to-say, "Well, let me look over his shoulder
and see if he gave proper evidence to the grand jury."

The response of the court is, "Well, the rules don't allow for that;
the statutes do not allow for that; the Jencks Act does not allow for
that." And as a result, you don't get it. You are just going to have
to take their word for it, unless you have some evidence that they
have abused the grand jury system. And then I am back in that
catch-22 again.

I would like to ask the Government, ff they were sitting at the
table with me, why shouldn't I be allowed to see that after my
client is indicted? to see whether they followed the rules properly
and whether they presented a fair and impartial summary to the
grand jury?

Senator ARMSRONG. Well, Mr. Russell, you can't do that; but I
am going to do that on Monday. We will get some kind of an
answer.

Mr. Russm. I appreciate that.
And that is the average, typical scenario that we have. Then

what will happen is, the court will say, "Well, you haven't over-
come your burden. You haven't shown that you have a right to all
of the grand A'ury proceedings, so we are going to follow the Jencks
Act literally.

What does the Jencks Act say, 18 U.S.C. 3500? It says that I
don't get anything from the grand jury unless that witness tesifies
at a trial, and I don't get it until aftr that witness testifies. So, if
the Government wants to hold me to the literal statutes, I am then
entitled to receive the testimony of that individual after he testifies
in the course of a trial. And that is when I start discovering, "My
gosh, there have been some real improprieties here; there have
been some problems." But I am in the midst of trial. So I make my
record.

What happens at the conclusion of the trial? Well, if I am lcky,
I win. But there is a good chance I am going to lose the case. And
then I am in a situation of going back to the judge and saying,
"Judge, do you see what happened in this trial? AU those imp ropri-
eties I was telling you about did actually happen, but it was shown
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in the course of the trial. So, II would like to have a new trial. I
wculd like to review this."

Now, where am I? I am stuck with the United States v. Mechanik
decision, where the Supreme Court of the United States has said,
"Whoops, it is post-trial now. You don't have a right to review that;
it is over with. And you have no right to appeal, and you have no
right to challenge the grand jury process post-trial." And I have
lost my rights. And my cLernt has lost his rights. And it is because
of the technical rules that we have to follow, that I feel are unnec-
essary.

So, that really brings out a couple of very basic issues that I
would like for this committee to consider. First of all, the Jencks
Act itself. Why it is necessary to put me in that catch-22? Why
shouldn't I be able to have all of the grand jury evidence, testimo-
ny, argument, presentation, and instructions to the grand jury?

Now, if the U.S. attorney says they have a particular witness
that they want to protect-and I agree that there are situations
that arise when that is necessary-all the U.S. attorney has to do
is go to a Federal judge and ask for a protective order, and I have
been involved in many, many cases in which they have asked for
protective orders and protective orders have been granted.

So, I would say, rather than putting the burden on us to come
forward with the evidence-you see, you don't get any grand jury
testimony or anything that happens in front of the grand jury
unless you can show some impropriety, or after the individual testi-
fies-I would ask the members of this committee to consider legis-
lation that would say'we get it all unless the Government can show
a specific instance where it should be kept from us. We can live
with that; we have no problem with that kind of a situation.

Senator ARMSTRONG. The long and the short of it is that you
want to overturn the Mechanik case, and you want to have counsel
for witnesses before the grand jury present?

Mr. RUSSELL. First of all, I am talking about doing away with the
necessity of the Jencks Act. Second, we do recommend overturning
the Mechanik case, to give us the right to perfect a record and
eventually appeal in the event that the district court would dis-
agree with us.

And then, you are correct, the third area would be to have coun-
sel in the grand jury room, which I think would further protect the
right of an individual and also give us the opportunity to look over
the Government's shoulder.

I am skipping a little bit, but I am trying to answer your ques-
tion. We are not asking that if an individual has his lawyer in the
grand jury, that that lawyer become an advocate before the grand
jury. We accept the present suggestions, for instance in H.R. 1407,
that say that the lawyer can't say anything-he can't object, he
can't make any arguments, he can't present evidence. All we are
doing is saying let the lawyer be there to make sure that his client
is not badgered, that the Government doesn't make improper innu-
endo or statements to the grand jury which would be misleading.

Senator ARMTONG. Can I shoot you a bunch of specific ques-
tions?

Mr. Russ=LL. Please.
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Senator AmmsrRomG. These are designed, really, to elicit your
opinion about the overall situation. And what you have said about
the Kilpatrick case and the Omni case exactly mirrors my own in-
terests. I am only secondarily interested in these specific cases and
these specific defendants; wat concerns me in my legislative re-
sponsibility is to determine to what extent if any these abuses are
widespread, whether or not they are a pattern, whether or not leg-
islative changes are needed, whether or not the proposals that you
and others have endorsed should be enacted, whether or not the
Department of Justice and the IRS is managing their business in a
way that safeguards the rights of citizens.

So, it is really helpful to me if I can just seek your advice about
it. Let me start with this:
* I mentioned in my opening remarks yesterday, and someone has
again quoted today, a passage out of a Supreme Court decision in
which the role of the law enforcement officer before the grand jury
is discussed. It is this notion of a vigorous prosecution striking fair
blows but not foul blows, of not being so one-sided that they neglect
to defend the rights of citizens who have business before the grand
jury.

My question is this: Mr. Kilpatrick and some of the others who
have testified give me the impression that there is a widespread at-
titude on the part of prosecutors to ignore that, that they see their
job is to get people indicted and to get them convicted, and they
are not very scrupulous about the other part of their responsibility.

What is your experience? Is that true?
Mr. RusstL. I think it is true. The problem I am having, and I

heard your earlier questions, is giving you a number or a list of
cases-United States versus So-and-so.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I understand. But at this point I am ap-
proaching you a little differently than I did the others, because,
just for the record, you have no connection with the Kilpatrick case
or the Omni case.

Mr. RusszuL That is right.
Senator ARMTmoNG. You are simply here in your capacity as a

leader of a professional society that is expert in this matter. I am
just asking your opinion, out of 18 years of this kind of practice,
and as the person who is the president of the National Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers. What do you think, just drawing on
your opinion?

Mr. RussmL. I think I can say, from that experience, that it is
widespread, that 75 to 80 percent of my cases are presented to a
grandjury by summary witnesses.

I think that this fact, in and of itself, raises a real question in my
mind about whether those were fair and impartial summaries, or
whether that agent has become such an advocate that maybe he is
leaning much more favorably to the State rather than giving the
entire evidence.

Senator AMMSONG. Do you agree with the suggestion that one
of the witnesses made that prosecutors who take cases to the grand
jury virtually see their own personal credibility at stake in getting
an indictment? Are they laughed at back at the office if they don't
get an indictment from a grand jury?
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Mr. RUSSELL. I think they are laughed at at the office if they are
not a successful U.S. attorney, which means getting an indictment,
prosecuting that indictment, and obtaining a conviction.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Did you ever hear anybody say that they
could get a grand jury to indict a ham sandwich, or something
similar?

Mr. RUSSELL. Numerous times.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Numerous times?
Mr. RUSSELL. Numerous times.
Senator ARMSTRONG. In other words, that is a common attitude,

that if a prosecutor really wants to get an indictment out of a
grand jury he can probably get it?

Mr. RUSSELL. I am sure that outside this committee I could talk
to any U.S. attorney I have ever dealt with, and he will tell me
over a cup of coffee that he can get an itidictment- against just
about anybody for just about anything.

Senator ARMSTRONG. How about pocket immunity? That has
been suggested as a flagrant and widespread abuse. Defense coun-
sel who have spoken previously just said that it is very widespread,
that nobody knows how widespread it is, that it isn't written down,
that there aren't even letters written in a lot of cases. Does that
square with your experience?

Mr. RUSSELL. Yes. I can think of three different jurisdictions,
Federal jurisdictions that I have practiced in personally, in which
the U.S. attorney has proposed pocket immunity. My position has
always been that it is improper, you can't do it, there is no statuto-
ry provision, and I won't go along with it. However, they say it is a
regular practice in their office to do it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Are you saying that Congress should
either-well, what are you saying? What would you suggest?
Rather than my leading you, tell me what we should do.

Mr. RUSSELL. I think the present immunity situation is sufficient
and that pocket immunity is improper. I see nothing wrong if they
are going to immunize someone by going through the existing pro-
cedure for doing it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Suppose I came to agree with that? What
should I do about it? I mean, let us just suppose that after looking
at it I came to the conclusion, "Yes, that is right; we ought to put a
stop to it"? How do I do that?

Mr. RUSSELL. Then I would suggest that the present immunity
statutes clearly state that that is the only type of immunity that is
acceptable in Federal jurisdictions.

Senator ARMsTRONG. Do you mean amend it to do so, or that it
already says that?

Mr. RUSSELL. I think it already says that; but, there are some
Federal judges that may disagree with that. I know there are nu-
merous U.S. attorneys who would disagree with that.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, you see, here is my problem. Let us
suppose that I come to the conclusion that you have just stated. I
am not a judge, I am not a lawyer, I am a Senator. What do I do
about it? And I don't want to make a career of this; I want to settle
it and get on to other matters. What do I do?
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Mr. RUSSELL. Then I would suggest to make it very clear there
should be an amendment in 6001 and 6002 specifically stating that
this is the only type of immunity that can be granted.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Would it be an imposition to ask you to
draft such a thing and send me a letter when you get back to
Kansas City?
. Mr. RUSSELL. I would be happy to. I have my legislative director

here with me.
Senator ARSTRONG. Good deal. I don't know whether or not I do

agree with that, but I think I probably do.
ne of the suggestions that has surfaced over and over again,

very strongly in Mr. Kilpatrick's testimony and also in the observa-
tion I believe of Mr. Grossman, is that what we are really seeing
here in the Kilpatrick case, azid maybe in the Omni case as well, is
the prosecutor trying to intimidate people who are engaging in
practices which the IRS or the Justice Department or somebody
disapproves of. And the implication of what they are saying is not
so much that "we are going to get a conviction,P or, "if we do, that
is our main purpose," but it is to scare everybody out of this busi-
-iess. Do you have any comment about that? Then, related to it,
what do you think of the notion that was suggested of separating
the criminal prosecution functions from the civil tax collection
functions of the IRS?

Mr. RussELL. In answer to the first part of the question, I can
think of several instances where I have seen a prosecutor, in a
rather arrogant fashion, intimidate witnesses. I have seen wit-
nesses that I have represented personally, where I have had to wait
in the hall outside the grand jury room and watch the U.S. attor-
ney bring my witness out literally yelling at him about what he is
doing and intimidating him, and telling me that if I don't get the
client straightened out that he will end up being the target of the
grand jury.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That isn't exactly what I was getting at; al-
though, I am glad you brought that out because I think it is pretty
clear from what Judge Winner said ana others, that in the Kilpat-
rick case, at least, the personal conduct of some of the Government
attorneys wasn't very good, that they were abusive and, well, that
they clearly were not on good behavior. But that wasn't my point.

Mr. RussELL. I am sor
Senator ARMoNG. My point was this: Mr. Kilpatrick said and

I think Mr. Grossman made the point that the reason for bringig
the case, even when they might have some knowledge that they
weren't going to get a conviction or that it was a shaky case, or
whatever, was not so much the effect on the people who were being
prosecuted but on ever body else-in other words, trying to make
an example of them. And that ties in with this notion of sending
out thousands of letters to clients, and in another episode which
came to my attention, which is not presently before us, a similar
situation, sending telexes to the customers of a firm. In other
words, it is alarming to contemplate that the Government would
attempt to enforce an opinion about a business practice that was
not against the law, whih was apparently the fact in the Kilpat-
rick case, through criminal prosecution. In other words, just to
scare everybody out of a business which was otherwise lawful. Is

66-527 0 - 87 - 11
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that something that I should be concerned about, or is that really
far-fetched?

Mr. RussELL. I think it is something you can be concerned about.
I have a client right now in a very similar situation as Mr. Kilpat-
rick, that has been investigated for 3 ears, who is unemployed,
and his coxr ny is gone-and it is an RS investigation-because
they have gore to all of his clients and interviewed all of his cli-
ents, stating that he is involved in a criminal investigation. I not
only have had to represent him in that investigation but I am
having to defend him in a number of lawsuits that are being filed
by those clients, who are claiming that he must have defrauded
them because that is what the Criminal Division of the IRS is
sa tor ARMSTRONG. Well, I don't want to get off into an intel-
lectual cul de sac, but I can't resist asking what is going to happen
in that case, if in fad itgoes to trial and like Mr. Ilpatrick your
client is exonerated? He will then have been put out of business, I
guess.

Mr. RussmjL. He is broke now.
Senator ARMTRmONG. So, how does he ever get justice? Can he

sue the Government?
Mr. Russmt. I have explained to him that the only way he will

obtain justice is either not to be indicted, if we can convince him,
or, if he isindict'l, to win the case, and that is the best he is going
to do.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, how will he get back his attorneys
fees?

Mr. RussEiL He won't.
Senator ARMSTONG. How will he get back the loss of income as

a result of this prosecution?
Mr. RueSmm Under present law, he can't.
Senator ARMSrmoNG. Should he? Could we write a statute that

would do that without unduly hamstringing the prosecutors?
Mr. Russma. I think you could, yes.
Senator ARmrONG. Has anybody attempted to do so? Has a

model statute been suggested, or has anybody in your association
done anything along those lines?

Mr. Russlam Not to my knowledge.,
Senator ARMmTONG. Generally, you are sympathetic with the

idea, however, that people who are sued by the Government or who
are prosecuted by the Government should have the right to sue for
some kind of recovery of something?

Mr. Russmzu. I think that is something that would be excellent.
To be real honest with you, though, I am not sure, even if such a

were sed, that that could remedy the . Youknow,. I have nrevolved in a lot of cases tht. have won and
my client wanted to sue somebody, and there just wasn't an ybody
to sue, or his case was not very sympathetic in front ofacivil jury.

What I would beg this committee and similar committees to do is
try to sive us the tools for preventive medicine to stop this sort of
thing, if it is improper in the first place.

Senator ARmsm o. All right, fair enough.
Mr. Russzu.. Now, let me answer the second part of your previ-

ous question.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. You want to separate the criminal prosecu-
tion from the civil tax collection function?

Mr. RussELL. Yes, sir. I definitely think that we now have a situ-
ation where the IRS, specifically, is wearing two hats. I mean, they
are threatening clients on a regular basis with criminal prosecu-
tion. At the same time, they are trying to settle civil cases.

Now I have found-and I know it is not appealing-in drug in-
vestigations, I have several situations that I am aware of, not just
where I am representing the people but others are, where the IRS
is wearing a third hat, and that is as a DEA agent.

There has to come a point where we say that there are civil rem-
edies, there is a necessity for collecting civil taxes, and maybe
fraud penalties, or whatever may come out of that. But that ought
to be separated from a criminal investigation.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Do you have any suggestions as to where
that function ought to be put? Or does it matter?

Mr. RusSEuL. I think that the FBI is more than effective. They
have some of the best financial experts I have run up against, in
the FBI, oftentimes more qualified than some of the IRS agents
that I have run up against.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Kilpatrick suggests, among other
things, correction will require congressional supervision, and his
proposal, with respect to Government employees or lawyers who
are abusive, he suggests a special prosecutor be empowered to
reduce ratings, dismiss or suspend from Government service, re-
quest appropriate actions from bar associations and, in instances of
flagrant acts, criminal prosecution. Do you share that notion?

Mr. Ruszuj,. I share that notion. I don't think statutes are neces-
sary. I would hope that if we enforce the existing statutes and law
and ethical conduct of lawyers, for instance, we would be able to do
that.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Judge Winner mentioned, and also Mr.
Grossman mentioned this morning, that the OPR evidently con-
ducted a review of the conduct of the prosecutors in the Kilpatrick
case, and, hearsay, they found no wrongdoing on the part of Mr.
Snyder and the others. And yet, according to what Judge Winner
said, he was never contacted, and that is apparently what Mr.
Grossman said and what Mr. Kilpatrick said.

Suppose we find out that is true? I mean, I am going to ask the
Justice Department about that when they come around on
Monday. I am going to say, How in the world could you have that
kind of a professional review and not contact them?

Suppose we find that is true, and supp we find out-I am just
supposing, because I don't know-that the present system of profes-
sional review isn't working? What should we do about it?

Mr. RusszuL. I think that it may be simply a question of forcing
the review entities to better regulate themselves and perhaps re-
quiring them by regulation to have all interested parties available,
or at least put on notice. I am not sure it is necessary for a statute
to be enacted to do that.

Senator ARMSRONG. In other words, you think that is something
that the Attorney General ought to do?

Mr. RussmL. Yes.
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Senator ARMMmONG. The OPR is a creature of the Attorney Gen-
eral, as I understand it.

Mr. RussELL. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMTrmONG. What if he doesn't do that?
Mr. RussmaL. Well, I guess we reach a stage where maybe a stat-

ute would be necessary.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Here is the part that is frustrating about it.

I wrote down on one of these notes I am making that somebody
said, "circle the wagons." Somebody said what happens is that the
bureaucracy circles the wagons and protects their own. And in gen-
eral, I think that is very true. I don't know whether it is true in
this specific case, although there seems to be a lot of indication
that it is. In the Omni case there seems to be some indication that
that is exactly what happened, and certainly that is consistent with
my own day-to-day experience, that, by gosh, if you get in contact
with any bureaucracy, whether it is the Justice Department or the
Congress or the Senate Finance Committee, or the Pentagon, or
whatever it is, maybe even the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, I don't know, and try to hold them accountable,
the tendency is to close ranks and say, "By gosh, that is none of
anybody's businae outside."

That is why I was asking. You have told me what I want to
know. You think it ought to be handled by OPR and they ought to
do their job, and I guess I am just asking you to think with me
about what happens if that is not the case.

Mr. RusSeL . They are going to have to have some outside inde-
pendent review.

Senator ARMTrmoNG. Well, let me ask you this. I don't want to
lead you into something you don't want to get into, but I am just
seeking your help here.

On Monday the Justice Department is going to come over, and
among the things I am going to ask them is:

What did you do in the case of Jake Snyder, who yelled at the judge, who bragged
that he didn't know what he was doing, who said he was going to make his reputa-
tion?-according to what has been presented here. I don't know an of this; this is
just what counsel and defendant and judge have told me about this. Now, exactly
what did you do? And did you conduct a professional Review? Did you talk to the
judge and the others who were in the courtroom wheq. these acts took place? Did
you talk to people who were in on the grand jury procedures?

If I don't get a satisfactory answer, then what do I do next?
Mr. Russ. Well, if I were in your shoes I would say, 'Then,

you are going to require us to consider the possibility of having
some type of oversight from an objective party who is going to ob-
serve and review your procedures, since you are not taking care of
it." And I would be happy to volunteer to do that, or anybody from
my organization, I am sure.

Senator ARMT=NG. We accept, with appreciation.
One of the problems we have got here, as I said yesterday, is that

I am not disosed to or equipped to play cops and robbers here; this
is just a problem that came to my attention.

Mr. Russmu. Yes, sir.
Senator ARWM ONG. And since it did, I just want to solve it and

get on to other things.
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Let me ask this: As an attorney who is regularly involved with
these kinds of cases, does it seem surprising to you that the Depart-
ment of Justice would assign to the prosecution of a case of this
type someone who is not familiar with tax law?

Mr. RussiLL. Yes.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Could you take a minute and just explain to

me how this reviewer process works? I am going to come back to
that with Mr. Grossman, since he made a big issue of it, but I guess
I don't exactly understand what a reviewer is and what standard of
ethical conduct and behavior we should expect from a reviewer.

Mr. RussiLL. I probably ought to let Mr. Grossman elaborate
little bit more, since he is here in Washington and I am in Kansas
City; but I will express what I understand the reviewer to be.

I am not sure that there is a set procedure, that certain things
are required. However, a reviewer is an individual, generally here
in Washington, that you have sort of a final opportunity to talk to
before your case is concluded in the eyes of the IRS. He is supposed
to be an individual that you can sit down and discuss very openly
with, and he is supposed to be objective enough to listen to what
you have to say, and you can discuss what your defenses are, in the
case of Mr. Grossman, or what your arguments are that would try
to convince him that you should be able to win your case eventua-
ly, and that maybe this thing should be finally reviewed in a more
objective manner.

Senator ARMSTRONG. The reviewer is a person who works for, in
this case, the IRS, or for the Department of Justice?

Mr. RussEm. The IRS, as I understand it, am I right? Mr. Gross-
man will correct me.

Mr. GROSSMAN. No, no, no. The reviewer is with the Department
of Justice.

Mr. RussELL. The Department of Justice.
Senator ARMSTRONG. In other words, that is somebody that the

Justice Department sends out kind of just before they ask for an
indictment, I guess, in this case, to take a fresh look at it and talk
to the people who have been brnging the case before the grand
jury, and talk to the defense counsel and take a last look at it.

The implication of Mr. Grossman's remarks this morning-he
didn't exactly say this, but the interpretation I put on it-was that
the reviewer was expected to be impartial, not to have a vested in-
terest in the Department's case, to take a look at it and say it
either looks like it is a good case, or, "You are going off the deep
end." And for that reason, defense counsel would routinely disclose
whatever they had in an attempt just to shut it off right then and
there?

Mr. Russm. Right.
Senator AMvRoNG. Would it be improper or would it be violat-

ing the custom or tradition of this process for that to be a person
who in fact was not impartial, who did have an axe to grind, who
did have a vested interest in it, who maybe was a part of the pros-
ecuting team?

Mr. RUSSELLa Well, of course. In Mr. Grossman's situation, if you
have a reviewer who is just sitting there trying to get information
out of you with no intention of really reviewing it, so that he could
turn that information over to another U.S. attorney who was going
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to be prosecuting the case, that denigrates the entire system and
theurpose of having a reviewer.

The purpose of a reviewer is to decide whether or not that case
should be sent back to the individual jurisdiction for a criminal
case to be filed, to make that decision first and not to assist in the
filing of that case.

Senator ARmsToNG. Mr. Grossman made the point that his
client Declan O'Donnell was summoned before the grand jury even
after he had written a letter, as O'Donnell's counsel, saying, 'Noth-
ing doing; we are not going to appear before the grand jury," and
that he, Mr. Grossman, was never notified of that until it hap-
pened.

Should I be concerned about that? And if so, is that something
that has happened frequently in your experience, or is that an un-
usual event?

Mr. Russzu. Well, clearly that is an impropriety. I think once
the U.S. attorney is put on notice that you represent an individual,
he has an obligation to keep you advised as the attorney and repre-
sentative of that individual.

I personally have not had that situation happen. I have heard
situations where that has happened. More often, I have heard sev-
eral situations where the agent goes out and tries to talk to your
client in spite of the fact that he knows that you represent the
client, without a subpoena. And that has happened several times
that I am aware of.

Senator ARM ONG. I think you have already indicated that
abuses of this kind are not uncommon. I am not sure if I asked you
directly whether or not you agreed that it was a pattern, or wheth-
er or not, as Mr. Grossman and Mr. Kilp ck have said, there are
frequent evidences of arrogance and callousness on the part of the
Government. I think you have already said that.

Mr. Russo. I would agree with all of the statements made by
my previous colleagues and by Mr. Kilpatrick.

Senator ARMOMONG. Let me ask you this. I am now going to
turn to the observations of Mr. Waller and again just ask if you
will tell me what you think. I am not asking you to prove it or cite
cases but, just out of your experience, whether you agree.

Mr. Waler expresses a concern that to a large extent grand
juries are merely a rubberstamp. That is exactly what he said. Is
that true? Do they have the kind of independence that is contem-
plated in our traditional concepts of grand juries?

Mr. Rs I don't think so. I think that most of the time they
ar a rubberstamp.

Senator ARMfTRNG. Did you hear Mr. Waller's discussion of
what happened when the reviewer m the Omni case was, in ec
saying to the prosecutors that he didn't think they had a criminal
case? Do you 'rcall what he said about that?

Mr. ROUsM. Yes.
Senator ARMSRNo. That, 8 days later, the reviewer was pre-

sented with what he termed manufctured evidence, and then they
went ahead and prosecuted the case.

If thAt is true, what should the Department'd attitude be? I
mean, if that is true-we don't know whether it is, butthat is what .
we are told-"if that is true, what does that say not only about the
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person who manufactured the evidence but also about the review
process itself?

Mr. RussELL. Well, I think we need the review process. But in.
that particular situation I think there is no excuse for it. In my
opinion as a lawyer, it is unethical, it is improper, and perhaps
even illegal.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, Mr. Russell, I am grateful to you. I
have got several dozen notes, but I think the main issues that I
wanted to ask you about we have covered. I am going to go back
fairly carefully with Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Grossman and Mr.
Waller, and Mr. Vaira-am I saying your name right?

Mr. VAIRA. No, sir; it is as "Vyra."
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you. I apologize.
We will do that this afternoon. If your plane for Kansas City is

at National, and if you leave almost at once, you will catch it.
Mr. RussELL. Thank you very much, Senator. I appreciate the op-

portunity to come here.
Senator ARMSroNG. We are grateful to you for doing that.
[Mr. Russell's written prepared testimony follows:]
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Introduction

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee,
my name is David W. Russell, and I am President of the National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. I am deeply appreciative
of the opportunity to appear before you today to present testimony
on behalf of the Association regarding investigative and prosecu-
torial abuses in IRS tax cases and what can be done to bring
the situation under control.

The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL)
is a nationwide, voluntary bar association comprised of over
4,000 lawyers and law professors, most of whom are actively
engaged in defending criminal prosecutions and individual rights.
It was founded 26 years ago to promote study and research in
the field of criminal defense law, and to encourage the integrity,
independence and expertise of criminal defense lawyers. Throughout
our history, we have worked to protect the rights and liberties
of those accused of criminal offenses, and to promote the proper
administration of justice. We have pursued these goals through
a variety of educational and public service activities, including
national training programs, publications, committee activities,
legislative action, and by appearing as amicus curiae in significant
criminal justice cases.

We appreciate and share the Subcommittee's deep concern
over the kinds of investigative and prosecutorial abuses which
occurred in the cases of United States v. Kilpatrick, 594 F.Supp.
1324 (D.Colo. 1984) and United States v. Omni International
,p., (D.Md. May 15, 1986). We heartily commend the Subcommittee's
inteest in pursuing aggressive oversight in such situations.
It is our position, however, that, particularly with regard
to abuses occurring before the grand jury, oversight alone is
not enough. A legislative solution is necessary, and I would
like today to suggest the following elements of any such solution:

1) Create strong and effective sanctions for violations
of procedural rules and constitutional rights before
the grand jury, to overrule the Supreme Court's decision
in UniteJ States v. Mechanik, 38 Cr.L. 3122 (Febraury
25r TM6);

2) Not only preserve, but strengthen, the principles
of the Supreme Court's decisions in United States
v. Baggott, 463 U.S. 476 (1983) and United States
v. Sells Engineeringr Inc., 463 U.S. 418 (1983), governing
grand jury secrecy and disclosure to non-criminal
attorneys for the Justice Department and other Federal
agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service.

1
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3) Permit grand jury witnesses to be accompanied by
counsel in the grand jury room.

4) Amend the Jencks Act to permit earlier discovery
of grand jury testimony of prospective trial witnesses.

The Mechanik case

There is a temptation, upon reading a case such as the
Klpatrick case, to say that, as horrendous as the governmental
abuses were, at least they were found out, and a remedy was
available through the courts. The sanction of dismissal was
granted, and one might hope that this would persuade the IRS
and the Justice Department to clean up their act.

However, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee,
if the Kilpatrick case were decided today, no relief would be
available--no contempt, no dismissal of the indictment, whether
with or without prejudice.

The reason for this remarkable result would be the Mechanik
case, where the Supreme Court held that any violation of procedural
protections before the grand jury is automatically rendered
harmless and irrelevant once the defendant has been convicted
by a petit jury. The Court was quite candid about the Catch-22
situation it was creating for defendants, n oting that "although
the defendants appear to have been reasonably diligent in attempting
to discover any error at the grand jury proceeding, they did
not acquire the transcript showing (the error] until the second
week of trial." 38 Cr.L. at 3123. The Court continued that:

Although we do not believe that the defendants can
be faulted for any lack of diligence, we nonetheless
hold that the supervening jury verdict made reversal
of the conviction and dismissal of the indictment
inappropriate. Id.

No analysis of the egregiousness of the violation or the extent
of actual prejudice is necessary; the conviction automatically
purges any and all taint. As the Court stated, in language
that suggests no distinction between violations of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure or constitutional rights:

Measured by the petit jury's verdict, then, any error
in the grand jury proceeding connected with the charging
decision was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Id.

(The Mechanik Court did note in a footnote that, under its recent
decision 7nVassuez v. Hillarj, 38 Cr.L. 3060 (January 14, 1986),
dismissal of the indictment would remain appropriate where there
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had been racial discrimination in the composition of the grand
jury, but stated that the considerations compelling such a rule
"have little force" outside of that context. Id. at 3123).

Judge Kane's decision in the Kilpatrick case assumed the
same procedural posture as the Mech case--that is, a post-
conviction motion to dismiss the indictment. After Mechanik,
his extensive findings that the case involved "an IRS investigation
out of control" which worked "a significant and prejudicial
deprivation of these defendant's constitutional rights to due
process of law and personal liberty" would have been entirely
academic. Indeed, it i.s unlikely that either he or Judge Winner
(575 F.Supp. 325 (1983)) would have bothered to initiate any
inquiry into the alleged abuses at all. The conviction would
have remained intact, and the world might never have learned
of what Judge Kane held to be "numerous violations of Rule 6(d),
* . . numerous violations of Rule 6(e) . . . the use of 'pocket
immunity' in violation of 18 U.S.C. 6002 and 6003 . . . violations
of the Fifth Amendment . . . the knowing and deliberate presentation
of misinformation to the grand jury and mistreatment of witnesses
0 . . [and) violations of the Sixth Amendment." 594 F.Supp. at
1353. As both Justices O'Connor (joined by Brennan and Blackmun)
and Marshall recognized, the natural and inevitable result of
Mechanik would be for judges to avoid ruling on such motions
altogether, confident that the petit jury verdict will take
care of the issue quickly and simply: "If the jury convicts,
the motion is denied; if the jury acquits, the matter is mooted."
38 Cr.L. at 3125. See id. at 3126.

As Justice Marshall observed in dissent, the Court's opinion
reduces the grand jury safeguards of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure to "pretend-rules." Id. at 3126. Even Justice O'Connor
expressed an unusually strong crTticism in her concurring opinion
that the ruling "effectively renders those rules a dead letter."
Id. at 3124. As Justice Marshall added, defendants have no
c--oice about receiving grand jury transcripts in the midst of
trial: their "only access to grand jury materials is likely
to be through the medium of the Jencks Act," under which disclosure
does not tdke place until after trial has begun, after direct
examination of the witness in question, "and then only on a
piecemeal and incomplete basis." Id. at 3126.

NACDL strongly urges the enactment of legislation to overrule
the Mechanik decision. There is no reason to doubt that Congress
intended te rules it enacted to be enforceable. See part II-
A of Justice Marshall's dissent, id. at 3126. Indeed, a preference
for the sanction of dismissal-has been evidenced not only by
the Congress, id., but also, consistently, by the federal courts,
see U.S. v. LiTi, 511 F.Supp. 50, 58 (S.D. W.Va. 1980) (collecting
federal cases), and state courts as well. See 23 A.L.R. 4th
397 (1983).

3
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The restoration of meaningful sanctions for violations
of Rule 6 is now absolutely essential, in order to vindicate
the protections established by Congress. Justice Marshall has
stated that:

The only way to allow even minimally effective enforcement
of those rules is to reverse the convictions of defendants
whose indictments were tainted by Rule 6 violations.

38 Cr.L. at 3127. He observed that the proscriptions of Rule
6 are short and simple, and that violations are rare, likely
to go undetected by defendants, and easy to avoid by any competent
prosecutor.

In this regard, I would also call the Subcommittee's attention
to a resolution expected to be considered and passed in August
by the full House of Delegates of the American Bar Association.
The proposed resolution responds to the Mechanik case by calling
upon Congress to enact legislation "to create sanctions for
violations of Rule 6 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure."
The resolution and the accompanying report of the ABA's Criminal
Justice Section have been furnished separately to Subcommittee
staff.

If the Congress were reluctant to adopt the type of flat,
per se rule of dismissal urged by Justice Marshall, it might
wish to consider establishing a more restrictive triggering
event for the dismissal sanction, such as a "substantial failure
to comply" (the standard utilized in section 1867 of title 28,
governing dismissal of an indictment for error in the selection
of either the grand or petit jury) with the procedural rules
or of constitutional guarantees. This would preclude dismissal
where the violation was of no possible consequence--for example,
in the Rule 6(d) context, "brief intrusions on the proceedings
during which no testimony is taken nor questions asked nor statements
made about the case by grand jurors such as the delivering of
a note to the prosecutor by his secretary or the repair of a
switch by a maintenance man." United States v. Pignatiello,
582 F.Supp. 251, 254 (D.Colo. 1984).

We would caution that no showing of actual prejudice flowing
from the grand jury defect should be required for dismissal
of the indictment, as was suggested by the "harmless error"
analysis in Justice O'Connor's concurring opinion. Such a require-
ment would necessitate disclosure of the entire grand jury record
before trial, and would result in the need for lengthy pre-trial
proceedings scouring the record for traces of taint. Such a
detailed detour would be likely to impede significantly the
swift administration of justice, and would accomplish little
that could not be accomplished by use of a substantiall failure
to comply" test.

4
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The Baggott and Sells cases

It does not appear that the Government is at all contrite
about its behavior in the Kilpatrick or Omni cases. Having
been caught with their hand in the cookie--ar, their response
is not to apologize, or to take steps to ensure that it will
never happen again. Their position remains to deny that any
abuse occurred--even though (as Judge Kane found on several
occasions in the Kilpatrick case) the abuse is plain on the
face of the grand jury record--and in the alternative, to take
a "So what--nobody's perfect" attitude. As stated in a Government
Memorandum in the Kilpatrick case, cited at 594 F.Supp. at 1343:

Just as there has never been a perfect lawyer,
a perfect judge, or a perfect trial, so there has
never been a perfect investigation. Contrary to what
one might expect, in view of the defense allegations,
the transcripts of the grand jury proceedings do not
reveal any conduct whatsoever by the prosecutors seeking
to overreach or override the independence of the grand
jury.

Indeed, far from expressing any contrition or regret, the
Government has proposed legislation to tear down many of the
walls they were caught scaling in the Kilpatrick and Omni cases.
The legislation, drafted by the Justice Department (the Senate
version is S. 1676), would overrule the Supreme Court's 1983
companion decisions in the Ba ott and Sells cases. It has
been the subject of hearings before both the Senate Judiciary
Committee, on November 19, 1985, and the House Judiciary Subcommittee
on Criminal Justice, on June 4, 1986.

As this Subcommittee is no doubt aware, the Sells Court
held that Rule 6(e) and the fundamental purposes and policies
of grand jury secrecy prohibit the automatic, unsupervised disclosure
of grand jury materials by the prosecuting attorney to civil
attorneys in the Justice Department; such attorneys must proceed
by way of a court order, supported by a showing of particularized
need. And the Baggott Court, futher construing Rule 6(e) in
the context of an IRS administrative proceeding to determine
tax liability, held that no disclosure was available where "the
IRS's proposed use of the materials is to perform the nonlitigative
function of assessing taxes rather than to prepare for or conduct
litigation." 463 U.S. at 483.

S. 1676 would permit virtually automatic disclosure between
Justice Department criminal and civil attorneys, and would greatly
reduce the standard governing disclosure to other Federal agencies,
from the current "particularized need" to a test of "substantial
need." Its goal is precisely the kind of free intragovernmental
sharing of grand jury materials--and its effect would be precisely

5
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the kind of warping of the grand jury's criminal priority to
civil purposes--that was so dangerous and so soundly condemned
in the Kilpatrick case. As the Sells Court stated, and as Judge
Kane observed had happened in theiLpatrick case:

(Blecause the Government takes an active part in the
activities of the grand jury, disclosure to government
attorneys for civil use poses a significant threat
to the integrity of the grand jury itself. If prosecutors
in a given case knew that their colleagues would be
free to use the materials generated by the grand jury
for a civil case, they might be tempted to manipulate
the grand jury's powerful investigative tools to root
out additional evidence useful in the civil suit,
or even to start or continue a grand jury inquiry
where no criminal prosecution seemed likely.

463 U.S. at 432. Indeed, the Kilpatrlck case appears to have
started as a civil tax investigation, which was turned over
to the Justice Department for grand jury investigation when
the IRS felt that its administrative processes had become *poten-
tially ineffective," 51 F.Supp. at 1333, leading Judge Kane
to conclude that "the record confirms that the grand jury's
extraordinary powers and resources were, in part, initiated
and channeled for just such a (civil] purpose." Id. at 1332.

NACDL recommends not simply that Baggott and Sells should
be left alone, but that they should be strengthened. Mandatory
dismissal of the indictment--with or without prejudice, depending
on the egregiousness of the violations--along the lines I have
suggested in my discussion of the Mechanik case, would remove
any doubt in prosecutors' minds as to the consequences of their
conduct. Indeed, in the Kilpatrick case, the prosecutor himself
admitted that he had knowingly committed a Sixth Amendment violation
in the interrogation of a officer of a defendant corporation;
the court observed that he had done so

firm in the belief that, if he committed a constitutional
violation of the type identified in Massiah, the only
likely sanction was the suppression of evidence in
the government's case-in-chief. In the prosecutor's
words, "no indictment has ever been dismissed because
of (a Massiah violation]."

594 F.Supp. at 1342.

We would suggest further that it is unconscionable to respond
to such purposeful and systematic prosecutorial abuses as are
found in both the Kilpatrick and Omni cases without some sanction,
such as contempt, directed personiTW at the offending prosecutor
or IRS agents. Dismissal alone burdens the Justice Department,
but not its renegade agent; in fact, it could be said that,
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in the case of an otherwise meritorious prosecution so badly
botched as to require dismissal with prejudice, society itself
and 'the administration of justice are the losers. Congress
should ensure that the wrongdoers themselves, who have betrayed
their public trust and brought shame upon their government,
cannot watch unpunished from the sidelines while other government
attorneys labor to salvage the case.

Counsel in the grand jury room

Mr. Chairman, the single most promising means of preventing
recurrences of the kind of abuses found in the Kilpatrick case
is to permit witnesses before the grand jury to be accompanied
by counsel. If attorneys knowledgeable in grand jury procedures
had accompanied their clients before the grand jury in that
case, the entire sorry parade of abuses found there would probably
have been nipped in the bud. Likewise, in the Omni case, the
similar pervasive abuses revealed there in a pre-tria videntiary
hearing context are likely to have tainted the grand jury proceedings
as well, particularly in light of the fact that the abuses condemned
by the Omni court were taking place during the time that the
grand jury was considering the case. Indeed, subsequent to

-the Omni court's May 15 decision, on which an appeal is now
pending, defendants have filed a well-substantiated, 39-page
motion to dismiss the indictment because of abuse of the grand
jury process.-

A measure allowing counsel in federal grand jury rooms,
as well as making numerous other grand jury reforms, is currently
pending before the Senate Judiciary Committee (S. 284, by Senator
Levin), but has been languishing unattended due to lack of interest
during this Congress. A companion House measure (H.R. 1407,
by Representative Conyers) has been the subject of extensive
hearings before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice, and is expected to be marked up by the Subcommittee
within the next few weeks.

In our view, the indispensable centerpiece of such legislation
is the provision for counsel in the grand jury room. At every
critical stage of the criminal justice process other than the
grand jury stage, a person who desires the assistance of counsel
is entitled to it, under a broad array of decisions handed down
in the last quarter century. The prohibition against counsel
in the grand jury room dates back to a time when none of these
guarantees existed; it is the last relic of a bygone era, when
grand juries were still thought to possess some capacity for
independent judgment, the better to serve as a buffer between
the government and the individual, and were valued for their
role as a *shield* for the innocent as well as a "sword" for
investigating crime. It is now time for the grand jury to catch
up to the rest of the criminal justice system.
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This is a position emphatically shared by the ABA, the
American Law Institute, NACDL, the National Lawyers Guild, and
the legislatures of seventeen states. I would suggest that
it is unlikely that this coalition, spanning the entire criminal
justice spectrum--prosecutors and defense lawyers, Republicans
and Democrats, judges and law professors--would band together
to support a measure which would have any adverse effect on
the enforcement of this Nation's criminal laws.

Actually, allowing counsel in the grand jury room is a
change more of form than of substance. Witnesses already have
a general right to have counsel present outside the grand jury
room, and to step out from time to time (but not too often,
says In re ierney, 465 F.2d 806 (5th Cir. 1972)) to consult
with counsel. Thus, the question is not so much whether a witness
may consult with counsel, but how.

The present "how" is fraught with problems. When a witness
leaves the grand jury room to consult with counsel, it takes
time--including time to brief the lawyer on the question at
hand and the context in which it was asked--a delay that could
have been avoided entirely if counsel had been present for the
questioning. These interruptions, which leave the grand jurors
unoccupied and increasingly restless, inevitably cast the witness
in an unfavorable light in the eyes of the grand jurors. Such
interruptions can even be used against the witness in a subsequent
proceeding, as in U.S. v. Kopel, 552 F.2d 1265 (7th Cir. 1977)
(involving perjury charges).

But a larger problem is that a lay witness may not even
know when to consult with the lawyer, not understanding the
ramifications of a question, or of a line of questioning, suffi-
ciently to appreciate that important rights of the witness may
be at risk -- involving, for example, self-incrimination or
privileged information.

As I alluded to earlier, Mr.Chairman, there are now seventeen
states in the Nation which have enacted legislation allowing
counsel in the grand jury room. And it is very compelling to
note that none of the host of abuses or disruptive results feared
by the Justice Department over the years has yet materialized,
in more than a decade of practice, in any of those states.
Indeed, this is a finding that was made by a study supported
by the Justice Department itself ("Grand Jury Reform: A Review
of Key Issues," Office of Development, Testing and Dissemination,
National Institute of Justice, U.S. Department of Justice, NCJRS
Catalogue no. NCJ 87645 (1983)). Based upon extensive interviews
with judges, prosecutors and defense lawyers, the study concluded
that the "the presence of counsel in the grand jqry room has
not resulted in the scheduling problems or disruption anticipated
by some.* Under the 1977 Massachusetts provisions, for example,
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the study reported "few if any attempts by attorneys for grand
jury witnesses to exceed the limits of their role." One prosecutor
observed that the "only impact" of the law was "the avoidance
of continual entrances and exits by the witness (to consult
with counsel outside the grand jury room]." In South Dakota,
the study noted that prosecutors and private attorneys alike
indicated that no significant problems had arisen from exercise
of the right to counsel."

In fact, the measures pending in both the House and Senate
take extra pains to ensure that such problems will be avoided.
They would permit the attorney only to advise the witness--
the primary focus being self-incrimination issues--and not to
address the grand jury or directly participate in the proceedings.
The supervising court would be empowered to order the removal
of disruptive counsel.

We strongly urge the members of this Subcommittee to work
with their colleagues on the Judiciary Committee to pursue prompt
action on legislation providing for the vital safeguard of counsel
in the grand jury room.

Jencks Act reform

The present requirement under the Jencks Act, section 3500
of title 18t U.S.C., that disclosure of witness statements such
as grand jury testimony may take place only after the witness
has testified on direct examination, is a profound and unnecessary
encumbrance upon the swift and fair adminsitration of justice.
It is guaranteed to result in what is often described as "trial
by ambush." It is also guaranteed to waste time and judicial
resources, by putting off until the midst of trial the disposition
of motions which may make trial unnecessary, or at least premature.
The importance of this "cost" consideration was recently stressed
by the Supreme Court in the Mechanik case, when it cited the
"substantial social costs" of retrial in support of its refusal
to dismiss an indictment after conviction.

Legislation to revise the Jencks Act, by permitting discovery
of witness's statements at any time after indictment, is currently
under active consideration in the House (H.R. 4007), but no
similar measure has been proposed in the Senate. NACDL recommends
its inclusion in any legislative package dealing with the kind
of prosecutorial and investigative abuses under consideration
by this Subcommittee today.

Conclusion /

I hope that the issues I have raised and the suggestions
I have made today on behalf of NACDL will prove helpful to the
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Subcommittee in its difficult search for some constructive way
to deal with these abuses. We think it is clear that under
current law, the abuses will continue. But even more distressingly,
many will go entirely undetected, unless the fundamental safeguard
of allowing counsel in the grand jury room is adopted.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear and testify at
today's hearing, and for your kind attentioxvn-=tp our views.

This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased
to respond to any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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Mr. VAUA. Senator, so you won't be confused, there is a substan-
tial body of law upholding informal immunity in many, many cir.
cles, following this case, citing this case, and disagreeing with it.
There is a substantial body of law upholding that.

Senator ARMSTONG. Upholding it?
Mr. VAA. Uphol it.
Senator ARMTONG.Upholding the propriety of it?
Mr. VAmA. Yes.
Senator ARMTRmoNG. Mr. Russell's view is that it is not proper

and not sanctioned by law, but I think he said that he recognized
that it is accepted by many lawyers and many courts.

Mr. VAnR. Except, it is not a situation where it is just done ev-
erybody agrees with it; it has been in front of at least three or four
circuits and a number of district courts, citing Kilpatrick and dis-
agreeing with it.

Senator ARMSTONG. I understand, that as a matter of law Mr.
Russell thinks is not sanctioned and that you think it is. My inter-
est is a little different, as to whether or not it as a matter of policy
it ought to be sanctioned and, if so, whether or not, as suggested by
Mr. Grossman, who did not call for abolishing pocket immunity but
called for statistical reporting so that Congress would know the
extent of the practice and how often the Government made its case
through the use of pocket immunity-I mean, I guess I would have
to think as a citizen and a taxpayer and as a Senator that, if we
had a persistent pattern-I mean just over and over and over
again-of the Government making its case through what somebody
characterized as "contracts with witnesses," in effect where they
are saying, "We are not goingto get you if you will help us get so-
and-so," that would make me very apprehenive. I don't know
whether I would go quite as far as Mr. Kilpatrick did, but the
thought of going around making 'those kinds of deals on a wide-
spread basis, and that really being the basis for a lot of the cases in
court, would make me at least uneasy. At the very minimum I
think I would want to know what was going on, which evidently we
don't at the present time.

But I would be happy to have you comment on that at any
len this afternoon. Thanks.

n you everybody. Let us reconvene, if it is convenient for ev-
erybody, at 2.

(Whereupon, at 12:21 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to recon-
vene at 2 p.m.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator AwM ON. The committee will come to order.
May I ask that Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Grossman and Mr. Waller

return, and we will see if we can go through quickly the items that
they covered in their testimony this morning, .

I am grateful to you for returning a little out of the timeframe
that we originally had in mind, and I hope we won't have to hold
you too long. I I I

My impression, let me say, of your testimony this morning was
that it was about as interesting and about as pointed as any testi-
mony I have heard around here, and I am thankful to you for that.
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I must say that in my years in the Senate I have heard an awful
lot of testimony. It is mostly boring as dishwater; it is mostly ex-
pressions of generalities, and I am really glad, particularly because
of the nature of the inquiry we are undertaking, to have testimony
that is specific and is pointed. It has been very helpful, and we are
very grateful to you.

So, with that word of introduction, I would like to just ask a
couple of questions of Mr. Kilpatrick.

Just for the record, is $6 million the approximate amount that it
cost you to defend this case?

Mr. KiLPATRICK. Yes, sir.
Senator ARNMONG. Have you gotten any of that back?
Mr. KILPATRICK. No, sir.
Senator ARMmSTONG. Do you have any hope of getting any of it

back?
Mr. KILPATRICK. Not really; there is no procedure for it, to my

knowledge.
Senator ARMSTRONG. All right.
Could you take a moment to detail the personal treatment which

you were given by those prosecuting the case? How you found out
about the case, were you at any point put under arrest, were you
jailed, or anything like that?

Mr. KILPATRICK. I was jailed. As I indicated this morning, I was
put in for 22 hours, which was really sort of interesting.

The subpoena they issued me was very cleverly worded. The ac-
cused me of owning I guess four foreign corporations that I didnot
own. There is nothing wrong with me owning them, it is just that
in one of my offering statements I said that I didn't. And if I really
did own them, I would have committed perjury in the offering
statement, and therefore they could put me in jail.

So what they did, they worded the subpoena in such a manner
that said, pursuant to my authority as an officer, director, and
owner, or beneficial owner:

You are required to turn over these documents. And if you turn them over, that
will prove that you are either an owner, officer, beneficial owner, or director. But
you have said you weren't, and we are going to put you in jail. If you don't do what
we have told you to do, we are going to put you in jail for not doing what we told
you to do.

And it was clearly stated in there.
I said:
I will be glad to. I know the people. I can get the documents. They are not secret;

nobody cares if you have them. Change the wording of the subpoena, and I will turn
them over.

They wouldn't change the wording. They put me in jail for 22
hours. The next day, after I got out-this is wonderful; it is a good
example of Mr. Snyder-he told me, with his hand restig. .on my
shoulder after I had been given bond-I think they were askg for
$10 million, and'I was given personal recognizance. As I started.
walking out of the courtroom he said:

We knew you'd get out, Kilpatrick; you have all thcse fancy attorneyL We JuA
thought we would put you in a little while and let you start getting used to it, be-
cause we intend to put you back in for a long time, and you can start getting used
to it.
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That is really sort of the attitude of the Government attorneys
all the way through it.

Senator ARMTruoNG. Were you physically restrained at any
time?

Mr. KULATRCK. Well, I was cuffed.
Senator AnMTRONG. You were handcuffed?
Mr. Kn.ATwCK. I was handcuffed and leg-ironed.
Senator ARMSTONG. And leg irons?
Mr. Ku PATRCx. Yes, sir. What was interesting, I could under-

stand that when I was going to jail. I could understand that when
they were transferring people from the city to the county, that
maybe they feared I would try to escape. But when I was returning
from the jail they knew that I was going down to be released, they
knew that I had the money with which to make the bond, all the
way back down the Federal marshall did not cuff me. I sat in the
car and talked to them. I made it as far as from here to the micro-
phone, outside the door and up walks Snyder and said, "Have him
put on the leg irons." I said, "Snyder, my family is in there-my
children are in there. There is no abiding reason for them to see
me in that configuration." He said, "You are not going at all until
you get your feet together and your hands behind your back."

So, I had the honor of going in cuffed and in leg irons.
They released me, you know, after that point.
Senator ARMTRMONG. Prior to the initiation of this grand jury in

vestigation, had the IRS contacted you or your company to raise
questions about the proposed nature of your business, the tax shel-
ter offerings that you had made?

Mr. KnATmCK. No. Up until that time, basically they had been
using the Securities and Exchange Commission as a stalking horse.
We had several inquires from the SEC, all of which we survived
and none of which found anything that we had done that was
wrong. We finally signed a consent order to get them out of there
so as not to disobe the law. You know, it is illegal to disobey the
law, whether you ave signed something that says you won't dis-obey the law or not. But if they agreed to leave, we would do that.

That was a thing that was interesting about that request for the
grand jury. They said, therefore, it is impossible to make a case by
civil procedures, leading up to the criminal rand jury.

What is really interesting about that is that the burden of proof
is on the Government in crimnal proceeding. They said, "Kilpa-
trick would not supply us with the dIocumentation and the informa-
tion."

The SEC had come to us and asked for our complete customer
list. We had refused to give it to SEC, because they had no right to
it, and they are in fact specifically forbidden to do so.

We had experience with another company, where the SEC asked
for the list and promptly turned it over to tbh IRS, and then they
wound up having to defend themselves and all of their customers
in alphabetical order, instead of it being the random l out of 20
that they supposedly audit.

So, we said no, we would not do that for the SEC. They then said,
'The fact that Kilpatrick refused to cooperate with the SEC is
proof that he would not cooperate with a civil audit." As if I had a
choice. I had sold tax shelters promising somebody a deduction*.

IL
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The burden of proof is on us to prove that we did what it is that we
did.

What would they suggest we say when they come out and ask for
the proof? "No, they are entitled to a $50,000 deduction, but it is a
secret as to why, and we are not going t give you any documents
to show why"? I mean, the entire premise was absolutely absurd.

Senator ARMSTRONG. All right, thank you. Please standby.
Let me now turn to some of the observations of Mr. Grossman.
Mr. Grossman, you did not represent Mr. Kilpatrick, but Declan

O'Donnell.
Mr. GRossMAN. Yes. I represented the attorney Declan O'Don-

nell, who was the attorney for Mr. Kilpatrick and wrote the pro-
spectus and offering memorandum involved in the shelter.

Senator ARMSTRONG. In his testimony Mr. Kilpatrick-that is in
his testimony here today-makes the observation that this is a
pattern; that is, the abusive conduct which he has referred
to i a pattern. And in fact he quotes both Judge Kane and Judge
Winner as describing it as a pattern, and in fact points out that the
Department of Justice says, in effect, "We do this all over the coun-
try; we do it in all of the different circuits." I am not quoting, but I
am paraphrasing what he has testified.

Is that consistent with your observations?
Mr. GROSSMAN. It is consistent with my observations with this

and other cases, but with specificity to this case, I do. not believe I
ever ran across anyone with prosecutorial authority, whether it
was Mr. Snyder or Mr. Blondin or Mr. Scharf or any of their re-
viewers, who I really genuinely felt believed that they had a con-
comitant obligation to be as fair as possible to the defendant along
with their obigation to get a prosecution conviction if there was
guilt.

I felt that the pattern, the attitude, was pervasive on all sides on
Justice at all times, that they were out to get a conviction.

As proof of that, I don't believe we ever ran into any arguments
from the U.S. attorney for the district of Colorado, Mr. Miller, or
any of his subordinates, during the time I was involved in the case.
Basically this case was tried out of Washington, DC, without any
implication or any insinuation of the U.S. attorney's office in Colo-
rado. I even further believe that the judges held that letters were
sent by special agent; Rabun, in this case, with the authorization of
Jake Snyder on U.S. attorney stationery, which was never author-
ized by the U.S. attorney for the district of Colorado.

Senator ARM&SMONG. I want to ask you, if you would, to now
draw upon your experience as the defense attorney. I am not going
to ask you a lot of questions about the matters you have already
testified about, simply because your opinions and the facts you
have presented are perfectly clear. But I do want to ask you to
comment on what some other people have said, so that when we
get all done we will be able to tell what everybody thinks about
each of several issues that have been raised.

First of all, let me direct your attentions to the observations of
Mr. Waller, who expressed concern that grand juries are in many
cases a rubberstamp. Do you feel that is a fair observation?

Mr. GROSSMAN. Agree. I think that you have an enormous
desire on the part of the U.S. attorney or prosecutor to use the
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grand jury and its subpoena power to get information and docu-
ments. I think that Mr. Waller's observation that any grand jury
can be convinced to indict a ham sandwich is probably accurate. I
think it is unfortunate, because the genesis of a grand jury is basi-
cally to act as a stumbling block to the prosecutor, it is there to
ensure that there is probable cause.

But when you have an articulate, well-educated, well-dressed
U.S. attorney or assistant in the grand jury room where there are
23 people without the insinuation of an defense attorney or the
defendant himself, things can be said papers can be generated
to convince the grand jury to do anything.

Sometimes there is a runaway grand jury, but if that is one case
in a thousand I would be surprised. Basically, the grand jury, i
my opinion, has come to serve the function of a subpoena power
and securing information and documents, both witness testimony
and otherwise, for the benefit of the prosecutor and does not dis-
charge its function as it is charged with determining whether there
is probable cause and making a distinction between the prosecutor
and the prosecuted.

It is easy for the grand jury to become convinced by a compelling
argument by the prosecutor that they must find, and so on and so
forth, that they must issue a subpoena, and so on and so forth. And
basically, all the paperwork is done by the prosecutor in the grand
jury; so that subpoenas that are issued are returnable to the pros
ecutor or the FBI, information that is desired by them to make
their case is first brought to the attention of the grand jury by
those people. Basically it is nothing more, in my option, than a
rubber stamp. That is most unfortunate, because that is in juxtapo-
sition to what the genesis of the grand jury is.

Senator ARMTONG. Mr. Waller states that U.S. attorneys rou
tinely ignore the Department of Justice Manual with respect to
pocket immunity. Does that square with your experience?

Mr. GROssMAN. Absolutely.
Senator ARMSRONG. Mr. Waller commented on the Omni case,

that it appeared it could be a big case used to intimidate other per-
sons. That is the same contention that Mr. Kilpatrick makes with
respect to his case, that in fact the whole idea was to scare people
out of the business in which he was in.

Mr. GRossMAN. Omni happens to be, on the civil side, a client of
my law firm. And I am familiar with the principals in Omn, al-
though we did no criminal defense work at all.

It is a most unfortunate case. It represents, in my opnidon, an
equal evil perpetrated by the Department of Justice. And but for
the millions of dollars that were spent on defense in 0m, testing
paper marks so that we could make sure that there were defalca-
tions and that there were Government interventions, in the normal
course I don't think we would have found that out. I think that
Qmni represents as insidious a pattern, Omni represents as evil a
motive, as does Kilpatrick.

Senator ARMSTRONG. In his prepared testimony, Mr. Waller
states-and I. quote--"If I believed that the Kilpatrick case was an
nolated example I would be upset that it happened, but I would
Snot believe that hearings such as this would be justified; however,
my experience has confirmed that this is not the case. There are
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numerous instances where the system has broken down." I take it
from what you have said that you would be in agreement with
that.

Mr. GROSSMAN. I agree with Mr. Waller's analysis, because any
time you have a justice system that does not afford the protections
of the Constitution to targets and defendants, the system has
broken down and the prosecution has failed, even if they get a con-
viction.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Waller in his testimony bears down
very heavily on the point that the use of the criminal prosecution
system to enforce civil tax issues-that is, to gain enforcement of
civil tax law-is just by its nature an abuse. Do you agree with
that?

Mr. GROSSM.AN. I have to agree with that. I tried a case in
Denver for all of the coal purchasers in the Kilpatrick transaction,
and I heard-not to my amazement but certainly to my chagrin-
representatives of district counsel's office from Denver tell Judge
Cantrell, the special trial judge at the Tax Court, that, "irrespec-
tive of what Winner found, irrespective of what Judge Kane found,
there ought not be a shifting of the burden of going forward," and
that "all of the abuses should be ignored and the civil cases permit-
ted to proceed in the regular course."

If that is allowed to occur, I believe you will give an incentive to
the Internal Revenue Service to violate the criminal laws, with the
hope of, first, intimidating and stopping anybody that wants to do
what it is the Government feels is improper; and, second, you will
have the ability to catch in the civil net the fruits of the improper
criminal search. And I think that is wrong. .

Senator ARNOmONG. One of the most alarming aspects of this to
some of those that we have talked to, both in the testimony today
and on other occasions, is this notion of the Government sending
out communications to the customers of a firm Baying, "We are in-
vestigating this company. We are thinking about dieting them,"
or we are doing this or that or the other thing, "what do you know
about it?" Obviously, sending out letters like that is bound to be
injurious to the business dealings of the company.

What can you tell us about that? Is this something that has hap-
pened only in the Kilpatrick case? Or do you know of other in-
stances? And how could we provide guidelines or standards that
would reasonably protect the rights of a company that is under in-
vestigation without completely hamstringing the investigators?

Mr. GROSSMAN. I will be frank with you, Senator. My experience
is that it is very hard to hamstring the investigation.

You have had, since I have been in law school, the Tax Rsform
Act of 1976 that has helped the Government, and the Tax Reform
of 1978; you have had the 1980 act and the 1982 act and the 1984
act. They run with acronyms from TEFRA and DEFRA to TRA,
and this year we are going to have another enormous change in
the laws; at least, that is what we read in the Washington Post.

My experience is that when the Government comes to you and
asks for weapons to use, investigative tools, the power of the ad-
ministrative summons, the power of subpoena, the power to'en-
force, with wants, that Congress has been very generous in the
treatment it has accorded the Government.
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I guess what Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Waller and I are asking is
for some balance for the protection of individual liberties.

When the Government puts words down on paper, they may be
false, but they tend to take on an authenticity and a validity all
their own. The fact that the Government writes the words on paper
doesn't mean that they are so, but it means that you have a tre-
mendous burden in overcoming the presumption of administrative
regularity that attaches to those words.

I was with Government for 4 years, and I can tell you that 90
percent of the people that I ran across were good, decent, hard-
working, honorable people. And I don't mean to impugn Govern-
ment workers, attorneys for the Internal Revenue Service or the
Department of Justice, because I think that basically the are good
conscientious hardworking people out to do a job. But there is 10
percent left.

Senator ARMmRONG. Your experience in the Government was, at
least in part, as an attorney for the IRS in the Tax Court Litiga-
tioi Division?

Mr. GRossmAN. It was.
Senator ARMSrRoNG. From that experience, are you familiar, or

to what extent are you familiar, with the OPR procedures?
Mr. GRoewsN. I am only familiar with those procedures as they

relate on the other side to clients of mnme or letters I have written
to the Department of Justice. It has been my experience that that
is somewhat of a "secretive" agency. It is hard for me to tell who
OPR is, what their functions are, what their responsibilities are
because they seem to be clothed with an aura, an atmosphere, and
an avowed dut of secrecy.

But when I hear that someone has been cleared by that kind of
investigative staff, and I don't see any evidence that they have
done any investigation, I can only come to the conclusion that
either the investigation is so secretive that I would not know about
it, or that it has not been performed properly at all.

Senator ARMSrRoNG. In your recommendations for legislation
you suggest the opportunity for defendants to recover attorneys
fees .and daages if they are overzealously or abusively prosecuted.

In his recommendations, Mr. Waller makes the suggestion that we
enact H.R. 1407 or something comparable for the purpose, among
other things, of allowing witnesses before the grand jury to be ac-
companed by and to confer with attorneys. Any comment on that?

Mr. GROssMAN. I think it would be a tremendous help for the ad-ministration of justice if all of those things were enacted. I don't
think that one is mutually exclusive of the other.

Senator ARKMRNG. Well, clearly, he is aimng. at c urtailing the
abuse before it ha pens, and your recommendations aim more at
discouraging the abuses by providing a real penalty at the other
end.

Mr. GROSSMAN. I think if you enacted both those kinds of legisla-
tion, you would discourage pro. ecutorial abuse from occurring in
the first place and provide a remedy for those who were injured in
the second place. I think they are both consistent. •

Senator ARMRaoNG. Yes. In my opinion you are right. I am
going to try to leave that open until after we have heard from Jus-
ticp. But I must say that the logic of it seems pretty strong.
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Could I ask, Mr. Grossman, how you feel about taking the crimi-
nil investigation function out of IRS and lodging it somewhere
else? That is another of Mr. Waller's recommendations.

Mr. GRoSSMAN. I would endorse that.
Senator ARMSTRONG. This is fun, getting you guys to give recom-

mendations and then commenting on each other's proposals. And
the only reason I am doing that is not to put any of you on the
spot, but simply so that we have got a record of a range of people.
And I am going to ask our one remaining witness, when you are
done, some of the sane questions.

Mr. GROSSMAN. I would endorse Mr. Waller's proposed legisla-
tion. I don't think that it is reasonable to assume that without tre-
mendous action that will occur.

Government functions are very jealous and guarded of the duties
that they have. For example, in the U.S. Tax Court all you find are
attorneys from the Internal Revenue Service, Office of Chief Coun-
sel and District Counsel. In all the other courts-that is, the dis-
trict court, the claims court, and I suppose the other various co-47 ts
that you have got-you are going to find Department of JiLstice
personnel; for example, in the circuit courts. It is very difficult for
Government to want to give up a part of its given responsibility,
because it means less budget, less prestige, andless authority. So,
to do that, I think, would take a tremendous amount of legislative
input, to divide the responsibility for the criminal cases against
those of the civil cases.

Nonetheless, it would be a great idea, because you would be then
able to discharge a responsibility, for whatever purpose, exclusively
for the agency for whom you worked, without regard to how it
would help some other agency enforce its position.

Senator ARMSr=ONG. Mr. Grossman, I appreciate that. I now am
going to ask Mr. Waller a few questions.

You have recommended a number of legislative reforms. For the
same reason that I didn't ask extensive questions of Mr. Grossman
about his suggestions, I am not gong to ask you, either; although I
will just indicate to you generally that I am sympathetic to them,
and depen on what we will discover it ma well be that I will
try to get some of my colleagues interested in those issues.

I would like to go over a couple of things from the earlier testi-
mony.

Mr. Kilpatrik points out that in the testimony before Judge
Kane or. udge Winner-and I am not sure which-that the IRS
and JusticeIDepartment admits having made a regular practice of
swearing agents of the grand jury procedure, which I guess is un.
disputably improper. I have heard no dispute about that.

In your experience-not necessarily in this case but generally,
from your practice-does that square with what you know about it?

Mr. WAuzu. There are two points in answer to your question,
Senator.

The Department of Justice takes the position that the practice is
proper, or acceptable. It is not specifically provided for anywhere in
any of the rules of criminal procedure or in any of the statutory
law. There is no specific way of making a person an agent of a
grand jury; but my experience and the testimony of the IRS and
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the Justice Department in the Kilpatrick case indicate that it is
widely done.

Now, there have been some other courts that have had the same
issue come up, and some of them since the Kilpatrick case first
came down. Once again, we are probably in a position where we
need soma legislative guidance, because right now the Justice De-
partment has been successful in convincing some courts that the
process, although not specificaly provided for, isn't that bad and
maybe should be allowed from time to time.

Other judges, for example Judge Kane, had a very articulate
opinion where he indicated, as Judge Winner testified yesterday,
that it is just a contradiction term and shouldn't be allowed underanv oiicm tances.

, it is an issue that needs to be looked at.
Senator ARMSTRONG. It is really an area that Congress, perhaps,

should try to resolve.
Mr. WmuzR. I think so, because the problem you have is, the

Government agents who testify before grand juries have an awful
lot of influence, anyway, because they are introduced as an FBI
agent or an IRS agent, and they are very well prepared, usually-
they know how to testify; they testify often in court or before grand
juries.

Well, in this case the U.S. attorney who was conducting the
grand jury actually performed an oath on the two IRS agents in
front of the grand jury, in which he indicated to the agent that"you are now working for the grand jury," and to testify truthfully
and find things for them, and whatever. It gives them this cloak of
respectability. They are in and out of the grand jury oftentimes
after that. It gives the agents the feeling that they have some sort
of special powers that they don't have. In fact, in our case and in
some other cases I have seen, the IRS agents oftentimes run the
grand jury investigation while the U.S. attorney is attending to
other matters, and so on.

Here a grand jury is supposed to be evaluating the testimony of
all the witnesses; but a bunch of the witnesses against the defend-
ant are these people who have been put into this special category
of grand ju ent.

ltis a dfcult process and one I don't think should be allowed.
Now, the rules do provide that if the grand jury feels that it

needs some investigative assistance, there are funds available to
enable the grand jury to in fact hire its own agents that would,
then, carry on investigations or inspections, or whatever, that they
need to do. It doesn't happei very often, and, really, these agents
of the grand jury aren't performing functions on behalf of the
grand jury, they are conducting their own investigation With this
new mantle of power as agents of the grand jury.

It is sort of a myth, theoreticall , that in some cases it isn't even
a grand jury investigation at all. In reality, it is still an IRS inves-
tigation; IRS is running it. The only thin they are using now isgrand jury subpoenas that they type up m their own office and
that are often returnable to them instead of the grand jury.

I believe there was some testimony, either by Mr. Russellor Mr.
Gross an or someone, or maybe it was Judge Winner yesterday,
who pointed out that it is not unusual for a grand jury to be im-
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paneled somewhere, it hasn't been sitting actually for say a week
or so, and the U.S. attorney or the IRS agent decides that they
want to interview somebody. They will actually type up a subpoena
to appear before the grand jury, take it out to a witness anywhere,
and say, you can either talk to me and give me a complete state-
ment, or I will give you this subpoena and have you come back
before the grand jury.

That creates some real problems in my mind, since Congress has
specifically indicated what powers, subpoena powers, the IRS has
normally, and what type of subpoena powers Justice has in getting
subpoenas from the court.

It was not intended, I believe, by Congress or the Founding Fa-
thers that the grand jury subpoena process would be used in this
fashion.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I regret to advise you that a vote is occur-
ring on the floor of the Senate, and with your indulgence we will
just recess for about 10 minutes. I will wander over and vote on
that, and I will be right back.

Thanks. I am sorry to have to do so.
[Whereupon, at 2:35 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator ARMSTRONG. Friends, I apologize for being interrupted. It
turned out there was not one but two votes. So, having taken care
of that, let me just pick up where we left off.

I think we were talking to Mr. Waller. I have forgotten exactly
where we were, but I believe I was about to ask about the sugges-
tion made by Mr. Kilpatrick, that what we really ought to have is
a special prosecutor to reduce ratings, dismiss or suspend from gov-
ernment service, request appropriate action for bar associations,
and in the case of flagrant criminal acts undertake criminal pros-
ecutions.

His notion, and I am now paraphrasing, seems to be that if we
don't, that they will "circle the wagons" and that really this kind
of abuse will not be deterred or punished. What is your view of
that?

Mr. WAn a. I think, as I indicated in my written statement,
that it is a sad thing to a certain extent; but it has been my experi-
ence that groups are just not good at investigating other members
of the group-whether it is doctors investigating doctors, lawyers
investigating lawyers sometimes. And it appears to me, at least
from my experience in this case and never having been involved in
a case that was quite this blatant, that the conduct of the Office of
Professional Responsibility, as far as I am concerned, would indi-
cate that it is really more in the category of the whitewash rather
than a real bona fide investigation.

I am afraid that when the Congres Is Iooking at that, there
always has to be real serious consideration given to the possibility
that someone who is in charge of making sure that people are
doing what they are supposed to do within the Department of Jus-
tice may very well have to be somebody outside the Department of
Justice who has that responsibility.
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I think that could easily be done in the case of a special prosecu-
tor, or there may be an office, a watchdog office, that is established
for government lawyers generally, that is independent of the vari-
ous departments. And I think those types of penalties are by no
means unreasonable; I think it could go from anywhere from a
letter of reprimand to a suspension, or'even recommending that
the individual be fired.

Now, the local bar associations, when they are doing their own
business, they have to handle their own affairs, and I think gener-
ally they are pretty good at that. But if you had some sort of spe-
cial office that made certain findings and certain recommenda-
tions, they could obviously refer those to individual courts or bar
associations for further action after they have taken their action.

But I think the Federal Government does have to have an effec-
tive way of policing or being a watchdog on the actions of its own
people, or otherwise the bureaucracy is really out of control.

Senator ARwMONG. Then there really is a doubt in your mind
of whether OPR is able to do that?

Mr. WA~uZ. I have a real question, based upon their perform-
ance in this case. It would really bother me that they are effective-
ly doing that. And the Omni case. Judge Black in that case pointed
out some real serious violations, that think if a defense attorney
had done them they would have been criminal. And Judge Black
made that comment, that if some of the things that the prosecutors
and the IRS did in that case had been done by a defense counsel
after motions had been filed or subpoenas served, there undoubted-
ly would have been criminal investigation.

As a result, I think that the criminal defense bar is fairly well
policed, because we have an adversary that has an effective way of
getting back at us if we do something improper.

But it bothers me, in that case, that apparently there hadn't
been any action taken recently, and on a similar incident 5 years
before there wasn't any action taken, either. I don't think any of us
really know how that OPR works, because it is a secret process.
But I think it is something that should be looked into to find out
what type of way they have it and what type of situation the IRS
has, to do the same thing with their people, because their people
were also involved in this case and the Omni case. As far as I am
aware, there has been no action taken against the IRS agents in
either one of those cases, either. So, I don't know what type of in-
ternal mechanism they had, either.

Senator ARUM NG. Mr. Waller, I want to come back to you in
just a moment, but I want to return for a moment to Mr. Kil t-
rick, to just establish one fact, and then ask a legal opiion ofMr.
Waller and Mr. Grossman.

Mr. Kilpatrick, you mentioned that others have been convicted of
the offenses of which you were indicted, which later were dismissed
as not constituting a crime. You said that this morning, and you
said it to me on one or more previous occasions in private conversa-
tions, that other persons in other cases under the same fact situa-
tions had either plea bargained or pled guilty or did something, but
in any case were convicted, and in some cases they actually had
served time or were serving time for those offenses.
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Could you tell us who some of those people are? Are these actual
persons known to you, or is that just a speculation?

Mr. KILPATRICK. John Pettingill was in my case. He was one of
the seven parties indicted to me. He ran out of money. His attor-
ney, Mr. Plato, was like $25,000 a week. John Pettingill came into
this thing with a free and clear home in Grand Junction, CO. He
mortgaged and mortgaged and mortgaged until his apple orchard
would not even pay the interest on this, ant he fially ran out in
October 1982, went in and plea bargained and got 1 to 5 years for a
crime that was never committed.

Senator ARMSTRONG. And did he in fact serve this sentence?
Mr. KiLPATRiCK. He is still on probation. He never actually went

in prison in that particular one.
Mr. Joe Laird, who introduced me to this business in 1977, from

California, has been convicted in the State of California of this
crime. He is waiting on appeal.

Interestingly enough, that appeal has been waiting to go to
appeal for about 3 years, because the Government has lost the
transcripts of the hearing, and he can't file. Isn't it amazing how
they can lose those things whenever it is not beneficial?

Mr. Malos and Mr. Jones of South Carolina were convicted of 5
years. I understand they served 4 months before they appealed in
the fourth circuit, using the United States v. Kilpatrick as the basis
of their appeal, and they are now out. Mr. Malos-I haven't heard
from Mr. Jones for a while--called to worshipfully thank me for
having the amount of money. The first statement he made to me
was, "I didn't have $6 million. I am broke."

Senator ARMSTRONG. What happened in that case? They ap-
pealed, and on the basis of the court's finding in your case their
appeal was sustained?

Mr. KILPATRICK. Yes, sir. That was my understanding, what
Malos told me. They came in and on the appeal the U.S. attorney
came in, and the circuit court judges there asked her a question.
They said, "Are you telling us you haven't heard of the United
States v. Kilpa trick?" And they said, "Well, no, not really."

Senator ARMSTRONG. Who asked that question? The judge orjudges?Ur. KLPATRICK. The judges asked the U.S. attorney, "Do you
mean you haven't heard of the United States v. Kilpatrick?" She
said, "No."

Nobody in the United States has failed to hear about the United
States v. Kilpatrick. You are telling me you work for the-

She admitted she had, and they reversed the conviction at that
point.

Senator ARMSRONG. Reversed the conviction?
Mr. KILPATRimK. Yes, sir; and Mr. Malos is out now. I don't know,

but it is my understanding he served 4 months of a 5-year sen-
tence.

Senator ARMONG. Well, then, for Mr. Waller and Mr. Gross-
man, what is the outlook for somebody who is in the situation of
the four people that Mr. Kilpatrick has mentioned, two of whom I
guess are still under some threat, their case i under appeal, or one
of them I guess is on probation. What is the outlook for them in
light of the decision in the Kilpatrick case?
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Mr. WAuzR. If I might intervene here, I think obviously each
case is a different type of case, and there is no doubt in my mind
that there have been people who have just had to give up and
maybe enter into a plea agreement that either allowed them to get
probation or some sort of reduced potential sentence because they
didn't have the money to fight. And I think that happens probably
in our justice system more often than we would like to admit.

But you are dealing with a very complex area of the law. I think
I mentioned in my statement that you can have very highly
trained tax specialists sit down with one another and disagree as to
exactly what Congress meant when it passed various provisions of
the law.

The problem that you have when this winds up in the criminal
side of the shop is that, in this case and in the Malos case you have
a situation where the courts ultimately found that the interpreta-
tions that were put on them by the defendants were not in fact
criminal, they were good-faith beliefs that the tax law allowed
them to do what they did.

In our case, we had the district court make that decision. In the
Malos case, unfortunately for him it wasn't, until the appellate
court made that decision.

In the case of prosecutorial misconduct and the abuses that were
discovered in this case, right now, the way the law stands now and
the way the law I think properly is, about the only thing that can
happen is that a district court exercising its supervisory power can
fdsmiss an indictment or say, "Government, you are not going to
profit from your ill-gotten gains."

senator ARMSTONG. Do you mean if a district court merely hap-
pened to become aware of the fact, they retain enough jurisdiction
that they could do that if they wished to?

Mr. WALL=. Well, in certain extreme circumstances like this
case and the Omni case. Those were both cases where Judge Kane
and Judge Black were exercising their general supervisory author-
ity over the grand jury and making sure that that process is car-
ried out; if they become aware of it and it reaches an extreme
point, then the district court has some limited powers to dismiss
the indictment.

The concern that we have now with the United States v. Me-
chanik case that has been talked about and the Jencks Act that
has been talked about, is that sometimes when these problems
exist, defense counsel, regardless of how attentive he is to the de-
tail and how attentiv he is in trying to discover this informa-
tion-and as Judge Black said, ff he had taken at face value what
the Government said, which is his predispsition, in that case he
would never have found out what ha pned.

Well, a lot of times you can't fid these things out until after a
trial has already started. In our case, it was halfway through the
trial when a lot of this information first came out, and we actually
got the grand jury transcripts during the hearings on our motion
for a new trial.

That motion for a new trial was granted, so we are back into a
pretrial phase, if you will.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I think I understand that part. I under-
stand the problem represented by the decision in the Mechanik
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case. And I do understand the other issues you raised. But I was
getting at a slightly different point, and I want to be sure I under-
stand it correctly.

Mr. Kilpatrick's contention, the first time he called me on the
telephone, was that he was about to be indicted for something
which in his opinion, and in the opinion of his law firm, did not
constitute an offense-it wasn't a crime.

Mr. WALLER. Correct.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And the point is, as I understand it, that

there are others who have already been tried and sentenced on
these same charges; that, if in fact these aren't a crime and we
have some poor devil who has already been convicted, maybe he
has already served some time or maybe he is still serving some
time, if there are such cases, or he has his case under appeal and
his life is under a cloud, or even somebody who has served their
time and is out, it does seem almost elementary justice that there
ought to be some remedy to at least get their record cleared. But I
am not clear about that, and I am not saying those are the facts.
But that is what Mr. Kilpatrick says, is that the facts were identi-
cal.

Mr. WALLER. It is impossible to get a completely clear record
once you have been indicted and once you have been tried, or what-
ever. The facts remain there. Ultimately you will have on the
record that the indictment was dismissed, or you will have the re-
versal of the conviction, as we do in this case and the Malos case.

But these cases are so complex that I think it is impossible to
make a statement that it is easy to tell which cases are similar to
our cases and which ones aren't.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, except in the case for the man ,
Grand Junction, that would seem to be an identical situation, be-
cause he was indicted as a part of the same case, was he not?

Mr. WALLER. That is correct. And what I understand the situa-
tion is in that particular case-he has already entered a plea of
guilty to a reduced offense and has been placed on probation,
which was part of the agreement-subsequent to that, Judge Kane
dismissed the indictment for failure to state a claim.

It is my understanding there has been some sort of additional ne-
gotiations between his counsel and the Government to the effect
that, if Judge Kane's ultimate fmdings are sustained on appeal or
the case is dropped by the Government, that he ma very well be
allowed to go in and withdraw his plea, and the Justice Depart-
ment would not object to that, so that his record would in effect be
clean.

But that is gratuitous; it was not part of the original deal. And
he happens to be part of our very case. Someone else in a similar
situation who had' to give up may or may not have that option open
to him.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Ann Vance, would you be sure that we get
that in our notes for Monday? It would seem to me that that would
be something we could ask the Justice Department about. I would
think it would be in the interest of justice, both the interest of the
concept of justice and in the interest of the Department of Justice,
for them to review recent convictions to see what group of cases
may be similar, and for them to explore ways to make amends.
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Honest to Pete, I would think that would be the least they could
do.

Mr. GRossMAN. Senator, let me just give you an idea of the prob-
lems you may run into.

In the hypothetical case, you may have an individual who has
not filed tax returns for some period of time-only hypothetically,
assuming this may be a case. He may be also named as a target or
a defendant in an existing prosecution. He may decide to plead
guilty to the offense in the existing prosecution in order to avoid or
plea bargain away another offense or offenses which he may have
committed.

So then you have a situation where--
Senator ARMsmToNG. You wouldn't want to let him off on that if

he was just doing it to get out of something even worse.
Mr. GROSSMAN. Right. And then you have got the further insidi-

ous inference that, "How could it possibly be that Kilpatrick has
not committed an offense, when I have already got somebody, Your
Honor, who is going to jail, who has admitted that he has commit-
ted that offense and that it is sentenceable and commitable?" So it
is a double whammy.

The criminal justice system, so far as I see it, is full of bargains
and pleas. It doesn't necessarily mean that one is guilty of the of-
fense to which he pleads, if the bargain includes unstated offenses.
So, you have the inference that Kilpatrick must be guilty of the
crime because somebody has already pleaded to it, and the problem
that you envision, with having pleaded to a crime that doesn't exist
in order to exculpate oneself from imposition in something that
miht have been a crime for some other period of time.

Senator ARMSRMONG. Well, Mr. Grossman, you and Mr. Waller
are experienced defense attorneys, and Mr. Kilpatrick is an experi-
enced defendant. [Laughter.]

And I have never been in on any of this. But just as an everyday
citizen, a businessman taking a few years out to come here and be
a Senator, this is all shocking to me-I mean, the notion that there
are people, and any large numbers of people, who are pleading
guilty to some kind of a thing that isn't really, it turns out, a crime
in order to avoid being prosecuted for something else that they
really did do that is a crime, and all these deals being made out at
the water cooler to get testimony from people who would otherwise
themselves be prosecuted.

I mean, I am not naive about it, but, honestly, it really is not
reassuring to those of us who sort of have an idealized concept of
the system of criminal justice.

I think before we leave this point, however, I want to come back
to-I believe it was your contention, Mr. Waller, that we ought to
slit the tax enforcement function from the criminal prosecution. I

ink that is a very good point, and as a businessman myself I fre-
quently have reason to consult law firms about tax issues. And a
lot of times they tell me, "We are not sure."

I can well understand how a fine point of law might be in dis-
pute, even among experts, without rising to the level of a criminal
offense, in any case. And I guess that is the point in the Kilpatrick
case.

66-527 0 - 87 - 12
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Mr. Grossman, I think I cut you off from the point you wanted to
make.

Mr. GRossMAN. It wasn't much of a point. I was going to say that
my little boy and I had lunch with Mr. Kilpatrick, and I said, "You
see, it is much better to be a criminal defense attorney than a
criminal defendant." [Laughter.]

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, gentlemen, I think that about ex-
hausts what I wanted to cover. If anyone has a final point they
would like to make, I would be glad to hear it before we move to
Mr. Vaira, who has been patiently waiting and is now about 4 or 5
hours behind schedule.

Is there anything we ought to cover that we have not?
Mr. KILPATRICK. I would like to insert just a couple of clarifica-

tion points. In the instance of Mr. Laird that I mentioned, who has
been convicted and is waiting for appeal, for somebody to find the
records so he can, make no mistake about it, we did exactly the
same thing. I worked for him, and the first program we put togeth-
er, we went out to California and sat down with him and copied
word for word exactly what he was doing. It is impossible for one of
us to be innocent and the other one guilty.

Two, by his own admission, Mr. Malos copied me. He whited out
my name and put in his and xeroxed the thing off.

One of the things, in the "circling of the wagons," I really feel
we should discuss this.

Early on in this, before I went to trial, when they seemingly
couldn't find anything to charge me with, I guess the decided, "He
hasn't committed a crime; let s create one for him to do." A man
named John Danny Luft came to me and said, "Hey, boy, I'm real
good friends with the prosecutors, and for $250,000 I can get this
thing fixed for you. The prosecutor wants to quit and go into busi-
ness for himself." I listened to him and finally agreed to pay
$50,000 of it now and $200,000 of it later. And with a fury that I
have never known in all of my life, I walked straight out of there
to the FBI and reported it.

The FBI didn't want to take the report. Sometime later he got in
touch with me again, tried again to get $250,000, and in this par-
ticular instance he had me meet him in the Brown Palace. Bill sat
there with his yellow dog at the next table. We taped him on tele-
phones so we could carry it to the FBI. We gave it all over, and
they turned it over to the Office of Professional-the OPR.

It came up several times during the course of the future hear-
ngs, you know, "What ever happened to this report?" Nobody

every Ckows whatever happened to it.
One of two things happened, Senator. Mr. Snyder was trying to

entrap me, trying to create a crime for me to commit; or, Mr. John
Danny Loft was committing extortion. But neither one of them was
ever prosecuted.

Senator ARMMRroNG. I have lost track of who John Danny Loft
is.

Mr. KLPATRcK. John Dann Loft was the lad who came to me
and said, "I can get it all fixed for you" on the instructions of the
prosecutor. The prosecutor said, "If you will give him $250,000, he
will fix it."
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Is John Danny Loft an employee of the
Government?

Mr. KILPATRICK. Well, another attorney that we were dealing
with later on came to find out he is a professional, seemingly, in-
formant for the Government.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I see. But he represented himself as being
authorized in some way in this transaction by Mr. Snyder?

Mr. KILPATRICK. Yes, sir; excuse me, "an unnamed prosecutor."
He ust kept saying "the head prosecutor," or "the lead prosecu-
tor, therefore I have always presumed it to be Snyder.

Senator ARMSTRONG. And you reported this to the FBI?
Mr. ILPATRmCK. Yes, sir; on both occasions.
Senator ARMSTRONG. And nothing ever came of that?
Mr. KILPATRICK. It is just another instance of the "circling of the

wagons."
Senator ARMSTRONG. Ann, would you be sure that we get an in-

quiry off on this?
I feel as if I am being dragged into a quagmire. I am trying to

find a way out. But I will follow that lead, for sure.
Mr. ILPATRICK. I think the FBI turned it back to the OPR, but

that is just another one of the things that should be investigated.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Except that, if Mr. Loft was not an employ-

ee of the Justice Department, why would they turn it back to the
OPR? Isn't OPR an internal Justice Department review agency?

Mr. WAn.II. I think that there was a question here or the theory
at least was a question of whether in fact Mr. Loft had been sent
out by a prosecutor who was attempting to extort money from Mr.
Kilpatrick. In any event, we never received a report back or any
followup interview.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I guess this is my last question of Mr.
Grossman and Mr. Waller. Do you have any qualms about coming
here to testify here today?

Mr. GROSSMAN. Yes; I have got my wife and my family here
today with me, and I have a tremendous amount of respect for the
agency, the Internal Revenue Service, and for the Department of
Justice.

I work as a tax attorney opposing those groups of people every
day. But I felt, in spite of the fact that there is some inference and
there is underpinmngs and there is some rumor of "you shouldn't
go to testify before a Senate Committee"-indeed, I understand the
attorneys for Omni refused to do so, for whatever reason-I think
it is important that you stand up and be counted.

I don't know what happens in terms of audits, I am audited
every single year, and what happens, why people get audited. They
don't make me privy to that kind of information.

But I was a bit reluctant to come before the Senate and to make
these accusations, although I think they are well founded and well
documented. But I think that some Americans have got to stand u
and say, "Enough." And when you have met a Jake Snyder and
you have gone through an entire process, and been through that
process with him, the intimidation and the arrogance and all the
things that have been so unpleasant, you say, "Maybe someday I
will get a chance to come before some Senator and say what I feel."
And-did, and I am glad that I did.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I am glad you did, too, and I appreci-
ate your doing so. And I think it goes without saying, but let me
just say it anyway, if you ever have any reason to think that, as a
result of your appearance here today or your activities in connec-
tion with this hearing, that you are not being treated as you would
have been otherwise, let me know. I don't know that I can be of
help, but I would like to know it.

Mr. GRossmAN. I hope you are still in office then.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I am wondering if my tax attorney is

going to be audited.
Mr. Waller, do you have anything in closing? Do you have any

problems about this?
Mr. Wmuz . Well, I guess two things. Maybe I am a little bit~too

idealistic, graduating from the Air Force Academy and having been
an investigator myself. I guess I really don't have any qualms
about being here as far as being worried about reprisals.

But I still think the system-this is just part of the way the
system is supposed to work, and this is the legislative branch who
is responsible for passing the laws that the executive branch car-
ries out. So, I am not really worried about being the target of re-
prisals.

The one concern I did have about being here is, sometimes when
you get involved in this side of the law-we work in courtrooms,
and we work with a lot of complicated mumbo-jumbo that doesn't
make any sense to anybody sometimes. And we don't really under-
stand how the legislative process works, as well as we should, per-
harust hope that by making these statements and by making

these comments, and trying to give you and the rest of the subcom-
mittee some specific proposals-and I will indicate to you that we
are prepared to assist you in the future wIth any drafting or any-
thing along those lines-I just hope something that may be good
will come of it, maybe just the process of airing some of these
abuses will help prevent it from happening again.

But at the .same time, I do think there is some solid legislation
that might create a system, because you are always going to have
some people who are going to go to the limit, and it is absolutely
important that you have those rules in place so the bureaucracy
can be controlled.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I thank you. I thank you for comic, and I
thank you for your statements. I thank you, Mr. Kilpatrick and
Mr. Grossman and Mr. Mark. I hope we haven't given you too
tough a workout. [Laughter.]

I appreciate your coming, nonetheless.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Vaira, if you would come forward. And am I now pronounc-

ruf yc'r name correctly?
Mr. VAm. Yes, Senator. Thank you.
Senator ARMSoNo. I am so sorry to keep you waiting; but, as

fate has worked it out, here we are with the last two now. What I
am hoping is that, after you have made any general statement that
you would like to make, that you just help me think through where
we go from now.
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The people who have just been testifying have been involved in a
case, and you have not. You are here to represent a professional
organization.

Mr. VAnA. The American Bar Association.
Senator ARMSTRONG. The American Bar Association.
I am advised by my staff that you are an expert on grand jury

practice, and as I get it you are just here to help us think about
this and determine what, if anything, needs to be done. So I am
going to ask you to proceed.

Mr. VmRA. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF PETER F. VAIRA, PARTNER, LORD, BISSELL &
BROOK, CHICAGO, IL; AND VICE CHAIRMAN, GRAND JURY COM-
MITTEE, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Mr. VmiA. I will not read my statement; I will just give you

some comments I have.
In the matter of experience, I was a Federal prosecutor for 15

years. I was the attorney in charge of both the Philadelphia and
the Chicago Strike Forces on Organized Crime. From 1978 to 1983 I
was the U.S. attorney for the eastern district of Pennsylvania,
which is Philadelphia.

I have been in an awful lot of grand juries, maybe more than any
of the prior witnesses or the ones from the Department of Justice
who will follow me. I write and lecture on this all the time.

I am presently a partner in Lord, Bissell & Brook, a large Chica-
go law firm. Eighty-five percent of my practice is taken lip in this
particular area; I deal with this all of the time.

Let me give you my experience. My thoughts are that there are
some noteworthy suggestions made today and there are some good
chances to make changes in the grand jury process. Some I think
are solid and other ones are whimsical and don't have any chance
of making it. I think that three solid ones can come out of this.

First, let me say that in my experience the events described here
depict a drastic situation. It seems to me that the agents and the
prosecutors here simply lost the horizon in this particular case and
were going unchecked. I have not seen a situation like this in the
15 years while I was a prosecutor.

Let me say what I think as a practical matter that can come out
of this, give you the bottom line without commenting upon the nu-
ances that occurred in this case.

Senator AMsmoNad. Please do.
Mr. VAmA. No. 1, the ABA, the American Bar Association, has

long been a proponent of counsel in the gand jury. That is a very
prophalactic and positive step. All legal organizations that have
studied it and all committees of the Senate and the House who
have looked at it all agree that it is a good thing. I agree with it,
too, and if I were back in the Government, if I were the Attorney
General of the United States, I wouldn't have any problem with it,
either.

There are 17 States that now allow a witness to have an attorney
in the grand jury. It doesn't disrupt anything. He is permitted only
to advise his client and not to make motions or disrupt it.
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I don't think anything bad could come of it, and I don't think
anyone from law enforcement or the Department of Justice can
give any good reason why it can't occur. And I t bhink asked upon
the situation you have here, now is the time to put it through.
0 If you get that through and nothing else, you will have spent the

time well.
The second proposal is not the ABA's, it's mine. It is that the

entire grand jury transcript of a case, once a grand jury has re-
turned an indictment, the transcript involving the prosecutors'
opening statements, his colloquies with the grand jury, his advice
on the law, and the transcript of any witnesses rtaining to that
particular indictment ought to be turned over to the defendant.

Now, if the prosecutor has a reason that it shouldn't be turned
over, the burden would be on the prosecutor to show particularized
need why the transcripts shouldn't be turned over-for secrecy, or
for some other reason.

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has a sort of a modified
procedure under a case called United States v. Ede on, in which if
you raise it in some fashion the judge looks at the transcript. If the
judge finds some sort of abuse, he gives the prosecutor the choice of
either turning it over to the defense counsel or dismissing the in-
dictment. I think if it is all turned over, I think a lot of these prob-
lems will go away.

Now, once again, I am looking at a prophalactic method.
I agree with one of the prior witnesses-I don't know who sug-

gested this-that the Jencis Act material, the testimony of prior
witnesses, be turned over at the time of the indictment's return.
There is' no use waiting until 2 days before, I day before, or at the
time of trial. There is no need for that, and I don't think that will
cause that much disruption.

Some judges right now, some very liberal judges, will say, "Turn
them over a month ahead unless the prosecutor can give me some
reason why he shouldn't." I don't think that is going to be a big
problem.

So, those three positive steps: Counsel in the grand jury, the
turning over of the grand jury material, and the amending of the
Jencks Act, would be very positive steps and would go a long way
to alleviate problems like this.

What I don't think are successful and not good ideas are, No. 1,
giving the criminal investigation to the FBL I strongly disagree
with that.

No. 1, if the IRS has it and the IRS is investigating the criminal
aspect, you 'till get to negotiate with the IRS, you still get onfer-
ences, you still get a chance to go to the Department of Just-ce and
try to cut it off in Washington. And there is always the fallback
that it will become only a civil case. And the majority of the cases
in which an IRS agent, a special agent, is brought in eventually
end u as civil cases. The majority of those back and become
civil. If you turn that over to the FBI-the FI doesn't have as a
purpose to collect taxes, the FBI's job is to get convictions-and
automatically you turn it over to an investigative agency whose
only job is to do that. One; they don't have the expertise, and I
think they would be the first to admit it. They don't have the man-
power. You don't get to negotiate with them, and you don't get to
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negotiate with Washington if that is the case; you are completely
taken out of that particular safeguard that you have.

Senator ARMStRONG. Could I ask you to elaborate on that a little,
in the light of some of the earlier observations? You make the
point that a high preponderance of the cases that start out as
criminal investigations end up being civil tax enforcement issues.

Mr. VmAi,. That is right.
Senator ARMSTRONG. That is precisely the nature of the abuse

that Mr. Kilpatrick and his attorneys point out, that they will take
a technical area of the tax law, an area perhaps that is even sub-
ject to dispute among exPerts, and they will prosecute it as a crimi-
nal matter, thereby escalating the stakes so much that they intimi-
date everybody, that they scare people out of that business who
may be in it legitimately, and that it is the very fact that that hap-
pens that constitutes an abuse. Are their fears exaggerated, in your
exprience?

r. VmRA. I think so. I think if you heard from the general
criminal tax bar, they would be vociferous in not wanting that
turned over to the FBI.

Senator ARMSToNG. Or to anybody?
Mr. VAmA. Anybody else. That is right.
Senator ARMSTRONG. In other words, it is not that they wouldn't

want it to be with the FBI, but they just think it belongs to the
IRS?

Mr. V4mA. Because you can continue to bargain with the IRS.
You can continue to bargain. And since it is under the supervision
of the Tax Division, you can continue to bargain with the Tax Divi-
sion.

I have attended some seminars in which there was a threat of
removing those conferences, and the Tax Bar criminal attorneys
were up in arms about that.

I do not think we should give any more investigative jurisdiction
to the FBI. I do not like the idea of a national police force.

Senator ARmRONG. All right.
Mr. VAi. And realistically, look at it this way: If the FBI has

it, they are going to have to rely on some experts. Who would the
experts be but the IRS agents who worked the case up in the first
place?

Senator ARMSTRONG. Of course, that is one of the things in the
Kilpatrick case. What comes to light is that, apparently, the lead
prosecutor did not consider himself to be knowledgeable of tax law.
And in fact, according to what we have been told, he made some
point of sa. ghe didn't know much about it and he didn't think
that was a big problem.

Mr. VAMRA. To tell you the truth, I am not suprised at that.
Knowing~the Department of Justice, sometimes they get strapped
for expertise and for hiring, and I am not surprised that someby
in the Criminal Tax Division doesn't have an in-depth knowledge
of the tax. It shouldn't be that way, but that occasionally happens.

But what I am saying is that, even if you turn it over for the FBI
to do the investigation, they are going to need somebody to tell
them what happened, to go through the books. And who would
their experts be? The experts would always be the IRS agents who
put it together. So, you are back to a very practical situation.
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I think the answer to that is, "Don't invite another camel into
the tent."

Senator ARMSTRONG. All right.
Mr. VA=rA. Second, the part about the private right to get attor-

neys. fees. I like that idea, I just have some problems with where it
is going to come in.

No. 1, let us assume that the judge has the power to assess the
fees if he dismisses a case. The judge dismisses a case for prosecuto-
rial misconduct, but he only dism it without prejudice. The
Government is free to go back and indict again if they want to,
starting all over again with a new grand jury. I don't know if many
judges are going to be that quick to give you money when they
now they may be looking at another indictment right down the
road; although, that might be able to be worked out. I am not dis-
missing it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Was that what the earlier witnesses were
suggesting? Or were they suggesting simply to give a right to the
defendant in that case to bring a lawsuit for the recovery of it?

Mr. VAmA. When it gets to that point. That one is very trouble-
some, practically, because if a defendant is allowed to bring a law-
suit, he brings a civil suit. That means the Government then has
all the right of civil discovery, and they will be able to depose that
witness. They can depose Mr. Kilpatrick. No criminal lawyer worth
his salt, in his right mind, is going to let them have another shot at
the testimony of his client. I would never do it. In other words, if
you have won, qet out. If you go back in, he has to go back in, and
civil discovery is very broad, and the first thing the7 will do is
bring in your client and get him to testify. If he doesn t testify, he
will lose his lawsuit.

So, that is a very practical question.
Senator ARMSTRONG. In other words, do you think in most cases

it would not provide a real remedy?
Mr. VmRA. Allowing him to bring the suit, it wouldn't, because if

the criminal lawyer has his way, he would say "No way am I
goingto allow that man to testify." I wouldn't allow Kilpatrick to

Senator ARMUONG. Then what is the answer? You mentioned
that you were attracted to the idea of it.

Mr. VA RA I think in some situations the judge ought to be al-
lowed to do it. There has to be a more thorough examination. This
is too su rficial of an examiation to do that, I think the judge
ought to e allowed to do that in outrageous cases. But we hale to
exemine that some more, and there should be some more experts. I
just heard this suggestion this morning.

Keep in mind, when does that right occur? When does this suit
become final? Because unless the judge dismiss the case with
preudice and say, "You can't bring it again," the case is not final.

o, the right for him to bring his suit has to be final, and there
has to be some study about that. So, it is not an easy answer.

Senator ARMSmRONG. Has anybody done any study on that kindofthing?
Mf'r.'An. I don't know, sir; I don't know.

Senator ARMSrRONG. The notion is at least superficially appeal-
ing, and it is one that I have heard mentioned not only in connec-
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tion with criminal prosecutions such as this but other kinds of Gov-
ernment actions, the idea that if the Government goes out and har-
asses people, and it turns out that they were really off the mark-I
am not talking about the close call, and the Government acted in
good faith, but where you have the kind of showing thatyou have
in the Kilpatrick case or in the Omni case. Ann, was it a Utah case
that involved breaking into the mails? Or in New York. Anyway,
where a court finds clear cases of misconduct, and then we have
somebody like Mr. Kilpatrick come in and say, "Well, it cost me $6
million." There ought to be some mechanism there.

Everything you said about the difficulty sounds completely right
to me, but I don't know how to fix it. But something should be
done.

Mr. VAIRA. There is a way to do that; there is a way to get
around it, but it is going to take some study and get passed some
initial questions.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Is that the kind of thing that, for example,
if nobody else were doing it, if this committee were to send a letter
to the bar association and say, "Why don't you put out a task force
to figure that out," is that the kind of thing your people do?

Mr. VAIRA. Oh, sure. In fact, I would invite that. I think the
ABA could do that.

I am on the Criminal Justice Council of the ABA, and if you send
a letter to me, I will take it, and I will do something with it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We might do that, and we may just ask the
Justice Department to look at it, too.

Despite the fact that I guess I have hinted I am critical of what
the Justice Department has done, I don't intend to approach the
Department of Justice as an adversary. I am going to start with
the assumption that they will be just as eager or more eager than I
am to correct any past v .ingdoigs and to manage their business
in a way that will be fully protective of the taxpayers' rights.

So, it may well be that they will be prepared to suggest some ap-
proach to this problem. I mean, they said they might "circle the
wagons," but they may not, too.

Mr. VAIRA. I think that the approach would have to come from
outside, though. I think we would have to make the suggestion. I
don't think the Department of Justice psychologically, philosophi-
cally, would be the one to suggest that. It has to come from some-
body else. And either they object or don't object. And I think that
is the way to start it. And we would be glad to start it.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I think that would be great.
Mr. VARA. All right.
Senator ARMSTRONG. If you like, we will send a letter asking the

ABA's views on that subject in an official way.
Mr. VAmA. That is a great idea.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you.
Mr. VmRA. I have heard some comments about the Department

of Justice making their internal investigation. I am disturbed at
what I heard, because when I was in office £ had a great amount of
respect for them. I know that Mike Shaheen, who was the head of
the Professional Responsibility Office, once issued a damning
report about the Attorney General of the United States, and, just
recently indicted an FBI agent in this type of case.
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If things aren't going well, I would suggest that you ask for Mr.Shaheen, who is a goo lawyer, and ask him hard Questions, as you
suggested you would do. He is the one to ask. I think he himself
has proposed for a long time that the Department of Justice have
an inspector general, as many other agencies do, who would be in-
dependent. In other words, the OPR is not in that position; it
doesn't have that independence, although I believe it has the mak-
ings of that. That might be something to explore with them.

All other agencies-the Department of Defense, and HHS, all the
big agencies-have inspectors general who do not answer to any-
body except the President of the United States. They are Presiden-
tial appointees. They are on the same par as the man they work
for. That is a suggestion that would give you that independence.

I was surprised when I heard this, disturbed that nothing has
been done. I don't know the facts, but if you get Mike Shaheen
here, I would suggest that you ask him the hard questions.

Senator ARMTfrONG. Good. Thanks. A ood idea.
Mr. VAmA. The problem that occur in this case, the "agents

of the grand jury,' that is a term that has been misused, and the
Department of Justice or the Tax Division misuses it all the time.

Anytime the agent is working with the prosecutor-FBI agents,
the Secret Service, and so forth-they are still special agents of the
United States. They don't have any special mystical powers. They
don't have to be called in and be brought before the grand jury like
some college initiation to some fraternity and have said, "You now
represent the grand jury." That is all a bunch of hocum. There is
no such animal as a grand jury agent.

Where the confusion comes, and this is how they misunderstand
it, is that every now and then the grand jury needs to have some-
body look over records. Grand juries don't examine volumes of
records. And they take the records and give them to the agency
that is doing it, and if they have accountants they would do it
under the normal guise of being an expert witness, and they come
back in and do it.

Somehow or other that particular procedure has become con-
fused, that that person who is getting these records is some sort of
an agent. Well, as to that, he is simply given records to look at and
shows up as a witness, because this grand jury material they
are looking at, they have a hard time giving it to outsiders, giving
it to someoy who is not in the Government. The Federal rules
prohibit that, although there may be ways to get around that. But
that is where that crazy system has come up.

Senator ARMSTRoNG. Well, Mr. Vaira, I may have misunderstood
this-and I know as, little about grand juries as you know a lot-
but what I understood the two abuses to be that were identified
under the general heading of "agents of the grand jury" were a
little different from what you have addressed.

Mr. VAmA. Oh, yes. They were different. They were different. I
am just saying that is why this concept has gotten out of focus.

Senator ARM oN. Well, the things that I understood I was
supposed to be concerned about are, frt that the grand jury is
told that the person who is appearing before them summaring
evidence, and so on, is an agent of the grand jury, and therefore,
the grand jurors give to that person a credibility and a sense of im-
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partiality that they might not if what they were told is, "This guy
works for the IRS and he is trying to make a case against Taxpay-
er Smith."

Mr. VamRA. That is correct.
Senator ARMSTRONG. That that was abuse No. 1.
Abuse No. 2, which came to my attention I think in the testimo-

ny of Judge Winner, was when they put somebody before the grand
jury who was a defense lawyer and swore him to secrecy, and put

h in a box where, if I understood the testimony of the judge cor-
rectly, he was put in a situation where he either had to violate his
commitment to his client or violate the oath of secrecy. I don't
know how often that happens, but I can see that that would be a
very difficult bind.

Mr. VAnA. The two experiences you related, I understand that
occurred, and that should not have occurred. The agents in this
case got some idea that they have some special mantle.

I am not saying it is done every day, but it is not unusual in
areas where-well, let us put it this way: It doesn't happen to FBI
agents. They know who they work for.

But if you get agents such as agents for the inspectors general-I
remember talking to an agent for inspectors general who have
power to investigate fraud, waste, and abuse. One told he he had
just been assigned as an agent of the grand jury. That is absurd.Tat simply has got to stop. They will go out and serve subpoenas
under the guise that, "Hello, I am an agent for the grand jury."
That can be corrected.

That can be corrected pretty fast by the Department of Justice
and at various agencies. That could be corrected within a month.
But I think an admonition from your committee could do it; I don't
think any legislation is necessary.

But I am saying that misconception is floating around, especially
among agencies that don't work with the grand jury a lot.

AsI say, the FBI has no problem with that. They know and have
known for a long time who their boss is.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Is there anything else among the recom-
mendations that have been presented that you disagree with? I
have noted and will pursue your disagreement about moving crimi-
nal investigations to the FBI, and also your reservations about the
method by which defendants might be able to seek compensation
for attorneys fees or damages. Is there anything else that, as you
have listened to this day's testimony, you would like to bring up?

Mr. VAmRA. Nothing else, except that I believe I am disturbed
when I hear about the Department not doing its own internal in-
vestigation, and I think you ought to pursue those questions with
Michael Shaheen.

I have written an article on the subject of the role of the prosecu-
tor inside the grand jury. It is 75 Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology. I would like to make it part of the record. It takes up
a lot of these questions and deals with just how much is necessary
for a court to find prosecutorial abuse, what the remedies are, and
what are some of the th that the grand jury or the courts su-
pervising the grand jury can do. It pretty much outlines a lot of the
areas, not specifically to some of these, but it certainly touches
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upon it, and I would like to make it part of the record. I don't have
it with me, but I would like to send it to the committee.

Senator ARMoNG. I would be very grateful if you would.
Mr. VAm. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
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THE ROLE OF THE PROSECUTOR
INSIDE THE GRAND JURY ROOM:

WHERE IS THE FOUL LINE?

PETER F. VAIRA*

1. INTRODUCrION

The historic role of the English grand jury, as it eventually
evolved, was to act as an independent bulwark to protect English
subjects from unfounded accusations by the crown.' The English
colonists in America established the grand jury with the same pow-
ers as its English model.2 The framers of the United States Consti-
tution made the grand jury a part of the fifth amendment. 3 The
purpose of the constitutional provision was to protect the citizens
"against unfounded accusation, whether it comes from [the] govern-
ment, or [is] prompted by partisan passion or private enmity."4

During the past decade, the grand jury has been criticized as no
longer being an independent body, but simply a rubber stamp of the
prosecutor.5 Despite the criticism, the grand jury as an institution is
not likely to be abolished because it occupies a strong constitutional

Partner of the Firm of Lord, Bissell & Brook, Chicago, Illinois. United States At-
torney, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 1978-1983;J.D., Duquesne University, -; A.B..
Duquesne University. -.

I In re Russo, 53 F.R.D. 564, 568 (C.D. Cal. 1971).
2 The famous case of newspaper publisher John Peter Zenger is a prime example.

Two grand juries refused to indict Zenger on charges brought by the governor of New
York for criticizing the governor's policies. He was later prosecuted on an information
and acquitted. M. FRANKEL & G. NAFTALIS, THE GRAND JuRY: AN INsTrLrrlo.N oN TRIAL
11 (1977).

3 "No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury ...... U.S. CONST. amend. V.

4 & pxar Bain, 121 U.S. 1, 11 (1887).
5 See United States v. Provenzano, 440 F. Supp. 561, 564 (S.D.N.Y. 1977); 8

MOORE'S FEDERAL PRAcncE 9 6.0211), 6-22 (rev. 2d ed. 1985); M. FRANKEL & G.
NArrALIS, supra note 2, ch. 2. The Supreme Court also has expressed some doubt con-
cerning the independence of the grand jury: "The grand jury may not always serve its
historic role as a protective bulwark standing solidly between the ordinary citizen and an
overzealous prosecutor...." United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 17 (1973).

1129
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position.6

Another historic function of the grand jury is its power to sum-
mon witnesses. 7 This power remains intact today. Although often
criticized as being too broad,8 the subpoena power of the grand jury
is protected and valued by the courts: "The inquisitorial power of
the grand jury is (he most valuable function which it possesses today
and, far more than any supposed protection which it gives to the
accused, justifies its survival as an institution."9 Courts have con-
sistently refused to limit the broad, sweeping investigatory powers
of the grand jury.'0

The grand jury remains one of the most effective methods in a
criminal investigation for compelling the appearance of witnesses
and the production of documents. The author is of the opinion that
without the investigatory power of the grand jury, successful investi-
gations of official corruption, large scale financial fraud, or organ-
ized crime would be dramatically reduced.

The importance of the investigative role of the grand jury, how-
ever, must not be permitted to overshadow its role as an indepen-
dent accusatory body. A balance must be maintained between the
two roles. The key to the balance lies with the integrity and the
professionalism of the prosecutor."

The prosecutor's role is crucial to the operation of the modem

16 England has abolished the grand jury. Administration ofJustice Act of 1933, 23 &
24 Geo. 5, c. 36; McCoRMICK ON EVIDENCE, Ch. 12, 1 113, at 276 (3d ed. 1984).

7 "[Als early as 1612, in the Countess of Shrewsbury's case, Lord Bacon is reported
to have declared that 'all subjects, without distinction of degices. owe to the King tribute
and service, not only of their deed and hand, but of their knowledge and discovery.'"
Blair v. United States, 250 U.S. 273, 279 (1919).

8 Set Dioniso, 410 U.S. J (1973) (Brennan, Douglas & Marshall, Jj., dissenting);
United States v. Mara, 410 U.S. 19,22,23,31 (1973) (Brennan, Douglas & Marshall,.J.,
dissenting).

9 In rt Grand Jury Proceedings, 4 F. Supp. 253, 284 (E.D. Pa. 1933).
10 A grand jury needs no probable cause to initiate an investigation. The investiga-

tion may be triggered by tips, rumors, or evidence given by the prosecutors. Branzburg
v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 701 (1972). A grand jury investigation cannot be enjoined. In re
GrandJury Proceedings (U.S. Steel), 525 F.2d 151, 157 (3d Cir. 1975). The grand jury's
right to inquire into possible offenses is unrestrained by technical or evidentiary rules.
United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338, 343 (1974).

A witness cannot quash a grand jury subpoena on the grounds that the witness will
assert the fifth amendment. The witness must appear and assert the privilege as to each
question asked. United States v. Pilnick, 267 F. Supp. 791, 798 (S.D.N.Y. 1967). A wit.
ness may not refuse to answer questions on the grounds of relevance. In re Fula, 672
F.2d 279. 283 (2d Cir. 1982). Although a grand jury subpoena ductsm La may be
quashed by the court for being unreasonable or oppressive, courts are very liberal in
upholding the demands of subpoena ducts £wum. Se, e.g.. In re Borden Co., 75 F. Supp.
857 (N.D. I1. 1948).

1i Prosecutors have an ethical obligation to preserve the status of the grandjury as
an independent legal body. United States v. Hogan, 712 F.2d 757, 759 (2d Cir. 1983);
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grand jury. The prosecutor decides what subjects the grand jury
investigates, and what witnesses and documents to subpoena. He
questions the witnesses. lie advises the grand jury on the rele-
vance of the evidence, drafts the charges, advises the grand jury on
the law, and requests the grand jury to return an indictment.12 The
grand jury cannot return an indictment without the signature of the
prosecutor.13 This power can easily be misused.' 4

"rhe vast discretion vested in the prosecutor and the proceed-
ings inside the grand jury have received little judicial attention.'5

American Bar Ass'n, Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-3.5 at 3.48 (2d ed.
1980).

The United States Attorney is the representative not of an ordinarD party to a
controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as com-
pelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal
prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done. As such, he
is in a peculiar and very definite sense the servant of the law, the twofold aim of
which is that guilt shall not escape or innocence suffer. He ma prosecute with
earnestness and vi gor--indeed, he should do so. But, while he may strike hard
blows, he is not at liberty to strike foul ones. It is as much his duty to refrain from
improper methods calculated to produce a wrongful conviction as it is to use every
legitimate means to bring about a just one.

Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935).
12 United States v. Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306, 1312 (9th Cir.), c't. denied, 434 U.S. 825

(1977); 8 MooRE's FEDERAL PRAcnCE 1 6.02[1) (rev. 2d ed. 1985); 1 WRIGHT, FIEJERAL
PRACTJCE AND PRtOCEDURE: CRIMINAL 2d I101 (1987); Note, The Grand ur" As An Inlysi-
gative Body, 74 HARv. L. REv. 590. 596 (1961).

1s Smith v. United States, 375 F.2d 243, 247 (5th Cir.), cerl. deii,d. 389 U.S. 841
(1967); United States v. Cox, 342 F.2d 167, 17! (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 381 U.S. 935
(1965); In re Grand Jury Jan. 1969, 315 F. Supp. 662, 673 (D. Md. 1970).

14 "Indeed, a sophisticated prosecutor must acknowledge that there d-elops be-
tween a grand jury and the prosecutor with whom the jury is closeted a rapport-a de-
pendency relationship-which can easily be turned into an instrument of influence on
grand jury deliberations." FED. R. CRIm. P. 6(e)(1) advisory committee notes (1979
amend.).

15 Prior to 1979, the prosecutor's activity inside the grand jury room was largely a
mystery to anyone except those persons in the prosecutor's office. The Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure did not require grand jury proceedings to be transcribed, although
several district courts passed local rules to require recording. Northern District of Illi-
nois, Local Rule 1.04(c); Northern District of Ohio, Local Rule 3(c). In United States v.
Gramolini, 301 F. Supp. 39, 42 (D.R.I. 1969), the court held that indictments would be
dismissed if proceedings were not recorded. Although the practice of nonrecording was
upheld by a vast majority of courts, jee WRIGHT, supra note 12, at J 103.1, the practice
was strongly condemned.

In 1979 Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure was amended to re-
quire all proceedings before the grand jury to be recorded.

All proceedings, except when the grand jury is deliberating or voting, shall be
recorded stenographically or by an electronic recording device. An unintentional
failure of any recording to reproduce all or any portion of a proceeding shall not
affect the validity of the prosecution. The recording or reporter's notes or any tran-
script prepared therefrom shall remain in the custody or control of the attorney for
the government unless otherwise ordered by the court in a particular case.

FED. R. CRIM. P. 6(e)(1).
The advisory committee noted that one of the benefits derived from recording was
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This Article will explore the role of the prosecutor inside the grand
jury room, and attempt to establish some parameters for his activity.
The Article will attempt to define the gray area between proper and
improper prosecutorial conduct.

This Article also will examine the restrictions on the use of
hearsay evidence; the limitations on the use of transcripts from prior
grand juries; the limitations on the prosecutor's examination of re-
calcitrant witnesses; the prosecutor's duty to present exculpatory ev-
idence; the extent to which the prosecutor may make an opening
statement or a final argument; whether or not the prosecutor is re-
quired to advise the grand jury on the relevant law; and the manner
in which allegations of prosecutorial misconduct or other impropri-
eties should be raised.

Although the grand jury is a body independent of the courts
and the executive branch, the courts have an inherent supervisory
authority over the grand jury's operation.16 The court has author-
ity to review the proceedings of a grand jury that it has empaneled
and instructed' 7 in order to prevent the grand jury's independence
from being subverted.' 8 The court also has the power to supervise
the use of subpoenas and to oversee the general operation of the
grand jury.19 This supenisory authority is exercised carefully lest
the court disturb the prerogatives of the executive branch and the

"restraining prosecutorial abuses before the grand jury." FED. R-. CRIM. P. 6(e)(1) advi-
sory committee notes (1979 amend.).

16 United States v.Jacobs, 547 F.2d 772 (2d Cir. 1976). The Supreme Court urged
lower courts to use supervisory power when there is a threat "to the law as an institu-
tion, to the community at large, and to the democratic ideal reflected in Ihe processes of
our courts." Ballard v. United States, 329 U.S. 187, 195 (1946).

17 United States v. O'Shea, 447 F. Supp. 330, 332 (S.D. Fla. 1978).
18 United States v. Al Mudarris, 695 F.2d 1182 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 2097

(1983); Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306 (9th Cir. 1977).
Supervisory authority has been exercised to insure uniformity in warnings given to

putative defendants testifying before the grand jury.Jacobs. 547 F.2d 772 (2d Cir. 1976);
to insure uniformity of procedures for taking guilty pleas, Burton v. United States, 483
F.2d 1182 (9th Cir. 1973); and, to reverse a conviction that resulted from an indictment
returned by a grand jury from which women were intentionally excluded, Ballard, 329
U.S. 187 (1946). See Note, The Supervisory Power of the Federal Courts, 76 HARv. L. REV.
1656 (1963).

19 In re SeifTert, 446 F. Supp. 1153, 1155 (N.D.N.Y. 1978). The courts have the power
to establish procedures to insure uniformity in hearing allegations regarding grandjury
investigations. For example, the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
has established a procedure whereby each grand jury investigation is assigned a number
by the clerk of the court. All subpoenas issued during that investigation are given the
same number. Any challenges to a subpoena or any irregularity alleged in the investiga-
tion are assigned to be, heard by a judge chosen by lot. All litigation from the numbered
investigation will be assigned to the same judge so that the judge will have familiarity
with the investigation and will maintain close supervision. See Local Criminal Rule 4,
E.D. Pa.
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grand jury" and upset the doctrine of separation of powers. 21

It. OPENING STATEMENT

At the beginning of every grand jury investigation, it is neces-
sary for prosecutors to outline the purpose of the investigation, the
violations of the law that are suspected of having been committed,
what witnesses will be called, and what direction the investigation
will take. As the investigation progresses, it may be necessary for
prosecutors to brief the grand jury on new areas that will be pur-
sued. The prosecutors must explain the relevance of each witness
and what they hope the questioning will reveal. 22

Although there are no cases directly discussing whether prose-
cutors can make a statement to the grand jury at the beginning of an
investigation or prior to the appearance of a witness, it is implicit
from their role as directors of the investigation that they keep the
grand jury informed. They must caution the grand jurors that the
jurors alone must determine if probable cause exists, and that they
alone should make such a determination from. the evidence they
hear, and not from the prosecutors' statements.2 3 The prosecutors
should not voice their personal opinion as to the guilt or innocence
of the prospective defendants. 24

III. THE QUESTIONING OF WITNESSES

Quite often in complicated fraud, political corruption or organ-
ized crime cases, the only witnesses to the crime are persons who
committed it or persons who have a personal, political or business
relationship with the major figures in the scheme. These individuals
are reluctant to testify, even when granted immunity from prosecu-
tion. 25 Evasive answers often cause the government attorney to be-
come frustrated. Numerous cases involving prosecutorial

20 United States v. Samango. 607 F.2d 877, 881 (9th Cir. 1979).
21 Canem. 549 F.2d 1306 (9th Cir. 1977).
22 8 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE 1 6.04111. 6-78 (rev. 2d ed. 1985).
23 United States v. Rintelen, 235 F. 787, 791 (S.D.N.Y. 1916). Set United States v.

United States District Court, 238 F.2d 713, 721 (4th Cir. 1956), cert. dnied, 352 U.S. 981
(1957) (court approved summary argument at close of evidence).

24 U.S. v. McKenzie, 678 F.2d 629, 633 (5th Cir.), ,evt. denied, 459 U.S. 1038 (1982).
25 Title 18 of the United States Code, Section 6001-004, permits the government

attorney to seek a court order to force a witness to testify' over the witness' as-ertion of
the fifth amendment. 18 U.S.C. 5 6001-004 (1982). The witness' testimony, and any
leads resulting therefrom, cannot be used against him. See Kastigar v. United States, 406
U.S. 441 (1972). If the witness refuses to testify, he may be held in civil contempt and
incarcerated until he complies or the grand jury expires. He may not be incarcerated
longer than 18 months. 28 U.S.C. I 1826(a) (1982).
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misconduct have resulted when the prosecutor badgered, insulted
or threatened witnesses in an attempt to force them to testify truth-
fully and in a straightforward manner. In earlier cases, although
often strongly criticizing a prosecutor's conduct for mistreating a
witness, courts have refused to intercede if there was sufficient evi-
dence to sustain a guilty finding.28 As the grand jury was increas-
ingly used to conduct lengthy investigations involving more
complex evidence and more reluctant witnesses, however, the pros-
ecutor's conduct came under closer scrutiny.

Courts have defined two criteria for determining the effect of
prosecutorial misconduct. Some courts have held that in order to
dismiss an indictment the court must find an actual prejudice to the
defendant.2 7 Other courts have applied the cumulative error rule,
finding that the court's supervisory powers may be invoked without
a showing of actual prejudice, where the prosecutor's unethical con-
duct has become a common practice within the district or the circuit.
For example, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals said that "[federal]
courts have an institutional interest, independent of their concern
for the rights of the particular defendant in preserving and protect-
ing the appearance and the reality of fair practice before the grand
jury, an interest which could justify the imposition of a prophylactic
rule in a proper case." 28 The cumulative error rule is invoked when:
"The cumulative effect of the. . errors and indiscretions, none of
which alone might have been enough to tip the scales, operated to
the defendants' prejudice by producing a biased grand jury.""
Under either standard, if the overall conduct of the prosecutor is
sufficiently egregious, courts will find prejudice from the fact that
the independence of the grand jury was destroyed.30

-The prosecutor may ask "hard" questions of a witness with the
intent of obtaining information. When the prosecutor deviates
from that goal, and uses his questions as a method of voicing his
own opinion or making an argument to the grand jury, he strays into
the area where courts are likely to find prosecutorial misconduct. In

26 United States v. Riccobene, 451 F.2d 586, 587 (3d Cir. 1971); United States v.
Bruzgo. 373 F.2d 383 (3d Cir. 1967).

27 United States v. Adamo, 742 F.2d 927, 941 (6th Cir. 1984); .McKenzie, 678 F.2d at
631 (5th Cir. 1982). Sem also United States v. Morrison, 449 U.S. 361 (1981), where
federal agents visited defendant after her indictment without informing her lawyer and
told defendant that her lawyer was incompetent and that she would fare better with
another lawyer. The defendant continued to retain the lawyer. The Supreme Court
found that although the agents' activity was egregious it did not prejudice the
defendant.

28 United States v. Serubo, 604 F.2d 807, 817 (3d Cir. 1979).
29 Samango, 607 F.2d at 884 (9th Cir. 1979).
0 Id.
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United Statn v. Serzbo,3' the prosecutor, frustrated by the lack of

knowledge of the witnesses, continually used rhetorical questions to
link the targets32 of the investigation to organized crime and to im-
pugn the integrity of the witnesses. The witnesses did not ,,,upply
information in response to his questions. The court found that such
conduct was egregious enough to invoke the supervisory power of
the court to grant relief."3

The prosecutor is not prohibited from offending the witness.
In the words of Judge Learned Hand: "I agree that, when faced
with a patently unwilling witness, the grand jury was free to press
. . . [the] cross examination hard and sharp; truth is more impor-
tant than the sensibilities of the witness."M

The prosecutor cannot degrade the witness, and the questions
should relate directly to a fact in question. In United States v.
DiGrazia,95 the court dismissed an indictment when the prosecutor
asked a woman target if her son, another-target, was legitimate, and
chided her for asserting the fifth amendment. The court held that
the examination was conducted merely to discredit the witness
before the grand jury.3 6

A particularly troublesome situation which has given rise to nu-
merous findings of prosecutorial misconduct is the examination of a
witness who originally agreed to cooperate but later declines to do
so. The prosecutor's frustration with the witness frequently appears
in his remarks and questioning, which some courts often have found
prejudicial. In United States v. Sainango,s7 before questioning the de-
fendant, the prosecutor, who had agreed not to prosecute the de-
fendant, made a long and heated statement to the grand jury about
his dissatisfaction with the defendant's prospective testimony. The
prosecutor made references to the defendant's acquaintance with a
person whom the prosecutor described to the grand jury as being
capable of murder. He frequently insinuated that the defendant was
lying, and bickered over the defendant's failure to cooperate in a

31 604 F.2d 807 (3d Cir. 1979).
S2 A "target" is a person who, in the judgment of the prosecutor, is a putative de-

fendant. United States Attomeys' Manual, tit. 9, ch. 11.250.
33 Because the indictment was returned by a second grand jury rather than the one

before which the iitial questioning took place, th- f ours. instead of dismissing the in-
dictment remanded ,he case tn'enable the lower court to determine if the conduct con.
tinued into the second grand jury. Serubo, 604 F.2d at 818.

" United States v. Remington. 208 F.2d 567, 571.72 (2d Cir. 1953) (.. land..
dissenting), coi. denied, 343 U.S. 907 (1954). After making this statement, however,
Judge Hand found that the prosecutor had gone beyond the bounds of fairness.

35 213 F. Supp. 232, 254-35 (N.D. I1. 1963).
36 Id. at 235.
37 607 F.2d 877 (9th Cir. 1979).
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satisfactory manner. The Ninth Circuit found that the questioning
was calculated to serve no other purpose than to prejudice the de-
fendant in the eyes of the grand jury.3s

When faced with hostile witnesses, 'the prosecutor should not
attempt to establish probable cause simply by discrediting them or
entering into long heated arguments with them during 'questioning.
In United States v. Sears, Roebuck and Company,39 the prosecutor ques-
tioned employees and attorneys of the defendant company in a man-
ner which implied that the company had totally failed to respond to
a subpoena. He badgered lawyer witnesses who requested time to
secure counsel. He made a long statement to the grand jury on the
credibility of a witness. He constantly demanded yes or no answers
to complex questions that were not susceptible of one word an-
swers, and told a witness that he sounded "like ar 'bbott and Cos-
tello movie."40 The court branded the prosecutor'- "fforts as "blind
zeal" that resulted in basic unfairness of the grand jary proceeding
and dismissed the indictment. 41

A majority of the Ninth Circuit found the prosecutor's conduct
"deplorable," but reinstated the indictment because the defendant
could show no prejudice which would amount to a violation of the
constitutional requirement of indictment by an independent grand
jury.4 2 Judge Norris, dissenting in part, felt that the lower court
should have the opportunity to consider exercising its supervisory
power to dismiss the indictment.43 Upon remand, the district court
dismissed the indictment pursuant to its supervisory power.44

Similarly, in United States v. Lawson,45 the court dismissed the
indictment where the prosecutor, although possessing records that
corroborated the witness' testimony, embarked on a searing exami-
nation designed to discredit the witness so that it would appear that
he was covering up for the defendant.

38 Id. at 883.
39 518 F. Supp. 179 (C.D. Cal. 1981), reu'd, 719 F.2d 1386 (9th Cir. 1983).
40 Id. at 187.
41 Id. at 190.
4 2 Sears, Roebuck and Co., 719 F.2d 1386, 1392 (9th Cir. 1983). cert. denied, 104 S. Ct.

1441 (1984). The court held that the constitutional requirement arose not from the fifth
amendment's due process clause, but from the grand jury clause.

Although the constitutional concept of "fundamental fainiess" has sometimes
been analyzed as an aspect of due process, see, e.g., United States v. Basurto, 497
F.2d 781, 785 (9th Cir. 1974), it accords both with prevailing precedent and with
the language of the Constitution to treat the right to unbiased treatment by a grand
jury as one grounded in the grand jury clause of the Fifth Amendment.

Id. at 1391 n.7.
43 Id. at 1394.
44 Sears, Roebuck and Co.. 579 F. Supp. 1055, 1056 (C.D. Cal. 1984).
45 502 F. Supp. 158 (D. Md. 1980).
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Implicit in the foregoing cases is a conception by the courts that
prosecutors in the past have taken advantage of their powerful
position with the grand jury. The courts intend to insure that such
practices do not reoccur.

IV. THE NATURE OF GRAND JURY EVIDENCE

In Costello v. United Sfates,4 6 the Supreme Court held that an in-
dictment cannot be attacked on the ground that evidence presented
before the grand jury was incompetent or inadequate. The Court
would not permit a series of hearings or mini-trials to determine if
the jury correctly found probable cause. The Court approved an
indictment based solely upon hearsay testimony.

Despite the holding in Costello, lower courts have dismissed in.
dictments.when they found that the grand jury was misled as to the
nature and the quality of the evidence presented by the prosecutor.
The courts have decided the cases on due process grounds or pur-
suant to their supervisory authority. Courts also have dismissed in-
dictments on due process grounds when it became known that the
indictment was based upon perjured material testimony. 47

'he use of hearsay evidence, however, has presented problems.
Indictments have been dismissed when based solely upon the un-
sworn statements of the prosecutor.48 The Second Circuit, in the
first of several cases on the issue, dismissed an indictment where the
witness testifying had no firsthand knowledge of the events he re-
lated, but testified as if he were an on-the-scene witness.49 The
court objected to the prosecutor's misleading the grand jury to be-
lieve that it was receiving firsthand testimony."

In a later case, the same court issued the following warning to
prosecutors:

46 350 U.S. 359 (1956).
47 Bawuro, 497 F.2d 781 (9th Cir. 1974); United Slates v. Goldman, 451 F. Supp. 518

(S.D.N.Y. 1978). But see Adamo, 742 F.2d at 941 (6th Cir. 1984) (conviction upheld
where perjury was not fault of prosecutor and perjured testimony was not used at trial).
The court in Adamo held that if the prosecutor discovers perjury prior to trial, he must
determine if a petit jury would convict without perjured testimony. If in doubt, he must
resubmit the remaining evidence to the grand jury. If the remaining evidence would not
convict, he must dismiss the indictment.

48 See United States v. Hodge, 496 F.2d 87 (5th Cir. 1974).
49 United States v. Estepa., 471 F.2d 1132 (2d C
50 The court stated:

We have been willing to allow ample. . . latitude in the needless use of hear.
say, subject to only two provisos-that the prosecutor does not deceive grandjurors
as to the "shoddy merchandise they are getting so they can seek something better if
they wish," . . . or that the case does not involve a "high probability that with
eyewitness rather than hearsay testimony the grand jury would not have indicted."

Id. at 1137 (quoting United States v. Payton, 363 F.2d 996, 1000 (2d Cir. 1966)
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Although there is no prohibition on the use of hearsay evidence
before a grand jury . . . [the] extensive reliance on hearsay testimony
is disfavored. More particularly, the government prosecutor, in
presenting hearsay evidence to the grand jury, must not deceive the
jurors as to the quality of the evidence they hear. . . . Heavy reliance
on secondary evidence is disfavored precisely because it is not first-
rate proof. It should not be used without cogent reason . . . and
never be passed off to the grand jurors as quality proof when it is
not.51

But determining what is an excessive or misleading use of hear-
say testimony is a difficult task because each case depends upon the
individual factual circumstances. As a practical matter, the prosecu-
tor may use hearsay in many instances that are not misleading or
prejudicial. For example, a hearsay witness may report facts that are
not subject to dispute, or a witness who made an out of court state-
ment may not have his credibility seriously drawn into question. It
is a common practice for one law enforcement agent to relate the
findings of one or more other law enforcement agents when the ap-
pearance of all agents would be time consuming and unnecessary

If the prosecutor's case depends upon eyewitness testimony of
certain key witnesses, the witnesses should be presented so that the
grand jury may judge their credibility. In United States v.
Provenzano,53 the court dismissed an indictment that was based solely
upon the incriminating testimony of one witness. The grand jury
did not hear or see the witness, but was given a transcript of his
testimony from a prior grand jury. The circumstance was aggra-
vated because the witness had partially recanted his incriminatory
testimony in a private letter to the prosecutor. 54 The court felt that
the grand jury was misled and should have been given the opportu-
nity to see the "shoddy merchandise they were getting."5 5

(Friendly, J., dissenting)) and (quoting United States v. Leibowitz, 420 F.2d 39, 42 (2d.
Cir. (1969)).

Other courts have applied a version of the Estepa rule:
[A~n indictment based on hearsay is invalid where (I) non-hearsay evidence is

readily available; (2) the grand jury is misled into believing it was hearing direct
testimony rather than hearsay; and (3) there is high probabi ity that had the grand
jury heard the eyewitness it would not have indicted.

United States v. Wander, 601 F.2d 1251. 1260 (3d Cir. 1979) (quoting United States v.
Cruz, 478 F.2d 408, 410 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S 910 (1973)).

bI United States v. Hogan, 712 F.2d 757, 761 (2d Cir. 1983); see Note, The Prosecutor's

Unnecessary Use of Hearsay Evidence Before The Grand Jury, 61 WASH. UL.Q 191 (1983).
52 See United States v. Bednar, 728 F.2d 1043, 1049 (8th Cir. V%34); United States v.

Rossbach, 701 F.2d 713, 716 (8th Cir. 1983) (indictment not subject to dismissal where
clear that Federal agent was relating results of his investigation).

53 440 F. Supp. 561 (S.D.N.Y. 1977).
54 The prosecutor made this known to the defense attorney prior to trial.
55 Provenzano. 440 F. Supp. at 565.
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As a general rule, evidence of a defendant's bad reputation in
the community or of his implication in other crimes is unnecessary
to the grand jury. Presentation of such information through hearsay
testimony of law enforcement agents or by hearsay statements by
the prosecutor himself has resulted in the dismissal of the indict-
ment and harsh criticism by the court.56

The prosecutor has traditionally used hearsay evidence by
presenting transcripts of prior grand jury testimony. The practice is
common, often dictated by the expiration of a grand jury's term
before an indictment can be returned, or by a grand jury that is oc-
cupied with other matters. The practice has been approved by nu-
merous courts. 57 The Supreme Court has formalized the procedure
for release of information from one grand jury to another. 8 The
practice has some danger. The selective use of incomplete or inac-
curate summaries may void an indictment.59 Courts also have con-
demned the prosecutor's use of transcripts where the transcript
conceals infirmities in the prosecutor's evidence or prevents the
grand jury from seeing and hearing an important witness.60

There is no hard or fast rule concerning the use of summaries

56 See Hogan. 712 F.2d at 761. The court said:
ITbe impartiality and independent nature of the grand jury was seriously impaired
by the AUSA's argument that Hogan (the defendant] was a real hoodluin who
should be indicted as a matter of equity. . . . Added to this inflammatory rhetoric
were numerous speculative references to other crimes of which Hogan was "sus-
pected." None of these other crimes . . . was under investigation. . . . In fact,
there is no indication that Hogan has ever been charged with these offenses by any
state or federal body. These government accusations and others appear to have
been made, not to support additional charges, but in order to depict appellants as
bad persons and thereby obtain an indictment for independent crimes. 'his tactic
is "fundamentally unfair."

...[T]he incidents related are flagrant and unconscionable.
Id. at 761-62.

57 See, e.g., United Stales v. Barone, 584 F.2d 118 (6th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S.
1115 (1979); United States v. Brown, 574 F.2d 1274 (5th Cir.). cert. dnied, 439 U.S. 1046
(1978); Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306 (9th Cir. 1977); United States v. Gaskill, 491 F.2d 98!
(8th Cir. 1974); United States v. Linton, 502 F. Supp. 861 (D. Nev. 1980).

58 FED. R. CRJM. P. 6(e)(3)(C)(iii).
59 United States v. Mahoney, 508 F. Supp. 263 (E.D. Pa. 1981). The extensive use of

summaries has been condemned as a technique. See, e.g., United States v. Braniff Air-
ways, Inc., 428 F. Supp. 579 (W.D. Tex. 1977); In re May 1972 San Antonio Grand Jury,
366 F. Sujp. 522 (W.D. Tex. 1973); In rr Grand Jury Investigation of Banana Industry,
214 F. Supp. 856 (D. Md. 1963).

60 Protvenzano, 440 F. Supp. 561 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). "The use of summaries allows the
government to present evidence which 'appears smooth, well integrated and consistent
in all respects. . . . [Girand jurors do not hear cases with the rough edges that result
from the often halting, inconsistent and incomplete testimony of honest observers of
events.'" Mahoney, 508 F. Supp. at ?66 (quoting United States v. Arcuri, 282 F. Supp.
347. 349 (E.D.N.Y. 1968)).
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of prior grand jury transcripts. As a rule, any key witnesses should
be brought before the new grand jury, especially if there is some
credibility problem that could be solved by their appearance and by
giving the grand jury the opportunity to ask questions. If the tran-
scripts are lengthy, they should be summarized by a witness.61 This
practice is preferred to presenting the grand jury with volumes of
transcripts and expecting all twenty-three members to study them in
the short span of a grand jury session.

The problems with transcripts of prior grand jury proceedings
are illustrated in United States v. Gallo,6 2 where the prosecutor
presented the grand jury with a superceding6 s indictment to correct
certain legal problems in the prior indictment. The grand jury was
not the same one that returned the first indictment. The evidence
presented consisted only of transcripts of the testimony of the wit-
nesses before the first grand jury. The prosecutor did not tell the
grand jury that the testimony of a key witness included in the tran-
script contained some contradictory statements as to crucial events.
The grand jury which returned the first indictment had been aware
of the problems and had seen and heard the witness. The prosecu-
tor did not give the second grand jury any guidance as to use of the
transcript. The court faulted the prosecutor for not informing the
grand jury that the witness was available and could be called to tes-
tify if the grand jury wished to hear him. The court held that, at a
minimum, the prosecutor should have given the grand jury some
direction as to how to use the transcripts.64

The Ninth Circuit dismissed an indictment under similar factual
circumstances,65 but reversed the dismissal of an indictment in an-
other case where the transcripts were read aloud and the grand jury
was made aware of the prior inconsistent statements of the
witnesses.66

The prosecutor must take a common sense approach to the
presentation of grand jury evidence. He must insure that there is
credible evidence on each element of the offense. If a certain ele-
ment depends upon a key witness, he should present that witness,
especially if the witness has credibility problems. The prosecutor
also should advise the grand jury that they have the right to call

61 See Linton, 502 F. Sup?. 861 (D. Nev. 1980).
62 394 F. Supp. 310 (D. Conn. 1975).
63 The procedure whereby the prosecutor submits a revised indictment to the grand

jury, making substantive cl.anges in the original charges, or adding new charges.
64 Gallo, 394 F. Supp. at 315.
65 Samango, 607 F.2d at 881.
66 Chanen, 549 F.2d at 1311.
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witnesses not heard, or to recall witnesses, and he should give the
jurors the opportunity to do so. Presenting witnesses to the grand
jury, making the jurors aware of their past convictions and all
promises and rewards granted to them by the prosecutor in return
for their testimony, will reduce the likelihood of misconduct
charges.

There should be a practical approach to the presentation of
hearsay. Hearsay is relied upon by government and business lead-
ers every day to conduct -sensitive and important transactions. The
weight giverf to the hearsay varies with the nature of the source of
the informationand the transaction for which it is used. The prose-
cutor should determine the necessity of the use of hearsay in the
same manner. To be admissible, hearsay should meet the following
standard: would a reasonable person rely upon the hearsay in con-
ducting the major affairs of his or her own life?

V. PROSECUTOR'S DUrY TO PRESENT EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE

The prosecutor is not required to search for or submit to the
grand jury evidence favorable to the defendant or negating guilt.67

lie is not required to call to the grand jury's attention "every con-
ceivable discrepancy" in the government's proof." Nor is he re-
quired to present evidence which would merely raise issues of
credibility or evidence that would not cause a grand jury to refrain
from indicting.69 If, however, the prosecutor is aware of any sub-
stantial evidence negating guilt, and the presentation of the evi-
dence might reasonably be expected to cause the grand jury not to
indict the defendant, the prosecutor must present that evidence. 70

Thus, the prosecutor has a great deal of discretion. Courts
have ruled, however, that to require the prQsecutor to present all
evidence that negates culpability or bears upon the credibility of wit-
nesses would turn the grand jury into a mini-trial and away from its
function of determining probable cause. 71

Although .the prosecutor need not search for every available bit
of evidence favorable to the potential defendant, what if the poten-

67 United States ,. Ciambrone, 601 F.2d 616. 622 (2d Cir. 1979).
68 United States v. Litman, 547 F. Supp. 645, 649 (W.D. Pa. 1982), aJ'd, 661 F.2d 17

(3d Cir. 1981).
69 United States v. Lasky, 600 F.2d 765, 764 (9th Cir.), cal. dried, 444 U.S. 979

(1979); United States v. Deerfield Specialty Papers, Inc., 501 F. Supp. 796, 804 (E.D. Pa.
1980).

70 Cwtbrome, 601 F.2d at 623; United States v. Boffa, 89 F.R.D. 523, 530 (D. Del.
1981).

7t Ciombror,, 601 F.2d at 622; Lithw,, 547 F. Supp. at 649.
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tial defendant specifically submits the names of several witnesses
who he contends will give evidence favorable-to him? Some courts
have found that potential defendants or other parties have no right
to testify before a grand jury.72 Recently, the Department ofJustice
revised its policy to require that a potential defendant be notified of
his right to appear before the grand jury. 5 In the future, it is likely
that a potential defendant's reasonable and specific request that cer-
tain witnesses be allowed to testify on his behalf will be granted.

If the prosecutor does accede to the defendant's request, he
need not present the exculpatory material in the manner requested
by the defendant. All that is required is that the prosecutor make
the evidence known to the grandjury. 74 In an) event, the grand jury
should be told that it has the power to call any of the witnesses that
are alleged to have exculpatory evidence."s

VI. SUMMARY ARGUMENT

T1lhe grand jury investigation may last months, and often more
than a year. During the course of the investigation the grand jury
may hear numerous witnesses and view hundreds of documents. At
the close of the investigation, if the prosecutor decides to seek an
indictment, there is a need to summarize the vast amount of evi-
dence so that the jury will understand the relevance of the witnesses
and the documents. Although there is very little case law on the
subject, sound logic-dictates that the prosecutor be permitted to
summarize the evidence. In United States v. United States District
Court,76 the Fourth Circuit approved the prosecutor's summarizing
the evidence. The court quoted with approval an opinion written by
Judge August Hand:

If in a complicated case he [the prosecutor] were not allowed to
show the grand jurors the bearing of the evidence upon the alleged
violation of the statute, they would certainly be confused as to the en-
tire situation. Even a trained judge is often unable to understand the
bearing of relevant testimony without the aid of counsel. Asking the
grand jury to find an indictment is but putting in words what every act

72 See United States v. Smith, 552 F.2d 257, 261 (8th Cir. 1977); United States v.
Gardner, 516 F.2d 334, 339 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 861 (1975); United States v.
Fitch, 472 F.2d 548, 549 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 412 U.S. 954 (1973); Gollaher v. United
States, 419 F.2d 520, 523 (9th Cir.), ceri. denied, 396 U.S. 960 (1969); Directory Services,
Inc. v. United States, 353 F.2d 299, 301 (8th Cir. 1965).

73 United States Attorneys' Manual tit. 9. ch. 11.263.
74 In United States v. Sun Myung Moon, 532 F. Supp. 1360, 1368 (S.D.N.Y. 1982),

a'd, 718 F.2d 1210 (2d Cir. 1983) (prosecutor called seven witnesses suggested by de-
fendant and presented affidavits of nine others), erS. denied, 104 S. Ct. 2344 (1984).

75 See Galo, 394 F. Supp. at 315.
76 238 F.2d 713, 721 (4th Cir. 1956).
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of the government, and its representatives, means and is well known to
mean. Mhat reasonable election can be urged against allowing the
man who has prepared the case to refresh the recollection of the grand
jurors by summarizing the evidence taken, perhaps, over weeks or
months, and reading from the minutes and giving them a list of the
names of the persons charged with the crime? Any objection is really,
if not ostensibly. based on the supposition that grand juries are devoid
of all independence and prosecuting officers are either tyrannical or
dishonest.7

The prosecutor must not deviate from a factual presentation. He
must refrain from giving his personal opinion as to whether there is
probable cause to indict.78

VII. ADVICE AS TO THE LAW

Another area that has received little judicial attention is the in-
struction o0 the grand jury on the applicable law. If the jurors must
decide whether or not there is probable cause that the defendant
violated a federal statute, how much instruction must the grand jury
receive on the nature of the crime involved?

Since the purpose of the grand jury is to determine if probable
cause exists, courts are hesitant to place upon the grand jury the
same requirements for instruction as that of a petitjury. For exam-
ple, one court has held that an incorrect instruction on the law will
not void an indictment by the'grand jury.79

In a recent case,80 the Ninth Circuit refused to dismiss an in-
dictment because the grand jury was not instructed on the applica-
ble law. The court said: "[The] indictment is normally prepared by
the prosecutor, who is presumably acquainted with the 'applicable
law.' . . . We are not persuaded that the Constitution imposes
the additional requirement that grand jurors receive legal
instructions."'8

Courts will not presume that the grand jury received inade-
quate instruction.82 A mere speculation of irregularity will not suf-
fice to cause the court to examine the grand jury transcript.83 In
United States v. Hart,84 the court found that the indictment returned
by the grand jury which listed the elements of the crime indicated

77 United Stain Distrid Cowt, 238 F.2d at 721 (quoting Ritnk., 235 F. at 791).
78 McKzie; 678 F.2d 629, 632 (6th Cir. 1982).
79 See United States v. Felice, 481 F, Supp. 79, 82 (N.D. Ohio 1978), Jf'd, 699 F.2d

276 (6th Cir. 1979).
8o United States v. Kenny, 645 F.2d 1323 (th Cir.), cerL. &nied, 452 U.S. 920 (1981).
81 id. at 1347.
82 United States v. Hart, 513 F. Supp. 657, 658 (E.D. Pa. 1981).
83 Id.
84 Id. at 659.
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that the grand jury was aware of the legal requirements of the
statute.

There should be a basic requirement that the grand jury receive
some direction as to what law is alleged to have been violated, with-
out requiring that the grand jury receive instructions as complete as
those given a petit jury. The modern federal grand jury deals with
complicated violations such as income tax evasion, 85 mail86 and wire
fraud, 87 and violations of the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organi-
zations Act (RICO), 88 the Hobbs Act,89 the Extortionate Credit
Transactions Act,90 and the antitrust laws.9' Unlike common law
crimes such as murder, robbery, rape, or arson which are easily
comprehended by laymen, these federal crimes are created by stat-
ute and contain terms that must be defined before they can be ap-
plied intelligently. Without at least a basic explanation of the terms,
even a lawyer in some instances would have difficulty applying some
of the statutes. 92 Courts have approved both the prosecutor's

85 26 U.S.C. § 7201 (1982).
86 18 U.S.C. 1 1341 (1982).
87 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (1982).
88 18 U.S.C. 1 1962 (1982).
89 18 U.S.C. 11951 (1982).
90 18 U.SC. § 891-94 (1982).
91 15 U.S.C. 1 i, et seq. (1982).
92 For example, consider reading any of the following statutes to the grand jury with-

out any explanation:

18 U.S.C. 1 1341 (mail fraud):
Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to de-

fraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent rre-
tenses, representations, or promises, or to sell, dispose of, loan, exchange, a ter,
give away, distribute, supply, or furnish or procure for unlawful use any counterfeit
or spurious coin, obligation, security, or other article, .... or the purpose of exe-
cuting such scheme or artifice or attempting so to do, places in an) post office or
authorized depository for mail matter, any matter or thing whatever to be sent or
delivered by the Postal Service, or takes or receives there from, any such matter or
thing, or knowingly causes to be delivered by mail according to the direction
thereon, or at the place at which it is directed to be delivered by the person to whom
it is addressed, any such matter or thing, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
18 U.S.C. § 1343 (wire fraud):

Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to de-
fraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent pre-
tenses, representations, or promises, transmits or causes to be transmitted by
means of wire, radio, or television communication in interstate or foreign com-
merce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures, or sounds for the purpose of executing
such scheme or artifice, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both.

18 U.S.C. 1 892 (loan sharking):
(a) Whoever makes any extortionate extension of credit, or conspires to do o,

shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or
both.
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giving the grand jury the elements of the offense 9 and reading the
statute involved.94

The courts have not completely faced the problem. A simple
solution would be for the courts in each judicial district to approve a
unified procedure for advising the grand jury on the law to be fol-
lowed in all cases. That procedure could take the form of reading
the statute involved if it were not a complex violation, or reading the
necessary elements of the crime from any approved treatise on in-
structions. This procedure would assure that the grand jury re-
ceives an adequate instruction so that it can carry out its function of
determining probable cause, and would reduce claims that the
grand jury was misled by the prosecutor.

VIII. RAISING THE ISSUE OF GRAND JURY ABUSE

Following the indictment, if the attorney for the defendant sus-
pects that prosecutorial misconduct has occurred during the investi-
gation, he must sufficiently raise the issue in order to be permitted
to examine the transcripts to prove his claim. Courts consistently
have refused to release the transcripts of the grand jury on a mere
allegation, requiring instead that the defendant show particularizeA
need for the release of the transcripts. 95 ,

18 U.S.C. I 89i further defines the terms:
For the purposes of this chapter.
(I) To extend credit means to make or renew any loan, or to enter into any

agreement, tacit or express, whereby the repayment or satisfaction of any debt or
claim, whether acknowledged or disputed, valid or invalid, and however arising.
may or will be deferred.

(2) The term "creditor", with reference to any given extension of credit, refers
to any person making that extension of credit, or to an)' person claiming by, under,
or through any person making that extension of credit.

(3) The term "debtor", with reference to any given extension of credit, refers
to any person to whom that extension of credit is made, or to any person who guar-
antees the repayment of that extension of credit, or in any manner undertakes to
indemnify ihe creditor ag ainst loss resultingfrom the failure of any person to whom
that extension of credit is made to repay the same.

(4) The repayment of any extension of credit inccides the repayment, satisfac-
tion, or discharge in whole or in part of any debt or claim, acknowledged or dis-
puted. valid or invalid, resulting from or in connection with that extension of credit.

(5) To collect an extension of credit means to induce in any way any person to
make repayment thereof.

(6) An extortionate extension of credit is any extension of credit with respect
to which it is the understanding of the creditor and the debtor at the time it is made
that delay in making repayment or failure to make repayment could result in the use
of violence or other criminal means to cause harm to the person, reputation, or
property of any person.
93 Stv United States v. Singer, 660 F.2d 1295, 1302 (8th Cir. 1981). ct denie, 454

U.S. 1156 (1982); In re Terranova, 495 F. Supp. 8S?, 839 (E.D. Wis. 1980).
94 Sw United States v. Linetsky, 533 F.2d 192 (5th Cit. 1976); United States v.

Slepicoff, 524 F.2d 1244, 1247 (5th Cir. 1975).
95 Se United States v. Lame. 716 F.2d 515, 518 (8th Cir. 1983); United States v.
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The Seventh Circuit has adopted a procedure whereby a de-
fendant who can make definite allegations of improper conduct may
request that the judge examine the grand jury transcripts in camera
and report if there is any such evidence. If there is evidence, the
government is required to acquiesce in the release of the transcripts
or suffer a dismissal.%

Although no other circuits have adopted this procedure, several
courts have examined the transcripts in camera, even though they re-
fused to release the transcript to the defendant.97 The specificity of
the allegation necessary to prove particularized need to obtain re-
lease of a transcript, or to cause the courts to examine the tran-
scripts in camera, is within the discretion of the court9" and depends
upon the factual circumstances of each case.

A sufficient allegation might be raised by submitting affidavits
of witnesses who appeared before the grand jury or submitting tran-
scripts of witnesses produced pursuant to the Jencks Act" to

Edelson, 581 F.2d 1290, 1291 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 908 (1978); United States
v. Tocco, 581 F. Supp. 379, 383 (N.D. 111. 1984); United States v. Pike Industries, Inc.,
575 F. Supp. 885, 891 (D. Vt. 1983); United States V. Donohue, 574 F. Supp. 1263, 1266
(D. Md. 1983); see 8 MOORE!s FEDE.AL PRAcnCE § 6.0513] at 6-114.

The defendant is placed in a dilemma-as stated by Justice Gordon in United State v.
Roethe, "I appreciate the defendant's dilemma: he wants the gra ndjury minutes to prove
his claim, but he cannot see the minutes until he demonstrates a right to see them." 418
F. Supp. 1118, 1119 (E.D. Wis. 19?6).

96 Edlson, 581 F.2d at 1291; Pollard v. United States, 441 F.2d 566, 568 (7th Cir.
1971); United States v. Duff, 529 F. Supp. 148, 156 (N.D. I1. 1981).

97 See, e.g.. United States v. Shane, 584 F. Supp. 364 (E.D. Pa. 1984); Donohte, 574 F.
Supp. at 1268; Litman, 547 F. Supp. at 650; Sun Myung Moon, 532 F. Supp. 1360
(S.D.N.Y. 1982), af'd, 718 F.2d 1210 (2d Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 104 S. Ct. 2344 (1984);
Roethe, 418 F. Supp. at 1119.

98 See jupra note 95.
99 The Jencks Act provides:

(b) After a witness called by the United States has testified on direct examination,
the court shall, on motion of the defendant, order the United States to produce any
statement (as hereinafter defined) of the witness in the possession of the United States
which relates to the subject matter as to which the witness has testified. If the entire
contents of any such statement relate to the subject matter of the testimony of the wit-
ness, the court shall order it to be delivered directly to the defendant for his examina-
tion and use.

(e) The term "statement", as used. . . (above] in relation to any witness called by
the United States, means-

(3) a statement, however taken or recorded, or a transcription thereof, if any, made
by said witness to a grand jury.
18 U.S.C. I 3500(b) (1982).

It is the author's experience that some courts often order the government to pro-
duce the Jencks Act statements prior to the testimony of the witness, or even prior to
trial. As a practical matter prosecutors usually comply without taking exception.
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demonstrate improper questioning or arguments.10° The govern-
ment should respond "not simply on unsupported pleadings but on
affidavits or other evidence tending to support a contrary find-
ing."''1 A request pursuant to Brady f; Maryland' 02 for favorable
testimony given by grand jury witnesses might cause the prosecutor
to produce transcripts of witnesses who testified favorably to the
defendant while resisting an improper examination. 03

Defendants may ask the court to examine the prosecutor's ad-
vice on the law when the statute charged as being violated is very
complicated104 Defendants also should ask the court to determine
if there was any prejudicial or misleading summarization of the tran-
scripts of prior testimony'0 5 or the use of transcripts of prior testi-
mony to hide witnesses with credibility problems. 06 Although the
courts are reluctant to examine volumes of testimony based upon
conclusory allegations, there is a definite trend for courts to ex-
amine grand jury testimony wheh some proof of impropriety can be
demonstrated.' 0o

IX. CONCLUSION

The grand jury is a powerful and useful institution of govern-
ment. The grand jury's continued viability depends upon the

100 Shame, 584 F. Supp. at 367.
1o Id.
102 373 U.S. 83 (1963).
103 The evidence of the misconduct in United States v. Serubo, 604 F.2d 807 (3d Cir.

1979), was discovered in this fashion. See id. at 814.
104 See, e.g., United States v. Sun Myung Moon, 532 F. Supp. 1360 (S.D.N.Y. 1982).

afV'd, 718 F.2d 1210 (2d Cir. 1983). cert. denied, 104 S. Ct. 2344 (1984).
105 See supro note 59.
106 The court in United States v. Shane, 584 F. Supp. 364 (E.D. Pa. 1984), set forth a

procedure for determining whether the use of summary transcripts was misleading. The
couri first must determine whether to review the suminaries in camera or order the re-
lease of the summaries to the defendants. The decision to release the summaries to the
defendant turns on the good faith of the prosecutor in using summaries. The court said:

The prosecutor's burden is to demonstrate good faith in their use. This can be
shown by the existence of a very lengthy record, portions of which are not relevant
in the prosecutor's estimation to a finding of probable cause. It should be clear.
however, that relevance alone as a justification cannot be sufficient to demonstrate
good faith, for it leaves in the hands of the prosecutor an editorial decision of grave
importance. Rather, relevance can be argued as one of several factors in a carefully
thought-out decision not to transmit the full transcript to the grand jury. Further,
that the prosecutor provided the grandjury with opportunities for hearing or view.
ing the entire record, or portions in their entirety, would show good faith.

Sham, 584 F. Supp. at 367 (quoting United States v. Mahoney, 495 F. Supp. 1270. 1276
(E.D. Pa. 1980)). "

The court held that administrative convenience does not establish good faith and
will warrant disclosure to the defendant. Id. at 367. Where the prosecutor can establish
good faith the court need only conduct an in camera review. Id. at 368.

107 S ee supra note 97.
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professional integrity of the prosecutor. fie cannot abuse his close
relationship with the grand jury. He must not mislead the grand
jurors by the type of evidence that he presents or hide from them
the infirmities of government witnesses. He must not avoid present-
ing key witnesses that the grand jury should see and hear because of
economy of time. The prosecutor should conduct searching exami-
nations and ask hard questions, yet must refrain from berating or
badgering witnesses simply to discredit them in the eyes of the
grand jury.

The continued viability of the grand jury depends upon the
professionalism of the prosecutors who appear before it. 108 If the
courts are of the opinion that the prosecutors are carrying out their
duties in a straightforward and fair manner, the courts will be reluc-
tant to exercise their supervisory power to impede the work of the
grand jury. When the courts strongly suspect that the prosecutors
are abusing their positions to obtain an indictment at all costs by
resorting to underhanded tactics, or are sloppy in their approach to
grand jury practice, the courts will examine closely the activities of
th prosecutor.

108 The Department of justice currently has a nationwide training program for prose.
cutors with heavy emphasis on grand jury practice. This training should be continued
and intensified on the grand jury portion. All newly hired assistant U.S. Attorneys and
atiorncys in the litigating sections of the Department of justice in Washington D.C.
should be required to undergo this grand jury training in the first three months of their
service.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. I have one last general question, but if
there is anything else you would like to put in the record or raise
as a concern, I would be glad to hear it.

Mr. VAIRA. No concerns, except I think that now is the time.
This may be the right time to get those three proposals through
that the ABA has suggested-this particular fact situation, the
time we are in in the country, we might be able to do it. If we get
any one through, we are doing OK. If we get the counsel for the
grand jury in, we--and I say "we, the United States"-will have
gone a long way to where we should be going.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I have got that. And I have noticed the con-
sistency of what you said with that of the other attorneys who have
testified, so I am encouraged by that.

I want to ask one kind of general question: If you were me, if you
were a person who really did not wish to get involved in trying to
play cops and robbers or trying to write legislation which, really, in
this case we are talking about legislation completely outside my
field of day-to-day knowledge, and if you had just sort of a citizen s
concern that "Here we are; we have a fair amount of evidence of
wrongdoing,' not just in the Kilpatrick case or the Omni case but
some others which we haven't talked about yet but which we
intend to get to at some point in time, how would you pull all of
this together?

Obviously you would favor the passage of the House bill that we
have talked about. How would you go about restructuring the
OPR? Is it enough to just say we ought to look at an inspector gen-
eral concept? Is there legislation along that line written, or is that
something that somebody has got to write at this stage of the
game?

Has anything like that been written? I suppose that is not diffi-
cult to write, because you have the model.

Mr. VAmA. You have the model. There is the National Inspectors
General Act, in which, oh, seven or eight major departments of the
United States were given that particular office-HHS, Education,
Defense, Labor, pretty powerful inspectors general-whose job, in
addition to looking at other things, is the internal integrity of their
particular agencies. The ones that were not made Presidential ap-
pointments were done so by regulation.

If you wanted to do that, the Department of Justice is such a big
agency that I believe the inspector general of that ver, possibly
might have to be a Presidential appointee, because the Department
of Justice has the keys to the kingdom, they watch the WN house,
and you want the appearance, of impartiality. That person might
have to be a Presidential appointee who has the same horsepower
as his boss.
, Senator ARMRONG. Were you tuned in when we were talking

about these'people who have been convicted of 'the same offenses
that are present in the Kilpatrick case, and I raised the issue of
what will we do about them, what will we do about the guy in
Grand Junction who has served time or the others who have been
convicted and are ItWaiting an appeal? Is it reasonable to expect
that the Department of Justice would go back and review those
and perhaps under their own initiative do something about it?

Mr. VAnu. No. And I will tell you why.

66-527 0 - 87 - 13
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Is it reasonable for me to ask them to, do
so?

Mr. VmRA. Well, it is reasonable for you to ask them. But you
have to get all of the facts, because I am not quite sure what the
charges are.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I am not, either. You see, that is the point;
I don't want to know. That is something that they ought to do. It is
their job. It is the Attorney General's job to see to the enforcement
of justice, I am a policymaker, and my policy is that I want to see
justice done in these cases. I

Mr. VAmA. I am not accusing them of being slovenly or of com-
pletely ignoring this.

Senator ARMSrRONG. Nor am I. I am just asking what is reasona-
ble.

Mr. VAmA. There is a general rule in the law that five people
can plead guilty in a case, and then the court can throw out the
charges as to the sixth, and the others will stand, and the court
won't go back and look at them again unless there was simply no
jurisdiction at all..

Senator AaMSTrONG. That is a general rule of law.
Mr. VWmA. That is a general rule. Now, if there was never an

offense, as a matter of justice it should be looked at. But the Jus-
tice Department may be taking the position that maybe in Kilpat-
rick, even though the court threw it out, that that judge was
wrong, and that does state an offense in some other jurisdiction.
They may justifiably take that.

Now, that doesn't sound fair, but that happens all the time. And
so, I think that it would be fair for you to ask the Department of
Justice to take one hard look at that and say, "Look, are you seri-
ous about this, or are you just playing hardball and don't want to
admit that the law isn't what you say it is?"

Senator ARmTONG. What do you mean it happens all the time?
Mr. VAmA. It happens quite often in situations where you will

have maybe five persons indicted in the same case and four of
them will plead guilty, decide that's it and waive all defects, and
the fifth one will take it to trial and have it thrown out for any
number of reasons-either be found not guilty, or it will be found
that the way it was plead that indictment doesn't state an offense.
Those other convictions still stand.

Senator ARMSRnONG. That is the essence of the Kilpatrick case
and, the thing to me as a layman is persuasive, even more than the
fact that there are these prosecutorial abuses and the fact that
some Federal prosecutor acted like a jackass, or. whatever it was.

The fact that the court found that the actions which Kilpatrick
admitted he took simply didn't constitute a crime, that is a very
persuasive issue to me. If there are others who have been charged
with the same offense, it seems to me that somebody for Heaven s
sakes, ought to go back and look at their cases and try to make
amends.

Mr. VAm. I agree.
Senator ARMSTONG. At least get them out ofJail.
Mr. VAmA. I agree, and they can do one of two things: They can

do as you suggest and go back and say, "Ye, based upon what we
saw; and based upon we noi--have precedent, and Judge Kane has
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said this is not an offense, let's go back and take a look, maybe just
as a matter of justice." Or, they can say, "That is his opinion, and
we have other places where other judges have said it is an offense."

I don't know that much about what occurred here, but I think
you should ask that question.

Senator ARMSTRONG. At least pursue it?
Mr. VAIRA. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. If I may, I would like to submit questions

for Mr. Vaira from Senator Grassley. And also, if Mr. Grossman is
still here, I would like to submit some questions from my colleague
Mr. Grasnley. He has a number of questions, three or four, that he
would like to ask you to comment on, and if we may we would like
to furnish you a copy of these and ask you to respond in writing.

Mr. V uRA. Of course. Yes, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Is there anything else? [No response.]
If not, I certainly thank you all for helping us out with this; we

are grateful to you. And chances are we may be back in touch to
seek your advice further.

Many thanks. We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m. on Monday, June 23, 1986.]
[Mr. Vaira's written t~timony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Introduction

My name is Peter r. Vaira. I am Vice Chairperson of the

American Bar Association Criminal Justice Section's Grand Jury

Committee. I appear today on behalf of the Association at the

request of its President, William W. Falsgraf.

I served as an attorney in the U.S. Department of Justice

for 1S years. From 1978 through 1983. I was the United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. I am now a

partner in the Chicago law office of Lord. E.ssell and Brook.

The American Bar Association strongly supports the grand

jury. It is a fundamental institution in our system of

justice. The protection of the grand jury is guaranteed by the

Fifth Amendment.

In order to preserve and enhance the protective role of the

g:and jury. the American Bar Association has adopted a series

of Grand Jury Principles. A copy of these Principles and their

Commentary are appended to this statement. Much of my

testimony is based on them.

scope of Statement

In presenting this statement, the American Bar Association

does not suggest that the U.S. Department of Justice engages in

wholesale grand jury abuse. These comments are presented as
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prophylactic suggestions. They detail how grand jury abuse

arises in certain situations and may be prevented.

Controlling Orand Jury Abuse

We have been requested to comment on the Department of

Justice's ability to police its own attorneys' professional

conduct. I can provide some personal insight into this

question. While I was a United States Attorney. T had numerous

dealings with the Department of Justice Office of Professional

Responsibility. It has been my experience that the office has

always exhibited the highest caliber of professionalism in its

investigations. I have no doubt as to its ability to

investigate any allegation of misconduct, including those

relating to grand jury abuse.

Aside from the Department of Justice's internal oversight

of government attorneys' conduct on grand jury matters, the

role of federal prosecutors and federal agents assisting the

prosecutor in a rjrand jury investigation is regulated by Rule

6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. In addition.

it is regulated by the supervisory power of the United Etates

District Courts.

The Role of the Prosecutor

The prosecutor is the legal advisor to the grand jury.

This person decides what subjects the grand jury invest.igates.

- 2 -
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who will be called as witnesses and what documents to

subpoena. He questions witnesses. He advises the grand jury

concerning the relevance of the evidence, drafts the charges to

be brought, advises the grand jury on the relevant law, and

requests the grand jury to return an indictment. The grand

jury cannot return an indictment without the prosecutor's

signature and consent.

The Role of InVestigating Aaents

Grand Jury investigations are not conducted solely by

subpoenaing witnesses and documents before the grand jury.

This method of gathering information is inefficient and

cumbersome. The majority of the information obtained during a

grand jury investigation is obtained by federal investigative

agents from federal agencies such as the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, Internal Revenue Service. Department of Labor.

Secret Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.

the Customs Service and Inspectors General of various federal

agencies. The majority of the investigative work during an

investigation is done by the special agents of these

organizations. Working in conjunction with the prosecutor.

these special agents obtain information, review documents, and

gather data which the prosecutor then puts before the grand

jury by means of witnesses.

Rule 6(a) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

permits the information obtained by the grand jury to be shared

- 3 -
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with these federal agents so that they can better assist the

prosecutor in the performance of the prosecutor's duty to

enforce the federal criminal law. The agents who assist the

prosecutor cannot use the information which is thus obtained

from the grand jury for civil purposes. The ARA strongly

supports this principle which prevents unauthorized disclosure

of secret grand jury information for use in civil proceedings.

The Problem

The problem of civil use of grand jury material generally

arises when the investigative agency assisting the prosecutor

has both civil and criminal jurisdiction, such as the IRS. As

a control over this possible misuse of grand jury material,

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure requires

that the prosecutor supply the court supervising the grand jury

with names of the federal agents who have been given 4ftcess to

grand jury material. Herein lies a practical problem.

The special agent assisting the grand jury does not work

alone. He must necessarily share investigative information

with his counterparts and supervisors. In the case of the FBI.

investigative information is often sent to FBI headquarters in

Washington. Although it would be impractical for the

prosecutor to list everyone who has access, the prosecutor can

order the agent to whom disclosure has been made to keep track

of all such disclosure so that a report can be given to the

court whenever the court requests it. The agent is further

- 4 -
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instructed that the information is to be used only for the

criminal investigation. This control usually is not a problem

when the agencies involved have only criminal inv%tigative

jurisdiction.

The problem arises when the agency has vast civil powers

such as the IRS. Here the control must be strict and the names

of the persons receiving the information must be scrupulously

maintained. This is especially important with the IRS because

the primary role of the IRS is to collect taxes, not to conduct

criminal investigations. Furthermore, the ultimate goal of any

IRS investigation, criminal or civil, is to determine how much

money is due and owing to the United States.

Dual Role of Investigatin2 Aaents

The role of the special agent of the federal agency is to

a,ltt the prosecutor in a grand jury investigation in

developing evidence concerning whether a crime has been

committed. In doing so the special agent always acts in his

capacity as a special agent of the federal agency by which he

is employed. He does not act as an agent of the grand jury. A

federal grand Jury does not have an investigating agent.

It is true that often the prosecutor requests the federal

agent to examine documents which have been subpoenaed for

analysis. The documents are entrusted to his care Pursuant to

Rule 6(e). He then appears before the grand jury and testifies

as to his findings.

- 5 -
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In this role the special agent is still acting as a federal

investigator assisting the prosecutor - not an agent of the

grand jury. This role does not give the special agent any

special status as a representative of the grand jury.

When a special agent interviews prospective grand jury

witnesses, he does so as a special agent of his agency - not as

an agent of the grand jury. He may report the result of his

interview to the prosecutor who may decide to subpoena the

witness, or may ask the agent to testify before the grand jury

as to the result of the interview, depending upon its relevance

and importance. However, the special agent never steps out of

his role as a special agent - investigator - for his agency.

Potential for Abuse bY Investiqatin .&gent.

The problem discussed in the Kilpatrick, and &ujogsn cases

indicates that the prosecutor lost control of the agents and

the agents believed their role was other than special agents of

the IRS.

Special agents should not identify themselves as agents of

the grand jury. This will mislead potential witnesses who nay

be served with a subpoena into thinking that they must agree to

an interview with the agent or be subpoenaed to testify.

The decision to subp-oena lies with the prosecutor - not the

agent. This is in accordance with AA Grand Jury Principle No.

12. The threatened use of a grand jury subpoena to force a

person to submit to an interview by the special agent is
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impruper. Either the person is to be subpoenaed or not.

The special agent when assisting the prosecutor in a grand

Jury investigation should continue his role as a special

agent. He should be free to conduct interviews. If as a

result of grand jury testimony, the prosecutor gives him new

leads to pursue, he does so as a special agent of his agency.

not as an agent of the grand jury.

In conducting these investigations the special agent must

take care that he does not disclose information which was

obtained by the grand jury. He cannot tell potential witnesses

that a certain person is under grand jury investigation. He

cannot identify targets of the grand jury. He cannot send out

letters announcing a grand jury investigation such as was done

in Kilpatrick.

Potential for Abuse bY Prosecutors
I

The prosecutor in his role as advisor to the grand jury

must take care that he does not mislead the grand jury so that

it departs from its impartial role. This is in keeping with

Standard 3-1.1(c) of the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice

which states, "The duty of the prosecutor is to seek justice,

not merely to convict." The advisory committee which drafted

the 1979 amendments to Rule 6(e) also recognized that the

peculiar relationship between the prosecutor and the grand jury

can result in "a dependency relationship - which can easily be

- 7 -
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turned into an instrument of influence on grand jury

deliberations." Advisory Note, 1979 Amendment. Rule 6(e)

F.R.Cr.P.

The prosecutor may ask hard questions, but must not

question a witness simply to harass him purposely degrade him.

especially if the prosecutor does not believe the witness is

telling the truth. This conduct violates ABA Grand Jury

Principle No. 11.

The prosecutor may present summaries of prior grand jury

testimony or of interviews of witnesses. However, the grand

jury must not be mislead by these summaries. In furtherance of

this concept, ABA Grand Jury Princigle No. 6 proposes that a

prosecutor should not pr ,'..nt evidence which he knows to he

constitutionally inadmissible at trial.

If the witness is crucial to the grand jury presentation,

he should be called even if he testified in a prior grand

jury. This is especially so if the witness has himself been

involved in criminal activity or is an accomplice, and the

grand jury should judge his credibility. The American Bar

Association's position supporting this is detailed in Grand

Jury Principle No. S. See also United States v. Hopen. 712

F.Zd 757. 761 (2nd Cir. 1983); UnitQefStates v. Provenzano. 440

F. Supp. 561 (S.D.N.Y. 1977): Vaira. "The Role of the

Prosecutor Inside the Grand Jury Room." 75 Journal of Criminal

Law and Criminology. 1129 (1984).

- 8 -
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Sanctions for Abuse

This Subcoimittee has asked for a statement of the law on

what showing courts require before dismissing an indictment for

prosecutorial misconduct. The American Bar Association has not

taken a position that delineates any specific sanctions when

this question arises. However, Grand Jury Principle No. 25

states that the court, shall impose "appropriate sanctions for

violations of the points raised by the ABA's Grand Jury

Principles. Many violations of the Principles could arise as a

result of prosecutorial misconduct. A review of court

decisions on prosecutorial misconduct may be helpful to the

Subcommittee.

In regard to the grand jury setting, courts have defined

two criteria for determining the effect of prosecutorial

misconduct. Some courts have held that in order to dismiss an

indictment the court must find an actual prejudice to the

defendant. United States V, Adamo, 742 F.2d 927. 941 (6th Cir.

1984): United States v. McKenzie. 678 F.2d at 629. 631 (5th

Cir. 1982). Other courts have applied the cumulative error

rule, finding that the court's supervisory powers may be

invoked without a showing of actual prejudice, where the

prosecutor's unethical conduct has become a common practice

within the distLict or the circuit. For example, the Third

Circuit Court of Appeals said that "[federal] courts have an

institutional interest, independent of their concern for the

rights of the particulr defendant in preserving and protecting

-" "9 -
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the appearance and the reality of fair practice before the

grand jury, an interest which could justify the imposition of a

prophylactic rule in a proper case." United States V. erubo.

604 F.2d 807. 817(3d Cit. 1979). The cumulative error rule is

invoked when: "The cumulative effect of the . . . errors and

indiscretions. none of which alone might have been enough to

tip the scales, operated to the defendants' prejudice by

producing a biased grand jury." United States v. Samanoo. 607

F.2d 877. 884 (9th Cir. 1979). Under either standard, if the

overall conduct of the prosecutor is sufficiently egregious.

courts will find prejudice from the fact that the independence

of the grand jury was destroyed. J..

The events in the Kilpatric and Anderson cases highlight

the need for close supervision by the courts to prohibit

prosecutorial misconduct. Although the vast majority of

prosecutors are scrupulous and adhere to ethical and legal

principles, the nature of the grand jury is such that much

depends upon the personal integrity of the prosecutor alone.

The only check on his activity is the supervisory role of the

court.

Preventing Grand Jury Abuse

There should be a continuity of supervision, such as having

a single judge supervise all grand Juries, as in the Northern

District of Illinois, or one judge for the life of each grand

jury. In the Eastern District of Pennsylvania one judge is

- 10 -
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assigned to each grand jury investigation and maintains

supervision over that particular investigation for its entire

course.

The secrecy provisions of Rule 6(e) make it difficult to

raise questions of prosecutorial misconduct. Attorneys for

witnesses and targets cannot easily determine whether the

prosecutor has mislead the grand jurors, improperly advised

them on the law, presented them with misleading summaries, or

taken advantage of his close relationship with them.

The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has developed

a practice that if an indicted defendant can demonstrate a

probable grand jury abuse, the court will examine the grand

jury transcript in camera. If the court determines there is

evidence of misconduct, the court will give the prosecutor the

choice of permitting the defendant's attorney to examine the

transcript or having the indictment dismissed. See Unite4

States v. Edelson. 581 F.2d 1290. (7th Cir. 1978).

Although this practice is a positive step, the procedure

remains difficult. Unless an attorney knows what has occurred

before the grand jury, he cannot demonstrate the particularized

need to obtain the grand jury transcripts. On the other hand,

a wholesale disclosure of grand jury transcripts would weaken

the overriding principle of grand jury secrecy, and may tarnish

the reputation of innocent persons who were under investigation

and reveal on-going investigations as to other persons.

There are two practical changes that can be suggested to

protect this delicate balance:

- 11 -
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1. Permit witnesses to be accompanied by counsel when

appearing before the grand jury. Counsel may not address the

grand jury, nor raise objections in the grand jury room.

Counsel-s role is merely an advisor to the client. Sixteen

states have such a procedure and have found that the practice

does not inhibit grand jury practice. The proposal has long

been the position of the ABA (e.g. see Grand Jury Principle No.

1).

2. After indictment the defendant should be permitted to

examine the grand jury transcript relating to the prosecutor's

collogues with the grand jury and his questioning of witnesses

related to the indictment returned. This will not permit an

examination of whether there was sufficie ,t evidence to indict,

but permit an examination for grand jury abuse. If the

government objects as to certain portions because of special

circumstances such as, the material will disclose other

investigation, the burden should be on the government to show

with partizularized need that the transcripts should not be

disclosed.

This latter suggestion is mine. It is not the position of

the ABA.

Conclusion

It is hoped this statement contains information that is of

use to the Subcommittee and has assisted the members in

understanding some of the complex issues related to federal

grand jury procedures and potential abuse. I will be pleased

to answer any questions.

0288M
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ABA Grand Jury Princples
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be W~uetufe M vii hiatu a pO Wmy.
M7 Eq&wqm en the *ss W"absn AMA pes" bwtg Wuee aif 11 9iMes be yeah at Os.

IMhe m %e.lnu M uighs i tm pibk bfiuthus Nn k me seseade my Is ii "i Wh r ad *ift as ee to
ify or bieed an bosMhhw i v O prbg epmi "a " a w.

ItI hinun shl he grmae prsessiss iena 0 6yv go w aml to emuse Se grm
VwAy ui amads esWea I plecdpw 07.

I I- T*egrtq l A moft ryipmdWy c1e1dmso e softabdemAktrt sm s ft ehiivi Mean
wwbm a hiswemyl to amy two.

20 A "it v Isvps wse we seseelWIsi hipmces shad ow seim I ,srs i iiiddW h a w
Prussdsl I the msos of the hiwr's bodepNdei powsesm ofgsm* e m b d the dwh vi be orb Ik*l W be
Wd'vsy eflecee by his v hat russ P We Afte dd is On i em dowsh ad ft ~d~ Is isied I wMe voe

eprits rspruseema sinsesm ghhg ep p rspr satwighi b a M*Ad~i's fteIs himm ea Us o ba we mq stg
21 The mftodea rmv' of No grad Wy prasedhig- vrpA NW be iK* d ses ap p Ihg Wra go plod l'y

be usavmw* Is W*bb eun0imy
22 k i hedity of Ow w Ip, sgrmda @ yiyitedw S by mm 0 a m 0 wsp wise

extamvn 00 6fms adOW thn

keisdm. souney-eri roesips. ad Omwvi V"m
24, The prielcsdtmm braheemlaesswber seIhiblw lash 4al mdhyaishomdhimmptbsd

t5 Owm cour sWAdhpes eprt, smiso aftesm my d On Ir~ prhipee New bee dMed

is Moob ti stmlutimW plfdeg agi mll-ttWiuelvW. Nmve On prseeadv y sink e VrU at'~i - 11irmi the
rAl of the wtnees i aue Ow prbg ageii sWO wNI cim . h I a~ -Mmy as see, Ovnesi v add sea @W Wmy mIen I*
twolp the hitwiy s t mim oMs ee W Miiidbs rtssi ai bg Is rm "m Ms k esi -a- I NI 0l amy
wafts$ my fs vowv so mny mast red"ghi to ehi hi on" te Is M iihs e hi bb se hi w aNo. M IrsIcivg#Ahew so
*%ch a* es Mad vndut &Mi sd be tMhsed intows, aisl *4 Omess r*Wst a P~k hMg.

27, Thegrqnd Wiy Ade h~u maiiumo ol t vubseemai by .
211H Neknss %Wbe Whindw isp he slamlhihWVbersegrdOadg IIIe( Svft s i dan

Mbew in hil Isr
M1 Ms atny. #A spee or sohiy, Ad be seeed 61yf nead WrY esArIs mahhs b ier i the

highimi hivesbin. prepis. or rupressiAen $I Wi dass coies of be sIpemed I praie bara ft grad Ouy p&vs
mowes. mmenad. and Mhe kse amibin Oft prassa* wwb -O.

X. TheW ijry ~shsisbe pmed s~epi Ohg hms besh dwethsppedieu d5 eihs
M"RhAtme sh"d be the suJeat a aus Vite.

Suppiement Prop"ee AwmenMi hi A*s $(). F.A.D.P. The ABA &Wo rewrmvs *wn1~iet c( A* 6(s)X3XA)(I) of the
rertea Ruts DI CUmnal Procedure if sgud% dtsclosure at grarid Wuy prOCednfg) W pigm unW mawhrlzed dsdwsue t swat grad
jury inbrhJmon Iv use in cv proomedM~s as Waws (ahd4Qn unrhie)

t'l of) aflorriy lr the govrmflt IOv use in the pwtom, of vui attorey's drty lo griloce lederal
frmr4 ia*
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Commentary to Principles

Folow ng am oorners on eac o tN t principle and vpOernay proper amdimt to Rule 6(e) of the F.R Cr.P.

I The Arnerican Bar Associion has piously goe on record (in hAul 1975) appwn me rfgVi of a wines to haw
counsel present in the grand jury room. Pirciple #1 reprsers a rue lion 0 fhI polsin. PrI # Ispels Out spKftcaly w
role counsel should play in the grand pry rom. Tm il is caiJIuy d in i incmle o m it dee t is s d to
aftsdiig the winess. Ts hnuted role wi cd t grand uy's bemn g a "mlr* " - asgame hav e - ad wit r
wia ' expedstos resiglrins Under te princpe. couinel is ndO Ile I to adrss ft grand urMor in &Vy r way take p a m
the procengs. Further, a provision is inckd to llow enovl of conel who as dtluplve or do nt d wn ly witlhin the
prescri Oe bound d do* by the priciie Claicaton of the lomey's lete rl. ouple with tM meclumm r og
disrupted counsel. soul met the tiorlis raed by those who have towed c esticio a "nlf-tr."

Alniosi nowhere ese i te crima justice process - coept belre hera jury - I a pergo who desires a lwe dee
ta right Requ n a witness who needs advice d counsel to cont his orny outside the grand ry room door is awk0wd ap)redc,,,l N nnecessit prolongs Vi grand jury prceeg and place the wt nes hi an wlr l Igh beto, e gri urors
The Amrericar Law Instr e s cle it a "Oegradig and irrlvi l" procdure. Iis oSie ly d€arnagW lo fi witess conulay to
get up. go OutSid. and consul' with counsel.

ASeventh Circuic sic% [U.S. v. Kcpl. 55? F 126( ) pnts t t prol ms w the procedurel consuming
counsel outside the grand ury room Intl case, the Sent C" said i U.S. MIomey, who had grarled the nitnss pairssio to
le the grandju ry room was free a tval to bring up t ac as rlevanl to ft perjury charges aWns me denrdarni. Dssertng
Judge Swyger decried the tact t the government was "psrl~id to sandbag' hen (th delendarill by uwvn the tac that1 he
consulted nis atorrney against hr " Nor is the r t o leave the grand $ury room to consul counel solule. (S In re Twn/y. 465
F 2 806 5( Cr. 1972), in wNc the court sad a VM could be place on how kqluenly the witness could leave the room to consi
',s lawye] The p.-etgious kriencan Lea Vnstaau (AlI). i t Model Code of Pro-kraignint Procedure adated I 1975. s orts
i.Lunsel in frt grand ury room. "Wile ts is a break with tradibon and preatng practice," the ALI nores. "I is corslent with the
provsios of some recent state procedure codes .. it seems uns a,)ra*ir W to require a witness to lm the granl pry room each
time he wishes to consu t with counsel - (a 237; ertas added] The ALl cinwiary gose on to MIl -i,,s , on
covu se is co sey relied to Ve traditonl view tI the prcefdig s ,,* be serl. arid concern I e e pre sevc of cWns
hwme the freedom o0 the grand Mury and the posecuo i the vW)igaon.. .The dcy wth ts . isft conx a4
rrtat lega issues lace a witness before a grand jury. An apperaric bet ore tl body ray s ,ect an hd" to te grave a r

of se-fm raihion or apnwsoer l o ero t The witness may lso iradivelen lose s rigt toclaimthe pr ge byopersar
of the doctrine o warver And the inherent pressure arid acc;opany nerwwiem o a grand jury pe ae upon an ididuril
may make i very diffCA fo iNm to remember is atorrey's suctior i-. For ellec n iillentln of this righ. an aoney shoul
be Present 10 blow the flow 0 the itrroglin." fi 6011

Soe 15 staes now ve tuta e owig cousel to be present in the grand ju,'y room - Moa (for taget witnesses). Ilnois
(or tagre witnesses . Kan". C.oloradlo. Mascts, Michgan (orne-nm ga WWs), Mlne , New Mexico, New York
Oklaoma. PnnyVVW& a. Souh Dakota. Wiriia #scosmn and fMnt on Stt. Tie Secton contacted practicing Orneys arid
prosecuos in these hes none respo problem. In tac. sere c r who sad the ly leuo~t now support
a as a m % isurn toness in the system.

SeM l argument ae risd by opponents. For I is argued that llow cow i me w jury room wl bea brach o t
sececy rule. In tc, grand jury secrecy is not erved by kMp the lAW omde tM 0ri jury tom. *n tMh witness Is Ara to tei
is alomry anyMn tW occurred inside lFr l fe 1 CrWn Procedue 6(a)). Second, I is argued thal the presence of the

witness' W r wi restrict tree iony c aes of organized ar , co pori and pol oon mvelgrlos In t. the
States *th N1ow counsel in the grard jury room have rlained the grnd jury In moo iitances,- an ivso gl ry body for precisey
te kids di m sigons, &4 h A no record of negluvi results. Further, thrwe a linit *,eWs of securing a cooleaie
wriess' stalenoe. ard this evidence can be sufnarized o tte grand juOxyn Vie form o hearsay (OnIft v. L~ Mes, 30 U.S
35911956)) When a witness is caled to testIfy e a grand july. the wne' iomrney. A&V outsIf m grand ry rom, can osly
conclude h'm the tne sp t with th5 pay w go winess tahes me F itArnndwit or testifies in ii. EVerienced roseecu srs
uowe. have noed tl very tew wOnses ,dcle a deme to operle whout Ve kt e ge 01 tW co . It the winS
tstmony us heplu o tl e govern i, mth tact w become evidel o the Nior l e lry quickly.

Recogizin Mtil problem anin from fnri*lte repeseiizon 01 witnesses could be vx&eWed by llow"l coune in the
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grand juy room. the C,mn : Justice Section has Strengthened p rzincip o M, which eddrasi ft SAubW.
The vesence ol the attorney willt only reduce unla speculation about tht pron'clors o dud, b t also serw to iNib

Ihe prosulo' from possAble vprooer couci Analo4gws to hain counsel prse to witness alae-up, the prsicso the atorney in
the grano jur) roon will help to insure the farress 01 the proceedings

forme' Waterigte Secia! Prosecor Charles Ruft - in supporting this proposal in cnssonitlemony - declared th
the mere possibiity ol occaswnal disrupw imp 1f~ly cannot ovrcon the rot4 of the irndiduaitnsess to onsult Wi atorney

witOut gong through he rrld y abwurd process 1 laing the grand jury room eavry In Indeed, mot pr wculors woud admit 1
think tM they count on the burden of leaving the room 1o dissuade the witness tam AM g hs rdl to o . [ estimony before
House Judiciary Subcom'tlee. April 27. 1977. M 3 ]

The Arerican Bar Assocaton has been a lead in asserting the right to asiarmce of counsel In the c*mni just process As
the ABA Siandlarcs for Crena Justce on Pmovon Defense Ser,,es 1§5-1-1) decliar. "The abjecbi In prundingcouuN Should be to
assure tmat quality leg represenlaton is afforded "Princi* #1 would mor meningutly ut the S h Amendnmnt right to
assistance of counsel u the lmations on the role do counsiel wil(restall the grand Wy's beingtured a en aery proceng
Tnis propose' was app oved by Ie ABA House of Doaes by en overwln 1643 margin.

2 Principle #2 was addid by the ABA House f Doelegpes at the August, 1977 Annual Meting In Chicago as a proposed
amendment to the Criminal Justice Secton princes offered by the ABA Jucicl Adminitration Division. During the 1977 dfle. the
U S Department of Justia represents said t they did Ut pop n i s pmpL

3 Prnn:ie 03 states tat the prosecutor shalt not knowingly W lo didose to the grand sy evldu who-t will tend
substantialy to negate gun The ABA belvs tIs to be a key eleMn in binglg tmes to the grand r o , end essential to
parent indicment of innocent persons The Assoiation already had gon on record in Ih ABA Saridervs Cir k Jug"nc on the
Prosecution Fucirf1§ §3-3 6jb)] Supporting this. decr that, "No prosecutor should knowingly WI to discoe I the grd jury
eoence wriCh wit tend substantially 1o negate guit "The Na Distric Allorney Asmition (NDIA) ProsecuAlo Standard 14.2D
is also similar to principle #3 As the cornenrry lo the ABA sandard Sates, "SucM pr cedur nm s publc confdec in the
ultimate decision on whether to prosecute. The oiga to present evidier that tends hibsUalty lo rege the 9l of the accused
f ows from tne basic duty of the prosecutor to seek juStic The NA standards rh ta such a standard "provides for a graer
accuracy in the indictment determination by providing that the grand Wy be allowed to CO ns - sthe ta tinder would - any
facts tending to niegae the oendant s guilt

tndomenis have been overturned on the grounds of due process whlen a Col NIS MWOfne the prosecullo r knowingly
used perjured ewdence of tailed to present rv that squarely negated guit. (U.S, v. Bsila, 497 F.26 781 (9th Cu.. 1974)
Johnson v Superior Corof California. 15Cal 3d 248, 124 Cal Rptr. 32, 5N P.2d M (1975).] At the suggestion o U.S. DepaMent
of Justce representatives who questioned the mechanics of the principle aski dra , N Crmtkw Atic Sd ore It d eity
its coveage and intent since this is a liegtslatrre prmoicle. and Ma ski"y a geneai standad loe prosecutoria conduct. The Justice
Depanment did not oppose this principle in the 1977 Hou of Deleaes; d e.

4 The lourt, pfiple would require the proseu1or to recommend tW the grand ryn rd Mid I he boks the evidence
presented does not warrant an inctment uner goveirg law. This language is O&W4 to th.o! 13.6(c) In the ABA Sandards I
Crminal Justice on the Proseculon Function, and te National District Attorneys Asaolon Standard 14.2E. The NDA standards
corrvetary ries tnat this slandard "recognizes the prose or' S rg and duty as legal lidvsor to the groed jury o recomn end action
to the grand jury The prosecute has a great cdal more iseince than te grand ju) s in V* Wronip end ikly credibility of the
evOence beore a tria court Sne it will be h s office's duty t0 prosecute the CM, ft pecnW hais a dired intwerst in asiiNg tho
resources are not sQuandr on unwinnable or othermse improper ca " Th ABA aigrs with this rabona. tbp tenion 1 this
ponciple wIl help to insure subsantil4 justice withn tre grand jury room. The U.S. Dlpalnint of Jusic in 1977 Wdcat support for
this principle

5 Prwicple #5 would reqwre that the tgM of a gendi My Inwtigion be gilit o g lt io t y and pr t ile of the
lats before an minitment ref@rned - provided such person signs a M of nmuInity. r thIs proposi, the poutor would
require to take all reasonable steps to rotty such prospective defendants - but recogrizas that in eomine stance N proswlor will
truly be unable to locate such persons, or tMat, und som crcunmlare. galo my reo in the person's leOi . or his
endangering witnesses or other persons. or obstructing justice In such satace, nofkao would not be raquird.

The CorronN Justice Section made two changes in ts pc4 ur the & M proce. Rfrt, a the suggestion of the
Justice De ment. the term "subpct" was replaced by "asrge." The Depwtirtent sW tf as more ppvpe wording.sice
'tget is the term gnaly used in IadN law enforcement . SWo. s oa""i repreesiwluss sges addition Of th
phrase "or obstruct justice" as an additional condtion under wh h the proeut d no noty a " .g The SectON i ods this
amenoment believing 1 o be inherent in the ongtM principle. Principle r Is Wnded to nbum OW ju t opporlunily is gn
wndviualS to testify in their own W'Q prior to being ed Such groups as te Associto of th Ba of the City of Now York toe
suporea such a right This is an es etl ingredient, the ABA bskvees, in a lirty jlundlnin grand jury - and W just e -
system Without i the grand jury's essential Iction of arriving a an accurale 94ktnw* is undernta. The Justice DepMIdentd
not oppose this principle in the 1977 House of Oelese die.

6 The s1h princi puls the afirnmrvs burden on the prosecutor ld to pressi evldesu W tnch he knows o be consNt"yioy
inaamis e a trial This was rewritten by the Cirrnia Justice Siction d the drafting phase toeat pur ofAsW concerns
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about Oh i00o as orgy phv-O. (I had rlk Mflted Mai tw graW jury "h no COoh OwdiSnutiiohiy oM*e
&0"." 1 Th. ABA DMs tMa te u W"y of th pwM jury w l bN be i bypoibN pnU on (4 unceniltl*ony-
ObWtAfd o,, Ct by the rosacuor. Assoc4alon polty in th A84 SeIOnde 'I i C" A on to Aecuiri FiM1Cm
13-3 6(a)) diclams tha "a prosecutor should poem to fw gradc !jy o*nl y ~Mo the proecu' bh*e wouid be
adris.ble "." NowNAathn 3 U.S. SnMw Coufl's dion in U.S. v. CiA r. 414 U.S. 338 (1974). ft ABA belevs
thU ths pri s r to insure t3 igryof th erad urPy proms; imel. 3w (Al hI C: af n nle "Dii b mo pa,
a Proseo' weid be unkey to rbq auen M hidiOcmt weie a osiwi:on oowWd not be obned" becae at us d u tlli Zed
evxWe. The priopie is aus not hoonsr w w thn (t Co*ft.

7. Pnnc e7 pro niWg a pe'k i an i mi um s n M oo-nmler to a cximt cwlepifcy. The
ABA beseves nauung ol pwe a undiod o-onsor-us -s erbruu . tn - by d w ii per sons want
ihe ormssbon (4'crin biideyi w" m abibnhi hi owacqii or *dcOn. This olans te wrepxeNo ft3 pero
Wto provdi mty meas or ft porson o his t anc:. fis in a muce I i am 40 reiwclorm a eede to inhe w 1ar
funcwg of3w gand jury.

The Une Sties Court of Appeas for ft Fth Cici ha ieedy held i prdl, h 3th p ollWi In U.S. v. Brgs. 514
F.2d 794(1975). A scond saregcr a U susOW lplq such naiws in a bi (d partiers wsid not be pr l tld. This wouWl penii
the pSecIror to respond to a requt by ft delne t0 MW et MW na Of ( Ia WO p not I 1 e. Thw It
Depanie m 1977 did n oppose this prthi*.

8 The fa wd piublwcat*o ( d jury repor whic *e ow pesons l l n or orcaWay. kipugn ow moe. or
denqge th moral fuqm to hold office have theect of ctwgng sudh pers wth nswndud or wfnetss - wVtoat larding
them amy brum in %0 0 o rO the dwges or Io seek *daton. Thep purpoe grind w y reort is I*o hm the ,puc o

snuxons require OrAW or legNUw correOve action - nd theoillt on 4 of idM ljs wwhe ft lhWn forum
insved b thefNian oE imcxtmnis atou. Te A i nr p oeig U such gra i ry e be sprcredhmcw en"
on 0 ob that Wmce ho. is pelo rnig. &A such reports std W idemn cwadW aes. rind My rqots which do egle
din peons in the maw described WWd to undctiM thtes of t3 rWd)M. Such mlm lilee(ffgraid can. i a, . ~
the p process AdcW 9 o"d the report Is essetl W prM erlous M acon VinudoiM when no lorun (4 tral is
avable The gu th have ny consiOre this se have rebibd (on or t rep process. jl v. Sww
Curt f Si&u ,, ma Coun,, 531 P.2d 761 (Cal. 1975); DO. RiM, R.6 (1975); FLA. STAT. ANN. g905.28 (1975).]

The procoues iopond i pr 06ci we lIs In ifVurhOW such Abusm do mw. (So U.S. v. & gs, 514 F.2d 794
(5th C. 1975) aW P wt of &W Awy Rooss. 479 F.26 456 (5ti Cr. 1973).) Th.Nalonl ChDlc Anomys Association
Prose on StAndads onnuary (dOsan NOM p lroipdad on s subjc, modeled an rocen New York iWOsMWen)
noes th U" an unt a o report may sanW aal awebr of ara-xki pueiwmr , rom wichl 3re is no eped... the
QuS-judo nature (4 the grandly jur Oms i an apwo'rf rllt~y which ruwy rid be Pd... .graid paws we aiuabis to no
one grand uors iuy hiise a perwo tdd (4 mory o prnds, rl en t (e ( r
wrong " Ts propo" was oppo e by the .MiMc pwamertM "ng the 1977 Ideim.

9. The ABA opp hes of Ice (4 a pecuimors Sng 3w gad jury to obtin fnt4. dcmnuaw No n f e
to assesi his ipepwto b hii (4 a d(4nu 'em 'wged by idUtowr or i~rum. This Is at abs (43 gra juy and
transforms N Inlo a me toor l a mm 1 ft pr Oei's oM - a rail which Is wmtwy to ft rWd Oyus hilt p mid
func.on Tr p (4,k supors 3 ptwicow. n a Oamw' Ofiel (4 Pyad Phnhg &U m ledi hi976wiw
the House A.didcy SubonwvwrV grad jury Wllaion, ft OpWe nM 3sd OW , "1 is w-*eeMt d uK lJedral
¢4ase t~wwth gvipjrya u h/ud ct on/wlth a vl tor rr anh Inebr toshol f yhelhioohae s m. .
would be an abuse (4 gi press fo a gorn ui Uy to wa grd ury oodweor bMu*W ( o n

dctmeN. Courts wd dONcP~Oi oimys *to did so Wd tw 0pbeWImW wotd no covanmW eud aiCon by is

This pr nciple Is in ecord Y wl-N d WIm. (I~ SN v. fia, 33 F.2d 316 (2d O. 1194); ~ MW v.
oes. 545 F.2d 548(ft Or. 1976).)lnot IN OM on, ft om, dxb* Me. "ftIN no oneiUoIN aumlory or €cm fally

br wonyo (4N grM pzry as e mmey kur o I hl gft nwl ppee edence to wtv an irnedcled
dftndanl. Such 8 used graid ury wouid pre as do i aid Nioic aun.." The stca d "a poib
rvlv of a version of3w SWN Cu a e (4 1t Cewnury EVld..."

10. The ABA 9rn opoe pr WW Us d ( grad M e1 l N IM MnWiUNlV hISgO O - e.g.. hIe
rvnue icom ta rmwotoavl. Such hkiPpr vSIbon (43w graid krltspbpe k binion aid Mcs o aums s&0l ahoe

decribed in , stoa. The ABA Ho 4 llega in Fibry 1977- hi Wdsei a popoed a ntiur to Fed &A f
Crine oceoen 6(s) - omped cmonr re *g dnno grand Wy finu on I* gownmird "ts for ue I
imreUMed dvi proc en"s. The Cimbinl ,nkce So report MW 3w H"oue-epv Jd ree ianrdeded ON dlckoer of
grad Mv 1"ibob ltoo bmod grmq~(4ovirorwUi personnlrv b sdae~rueb oeecet enVowao
Ovou~gp r4iduy prcess wich ym not reqiredtoQ*W frftpoedst wpn grd oy WA@Dgitl .The
doisen of Wirnulo to sev pelliMlzed depsffwti or ageny needs MMti n be a lispbvi o. (ft= (4 sgts
Meor Book. 2M7 Midyse Meean. a 12".)

A U.S. DVpamM cl himU pper imd to w Homue cM n o lo hwips V con : "05 (w ptw ,y
abuses (4 ft d"M ryt whi eu o ld.. Is 1he m, uedeilsbroedhioerhlgw mpewsbypova ergqe
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pursuit of investigation that are solely ther own rather than the grand (ury' (U.S. Oqlmeeu 04 WIN oft of Pulcy and
Panning ?avo.'ndum on fhe GrW'inJry, p.106: printed in record 0HouMe ld ySubCm tbw in.)i cm o ele
Sttesv Ooe. 72Cnm Misc i(SD NY 1972), the court, nIdnyng a gorrmwnt n lon swsIi seclpegrand) xyju intlil to
deermne vaions of Tnes 18 and 28 an "to determine cv tax l11abily." cl U Mt, '11e grid My's fo s pMpty
contened when i is he ermpoweed to WndWd ivegugations t iat are t -O i ir elu*vM i " Ia d ber n that
the Attorney General s Aovnsory Comittee o U.S. Aflornoys in 1977 Vpu Is sp pot A V d I Po .

11 Principe #11 provides that wineses sflr, for belore grad ures M Ad r* e tmu le day or
unnecessv;ly repeated gparces or harassment. The AA supports N *lon ~ wOd bld such prOim . in smwe
instances. these muses haw oDrr d grand jury witnesses have been i y aled to app., or hm bma PA ctsd to
unreasonable delays or other forms of harsn t M hidersinci to the mnernu a grold My wOm tW u 0 himilible as the
use o gran pjury subpoena to harass a wlness. nd Is a Mte mans 0 id ie lbms boeh s apmpw . The SA
Sltandas tor Crmrwm Justice on tme fm Func 35 r-cognrl ls #a pemoriora I D hasidle wkises

fairly. oblecrvey. and without seeking to Iim ge or humtliaue iuteis..." The U.S. C amort d Atlm in 1977
supported this pincp as did the Advisory Comrnilte o U.S. wneys.

12 Seveal grand jry reform bills over recent Congsses would reQure grand sy qpiw oa su bfpt o su .T M
o"oses such a procedures beIeves thi requirement would not ly be umb'sie . t M = wMMo My dea. The
prosecutor, the ABA bee.,s. is much beer sued to mak dlernftons r n issued subpmoea ien t a bygranrd uros
The ABA thus does not Upo these prosions In peining eiielat The Aorty CTaMrefttle 04 U.S. Mormnys in 1977 sup e
this princile

13 Principle M1 would require ttia a grand juy subpoena ndicaM te t ature or genera vubW ta to Vi to t grand
jury inury This requirement is inteed to enable the recoit aid the ourt to dmarn mors acur ly quesions of rewNry it
would also enab the witness to prepare himself more adquaey for s e w4 a . and WOW mur mam 0 ve ard WCe use
01 counse. court and grand jury tme The principle do nrin dr Via adealed dteealeon 0 e M ts and sbd areas b
required. but that a troao statutory cita or general d pono thesu be Included. aw e 1pCtmuW reprvstats In 1977
expressed support for this prinipl. but indicated Mown thatl, as likilly wrte, "i prbtlpll wOul Wae open tie questiof later
challenges to the indOtment baso on the lact that the defendant was darged under Mtids tu named in the sbpowA To meet this
concen an clarity tve prDm le's orgial intent, the C;rn Justice Section added Ie ulid is nof; ft rics 111 dear that the
indctment cannot be vittated d the person is Wited urK a stltute or in a suM ar no in f e mp na. The Avsory
Conyttee of 1i S Atorneys in 1977 supported ft princip

16 A grWn jury subpoena should no be rvilurnable co ptm fint gri jury t Aft~. 7Ws Ise it innded to avoid
potential abuse of the subpoena powr by the prosecutor's Oto. N 1 help to Insure the hilligily f ti qnd u tunction. Both the
Justice Department and the Attorney General's kviy CommV o U.S. Alnrey In 1977 suppored t ; r oll.

15 Principle 015 would mandate ssVen raphic or electronic rordin d i ners Ml ie rid ury - V the
cet oerMtons of the grand oy sell. This would represent a logicaltMp arwd in gi jury rulorn, aid Is ncneleletM with the
necessity of maintaining grand pry secrecy. The Jpde's chage 1o fe grad Jury wmt be rkwded, as would the prosecuOrs
introductory remarks and testmony WI questioning of S witneses. Some 31 SOe already Mrue rev V 01 INI grand Psy
proceedings otne than Votes d OeerationS. and an additil 6 Ma pWI1 111. M 1dh 0 a Lay04 C0nMs Mudy (printed in
1976 W..arings Record. House Judiciary Subcommittee on litigation, Ctn Np and ktm i Law. I 114).

Sn this proposal was adopted by the AM in 1977, th Federal es 04 tl r osdur hM be e n d M n dd Io reqiWe
recordings o all grand ury proceedings. This is a major step torwad.

Major groups have supported this reqwne . The nirc Low INWe, In Is Mode Code of P- e tgret Prcwe
urges that a record be made of at poceins beors the grand jMy. Th AEA 9rda tH" Aakan Vie f Wos
Functi 113-3 5(c)) - aredy AA potcy - provd ta, "The prsscUxo's rwmi lons vd prreloabns 11 te grand jury
should be on the rord." The accmpanyfn coriety pi t -a "ir, grad y C m uedhp Xm g tily s10" ad 9ex
p'e. it i particuary desirable that a rfeord be made 0 the ft precuors omu m o -a raprm aftn i c te Juiry." The
Prosecution Sndards of the Nalwoal (strict Atorneys Assocation 14.2(F)] aiso g IM t " i ny Mtr W gr jurysoul
be recorded Recrdng wll aid the protection - by iurn that perjured teeloy d= nr go urpuililed. fmnt WOul also
act as a restraint on tie prosecuor nor t exercise undue or oper InlueM on tWg Jay.

16. This prionipe is Kientical to The Prosecution Stanr Iofl Nal DIthft Morn s (sod 1on (914.48) and the ABA
Swindaods &o Crwna AN"t on ft Ruow For&wn 113-3.5(b). 11 woul ors*M ft prosisori hm neldirg Oatmmnts or
argqents to inluonce the grad yactin in aerm wih woul d n be peniVked beon l iel ixy. PhIs o i tcae
the proscor's rle as the only igatty-tr i n son VeA I toy WaW jurore. As fe miway b Vie ABM staardsnMs. "A
proeuo should n take Iage of his roe AS th CA pa r W i rlplrn"l oft W M b*M t grd f N y 1 i or unfary
influence it in voting upon crges brought bes it. In generi, he "Mould be gifld by the Mandards gomnn ad d&ning the prop
presern ion of the state's case in an advWslry tat bft a pei My."

Because of the s rl nature 0 the grand puy proceeding s, the lack 04 dict o i spervits . arid iM a M Vi poecuW's
is a u eral pDresenta n, he must avoid, u l e he gra juors by mns w o nmM be b a;pp In ipu
cow oom ceore a petit ury, This is essenta to prevent the gran uy's b orr a mare echo of te puo on. As am ele has
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nod, '[Gyred purrs mss place eomous trust in te prosecu's gundace N is he,. afr a. who efs Utwh MW to chb. is.
wc sees the Was for IN" to hear. ot sh4m tw OW a W of me , case..." [,pl 1s ddI (Ai,. The Mdn
G'nd iry. whted Soer.townrt, 51 A.B.A.J. 153, 154 (1966).) The Justice Depaltn in 1977 pressed Is lupo or
IS prrnople.

17. Prftnip 17 roodens a prt ABA poIcy oncrnng tensaWictonW Wn t Io spcy p h m in w kfrny
mJold be issue :hen ft is i the public lnrued. wn heis no ottw reasonle wvy to mscAths testhirny. arid when the wones
has reOused to Issfy. or sed he wil emke the FRt Mneniwn. This is inh* d tO Insure that g'ts of iunrty are castuy
onsiered pri to issuence vd th they aW a n Isued when ow m~ms could be used is ob the needed hnWn.

The A A House of Dopes (al the 1975 nnuW Mesti) had already arwdn o 16 U.S.C. 6002 Io pros"tui"sacliont hiinirr y, arwt ttm "us. hun provided under promnI tedm low. Urd tratsaction ewnunt. a wenss
may be Mtaorlty cornrled Io 9W ,stmony ~ migh t g thws Vou te p r,,, concerning f r on. pviM e
witness tsgi smTLry from proseco for my r rlerred toin h WOiiny. Under 1 U.S.C. 1525(b). Pan Vo e W nzed
Cre Control Ad t 1970. Wnd nder Ka s r v. U.S.. 406 U.S. 441 (1972), only "use" rminty need be alrdd. Trhs meey
preves te prosecuion from using the actual tstmony (or Wads dW twr* ) in any afesue crVWn rsscuto.

Some 31 states currently provide transactional Ivnunl/t. The Nao"n Clfer ence oE s arsn Unkrm Sue Laws has
supported N, I the Uniform Rules CE Crkntin Prococdur (Fk* 732(bD. "Use" Mvuuny. whIes owdNiial (s Kasbgv. stps).
sMould be roeed or several pracic reasons is Id only k et M proeecuofrli aun. W can be& KJ r invilabon to p ry
on the pl t ew ess S gh wntneos w "he sayscn e used le0 Rpee him, I can be an Our e me o slant M
tesWumoy i a nmw msl Intla. to him. Temnony his obtained Is Ad accurd. [The ru's antlon Is clmed to the ThWd
Circuit case of ~.e SiLm v. Fhon lo 552 F.2d 534 (1977). which hWid Vii WmAunWed NlOemy W be used Io imnpeac awinss.] Viins cooperno Is eseta toa en edv grend Ixy inveigelon. W 9w uncsty genrted by "ii" hrvnuny.
and the difficulties in dr g the ope C the pofte cton alorded Ih* witness. cma ON MW iNh his coopraion. Trxaction
immunly beter enourages accurft 1eihinofy end f izw WinMs resigil to queIfOn,

The wO numbe o actual sutcsf pre of nunm e wMes wt "us$" Mmun iniae Oa t a rMum to
trnsacwn Irnunty WI not renmove a 690w weapon aging orgeniz crf. (Sm 14 Am. Cmi. L. Rev. 275. 202 (1977).
whermn the U.S. Deplmnt% CE JasWc reports fti. i practice, low witnsse gruted "use" Wmxfunty are suseetl~y prosecuted
for crime descrWe iM thei r iunzed tesimn.1 "Use' inmity* represent Vfe moot grudgin inerpretaton CE te costtonal
night aan sW~ vw~lh. the ABA beeves.

18. A nm~ C recent grnd jy reorm bus hae Oiuded a provisIon requig Xpprv d Wwut grants byl apfyvte
of t grind jury. Vle many supports C is d pO vo believe that 4t wold hip to insu the in 3epndenc of ta body. the ABA.
does no support such a requiment. Instead, priple 018 wod provd tt MO unty be grWtd on Wscution motion m cta by
th tri court whic opened th gri juy, te x Sdads outn in principle #17 id In detef*in whete such a
gra shmd be nude. Lay graid urors are not adequay orterd to NeM demniims rgrding Wmjy iM. the ABA
beves. This is property an sau *v kcon wil curt overview.

19. Pricile #19 would Jorbid nriwin the gruntng of htwuniy In gran juy proceedings a mier CE pubic record Lore the
issuc o in idicntrmt or teimoy in any cums. To mie puWc such gris unwderat funhcton o the qrnd jWy by sel tey
publcizi i Wtpi ts - anid Ns the dM pftt of hurm to those to om imunly is alleged to hm ben grln*d. The
U.S. Deptmw of ,to in 197 indcatsd is aeem wit this pinip.

20. The questionC mut iple rpena on C oem in grand ju p rocei has i recnt ) recrs ee kcresig
atten both tm members of the private bar eld Srm government atormeys. (Se. e.g., Cole. Tim br a Om Aki
ReraW &%.%0 be S pWe. 2 NTl. J. Ct. Del. 149 (19?6); and Speech, May 3. 1977, 1 Chicago Bar Auocitn on Tie
PW f fto AWprsenuonl in Y MMW i'roU Wgs by Aftd Fawst. Cleul Ch KeM of Operatns, kMirttu Dv~son.
U.S. Dq r of Aistice .I Recent cu opons hm also tried to grapple wi thVi qw ao. (Sm. e.g.. ki FI# kmnSOMW B*m
Apr#. 197' mWAMy, 531 F.2d O00(D.C Cr. 1976. 1Pndpl 20 wueuansen by CmtninaJuicStloni urng
the dr gst s to Ven e s 10 **Vo, o m eet cnCeF raised byr cs o m proposal to soW cn in te graid My
room. Oppows of th l e have focused n n C Vir ojecto o p whch cosd ae when on e rWOpree
moere tha one wtes in a grand juy p rcing.

incipl 6 2 e aM tie e resoeity CE en attorney not to coninus mutpl repee o CE en ha graid
jury procdn Itoort s ceanae. As oridy .word priUiple prode tha. "Ve couwndi,6 that iheresi mupe
reprewsenaton of wieeee In a grand juy proeng. lt ehal advise Vie oft e tOW the hove Vie right to to be sepetel
represented by counsel. end ini h~ inteest imty others es." Undo Vie redre pprovd prcple. tie burden
Is illy plced an t d nee aorn Io a reepnsty t b m d*g AM s when =,fts Multiple W sIon
aria or am Ekaly to eise. N the cowl End that Vit pinck l is not bein kkwd. hom . It void ha Vie &~Orty to orde
$we$ rMpresentaon. The prase "gin popre weigh to an indid's 1 tom c his er cO Cha s i was
added to aid a ,ualon in which ft court sunitriy nckde cerin counsl om rspasun AW WItnees In fie Proeing
Mipl rpresetaon is considwed to include the tolin: M or moe im i in a graW j preding who a" how
cornlng inteet; a knlo eid a poei delenl in a grand juryproc n; or a wn whose m oueli leeaspld oibya rd
pwty who is a wkne or p d0 eled in a Wrad jy p i .
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The signify ocant Shal corrns irvve i inultiple representation w hw N I Wils l le Or A p r wMding kierests
the potential compromise to the constitution guarantee to ffetve autan.W S : 0o umind S Piu- bW it g the pubi's
rigm to an etcirve grand jry invest ition requke tt prW, - b& to a anmal y w 311 u bm. e AMn Y.1lo d in tm above
cited aicie "To avoid the Scyla of conflict. the defense attorney with nw0s dlerts v4 NkV M 99M In n C ds of
wietecbrve assilare of cnsel The Justi. Dparrit in 1977 mpresasd b ppOl tr ftispi .

21 Principle #21 provides that the confi tl natureof gIrd juryayrquireslel sPPWng
before the grand jury be unavalae to public suiny. SN their ketly Is necmay 10 P t*uA ham to witnles AN
oentl defendants The practice m sore urtsdictons of hsv irn rs mpoeed plio and press a Of e w fro the gran

jury room is an unfar one - It taints the wkinsses' reputation by th mire ad 1* WappSV .The k m os 01 retiring the
secrecy of grand puy proCeedings had already been recognized by Vo Asacilon, tan, i t 19hM policy, I urged ItrW d
plties for unauthozed disows e of grand jury lormaton The usti e flier e I 1W i4pW this prhntnmle.

22, The ABA supports egslation who would nwide the cou's ctwgng gnd Mrt fly i On Iuuing asto their duties
an responsibrtrtes witten copes of the chwge wOu thenbe dttrted to ths grand jurors b * Monr tinuing rulerm. )eD ing to
grand jurors ther powers. responlabrles and rights will help to isr te ir sn i t gof 3* p e role. and will
thereby heop to strenghen the Inepeindencean S r t undion of (Is grand jury. Sevrpo pseed R n ur y dr~m lits ortan suc
provirsons, as does perdng le iton in nwa stiaes. ID pflur S haute In 1977 is b pWorb this pincpte

23 in adoV prncple f23, the ABA goes on reowd recogtlnrg pierS tbusie 01 eperon wownea awitnesse
beore the grand jury and then Clm a Fist Aendien pVKege nWt to eItly. in on pre S 'd' m ou the curry, alic
pl ready exists fortoddig the cW of Journalits lore N grand Py. As Vs U.S. Spt ourt Ms rae, " cat
haraSstent of the press undertakan not tor purposes Iaw efrorceent ID toV p orter's rIt" nh wth Is nwws nieces
would have nosti con, We oo no expect courts wit bugs t 0 grand jlesmn sparm within ts trimS he First A' indewent
as wel as the F Mfh " rnPg v. H . 408 US. 665, at S 07- 70(1972).] P iq fned blegisItiin this area. a
Newspaper Gudd spokesperson deaed in testimony before the House Aj ly Subtunounfl swVn In June 1977, "The Issuance
o subpoenas to news gatherers has become a erab contagon

Prnciple #23 is turner intended to express ABA concsn rtoa the incuVeo ng nufter 01 lnstum nmlonaly In nc Crimnal
defense lawyers are themselves being subpened to tetify ore gru -'O .Abu of grand jury Aabposns used against Persos
inng recognized confidenta reigl"ips appears to b Increiasng: t cn r a wedge of distrust beta n e money and
cliet v4 has a chilling effect on Such Amenome rights and confkeil relationship. The ABA pjpoey d n go into further
derail in this proposed prinaple, be wg that an expression o Associalion conerm a p u th grand jury vis-aVs the
press and the cnmrnal defense bar would call aentin to wh appears to be a growing problem The 11lo Deparment in 1977
expressed Its support tar this principle a so, taivnenwy to P*ci #29 No.)

24 In August 1975. tUe AM Houseof DeleMes opposed n ad thefec trwdt Vfw Stzuei28 U.S.C. 18261)1
to reduce from 18 to 6 months the mrnimum period of oontfinm on a clI oortempt order ft refusal toteoly Wiore gro jury. The
Crimmna Justice Swicin, in Its study o gr&an jury legtion after the 1975 &on, Wan omnoced tha ViA Posit ou be
recor idered. and supported a Six-month naxrusr, Is r teaned In sewN pWdng gran jury PuoM MS. The Sectin fell that this
iengwt of confinement would be W c t0 compel a te to ttify. In June 1977, i U.S. CoeprMt of Jisfo - softe ng its
onginal opposition to any cNg in current law - agreed to supW a miuuni 12-mouth oonk nnt. rhngth ABA House of
Delegates deWe in August 1977, the Seton agreed to support the 12-p i 10ir um @ on se Whl reooognZing that
abs have occurred (See Record of 1976 hearings before House AJ c yubcMrW on mIgrlON. CINWish Ad Inernatna
Law the Section bives the ABA-approved 12-month n-,mumn wN1 help to wold ong, puntM oobnernet. It sou60 be Stressed
that the Associaion has previousy gone on reWd suppon egl ton to prit multiple oon l t upon a sbequen refusal by a
witness to testify abn.t the sW* transtion

25 Raher than spoec 'g proposed sarctions bar voion o 4c0 prope grandojuylgsla I ptnciAW here e
ABA simply notes that the court should exercise Its power 10 i pproprate os en is poth poedpn re Violated
Such sn mis wl obvious y be fashWined many proposed lIIsloo 6W It is n Ve ABA's Into suggest S Ory language

26 Prncpe 6 was adopted bythe ABA House of Delegates In August 1960. Itprovdet theprscutornot Ca Awitness
who has stMed per" ly or through is ouinse that he wil take the Fifth kmendmerl. Two eaptJon to lsf re Kogr*ie however
First. the prosecutor ay of course then seek a grant 01 iniruily under approple laws i Ills jurhi r i Second. the prosetulor may
wish to contest the witness' ng to assert his privilege aaisnt ain . I eW t, the prosecor Mould fe unr Wea any
motion to compel the witness' testmony. the Y, rM can ie under sea anm reltng to r seizing to pieW hs rWghl 16 refuse to
gve testirrny Impronantly. tUe ABA blev procae s Siera rngfronm P ts lent sa e conductedin wn. WG not be
sbject to puUic vew There will be instances, however, In w the Wie my/ eta PUbit heing. In sudh cam, the request
should be granted

The prnciple buOds in par upon the approved ASA Standards Is Of* AMee te ADnit Funwc . 53-3.6, wich
read s follows

(e) The prosecutor should not ciome the appearance of witness before t grand jury wlosw actist re the
subjc of the inquiry i the witness sties in advac If I d hear Mo Wis N the Om OunwonSl prMlege
not to testily, unless the prosecutor flends to seek a gr&W 01 iofrunfty according to the law
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In the updtg ol 0e sandards VprWd in FebrY 1979, ito rtm ed i anged om the oinal 1971 Undard
r'dbny. Mu ABA beke it wouidInge upon the p*vilege inN nct*mf to req*Vr a pcerU defendant 0 We

befoe a grand ury and clam twee th p eea gi s0ethat %den go proeeior hiM been told in avm a Vi Mt wins
inteds to Th so, Ths can wn up the witn in the " odth grand u, ad m ofthe t c by th e Ao suir.

The principle is todd t m n of the m s o th gran Jury. PoeIis can, for sm$tl, lk to th press in puAc
off:i1 ivestigatitins who IS le " and has takanthe Ft. This can n m repulsions. and - Wmed r Is neier Wo wi - th
peson has no way lo cledw his name. N the proeIcutor Is advised Itha iss pls toO th e it.h. " .h , no need to
Wooad the person befor wm"n tevislo caras ky a Vve-nni wpeeranc befor Vhe guid Juy. Under Mue prlnOe. tie
prosecutor can contest the witness' plan to take to ANM. bu I wi be datis ki wvwa - &Wid a" foNr to Vien of ft nem
niedia.

In arrndn ents to the U.S. M 'oys 'Manala adopid bytVe U.S. W& s oAustim 1977 Mue Dpvyte has
directed that -- a written ommuniation hrnt aI signed by him mid his orne ae M at ~ the Fifsse tMu h knennri,
the witnessshould gilierally be mcused frm lef)n nee ieu uuwlh*nv iihoprsn seto oltat
right beorse u gndJry." [AmendeNt _ Secion 9-11.253.1 TN$s ~p IS bulcy P, NPA I reit tat 08 Cpeinrv"iifte
poicy. The Depart nm g d b M= 00 artion te
excus d frm to" . As t mmo o to Is policy sates, "...mac a bed r d aid t W oNo ww *et fo
woInem s t a r y to VieW d o reef ft v..H i W Oe M it e tift ad tls aOrn
stale in a wrtg snep y both that hu ' ' wil res to lify on Fith dlnw ound, Mu wtnm or*wly should be
used Io tOs unlms Mu gra ury m ad Me U.S. NMrney We to NMl on Mu appearance. In d mnin M biity of
insisting on the appearance of Such a Person. consideration MhONe be 9Wve to the ars VA*A)JO utled utipwea inuk f VPlace,
i e.. the Ooirtance of tMuistimony or oe linfonon suh. Its urWabi t m wiesur , a4 OM My of Mu FAh

er e prM"g to tu ikely ares of k*qu --,
Colorado has arnployed thi procedure W three Vons, and, K oordig to Dnew V"tr AMe 0*e Tofey, Iso mrtn beier

thtn the old symm , whee ts wtes had to bemct in bore grand July.
in sum,. the ABA's princpl M2 effectvely stal e wMndrtin prircit tha ordkwly a person who states Mal he Plans to

invoke the constitutional pdvle against sef~wcrdm P 1 A rdi be cl ass witness. for mcan be mdrel.y pedc bfe
the gr id uors On theO hano. Mu AB principle also rec og ne Iioin smed ts tanMu prosecutor wifl necoe yto try
lo come that paio tesny ad prps how s O sould be t led.

27. Pincple 07 was adopted A by the AA ouefn Delog sinAug 19110.N NoldeethIVgrnd qt*.b -e sto
the Memens ol the crm c niderd by IN. addrmses Mt problem hh alee as to underlsaiding l coipl Cum The
ABA beheves it essetal that grand Juor be gien an adequate understanigof such o;miid sa tM tlwn as uhrud and
conspiracy. This is obviously most in~irtu In comple whle cola case. The grand Amr cum wid telligerty consider techical case
wou knowing wha to Wok i*' from Mue witness mu*ig before thm.

It is notheA'sintenton, however, OW 110moto Worm the grand Jury.of do dments ofth e ti aer MW sabas br
attack on the indictment

An essential elmet of f r ooness in the rai Jry mr reqWus om Instruction to grand jm - who are laypersons with no
backgro in the law - as t0 Megleriments of cti hya l 'okng Ito. The AM A ognid thi Mu mechanics of V instruction
will ha to be worked out in sac lSiction as best sAs Is own procedures. In some M ao, this would be handled by M
prosecuor, in other m ridicios, probaby by Mue myurs; in Nip Oh~s, nwtuas nMgt be -develope.

Somfe case law ireedy supports suc a pinc e .In Gathe Y. U.S., 413 F.2d 1061 (D.C. Cfr. 1909). Mue D.C. CA disnusse
an indictment cs the grand Jy did ro have Mu actet of Mu indIctment bo I when it considered Mu gore's
evidence Thisur hid tht Ae6 of theFed"Rl~es ofCO* nPourreiiem ugrf Wadxy a a bodyto0Pauson t
termsof theidictmntbeaus (w)1hout an indictim befotn. M ors 4ntgh thee o use po achpatc eemnt
and deterntned which pariuar fads should be included inth Mubal uluoatio." (Id II 10711.f imhereurnen has pult tlesidra
bure on the prosec tine D"tricl of Coutlar and in taW oml h s ein o ctch e i .

28 Principle 128 was adopted by ft AMA Housel oflegies in August 196. ItiAdresses Mu th quesio of recalcitrant
witnesses, a subject already coeed in Wa by oam of Mue previously approved principles. The new pripl stie that no witness shWl

te found i conlernpl V refuse to sey unless tM witness is pe anopporty Ioqutin t e grwi urs why he refus to
testify, and Meu grand Jury thereafte reconut1ed ose cour tt Mt wies be 4n in cont.

The ABA has previously recoied Mue problem w~c recalcitraid witnesses bce, and MuoentiWAt fW abues to accu. AMA
prncpl f24, adopted in 1977, stMe that no wites who refuses to Wely Wn Is foun In conlernpt shoul be c*onnd for me thW
one yea. and the AMA had before that tine gon on rewd in W*psiMo to reWteAti conilerjA with repeated coifiut for refusal to
testfy Sath mman transaction.

The rationale for this adWWoa principle Is rooted InM rn th at M som persons who refuse to f" and us cited fo
con"'i by Mue cwl may have a goo and w~d reason Oarmnot war"in to le"l - a rmo which Mue grand jurrs wE M=P - bt
not a legally vad reason on w hic eM court coul bas a decision not to MWn consnpl.

While Mue Seveth Circult has considered dures to be a defense to a cunerop c"ug [U.S. Yn. Ifick. 542 F.2d 381 (ith Cir
1976)]. Mu Fft Cfrct rKey reced a grand Jluy wkneu atmpt to aset duress defmes to a o , tation(in 6rn
.Vy P'ocoolngs (U.S. v. GOW) 05 F.2d 750 (5th C. 1979)). bul refusd o reach Mu question of whether du can Over be
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invoked in SuCh c1ses ... dk

This propose wl hel to strengthen the grand ury as an mdependx l I r 1-np-4 bity. A My e Ow p$W ds to
" more aoendence to t gand MurY and ro USt be a toNI d N pro oir Th grTl d WMlft 1 O a am wt -t has

been cai to testily against a reatie has a vaWd reason not to do o . gru WY ~imM MWi, le Mt ieebn y"-Y
particularly where 1arly rnemers we invo"ve In some in ces, e nd 1 I a I O a i a
witness in most cases the rosAcuor wil have suficit influene wit the gran Jury1O wI* e It ho t" to dor WUc
cases but on ocasion Iroe l be witnesses who can ers uW grand W onW W - 9 1 00 e wrVinh y 1O eiPrs
trIer reawors for not wanting to Wstiy wth hM The proseculcr vi ato, Cd OR , e t o 1 i 10 ft Ww hw cebcal a
paricu wniess' es"imony is the cas allow the ry to weigh ta t In s declMM. TWa p1 MM beom addlhnat Ie

toward insuring Cue procs in hanin witnesses be ore the grarid Mjy, aid brd ulepWrig wd wi M Vio eeence
of the grand uy

29 Prnciple #29 generwaty pomiig cO!n Of awyWe$ betort V W a y 1 1i qilfle C n lerS ln duAn the

gtdimae nvestigaton a prepation Cd a case. or e" ubpoea do prdue m* p c w a cca, te ed' 's case.

was amended and appow by the ABA House of *eWl'% in FerMY 1961 wth a 2W atyen0d ddtto d #a UV e , "gg nrt

erlraordnwy and conipehing cocur"starim
The origna grand jury pnnci ps adope by the ABAin 1977 recogelud tPa IWblhm In gerWi Writs TiMI;M1l addresM

the issue more sec ,cally r #23 pprved by the HouNW d DMees in 1977 prtMW tha. "A OWg ol go grand ry

prw dings srod be conducted wih proper onSeatEn 1W the p rVtOM C4 prM Ireeomn, rIieyeVFIV t reiulOn and

compaable values" The comenWy to the not ed thai t ms w ,as 10 'Sm K ABA an t ia Inwek) ni r 0

instances nt inly in whi crnt Wi M e lrer s are thWOSM beng b to tally 10 W belf )ud .M le M O grans

jury subpoenas used against persons hrig recognized wcoreWA ronisps aWn to be In *itg: Vif can OM a wedge of

distrust w en deense attorney a cW1t. and has a chN le on Sbdti MnerrmelV 100 and cridittl rWbnah* "

While the Crouna Justice Section has neie the resources nor the caIbty 1o MOd a cWW t t eol tsurt the

extent to which calling of lawyers before grand juries is a Ixoblem niowyde it is fi SO Se r o l at It Is a grWMg

Poem The Seion thus lel it critca! that the ABA go on record in opp oo to grand o i' qr c" WW S11se about

work product inaleria
An exarrmnationo thoe .r ,'udence ncrwng ppliceA d toh w product dol to roclegs bkire grand junie

reveals some lack of ciariy in current case Law. a can eve as a backlcd ro c d el tifs pt pf le TheU.S.SupmeCourl

in 1945 in Hockma v Tayor. 329 U S 495, created a qu*i proticton *b m d uoer bi. h ofmn Cd Io. " a rd

mernxanda briefs communications and othe writings prepared by w48e NW WS MM in1 M& ftf cns c e. Equally

protecteo were writings retWiting the attorney's mental ressims, conluaos, ophrd of, or legal t% - nml eicom passed

by the term "work product The work prout doctrine Is d inc Irm rd brueif Ow n0 dM t PiOee.
Noc~kfmn was a cMi case it was not until 1975 the the U.S. SupTme Coutl lwork pIoduCt dote ppicable to crumnal

cases JU S v Nobles 422 U S 225 (1975)) In hWes. the Cout ited:
Although the work pduCi Otrne most frequnly is Se a a b to dleoWry In cmv tgomo, fs role In
assuring the prooer tuncioniong the crilu pa em is en more VW. TneWrs d 0lely id th
accused in obtaining a tr a accurate resolution th t Cd g" arid ineocee eoma d that aOequafte
saleguards assure the though propaaton anci preentaWo each sId C the cmt. N A s cor, ie Vawk.

product oc(ie shers the mental procees 01 the tM . P10100 a P arm w n W he can

anayzeampreparehisWclent'scase t is necessarytatthewdoctre prciwill pNp d byaerst
the amorney as well as those prepared by the atomey hin1W ... Ab, a 238 and 230.

The Court tmus recogmemd the clw necmay of appl n the doctri to Orva cane. rd birdth the prateiion allde

aiso extended to information gathered by the attorney's aQents at Ns dkcto. The Co bAd. 1oo. t the ge dr I Mm the

work product orine was a qualhed one w A o waived

The U S Suprere Courl has not to da ! .Arfficaiy confronted the ofisse we e ork product ldr O s appkaW to

gramd jury proceedings Othr courts. however, hmv conrod arnd moodvd Ite poobaie Cd epOOngVi octwne in Oat wIsI In In

he MaNet Oi Terkeltoub 265 F .Supp -63 (S.0N.Y. 1%6), VW " slis lo e 0 dW OM 0o 1 a n /' d M*I onAW s

among himself. a cent and a potetaiwlness It nroed h it the de t lO ew w be Ined IOW hlisyaSA Wk indelefMle 0 a

client must have i least a slgty chulng Vnpact upon okonse r ian rftsna cr ee. Alnoug i aft CO idurt did

not make use o0 the term "work product." t hat r o m Ws e in ks detiMon. sue tie go II W a VW e wrk prot doctrne

eflectvy prevents the Qovennut from acquiring thrug Vie g rnMd ur It 111 V cu uO I nMre 10 Ciumna
discove channels

The Eighth Circuit was the Ivat tedera court of mippeals epeclfly to NO~ tha to wrk prOuc docisli ePOW to gran MuY
proceeWn n Cly v. U S, 473 F-2 840 (1973), the court hd a work pmduct e e o y an aeatM PIeIWO fro

disclosure in the grand ry p ontext - where ntes and meranda rsate to vttneu Ver'SWs wI wONi. S&er reW 4awal

cases consider whwher the work product docne a words an ,abole or q e peclom to an am ey's nos rd mwraa on

witness intevws, an what constiutes a aho" of good cause a id to erde the pirtAege, I k Is 4uile. In It W ANY

Subpoena Die DOcember T9. 19,9 Genal Cowraril (John N Co'p.) V. U.S., 509 F .2d 504 (2d Cit. 19n). ie Sec Ond cuhe

that an attorney's mtervi notes and memoranda were afford only quaified pr0t101 ThrdOxA rteda asi decison in
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I f Gr&V My mvwspimn, 0o LUS.. 5W F. 2d 1224 (3 Cr. 190). Tlh MM tnd Ma Irw f ,trmma w
proceed from tn dosrs oly in ft aixs d a 04' 04g f god jsm by tm Fwer MU. The Mt Oo fudh "kilepulpiy.
tme o product doctnm mcids Ind sro mMW Wim or colisco belms Up-Iam wkhy mmWom."

in a cme in I Smln DOhuMcl 0 New York [0 Re Gra Jsy Sublomm 001 ftwmbw P. 1979, 25 Cit. 252 (2/21/80)].
the Clct derw a law firm I* ln oww for posbl grund jury use thm e de so WlWsfl s a "~ arid fou pei ons
undw grand my mOnbgt. Tm cout boe i - while "m a pm 04*I v ' ea'k pim - to q~Sd Work
product p oo1e to g W to t h, w t vIM r's ilM31I need fo th soidino. The 0urt flh VW ip iscof I
101 WU p rWo than a WWs I sinos, 0 1" S m Nky W rW hir 11o10U priosW .

A other m has a me: 00 hw t wk product do*w pOOId AbW o r uQd p ausi p& in
a.,otion of Wmon oitw Vam m ah'lni ctimgos O w t my n bun m t idrW ury p Mfdtng big, The FWuh Orcu has
held. in a 1973 dosk. that in m mO 0m do cM 1gm. upon tmnils i ft 11 0m, o ft lk product Oocuut prepared

ocien tMlwo riaw qult ftimy r deco , mid me nd "elly mm"i In mtuw"m mid Nlgi. I" C*o
v MAAge of RANW dem tnCAw. 48? F.2 480 (41 Cr. 1973), MI. dr. 420 U.S. W (1075).] Tim Corado Suprwm Court
has hold ut work product matters pr ascion 1dH d k spe vi g1991m u Wmugf by the gW May o o leded
by the mr' pwor uct doctri unilms ft di cA s eud %Mc l MOW d m grand Jury Pr01edhi me O d y ribed. (A. a . v.
Osm O~aW offtSmV WAd"fW. 550P.2d 315 (Colo. 1976) WE di. 420 U.&~ 1040.1

Yhge nieriii prepaed ui md In M ivw pumdp W par W rm dec by ft grmd jy a mork rduct
was considered byth Severe Ocul in VOW Os*d COp. Y. Pes 561 F.2d 71 (19M). OW. den. 435 U.S. 942. Thm met'o4usd to edend proleons to doculwl pnupie hm oprim aibdmvne pnowenei. Pu eprod Upci MVI 3m i
oithe work product doc m:n m gu jy pro n. C0urb et io uid 11010 prIepmd i m-Ioil 0lPft crn
tp do 00 onoy W" otco from grand ury dtvry. Ii R &W Ary A , 73 F..D. 64? (M.D. Pd. 19?7).]On@ court

has rolud to apply the wn product doctimt 1o grnd Juryp po edlig, . I $A M ,tom a*w. 382 N.Y.S. 2d 243 (N.Y. Sup.
CI 1976). t court ound thal in iorney's rlA Io schile posseM Of his work product N nd c a *0ht mid losgTiminiost as 10m rui pa::ng 3 wites' iimn m'V n beui m gun jurys rmi.

in surnwy a hog fl dW Isues wo wte muts drev o qusMi d &am d work product prtveg The boundary s
of thi iprolectionarn le aty dotd Ano yel muism oi e II n g id ryne l lemtinw dirVkion oimirk
proce, and d the mens were Droprod in n p (tlm1 (h c k vdh i a i Vi m id Pi 1,0iw p rocedr9),. or whether
the work" prod prevs dtclun 1th grand Jury ory o0 f eris prmpe h WiWon 0 crini ~ my c y
reut from the grand fury wrbgaon b tll. WhtlW t work produOt iecin d Iimew ndas mid r asnida must also

o adtesmd
The ABA beheve that a work product proton forWar itn hi iles &WVsingh~ ft eiglon. prepm'tof rspresetton

of a cient's cause is o4 W*nWirrowlaram dt toe current wlds if ftcm low. I Is Cric Vi the nee 10 protect mna
retcmnships is strongly ismrted. The pressiiw tu 04 o gr4 fry opsm can mid dus lm a &MV0 ~li on Sh0i Fuindilms
fightS

30 PnnW* M proposed by the OW" .Au SOctM on tpprsd byft A A to of Dssas in Wralwy 1 n 1
was proposed as a reos to a gwg pobt , wh~ gm Son perceived. Raw amngq plotclors' dtt Vrughoul the
country vanes greatly Using the tosr sysm a a Wincthvmi. tlen we U.S. Mo'noo's dc O W nllvtin lam to the graid
pry wT chmh ony a voe Io'f"ll" o "no bil" an an mWdnld t- r1d hdiWt 's ot y. Thu. n a 50-out
mn fraud casa ivdving 10 ndtAd, daits md one cor" do d1mdo,, a gW Jury wul i smm (aid is bheved mMy)
odem uridion o" be aa o d to vs w or agn a proposd IdlUnms.

Prci A i3 as designed to m um it pacIcof Vim tehem sd o In mug-on anid/cr fmu*40ndW cases
subrtr vo fom to the grmid ury rquhg the Wam 10 80dre go 3m e ag h s did i each courN
ndspsny Thus, in 3mo cen hIv~nvg a S0..erS mii afraid hiucneot mi~i 1wO0 Ivu m4d mo cWOO* 1slsodmto. a grand

jury v*Ad be reqW 1o rvew tm saknc o Ih count W 10 OFm d lo'dois en i iepproprtas orm prOid by the
prosCulor.

The nWsy resA woud be 10 orce grWd jry to mm " smimiWd 0 d coo mid te hd ly 04 ISc poltv"
defendant seOPmeY.

Sepplemt: Rpessi Amadmas Wstb I(s) F.R.rP. - TiM poky o0 lntnmirnh t 3mrc 0 jury is
wel established [Oovs v. UaWS~m. 384 U.S. 656 (ING)) MW n disclosed 04 gaid firy Omis ut be maudoiacd otrdace
wn th e prsimns of Aul 6 r to FdPk nit of OW"ij Proceu (f g k ,hO Co. v. L*b Sma. 30 U.S. 35
(19-9)]. (,jS ,menOx 1w sot W j The nem res"judWlc p appr, fo dome u r 4 grino ury nun ept ow dicosure
Is made to m rny r1 thet gvsrwi or 10 aron lb"asngaw yb gow rng a . Pius
b(s) F.A, Cr.P.

M -mmr e , ythegoemm - wihithenoUmingo4 Fk it d04* i byFtFs4,c) FdnfVntProce, d
incuds both h b m g itomeys mid AslM Unlted Stis Morneys. Seo ule 6(o) F.R.Cr.P. 16 U.S. Code iues 1.9
[Supp. 1979 A p. 261. TIs% dlno 04 "iar yor fti govermil" is iworporaled in th 1977 nv w 10 o 6() and *0
desned, tQ tWm grand jury kwoslons by P , under w & M rciwmnm , grW me m to 1gnd jry nen Jr
persons n&sWVnggoverminiit orasys- in oftwi fKod twil low. (Id.I
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The disclosure restriions Wting access to persons ua" In th sjoim s( ar W l w is w 11 the tie
nooed gerwa pri, ple that the grand ury is not to be used as a devOfto erdn 0cIlig d We TL*tlOdON v. Amcb &o Ga Co..
356 U.S 677 (1958)], and ensunes aanst a fow of grd jury isif to valOsm pwo0tmtWt WoJnvW f o v enforcemnl
purposes Moreover. the requiement 0 6(e) that a Ist be prVed to the court ol thou pow to whor dea hb beenm mte
serves bh AS a cautonary remi hdeto prosecute that secrecy Is to be prese , rd Und a d s feldg On 0e) cnpbUM

in February 1977, the ABA House of Delegales - In considering the then-pardig popoed O nnW S to (6). - o as
policy the Ionowng recomindaton to the Congress

Thai an exptt "sat staement bf e tha the onl, puroee of nd is to prude tt Igo"v e in
with the expertise f other governmental personnel. whe needed; id W thad ei oWT department or
anntstrgrve agency has the ob6pgson o insu hat th grwnl k y kib"of dIm ld s e I n

used in v oon of any constaubonal rights. in imlated alrlmna l ceaes. or in lly otA procedings.
At the tuie this policy was before the Crrnal Jutce Secton. several CounCI mentei 1;e dM " W on crn thal

disclosure to a broad group of government peorsonnel night be used asa ueartuge by some agns to a ti Infti through the
grand jury process which was not Wgtl atel required for the purposes of th pending jry kNO1d6yegal. TM Section tus urge
that tNs be clarified via a leislatir staleme t.

The difficulty with the rWro s as presently naced in RAl 6(e) is that V e hve I" M oveMd te qu ion of whalther an
attorney lor the government" who has pwl CM responslibiles may use grvd iWy -ii wOhW "cit approval. JCWOI

Inc n ry Corp Y Frsf Minresoa Constrctx Co., st aV 405 F. &pp. 929, 932 MI. MiOS. 1975). See aO MR Gran A"
P,-ocledigs. 445 F Supp. 349 (0C.R .1978) ]Aforey In tWAtrust0 Ms , e.g.. mWy beUOI*n egaiflol d
before a grand jury. whi e th e colagues may lsewr be &eZamlinng Wlfm or eve ref dn Mscfdud i Vn targets the grand
jury probe - but with a W toward purely cW rel. As MWe wA in C% i tMf11y p~ ut in dnyig "dVIl" scess to an
Assistant Unied States Atorney,

"(jyperntnga"cMI' AssstaiUS. Ahomrey cm eblnheoM e tl of his"ak N ne W's
grand jury inquiry. the twin dangers exist that the grand jury oould be used inp Mope'y as a vhIlei for CMI
discovery and the serecy of the gran jury's delora tons could be ovnaruud." ISWrM W 932.1

14"n information trorn the grand ury is proved to SuCh ci lawyers. there topw to be a cleer beach of jur secrecy. yet
Rue 6(e) does not on ts face appear to rohib such action. Moreover, no ietry of W A u gIven suc accss will be
con ed by the government or filed with the court

The propose amend ment to Rule 6(e) would make explicIt IN de kf inton of he dratters of t 1977 amendment to the rule
i e to increase access to grand jury material in order to make eflectWe ctnaln invelgilol nr viale, wM at the sar time
ensuriong that the grand jury is not use, by anyone, as an uncntroe moos oi enlordcn dvisws.

The potential tor abuse of the grand uy process in such instances is rM. Agaln usIng f anogy of MW Aftkit , it is
possible that grand pjry information oblaiedl in an Investigation Of Wt&e Q in om M dim Wld be MM 00011 to Anttrust
Civiswo tawytrs erxaining price-b"in alegtons by MWse rle ptla in sie-r Oiftillon where onl civi reme1111diels are
conterrXlteo The possibility of abuse seems even groatwr where a gran jury iwvetgatko has endd without I - but related
ivil action involving the same parties subsequently arises That grand , julryftrlas id by "government tto'" in the eale,

criminal inquiry might now be used by "government atorneys in the perfomance of [i M] ly" ;t rgrd to v tow is rot remote
prospect

Srnce the purpose of kmiting access lo grand jury matedr Io peron enboling 1o di o a oW Mw toS priMOn the use Of
such materials in civil proceedings until a court cxuld balance the govemt'sn eed hi dilfor ln a ft M rtie' policy of secrecy
the present koohol in Rule 6(e) should be cose Access to granryt WY er OWld be 9ien, a cout orde, only to
government personnel enforcing federal criminal law.

The ABA believes the court has ihernt power, Ini tsi dllscroln, todl ss indlc~rienf when this ri"s ha been violated. When
matters occurring before the grand u ae y i to indVidu s dtwn Mo elor V gOvenmellt," OW exat 4e
the apopriate remedy s been ound to be by way of dwissal [Un#id Sa v, Owir s", ic.], or, where no inlictment has
been voed, by way of termrnatin of the grand jury Inquiry. [ ' Gral t ury W S& M (Genrl MO Corp.): 428 F. SUPP 579
(Wi) Tex 1977). 573 F 2d 9 6 rv'd iUW c9 o!f lfw MUi, 564 F.2d f136(flt Cr. 19M).]
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